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Dear Collector 
I have great pleasure in presenting our largest auction catalogue yet with 3000 lots, 87 vendors and pre-sale reserves of 
nearly $700,000. We are honoured to be able to offer lots from the late Derek Pocock and Joe Crum collections, both 
very sad losses to the West Australian collecting fraternity, so too was the sudden passing of our dear friend, collector 
and a regular helper at Ace Stamp Auctions, Rob Cook. He was greatly admired by all who knew him and was incredibly 
generous with his time and assistance. We are delighted to have his wife Dee still involved in the auction weekends. 
As many of you know, this auction was due for last November but following a random brain bleed, I was admitted to 
Intensive Care for 2 weeks followed by the brain trauma unit. Needless to say, it has been a traumatic journey, but I 
have been truly blessed with my recovery and this auction catalogue is a testament to this. During this time Christine 
and I received many messages and calls of support from collectors which meant a great deal to us both. Even more so 
was the fact that not a single vendor withdrew their lots even with the uncertainty surrounding my illness. This gave me 
an even greater determination to return to work and have this catalogue out with all those vendors material. Thank you 
all for your confidence in both us and our business, it was sincerely appreciated. Thanks too to John McPhee and  
Trevor Lacy for their describing efforts to bring this sale to fruition. 
As always, I hope you enjoy the catalogue, especially as there are so many interesting areas with such variety. We have 
re-introduced the coins and banknotes section with a scarce 1960/65 £5 Coombs & Wilson Star note with first prefix 
TC10 76431*. It is aUnc & in a PCGS Gold Shield Grading wallet. (lot 79) and a 1862 Sydney Mint QV half gold 
sovereign in EF condition & also graded by PCGS. (lot 1) The “box lot” section has never been stronger and “bargains” 
await for those attending. We are proud to present over 740 one-country, Australian and thematic collections. These 
range from general accumulations with large cross sections of World through to specific countries and themes noting for 
example the massive Aircraft & Aviation collection in 27 volumes, a true lifetimes collection. (lot 933) 
Once again, we have reserved Sunday morning for Western Australian collections, stamps, postcards, postmarks & 
postal history followed by a wonderful array of Australian Airmail covers with many signed and low quantities flown. No 
doubt under-priced as we all await the next edition of the Australian Air Mail Catalogue which is due out soon. 
Australian Kangaroos & KGV are well represented with numerous useful varieties for the specialist including a new   
third watermark discovery, 2½d indigo, Die II perfined "OS NSW" with "missing "1" in fraction" variety. It is fine used  
with clear Sydney cds & a Drury Cert stating, " Believed unique stamp and Australian Philatelic Rarity of the highest 
order” (lot 1559) In addition there are lovely Monogram examples and high values in superb condition which are 
becoming increasingly scarce including a third watermark £2 grey-black & crimson with “broken coast in Bight” variety. 
It is fresh MUH & well centered (lot 1656) 
There is a strong and varied decimal section, often overlooked but containing attractive errors and recent exhibition 
issues including commemorative PNC’s. Australian FDC’s have been separated (lots 2381-2466), the highlight being  
the 1923 (7th March) 1½d green single wmk KGV horizontal pair on an unaddressed FDC with Parkville cds's being the 
official First Day of Issue. (lot 1839) plus one of the 2 recorded 1948 (17th Nov) 10/- Robes on thin paper with bottom 
selvedge on PMG Dept OHMS Thompson typed address FDC with neat GPO Sydney cds. (lot 2383) 
There is an excellent range of both Commonwealth and Foreign single lots including Great Britain with a QV to QEII 
cross section before our best offering of China. This vendor collected China in MUH blocks of 4 including the now 
famous 1980 Year of the Monkey (lot 2724). Also included are the 1962 Mei-Lan-fang imperfs & Miniature Sheet (lots 
2694/95) We separated out the key sets in lots 2688-2724 while the collections can be found in lots 231-241. 
As we begin work on the next auction, please do not hesitate to contact us to assist with the sale of your collection     
or even an outright sale if you are considering downsizing and wish a prompt settlement. We travel the State and are 
always buying, so feel free to call and discuss. 
I would suggest you leave plenty of time to read and appreciate this catalogue not forgetting we have scanned 1800+ 
lots on our website at www.acestampauctions.com The search facility will assist with those searching for specific 
material. For those viewing on the auction weekend prior to the 4 sale sections, even though we lay all the lots out, be 
aware this is our largest sale yet and you may need to prioritise to ensure you view all those lots of interest. 
Once again, thank you for your continued support of Ace Stamp Auctions, especially the vendors and of all you, the 
collectors who have regularly bid with us since our first auction in 2008. Finally, my sincere thanks to my wife Christine, 
who has been a rock from that very first auction and through the trials and tribulations of late! 
Good luck with your bidding & happy collecting in 2020! 
Ian Boulton 



AAMC Australian Air Mail Catalogue 
ACSC  Australasian C’wealth Specialist Catalogue       
ASC  Australasian Stamp Catalogue 
BPA  British Philatelic Assoc. Expertising. Cert  
B/S  Back stamped 
Cat.  Catalogue 
CDS  Circular Date Stamp 
CTO  Cancelled to Order 
CERT. Certificate of Genuineness 
Cond.  Condition 
CPS  Counter Printed Stamp 
CV  Catalogue Value 
Dupl.  Duplicated 
Eng  Engraved 
Env  Envelope/Cover 
Exc  Excellent 
FDC  First Day Cover 
FDI  First Day of Issue 
F/U  Fine Used 
FV  Face Value ($) 
GU  Good Used (i.e. less than fine) 
H/S  Hand stamp 
Incl  Including 
Inv  Inverted 

M/S  Miniature or souvenir sheet 
MUH  Mint Unhinged 
MLH  Mint Lightly Hinged 
MVLH  Mint Very Lightly Hinged 
O/C  Off Centre 
OG  Original gum 
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PD  Postage Due 
Pmk  Postmark 
PPC  Picture Postcard 
PSE  Pre-stamped Envelope 
PTSA  Priced To Sell At 
Reg’d  Registered 
S/A  Self Adhesive (also known as peel & stick) 
SG  Stanley Gibbons Catalogue (£) 
SS  Seven Seas - Aust made Pictorial album 
STC  Stated to catalogue 
UNUSED Mint without gum 
U  Used 
Var.  Variety or flaw 
VF  Very Fine 
VG  Very Good 
W/C  Well centred 
Wmk  Watermark 

COINS & BANKNOTES - Grading & terminology used in this catalogue 
 

Proof: Proof coins are struck using specially hardened dies & highly polished blanks. The result is great clarity 
& depth of detail. Most modern proofs (1966 onwards) contrast a brilliant mirror background against delicately 
frosted detail. 
Prooflike: Often a non-official mint strike, or medallic in nature. 
Brilliant Uncirculated (B/Unc) or choice Unc: Uncirculated, but with higher than normal sheen. 
Extremely Fine (EF): Coins shows only traces of wear to high points of the design & only light surface marks 
from circulating. Otherwise the design is clear and sharp & the coin will have much lustre. Notes are clean & 
crisp with only the slightest signs of creases and folds. 
Very Fine (VF): Lustre has gone and there will be flatness on the design of a coin. Other traces of wear may 
also be evident. Banknotes of this grade will show distinct signs of handling though the paper will still be 
reasonably crisp. 
Fine (F): The effects of handling will be quite evident from the amount of flatness to the design of a coin. Notes 
will have clear signs of soiling & heavy creasing, possibly also some tearing. 
Very Good (VG): Most details of a coin’s design will be all but gone, but the basic design and date are still 
visible. Notes of this grade are near the end of their useful life & are of little value unless they are rare. 
Choice: An exceptional example of the given grade. 
Good (g): Use of the prefix good (e.g. gVF) indicates that the item is slightly better than the grade stated. 
About (a): Use of this prefix (e.g. aEF) indicates that the item is almost at the grading designated. 

ACE STAMP AUCTIONS ABBREVIATIONS 

AIRMAILS & FLIGHT COVERS - Grading & terminology used in this catalogue 
 

Good Condition - The cover is sound with no major faults or damage to the key parts such as the stamp, 
vignette or postmarks. However there may be light wear, corner creases, minor bends/folds, etc but nothing 
that detracts from the cover. 
 

VG Condition - Above average condition for a flight cover with none of the above minor faults. 
 

Excellent Condition - Superb grade, fault free and well above expected condition. 
 

Heavy foxing/toning, folds, tears and tape remains/repairs have all been described accordingly however 
remember we are dealing with historic, aged covers that have been handled outside of the clinical condition of 
the today’s mail centres so there must be understanding of this when bidding. 
 

Please Note; The date shown at the front of each description is the date that appears in the AAMC and was 
the earliest date that the flight or later intermediates or return routes began. This is done for ease of use with 
the catalogue and thus we have done the same to ensure the AAMC can be used in conjunction with this 
auction catalogue. Hence the actual “flown” date may not be the one at the start of the description but should 
appear within the text. 

LOTS IN BOLD APPEAR IN THE COLOUR PLATES OF THE CATALOGUE 
FOR ADDITIONAL IMAGES, PLEASE VISIT  www.acestampauctions.com 



CONDITIONS OF SALE 
 

BIDS The highest bidder shall be the purchaser. Where floor bids do not exceed the highest postal bid, that postal bidder 
will pay the reserve when no other floor or postal bids have been received or one bidding step over the second highest 
postal or highest floor bidder. 
 

BIDDING For those not attending the auction, bids can be placed by mail, telephone or email. We no longer accept bids 
by fax due to previous problems confirming safe receipt of them. Email bids are encouraged and will be acknowledged 
by return email. Such bids should be received in our offices no later than 8.00pm, WA time, on Friday 27th March for 
Parts 1 & 2 and 8.00pm, WA time, Saturday 28th March for Parts 3 & 4. Bids received that are not a bidding increment 
figure as below will be rounded down to the nearest increment. Thank you. 
 

BIDDING INCREMENTS Bidding shall progress in the following increments; 
Up to $50 bidding will rise in increments of $2 
From $50 to $100 bidding will rise in increments of $5 
From $100 to $300 bidding will rise in increments of $10 
From $300 to $500 bidding will rise in increments of $20 
From $500 to $750 bidding will rise in increments of $25 
From $750 to $1,500 bidding will rise in increments of $50 
From $1,500 to $3,000 bidding will rise in increments of $100 
From $3,000 to $5,000 bidding will rise in increments of $200 
From $5,000 to $10,000 bidding will rise in increments of $250 
From $10,000 upwards at auctioneers discretion 
 

BINDING CONTRACT By placing bids in the auction, the bidder is entering into a binding contract to purchase all the 
lots he/she is awarded with the additional Buyers Premium. 
 

BUYER'S COMMISSION A Buyers Commission of 12.5% (plus GST for Australian Residents) will be added to the 
hammer price. 
 

DELIVERY shall be made to bidders upon receipt of payment. Postage & packing is at the purchaser’s expense and 
unless otherwise requested, lots will be mailed within Australia by ordinary mail and overseas lots by Airmail. Lots over 
$100 (incl of BP) will be posted by Registered Post and over $500 (incl of BP) by Platinum Express Post with any 
additional insurance, over and above Australia Post’s maximum payout for the respective service, to be requested by the 
successful bidder if required. After 12 years of auction business, we have never had any missing packages using the 
above Australia Post Registered, International Registered, Express or Platinum Post services. 
 

DISPUTES If any dispute arises as to the highest bidder the auctioneer shall have absolute discretion to determine the 
dispute and may put up again and resell the lot in respect of which the dispute arises. 
 

ESTIMATES The estimates are the reserves and thus bidding will begin at the estimated prices. Please Note: Bids under 
the estimate will not be accepted. Opening Prices will be shown on the website at least 72 hours before the auction. 
 

EXCHANGE RATES At time of printing (subject to fluctuation) the Australian Dollar equals; 
 

UK £0.51p, US $0.66, Euro €0.60, Japan ¥72, NZ$1.04, Singapore $0.92 
 

GOODS & SERVICES TAX (GST) Most lots in this auction are sold on behalf of private vendors and as such are exempt 
from GST. All lots are sold GST inclusive where applicable. (A GST Tax invoice will be supplied on request.) 
 

PAYMENT must be made immediately upon your last bid in the room on the day. Payment by cash is preferred however 
personal cheques will be accepted with identification. In addition we also accept the credit cards, Visa & Mastercard and 
all Debit cards. A 1.5% service charge will be added to all invoices when a credit card is used.  
 

POSTAL BIDDERS are encouraged to include credit card details on the bid form so that lots can be despatched 
immediately. The 1.5% service charge will be added to the total amount. Alternatively full payment should be sent within 
7 days of the receipt of invoice. If any purchaser fails to pay in full for any lot within the time stated, compound interest 
may be charged on the outstanding amount at the rate of 2.5% per month plus a $20 accounting fee. Payment can be 
made by Bankers cheque in Australian dollars (or personal cheque if known by Ian Boulton), Money Order, bank notes in 
Pounds Sterling, US Dollars or Euros sent by Registered Mail at senders risk or Direct bank transfer. 
 

Direct Bank Transfer Details: 
Name: Ian Boulton Stamp Dealer 
Bank: ANZ, Shop 9 The Promenade, Ellenbrook Western Australia, 6069 
Acc No: 483096739    BSB: 016-352 
 

PRICES REALISED Postal bidders can visit the website for prices realised on Monday 30th March onwards. 
 

REFUSAL OF ADMISSION Ace Stamp Auctions reserves the right at our complete discretion to refuse admission to the 
auction premises or participation in any auction and to reject any bid/s. 
 

UNSOLD LOTS Offers on unsold lots after the auction will be communicated to the vendor if received by telephone, 
email or in writing up to 21 days after the sale. Please provide the unsold lot number and the highest price you are willing 
to pay. (Please note the 12.5% + GST Buyers Premium will be added to this figure.) Please telephone for further 
information following the sale. (08) 9297 3040 or 0414 929 235 
 

VIEWING All lots can be viewed on Saturday 28th March from 8.30am to 11.00 am for Coins & Banknotes and to 1.00pm 
for collections and Sunday 29th March from 8.00am to 1.00pm at the Cannington Exhibition Centre, Corner of Albany 
Hwy& Station St, Cannington. In addition there will be 1800+ lots scanned on the website leading up to the auction. 
 

www.acestampauctions.com 



 
SALE 27, PART 1 – 11.00am SATURDAY 28th MARCH 2020    

COINS & BANKNOTES   
Australian Coins  

1 1862 Sydney Mint QV half gold sovereign. EF, graded PCGS. McDonald 009, Cat, $28,000 $12,000 
2 1868 Sydney Mint QV gold sovereign. aUnc, graded PCGS. $750 
3 1910-1961 range of Threepences x 10. Mixed cond. (21) $60 
4 1911-1962 Halfpenny collection in Hendo Coin Album. Complete bar 1923. Mixed cond, some better grade. (72) $80 
5 1911-1964 Half Penny collection in two Whiteman coin albums. Excls 1915, 1918 & 1923. Mixed cond. (36) $40 
6 1911-1964 Penny collection in 3 x Whiteman coin albums. Excls 1925 & 1930 but incls 1946. Mixed cond. (50) $75 
7 1918-1962 range of Sixpences. Mixed cond. (29) $100 
8 1936-1963 range of Florins x 65. Mixed cond. (65) $150 
9 1937 Crown aUnc $75 

10 1937 Crowns VF x 2 & 1966 50c round coins x 9. (11 coins) $100 
11 1946-1963 selection of Shillings. Mixed cond. (17) $30 
12 1966 50c round coins x 200. $1,000 
13 1966 Unc coin set of 6 with round 50c in red wallet. $25 
14 1966, 1977, 1980-1982, 1985-1988 & 1991-2001 Unc sets in RAM folders. 1966 has worn packaging otherwise         

all fine. Retail $850+ (19 items) $300 
15 1981 $200 Royal Wedding commem 22 carat gold coin in small RAM wallet. Unc $600 
16 1988 $2 proof coin, 1996 Parkes, 2001 50c Federation, 2004 Student Design, 2004 Eureka Stockade, 2005 Gallipoli, 

2007 SHB, 2008 Canberra, 2008 Year of Planet Earth 2 coin set,  2011 Ashes, 2014 $2 Remembrance Day, 2015 
Richie Benaud,  2016 6 coin set, 2016 $1 "The Spirit Lives Across Australia" RAM x 3, 2017 $1 Citizenship Perth Mint, 
2017 $2 Remembrance Day, $1 Trans-Australian Railway RAM x 2. All Unc in pres wallets/boxes. (20 items) $50 

17 1988 $5 Parliament House x 5, 1990 $5 Anzac, 1996 $5 Bradman & 2000 Sydney Olympics $5 sports x 6 diff. Also 
1984 $1 kangaroos x 3, 2009 $1 Citizenship & 2014 Anzac Day all in RAM packaging. (18 items) $70 

18 1989 QEII Holey dollar & Dump in silver. aUnc plus Tuvalu Titanic 100th Anniv coloured coin. $30 
19 1998 $1 Parliament House "10 Years On" silver proof coin. Exc cond. Retails $40+ $20 
20 2000 $1 Victoria Cross - Valour coin Unc on presentation card. Retails $225 $60 
21 2004 AFL Gold Plated $5 Proof coin in football shaped pres boxes x 2. Exc cond. Retail $55 ea. $40 
22 2012 $2 Australian Open gold plated silver proof coin in RAM pres case. Retails $150 $75 
23 2015 "GALLIPOLI" Silver Stunner 43 mm two tone coin with C.O.A. & limited to 500 in pres case. Exc cond. $20 
24 2016 "The Change Over" Unc set of 6 in folder plus 2012 $5 Town Halls Brisbane "Special Release" wallet. (2 items) $30 
25 2016 $2 Olympic Coloured Coin Collection in 3 wallets with 2 diff outer designs plus 2 x Australian Paralympic Team 

folders. (17 x $2 coins in 5 wallets) $40 
26 2016 10c "Cotton & Co. certified mint rolls x 4. Selling on Ebay at $35+ each $80 
27 2016 ANZAC to Afghanistan Coin Collections with pres folders complete set of 14 coins with first RAM 25c coins x 2 

sets. Exc cond. (28 coins & 2 folders) $60 
28 2017 50c coloured coin Ford Australia Heritage set in original pres tin. Exc cond. Retails $240+ $80 
29 2018 "100 Years of ANZAC" 20c & 25c coins in wallets commemorating Kokoda (4), Long Tan (3), Peace (3), Gallipoli 

Landing (2), "Our Legends" (7), Medal for Gallantry, DFC, George Cross, "Mateship", Last Post, AIF, Nurses, 
Remembrance Day,  Aust Defence Medal, etc. All in exc cond. (60) $30 

30 2018 $2 "30 Years of the $2 Coin" with "M" Privy Mark proof coin in RAM box from ANDA Melbourne show. Retail $75 $30 
31 2018 50c coloured coin Ford Australia Heritage set 7 in original "Powered by Ford" pres tin. Exc cond. Retails $140+ $70 
32 2018 50c coloured coin Holden Australia Heritage set of 7 in original "High Octane" pres tin. Exc cond. Retails $190+ $90 
33 2018 Commonwealth Games Gold Coast $1 & $2 coloured coin pres folders x 2 plus 2018 30th Anniv of $2 coin folder 

with 12 diff designs of $2 with 8 of these coloured. Retail $130 (3 items) $40 
34 2019 $1 Opal Lunar Series Year of the Pig 1oz Silver Proof Coin by Perth Mint. Exc cond. Retails $120 $50  

World Coins  
35 England 1630's Charles I. gVF Cost vendor $590 $380 
36 England 1689 William & Mary Half Crown. VF Cost vendor $625 $450 
37 England 1798 ⅓ Guinea gold coin on 9ct mount. $150 
38 Germany - Saxony 1625 silver & bronze Thaler. Johann George I in armour & half-length Spanish shield with central 

Saxony Arms. Cat. Km 132.  $300 
39 Great Britain 1978, 1982, 1988 & 1999 Proof coin sets plus 1983 8 coin, 1985 7 coin, 1995 8 coin & 1999 8 coin Unc 

sets all in Royal Mint pres folders. Also "Pounds, Shillings and Pence" Royal Mint pres folder with 8 pre-decimal coins, 
1983 £1 & 50p "Europe" coin set. All in exc cond. Retail $280+ (11 items) $120 

40 Great Britain - Jersey 2015 Red Arrows colour commem coin Unc x 2. Most attractive. (2) $30 
41 India 1889 ¼ rupee. EF $50 
42 New Zealand 1949 crowns EV to aUnc. (5) $75 
43 New Zealand 1965 last minting set of 7 coins x 7 & 1967 first minting of Decimal Currency x 6. All in Royal Mint, 

London commem packs & Unc. Retail $260+ (13 packs) $60 
44 New Zealand $1 Unc coins in individual cases for 1967 Decimal Currency, 1969 Cook x 4, 1974 C/wealth Games x 2, 

1977 QEII Silver Jubilee, 1978 Parliament, 1979 $1 QEII, 1980 $1 Fantail, 1981, 1983 x 2 & 1986 $1 Royal Visits plus  
1982 $1 Takahe, 1983 $1NZ Coinage Anniv, 1984 Black Robin, 1985 Black Stilt, 1986 Kakapo, 1987 Nat Parks Cent, 
1988 Yellow Eyed Penguin, 1989 C/wealth Games in 4 designs & 1990 Waitangi Treaty. Retail $250+ (27 items) $50 

45 New Zealand 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee, 1978 Parliament, 1979 $1 QEII, 1980 $1 Fantail, 1981, 1983 & 1986 $1 Royal 
Visits plus  1982 $1 Takahe, 1983 $1NZ Coinage Anniv, 1984 Black Robin, 1985 Black Stilt, 1986 Kakapo, 1987 Nat 
Parks Cent, 1988 Yellow Eyed Penguin & 1989 C/wealth Games silver proof coins in cases. Retail $500+ (15 items) $250 

46 New Zealand 1977 to 1990 & 1992 Unc sets of 7 in wallets. (15 items) $100 
47 New Zealand 1978 to 1990 plus extra 1982 & 1992 Proof sets of 7 in individual cases. Retail $500+ (15 items) $100 
48 New Zealand 1990 commem set of 6 with $1 kiwi & 50c Endeavour & last $1 & $2 banknotes & first coin pair also in 

pres pack. Also 1992 $5 Reserve Bank. All Unc. Retail $120+ (3 items) $50 
49 New Zealand 1990 Silver Proof set of 5 in RAM case & silver $1 Treaty of Waitangi proof. Exc cond. Retail $145 (2) $30 
50 South Africa 1947-1960 silver crowns x 9. VF to aUnc $150 
51 USA 1888 25c Quarter Dollar proof. Rare. $2,000 
52 USA 1889 $1 Eagle. EF in case. $25 
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45 New Zealand 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee, 1978 Parliament, 1979 $1 QEII, 1980 $1 Fantail, 1981, 1983 & 1986 $1 Royal 
Visits plus  1982 $1 Takahe, 1983 $1NZ Coinage Anniv, 1984 Black Robin, 1985 Black Stilt, 1986 Kakapo, 1987 Nat 
Parks Cent, 1988 Yellow Eyed Penguin & 1989 C/wealth Games silver proof coins in cases. Retail $500+ (15 items) $250 

46 New Zealand 1977 to 1990 & 1992 Unc sets of 7 in wallets. (15 items) $100 
47 New Zealand 1978 to 1990 plus extra 1982 & 1992 Proof sets of 7 in individual cases. Retail $500+ (15 items) $100 
48 New Zealand 1990 commem set of 6 with $1 kiwi & 50c Endeavour & last $1 & $2 banknotes & first coin pair also in 

pres pack. Also 1992 $5 Reserve Bank. All Unc. Retail $120+ (3 items) $50 
49 New Zealand 1990 Silver Proof set of 5 in RAM case & silver $1 Treaty of Waitangi proof. Exc cond. Retail $145 (2) $30 
50 South Africa 1947-1960 silver crowns x 9. VF to aUnc $150 
51 USA 1888 25c Quarter Dollar proof. Rare. $2,000 
52 USA 1889 $1 Eagle. EF in case. $25 

 
Coin Collections & Accumulations  

53 World Mixed tub of World coins incl Australian Half Pennies x 20 & Pennies x 46 of various dates. Weighs 2.8kgs. $30 
54 British Pennies in Liquorice Allsorts tin from QV "bun" head plus world coins on pages & dual issue of 2020 $1 Year of 

the Rat Lunar coins on pres card. $30 
55 World mixture incl Australia. Mixed cond with majority appearing to be "holiday" money but hundreds & unchecked by 

us. Weighs 11.8kgs $40 
56 Pascall Toffees tin with over 3kgs of Aust Pennies & Half Pennies plus Aust Florins & Canadian 1oz silver Mapleleaf. $80 
57 World mixture in large chocolate tin from variety of countries incl NZ, Singapore, GB noting £1 coins & old Pennies. 

Mixed cond. Weighs 10kg+ $30 
58 World Cupro nickel 19 cased Crowns & Medallions etc. Noted 1951 5/- KGVI Festival of Britain in original box. (19) $30 
59 Commonwealth Mainly Crown sized silver coins x 13 diff in various Mint packaging & cases. Unc (13 items) $200 
60 World & Australia Mixed copper in large plastic tub. All periods in mixed cond. Weighs nearly 14kg. (100s) $80 
61 Australia to Vatican sparse range in 4 quality albums sorted by country. Incls selection of US. Mixed cond. (100s) $40 
62 World & Australia Mixed silver. 23oz $250  

Ancient Coins  
63 138BC Roman Republic G N Gellius. AF $60 
64 132BC Roman Republic TI Minucius CF. F $50 
65 129BC Roman Republic Marcius Phillipus. AF $50 
66 35AD Julia Nammae Dupondius. F $40 
67 98AD-117AD Trajan Denarius. VF $75 
68 140AD Faustina Senior Dupondius. NF $40 
69 140AD Faustina Senior Sesterius. NF $40 
70 161-180AD Aurelius. NVF $30 
71 180-192AD Commedus Dupondius (as in Gladiator!). F $40 
72 238-244AD Gordian III Ant. GVF $40 
73 253-260AD Valerian Ant. AVF $40 
74 375-392AD Valentinian II AE Centenionalis. VF $30  

Australian Banknotes  
75 1918 Half Sovereign Cerutty Collins. NVF. Renniks 03b, Cat. c$5000. A rare survivor. $1,800 
76 1928 Half Sovereign Riddle Heathershaw. aUnc, rare in this grade. Renniks 07, Cat. $6000 $3,600 
77 1941 £5 KGVI Armitage & McFarlane Note R75 762387. aUnc but small ink mark at top. Renniks 46, Cat. $1500+ $850 
78 1960 £1 emerald Star note Coombs & Wilson. aUnc Renniks R34sb, Cat. $12,500. $7,000 
79 1960/65 £5 Star note Coombs & Wilson with first prefix TC10 76431*. aUnc in PCGS Gold Shield Grading 

wallet. Renniks 50S, Cat. $52,000 $30,000 
80 1988 $10 Bicentennial Polymer notes with "26 January 1988" imprint in pres folders x 3. Exc cond. $50 
81 1993 $10 last paper & first polymer pres folder with both notes Unc. Latter with "1 NOVEMBER 1993" printed in red 

next to amount. Exc cond. Retail $100 $30 
82 $100 Mawson/Tebbutt 24k gold coated reproduction banknotes x 2 framed showing each side. Most attractive & great 

for the coin den!!`  $30 
83 Paper note range incl $1 x 28, $2 x 10, $5 x 3, $10 & $20 plus a $5 & $10 Polymer. FV $108 $90  

World Banknotes  
84 Gibraltar 2006 £20 QEII & Admiral Nelson. Choice UNC. $120 
85 New Zealand 1891 £1 The Union Bank Christchurch. Some light staining otherwise aUnc & a rare survivor. $1,500 
86 New Zealand 1900 £1 The National Bank of NZ Ltd. Rare on hard card. $1,800 
87 USA 2013 $2 Jefferson uncut sheet of 8 with plating position guide sheet & info re note characteristics. Unc $60 
88 USA 2013 $5 Lincoln multi-coloured uncut sheet of 8 with notes explaining the latest security features. Unc $100 
89 Zimbabwe 2008 $10,000,000,000,000 (yes, ten trillion!) inflation banknote. Unc & PCGS graded. $80 
90 World Range in VST album from mainly Asian countries noting Bhutan, Korea, Indonesia & Vietnam. Appear in Unc 

cond. (100+) $50 
91 World Range of 48 notes with majority different. Very mix cond noting some KGVI & QEII Commonwealth. (48) $30  

Medals  
92 Germany 1914 WWI Iron Cross in good cond. Highly collectable. $75 
93 2013 Centenary of Kangaroo & Map Stamps Australia 2013 World Stamp Exhibition medals in pres cases x 2. One 

with 10/- encapsulated 10/- stamp, other engraved. Attractive. (2) $30 
94 2016 "The History of Australians in WWI" Macquarie Mint .333 silver commemorative medal collection. Features 16 

WWI events incl "HMAS Sydney", "Camel Corps", "Bullecourt", "Villers", "Fromelles" & "Returning Home". Each 
encapsulated in folder with info card. Incls Kiribati $10 "Simpson & His Donkey". Exc cond. (16) $50 

95 Victoria Cross replica plus "Rising Sun" collar badge replica on info card. Brand new cond. (2) $30 
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96 Balance of vendor lot in large box incl Aust pre-decimal & decimal FDC's incl 9 x 1950's flight covers to/from Cocos & 

"Round Australia" airmail plus another Melbourne to Christchurch, Royalty thematic incl a GB £5 Queen Mother PNC 
& IOM 1005 Crown PNC & Diana 21st b'day MUH sets, Aust 1980's FDC's incl some WCS (FV $70+), Norfolk Is MUH 
& used range noting 1962 Fish, 1966 Decimal surcharges to $1 & 1967 Ship defins all MUH (retail $50+), stockbook 
of modern Aust F/U incl useful Int Post e.g. $1.65 kangaroo x 6 & odd M/S, 1984 Barred Edge Framas CTO sets x 5 
(retail $50), early Aust ASCP maxicard sets, 2012 SG Collect British Stamps (as new cond) & Hong Kong FDC's. Also  
Russia Olympic FDC sets incl M/S's plus album of Russia & Poland with majority used, album of Territory 
aerogrammes incl PNG & Norfolk exhib & flown & signed examples (40) & another of Fiji & Christmas Is FDC's, a bag 
of MUH Territories incl Norfolk Is & Pitcairn. A basic range of pre-decimal Aust with odd F/U incl 1934 1/- Vic Cent x 6, 
Noted 1970 Grasslands unaddressed FDC that had cost $100! (now retails at $75) & a bundle of unused pre-decimal 
FDC envs from WCS & Royal plus unused Perth C/wealth games envs. Finally 1980's Aust pictorial pmks on PSE's in 
FDC album, Jersey MUH selection costing collector $50 but incls £1 x 9, £2 x 3 & a £5 val & an album of 
Malaya/States & Malaysia incl 8 x 1994 pres folders made for VIP's & dignitaries with felt covers. A random lot with 
many pickings. (1000s) $75 

97 Huge box of material as donated to the RSPCA on our road trips. Mainly Australia pre-decimal & decimal used in 
stockbooks, on piece & loose plus 1970's-1980's FDC's. Noted some MUH Territories incl Fiji. Other World random 
ranges in old time albums & on paper with more Aust & some NZ noting vals to $5 F/U. Hours of sorting. (1000s)   
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $40 

98 Archive box half full of world commercial covers posted to Australia Post State Manager/Philatelic Dept in 1980's. 
Many registered & various cachets noted incl boxed "ON BRITISH POSTAL SERVICE". All appear stampless with 
Postage Paid h/s's or cachets from other postal administrations. Interesting mix. (100s) $40 

99 Vendor "balance of consignment" lot noting a Mint Sheet folder with random Aust, NZ & GB KGVI/QEII sheets & part 
sheets incl a NZ Capt. Cook M/S, British Telecom private RAF commem unused phone cards (3 x £2), Tuvalu range 
of ovptd "OFFICIAL" issues all on 1980's envs with some commercially used (11), USA 1991 MUH commem stamp 
collection plus various small bags of used earlies, tins (some of which could be collectable in their own right) of dupl 
Aust pre-decimal used noting 1/- BCOF x 2. Also  "Postage Stamps of Vietnam" album with numerous CTO issues, 
GB used on leaves, album of Malta incl QEII MUH sets, random covers noting 1906 Transvaal cover with "Central 
South African Railways Johannesburg Office of the Resident Engineer" cachet & postcard showing the CSAR Goods 
Shed & railway, GB KGV postal stationary used & mint, Aust 1970 Grasslands WCS FDC, NSW & Sydney early b&w 
& colour postcards of various scenes incl Watsons & Lavender Bays (26). Finally, Australia 1966-1991 Seven Seas 
Hingeless albums with used & another in standard to 1984 with FDC's added plus 33 x Hagners with more used incl 
pre-decimal noting vals to 9d Macarthur, 1/- Anzac (2), 2/- SJ, £1 Robes & £2 Arms. Useful pickings with care. (1000s) $60 

100 Stamps & covers collected by the RSPCA for a charity auction lot. Material yet to be delivered so could be anything!! 
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.  $40 

101 Deceased estate of primarily Australia & Territories incl Fiji 1953-1986 Seven Seas Hingeless album with scattering of 
issues & Nauru 1916-1981 in KaBe hingeless album with later MUH sets plus KaBe album of Norfolk, Christmas Is, 
Cocos & AAT for same period with used/CTO. Also a stockbook of NZ QEII dupl issues used with odd MUH low vals. 
Aust pre-decimal used range with some basic kangaroos & KGV (musty!) but separate s/book with MUH/MLH range 
noting useful incl AIF to 6d, both 2/- Olympics, birds set of 7, later QEII commems to 2/6d before more decimals F/U 
with Navigators to $4 plus album of 1980's FDC's incl 1971 Christmas block of 7. Another 2 albums of good to F/U 
dupl decimals all neatly arranged & an FDC album containing 1980's Aerogrammes & Lettercards in both mint & FDI 
in quantity. Also USA 1972-1976 Yearpacks with MUH issues, West Germany 1972 Munich Olympic Games M/S's x 
12 MUH (odd gum fault but cat. £90), Nauru 1970's/80's FDC's (50+), GB range from QV to QEII used noting £1 RSW 
(average used) & KGVI to 10/- with early QEII commems MUH with vals to £1, PNG 1970's/80's MUH sets plus Aust 
Territories MUH & CTO sets on Hagners incl Fiji with 1971 bird defin to $2 MUH & CTO (Cat. £32). A lot with potential. $50 

102 Suitcase crammed full with boxes containing glassines & envelopes of used Australia duplicates sorted by catalogue 
number with lesser quantities of USA, France & other mainly European countries. Quick check indicated better than 
average cond but majority appear common. A few mint Hungary post-WWI noted but overwhelmingly good to fine 
used. (10,000s) $50 

103 200+ Hagners & 4 sheet files plus several A4 sleeves & 11 sheet protector binders. Also small stockbook with USSR 
1978-1989 CTO with odd MUH pictorials. (c170 + 6 MS's) $50 

104 World MUH, MLH & used in index card box of glassines with thematics of 1970's-1990's with some better incl Jordan 
1963 Red Cross M/S (Cat. £33), South Korea 1980's M/S's, Vietnam 1990's, Mongolia 1986-1990 sets & M/S's, folder 
of Portuguese Colonies (sparse), c2000 GB & Aust used plus a couple of Hagners of China Junks & SYS MLH/used. 
Also Iran 1894-1939 CTO sets/reprints on Hagners. A varied lot! $60 

105 Australia kangaroos & KGV with latter incl 25 bundles of low vals in boxes & stockbooks. A treasure trove noting 4d 
kangaroo x 6 incl yellow-orange, 5d large & small perf "OS" plus other vals to 10/- (perf "OS") with vals to 1/- in 
quantity. Also some MUH/MLH general pre-decimal in small stockbook & a set (2 volumes) of Wim Smits "Between 
the Lines". A fantastic & enjoyable lot for the specialist in pre-1940 defins. Well worth investigating! (1000s) $250 

106 Wooden box (300x200x120mm deep) with GB packs, aerogrammes, odd MUH Japan, Greece & Canada plus GB 
1920-1943 personal ephemera incl Sunday School certificates etc. Nicaraguan bus tickets plus other odds & 
cinderellas complete an interesting lot! $40 

107 Suitcase with s/book of early Aust with some common kangaroos & KGV but noted 6d War Savings Spitfire stamp, 6d 
AIF F/U plus odd WA revenue, bundle of post WWII commercial correspondence. into Aust, another quality KaBe 
s/book of Aust noting 6d Kingsford Smith x 2 MUH plus early decimal MUH/MLH. Also Aust FDC's 1979-2007 noting 
1982 Eucalypts booklet panes with pictorial FDI cancels, Framas, gutters & vals to $5 (214) plus Aust Maxicards 
1978-1981 ASPC Series in complete issue sets with odd staining/fault but a massive retail on these pre-AP issues, tin 
of Aust off paper with vals to $10 plus some Territories. FDC's. Aust 1980's CTO, Aust & World on/off paper in bags & 
envs, album of GB with 1960's QEII FDC's & MUH sets & another Royal Mail/Davo with range of MUH Machins, 
Hagner of Hong Kong QEII MUH, etc. Other Aust pre-decimals on paper in a further 2 tins noting 5/- & 10/- Robes, 
10/- kangaroo etc. Well worth viewing as many others incl 1930's Air Mail covers with 1929 Adelaide to Perth First Air 
Mail in exc cond etc & old time World album with Papua in front cover & Morocco Agencies ovpts. (1000s) $100 



108 Main value in Schaubek Vatican hingeless album with solid mint/used to 1986 plus more on loose leaves plus San 
Marino & Vatican in another stockbook with mixed mint & used (100s) incl a few covers & sheetlets. Also modest Italy 
used to 1970 written up on leaves in 2 peg albums with similar period dupl on leaves in 3rd album, stockbooks with 
common NZ & others plus additional Vatican on computer-generated leaves in lever arch file (STC £645). Finally a 
few PNG incl 1964 birds to 10/-, packs, other countries loose in bags & couple of SG cats. Cond of stamps is mixed 
but estimate is conservative. (1000s) $80 

109 Tub of mainly ex-dealers priced material on Hagners & Vario sheets from all periods with most areas present. By no 
means all cheap noting Thailand 1972 & 1974 M/S's, auction lots with thematic appeal plus Aust Leichhardt sheetlet 
of 10, Territories represented by packs, covers, PSE's, etc. Also 2 Hagner binders of USA (c30 Hagners). Totally 
random but a fun sort. $50 

110 Australia pre-decimal duplicated used & Czechoslovakia used also with duplication in 8 large Chinese stockbooks plus 
huge empty "Citation" illustrated album. Also Netherlands 1975-1982 FDC's 1975/82 with odd random Aust, NZ, 
Israel, Fiji, PNG etc covers/FDC's. (1000s) $30 

111 Mainly British Commonwealth countries with a random assortment of stamps & covers. Noted GB 1990's FDC's & 
1970's-1980's PNG, ex-dealer Hagners & Vario sheets with useful GB incl £1 castle (SG 539) MUH. Also noted 2002 
50th Anniv of the Commercial Jet Liner set of 5 Benham Silk covers, 1947 ANARE cover with 9d platypus & 2½d 
KGVI tied by Macquarie Is cds, addressed to WA & redirected to Singapore. Also Qantas 1953 Coronation flown 
Airletters x 11, Aust 1971 Christmas block of 7 FDC's x 6, dealers packets useful for re-sale & Aust 2003 "Celebration 
& Nation" A4 sheetlets set with a FV of $110 complete this mixed lot. $75 

112 A large donation lot obtained through several collectors "clear-outs". Incls a massive range of world & Aust off paper 
sorted in envs (1000s), Aust decimal FDC's incl an attractive 1976 85c Ayers Rock illust cover by the Alice Springs 
Stamp Club with pictorial cancel, world packets, USA 1975 Yearpack, NZ Post Christmas cards with stamps attached, 
shoebox of Aust on paper with odd useful high vals F/U noting vals to $10 Kakadu plus further envs with decimals 
sorted by issue with odd world groups. Stockbooks of Aust decimals used incl some high vals CTO. Hours & hours of 
entertainment!!!  This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid 
generously. $50 

113 Michel 2010/11 European catalogues vols 1-7, Vatican pages (Schaubek) without stamps, Trieste Zone A 1948-1953 
(c80 stamps) mainly used, Italy remnants used from 1860 to 1970's in 2 large stockbooks, lever arch with world 
mounted on leaves with largely pre-1960 defins of Eastern Europe, Portugal, Spain & a few non-European with most 
used in mixed cond. Main value is in the set of Michel catalogues which are in very good cond. $50 

114 Mixed NZ lot with 1926 1d Admiral qty in glassines in envelope (good research material?) plus other envelopes with 
cds range, some Health covers & 1934-1967 defins on cover (some staining) with light dupl. in places. (160+ covers, 
100s of 1d Admirals & a few postmarks) $40 

115 General accumulation & a major "clean-out" from the desk/office of well known & respected 1990's Australia Post WA 
Philatelic Manager, Val Lancaster, noting 1970's/80's WA pmks plus some earlier on KGV, Aust Post commem covers 
incl 9 x 1981 London to Perth Anniv re-enactment flight covers, Anpex '82 Regd cover, some taxed & Priority Paid 
envs amongst others. Also noted 1979 (27 Dec) pmkd Scout PSE tied by No. 109 WA cds with provisional R6 Regd 
labels with "SCOUT JAMB. '80" h/s, album pages with random sets incl many thematics (some water damaged but 
stamps fine), a couple of slightly miscut $3.90 fishing booklets plus uncut outer covers, some Hawid/Prinz mount strips 
& singles, thematic trees/flowers in 3 albums with MUH sets (one water damaged but many salvageable), numerous 
commercial covers, small bag of Barred Edge 6000 Framas in mixed vals missing bottom bar, Aust 1970's coils with 
some coil headers, ACSC Cat. 42nd Ed, "Postal Reform & The Penny Black" by DN Muir & USA 1992 flowers sheetlet 
of 50. (Cat. £65). Incls some 36c Platypus Framas FDC's for Fremantle, Rockingham, Hillarys, Stirling St, Morley & 
Midland, various world exhibition folders, covers, sheetlets etc & small envs & bags of world issues. Finally a small 
exhibit on Teddy Bears & whilst of little value, very cleverly done. Sorting required as very mixed but should be 
entertaining! $100 

116 Suitcase balance of consignment with Great Britain 1990's FDC's useful for F/U (40),  World sorted in bags with 
majority appearing common but unchecked, GB QEII used sorted in coin bags & Aust used. Also Aust 1966-1970 dupl 
F/U or CTO decimals arranged in quality s/book plus NZ used dupl in another quality stockbook, GB incoming to Perth 
1960's covers incl Regd with one front having 5/- QEII Castle used in combination with 1/3d & 1/6d for Int Reg Post 
plus amongst other world covers incl a 1943 Ireland Censored cover to Darkan, WA & a taxed WWI postcard (faults). 
A couple of empty & part filled hingeless albums with odds on Hagners noting 10/- Robes MUH (faults) etc. Finally 
some Ireland 1970's MUH, 1970's/80's Vatican, Norfolk Is & Nauru in Seven Seas album with mixed MUH/MLH to 
1983 with vals to $5 & full set of NI Ball Bay with both 2/- vals & a 2008 QEII & Queen Victoria meet in Sydney 
harbour limited edition Cunard cover pmkd in gold. A fun lot! (1000s) $75 

117 Late Deceased estate lot in 2 large suitcases with general accum of Australia & Territories noting Seven Seas album 
with patchy pre-decimal but 1928 Kookaburra M/S in poor but salvageable cond, 1994-2001 FDC's with high vals incl 
$20 Ayres Rock, S/A's & Int Post plus Territories noting Nauru 1966 Defins set of 14 on 2 Royal covers, Christmas Is 
with Seven Seas pages from 1958-2005 but patchy with mainly MUH to 1988 incl 1958 QEII & 1963 defins MUH & 
PNG in SS album with 1966-1979 MUH sets plus some in large multiples as well as PNG 1975, 1976, 1978, 1980, 
1981, 1983, 1990 & 1997 Annual Stamp Packs. Also noted stockbook of SE Asia with some MUH,  Aust early 1970s 
pres packs & AAT 1966 Defin packs x 2 with one in Japanese (some minor faults), black banknote pages plus KA-Be 
Aust 1997-2003 Hingeless album in "as new" cond. Also a Seven Seas "Specialist" Hingeless album with optional 
pages for gutters, S/A's, se-tenant pairs etc in exc cond., Cocos CTO plus some MUH incl 1963 Defins MUH (Retail 
$55) all on Hagners plus odd Norfolk Is noting 1974 UPU M/S's x 2, Aust 1971 Christmas block of 7 & singles, album 
of used Sweden & Switzerland (majority common), Aust 1966-1984 Seven Seas Hingeless album & another 1913-
1980 (the pre-decimal retailing at $165) & both in good cond plus album of FDC's (approx. 100) incl some Norfolk Is. 
Also a shoebox of decimal Aust used incl high vals & Int Post. Useful pickings with odd surprise like "Declaration of 
War” stamp in replica medal (cost $25) plus some good to F/U KGV unchecked! $100 

118 Australia 1913-2008 used accumulation sorted in hundreds of envs. Sparse earlies with only a few kangaroos & KGV 
but later appears to have high vals with many unfranked. Literally 1000's. $50 

119 1940's-1980's covers, primarily Australia & GB commercial in mixed cond & sizes noting large regd cover to USA 
bearing Kingsford Smith 6d brown, ditto "OS" & other franking but damaged in various places. Much "meter matter" & 
slogans, a few 1930's large Mutual Provident Society with 2d KGV etc. Also 1972 50¢ Dampier regd cover (business 
reply post) taxed 7¢ & a few other regd covers incl 1957 1/7d, McKee's Hill NSW cds on 1954 cover with possible 
other pmk interest for similar period. Also, a small biscuit tin with kangaroos off paper, again in mixed cond. (c500 
covers, 100 loose stamps) $50 
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96 Balance of vendor lot in large box incl Aust pre-decimal & decimal FDC's incl 9 x 1950's flight covers to/from Cocos & 

"Round Australia" airmail plus another Melbourne to Christchurch, Royalty thematic incl a GB £5 Queen Mother PNC 
& IOM 1005 Crown PNC & Diana 21st b'day MUH sets, Aust 1980's FDC's incl some WCS (FV $70+), Norfolk Is MUH 
& used range noting 1962 Fish, 1966 Decimal surcharges to $1 & 1967 Ship defins all MUH (retail $50+), stockbook 
of modern Aust F/U incl useful Int Post e.g. $1.65 kangaroo x 6 & odd M/S, 1984 Barred Edge Framas CTO sets x 5 
(retail $50), early Aust ASCP maxicard sets, 2012 SG Collect British Stamps (as new cond) & Hong Kong FDC's. Also  
Russia Olympic FDC sets incl M/S's plus album of Russia & Poland with majority used, album of Territory 
aerogrammes incl PNG & Norfolk exhib & flown & signed examples (40) & another of Fiji & Christmas Is FDC's, a bag 
of MUH Territories incl Norfolk Is & Pitcairn. A basic range of pre-decimal Aust with odd F/U incl 1934 1/- Vic Cent x 6, 
Noted 1970 Grasslands unaddressed FDC that had cost $100! (now retails at $75) & a bundle of unused pre-decimal 
FDC envs from WCS & Royal plus unused Perth C/wealth games envs. Finally 1980's Aust pictorial pmks on PSE's in 
FDC album, Jersey MUH selection costing collector $50 but incls £1 x 9, £2 x 3 & a £5 val & an album of 
Malaya/States & Malaysia incl 8 x 1994 pres folders made for VIP's & dignitaries with felt covers. A random lot with 
many pickings. (1000s) $75 

97 Huge box of material as donated to the RSPCA on our road trips. Mainly Australia pre-decimal & decimal used in 
stockbooks, on piece & loose plus 1970's-1980's FDC's. Noted some MUH Territories incl Fiji. Other World random 
ranges in old time albums & on paper with more Aust & some NZ noting vals to $5 F/U. Hours of sorting. (1000s)   
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $40 

98 Archive box half full of world commercial covers posted to Australia Post State Manager/Philatelic Dept in 1980's. 
Many registered & various cachets noted incl boxed "ON BRITISH POSTAL SERVICE". All appear stampless with 
Postage Paid h/s's or cachets from other postal administrations. Interesting mix. (100s) $40 

99 Vendor "balance of consignment" lot noting a Mint Sheet folder with random Aust, NZ & GB KGVI/QEII sheets & part 
sheets incl a NZ Capt. Cook M/S, British Telecom private RAF commem unused phone cards (3 x £2), Tuvalu range 
of ovptd "OFFICIAL" issues all on 1980's envs with some commercially used (11), USA 1991 MUH commem stamp 
collection plus various small bags of used earlies, tins (some of which could be collectable in their own right) of dupl 
Aust pre-decimal used noting 1/- BCOF x 2. Also  "Postage Stamps of Vietnam" album with numerous CTO issues, 
GB used on leaves, album of Malta incl QEII MUH sets, random covers noting 1906 Transvaal cover with "Central 
South African Railways Johannesburg Office of the Resident Engineer" cachet & postcard showing the CSAR Goods 
Shed & railway, GB KGV postal stationary used & mint, Aust 1970 Grasslands WCS FDC, NSW & Sydney early b&w 
& colour postcards of various scenes incl Watsons & Lavender Bays (26). Finally, Australia 1966-1991 Seven Seas 
Hingeless albums with used & another in standard to 1984 with FDC's added plus 33 x Hagners with more used incl 
pre-decimal noting vals to 9d Macarthur, 1/- Anzac (2), 2/- SJ, £1 Robes & £2 Arms. Useful pickings with care. (1000s) $60 

100 Stamps & covers collected by the RSPCA for a charity auction lot. Material yet to be delivered so could be anything!! 
This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously.  $40 

101 Deceased estate of primarily Australia & Territories incl Fiji 1953-1986 Seven Seas Hingeless album with scattering of 
issues & Nauru 1916-1981 in KaBe hingeless album with later MUH sets plus KaBe album of Norfolk, Christmas Is, 
Cocos & AAT for same period with used/CTO. Also a stockbook of NZ QEII dupl issues used with odd MUH low vals. 
Aust pre-decimal used range with some basic kangaroos & KGV (musty!) but separate s/book with MUH/MLH range 
noting useful incl AIF to 6d, both 2/- Olympics, birds set of 7, later QEII commems to 2/6d before more decimals F/U 
with Navigators to $4 plus album of 1980's FDC's incl 1971 Christmas block of 7. Another 2 albums of good to F/U 
dupl decimals all neatly arranged & an FDC album containing 1980's Aerogrammes & Lettercards in both mint & FDI 
in quantity. Also USA 1972-1976 Yearpacks with MUH issues, West Germany 1972 Munich Olympic Games M/S's x 
12 MUH (odd gum fault but cat. £90), Nauru 1970's/80's FDC's (50+), GB range from QV to QEII used noting £1 RSW 
(average used) & KGVI to 10/- with early QEII commems MUH with vals to £1, PNG 1970's/80's MUH sets plus Aust 
Territories MUH & CTO sets on Hagners incl Fiji with 1971 bird defin to $2 MUH & CTO (Cat. £32). A lot with potential. $50 

102 Suitcase crammed full with boxes containing glassines & envelopes of used Australia duplicates sorted by catalogue 
number with lesser quantities of USA, France & other mainly European countries. Quick check indicated better than 
average cond but majority appear common. A few mint Hungary post-WWI noted but overwhelmingly good to fine 
used. (10,000s) $50 

103 200+ Hagners & 4 sheet files plus several A4 sleeves & 11 sheet protector binders. Also small stockbook with USSR 
1978-1989 CTO with odd MUH pictorials. (c170 + 6 MS's) $50 

104 World MUH, MLH & used in index card box of glassines with thematics of 1970's-1990's with some better incl Jordan 
1963 Red Cross M/S (Cat. £33), South Korea 1980's M/S's, Vietnam 1990's, Mongolia 1986-1990 sets & M/S's, folder 
of Portuguese Colonies (sparse), c2000 GB & Aust used plus a couple of Hagners of China Junks & SYS MLH/used. 
Also Iran 1894-1939 CTO sets/reprints on Hagners. A varied lot! $60 

105 Australia kangaroos & KGV with latter incl 25 bundles of low vals in boxes & stockbooks. A treasure trove noting 4d 
kangaroo x 6 incl yellow-orange, 5d large & small perf "OS" plus other vals to 10/- (perf "OS") with vals to 1/- in 
quantity. Also some MUH/MLH general pre-decimal in small stockbook & a set (2 volumes) of Wim Smits "Between 
the Lines". A fantastic & enjoyable lot for the specialist in pre-1940 defins. Well worth investigating! (1000s) $250 

106 Wooden box (300x200x120mm deep) with GB packs, aerogrammes, odd MUH Japan, Greece & Canada plus GB 
1920-1943 personal ephemera incl Sunday School certificates etc. Nicaraguan bus tickets plus other odds & 
cinderellas complete an interesting lot! $40 

107 Suitcase with s/book of early Aust with some common kangaroos & KGV but noted 6d War Savings Spitfire stamp, 6d 
AIF F/U plus odd WA revenue, bundle of post WWII commercial correspondence. into Aust, another quality KaBe 
s/book of Aust noting 6d Kingsford Smith x 2 MUH plus early decimal MUH/MLH. Also Aust FDC's 1979-2007 noting 
1982 Eucalypts booklet panes with pictorial FDI cancels, Framas, gutters & vals to $5 (214) plus Aust Maxicards 
1978-1981 ASPC Series in complete issue sets with odd staining/fault but a massive retail on these pre-AP issues, tin 
of Aust off paper with vals to $10 plus some Territories. FDC's. Aust 1980's CTO, Aust & World on/off paper in bags & 
envs, album of GB with 1960's QEII FDC's & MUH sets & another Royal Mail/Davo with range of MUH Machins, 
Hagner of Hong Kong QEII MUH, etc. Other Aust pre-decimals on paper in a further 2 tins noting 5/- & 10/- Robes, 
10/- kangaroo etc. Well worth viewing as many others incl 1930's Air Mail covers with 1929 Adelaide to Perth First Air 
Mail in exc cond etc & old time World album with Papua in front cover & Morocco Agencies ovpts. (1000s) $100 



120 Czechoslovakia 1918-1930's dupl range in 4 stockbooks with few sets or singles catalogued at over a pound, s/book 
with common range of mainly used Denmark before Belgium & Netherlands with main interest in the railway parcels 
stamps of Belgium & South Africa mostly used with dupl in a further 3 stockbooks noting 1954 to 10/- & same design 
later to 1R but few bilingual pairs. (1000s) $40 

121 Range of Asian countries on Hagners with no obvious highlights but noted Singapore 1971 Arts set MUH (Cat. £33), 
Italy 1990's-2000's used incl on piece, thematic "Christmas", "Famous People" & "Marine Life" with numerous 
countries represented, range of South Africa 1913-2000 used on quality Prinz pages & Aust pre-decimal used range 
on Hagners noting vals to £1 Arms & some MUH/MLH imprint blocks plus 1970's/80's FDC's, PSE's & Maxicards in 3 
cover albums (approx. 300). Also New Zealand Seven Seas standard album with a sparse range of used from 1855 
2d Chalon through to MUH later Lighthouses, album of Cuba & another of "United Nations", Aust modern decimals 
incl S/A's used on 28 "as new" Prinz pages plus another 50 Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these pages alone is $120), 
USA stamp folios incl Marilyn Monroe & 1989 commem stamp packs, Ireland 1986 & 1986  year packs plus separate 
ones for defins & more various thematics in " as new" Lighthouse stockbook. Finally PNG MUH 1973-1994 range with 
50+ sets & vals to K5 BOP, stockbooks of used Malaysia & Ireland with some 1990's MUH plus USA & Canada on 
Hagners. An enjoyable "project"! (1000s) $50 

122 Mainly Australian 1970's-1980's covers, PSE's & packs with dupl incl CTO aerogrammes plus bag of on paper. 
Nothing significant sighted but a fun sort as some useful pre-decimal F/U odds on FDC's & postage in packs would 
likely cover this reserve. (100s) $30 

123 Large suitcase with Australian decimal FDC's in 2 vols with PNG in another vol with stamps incl common in "Strand" 
album, bag of thematic "back of the book" world material. More largely Australian & Territories FDC's in albums & 
bags, b&w & colour postcards of various countries, Cigarette Card catalogues plus unsold club auction lots & 
"leftovers" before some cinderellas, NZ 1970's year packs, maxicards & covers in glassines, foreign in bags, a cricket 
poster, "Dictionary of Stamps" by James Mackay & USA in large Chinese stockbook. Definitely an ex-collector's clean 
out! $40 

124 Aust pre-decimal common used on 22 "as new" Vario/Hagner pages before Chinese stockbooks with common world 
used ranges incl Nicaragua, Peru, Spain, Paraguay, Columbia, Bolivia, KUT, Zambia, Sweden, Chile, Finland & the 
plus usual Aust decimals heavily duplicated. (1000s) $40 

125 Collector's remnants following office tidy all in large AP mailing box. Well worth careful investigation noting 130+ Aust 
Post packs with a FV $290+, large tins of KGV off-paper low vals, stockbook pages & loose album & club pages with 
mostly pre-WWII remnants plus a box of 1947-1988 S.Africa covers & PO packs & even a few phone cards. (1000s) $150 

126 World range of 1960's in mostly presentation stockbooks of Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Morocco, 
Switzerland, Netherlands, Monaco & more (some a bit stuck) plus a Hagner binder of Norway 1988-2001 FDC's (c70), 
box of USA & UN covers, bundles of German & French covers in box, scouting issues on leaves, World in 2 binders of 
Hagners, one with West Indies & South Atlantic odds & short sets MLH/used, the other with Iran & Europe incl useful 
Greenland, Scandinavia & various locals of Summer Isles (Scotland) & revenues in mixed cond. Great entertainment 
for the winter months! (1000s) $100 

127 World range strong in South America in 14 Chinese s/books. Majority appear to be common used but huge quantity. 
Noted some Liberia M/S's CTO. Countries represented incl Ecuador, Argentina, Costa Rica, Poland, Portugal, 
Switzerland, Cuba, Mexico & GB Machins & commems, book of Aust with some pre-decimal incl KGV heads. (1000s) $50 

128 Varied range of material noting World sorted in envs incl bundle of Pitcairn Is covers with F/U issues from Philatelic 
Bureau with more World in stockbooks incl China used odds, Hong Kong to QEII $2.00 pair MUH & some revenues 
used, Singapore to $1 MUH, Cocos Fish set (retail $14), some MUH Canada amongst many used & GB MUH odds 
noting QEII to £5 (total FV £17+) plus 3 albums of Stuart 1976-1996 FDC's (some with spotting) all with pictorial pmks 
(170+). Aust used pre-decimals sorted in contemporary envs incl smattering of kangaroos & KGV with later QEII MUH 
in another album incl 2 x 1971 Christmas blocks of 7. Additional 1977-2002 used range incl S/A's & Int Post in Seven 
Seas albums with pages to 2005. USA & Canada 1980 Yearpacks plus USA 1981 birds & flowers sheet of 50 (Cat. 
£45), an old-time World album & more on pages with contemporary material incl Aust States & PD's plus odd revenue 
& a 1d Lady Gowrie cinderella. Cocos, Nauru, Norfolk & PNG MUH issues with the latter incl vals to 5K BOP in 
another stockbook. Finally useful ACSC cats for KGVI & QEII 1952-1965 cats (2006). Needs a good sort. (1000s) $60 

129 Plastic storage tub with strong NZ flavour noting c150 addressed 1970's-1990's FDCs incl booklet panes & M/S's, 
cigarette cards in 1938 albums (c380 in 2 vols) plus later patchy incl food companies (c150), 3 exercise books with 
every page full of largely common stamps incl some foreign. Ditto in "Premier International" soft covered album & 
springback binder plus peg-fitting album also full. Some loose items incl USA Jazz Singles sheet of 25 x 29¢. Noted 
Aust "Black Caviar" folder of 25 tabbed stamps with matching PNC, other USA sheetlets & S/A cards of 10 "Bugs 
Bunny" & "Tweety Bird". Finally odd Christmas Is & Japan MUH sheetlets. An entertaining lot! (1000s) $80 

130 World with Australia incl 1971 Christmas blocks MUH x 2, AAT 1966-1968 noting 1966 defins pack plus various Asia, 
Great Britain & other commonwealth & Foreign. (100s) $50 

131 Superior box lot with much NZ incl dupl 1930's-1960's in slim Lighthouse stockbook, folders with dupl 1960's blocks 
MUH (toning on some), couple of booklets, junior album with mounted Canada in mixed cond, Russia 1990-1995 MLH 
sheetlets & singles on leaves in folder, early 1950's British Commonwealth with MLH defin sets to 1/- or equivalent, 
Australia 1954 Royal Visit blocks, Austria 1948 flowers MLH & Omnibus 1953 Coronation singles MLH plus Australia 
with 6 sets & extras of 3½d & 7½d). 1987 Americas Cup poster in folder with Solomon Is sheetlet on 1986 FDC signed 
Dennis Conner, springback binder with more Commonwealth short defin sets of 1950's MLH from late KGVI plus odds 
used & European of same period & a few Egypt/ Lots of Australia from 1913-1950's incl damaged 5/- Sydney Harbour 
Bridge with parcel cancel, a KGVI 3/6d booklet & a few imprint blocks & used multiples in mixed cond. Also GB 2/6d 
booklet (Feb 1952, Cat. £55), a few Australia 1990's packs & 1980s "postage" in part sheets. Finally NZ 1998 (4) & 
2000 (2) "Stamp Points" large photo & set on A3 paper in envelope & Cape of Good Hope triangulars 1d (1½ margins) 
& 4d x 2, one with broad margins on all 3 sides. Interesting lot, worth careful viewing. $200 

132 Interesting mixed lot noting Forces Mail from GB with BFPO cachets & FPO cds's, 1950's BOAC flight covers plus 
later 1960's-1980's by Fiji Airways, Qantas, Cathy Pacific etc, aerogrammes noting a TAA privately produced,  
shoebox of world covers/postcards etc, MUH/MLH Aust pre-decimal in s/books noting 10/- Arms & 5/- cattle MUH with 
commems to 2/- lightly duplicated incl 1959/64 flowers set, Aust 1990's FDC's up to $5 Gardens in Cumberland album 
& Territories on Seven Seas Hingeless album incl AAT, Nauru, Cocos & Christmas Is to $1 defin sets MUH, the latter 
with the 1958 & 1963 QEII sets (retail $75+) plus AAT 1966 defins MUH set in pack (retail $75). Also s/book of 
duplicated Aust high vals in good to fine used/CTO cond with many useful incl $5 archives, CPS sets, $10 Waratah x 
2 F/U etc, world in Lighthouse s/book strong in thematics e.g. Monaco Europe ship set MUH (Cat. £10), World & Aust 
Territories. in 2 quality SG Devon album (black) with 50+ blank leaves, Diana & Royal Weddings MUH & CTO sets on 
Hagners & China souvenir stamp folders (2) plus 1981 & 1984 US Year packs. An enjoyable sort! (1000s)  $50 



120 Czechoslovakia 1918-1930's dupl range in 4 stockbooks with few sets or singles catalogued at over a pound, s/book 
with common range of mainly used Denmark before Belgium & Netherlands with main interest in the railway parcels 
stamps of Belgium & South Africa mostly used with dupl in a further 3 stockbooks noting 1954 to 10/- & same design 
later to 1R but few bilingual pairs. (1000s) $40 

121 Range of Asian countries on Hagners with no obvious highlights but noted Singapore 1971 Arts set MUH (Cat. £33), 
Italy 1990's-2000's used incl on piece, thematic "Christmas", "Famous People" & "Marine Life" with numerous 
countries represented, range of South Africa 1913-2000 used on quality Prinz pages & Aust pre-decimal used range 
on Hagners noting vals to £1 Arms & some MUH/MLH imprint blocks plus 1970's/80's FDC's, PSE's & Maxicards in 3 
cover albums (approx. 300). Also New Zealand Seven Seas standard album with a sparse range of used from 1855 
2d Chalon through to MUH later Lighthouses, album of Cuba & another of "United Nations", Aust modern decimals 
incl S/A's used on 28 "as new" Prinz pages plus another 50 Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these pages alone is $120), 
USA stamp folios incl Marilyn Monroe & 1989 commem stamp packs, Ireland 1986 & 1986  year packs plus separate 
ones for defins & more various thematics in " as new" Lighthouse stockbook. Finally PNG MUH 1973-1994 range with 
50+ sets & vals to K5 BOP, stockbooks of used Malaysia & Ireland with some 1990's MUH plus USA & Canada on 
Hagners. An enjoyable "project"! (1000s) $50 

122 Mainly Australian 1970's-1980's covers, PSE's & packs with dupl incl CTO aerogrammes plus bag of on paper. 
Nothing significant sighted but a fun sort as some useful pre-decimal F/U odds on FDC's & postage in packs would 
likely cover this reserve. (100s) $30 

123 Large suitcase with Australian decimal FDC's in 2 vols with PNG in another vol with stamps incl common in "Strand" 
album, bag of thematic "back of the book" world material. More largely Australian & Territories FDC's in albums & 
bags, b&w & colour postcards of various countries, Cigarette Card catalogues plus unsold club auction lots & 
"leftovers" before some cinderellas, NZ 1970's year packs, maxicards & covers in glassines, foreign in bags, a cricket 
poster, "Dictionary of Stamps" by James Mackay & USA in large Chinese stockbook. Definitely an ex-collector's clean 
out! $40 

124 Aust pre-decimal common used on 22 "as new" Vario/Hagner pages before Chinese stockbooks with common world 
used ranges incl Nicaragua, Peru, Spain, Paraguay, Columbia, Bolivia, KUT, Zambia, Sweden, Chile, Finland & the 
plus usual Aust decimals heavily duplicated. (1000s) $40 

125 Collector's remnants following office tidy all in large AP mailing box. Well worth careful investigation noting 130+ Aust 
Post packs with a FV $290+, large tins of KGV off-paper low vals, stockbook pages & loose album & club pages with 
mostly pre-WWII remnants plus a box of 1947-1988 S.Africa covers & PO packs & even a few phone cards. (1000s) $150 

126 World range of 1960's in mostly presentation stockbooks of Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Morocco, 
Switzerland, Netherlands, Monaco & more (some a bit stuck) plus a Hagner binder of Norway 1988-2001 FDC's (c70), 
box of USA & UN covers, bundles of German & French covers in box, scouting issues on leaves, World in 2 binders of 
Hagners, one with West Indies & South Atlantic odds & short sets MLH/used, the other with Iran & Europe incl useful 
Greenland, Scandinavia & various locals of Summer Isles (Scotland) & revenues in mixed cond. Great entertainment 
for the winter months! (1000s) $100 

127 World range strong in South America in 14 Chinese s/books. Majority appear to be common used but huge quantity. 
Noted some Liberia M/S's CTO. Countries represented incl Ecuador, Argentina, Costa Rica, Poland, Portugal, 
Switzerland, Cuba, Mexico & GB Machins & commems, book of Aust with some pre-decimal incl KGV heads. (1000s) $50 

128 Varied range of material noting World sorted in envs incl bundle of Pitcairn Is covers with F/U issues from Philatelic 
Bureau with more World in stockbooks incl China used odds, Hong Kong to QEII $2.00 pair MUH & some revenues 
used, Singapore to $1 MUH, Cocos Fish set (retail $14), some MUH Canada amongst many used & GB MUH odds 
noting QEII to £5 (total FV £17+) plus 3 albums of Stuart 1976-1996 FDC's (some with spotting) all with pictorial pmks 
(170+). Aust used pre-decimals sorted in contemporary envs incl smattering of kangaroos & KGV with later QEII MUH 
in another album incl 2 x 1971 Christmas blocks of 7. Additional 1977-2002 used range incl S/A's & Int Post in Seven 
Seas albums with pages to 2005. USA & Canada 1980 Yearpacks plus USA 1981 birds & flowers sheet of 50 (Cat. 
£45), an old-time World album & more on pages with contemporary material incl Aust States & PD's plus odd revenue 
& a 1d Lady Gowrie cinderella. Cocos, Nauru, Norfolk & PNG MUH issues with the latter incl vals to 5K BOP in 
another stockbook. Finally useful ACSC cats for KGVI & QEII 1952-1965 cats (2006). Needs a good sort. (1000s) $60 

129 Plastic storage tub with strong NZ flavour noting c150 addressed 1970's-1990's FDCs incl booklet panes & M/S's, 
cigarette cards in 1938 albums (c380 in 2 vols) plus later patchy incl food companies (c150), 3 exercise books with 
every page full of largely common stamps incl some foreign. Ditto in "Premier International" soft covered album & 
springback binder plus peg-fitting album also full. Some loose items incl USA Jazz Singles sheet of 25 x 29¢. Noted 
Aust "Black Caviar" folder of 25 tabbed stamps with matching PNC, other USA sheetlets & S/A cards of 10 "Bugs 
Bunny" & "Tweety Bird". Finally odd Christmas Is & Japan MUH sheetlets. An entertaining lot! (1000s) $80 

130 World with Australia incl 1971 Christmas blocks MUH x 2, AAT 1966-1968 noting 1966 defins pack plus various Asia, 
Great Britain & other commonwealth & Foreign. (100s) $50 

131 Superior box lot with much NZ incl dupl 1930's-1960's in slim Lighthouse stockbook, folders with dupl 1960's blocks 
MUH (toning on some), couple of booklets, junior album with mounted Canada in mixed cond, Russia 1990-1995 MLH 
sheetlets & singles on leaves in folder, early 1950's British Commonwealth with MLH defin sets to 1/- or equivalent, 
Australia 1954 Royal Visit blocks, Austria 1948 flowers MLH & Omnibus 1953 Coronation singles MLH plus Australia 
with 6 sets & extras of 3½d & 7½d). 1987 Americas Cup poster in folder with Solomon Is sheetlet on 1986 FDC signed 
Dennis Conner, springback binder with more Commonwealth short defin sets of 1950's MLH from late KGVI plus odds 
used & European of same period & a few Egypt/ Lots of Australia from 1913-1950's incl damaged 5/- Sydney Harbour 
Bridge with parcel cancel, a KGVI 3/6d booklet & a few imprint blocks & used multiples in mixed cond. Also GB 2/6d 
booklet (Feb 1952, Cat. £55), a few Australia 1990's packs & 1980s "postage" in part sheets. Finally NZ 1998 (4) & 
2000 (2) "Stamp Points" large photo & set on A3 paper in envelope & Cape of Good Hope triangulars 1d (1½ margins) 
& 4d x 2, one with broad margins on all 3 sides. Interesting lot, worth careful viewing. $200 

132 Interesting mixed lot noting Forces Mail from GB with BFPO cachets & FPO cds's, 1950's BOAC flight covers plus 
later 1960's-1980's by Fiji Airways, Qantas, Cathy Pacific etc, aerogrammes noting a TAA privately produced,  
shoebox of world covers/postcards etc, MUH/MLH Aust pre-decimal in s/books noting 10/- Arms & 5/- cattle MUH with 
commems to 2/- lightly duplicated incl 1959/64 flowers set, Aust 1990's FDC's up to $5 Gardens in Cumberland album 
& Territories on Seven Seas Hingeless album incl AAT, Nauru, Cocos & Christmas Is to $1 defin sets MUH, the latter 
with the 1958 & 1963 QEII sets (retail $75+) plus AAT 1966 defins MUH set in pack (retail $75). Also s/book of 
duplicated Aust high vals in good to fine used/CTO cond with many useful incl $5 archives, CPS sets, $10 Waratah x 
2 F/U etc, world in Lighthouse s/book strong in thematics e.g. Monaco Europe ship set MUH (Cat. £10), World & Aust 
Territories. in 2 quality SG Devon album (black) with 50+ blank leaves, Diana & Royal Weddings MUH & CTO sets on 
Hagners & China souvenir stamp folders (2) plus 1981 & 1984 US Year packs. An enjoyable sort! (1000s)  $50 

133 Ex club auction lots of Australia & AAT with both stamps & covers, Russian post-1970 M/S's, SG "Devon" album with 
odds on leaves & world covers in FDC album noting NZ 1940 5d Centennial FDC plus a few books incl 1946 Whitfield 
King British Empire catalogue. Most Australian FDC's are 1980's period.  Australian decimal FDC's in 2 albums with 
most from 1980's period. Also common earlier off paper in plastic clip-lock bags & two albums of common world 
MLH/used plus Aust Territories of 1970's-1980's incl PNG Year Packs. All in large suitcase for easy transportation! $75 

134 PSWA circuit sheet remnants (PTSA $160+), 2 small FDC albums with GB 1972-1979 decimal covers, PNG 1966-
1986 FDC's on leaves & a few KGV low vals dupl used on pages. Also Australia 1966-1996 in 2 hingeless Seven 
Seas albums with patchy commercially used & a few MUH of less value than the binders & pages. Noted 2005 Rotary 
Health Safari SES sheetlet that retails at $40. $50 

135 Tin of off paper world (c100), Japan common late with 20 used pictorials in small stockbook, "Optima" golf ball box 
with c100 clean world off paper, small stockbooks of USA & GB. Aust 2016 $1 block of 47 use on cardboard, GB 
Coronation set MLH on stockcard & Malaysia & Singapore Post-WWII album with largely used. $50 

136 Large box with mixed ranges in stockbooks of France, Germany, India & Japan plus a smattering of common China 
amongst others plus albums of decimal meter marks & cds’s on piece incl on Int Post & high vals, some early odd 
South America, Territories used range noting 2 x 1966 $1 Mock Sun & Papua 5/- Policeman MLH (thinned) plus some 
BOP ovptd Air Mail. Also GB & Aust pre-decimal used duplication with useful F/U vals to 10/- & 5/- respectively & £10 
QEII x 3 for former, bulging s/books of decimal used incl S/A’s & vals to $5, USA used earlies to 1990’s plus later 
MUH commems, Royal Mail 1984 yearbook (retail $90) & Canada Post 1999 yearbook with slipcase (retail $80).Noted 
AAT 1957-1985 MUH range of issues on SS pages incl 1966 Defins (FV $17) & decimal F/U on SS pages with vals to 
$10, 1930 Perth To Fitzroy Crossing flight cover ($40 from Linke),  a Aust 1934 "Congratulatory Telegram" & PMG TV 
Licence (2 types) plus 1937 Coronation omnibus range of 40+ sets MLH with used odds. Useful pickings. (1000s) $100 

137 Australia & World off paper in small containers & cigar boxes plus 8 small s/books. Noted NZ 1930's on Prinz leaves, 
random commercial covers noting 2 x Qantas 1953 Coronation flight covers. Also Aust pre-decimal sorted in envs. 
(1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $40 

138 Deceased Estate remnants in suitcase. Noted Aust, Great Britain & New Zealand plus mixed world on home made 
album pages. Various old catalogues & GB Decimals on both covers & piece. Also Aust commercial mail, bundle of 
GB unused Aerogrammes plus Aust Aerogrammes mixed unused& pmkd FDI & 400+ PSE's with majority pmkd FDI. $30 

139 Australian 1980's-2000 unaddressed FDC's in FDC pages plus loose appearing all diff noting defins to $20, M/S's, 
booklet panes etc. Also a few common world in unopened packets, vendors previous Ace auction lots noting PNG 
booklets from 50¢ (2), 70¢ (39), K4.50 birds (21) & K5 Fungi (4) & Norfolk Island PSE's in 2 small cover albums with 
2001-2004 x 21 & 1981-1988 appearing complete mint & CTO. Also SG 2013 British Commonwealth cat in full colour 
& "Postal Reform & The Penny Black" by DN Muir. Finally 1984 Olympics "Fleetwood" FDCs for USA & Yugoslavia in 
matching binder.  A clean lot. $60 

140 Australia 1982-1996 FDCs largely complete unaddressed in 5 x large "APW" albums. (300+) $40 
141 Collectors clean out with Channel Is & IOM FDC’s (100+), 2 boxes mint & used worldwide stamps (100’s). Also album 

of used Germany on Hagners, pre decimal GB mint & used incl 5 x MH Phosphor Commemorative sets plus an 
assortment of covers.  $30 

142 Large box with MLH/used dupl in various albums & stockbooks. The albums are completely filled one in totally random 
order with odd modest picking, another (exercise book) totally "packet material" but a peg album noted with NZ 1953 
2/6d MLH & few other better items MLH/used KEVII to 1990's before other countries with strong middle period odds & 
some later "back of the book" sets incl a few pleasant surprises such as Zil Elwannyen Sesel birds to 20R MLH & 
other countries MLH sets of 1970's-1990's. Overall a good "prospector" lot for the general collector looking to plug 
gaps before on-selling the left-overs. (1000s) $60 

143 World covers with odd pre-1920 noted from Italy & USA, Crete & Greece unused postcards with not much from 
1920's-1940's but useful 1950's incl Netherlands & Vatican with 1960's-1970's Scandinavia, DDR & other Europe. 
Also 1970's-1980's GB, NZ, Australia & more. Odd booklet incl Ascension 60p Wideawake Airfield, Iceland packs x 2 
& a couple of GB to 2006. (100s) $100 

144 Bulk Australia, Cocos Island & Christmas Island good to fine used sorted into envelopes in shoeboxes. Aust 1913-
2008, Christmas Is 1975-2009, Cocos 1984-2008 & AAT 1957-2007. Contains lots stamps plus quite a few empty 
envelopes so view to assess. No MUH. Low reserve. (1000s) $50 

145 Variety of albums incl 1978 25th Anniv of QEII Coronation omnibus FDC's (44), stockbook of "Rugby 95" South 
African issues & covers/souvenirs, Great Britain 1980's Benham silk FDC's (66) in album, PW album with 25 signed 
Australian 1977-1988 covers/PSEs incl 2 1977 Cricket FDC's signed by cricket legend, Dennis Lillee. Also AP binder 
with Disney M/S's (16) on Hagners & similar binder with thematic CTO sets, Swiss & Liechtenstein PO cards/packs in 
binder & British & South African PPC's in folder & stockbook plus a "Lighthouse" drying book. A clean lot. $60 

146 Germany album strong in post-war with West Germany mostly used to 1990's, West Berlin & East Germany with 
many MUH. Also earlier material with pickings plus some World. Lots to sort! (100s) $100 

147 1940-1970's Australia bulk used off paper sorted into brown lunch bags & mounted on leaves plus folders on paper of 
1950's-1960's foreign incl a tin of curling KGVI/QEII mint low val blocks. Totally unchecked so possible WA postmark 
interest. (1000s) $50 

148 Accumulation noting Netherlands to 2009 with 1940 250 on 3c MLH (Cat. £65) & a quantity of covers to 1990's with 
FDC's incl 1950's & some commercial mail noting Censored mail & flight covers plus a couple of pre-stamp entires. 
(100s) $60 

149 "Paddington Bear" old suitcase with cigar boxes & small boxes of world on/off paper incl one of Aust KGV heads, Aust 
1970's FDC's in s/book & another of decimal used plus world used in 2 smaller s/books & 1 large noting GB 1840's 
QV 2d imperf/perf blues on card. Bundle of commercial covers & some world packets. Also 3 jam-packed old time 
albums with 100's in each. Needs sorting to discover any potential. (1000s) $50 

150 Attractive stamp decorated wooden box with hinged lid crammed with Aust & Territories FDC's incl Norfolk Is 1967-
2014 issues (150+), 1970's PNG incl some packs, Aust 1972 PM's booklet panes & tabbed singles on AP covers, 
some AAT & random world commercial. Also Cocos & Aust 1980's/1990's. Noted 2 long OHMS covers with "POST 
OFFICES Accounting Section W.A." Reg labels. Majority appear to be in exc cond. (100s) $100 

151 Plastic storage tub USA 1990-1994 boxed hingeless Lindner album with "T" pages & smattering of stamps plus 1995-
1997 pages (no stamps) in Lindner packaging, Australia 1980-1990 FDC's (100+) plus NZ & 1980 aviation thematic 
covers. Also box of Australian mint aerogrammes & maxicards & smaller box with GB & early British Empire sorted 
into envelopes (unchecked). Also a smaller tub with Aust decimals used up to 2017 with some useful F/U high vals on 
piece. Finally United Nations 1950's-1970's FDC's (c110) with dupl plus some with blocks of 4. Also 1945 Philippines 
"VJ Day" long cover with 2¢ & 4¢ "Victory" tied by green cachet, Canada 1959 addressed FDC & a few UN "on 
paper". (100s) $50 



152 Diverse lot with collections of Hungary & Montserrat, selection of Russian Airmail covers & postal stationery plus box 
of Italian FDC's. Also Rhodesia 1970's-1980's MUH accumulation with majority sets in large blocks (FV $365). Noted 
Mozambique Company 1918 ½c on 700r (SG 196) sheet of 28 (Cat. £90) plus many other useful odds. Viewing 
recommended. (100s) $100 

153 Vendors World remainders in medium size box incl special event collections, large shoebox of world covers & over   
60 special GB historic train covers plus other bits & pieces. Good clean lot. $40 

154 Remnants of deceased estate with Australian off paper sorted into envelopes, in plastic containers with a few pre-
decimal but predominately decimal from 1966 to 1995. Something for the dots & scratches enthusiast! (1000s) $30 

155 Old biscuit tin with on/off paper pre-decimal (1000s), a slightly smaller tin of mainly off paper decimal to 1990's 
(1000s),plus a tin of KGV off paper used (1000+). Cardboard box of loose used with odd better e.g. 1936 SA 1/- pair & 
another box with 1d kangaroos used on paper wit mainly NSW cds & machine cancels. (100s) Also 2 stockpages with 
heavily dupl used 3d & 3½d "Produce Food" & 1956 Olympics, 1950 NSW Stamp Cent 1 pane of 80 MUH, 1943 3½d 
UPU lower part sheet of 42, 1964 5d Xmas lower block of 25 plus $1 painting half sheet of 25 all MUH. 1977 45¢ 
Christmas lower half sheet of 40 with "flag" identifying constant varieties & 2 pages of used KGV 1d reds & 2/- maroon 
kangaroos before 1d Qld Govt Railways etc & page of 1913-65 MUH/MLH with Silver Jubilee set, SA & Macarthur 
sets MLH, 1d kangaroo large "OS", 2d "OS" Kingsford Smith MUH, 2d & 3d Bridge "OS" MLH & a few KGVI/QEII coil 
pairs (7) & QM 2d block of 4 all MUH. A superior box lot ex deceased estate. (1000s) $150 

156 A "balance of consignment" lot noting a few Kalamunda Stamp Club special commem covers, 1945 Airmail cover 
Germany-Perth WA with Mecklenburg imperfd (5) & perfd (6) tied by Pappritz 15.9.45 cds (SG RB 22/33 excl 4pf 
imperf, Cat. £350 plus premium on cover), Ross Dep 1957 set on 1958 cover to NZ, Jersey 1985 set of signed 
Schneider Trophy Race covers (7) & a few other RAF 1981-1985 signed covers with 5 other covers in boxed binder 
incl 1934 KLM covers x 3 using Aust franking to Netherlands. Also ACSC Brusden White 1990 & 1994 "loose leaf" 
catalogues for Pre-decimal & Colonies & Decimals. Useful pickings. $75 

157 World used off paper. Hours of entertainment in sorting with the potential of that "special" find! Weight 6kg. (1000s) $60 
158 Quality suitcase with wheels in vg cond containing some Aust & world covers incl covers signed by Lores Bonney, the 

1932 Around Aust Aviatrix (signed 1992) & another signed by John Ulm, Charles Ulm's son however majority are 
postcards loose & in albums. Majority appear colour moderns but noted a bag containing books & cards celebrating 
Rembrandt & his works. Numerous Australia & WA "tourist" types mainly unused. Also old Dutch album with used 
odds & envs with used sorted by country. A fun sort! (100s) $50 

159 World collection on pages in thick ring binder, Australia 1913-1965 range in Seven Seas album, Czechoslovakia in 
s/book, smaller box of Asia with pickings in Thailand & Philippines. Needs time to tap potential! (1000s) $70 

160 Germany with stockbooks of DDR, West/Unified to 2000's mainly used plus Singapore used in large VST stockbook & 
3 Chinese stockbooks of "junior" worldwide used. Occasional better items in first 2 areas mentioned. (1000s) $50 

161 "Premium Box Lot" featuring Europe with Belgium 1849-1960's with high cat val especially in earlies, Czechoslovakia 
to 1950's STC £300+, unusual Luxembourg incl facsimiles of 1859-1882 issues (145+) & Netherlands on 44 Hagners 
plus Poland in s/book. Also Sweden with 1936 1k Tercentenary of Swedish Post used in quantity (325, Cat. £3250!), 
Switzerland Postage Due accumulation incl 1878/80 vals to 500c (3 used), 1883/1900 500c used (SG D206B, Cat. 
£300) with later issues to 1938. Very high total cat val. Potential! (100s) $150 

162 1000s of world stamps in albums & containers plus sorted in envs. Incls some Aust FDC's & tubs of USA & Canada. 
Also Aust 1992-2009 PSE's cancelled FDI on 2 strip Hagners in 3 binders. A useful one for packet makers. (1000s) $50 

163 Australia heavily duplicated used from 1913 to decimals in large tub of Chinese stockbooks with 14 large & 2 small. 
Some staining noted & nearly all common but did note 1936 1/- SA Cent x 3, 1937 NSW & 2 x CofA 5/- roos. (1000s) $30 

164 Plastic Tub with 200+ Great Britain 1980's-1990's Benham silk FDC's, a Royal Mail GB Decimal Hingeless album (no 
stamps) & GB Davo Hingeless album with QV to QEII pre decimal pages noting QEII Tudor Crown Wildings (MH), 
Multi crown Wildings (MUH) & 1948 RSW MUH plus various other pickings incl in Hagner of used GB Officials. (100s) $50 

165 5 stockbooks & 2 albums of various countries incl Poland & Russia. Others of little value of mixed cond but lots of 
stamps to sort plus Australia & Pacific Islands FDCs with 150+. Odd pre-decimal, but mostly 1967-1980's mixed 
addressed/unaddressed. Noted odd Canada & South Africa covers in 2 small FDC albums. Generally fine. $50 

166 Australian 1990-2011 PSE's with over 150 different all in Australia Post albums on Hagner sheets plus 100's of 
different 1990-2013 maxicards stored in 3 shoe boxes. Appear in sets, all different & in exc cond. (100s) $80 

167 Australia 1980's FDC's & PSE's in 4 small cover albums with mixed addressed/unaddressed & largely 1980-1985. 
Incls some commercial mail of Czech, Dutch, Finnish & other origins incl PPCs used. (100s) $20 

168 Great Britain Windsor albums x 4 with QV to QEII used, GB pre-decimal MUH on Hagner, GB 1980's Cotswold FDC’s 
(100+) plus 200+ small 1980's-1990's Benham silk FDC’s & a tin of Worldwide mint & used stamps. (100’s) $50 

169 Ex-dealer lots from a variety of countries noting Samoa 1970's-1980's MUH sets (75+) & M/S's (34) in 2 Lighthouse 
stockbooks, 1977 Silver Jubilee omnibus MUH (odd used) in black-leaved stockbook, Grande Lighthouse binder with 
slipcase (retails $69.95 alone) with Aitutaki & Niue 1970's mainly MUH (100s) & PNG MUH with over 75 sets in 
Lighthouse stockbook. Also 1970's-1980's FDC's of West Germany & 1951-1974 Israel in FDC album plus another 
FDC album with 1978 Coronation 25th Anniversary omnibus sets & M/S's on covers. Commem album of 1981 
Charles/Diana cards, booklets, sets & M/S's, stockbook of covers for 1973 Royal Wedding & South Africa 1982 defin 
part sheets MUH plus large format FDC album with 1970's/90's South Africa MUH strips, blocks, sheetlets & a few 
used. Finally open shoe box with GB maxicard sets to 2011, Aust Post 2000 Olympic Games collection with MUH, 
FDC's & Maxicards, packet of USA pre-stamped postcards & Australia QEII 3¢ coil roll of 1000. Conservative reserve.  $80 

170 Suitcase with ex collector's clean out of covers & stamps incl some unusual material noting USA 1860-1920's 
documents with revenues affixed & bundle of Aust unused Telegram Envs in quantity (these sell at approx. $10 ea. on 
dealers stands) before the usual Aust decimal FDC's in binders & bag with odd foreign on Hagners & leaves plus 
other Australian ex club auction lots. Priced to clear! $40 

171 200+ GB small Benham silk FDC’s from 1980’s-1990’s, an old Empire worldwide stamp album of used (100’s), album 
of GB QV to QEII incl mint & used with both sideways & inverted wmks of KGVI & QEII. Noted 1948 Silver Wedding 
MLH & used. Also KGV 1912/24 defins MH set plus many more with high cat value & tin of English coins (appear 
common). Sighted GB 1935 Silver Jubilee FDC with rust spots but cat. £650! $75 

172 Australia off paper used in 4 plastic tubs with majority appearing to be 1970's-1990's. Incls S/A's & odd pre-decimal. 
One for the winters nights! Weight 6kg. (1000s) $50 

173 Varied World collections incl stockbook of Argentine Officials with many Departmentals MLH & used, another with 
Austria Postage Dues MUH/MLH, Ethiopia (Cat. £165+), Norway used to 1990 noting 1863/64 2sk SG 12, Cat. £250 
plus British Commonwealth & Foreign in old Premier Globe album. (100s) $80 

174 Great Britain QEII material incl album with 36 "Cotswold" branded covers, album of 41 "Cotswold" covers & album 
with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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174 Great Britain QEII material incl album with 36 "Cotswold" branded covers, album of 41 "Cotswold" covers & album 
with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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152 Diverse lot with collections of Hungary & Montserrat, selection of Russian Airmail covers & postal stationery plus box 
of Italian FDC's. Also Rhodesia 1970's-1980's MUH accumulation with majority sets in large blocks (FV $365). Noted 
Mozambique Company 1918 ½c on 700r (SG 196) sheet of 28 (Cat. £90) plus many other useful odds. Viewing 
recommended. (100s) $100 

153 Vendors World remainders in medium size box incl special event collections, large shoebox of world covers & over   
60 special GB historic train covers plus other bits & pieces. Good clean lot. $40 

154 Remnants of deceased estate with Australian off paper sorted into envelopes, in plastic containers with a few pre-
decimal but predominately decimal from 1966 to 1995. Something for the dots & scratches enthusiast! (1000s) $30 

155 Old biscuit tin with on/off paper pre-decimal (1000s), a slightly smaller tin of mainly off paper decimal to 1990's 
(1000s),plus a tin of KGV off paper used (1000+). Cardboard box of loose used with odd better e.g. 1936 SA 1/- pair & 
another box with 1d kangaroos used on paper wit mainly NSW cds & machine cancels. (100s) Also 2 stockpages with 
heavily dupl used 3d & 3½d "Produce Food" & 1956 Olympics, 1950 NSW Stamp Cent 1 pane of 80 MUH, 1943 3½d 
UPU lower part sheet of 42, 1964 5d Xmas lower block of 25 plus $1 painting half sheet of 25 all MUH. 1977 45¢ 
Christmas lower half sheet of 40 with "flag" identifying constant varieties & 2 pages of used KGV 1d reds & 2/- maroon 
kangaroos before 1d Qld Govt Railways etc & page of 1913-65 MUH/MLH with Silver Jubilee set, SA & Macarthur 
sets MLH, 1d kangaroo large "OS", 2d "OS" Kingsford Smith MUH, 2d & 3d Bridge "OS" MLH & a few KGVI/QEII coil 
pairs (7) & QM 2d block of 4 all MUH. A superior box lot ex deceased estate. (1000s) $150 

156 A "balance of consignment" lot noting a few Kalamunda Stamp Club special commem covers, 1945 Airmail cover 
Germany-Perth WA with Mecklenburg imperfd (5) & perfd (6) tied by Pappritz 15.9.45 cds (SG RB 22/33 excl 4pf 
imperf, Cat. £350 plus premium on cover), Ross Dep 1957 set on 1958 cover to NZ, Jersey 1985 set of signed 
Schneider Trophy Race covers (7) & a few other RAF 1981-1985 signed covers with 5 other covers in boxed binder 
incl 1934 KLM covers x 3 using Aust franking to Netherlands. Also ACSC Brusden White 1990 & 1994 "loose leaf" 
catalogues for Pre-decimal & Colonies & Decimals. Useful pickings. $75 

157 World used off paper. Hours of entertainment in sorting with the potential of that "special" find! Weight 6kg. (1000s) $60 
158 Quality suitcase with wheels in vg cond containing some Aust & world covers incl covers signed by Lores Bonney, the 

1932 Around Aust Aviatrix (signed 1992) & another signed by John Ulm, Charles Ulm's son however majority are 
postcards loose & in albums. Majority appear colour moderns but noted a bag containing books & cards celebrating 
Rembrandt & his works. Numerous Australia & WA "tourist" types mainly unused. Also old Dutch album with used 
odds & envs with used sorted by country. A fun sort! (100s) $50 

159 World collection on pages in thick ring binder, Australia 1913-1965 range in Seven Seas album, Czechoslovakia in 
s/book, smaller box of Asia with pickings in Thailand & Philippines. Needs time to tap potential! (1000s) $70 

160 Germany with stockbooks of DDR, West/Unified to 2000's mainly used plus Singapore used in large VST stockbook & 
3 Chinese stockbooks of "junior" worldwide used. Occasional better items in first 2 areas mentioned. (1000s) $50 

161 "Premium Box Lot" featuring Europe with Belgium 1849-1960's with high cat val especially in earlies, Czechoslovakia 
to 1950's STC £300+, unusual Luxembourg incl facsimiles of 1859-1882 issues (145+) & Netherlands on 44 Hagners 
plus Poland in s/book. Also Sweden with 1936 1k Tercentenary of Swedish Post used in quantity (325, Cat. £3250!), 
Switzerland Postage Due accumulation incl 1878/80 vals to 500c (3 used), 1883/1900 500c used (SG D206B, Cat. 
£300) with later issues to 1938. Very high total cat val. Potential! (100s) $150 

162 1000s of world stamps in albums & containers plus sorted in envs. Incls some Aust FDC's & tubs of USA & Canada. 
Also Aust 1992-2009 PSE's cancelled FDI on 2 strip Hagners in 3 binders. A useful one for packet makers. (1000s) $50 

163 Australia heavily duplicated used from 1913 to decimals in large tub of Chinese stockbooks with 14 large & 2 small. 
Some staining noted & nearly all common but did note 1936 1/- SA Cent x 3, 1937 NSW & 2 x CofA 5/- roos. (1000s) $30 

164 Plastic Tub with 200+ Great Britain 1980's-1990's Benham silk FDC's, a Royal Mail GB Decimal Hingeless album (no 
stamps) & GB Davo Hingeless album with QV to QEII pre decimal pages noting QEII Tudor Crown Wildings (MH), 
Multi crown Wildings (MUH) & 1948 RSW MUH plus various other pickings incl in Hagner of used GB Officials. (100s) $50 

165 5 stockbooks & 2 albums of various countries incl Poland & Russia. Others of little value of mixed cond but lots of 
stamps to sort plus Australia & Pacific Islands FDCs with 150+. Odd pre-decimal, but mostly 1967-1980's mixed 
addressed/unaddressed. Noted odd Canada & South Africa covers in 2 small FDC albums. Generally fine. $50 

166 Australian 1990-2011 PSE's with over 150 different all in Australia Post albums on Hagner sheets plus 100's of 
different 1990-2013 maxicards stored in 3 shoe boxes. Appear in sets, all different & in exc cond. (100s) $80 

167 Australia 1980's FDC's & PSE's in 4 small cover albums with mixed addressed/unaddressed & largely 1980-1985. 
Incls some commercial mail of Czech, Dutch, Finnish & other origins incl PPCs used. (100s) $20 

168 Great Britain Windsor albums x 4 with QV to QEII used, GB pre-decimal MUH on Hagner, GB 1980's Cotswold FDC’s 
(100+) plus 200+ small 1980's-1990's Benham silk FDC’s & a tin of Worldwide mint & used stamps. (100’s) $50 

169 Ex-dealer lots from a variety of countries noting Samoa 1970's-1980's MUH sets (75+) & M/S's (34) in 2 Lighthouse 
stockbooks, 1977 Silver Jubilee omnibus MUH (odd used) in black-leaved stockbook, Grande Lighthouse binder with 
slipcase (retails $69.95 alone) with Aitutaki & Niue 1970's mainly MUH (100s) & PNG MUH with over 75 sets in 
Lighthouse stockbook. Also 1970's-1980's FDC's of West Germany & 1951-1974 Israel in FDC album plus another 
FDC album with 1978 Coronation 25th Anniversary omnibus sets & M/S's on covers. Commem album of 1981 
Charles/Diana cards, booklets, sets & M/S's, stockbook of covers for 1973 Royal Wedding & South Africa 1982 defin 
part sheets MUH plus large format FDC album with 1970's/90's South Africa MUH strips, blocks, sheetlets & a few 
used. Finally open shoe box with GB maxicard sets to 2011, Aust Post 2000 Olympic Games collection with MUH, 
FDC's & Maxicards, packet of USA pre-stamped postcards & Australia QEII 3¢ coil roll of 1000. Conservative reserve.  $80 

170 Suitcase with ex collector's clean out of covers & stamps incl some unusual material noting USA 1860-1920's 
documents with revenues affixed & bundle of Aust unused Telegram Envs in quantity (these sell at approx. $10 ea. on 
dealers stands) before the usual Aust decimal FDC's in binders & bag with odd foreign on Hagners & leaves plus 
other Australian ex club auction lots. Priced to clear! $40 

171 200+ GB small Benham silk FDC’s from 1980’s-1990’s, an old Empire worldwide stamp album of used (100’s), album 
of GB QV to QEII incl mint & used with both sideways & inverted wmks of KGVI & QEII. Noted 1948 Silver Wedding 
MLH & used. Also KGV 1912/24 defins MH set plus many more with high cat value & tin of English coins (appear 
common). Sighted GB 1935 Silver Jubilee FDC with rust spots but cat. £650! $75 

172 Australia off paper used in 4 plastic tubs with majority appearing to be 1970's-1990's. Incls S/A's & odd pre-decimal. 
One for the winters nights! Weight 6kg. (1000s) $50 

173 Varied World collections incl stockbook of Argentine Officials with many Departmentals MLH & used, another with 
Austria Postage Dues MUH/MLH, Ethiopia (Cat. £165+), Norway used to 1990 noting 1863/64 2sk SG 12, Cat. £250 
plus British Commonwealth & Foreign in old Premier Globe album. (100s) $80 

174 Great Britain QEII material incl album with 36 "Cotswold" branded covers, album of 41 "Cotswold" covers & album 
with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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174 Great Britain QEII material incl album with 36 "Cotswold" branded covers, album of 41 "Cotswold" covers & album 
with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
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with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
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FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 
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1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 
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tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
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(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
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174 Great Britain QEII material incl album with 36 "Cotswold" branded covers, album of 41 "Cotswold" covers & album 
with 75 "Stuart" covers plus another with mixture of 70 different cachets/makers (not Royal Mail). Also 300-400 loose 
covers on pages & in a box. Should be of great interest for the collector looking for something different! $50 

175 Postcards & Maxicards arranged in 11 albums with mainly unused commem moderns in colour incl album of GB 
humour cards & some b&w reproduction issues. Noted odd used incl a 50c Sydpex Frama cancelled at exhib. 
Maxicards incls some early ASPC issues plus an album of Aust mint PSE's. Also album of 1970's/1980's commem 
covers with various pictorial pmks plus bundles of WA Postcard Club & Australian Cartophilic Society journals. Wide 
range of themes & all in large suitcase. (100s) $50 

176 Austria duplicated MLH & used on leaves & Hagners in display book, Poland thematics on Hagners in binder, small 
album of pre-WWI world in mixed cond. AP "Australia in Fashion" book & pack, Australia S/A boxes with message 
tabs (no stamps), 1969-1990 airmail covers & cards, mostly Australia incl some Benham silks in large 3 ring binder of 
FDC sleeves (over 160 items) plus a few second-hand FDC sleeves & a few old Michel & other catalogues. Diverse & 
worth viewing for potential! $100 

177 Large box with a range of "as new" albums & stockbooks incl. KaBe 64 page black page s/book, Prinz 48 white page, 
"Stamp Pack" binders x 2, KaBe block album with 4 strip pages, large quality peg sheet folders x 2, SG Ring 22 album 
with slipcase & faced pages, large Hagner binder with matching slipcase, KaBe peg album in green with matching 
slipcase, Postcard album binder, Lighthouse "Stamp Drying Book", 2 x Prinz cover albums with black pages, SG 
Devon binder in black & large APW FDC binder plus various other German made s/books. Original retail $700+ (24) $120 

178 Mixed group with Finland collection (STC £250+), some Indian States & a few 1950's Netherlands sets on covers plus 
other pickings. (100s) $40 

179 USA in "Statesman" album & ring binder of hinged used on leaves plus mixed MLH & used in stockbook & loose in 2 
small plastic tubs. Appears to be quantity rather than quality but some earlies from 1870's to 1980's. (1000s) $40 

180 Smart small suitcase in exc cond with cigarette tin of used WA swans, pre-decimals & decimals used on piece, small 
single stamp Hawid mounts, A-Z WA town p/copied pages giving wealth of info on each, range of WA pmks on swans 
& odd revenue neatly arranged on Hagners (approx. 300) plus some Hagner pages in good cond & numerous copies 
of "Black Swan" journal & "The Cecil Walkley Postal History of WA" auction catalogue. A clean lot.  $50 

181 Australia 1990's-2000's used on paper but of a high quality noting better e.g. 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S F/U by Adelaide 
cds plus other high vals. Also noted many unfranked. Weighs 3.6kgs. (100s) $150 

182 Aust 1970's-1990's FDC's in 2 strip Hagners plus other useful odds like 1965 Anzac set of 3 & birds to 3/- FDC's, 
Decimal used Aust sets on Hagners, world sorted in envs & albums, old choc tin of on/off paper Aust plus some 
random coins/medals incl 1979 City Of Bunbury & 1988 Bicentennial, another tin of Aust sorted in envs & yet another 
tin on paper, FDC's in shoebox noting 50c Cuppex Frama covers, tin of pre-decimal Aust noting 1/- Vic Cent etc. 
Noted 1992 China silver coin PNC. Exactly as received for charity from donations. (1000s) This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

183 Massive quantity as donated on our road shows to assist the Cancer Council. Usual ranges of Aust & World in 
s/books but noted some Aust kangaroos & KGV heads plus Postage Dues unchecked plus other pre-decimals as 
received. Decimals in other stockbooks plus some NZ to 3/- QEII. Also old SG album with couple pages of used 
China, 2 pages in another s/book of Aust 1d KGV heads, some MUH world incl early Rumania in part sheets & bags 
of on/off paper world. Old time glassines with early used again unchecked & numerous cigar tins with sorted world 
noting States incl swans & Aust KGV in some. A thoroughly enjoyable sort & reap box........or suitcase in this instance! 
This lot is being sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $60 

184 Late lot - could only go in "Box Lot" section. China & Far East accumulation with Peoples Republic of China in 
(Chinese) quality hingeless albums 1949-1984 (6 vols with slip cases) but few stamps plus 5 stockbooks with stamps 
from North Korea (few), Nationalist China (approx. 150), China pre-1949 (c60) & French Indo-China (200+ with dupl). 
Also album with a mixture (approx. 250) Hong Kong with useful dupl in stockbook with QV to QEII (approx. 400) plus a 
few other odds & ends in folders & envelopes etc. Viewing suggested. $150 

185 Late lot - Great Britain QEII accum in black suitcase in stockbooks, Royal Mail Year Books, PO packs & booklets from 
1953 to early 2000's. Exc cond with viewing to assess highly recommended as Face value estimated to be in excess 
of £1000. ($1900+) $250  
As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The 
conservative reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth 
taking the time to peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers 
here at Ace Stamp Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.  
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WORLD COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 
 

216 Aden & States Used on album leaves from 1937 Dhows to 8a, 1939 to 10R, 1951 to 5/- on 5R, QEII to 20/- incl both 
colours of high values, Seiyun 1942 to 5R, 1951 vals MLH to 5/- on 5R, 1954-64 to 10/-, Qu'aiti state 1942 MLH/used 
to 5R, ditto 1951 new currency surcharges (9) incl 250f & 500f, few 1965-67 Federation. STC Cat. $800 (159) $75 

217 Ascension 1924-1949 MLH selection on 3 Hagners with main value in KGVI sorted by perfs incl 1d Green Mountain & 
3d Long Beach perf. 13½ (Cat. £145) plus 2/6d perf. 13 (Cat. £27) & 5/- perf. 13½ (Cat. £95). Total cat. £400+ (45) $75 

218 Austria 1850-1956 plus c30 later MLH/used on leaves in springback binder. No high cat items but still well covered to 
1930's with some issues both MLH & used with 1930's issues sometimes in MUH blocks. Best item is UPU cover to 
New York with set on Airmail Printed Matter sheet, seldom seen used. Also MUH sets & some MUH/MLH/used early 
1950's. (c1000) $80 

219 Austria 1948-1951 MLH group of better items comprising 1948 Costumes 1s claret (Cat. £130), 10s (Cat. £50), 1949 
Child Welfare, 1950 Carinthian Plebiscite & 1951 Reconstruction Fund sets. All fresh. Cat. £480+ as MUH. (13) $50 

220 Belgium 1863-1974 used noting 1915 Red Cross Fund F/U with 5¢ perf. 12x14 pair, 10¢ perf. 14, 20¢ perf. 12 (total 
cat. £108) & 1952 UPU Congress to 20f plus various useful commems with average defins. Mostly fine. (100s) $50 

221 Belgium Railway Stamps accum in quality stockbook. Sorted for quality of cancellations (circular & hexagonal) in 
chronological order of issue. Noted 1879/82 to 1f & 1882/94 to 2f. A good later range with many different station 
names. Odd MUH incl 1982 set to 100f. Conservative reserve. (100s) $40 

222 Belgium, Finland, Ireland & Sweden Used ranges with former from 1869 incl some Railway issues, Ireland from 
1922 with vals to 10/-. Dupl in places incl later Finland Euro issues but nothing cat. over £3. Value also in the 45+ 
Prinz Pro-Fil "as new" leaves. (100s)  $30 

223 British Antarctic Territory 1963-2013 MUH collection close to complete in Lindner "dual" hingeless leaves in quality 
Lindner binder with slipcase. Incls 1963/69 defins to both £1 designs, 1971 ovpts, 1973 (simplified) to £1, 1983 to £3, 
1990 to £3 & 1993 to £5 plus all commems & M/S's to 1995 MUH. 1996 70th Birthday, 1997 Xmas & 2003 defins are 
CTO otherwise all MUH. Missing odd issues but no more than 10 sets & 2012-2013 issues but pages are all present. 
Cat. £1500+ (408 + 26 M/S's) $500 

224 Burma/Myanmar 1937-2004 collection on Britannia leaves plus extensive additional "peacock" & "interim govt" 
inverted ovpt forgeries with write-up. Basic collection contains 1937 to 2R used, 1938/40 to 2R used, 1940 forged 
inverted Postage Stamp Centenary/1A ovpt, 1945 Admin to 10R MLH incl 3a block with forged ovpt, 1946 new colours 
to 5R used & 1947 Interim Govt ovpts to 10R used with later approx. 90% complete MLH/used. Incls 1971 M/S & both 
Birds sets ovptd official MLH. The Burma section cat. £350+ (excl peacock ovpts) plus £100+ in Myanmar not counting 
1998 Instruments set of 6 unpriced in SG & a few covers & 1959 aerogramme used. The well written up forgery 
collection incl 15 covers, singles, pairs & blocks of 4 featuring some bogus two-colour, misplaced or inverted ovpts 
some on incorrect denominations. Fascinating assembly & excellent reference. Increasingly popular area. (100s) $200 

225 Canada QV-QEII MLH, used & on piece with some QV/KGV used/(MLH) in mixed cond but better from 1930 noting 5¢ 
Air with 6¢ Ottawa Conf. ovpt MLH, $1 Mt Edith Cavell F/U, OHMS ovpts MUH 10¢ Special Delivery & 50¢ Oil Wells 
plus F/used. Post 1980 se-tenant blocks on piece with cds cancels, booklet panes CTO & 2012 $10.80 Titanic P&S 
booklet. Also a few Special Delivery MLH/used. (100s) $100 

226 Canada 1876-2015 collection in 4 quality stockbooks. Earlies in very mixed cond noting 1897 8¢ MLH & a few KGV 
period used fiscals incl Cataroo $4 Law Stamp, Electricity & Gas incl $10 x 2, 1989 Special Delivery 10¢ on 20¢ MUH 
& 1950 "G" ovpt on 10¢ SD MLH. Main value is in the more recent MUH incl many M/S's. Room for expansion or to 
plug gaps. (100s) $200 

227 Canada 1897-1993 on leaves in Simplex binder. Over 90% complete used in mixed cond plus MUH blocks, booklet 
panes & M/S's. Should be viewed to assess cond. No "back of the book". (100s) $80 

228 Canada 1996-2005 range of MUH issues incl S/A's, M/S's, sheetlets, booklets, high vals to $8 etc all in 4 quality 
stockbooks. Also some pres books & blocks of 4 loose in glassine bag. High degree of completeness in latter issues in 
s/books with a FV of C$930++ ($1040+). Useful for re-sale. $500 

229 Canada "National Stamp Album" with pre-WWII sparse noting cds examples of 1934 10¢ Loyalists & 1935 13¢ Silver 
Jubilee the best. Post war much more complete in mixed MUH/MLH/used with light dupl. Incls a few M/S's & se-tenant 
blocks to 1999. Approx. 60% complete. (100s) $50 

230 Canada & Newfoundland Mostly used incl 1859 10¢ Prince Consort, large QV 2¢, 12½¢, 15¢ (2) & 20¢ all used, 
1897 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ MLH before sparse to 1940 then noting 1942 13¢, 14¢, $1 used & 6¢ Air. QEII to 1993 c80% 
complete with CTO strips, se-tenant blocks & M/S's plus some MUH incl 1976 $1 & $2 Olympics. A clean lot. (100s) $60 

231 China 1907-1960 duplicated on Hagners with heavy dupl in places. Mixed cond with MUH, MLH, unused & used. Main 
value in 1930's-1940's e.g. 1939 US Constitution x 3 MUH, 1941 Thrift Movement MLH, 1944/45 & 1948/49 Parcel 
Post odds incl F/U blocks, 1945 Treaties & Pres Lin-Sen & Chiang Kai-Shek issues MUH with dupl to x 6. Usual array 
of ovpts & 1950/52 reprints. Not easy to assess as difficult period to catalogue. Conservative estimate with purchaser 
likely to need weeks in sorting & identification. (1000s) $250 

232 China 1923-1936 commems with duplication noting 1923 Constitution MLH, 1928 Marshal Chang MUH/MLH singles 
with up to 5 of each val but some with faults, 1929 Unification unused/MLH (excl 4¢), 1932 N.W. Scientific Exhibition 
MUH (1c MLH, Cat. £425), 1936 "New Life" Movement MLH with extras & 40th Anniv set of 4 used. Also 1944 
Kuomintang & 1945 20th Death Anniv SYS sets. Total cat. £1100+ excl faulty items. (c80) $320 

233 China 1949-1967 superb MUH collection on Chinese album leaves numbered C1-C62 & S1-S46 near complete 
simplified incl 1949/50 N.E. China where designs are the same as for PRC. 1949-1952 are generally reprints 
but later with much of high cat. value incl 1956 M/S set of 4, 1958 M/S (2 diff), "S" issues complete (excl 
imperfs) to 30/3/66 whilst "C" issues finish at 25/3/67. See separate lots for removed M/S's . Fresh & fine 
throughout with the cat. from 1959 onwards being £7200+ for "C" issues & £4800+ for "S". A rare opportunity 
to acquire this period so close to complete. Cat. £12,000 plus the pre-1959 issues. (100s) $5,000 

234 China 1950/52 reprints to c1990 MLH & used/CTO selection on 50 Hagners. Not in strict chronological order, so view 
carefully as some better sets might be where you wouldn't expect to find them. Noted 1955 Scientists set of 4 M/S 
used (Cat. £95), 1959 10th Anniv used (Cat. £38), 1965 Games (Cat. £18), 1966 Cultural Revolution Games, 1967 
Third Five Year Plan & Liu Ying-chun all CTO. 1965 Lenin MLH, 1960 Goldfish, Chrysanthemums (3 CTO sets), 1961 
Tang Dynasty (2 sets), 1962 Cranes (3 sets), Support for Cuba (2 sets) also all CTO. 1963 Children MLH & used, 
1966 Industrial Machines CTO, 1965 Mountaineering CTO, PLA set of 8 (Cat. £43) & 1979 Fourth National Games 
M/S MUH (Cat. £130) plus 1963 Butterflies CTO. Well worth estimate with reorganisation a priority once sold (1000++) $250 

235 China 1950-2002 range with defins incl "Gate of Heavenly Peace" PRC & N.E. China through to 1995/99 set, the 
latter being MUH. Earlier mixed MLH, unused & used with many incomplete but does incl 1955/56 MUH to 20 yuan. 
Also some MUH incl 1966 Women in Public Service, various 1996-2002 sets & M/S's MUH. (c600 stamps & sheetlets) $100 
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216 Aden & States Used on album leaves from 1937 Dhows to 8a, 1939 to 10R, 1951 to 5/- on 5R, QEII to 20/- incl both 
colours of high values, Seiyun 1942 to 5R, 1951 vals MLH to 5/- on 5R, 1954-64 to 10/-, Qu'aiti state 1942 MLH/used 
to 5R, ditto 1951 new currency surcharges (9) incl 250f & 500f, few 1965-67 Federation. STC Cat. $800 (159) $75 

217 Ascension 1924-1949 MLH selection on 3 Hagners with main value in KGVI sorted by perfs incl 1d Green Mountain & 
3d Long Beach perf. 13½ (Cat. £145) plus 2/6d perf. 13 (Cat. £27) & 5/- perf. 13½ (Cat. £95). Total cat. £400+ (45) $75 

218 Austria 1850-1956 plus c30 later MLH/used on leaves in springback binder. No high cat items but still well covered to 
1930's with some issues both MLH & used with 1930's issues sometimes in MUH blocks. Best item is UPU cover to 
New York with set on Airmail Printed Matter sheet, seldom seen used. Also MUH sets & some MUH/MLH/used early 
1950's. (c1000) $80 

219 Austria 1948-1951 MLH group of better items comprising 1948 Costumes 1s claret (Cat. £130), 10s (Cat. £50), 1949 
Child Welfare, 1950 Carinthian Plebiscite & 1951 Reconstruction Fund sets. All fresh. Cat. £480+ as MUH. (13) $50 

220 Belgium 1863-1974 used noting 1915 Red Cross Fund F/U with 5¢ perf. 12x14 pair, 10¢ perf. 14, 20¢ perf. 12 (total 
cat. £108) & 1952 UPU Congress to 20f plus various useful commems with average defins. Mostly fine. (100s) $50 

221 Belgium Railway Stamps accum in quality stockbook. Sorted for quality of cancellations (circular & hexagonal) in 
chronological order of issue. Noted 1879/82 to 1f & 1882/94 to 2f. A good later range with many different station 
names. Odd MUH incl 1982 set to 100f. Conservative reserve. (100s) $40 

222 Belgium, Finland, Ireland & Sweden Used ranges with former from 1869 incl some Railway issues, Ireland from 
1922 with vals to 10/-. Dupl in places incl later Finland Euro issues but nothing cat. over £3. Value also in the 45+ 
Prinz Pro-Fil "as new" leaves. (100s)  $30 

223 British Antarctic Territory 1963-2013 MUH collection close to complete in Lindner "dual" hingeless leaves in quality 
Lindner binder with slipcase. Incls 1963/69 defins to both £1 designs, 1971 ovpts, 1973 (simplified) to £1, 1983 to £3, 
1990 to £3 & 1993 to £5 plus all commems & M/S's to 1995 MUH. 1996 70th Birthday, 1997 Xmas & 2003 defins are 
CTO otherwise all MUH. Missing odd issues but no more than 10 sets & 2012-2013 issues but pages are all present. 
Cat. £1500+ (408 + 26 M/S's) $500 

224 Burma/Myanmar 1937-2004 collection on Britannia leaves plus extensive additional "peacock" & "interim govt" 
inverted ovpt forgeries with write-up. Basic collection contains 1937 to 2R used, 1938/40 to 2R used, 1940 forged 
inverted Postage Stamp Centenary/1A ovpt, 1945 Admin to 10R MLH incl 3a block with forged ovpt, 1946 new colours 
to 5R used & 1947 Interim Govt ovpts to 10R used with later approx. 90% complete MLH/used. Incls 1971 M/S & both 
Birds sets ovptd official MLH. The Burma section cat. £350+ (excl peacock ovpts) plus £100+ in Myanmar not counting 
1998 Instruments set of 6 unpriced in SG & a few covers & 1959 aerogramme used. The well written up forgery 
collection incl 15 covers, singles, pairs & blocks of 4 featuring some bogus two-colour, misplaced or inverted ovpts 
some on incorrect denominations. Fascinating assembly & excellent reference. Increasingly popular area. (100s) $200 

225 Canada QV-QEII MLH, used & on piece with some QV/KGV used/(MLH) in mixed cond but better from 1930 noting 5¢ 
Air with 6¢ Ottawa Conf. ovpt MLH, $1 Mt Edith Cavell F/U, OHMS ovpts MUH 10¢ Special Delivery & 50¢ Oil Wells 
plus F/used. Post 1980 se-tenant blocks on piece with cds cancels, booklet panes CTO & 2012 $10.80 Titanic P&S 
booklet. Also a few Special Delivery MLH/used. (100s) $100 

226 Canada 1876-2015 collection in 4 quality stockbooks. Earlies in very mixed cond noting 1897 8¢ MLH & a few KGV 
period used fiscals incl Cataroo $4 Law Stamp, Electricity & Gas incl $10 x 2, 1989 Special Delivery 10¢ on 20¢ MUH 
& 1950 "G" ovpt on 10¢ SD MLH. Main value is in the more recent MUH incl many M/S's. Room for expansion or to 
plug gaps. (100s) $200 

227 Canada 1897-1993 on leaves in Simplex binder. Over 90% complete used in mixed cond plus MUH blocks, booklet 
panes & M/S's. Should be viewed to assess cond. No "back of the book". (100s) $80 

228 Canada 1996-2005 range of MUH issues incl S/A's, M/S's, sheetlets, booklets, high vals to $8 etc all in 4 quality 
stockbooks. Also some pres books & blocks of 4 loose in glassine bag. High degree of completeness in latter issues in 
s/books with a FV of C$930++ ($1040+). Useful for re-sale. $500 

229 Canada "National Stamp Album" with pre-WWII sparse noting cds examples of 1934 10¢ Loyalists & 1935 13¢ Silver 
Jubilee the best. Post war much more complete in mixed MUH/MLH/used with light dupl. Incls a few M/S's & se-tenant 
blocks to 1999. Approx. 60% complete. (100s) $50 

230 Canada & Newfoundland Mostly used incl 1859 10¢ Prince Consort, large QV 2¢, 12½¢, 15¢ (2) & 20¢ all used, 
1897 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ MLH before sparse to 1940 then noting 1942 13¢, 14¢, $1 used & 6¢ Air. QEII to 1993 c80% 
complete with CTO strips, se-tenant blocks & M/S's plus some MUH incl 1976 $1 & $2 Olympics. A clean lot. (100s) $60 

231 China 1907-1960 duplicated on Hagners with heavy dupl in places. Mixed cond with MUH, MLH, unused & used. Main 
value in 1930's-1940's e.g. 1939 US Constitution x 3 MUH, 1941 Thrift Movement MLH, 1944/45 & 1948/49 Parcel 
Post odds incl F/U blocks, 1945 Treaties & Pres Lin-Sen & Chiang Kai-Shek issues MUH with dupl to x 6. Usual array 
of ovpts & 1950/52 reprints. Not easy to assess as difficult period to catalogue. Conservative estimate with purchaser 
likely to need weeks in sorting & identification. (1000s) $250 

232 China 1923-1936 commems with duplication noting 1923 Constitution MLH, 1928 Marshal Chang MUH/MLH singles 
with up to 5 of each val but some with faults, 1929 Unification unused/MLH (excl 4¢), 1932 N.W. Scientific Exhibition 
MUH (1c MLH, Cat. £425), 1936 "New Life" Movement MLH with extras & 40th Anniv set of 4 used. Also 1944 
Kuomintang & 1945 20th Death Anniv SYS sets. Total cat. £1100+ excl faulty items. (c80) $320 

233 China 1949-1967 superb MUH collection on Chinese album leaves numbered C1-C62 & S1-S46 near complete 
simplified incl 1949/50 N.E. China where designs are the same as for PRC. 1949-1952 are generally reprints 
but later with much of high cat. value incl 1956 M/S set of 4, 1958 M/S (2 diff), "S" issues complete (excl 
imperfs) to 30/3/66 whilst "C" issues finish at 25/3/67. See separate lots for removed M/S's . Fresh & fine 
throughout with the cat. from 1959 onwards being £7200+ for "C" issues & £4800+ for "S". A rare opportunity 
to acquire this period so close to complete. Cat. £12,000 plus the pre-1959 issues. (100s) $5,000 

234 China 1950/52 reprints to c1990 MLH & used/CTO selection on 50 Hagners. Not in strict chronological order, so view 
carefully as some better sets might be where you wouldn't expect to find them. Noted 1955 Scientists set of 4 M/S 
used (Cat. £95), 1959 10th Anniv used (Cat. £38), 1965 Games (Cat. £18), 1966 Cultural Revolution Games, 1967 
Third Five Year Plan & Liu Ying-chun all CTO. 1965 Lenin MLH, 1960 Goldfish, Chrysanthemums (3 CTO sets), 1961 
Tang Dynasty (2 sets), 1962 Cranes (3 sets), Support for Cuba (2 sets) also all CTO. 1963 Children MLH & used, 
1966 Industrial Machines CTO, 1965 Mountaineering CTO, PLA set of 8 (Cat. £43) & 1979 Fourth National Games 
M/S MUH (Cat. £130) plus 1963 Butterflies CTO. Well worth estimate with reorganisation a priority once sold (1000++) $250 

235 China 1950-2002 range with defins incl "Gate of Heavenly Peace" PRC & N.E. China through to 1995/99 set, the 
latter being MUH. Earlier mixed MLH, unused & used with many incomplete but does incl 1955/56 MUH to 20 yuan. 
Also some MUH incl 1966 Women in Public Service, various 1996-2002 sets & M/S's MUH. (c600 stamps & sheetlets) $100 

236 China 1974-1991 "J" series issues in MUH blocks of 4 in similar albums to the "T" series lot in this sale. 
Missing only J41/42, 84 & 133 otherwise complete from J1-J185. Occasional light random tone spot & 
mentioned for accuracy but generally a superbly presented collection in 2 vols. Cat. value. £5300+ $2,000 

237 China 1974-1991 "T" series issues in MUH blocks of 4 in 2 large 3 ring binders with leaves in protector sheets 
in 2 slipcases. Only T46, 1980 Year of the Monkey 1980, is missing. Mounted in Chinese headed leaves & a 
rare opportunity to acquire this series so complete in blocks. Comprises T1-T166 (excl 46). Very occasional 
light tone spot noted & mentioned for accuracy but a huge cat. value £9200+ $3,500 

238 China 1979-2002 (odd earlier) range of valuable MUH/MLH sets, M/S's & oddments with some CTO on c50 Hagners 
in red Chinese binder with slipcase. Not in strict chronological order but duplication apparent with 3 or 4 sets of some 
issues. Noted 1987 Ancient Buildings M/S MUH (Cat. £30) plus MLH, 1979 30th Anniv of PRC M/S MUH (Cat. £100) 
& 1977 Party Congress MUH (Cat. £48) plus lots of sets in the £10 to £20 cat. range all MUH with some extras MLH 
incl the M/S's of 1980's noting 1984 Tang Dynasty (Cat. £180). Formidable reorganisation job ahead for purchaser but 
an enormous cat. value should repay the effort. (1000++) $500 

239 China 1980's commercial mail with wide range of commems & odd M/S airmailed to Singapore or USA with some 
items registered & a few with complete sets. Also UN 1997 "Terracotta Warriors" prestige booklet, Canada 1947-1953 
imprint blocks (odd stain) on Vario sheets. Noted Barbados flowers (SG 510/25 & 543/55)in both wmks to $10 plus 
birds 1979 set to $10 all MUH (SG 622/38). Also envs of Kiribati MUH 1980's. (44 covers, booklet, 100s of stamps) $100 

240 China 1994-2003 MUH sets with majority having 3 to 4 sets for each issue all arranged on 33 Hagners. Semi-sorted 
but appears comprehensive for period. High cat. value especially in the "New Millennium" years. (Approx. 1500) $300 

241 China 2001 & 2004-2006 Year Albums with stamps in place plus special 1997 commem folder with stamps, M/S & 
covers relating to Chinese achievements in space. Total cat. £850+ (c400 issues) $250 

242 China & Hong Kong Used range on leaves in peg album. Earlies are of little value & in mixed cond but useful 
pickings in PRC issues used incl 1950 $3000 Mao (others in set are used but reprints), 1952 Gymnastics (4 diff used 
blocks in original printing plus 4 unused reprint blocks), 1960 Goldfish set of 12, 1964 15th anniv strip of 3, 1973 
Pandas (+ 3 unused) & 1974 Acrobatics plus other oddments incl 1967 4f & 52f Mao. Useful 1980's sets & odds to 
2007. Hong Kong used from QV with some useful incl 1967 & 1971 Lunar New Year before various later commem 
sets & a solid defin ranges to $50 plus a few PD's & fiscals. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going 
to the Anglican Board of Missions, so please bid generously. (1000s) $200 

243 China & Taiwan plus some pre-WWII & 1950's-1963 PRC on album leaves mainly used. Untidy & haphazard lot but 
worth checking for possible "pickings". Mixed cond. (100s) $30 

244 China, Australia & World with former 2 being the majority. Range of MUH, MLH & used on c60 Hagners with quite a 
lot of early decimal Aust MUH. China incls 1960 chrysanthemums (18) used, many SYS 1930's-1940's with dupl incl 
1945 20th Death Anniv unused x 5 sets (Cat. £40). Also North Borneo QEII, Singapore incl $10 Drum x 10 used & 
1950's/60's Malaysia states. (1000s) $80 

245 China & World Collector's surplus largely used overlapping on c60 Hagners. Grouped by country but otherwise in no 
particular order with majority being common "back of the book" post 1960 but with value in the China. Noted early 
used/CTO incl 1949/50 reprints before 1950's-1960's broken sets MUH or used with odd complete set incl 1961 
Tibetan People x 2 used & 1962 Cranes x 4 used plus useful odd from 1960/61 Chrysanthemums with duplication. 
Also pre-Olympic 2007 sets & M/S's MUH. Must be over 3000 stamps in this lot with 1000+ being PRC. $1,500 

246 Cook Islands 1863-1946 mainly fine used collection written up on album leaves. Queen Makea & Torea types sorted 
by perf, 1902/09 perf. 11 (MLH), KGV to 1/- incl blocks perf. 14x14½ 3d (2), 4½d & 9d & perf. 14x13 4½d & 1/- plus 
1920/27 F/U. Also 1926 2/- deep blue Admiral, 1931 no wmk & wmk surcharge singles & blocks all F/U & 1932 no 
wmk to 1/- incl blocks & perf varieties. 1935 Silver Jubilee F/U pairs & single incl "a" & "b" numbers & KGV wmkd set 
to 1/- plus KGVI pictorials to 3/-. Traces of toning on pre-1920 odds but later fine throughout. Cat. £2500+ (306) $750 

247 Cook Islands 1892-1936 detailed collection well written up on leaves in Schaubek peg-fitting album starting 
with 1892 "Seven Star Provisional" set of 4 on yellowish toned paper with usual touches of foxing & 
adherences, another set on white paper in better cond, 1d blocks of 6 noting minor varieties which aid in 
identifying position, 1d single forgery plus genuine for comparison, 1d blue p/c unused (4) & CTO, 1894 
Queen Makea 1d blue on buff p/c unused (7) noting different electro characteristics, 1896 perf 11 set with 
extra shades MLH, ditto 1898 Torea bird & 1899 "One Halfpenny" study (5 stamps, researched). Later 
Makea/Torea incl 1901 "Crown" ovpt on 1d brown, excellent perf/wmk/shade coverage of all vals to 1/- mainly 
MLH, 1919 ovpts incl perf varieties, 1920 pictorials Imperf Plate Proofs in issued colour blocks of 4 plus 
normals with re-entries & other items of interest MLH. 1921 QV fiscals ovptd Rarotonga (5 vals to £1) plus 2/6d 
x 2 with shaved top to ovpt 2/- x 2 shades of ovpts, 1924 pictorials incl 1d with vignette double. Also 1926 QV 
fiscals 2/-, 5/-, 10/- & 2/- Admirals deep blue singles (4) & sheet number block of 4, light blue (4) & mauve (3) 
with 1931 Two Pence on 1½d (18 MLH, 1 used) showing minor ovpt varieties & plate study. 1931 Arms fiscals 
to £1 plus 2/6d, 3/- & 10/- with less heavily inked ovpt. Also Muscat 1944 ovpts on India to 2R & Official set of 
10 plus extra 1R all MLH. A fantastic collection, cat well over £3000 plus the proofs & postal stationery. 
Should be viewed to fully appreciate the research behind this collection. (ex the late Derek Dewhurst) $2,000 

248 Cook Islands 1893-1967 MLH & used range in stockbook with a good range of Torea & Queen Makea Takau 
MLH/used with various perfs & wmks incl 1902 1/- (SG 36) MUH with BPA cert. Ovpts on NZ to 1/- incl both perfs of 
2½d, 1920 pictorials, 1924/27 marginal MLH, 1931 surcharge with & without wmk, 1932 to 1/-, 1936 2/- & 3/- Admirals 
ovptd Cook Islands MLH plus 1937 used & 1938 1/- MLH, 2/- & 3/- used. Also 1944/46 to 6d used with 1/-, 2/- & 3/- 
MLH & used, thereafter all used incl FDC with 22/4/66 Airmail ovpts. Finally 1967 decimal currency ovpts to $1 only & 
1967/71 to $10 without fluorescent security markings. Lovely clean collection. Cat. £1200+ (198) $280 

249 Cook Islands 1920-1995 MLH in 4 quality stockbooks noting 1920 pictorials MLH, 1926/28 Admirals 2/- in 2 papers, 
3/- MLH ovptd "Rarotonga" & 1931 Arms to £1 ovptd "Rarotonga" MLH (Cat. £200) plus 1932 KGV/pictorials to 1/- no 
wmk MUH. Then MUH incl 1950 to 3/-, 1963 to 5/- (2 sets), 1966 Churchill, Airs to £1 (plus aeroplane omitted), 1967 
ovpts to $1 & new currency to $10 with & without fluorescent security markings. Later comprehensive incl all defin sets 
& ovpts to top vals plus all M/S's, commems & OHMS (latter not complete). Odd duplicate & rich in thematics.        Cat. 
£1700+ (c1300 stamps) $400 

250 Cook Islands MUH Range on stockcards comprising 1938 single wmk 1/- to 3/- (Cat. £85) & 1992/93 Endangered 
Wildlife set of 23 plus 1978 & 1985/90 OHMS ovpts with latter to $14. Total cat. £150+ (60) $50 

251 Cook Islands-Aitutaki 1972-1986 MUH in Lindner 64pp stockbook. Complete excl "OHMS" high vals. Only CTO 
present are "OHMS" ovptd $2, $4 & $5. Lovely lot with thematic bird defins & high cat provisionals Cat. £500+ (500+) $80 



252 Cook Islands-Aitutaki & Penrhyn NZ Dep issues MLH on Hagner with Aitutaki comprising 1903 surcharges (excl 
½d), 1911/16 + extra 6d, 1916/17 6d & 1/-, 1917/18 set of 4 & 1917/20 typo set of 5 plus 1920 & 1924/27 pictorials. 
Penrhyn incls 1902 ½d & 1d MLH (2 of former, 3 of latter all perf. 14), 1903 6d & 1/-, 1914/15 (no 1/-) & 1917/20 
recess & typo plus 1920, 1927/29 pics all MLH & 1d used pair SG 10 incl one with broken "P" in "Peni".Cat.£600+ (61) $120 

253 Cook Islands-Penrhyn 1902-1995 collection in large Lindner stockbook. 1902-20 well covered with MLH incl KGV 
2½d, 3d, 6d & 1/- in vertical pairs plus 1902 set with 3 shades of 1/- (Cat. £167) & KEVII 6d & 1/-. Used 1920 only 
(excl 1d) before 1973 MUH onwards. Cat. £700 to 1920 alone then MUH to end incl 1981 Ships/craft in blocks & 1984 
to $9.60 plus all M/S's & ovpts to 1995 Turtles. Total cat. £1400+ (500+) $200 

254 Cyprus 1960-2000 mainly used incl Turkish Cyprus on leaves. Noted 1962 & 1966 defins to £1 with later defins to £2, 
£3 & £5 plus a good range of commems in good to F/U cond. (490+) $50 

255 Denmark Railways documents with DSB franking & various singles/blocks off paper plus "Postak Ferry" large blocks 
incl 5k x 20 CTO (heavy creasing) & x 15 fine CTO with 2 blocks of 15 & 5ō, 10ō & 15ō in CTO full sheets CTO. Also 
"Danish Perfins" 1980 publication by David Stump (the list compiled by the Danish Perfins Club) & a 1:400000 scale 
Euro map of Denmark to assist in locating places! $50 

256 Egypt 1926-1975 lightly dupl MUH collection in large stockbook with prices penned in on most pages. Pre-1940 
sparse from surcharges set of 3, 1933 Railway (excl 15m), 1937 Cairo Congress blocks of 4 & 1938 Congresses plus 
a better range of commems from 1940 incl 1955 APU & ovpts with good "Post Day" sets & odd vals. No defins or 
"back of the book". Lovely clean lot. Cat. £600+ (100s) $150 

257 Falkland Islands 1953-1986 & Deps to 1985 MUH/MLH in "Collecta" album with mounts added. Noted 1955 to 1/- & 
1960 to £1 MUH & 1978 Ships to £3 plus "1982" imprint set. Missing 5 commem sets with Deps 1954 to 1/- MLH only. 
STC £600+ $100 

258 Fiji 1871/77 "C.R." & "V.R." ovpts on "C.R." values. MLH & used group on stockcard comprising 1d & 3d with perf 
faults, 1872 2¢ fine mint, 6¢ soiled (MLH), 12¢ used with missing lower left corner, 1874 "V.R." type 5 ovpt 2¢ on 1d 
used (perf faults, type 6 well centred (pulled perf at top) used, 1876/77 ovpt types with 1d grey blue MLH, dull blue, 6d 
(spacefiller), laid paper 1d blue MLH, 2d on 2d yellow green & 6d carmine rose plus 4d on 3d mauve (pulled corner) all 
used. These issues are notorious for perf faults. Cat. £1600+ (14) $200 

259 Fiji 1878/99 "V.R." group MLH & used on stockcard incl perf. 12½ 1d, 2d on 2d & 2d in 2 shades used, perf. 10 1d & 
4d on 2d also in 2 shades used, 2d MLH, 4d mauve MLH, 6d pale rose used, perf. 10x12½ 2d used (poor), perf. 
10x11¾ 1d & perf. 11¾x10 1d used & perf. 11x10 1d used plus perf 11x10 4d pale mauve used. Also 6d pale rose 
MLH & used, perf. 11 4d & 6d used & perf. 11x11¾ 4d & 6d used. Usual mixed cond but majority very collectable. Cat. 
£500+ (20) $75 

260 Fiji 1891-1902 ½d to 2½d MLH & used range on stockcard in various shades & perfs. (16 used, 7 MLH) $30 
261 Fiji 1935-1968 (June) used range (Silver Jubilee MLH) on Hagners complete incl KGVI with all dies, perfs & shades of 

6d plus QEII wmk changes to £1. Lovely clean lot. (140) $100 
262 France 1847-1920 varied group of covers (11) & PPC plus Belgium 1854 & 1864 covers bearing 10¢ x 2 imperf on 

each. Noted 1904 mourning cover Dijon to USA, 1847 pre-stamp letter Zurich-Marseille & 3 censored covers (1917 x 
2, 1920) & an 1884 cover to The French Consulate in Adelaide. Cond varies, but mostly good to fine. (14) $100 

263 France Extensive collection in 4 vols, the first a standard Schaubek with 1853-1978 mainly used to 1939 in mixed 
cond with later MLH & used plus odd MUH & a few Red Cross booklets incl 1953, 1961, 1966/68, various 1949/58, 
later charity sets & Airs to 1000f (1948/49 & 1954). Second volume 1979-1999 with c1250 stamps MUH/MLH/used 
plus a few booklets while third volume contains 2000-2004 with much MUH incl sheetlets, M/S's & booklets (c700 
stamps, incl page with early pre-cancels incl Ceres 55¢ on 60¢ (MLH)). Last volume is a non-Schaubek peg album 
with mostly MUH 2005-2010 issues (c725 MUH + extra used). Clean collection with strength in post-WWII especially 
charities & booklets. Inspection recommended. (3000+) $1,000 

264 France in 1 volume & Germany in 4 volumes in quality Lighthouse Grande black binders all with slipcases. Contents 
are disappointing with odd better in German States & post-2000 has some MUH & CTO pickings but superb binders & 
well over 100 Hagners make this a superior "accessory" lot which would retail on these alone at $350++. (100s) $120 

265 France & Colonies Scott printed album with mostly pre 1980 plus some on small "schoolboy album" leaves & 
Hagners. Modest pickings in mixed cond. (100s) $30 

266 French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1955-2017 MUH collection in two Lindner "dual" Hingeless albums in green 
with matching slipcases. First defins mixed MUH/MLH (missing 4f) & 1965 ITU is used. Missing some 1966-1968 but 
20f Albatross present MUH with later having odd MLH or gaps but majority MUH. In all missing approx. 100 items out 
of a possible 800 with those present catalogued £3000 to 1977 alone! A good lot to build on in the two quality albums. $1,000 

267 Germany 1923 inflation through Allied Occ to 1970's in full sheets (mainly of 100). Some stains on earlies but from 
1946 mainly fine MUH. Possible interest for study by specialist. (71 sheets) $50 

268 Germany 1872 large & small shield dupl "spacefillers" on 2 Hagners. Most are of good appearance but have thins, 
tears or blunt corners of a minor to medium nature. The small shields incl 5g (4) & 5k, while large incl ¼g (3), ⅓g blue 
green & yellow green (6), 5g (5) & 18k (which is unused, thinned top right). Also 1874 2½g chestnut (6) in poor to good 
cond. Useful at this reserve with a total cat. £4000+ (65) $80 

269 Germany 1872-1944 used accum in black-leaved stockbook. Noted 1920 ovpts on Bavaria 3mk - 20mk postally used. 
Light duplication. (100s) $40 

270 Germany 1872-1945 in old Schaubek album with MLH & used plus covers in Standard illust album with mounts 
added. No Zeppelin ovpts but comprehensive otherwise. Pre-1900 in mixed cond but 1872 "shields" mostly above 
average used (18k unused), 1874 "2½" & "9" good used, 1900 Reichspost to 5mk used, 1920 ovpts on Bavaria to 
20mk F/U, 1924 Airs MLH/used, Charity MLH & used, 1926/27 Airs MLH & used, 1926 Arms MUH & F/used & ditto for 
1927 Hindenburg plus IAA ovpts used, 1928 Arms MLH/used & 1929 Arms MUH & used. Also 1930 2 Reichsmark 
MUH & used, 1928/31 Zeppelins used (plus 2RM MUH), 1933 Wagner used (+20pf MLH) & 1934 airs MLH & used 
plus 2RM & many later pieces with special commemorative cachets. 1935/36 Winter & Summer Olympics MUH & 
used, 1936 Relief Fund MUH & used, 1938 Ships MUH, used & set on large registered front. Many later sets both 
MUH & used. M/S missing incl Iposta, Ostropa & 1933 10th Anniv, but all later present either MUH or CTO (1986 
Olympics both, ditto 1937 Nuremburg ovpt). "Back of the Book" incl 1943 Tunis "palon & swastika" MLH, 1944/45 
"Inselpost" ovptd on rouletted with Officials missing only 1920 50pf & 15pf ovpts on Wurttemberg & 1938 30pf & 1942 
5pf used. Viewing will impress. Cat. £5000++ (1000s + 7 covers) $600 

271 Germany 1872-1945 MLH & used, often with both, in Davo Hingeless album with slipcase. Noted a few 1872 "shields" 
& 1874 "2½g" with a good later range with main value in 3rd Reich noting 1934 Colonisers MUH/MLH & used, Welfare 
Fund used & 1935 costumes MLH/used (excl 30pf) plus many pairs & odds MUH. Also 1939 Danzig to 2rm MUH 
(latter diagonal bend), 1945 SS/SA used, 1937 M/S perfd MLH & imperf CTO plus a few Officials. Many sets both MLH 
& used with some in mixed cond but very high cat. value & well worth careful inspection. (1000+) $400 



252 Cook Islands-Aitutaki & Penrhyn NZ Dep issues MLH on Hagner with Aitutaki comprising 1903 surcharges (excl 
½d), 1911/16 + extra 6d, 1916/17 6d & 1/-, 1917/18 set of 4 & 1917/20 typo set of 5 plus 1920 & 1924/27 pictorials. 
Penrhyn incls 1902 ½d & 1d MLH (2 of former, 3 of latter all perf. 14), 1903 6d & 1/-, 1914/15 (no 1/-) & 1917/20 
recess & typo plus 1920, 1927/29 pics all MLH & 1d used pair SG 10 incl one with broken "P" in "Peni".Cat.£600+ (61) $120 

253 Cook Islands-Penrhyn 1902-1995 collection in large Lindner stockbook. 1902-20 well covered with MLH incl KGV 
2½d, 3d, 6d & 1/- in vertical pairs plus 1902 set with 3 shades of 1/- (Cat. £167) & KEVII 6d & 1/-. Used 1920 only 
(excl 1d) before 1973 MUH onwards. Cat. £700 to 1920 alone then MUH to end incl 1981 Ships/craft in blocks & 1984 
to $9.60 plus all M/S's & ovpts to 1995 Turtles. Total cat. £1400+ (500+) $200 

254 Cyprus 1960-2000 mainly used incl Turkish Cyprus on leaves. Noted 1962 & 1966 defins to £1 with later defins to £2, 
£3 & £5 plus a good range of commems in good to F/U cond. (490+) $50 

255 Denmark Railways documents with DSB franking & various singles/blocks off paper plus "Postak Ferry" large blocks 
incl 5k x 20 CTO (heavy creasing) & x 15 fine CTO with 2 blocks of 15 & 5ō, 10ō & 15ō in CTO full sheets CTO. Also 
"Danish Perfins" 1980 publication by David Stump (the list compiled by the Danish Perfins Club) & a 1:400000 scale 
Euro map of Denmark to assist in locating places! $50 

256 Egypt 1926-1975 lightly dupl MUH collection in large stockbook with prices penned in on most pages. Pre-1940 
sparse from surcharges set of 3, 1933 Railway (excl 15m), 1937 Cairo Congress blocks of 4 & 1938 Congresses plus 
a better range of commems from 1940 incl 1955 APU & ovpts with good "Post Day" sets & odd vals. No defins or 
"back of the book". Lovely clean lot. Cat. £600+ (100s) $150 

257 Falkland Islands 1953-1986 & Deps to 1985 MUH/MLH in "Collecta" album with mounts added. Noted 1955 to 1/- & 
1960 to £1 MUH & 1978 Ships to £3 plus "1982" imprint set. Missing 5 commem sets with Deps 1954 to 1/- MLH only. 
STC £600+ $100 

258 Fiji 1871/77 "C.R." & "V.R." ovpts on "C.R." values. MLH & used group on stockcard comprising 1d & 3d with perf 
faults, 1872 2¢ fine mint, 6¢ soiled (MLH), 12¢ used with missing lower left corner, 1874 "V.R." type 5 ovpt 2¢ on 1d 
used (perf faults, type 6 well centred (pulled perf at top) used, 1876/77 ovpt types with 1d grey blue MLH, dull blue, 6d 
(spacefiller), laid paper 1d blue MLH, 2d on 2d yellow green & 6d carmine rose plus 4d on 3d mauve (pulled corner) all 
used. These issues are notorious for perf faults. Cat. £1600+ (14) $200 

259 Fiji 1878/99 "V.R." group MLH & used on stockcard incl perf. 12½ 1d, 2d on 2d & 2d in 2 shades used, perf. 10 1d & 
4d on 2d also in 2 shades used, 2d MLH, 4d mauve MLH, 6d pale rose used, perf. 10x12½ 2d used (poor), perf. 
10x11¾ 1d & perf. 11¾x10 1d used & perf. 11x10 1d used plus perf 11x10 4d pale mauve used. Also 6d pale rose 
MLH & used, perf. 11 4d & 6d used & perf. 11x11¾ 4d & 6d used. Usual mixed cond but majority very collectable. Cat. 
£500+ (20) $75 

260 Fiji 1891-1902 ½d to 2½d MLH & used range on stockcard in various shades & perfs. (16 used, 7 MLH) $30 
261 Fiji 1935-1968 (June) used range (Silver Jubilee MLH) on Hagners complete incl KGVI with all dies, perfs & shades of 

6d plus QEII wmk changes to £1. Lovely clean lot. (140) $100 
262 France 1847-1920 varied group of covers (11) & PPC plus Belgium 1854 & 1864 covers bearing 10¢ x 2 imperf on 

each. Noted 1904 mourning cover Dijon to USA, 1847 pre-stamp letter Zurich-Marseille & 3 censored covers (1917 x 
2, 1920) & an 1884 cover to The French Consulate in Adelaide. Cond varies, but mostly good to fine. (14) $100 

263 France Extensive collection in 4 vols, the first a standard Schaubek with 1853-1978 mainly used to 1939 in mixed 
cond with later MLH & used plus odd MUH & a few Red Cross booklets incl 1953, 1961, 1966/68, various 1949/58, 
later charity sets & Airs to 1000f (1948/49 & 1954). Second volume 1979-1999 with c1250 stamps MUH/MLH/used 
plus a few booklets while third volume contains 2000-2004 with much MUH incl sheetlets, M/S's & booklets (c700 
stamps, incl page with early pre-cancels incl Ceres 55¢ on 60¢ (MLH)). Last volume is a non-Schaubek peg album 
with mostly MUH 2005-2010 issues (c725 MUH + extra used). Clean collection with strength in post-WWII especially 
charities & booklets. Inspection recommended. (3000+) $1,000 

264 France in 1 volume & Germany in 4 volumes in quality Lighthouse Grande black binders all with slipcases. Contents 
are disappointing with odd better in German States & post-2000 has some MUH & CTO pickings but superb binders & 
well over 100 Hagners make this a superior "accessory" lot which would retail on these alone at $350++. (100s) $120 

265 France & Colonies Scott printed album with mostly pre 1980 plus some on small "schoolboy album" leaves & 
Hagners. Modest pickings in mixed cond. (100s) $30 

266 French Southern & Antarctic Territories 1955-2017 MUH collection in two Lindner "dual" Hingeless albums in green 
with matching slipcases. First defins mixed MUH/MLH (missing 4f) & 1965 ITU is used. Missing some 1966-1968 but 
20f Albatross present MUH with later having odd MLH or gaps but majority MUH. In all missing approx. 100 items out 
of a possible 800 with those present catalogued £3000 to 1977 alone! A good lot to build on in the two quality albums. $1,000 

267 Germany 1923 inflation through Allied Occ to 1970's in full sheets (mainly of 100). Some stains on earlies but from 
1946 mainly fine MUH. Possible interest for study by specialist. (71 sheets) $50 

268 Germany 1872 large & small shield dupl "spacefillers" on 2 Hagners. Most are of good appearance but have thins, 
tears or blunt corners of a minor to medium nature. The small shields incl 5g (4) & 5k, while large incl ¼g (3), ⅓g blue 
green & yellow green (6), 5g (5) & 18k (which is unused, thinned top right). Also 1874 2½g chestnut (6) in poor to good 
cond. Useful at this reserve with a total cat. £4000+ (65) $80 

269 Germany 1872-1944 used accum in black-leaved stockbook. Noted 1920 ovpts on Bavaria 3mk - 20mk postally used. 
Light duplication. (100s) $40 

270 Germany 1872-1945 in old Schaubek album with MLH & used plus covers in Standard illust album with mounts 
added. No Zeppelin ovpts but comprehensive otherwise. Pre-1900 in mixed cond but 1872 "shields" mostly above 
average used (18k unused), 1874 "2½" & "9" good used, 1900 Reichspost to 5mk used, 1920 ovpts on Bavaria to 
20mk F/U, 1924 Airs MLH/used, Charity MLH & used, 1926/27 Airs MLH & used, 1926 Arms MUH & F/used & ditto for 
1927 Hindenburg plus IAA ovpts used, 1928 Arms MLH/used & 1929 Arms MUH & used. Also 1930 2 Reichsmark 
MUH & used, 1928/31 Zeppelins used (plus 2RM MUH), 1933 Wagner used (+20pf MLH) & 1934 airs MLH & used 
plus 2RM & many later pieces with special commemorative cachets. 1935/36 Winter & Summer Olympics MUH & 
used, 1936 Relief Fund MUH & used, 1938 Ships MUH, used & set on large registered front. Many later sets both 
MUH & used. M/S missing incl Iposta, Ostropa & 1933 10th Anniv, but all later present either MUH or CTO (1986 
Olympics both, ditto 1937 Nuremburg ovpt). "Back of the Book" incl 1943 Tunis "palon & swastika" MLH, 1944/45 
"Inselpost" ovptd on rouletted with Officials missing only 1920 50pf & 15pf ovpts on Wurttemberg & 1938 30pf & 1942 
5pf used. Viewing will impress. Cat. £5000++ (1000s + 7 covers) $600 

271 Germany 1872-1945 MLH & used, often with both, in Davo Hingeless album with slipcase. Noted a few 1872 "shields" 
& 1874 "2½g" with a good later range with main value in 3rd Reich noting 1934 Colonisers MUH/MLH & used, Welfare 
Fund used & 1935 costumes MLH/used (excl 30pf) plus many pairs & odds MUH. Also 1939 Danzig to 2rm MUH 
(latter diagonal bend), 1945 SS/SA used, 1937 M/S perfd MLH & imperf CTO plus a few Officials. Many sets both MLH 
& used with some in mixed cond but very high cat. value & well worth careful inspection. (1000+) $400 

272 Germany 1872-1962 collection in old-style Schaubek peg album. Clean lot mixed MLH & used missing all major 
items, but a good starter lot for an "all areas" of Germany collector. (100s) $50 

273 Germany 1872-1985 MUH, MLH & used of all zones in 4 Davo albums with mounts added. Noted 1872 "small 
shields" (10 used) to 5g (rounded corner) in average cond with usual range to 1930 MLH/used with inflation mostly 
MLH. Third Reich period with mixed MLH, mint & used sets & oddments noting 1939 Postal Employees Fund (12) 
MLH, 1942 Hitler's Birthday MUH before post-war "zones" common MLH/used. Basic Berlin (est $140) & West 
Germany sparse to 1960 but incls 1949 30pf Wiehern F/U & UPU plus good coverage later incl a few M/S's & some 
MUH charities. DDR to 1980 MLH/used missing most "blocked" vals & highly catalogued sets but still useful. Good to 
build on or plug gaps. (1000s) $150 

274 Germany 1923-1941 Bond Certificates with a range of embossings & signatures. Attractive & worthy of framing. (10) $40 
275 Germany 1927-1945 MUH sets, singles & odd vals on Hagner (190) plus Berlin (15) odds incl 1954 30pf Furtwangler. 

Noted 1927 "IAA" ovpts, a couple of "Brown Ribbon" better years & 1936 M/S. Also Winter Relief sets, Postal 
Employees Fund, 1935 Railways & both "War Effort" sets. Odd bend but mostly fine & fresh. High cat as MUH. $150 

276 Germany 1937 Hitler M/S perf & imperf CTO plus various "numeral", "swastika" & "eagle" Officials in multiples, 1943 
"Stamp Duty" covers & Croatia Red Cross sheetlets of 16 MUH. A good lot cat. €1000+ $150 

277 Germany 1946-1990 MUH & used in old Schaubek peg album. Noted 1946 French Zone 1946 Arms/Portraits set F/U 
with patchy Baden, Rhemland-Pfalz & Württemberg. American & British Zones missing Posthorn ovpts on numeral 
types, otherwise over 90% complete also fine used. 1949-1954 West has gaps but stronger later incl 1954 Relief Fund 
F/U, 1955 Lufthansa & most later sets used with a MUH "patch" around 1982. Overall 1960-1990 is about 80% 
complete with some better incl 1990 Dusseldorf Exhibition sheetlet CTO. (1000s) $150 

278 Germany 1949-1990 mixed MLH & CTO with many issues in both. Missing M/S's & "back of the book" but incls 1950 
Academy used & 1951 China Friendship (24pf damaged) used plus an excellent later range with catalogue cut outs 
inserted to show what items are missing. Second binder "Bund" & united 1984-2013 with nearly all commems present 
MUH, the post-1994 issues nearly all marginal & substantially complete for sheet stamp commems. Two further 
binders contain c100 Berlin, c20 "unified" ETBs & various registration labels & other post paraphernalia. Conservative 
estimate. $350 

279 Germany 1992-2011 with approx. 80% complete used on leaves & Hagners in 3 ring binder, second binder of MUH, 
MLH & used West Germany with largely 1970's on Hagners (440 plus 5 M/S's). Also Berlin mainly MUH from 1954 to 
1984 in slim stockbook. Clean lot. (c1000) $80 

280 Germany 2011-2013 selection of packs & commem cards plus Vatican 2013 "Sede Vacante" set in Deutsche Post 
folder. (total: 19 items with some x 2) $30 

281 Germany 2012-2013 issues in sheetlets of 10 plus 2012 Christmas M/S's x 4. All PO fresh MUH. Colossal face value 
of €910+ (A$1475+) with 111 complete sheetlets. Ideal for re-sale. $400 

282 Germany 3 vols with light duplication all on Hagners in deluxe black binders with one volume dedicated to Colonies & 
WWI Occupation & plebiscite issues, a second for occupations of WWII plus a useful Danzig 1924-1939 range while 
the third contains DDR in MUH, MLH & CTO cond plus a range of Berlin with majority common. Earlies in mixed cond 
with later fine. A large part of the reserve reflecting the quality Lighthouse Grande binders with slipcases x 3 (retail 
$64.95 each). (100s) $90 

283 Germany All periods accum in large quality Prinz s/book & Hagners in ring binder. Largely common used but odd 
better noting 1926/31 Airs to 2m, 1950 Bach 10pf x 5 good to F/U. Also Berlin "Lighthouse" hingeless album to 1974 
with mixed MLH & used to 1960 with MUH later noting 1949 Goethe MLH (20pf bends), 1950 Orchestra used, a few 
"Bells", 1953 Uprising & 1954 Furtwangler used. Only a couple missing after 1956. (1000s) $120 

284 Germany  4 binders of Hagners, one with DDR "back of the book" & M/S's (no Marx or Engels) largely MUH plus 
several Hagners of CTO/MLH 1950's-1980's duplicates while second volume with useful Berlin 1949-1990 collection 
mixed MUH, MLH & used c90% complete with catalogue cut outs inserted to show what items are missing. "Bund" 
1949-1983 plus later defins MUH incl Famous Women & 2005 flowers & a good 1949-1950's range of commems incl 
1949 Relief Fund used, ditto 1952, 1950 Bach, 1951 St Mary's Church used & Exhibition MLH plus most other sets 
MLH or MUH from 1958. Last volume with M/S's incl 1949 Hannover MLH, 1959 Beethoven Hall MLH & used with 
later mixed MLH/used (sometimes both) & solid "unified" to 2007 MUH (c80 M/S's in total). Cond generally fine with 
odd fault pre-1960. The 4 binders contain close to 200 Hagners & inspection will impress. (2000+) $300 

285 Germany in 3 vols comprising album of French Zone MLH/used with dupl but missing all key items, stockbook with 
Saar, Bohemia & Moravia, Gen Gouvernement & Estonia 1930's-1940 plus a few others & a stockbook of West 
German 1970's-1980's heavily dupl used. (1000s) $50 

286 Germany WWII MUH/MLH collection incl 1941-1944 Swastikas, Officials, Gen. Govt (Poland) & Hitler heads plus 3z & 
5z Officials & Ukraine ovpts Pa 80pf MUH & dupl low value Hitler heads for Bohemia & Moravia. (100s) $30 

287 Germany & States Auction remnants on leaves & Hagners with majority common pre-1960's but noted 1933 Wagner 
20pf, 25pf & 40pf fine used & some private perfins. (100s) $75 

288 Germany - Berlin 1949-1961 MLH group on 2 Hagners incl 1949 black ovpts to 5DM, 1mk on 3mk, 20pf ERP (MUH), 
Lortzing, 1951 Stamp Duty & 1954 7pf on 70pf plus a few others from 1955-1961. Cat. £1350+ for MUH. (68) $120 

289 Germany - Berlin 1950-1955 MUH group on Hagner comprising 1950 Orchestra, 1952/53 Famous Berliners, 1954 
Berlin Exhibition & 1955 25pf Liner. Total cat. £410+ (15) $80 

290 Germany - Berlin 1961-1990 appearing complete MUH on Schaubek hingeless pages. STC £940+ (100s) $70 
291 Germany - Berlin MUH, MLH & used in black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook incl 1948 "black" ovpts to 3mk (excl 2dm) 

MLH, a few "red" ovpts to 60pf used, 1949 to 5dm used, 1950 ERP used, 1951 Lortzing & all 3 "Bells" positions in 
MLH sets of 5. Also Stamp Day MLH, 1952 Beethoven, Olympics & famous Berliners all used with little missing 
thereafter. Nearly all MUH from 1960 to 1990. (100s) $150 

292 Germany - DDR 1949-1978 MLH & used lightly duplicated in large Prinz & Lighthouse stockbooks. Noted 1950 Bach 
MLH, 1951 Pieck/Beirut used, Festival used, 1952/53 portraits incl 80pf block MUH plus varnished surface single 
MLH. Later commems sometimes missing "blocked" vals but essentially a good range all with Michel cat numbers on 
stickers. (100s) $80 

293 Germany - DDR 1949-1990 collection in 5 special Borek hingeless albums with info leaves interspersed. First vol to 
1958 is patchy MUH/MLH/CTO & missing M/S's & key sets but incls two pages of 1944-1945 issues MUH (SS/SD pair 
sweated) & a few UN 1993-2000 Human Rights MUH incl M/S's. Vols 2-5 are complete MUH from 1959 to 1990 incl 
M/S's & se-tenants & all housed in slipcases. Over 2800 items with all appearing fine cond. The info sheetlets all in 
German with b/w photos of politicians etc. Cat. £2000+ from 1959 alone. $300 



294 Germany - Upper Silesia used collection in 5 vols selected for postmarks & mounted in alphabetical order of post 
offices with over 120 P.O.'s represented in quantities from one to dozens depending on scarcity & volume of mail. 
Many covers, cards & pieces with majority of cancels clearly legible. Refer the Michel specialised German catalogue 
for a listing of all Upper Silesia post offices & map. Adding to this collection nowadays would be a challenge! Cond 
generally good. (100s) $180 

295 Germany - West 1949-1955 commems on Hagner incl 1949 Parliament, UPU, Stamp Cent (excl 20pf), Relief Fund, 
1950 Bach, 1951 Church & Relief Fund, 1952 Otto, Museum, Relief Fund, 1953 30pf Transport & 30pf Relief Fund 
plus 1954 Relief Fund (excl 20pf). All good to fine used. Total cat. £1375 (30) $150 

296 Germany - West 1951-1956 MUH group on 2 Hagners comprising 1951 Rontgen, 1952 Luther, Madonna, Shurz 1953 
Science Museum, Liebig, 1954 Centenaries, 1955 Cosmic Research (2), Lechfeld, Railway Timetable, 1956 von 
Stephan & Evangelical. Also 1951 60pf, 80pf & 90pf Posthorns, 1954/60 Heuss set (excl 40pf) with extra 50pf & 
fluorescent paper variety of 5pf, 15pf (rounded cnr) & 25pf. Useful group with conservative reserve. Cat. £2520+ (41) $300 

297 Germany - West 1951-1972 range of MLH (odd bend) on 2 Hagners. Incls 1951 NBA x 2, Posthorns 6pf, 8pf & 50pf to 
90pf, 1954/68 Heuss 50pf grey x2 (SG1115) & 1953 Transport Exhib plus some others.Total cat. £3500+ as MUH (51) $250 

298 Germany - West 1981-1989 German PO Year Albums complete for commems on info pages with illustration of 
postmark used for FDC's. Stamps all MUH. (9 vols) $90 

299 Germany - West plus a few Berlin 1956-1973 range of MUH blocks & singles on Hagners. Many single issues & 
charity sets of 4 in blocks of 4 or 10 with Berlin mainly single & pairs. A clean lot with over 300 blocks plus a few 
singles, pairs & strips of 3. Nothing catalogued over £4. (100s) $50 

300 Germany - West & unified to 1994 MUH, MLH & used collection in 2 Schaubek hingeless peg-fitting albums.        
Gaps in 1949-1953 with mixed MUH/MLH/used but later with very little missing & largely MUH. A couple of 1990s 
used. Lovely albums. (1000s + all M/S's from 1959 Beethoven Hall to 1994) $180 

301 Gibraltar Mainly KGVI MLH on Hagner noting KEVII 6d (2), KGV with 8 vals to 2½d & KGVI sorted by perf incl 10/- 
perf. 14, 2/- perf. 13 & 1/- perf. 13½. Cat. £75+ (43) $50 

302 Gibraltar KGVI set of 48 perf & colour variations to £1 mainly MUH. Perf. 13 5/- & 10/- used. No 1½d carmine or 
scarce 2d. Cat. £300+ $60 

303 Gibraltar 1953-1971 range with mainly MUH in small stockbook noting 1960, 1967 & 1971 defins to £1 (latter x 2 sets 
in se-tenant pairs) & 1965-1966 "omnibus" types plus a couple of military uniform sets & others. Cat. £150+ (170+) $40 

304 Gibraltar 1971-1996 specialised collection appearing complete in mainly MUH condition & written up on leaves in 2 
volumes. Incls shades, extras in blocks, booklets & strips. 1971 Historical Scenes defins incl all vals to £1 x 2 & block 
of 4 each. Also noted 1971 Military Uniforms (3rd series) 10p with inverted wmk & 1978 Coronation 25th Anniv 
sheetlet plates 1A (2), 1C, D, E & F. High cat. value. (100s) $140 

305 Gibraltar 1971-2016 MUH collection in Senator album. No defins or sheetlets but commems & M/S's are complete 
(excl 2 singles) with attractive thematic issues. Total face value exceeds £500 incl the "difficult" recent years. (1100+) $250 

306 Gibraltar 1994-1999 MUH range with high degree of completeness all on Hagners. Noted 1999 to £3, commem sets 
& M/S's plus £5 booklets. Cat. c£80 (c100 + 12 M/S, 3 booklets) $50 

307 Gibraltar, Cuba, Grenada & Grenadines & Hong Kong in quality Lighthouse Grande albums (retailing at $250+ 
alone) with the Gibraltar containing 1990's MUH sheetlets of 10 (FV £210+) while the Cuba  1970-1980 is in 2 vols on 
c100 Hagners however the majority are CTO low val commems. Ex-dealer stock priced for market days with the main 
value in the binders & Gibraltar. (100s) $120 

308 Gilbert & Ellice Is 1911 Pines, KGV to 5/-, Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 5/- MLH & 1948 RSW MUH (tone spot) plus 1956 
to 10/- MUH with later comprehensive MUH/MLH. Also 1940 PD's MUH (4d stained, 6d MLH) with a few Gilbert is, 
Kiribati & Tuvalu of little val. (over 200 + 2 M/S's) $60 

309 Gilbert & Ellice Is 1911-1970 MUH/MLH in stockbook complete (excl £1) plus Gilbert Islands to 1978 MUH incl wmk 
changes. Exc cond throughout except for mild tropicalisation on SJ 3d & KGVI 1/- SG 51a. KGV/VI mainly MLH but  £1 
RSW & UPU MUH before QEII all MUH with the 1956 set having extra shades to 1/- (excl SG 69a). No PD's. Cat. 
£650 (379 + 7 M/S’s) $250 

310 Gilbert & Ellice Is MUH from 1964 2d block of 4 plus commems & defin sets to 1977 Gilbert Islands. Also "canoes" 
M/S (CTO) & KGVI to 2/- MUH/MLH. (c130) $30 

311 Great Britain 1803, 1828, 1832, 1835, 1837, 1843 & 1841 pre-stamp covers & entires plus stamped from 1866 to 
1938 (latter Australia) incl 1911 FMS registered envelope used at Port Dickson & 1983 Paquebot (Port Said) cover to 
NSW using GB 1½ KGV. Couple of postal stationery items of India & GB too. Interesting group in varying cond. (23 
items) $40 

312 Great Britain 1815-1866 free fronts & autographs etc in old folder, ex Robson Lowe auction of many years ago. The 
"autographs" are cut-outs from correspondence whilst the "free fronts" are addressed & struck with crowned "free" 
stamps dated. A few complete letter & accounts from the Trinity College Library (circa 1852) are also included. No 
particular order & no famous names evident. (c180 items) $40 

313 Great Britain 1827-1917 group of covers, entires & wrappers all in individual protector sleeves & written up on page 
for very item. Pre-stamp part-covers of 1827, 1835, 1838 & 1859 followed by stamped covers with perfd 1d reds 
c1855/79 & 1d lilac of 1889 tied by Llangollen 472 duplex of 1887 plus another cover with Ryde 665 duplex (1891) 
followed by 1910 postcard to France with KEVII ½d x 2 & finally 1917 cover addressed from London to Gunner E. 
Rayner in Hipswell Camp, Catterick, Yorks. Interesting group. $40 

314 Great Britain QV 1d red imperfs & perfd "stars in upper corners" used range on leaves & stockcards plus loose in 
glassine & envelope. There are 100 imperfs incl several pairs & over 400 perfd. Specialist, semi-sorted & with further 
potential on close investigation. Usual variable cond but many fine. Huge cat. value. (500+) $200 

315 Great Britain QV postal fiscals mounted on 2 album leaves & Hagner. Presentable used 1853 1d Die I & II, 1856 
white paper, 1857 blue paper Receipt & Draft stamps, 1860/78 Inland Revenue 1d types, 1898 pen cancelled 5/- & 
10/- Consular Service & handstamped 6d & 1/- Foreign Bill plus 2/-, 4/-, 10/- & £1 variously cancelled. Also KGVI £1 
Foreign Service & Hagner of 1854/81 Inland Revenue types. (40) $30 

316 Great Britain QV-QEII Range on Hagners, album pages & stockcards with common QV but noted Jubilee to 6d F/U & 
KEVII vals to 5/- but heavy cancels. Majority good to F/U with odd later MLH/MUH. (100s) $50 

317 Great Britain QV-QEII wide ranging collection of stamps, FDI & commercial covers, slogans on piece, aerogrammes 
& more in 5 binders all in display sleeves. Good range of QV covers before modest KEVII-KGVI but stronger QEII. 
Stamps & booklets incl "Greetings" panes & Festinig Railway Letter stamps etc. Main value in 46 QV covers/cards & 
c20 pre-stamp letters plus some interesting later noting 1937 KEVII regd "last day" cover & QEII period with Downing 
St, House of Commons & Royal Palace covers. Standard FDC's to 2001 incl M/S's. High cat stamps are missing but 
made up for by the passion & extent of the interest shown by the collector who formed this collection. $300 



294 Germany - Upper Silesia used collection in 5 vols selected for postmarks & mounted in alphabetical order of post 
offices with over 120 P.O.'s represented in quantities from one to dozens depending on scarcity & volume of mail. 
Many covers, cards & pieces with majority of cancels clearly legible. Refer the Michel specialised German catalogue 
for a listing of all Upper Silesia post offices & map. Adding to this collection nowadays would be a challenge! Cond 
generally good. (100s) $180 

295 Germany - West 1949-1955 commems on Hagner incl 1949 Parliament, UPU, Stamp Cent (excl 20pf), Relief Fund, 
1950 Bach, 1951 Church & Relief Fund, 1952 Otto, Museum, Relief Fund, 1953 30pf Transport & 30pf Relief Fund 
plus 1954 Relief Fund (excl 20pf). All good to fine used. Total cat. £1375 (30) $150 

296 Germany - West 1951-1956 MUH group on 2 Hagners comprising 1951 Rontgen, 1952 Luther, Madonna, Shurz 1953 
Science Museum, Liebig, 1954 Centenaries, 1955 Cosmic Research (2), Lechfeld, Railway Timetable, 1956 von 
Stephan & Evangelical. Also 1951 60pf, 80pf & 90pf Posthorns, 1954/60 Heuss set (excl 40pf) with extra 50pf & 
fluorescent paper variety of 5pf, 15pf (rounded cnr) & 25pf. Useful group with conservative reserve. Cat. £2520+ (41) $300 

297 Germany - West 1951-1972 range of MLH (odd bend) on 2 Hagners. Incls 1951 NBA x 2, Posthorns 6pf, 8pf & 50pf to 
90pf, 1954/68 Heuss 50pf grey x2 (SG1115) & 1953 Transport Exhib plus some others.Total cat. £3500+ as MUH (51) $250 

298 Germany - West 1981-1989 German PO Year Albums complete for commems on info pages with illustration of 
postmark used for FDC's. Stamps all MUH. (9 vols) $90 

299 Germany - West plus a few Berlin 1956-1973 range of MUH blocks & singles on Hagners. Many single issues & 
charity sets of 4 in blocks of 4 or 10 with Berlin mainly single & pairs. A clean lot with over 300 blocks plus a few 
singles, pairs & strips of 3. Nothing catalogued over £4. (100s) $50 

300 Germany - West & unified to 1994 MUH, MLH & used collection in 2 Schaubek hingeless peg-fitting albums.        
Gaps in 1949-1953 with mixed MUH/MLH/used but later with very little missing & largely MUH. A couple of 1990s 
used. Lovely albums. (1000s + all M/S's from 1959 Beethoven Hall to 1994) $180 

301 Gibraltar Mainly KGVI MLH on Hagner noting KEVII 6d (2), KGV with 8 vals to 2½d & KGVI sorted by perf incl 10/- 
perf. 14, 2/- perf. 13 & 1/- perf. 13½. Cat. £75+ (43) $50 

302 Gibraltar KGVI set of 48 perf & colour variations to £1 mainly MUH. Perf. 13 5/- & 10/- used. No 1½d carmine or 
scarce 2d. Cat. £300+ $60 

303 Gibraltar 1953-1971 range with mainly MUH in small stockbook noting 1960, 1967 & 1971 defins to £1 (latter x 2 sets 
in se-tenant pairs) & 1965-1966 "omnibus" types plus a couple of military uniform sets & others. Cat. £150+ (170+) $40 

304 Gibraltar 1971-1996 specialised collection appearing complete in mainly MUH condition & written up on leaves in 2 
volumes. Incls shades, extras in blocks, booklets & strips. 1971 Historical Scenes defins incl all vals to £1 x 2 & block 
of 4 each. Also noted 1971 Military Uniforms (3rd series) 10p with inverted wmk & 1978 Coronation 25th Anniv 
sheetlet plates 1A (2), 1C, D, E & F. High cat. value. (100s) $140 

305 Gibraltar 1971-2016 MUH collection in Senator album. No defins or sheetlets but commems & M/S's are complete 
(excl 2 singles) with attractive thematic issues. Total face value exceeds £500 incl the "difficult" recent years. (1100+) $250 

306 Gibraltar 1994-1999 MUH range with high degree of completeness all on Hagners. Noted 1999 to £3, commem sets 
& M/S's plus £5 booklets. Cat. c£80 (c100 + 12 M/S, 3 booklets) $50 

307 Gibraltar, Cuba, Grenada & Grenadines & Hong Kong in quality Lighthouse Grande albums (retailing at $250+ 
alone) with the Gibraltar containing 1990's MUH sheetlets of 10 (FV £210+) while the Cuba  1970-1980 is in 2 vols on 
c100 Hagners however the majority are CTO low val commems. Ex-dealer stock priced for market days with the main 
value in the binders & Gibraltar. (100s) $120 

308 Gilbert & Ellice Is 1911 Pines, KGV to 5/-, Silver Jubilee, KGVI to 5/- MLH & 1948 RSW MUH (tone spot) plus 1956 
to 10/- MUH with later comprehensive MUH/MLH. Also 1940 PD's MUH (4d stained, 6d MLH) with a few Gilbert is, 
Kiribati & Tuvalu of little val. (over 200 + 2 M/S's) $60 

309 Gilbert & Ellice Is 1911-1970 MUH/MLH in stockbook complete (excl £1) plus Gilbert Islands to 1978 MUH incl wmk 
changes. Exc cond throughout except for mild tropicalisation on SJ 3d & KGVI 1/- SG 51a. KGV/VI mainly MLH but  £1 
RSW & UPU MUH before QEII all MUH with the 1956 set having extra shades to 1/- (excl SG 69a). No PD's. Cat. 
£650 (379 + 7 M/S’s) $250 

310 Gilbert & Ellice Is MUH from 1964 2d block of 4 plus commems & defin sets to 1977 Gilbert Islands. Also "canoes" 
M/S (CTO) & KGVI to 2/- MUH/MLH. (c130) $30 

311 Great Britain 1803, 1828, 1832, 1835, 1837, 1843 & 1841 pre-stamp covers & entires plus stamped from 1866 to 
1938 (latter Australia) incl 1911 FMS registered envelope used at Port Dickson & 1983 Paquebot (Port Said) cover to 
NSW using GB 1½ KGV. Couple of postal stationery items of India & GB too. Interesting group in varying cond. (23 
items) $40 

312 Great Britain 1815-1866 free fronts & autographs etc in old folder, ex Robson Lowe auction of many years ago. The 
"autographs" are cut-outs from correspondence whilst the "free fronts" are addressed & struck with crowned "free" 
stamps dated. A few complete letter & accounts from the Trinity College Library (circa 1852) are also included. No 
particular order & no famous names evident. (c180 items) $40 

313 Great Britain 1827-1917 group of covers, entires & wrappers all in individual protector sleeves & written up on page 
for very item. Pre-stamp part-covers of 1827, 1835, 1838 & 1859 followed by stamped covers with perfd 1d reds 
c1855/79 & 1d lilac of 1889 tied by Llangollen 472 duplex of 1887 plus another cover with Ryde 665 duplex (1891) 
followed by 1910 postcard to France with KEVII ½d x 2 & finally 1917 cover addressed from London to Gunner E. 
Rayner in Hipswell Camp, Catterick, Yorks. Interesting group. $40 

314 Great Britain QV 1d red imperfs & perfd "stars in upper corners" used range on leaves & stockcards plus loose in 
glassine & envelope. There are 100 imperfs incl several pairs & over 400 perfd. Specialist, semi-sorted & with further 
potential on close investigation. Usual variable cond but many fine. Huge cat. value. (500+) $200 

315 Great Britain QV postal fiscals mounted on 2 album leaves & Hagner. Presentable used 1853 1d Die I & II, 1856 
white paper, 1857 blue paper Receipt & Draft stamps, 1860/78 Inland Revenue 1d types, 1898 pen cancelled 5/- & 
10/- Consular Service & handstamped 6d & 1/- Foreign Bill plus 2/-, 4/-, 10/- & £1 variously cancelled. Also KGVI £1 
Foreign Service & Hagner of 1854/81 Inland Revenue types. (40) $30 

316 Great Britain QV-QEII Range on Hagners, album pages & stockcards with common QV but noted Jubilee to 6d F/U & 
KEVII vals to 5/- but heavy cancels. Majority good to F/U with odd later MLH/MUH. (100s) $50 

317 Great Britain QV-QEII wide ranging collection of stamps, FDI & commercial covers, slogans on piece, aerogrammes 
& more in 5 binders all in display sleeves. Good range of QV covers before modest KEVII-KGVI but stronger QEII. 
Stamps & booklets incl "Greetings" panes & Festinig Railway Letter stamps etc. Main value in 46 QV covers/cards & 
c20 pre-stamp letters plus some interesting later noting 1937 KEVII regd "last day" cover & QEII period with Downing 
St, House of Commons & Royal Palace covers. Standard FDC's to 2001 incl M/S's. High cat stamps are missing but 
made up for by the passion & extent of the interest shown by the collector who formed this collection. $300 

318 Great Britain 1840-1951 dupl used on Hagners. QV in very mixed cond incl 1883 2/6d (2) & 5/- (torn corner), 1887 
10d x 3 F/U, KEVII to 5/- incl some perfins & pen cancels with KGV in similarly mixed cond to 10/- x 2, good used. 
KGVI 1939-1948 to £1, RSW £1, 1951 £1 x 4 & dupl lower vals. (100s) $50 

319 Great Britain 1840-1951 used collection on leaves in protector sleeves. Incls 1840 1d black (red M/C) & 2d blue each 
with 2-3 margins, 1841 1d (8) & 2d (2), recess printed perfd range incl 1858 1d plates 71-224 (excl 77) & ½d 1-20 
(excl 9) before a good range of surface printed with mostly BN obliterators & a few with perf faults. Noted vals to 5/- 
(1867) & to £1 green (1883/91). Useful QV Officials incl nice 5d "O.W. Official" & "Govt Parcels" to 1/- (O64/c, 68, 72) 
& KEVII to 10/- in mixed cond plus "I.R. Official" 1/- & "O.W. Official" 2½d. Also "Admiralty" to 3d simplified, "Board of 
Education" to 2½d & "Govt Parcels" to 1/- before KGV to 10/- (1912 & re-engraved) with many heavy cancels. KGVI 
complete simplified incl PD's. Huge cat. value but cond needs assessment by bidders. (800+) $800 

320 Great Britain 1840-1988 collection in Davo album noting 1840 2d blue with black Maltese Cross (1½ margins) plus a 
few other recess printed & range of surface printed in usual mixed cond but high cat. val. KEVII vals to 5/- before KGV 
2/6d & 5/- Seahorse average used. Many other stamps removed. Solid KGVI (no £1 RSW) mainly used before QEII 
mostly used defins with commems MLH/used solid to 1981. Many gaps thereafter with a few Machin regionals MUH to 
1984, 1968/69 PD's to £1 & 1982 to £5. Also a 1940 Stamp Centenary set on FDC with red Exhibition cancels & 
Hagner binder with approx. 300 QEII defins & regionals nearly all MUH on Hagners plus 1960's commems & 
Guernsey DLR set etc. (100s) $80 

321 Great Britain 1840-1993 used range in SG album with 1840 1d black (2 margins) with red MC cancel, 5/- QV rose x 3 
with heavyish cancels but sound, Jubilee to both 1/- & 2 x 9d F/U, KEVII to 5/- used (perfined), Seahorses to 5/- (3) & 
KGVI to £1 (3). QEII to £1 Castles with MLH sets post 1980 incl Castle sets to £5, £10 Britannia & Greetings booklet 
panes. Machins in another album noting 1972 ½p turquoise-blue with left band both MUH & F/U (SG X842, Cat. £80).  
Total FV £200+ ($360) (100s)  $300 

322 Great Britain 1840-2009 collection on leaves in 2 peg binders. Nearly all used or mint without gum. Starts with 
common QV but incls 2 margin 1d black cancelled by red Maltese Cross before 1d red plates (c50) in very mixed cond 
& surface printed to 1/-. Noted 5/- rose but faults. Page of KEVII to 1/- plus 5/-, KGV to 10/-, KGVI to £1 (3 different) 
incl few inverted & sideways wmk low vals. QEII extensive but missing early 1960's phosphors. A clean lot, but many 
with machine cancels. M/S are included but where "Greetings" & other se-tenants were issued, these are in singles. 
Defins are simplified. Conservative reserve. (1000s) $150 

323 Great Britain 1840-2011 MLH & used in 5 matching Davo Hingeless albums with slipcases. Noted 1840 1d & 2d 3-3½ 
margins with M/C in black, 1847 6d embossed cut square & 10d & 1/- cut to shape. Later sparse to 1887 before KEVII 
to 10/- & KGV various to 10/- used with later mixed MLH/used & some post 1990 MUH. Main value in the albums 
(100s) $300 

324 Great Britain 1841 1d red brown QV used with examples from plates 12-43 (except 40 & 42) & plates 46-58.  
Mounted on pages with some minor varieties annotated.  All have Maltese Cross cancels in black& are fine to very 
fine. SG Cat. £1,075+ (43 stamps) $150 

325 Great Britain 1841-1994 in 2 SG Windsor albums. Patchy QV used range with many 1d reds, surface printed to 1/- 
incl 8d x 2, 1883 2/6d (2), 5/- & lilac & green set (excl 2½d) in usual mixed colourings. KEVII has good range of 
shades to 1/- good to F/U plus 2/6d x 5, 5/- x 2 (average used) before KGV incl 2/6d x 5, 5/- x 2 & 10/- all used (2/6d x 
2 cds). Also 1934 re-engraved Seahorses used & KGVI-QEII common but with some booklets incl 2/- & 6/- plus 
several decimal incl 1991/92 "Greetings" & prestige booklet panes. Sparse PD's but noted 1982 to £5 MUH. Officials 
(10) in mixed cond with best being 9d "Govt Parcels". Regionals & Machins mixed MLH/used. 1970's/80's are mainly 
MUH. (100s) $150 

326 Great Britain 1841-1995 mainly used ex-dealer accumulation on over 200 Hagners in catalogue order in 5 quality 
Lighthouse blue binders with gold trim with slipcases. Incls some postal stationery cut outs & regionals but quality of 
stamps is mainly poor to average, so at least half the estimate is based on the albums which would retail at $250! 
(1000s) $150 

327 Great Britain 1850's-1880's fiscals written up on pages. Begins with 1853 1d QY Type L11 & L12 with inverted wmks, 
1855 1d on blue paper x 2, 1856 on white paper plus 2 F/U, 1864 design change on both papers & mint & F/U. Also 6d 
horiz Type L18 F/U cat. £210 plus 2 mint cat. £350. 1868 1d block of 10 with sheet number (toned) plus Imprimatur on 
card & an 1876 ovpt SPECIMEN. 1881 usage on 2 covers. A rarely seen group with such specialisation. Total cat. 
£2200+ & sold in Ace Auctions Sale 17 for $1000+BP $750 

328 Great Britain 1854-1970 on "Lighthouse" leaves mainly used. Pre-WWII with a few QV 1d red "stars" but no 1858/79 
before useful surface printed with occasional cds examples but mostly numeral obliterators. Noted "socked on the 
nose" 498 on 1867 5/- pl.2. A couple of lower vals have wing margins cut off but overall condition is sound. KEVII to 
10/- incl F/U 7d & 9d plus good used 2/6d x 2, 5/- & 10/-. KGV in average cond but incls 1929 PUC low vals MLH with 
"K29" controls. KGVI 1940 set incls ½d, 1d, 2½d & 3d pl. number "G40" control pairs & £1 RSW MUH plus other high 
vals good used. QEII mixed but noted Wilding PO Training Stamps set of 11 & 1959 mult-crowns wmk castles MLH 
with 1960's commems MUH/MLH missing phosphors. Also a few PD's & Officials in average cond. (100s + couple QV 
1d red covers & damaged 1d black) $120 

329 Great Britain 1858/79 QV Penny Reds. A massive accum in plate number order mounted on leaves in lever arch file. 
Different corner letter combinations have been mounted but not in alpha order & quantities vary often with 30-40 of 
each of the common numbers. Odd mint noted incl pl.79 x 2. Very mixed cond but a commendable effort to sort (a) by 
plate & (b) letter combination. Some of the larger quantities have been sorted into letter order but much still to do. 
Covers all plates (excl 77 & unused numbers) to 224 with latter incl lovely duplex piece of "Gloucester Station E94". 
Also some other duplexes on piece incl 208 x 2. (1000++) $250 

330 Great Britain 1864/79 1d red plate numbers arranged on printed leaves. All different missing only 77 & 180. Plate 225 
has missing corner at top left, all others are sound with barred numeral duplex strikes. A useful lot for an "instant 
collection" Cat. (excl 225) is £1200+ (151) $150 

331 Great Britain 1897-1973 fine used or CTO range in spring back album . Many complete sets incl all QEII phosphor 
commems & most of the graphite & phosphor graphite issues. Useful F/U pickings in pre-QEII e.g. 9d QV Jubilee. 
(500+) $150 

332 Great Britain 1912/24 KGV MLH range to 1/- with duplication incl the 1½d "PENCF" variety (SG 369a, Cat. £125), 1d 
control singles x 4, shades incl 9d & 1/- x 4 ea., 1911/12 Downey heads ½d (6 incl inverted wmk (MLH) SG 335Wi) & 
1d (MLH + 2 used) & 1924 BEE MUH plus KEVIII 1d & 1½d with inverted wmk & set of 4. Also 1934/36 2d wmk 
sideways (MLH, £125). Total cat. £1000+ (68) $180 



333 Great Britain KGV "Seahorses" study on leaves in SG cat. order comprising 2/6d x 51 used & B.W. 1918/25 MLH (1), 
5/- x 57 & 10/- x 4. A comprehensive range of shades plus specialisation beyond SG Concise cat types incl wet & dry 
printings, "broken visor" variety etc. Cond varies from heavy parcel strikes to nice cds & registered types. Also noted 
5/- with full oval 1931 "Registrar of Business Names Princes House, Kingsway, W.C.2" on 5 examples. In total about 
40 stamps have cds or oval cancels & qualify as good to F/U. Well written up & worth close examination. (118) $160 

334 Great Britain KGV extensive collection on leaves starting with MLH (23) & used (34) Downey Heads set out by shade 
& wmk before 1912/22 script cypher wmk MLH incl shades (48) & used (50) plus a few Seahorses in mixed cond incl 
£1 with nice cds but perf faults. Block cypher to 1/- MLH plus dupl used, 1924 & 1925 BEE MLH & used sets, a few 
sideways & inverted wmks used, 1929 UPU "a" numbers MLH & used plus set to 2½d with FDI cancels. Also 1934 
photogravure set MLH & used, re-engraved Seahorses used & PD's MLH/used sorted by wmk with vals to 2/6d. 1934 
Silver Jubilee study of types & odd wmk variety MLH/used, booklet panes, coil strips, tab adverts & extra Downey 
Heads incl blocks with SG number annotations. 1970's Philatelic Exhibition publicity in form of KGV issues in changed 
colours, 2010 £4 Festival of Stamps M/S MUH & £2 CTO booklet pane, £1 PUC reproduction block of 4, £1.30 booklet 
with "Downey Head" cover, imperf SG 357u 1d pair ovptd Specimen & a range of cds arranged by counties finishing 
with 56 postal stationery cut-outs. "Extensive" barely does this lot justice. Inspection will impress. Huge cat value & a 
"steal" at this estimate. (100s) $500 

335 Great Britain KGV MUH/MLH incl 1924/26 simplified (incl SG 426 & 426a) to 1/-, 1924 & 1925 BEE & 1934 
photogravure set to 1/- (10d perf fault). Total Cat. £240 (28) $60 

336 Great Britain "Royal Correspondence" comprising entire from Queen Mary, wife of KGV, written by lady-in-waiting 
thanking sender for a gift, 1914 mourning stationery with enclosure, 9 covers to Miss Winifred Duncan incl 8 in Queen 
Mary's own hand, 1977 cover from Royal Yacht "Britannia" & a 1999 Reply from Palace in response to a request for 
Queens signature. All in protector sleeves with The Duncan envelopes (9) photocopied at reduced size on 1 sheet.    A 
lovely historical group. (13 + 3 enclosures) $200 

337 Great Britain KGV & KGVI MUH/MLH collection of inverted & sideways wmks comprising 1924/26 block cypher ½d to 
2d sideways wmk MUH, inverted wmk ½d, 1d & 1½d singles & vertical pairs MUH/MLH. Also 1929 UPU ½d, 1d, 1½d 
sideways & inverted wmks MUH (one ½d MLH), 1934 photogravure ½d to 2d sideways & ½d to 1½d inverted wmks 
MUH. KEVII 1d & 1½d inverted wmks before KGVI 1937 with all sideways & inverted to 2½d & ditto 1941/42 plus 
1950/52 with majority MUH. Total cat. value £1250 (54) $300 

338 Great Britain KGV to QEII MUH selection on Hagners incl KGV 8d & 9d script cypher, 1934 photogravure set, 1936 
1d KEVII with inverted wmk & QEII defins incl 1952 Tudor Crown wmk with vals to 1/- plus a few inverted & sideways 
wmks. Ditto 1955/58 set which is complete to 1/6d upright wmk, 1958/65 multiple crowns to 1/6d (excl 10d, 1/3d) & a 
few inverted & sideways wmks with some graphite & phosphor graphite incl 5 inverted wmks. (17 KGV, 126 QEII) $75 

339 Great Britain 1924-1970 MUH, MLH & used written up in large album. Commems incl 1924/25 BEE MLH, 1963-1965 
phosphor blocks of Cable, 1/3d FFH, Nature Week, Lifeboat (1/6d strip of 3 only), Red Cross in corner blocks, 
Shakespeare & Geographical Congress etc. Defins incl 1958/61 graphites with extras, 1959 phosphor-graphite set, 
1960/67 phosphors with sideways & inverted wmks (latter incls 1½d x 3 MUH/MLH, 2½d Type II ditto plus some North 
Thames Gas Board company window faced envelopes at back showing PD's, meter marks etc. Good clean lot with 
most stamps in marginal strips or blocks. Regionals of the period close to complete in singles. (100s + 1968 6d x 4 
PD's used on piece, another 5/- x 4, 1/- x 28, 2/6d x 2 & 3d & 11 envelopes & letters relating to gas company errors) $250 

340 Great Britain 1924-2000 Majority MLH but noting 1948 £1 RSW MUH before KGVI Festival high vals also MUH. QEII 
1990's Castles mint without gum, selection of Machins to £3 MLH/mint, 1989 Greetings strip & 1990-1997 Greetings 
panes of 10 MUH. Later sparse with more mint no gum. MLH FV £250+ ($480). $200 

341 Great Britain 1926-2002 MUH, MLH & used in Devon album. Largely commercially used commems with odd better 
defin incl 1939/48 set to £1 & 1948 £1 RSW. Simplified later missing early 1960's phosphors with occasional 
MUH/MLH incl 1951/52 to 1/-, 1958/63 to £1 & 1968/69 to 1/- PD's. (100s) $140 

342 Great Britain 1936-1970 KEVIII to QEII end of pre-decimal MUH/MLH & good to F/U range presented on album 
leaves. Incls 1937/47 to 1/- KGVI MUH/MLH, 1939/48 to £1 MLH, £1 RSW MUH & F/U, Festival High Vals MLH, 
1952/54 QEII set 15 & Castles to £1 (simplified) MLH before commems & Machins MUH/MLH. Useful pickings. $75 

343 Great Britain 1952-2008 used on printed leaves in protector sleeves with SG numbers shown below each stamp. QEII 
Wildings are complete (excl inverted & sideways wmks) incl graphites, phosphors & Machins reasonable to £10. 
Commems incl all early 1960's phosphors & then complete to 2008 incl M/S's. Should be viewed as quality of cancels 
varies from machine/slogan to fine cds. Incls all PD's to £5 F/U. (c2000) $150 

344 Great Britain 1955-1989 loose & on leaves in SG "Utile" binder. A few Wildings incl graphite set MUH, mixture of 
commems & pre-decimal Machins MUH/MLH before a good range of decimal commems MUH. (115 sets, 6 M/S's) $60 

345 Great Britain 1960-1973 illustrated & commercial covers all addressed to the late philatelist Dr Derek Pocock written 
up on leaves & housed in protector sleeves. The collection incls both phosphor & non-phosphor sets of the early 
1960's commems plus some regionals of the period. A significant item is a 1924 B.E.E. pair tied by Empire Exhibition 
machine cancel self-addressed to Mr R. Pocock, the father of the philatelist. (113 covers) $80 

346 Great Britain 1962-1966 all phosphor commems complete to Battle of Hastings. Fresh MUH. Cat. £195 (83) $60 
347 Great Britain 1962-1967 complete phosphor commemorative sets fresh MUH in Hagner album. Cat. £210+ (90) $30 
348 Great Britain 1963-1966 phosphor commems incl NPY with extra 1/3d in block of 4, FFH, Paris Conference x 3, 

Lifeboat, Red Cross, Cable (x 3), Shakespeare, Geographical Congress, Botanical & Battle of Britain plus all lesser 
sets. Fine MUH. Cat. £150+ (68) $60 

349 Great Britain 1969-1976 MUH blocks of 4 with over 40 commem sets x 4 & Machins to £1 x 4 plus booklets from 
1969 incl 2/- x 8, 10p x 10, £1 "Stamps for Cooks" & various single booklets with 4/6d, 5/-, 6/- & 10/- FV's before 
decimal 25p to 50p to 1972.  A clean lot. (total booklets: 51) $100 

350 Great Britain 1971-1974 range of stitched booklets identified by SG no. & 2 x 60p "Royal Mail Stamps" & 2 x 30p 
small stamp boxes all diff plus 1991, 1997 & 1998 Greetings booklets.  Exc cond. Cat. £100+ (23) $30 

351 Great Britain 1971-1974 stitched booklet collection complete with all dates plus 1972 Wedgewood (trimmed ½p). All 
fresh MUH in quality album. Rarely seen complete. SG DN 46-DW1 & DX1, Cat. £390 (90) $100 

352 Great Britain 1973-2003 FDC's in small & large cover albums. The "small" has c60 mostly addressed from 1973 to 
1981 while the "large" covers 1999to 2003 with all Benham silk (c40) incl some M/S's. (100+) $50 

353 Great Britain 1975-2000 attractively presented on interfaced leaves. Appears complete fine MUH incl Machins, 
Greetings panes & high vals. Also F/U for commems prior to 1983. FV on MUH is £405+ ($730) $350 

354 Great Britain 1976-1994 Cotswold FDC's with small neat handwritten address labels. Range of commem pictorial 
pmks & each with info insert card attractively arranged in Cumberland albums. Incls Machins & high vals to £5 plus a 
few earlier Stuart into mid 1970's. The Cotswold Covers have recently had a surge of interest similar to Challis & 
Guthrie in WA. (200+ Cotswold, 40+ Stuart) $75 



333 Great Britain KGV "Seahorses" study on leaves in SG cat. order comprising 2/6d x 51 used & B.W. 1918/25 MLH (1), 
5/- x 57 & 10/- x 4. A comprehensive range of shades plus specialisation beyond SG Concise cat types incl wet & dry 
printings, "broken visor" variety etc. Cond varies from heavy parcel strikes to nice cds & registered types. Also noted 
5/- with full oval 1931 "Registrar of Business Names Princes House, Kingsway, W.C.2" on 5 examples. In total about 
40 stamps have cds or oval cancels & qualify as good to F/U. Well written up & worth close examination. (118) $160 

334 Great Britain KGV extensive collection on leaves starting with MLH (23) & used (34) Downey Heads set out by shade 
& wmk before 1912/22 script cypher wmk MLH incl shades (48) & used (50) plus a few Seahorses in mixed cond incl 
£1 with nice cds but perf faults. Block cypher to 1/- MLH plus dupl used, 1924 & 1925 BEE MLH & used sets, a few 
sideways & inverted wmks used, 1929 UPU "a" numbers MLH & used plus set to 2½d with FDI cancels. Also 1934 
photogravure set MLH & used, re-engraved Seahorses used & PD's MLH/used sorted by wmk with vals to 2/6d. 1934 
Silver Jubilee study of types & odd wmk variety MLH/used, booklet panes, coil strips, tab adverts & extra Downey 
Heads incl blocks with SG number annotations. 1970's Philatelic Exhibition publicity in form of KGV issues in changed 
colours, 2010 £4 Festival of Stamps M/S MUH & £2 CTO booklet pane, £1 PUC reproduction block of 4, £1.30 booklet 
with "Downey Head" cover, imperf SG 357u 1d pair ovptd Specimen & a range of cds arranged by counties finishing 
with 56 postal stationery cut-outs. "Extensive" barely does this lot justice. Inspection will impress. Huge cat value & a 
"steal" at this estimate. (100s) $500 

335 Great Britain KGV MUH/MLH incl 1924/26 simplified (incl SG 426 & 426a) to 1/-, 1924 & 1925 BEE & 1934 
photogravure set to 1/- (10d perf fault). Total Cat. £240 (28) $60 

336 Great Britain "Royal Correspondence" comprising entire from Queen Mary, wife of KGV, written by lady-in-waiting 
thanking sender for a gift, 1914 mourning stationery with enclosure, 9 covers to Miss Winifred Duncan incl 8 in Queen 
Mary's own hand, 1977 cover from Royal Yacht "Britannia" & a 1999 Reply from Palace in response to a request for 
Queens signature. All in protector sleeves with The Duncan envelopes (9) photocopied at reduced size on 1 sheet.    A 
lovely historical group. (13 + 3 enclosures) $200 

337 Great Britain KGV & KGVI MUH/MLH collection of inverted & sideways wmks comprising 1924/26 block cypher ½d to 
2d sideways wmk MUH, inverted wmk ½d, 1d & 1½d singles & vertical pairs MUH/MLH. Also 1929 UPU ½d, 1d, 1½d 
sideways & inverted wmks MUH (one ½d MLH), 1934 photogravure ½d to 2d sideways & ½d to 1½d inverted wmks 
MUH. KEVII 1d & 1½d inverted wmks before KGVI 1937 with all sideways & inverted to 2½d & ditto 1941/42 plus 
1950/52 with majority MUH. Total cat. value £1250 (54) $300 

338 Great Britain KGV to QEII MUH selection on Hagners incl KGV 8d & 9d script cypher, 1934 photogravure set, 1936 
1d KEVII with inverted wmk & QEII defins incl 1952 Tudor Crown wmk with vals to 1/- plus a few inverted & sideways 
wmks. Ditto 1955/58 set which is complete to 1/6d upright wmk, 1958/65 multiple crowns to 1/6d (excl 10d, 1/3d) & a 
few inverted & sideways wmks with some graphite & phosphor graphite incl 5 inverted wmks. (17 KGV, 126 QEII) $75 

339 Great Britain 1924-1970 MUH, MLH & used written up in large album. Commems incl 1924/25 BEE MLH, 1963-1965 
phosphor blocks of Cable, 1/3d FFH, Nature Week, Lifeboat (1/6d strip of 3 only), Red Cross in corner blocks, 
Shakespeare & Geographical Congress etc. Defins incl 1958/61 graphites with extras, 1959 phosphor-graphite set, 
1960/67 phosphors with sideways & inverted wmks (latter incls 1½d x 3 MUH/MLH, 2½d Type II ditto plus some North 
Thames Gas Board company window faced envelopes at back showing PD's, meter marks etc. Good clean lot with 
most stamps in marginal strips or blocks. Regionals of the period close to complete in singles. (100s + 1968 6d x 4 
PD's used on piece, another 5/- x 4, 1/- x 28, 2/6d x 2 & 3d & 11 envelopes & letters relating to gas company errors) $250 

340 Great Britain 1924-2000 Majority MLH but noting 1948 £1 RSW MUH before KGVI Festival high vals also MUH. QEII 
1990's Castles mint without gum, selection of Machins to £3 MLH/mint, 1989 Greetings strip & 1990-1997 Greetings 
panes of 10 MUH. Later sparse with more mint no gum. MLH FV £250+ ($480). $200 

341 Great Britain 1926-2002 MUH, MLH & used in Devon album. Largely commercially used commems with odd better 
defin incl 1939/48 set to £1 & 1948 £1 RSW. Simplified later missing early 1960's phosphors with occasional 
MUH/MLH incl 1951/52 to 1/-, 1958/63 to £1 & 1968/69 to 1/- PD's. (100s) $140 

342 Great Britain 1936-1970 KEVIII to QEII end of pre-decimal MUH/MLH & good to F/U range presented on album 
leaves. Incls 1937/47 to 1/- KGVI MUH/MLH, 1939/48 to £1 MLH, £1 RSW MUH & F/U, Festival High Vals MLH, 
1952/54 QEII set 15 & Castles to £1 (simplified) MLH before commems & Machins MUH/MLH. Useful pickings. $75 

343 Great Britain 1952-2008 used on printed leaves in protector sleeves with SG numbers shown below each stamp. QEII 
Wildings are complete (excl inverted & sideways wmks) incl graphites, phosphors & Machins reasonable to £10. 
Commems incl all early 1960's phosphors & then complete to 2008 incl M/S's. Should be viewed as quality of cancels 
varies from machine/slogan to fine cds. Incls all PD's to £5 F/U. (c2000) $150 

344 Great Britain 1955-1989 loose & on leaves in SG "Utile" binder. A few Wildings incl graphite set MUH, mixture of 
commems & pre-decimal Machins MUH/MLH before a good range of decimal commems MUH. (115 sets, 6 M/S's) $60 

345 Great Britain 1960-1973 illustrated & commercial covers all addressed to the late philatelist Dr Derek Pocock written 
up on leaves & housed in protector sleeves. The collection incls both phosphor & non-phosphor sets of the early 
1960's commems plus some regionals of the period. A significant item is a 1924 B.E.E. pair tied by Empire Exhibition 
machine cancel self-addressed to Mr R. Pocock, the father of the philatelist. (113 covers) $80 

346 Great Britain 1962-1966 all phosphor commems complete to Battle of Hastings. Fresh MUH. Cat. £195 (83) $60 
347 Great Britain 1962-1967 complete phosphor commemorative sets fresh MUH in Hagner album. Cat. £210+ (90) $30 
348 Great Britain 1963-1966 phosphor commems incl NPY with extra 1/3d in block of 4, FFH, Paris Conference x 3, 

Lifeboat, Red Cross, Cable (x 3), Shakespeare, Geographical Congress, Botanical & Battle of Britain plus all lesser 
sets. Fine MUH. Cat. £150+ (68) $60 

349 Great Britain 1969-1976 MUH blocks of 4 with over 40 commem sets x 4 & Machins to £1 x 4 plus booklets from 
1969 incl 2/- x 8, 10p x 10, £1 "Stamps for Cooks" & various single booklets with 4/6d, 5/-, 6/- & 10/- FV's before 
decimal 25p to 50p to 1972.  A clean lot. (total booklets: 51) $100 

350 Great Britain 1971-1974 range of stitched booklets identified by SG no. & 2 x 60p "Royal Mail Stamps" & 2 x 30p 
small stamp boxes all diff plus 1991, 1997 & 1998 Greetings booklets.  Exc cond. Cat. £100+ (23) $30 

351 Great Britain 1971-1974 stitched booklet collection complete with all dates plus 1972 Wedgewood (trimmed ½p). All 
fresh MUH in quality album. Rarely seen complete. SG DN 46-DW1 & DX1, Cat. £390 (90) $100 

352 Great Britain 1973-2003 FDC's in small & large cover albums. The "small" has c60 mostly addressed from 1973 to 
1981 while the "large" covers 1999to 2003 with all Benham silk (c40) incl some M/S's. (100+) $50 

353 Great Britain 1975-2000 attractively presented on interfaced leaves. Appears complete fine MUH incl Machins, 
Greetings panes & high vals. Also F/U for commems prior to 1983. FV on MUH is £405+ ($730) $350 

354 Great Britain 1976-1994 Cotswold FDC's with small neat handwritten address labels. Range of commem pictorial 
pmks & each with info insert card attractively arranged in Cumberland albums. Incls Machins & high vals to £5 plus a 
few earlier Stuart into mid 1970's. The Cotswold Covers have recently had a surge of interest similar to Challis & 
Guthrie in WA. (200+ Cotswold, 40+ Stuart) $75 

355 Great Britain 1979-1997 Stamp packs/Year packs almost complete excl Machins. 168 sets/individuals with face value 
of £210+ ($400) $280 

356 Great Britain 1980's-1990's booklets from 50p to £2.20 vals. Light duplication of cover designs but contents may differ 
as per SG cat. Incls Christmas issues. All in exc cond. FV £120 (100+) $100 

357 Great Britain 1983-1993 collection of 450 diff Benham silk covers in 10 x Benham cover binders with each cover 
bearing one stamp only but all in sets with a variety of pictorial pmks. No definitive issues, all commems with each 
cover having a "BS" code number & in order illustrating collection is complete for the period. Usual quality Benham 
product in exc cond. (450) $200 

358 Great Britain 1984-2005 Royal Mail Year Books. 2003 missing outer slipcase, otherwise all fine cond with stamps in 
place. FV £400+ (A$750+) & a retail of £1600+ ($3000+).  (22 vols) $400 

359 Great Britain 1988-1994 commem FDC's neatly addressed on official Royal Mail covers x 46 diff. Exc cond.           SG 
Cat. £90+ (46) $20 

360 Great Britain 1993-2006 approx. 450 Benham silk covers with majority in better later years of 2005/06. All in 7 
Benham cover albums. No apparent dupl & incls defins, booklet panes, M/S's, commems with both single & sets      
per cover plus a few PNC's & limited editions. Superb productions & estimated at well below original cost. Should be 
viewed to appreciate. (C450) $500 

361 Great Britain 1995-2008 Benham silk covers in 7 Benham cover albums. Incls high val defin single covers, sets, 
prestige booklet panes, sheetlets & occasional PNC or signed cover. Superb lot, most with certificate of authenticity 
included. (370+) $400 

362 Great Britain 1997-2000 range of pres packs incl 1999 "Timekeeper" M/S, QM 100th M/S & 19 x Millennium sets.  
Exc cond. Total SG cat. £120+ (25) $75 

363 Great Britain 1997-2008 Benham silk covers in 7 Benham luxury cover albums. Each cover bears one stamp from the 
sets with regionals having pictorial tabs attached whilst others are all commems. Quality covers offered at a fraction of 
the issued price. (375) $600 

364 Great Britain 1998-2001 Royal Mail PNC collection in 2 deluxe "Lighthouse" binders with Hagners housed in 
slipcases. One volume has 33 PNCs PTS at $720 with odd duplicate & mostly featuring special GB £1 coins while 
second vol of similar period but all Benham limited edition signed covers with certificates of authenticity with mixed 
British & other Commonwealth incl St Vincent & Grenadines 1998 Titanic with BWI $5 coin & 1998 PNC with 
Guernsey & Isle of Man £5 issues. Most attractive. (52) $250 

365 Great Britain 2001-2009 Benham silk cover collection in 8 Benham cover albums. Some earlier but majority from the 
later & harder to find years. One stamp per cover incl Machin defins, commems & regionals. Incls M/S's, strips, se-
tenant blocks of 10 & complete sets on single cover in the 2005-2007 period. (approx. 500) $500 

366 Great Britain 2002-2004 selection of commem PNC's incl Manchester C/wealth Games with 4 x £2 coins & set of 5 
pmkd Manchester, QEII Golden Jubilee with £5 coin & set of 5 pmkd London, 2003 Coronation Anniv also with £5 coin 
& block of 10 & 2003 DNA Discoveries plus Extreme Endeavours & 2004 Horticultural Society. High retail. (6) $90 

367 Great Britain 2006-2007 Benham Silk FDC collection of single commems, Regionals & sets broken into separate 
covers for each stamp in SG Malvern cover album. Incls Beatles, 2007 Marine Life, "The World of Invention" series & 
"Beside the Seaside". Attractive presentation. (70) $70 

368 Great Britain 2006-2015 (excl 2012) Royal Mail Year Packs housed in lever arch file together with "Post & Go" 1st 
class for Ladybirds & 2nd class for "Winter Fur & Feathers" packs plus a couple of covers of 2015. Total face value 
£800+ (A$1500+) $500 

369 Great Britain MUH range in Lighthouse stockbook starting with 12 diff 1913-1987 sets before 2003-2015 incl M/S's, 
commem sets, high vals & Machins all x 2 plus 2016 issues in another stockbook. Total FV £770 ($1480) (50 sets, 37 
M/S's all x 2 = 100 sets + 74 M/S's) $650 

370 Great Britain Perfins range in stockbook with 250+ & only minor duplication plus "Tomkins catalogue of Identified 
British Perfins" (2004 ed) & "GB Official Perfin Catalogue" (1st ed 1984 by Edwards & Lucas). Useful group for those 
wanting something new to add to their GB collecting. $50 

371 Great Britain plus some Ceylon, Ghana & Mauritius on c50 Hagners with mixed MLH/used. GB 1970-2000 
commercially used, Ceylon with better MLH incl 1935 Silver Jubilee 9¢ & 20¢ x 2 each plus 50¢ & a used set before 
dupl later to 1970's. Hagners of Gold Coast/Ghana & one of Mauritius mainly common. Main value in the Hagners, 
which are in vg cond. (100s) $40 

372 Great Britain Prestige booklet panes extracted & mounted on leaves including regionals. Covers period 1.12.69 to 
23.1.18 with 242 of the 286 issued. All MUH from 15.4.14 (44) with earlier MLH on corners. Issue date & SG "DX" 
booklet number at top of each page. Also "Post & Go" S/A's issues from 8.10.2008 to 18.9.17. The missing panes are 
those which contained Machins that are only available in panes. Attractive collection with the booklet panes having a 
FV of £600+ ($1150) $450 

373 Great Britain QEII pre-decimal duplicated range used on Hagners in padded binder. Commems incl odd better 
phosphor MLH or used, defins used incl 10/- Castle (31) & £1 (14). All items flagged with SG numbers. (100s) $40 

374 Great Britain (& some Commonwealth issues) Royalty collection of Benham silk covers commemorating Royal Family 
anniversaries housed in 4 Benham cover albums. Issues from 1977 Silver Jubilee to 2013 Royal Wedding plus some 
PNC's incl 1991 & 1996 65th & 70th QEII birthdays. A most attractive lot with inspection recommended. (150+) $150 

375 Great Britain Regionals on Hagners in 2 deluxe Lighthouse Grande binders with slipcases in blue (retail $64.95 
each). One volume (c35 Hagners) has modest range of MUH & used defins, the second with Jersey 1969-1988 near 
complete on hingeless Davo leaves plus a few commercial covers & a Hagner with Guernsey odds noting a hinged set 
of Southampton 1971 Strike Post ovpts on Herm Island. (100s) $75 

376 Great Britain Regionals Used collection on printed leaves with catalogue numbers below each stamp. Cond varies 
with fine used cds examples in the minority. Good coverage from 1948 general issue (Channel Is) to 2003 incl a few 
Lundy. Strong in Machins & later types. (300+, 11 covers) $40 

377 Great Britain - Alderney 1933-2005 complete fine used incl M/S's all on leaves in protector sleeves plus 2 
stocksheets with 1993-1996 MUH sets incl 1994 Flora & Fauna to £2, 2002 50th Anniv £2 M/S & 2001 PNG with £5 
coin embedded. Attractive lot. Cat. £300+ (281 used, 43 & 2 M/S's MUH) $100 

378 Great Britain - Channel Islands & IOM Majority used to 1987 in Scott standard album with mounts added for the few 
that are MUH being mostly IOM. Missing 1969 defins & PD's otherwise close to complete & clean. (100s) $70 

379 Great Britain - Channel Islands & IOM MUH, MLH & used on c200 Hagners in 4 binders. Best is Jersey with approx. 
90% complete to 2017. Guernsey with good coverage to 2011 while IOM patchy to 2006. All are mixed MUH, MLH & 
used with used reduced in post-1990. Work to do to fill gaps but a good start with plenty of Hagners. Noted vals to £10 
(Jersey) MUH. Incls M/S's & post-1970 PD's plus odd booklet/pane. (100s) $180 



380 Great Britain - Channel Islands Modest MLH with odd MUH & used on leaves & Hagners to 1979 with Guernsey 
(300+, 2 M/S) & Jersey (254, 1 M/S) plus General Issue used (KGVI) & other regionals (80). Jersey 1969 to £1 MLH & 
latter used, Guernsey pre-decimal to 5/-. Mostly fine. $30 

381 Great Britain - Isle of Man 1958-2006 (SG 1301) used in 2 vols of printed leaves plus a useful MUH range to 1995 on 
4 stocksheets. From 1995 all are CTO with Douglas cds's while earlier are mixed FDI & commercial cancels. Used are 
complete incl PD's simplified plus all M/S's. (c1400 stamps & M/S's) $120 

382 Great Britain - Isle of Man 1998-2005 MUH with over 90% complete incl M/S's in hingeless Davo album with 
slipcase. Fresh & attractive with a face value of £200+. PTSA $750 as individual sets. $180 

383 Great Britain - IOM & Guernsey MUH/MLH on Davo hingeless leaves in Lighthouse Grande black album with 
slipcase. Appears complete to 1982 incl the 1942 Guernsey bluish paper pair, the IOM incl sheetlets & both 1973/75 
PD sets. Extras/duplicates of Guernsey on Hagners also noted. (100s) $80 

384 Great Britain - Guernsey 1941-2006 used on printed leaves to SG 1121. Complete incl all M/S's plus useful range of 
MUH on 4 stocksheets. Mainly fine with a mix of FDI & commercial cancels. Cat. £400+ (c1300) $140 

385 Great Britain - Jersey 1941-2006 used collection in 2 vols with printed leaves in protector sleeves. Incls useful MUH 
to £3 (SG 1029) on 4 stockleaves. Features all M/S's & PD's plus 1948 registered cover with Blampied set of 6 
pictorials together with ½d & 1d Arms. From 1995 all used are CTO with earlier being a mix of FDI & commercial 
cancels. SG 1-1271 used plus over 200 MUH. (c1500) $200 

386 Greece MLH & used in quality black leaved stockbook with a few low value Cyprus at back. 2002-2005 issues 
duplicated MUH with a FV of €20 ($30+) at front before general range chronologically in reverse order back to 1920's 
with majority common. (100s) $30 

387 Grenada & Grenadines Range on Hagners in Hagner binder. Sparse QV before MLH KGV 1913, 1921 & 1934 sets 
to 1/-, Silver Jubilee & KGVI 1938 to 10/- plus 1951 to $2.50, 1948 RSW & 1953 to $2.50 all MLH. Later common 
pictorials with surprise appearance of Guernsey 1969 set to £1 MLH & Guyana ovpts to $5 & 1968 wildlife to $5 MLH 
plus extras. A clean lot on 19 Hagners. (100s) $40 

388 Hong Kong 1990's M/S's, covers, sets & packs all in protective glassines. Incls MUH M/S's (16), covers with 10 regd 
& 10 others mixed addressed/unaddressed), Costumes pack & 50 stamps on leaves mainly used to 1949 incl KGV 
1912/21 25¢ type B (SG 109, Cat. £90), 1921-37 to $5 & 1941 Cent set of 6 plus China MUH 1982-2008 M/S's (9) incl 
1982 2y Iris, 2y Bodhisattva & 1985 3y panda. A clean lot. (c100) $120 

389 Hungary 1871-2002 collection in 6 vols of different types plus duplicates MLH/used in black leaved stockbook. 
Impressive start with 1871 litho & engraved sets both complete used plus extras of most vals in better than average 
condition before 1874 types & 1888/99 not sorted by wmk. 1900 Turul & Franz Joseph range to 5k incl 1k, 2k, 3k MLH, 
1913 to 5k MLH, ditto 1914 ovpts & 1015/16 MLH. Better later incl 1918 Airs, 1925 Games, 1927/30 Airs, 1931 
Zeppelins, 1933 Airs all MLH & 1932 Madonna used plus all 1930's commems & Airs MLH (one 1939 set used). Many 
later with duplicates in mounts, 1942 Red Cross imperfs + sheetlets of 4 perf & imperf with M/S's incl 1934 LEHE, 
1938 (3 diff) & 1939 perf & imperf. Stamps also incl PD's, post-1918 Baranya & Szeged ovpts near complete while 
second volume on KA-BE printed leaves has comprehensive 1945-1965 incl Chain Bridge M/S (3 diff), UPU M/S 
(perfd) & all other M/S's (excl Roosevelt). Stamps with some used but mainly MUH/MLH incl imperf sets plus some 
extras e.g. 1958 Costumes 10ft M/S MLH & used. Third & later volumes also incl some addressed FDC's with stamps 
& M/S's continuing mixed MUH/MLH or used plus imperf sets MUH. Lovely collection! (1000s) $1,500 

390 Hungary 1888-1990 MUH, MLH & CTO neatly arranged in catalogue order on 150+  Hagners in 3 deluxe Grande 
"Lighthouse" black binders in slipcases. Nothing of great value & with very few complete sets to 1950. Better later with 
many complete sets of late 1950s to 1970's. A clean lot superbly housed at a cost of $280+! $120 

391 Hungary 1968-1975 issues in complete sets with mainly CTO but some MUH all on Hagners in Lighthouse Grande 
binder with slipcase (retails $69.95). Main value in the binder & the 70 "as new" Hagners. $50 

392 Ireland 1922-1983 used (no ovpts on GB) mounted on quadrille leaves in display sleeves. Missing 1929 9p, 1948 1p 
Air, 1952 Moore & 1953 Antostal high vals, otherwise near complete in generally good cond with some machine 
cancels. Good starter lot with the defins being simplified only. (100s) $40 

393 Ireland 1922-2003 near complete used on leaves in two ring binders. Missing 2/6d & 10/- "Rialtas" & 10/- "Saorstat" 
but the others are complete simplified. Incls both wmks of 1922 defins & 1937 St Patrick types plus all PD's & M/S's 
excl large Christmas & Millennium sheetlets but sets in singles are present. Majority are fine cds strikes with significant 
number of machine cancels too. Catalogue numbers appear below each item. (1500+ stamps & M/S) $160 

394 Ireland 1982-1998 FDC collection in 3 Cumberland albums. Incls M/S's, Framas, Vending Machine Trial labels & 
some rarely seen 1990's pre-paid Postal Stationery mint. Appears complete in exc cond. Cat. £880+ as F/U. (270+) $250 

395 Ireland 1997-1998 MUH on Hagners starting with birds defins to £5, £2 Pacific 97 M/S, various P&S & phosphors plus 
sheetlet of 30p x 15 (2 sheetlets), £1 birds booklet x 4 diff (2 of ea.), £1.60 & £1.80 (2 of ea.), £3 (3) with extra stamps 
to £5 plus later commems incl 1998 Cutty Sark £2.65 booklet x 2 before various other sets & M/S's mostly x 2 ea. Odd 
better booklet incl 1998 £5.40 Christmas. Face value £120+ $120 

396 Israel 1950's-1969 postal stationery in clear "pockets" & Hagners in 2 ring binder. Incls 35 aerogrammes mint, 34 pre-
stamped postcards & envelopes all mint with dupl from 2 to 4 each, 1969 Civic Arms booklet sheetlets (2 diff MUH) & 
booklets with 6 diff incl Freedom from Hunger plus over 80 MLH/used on album leaves. $40 

397 Italy 1980-2001 in 2 Senator binders virtually complete used with majority fine cds examples but main value in MUH 
M/S's incl 1992 Columbus, 1995 WWII & 1996 "Italia 98" plus booklet & 1993 Taxis Family booklet & cover with 
European Single Market sheetlet of 12 CTO. (c110) $100 

398 Italy Starting with 1853-1864 stampless letters (7), stockcard with 12 "States" issues in very mixed cond with 
collection from 1926 onwards written up on leaves with good pickings noting 1926 Airs to 1l20 used, 1l50 MLH, 
1925/29 2l50 MLH (Cat. £75), 1923 Black Shirt Fund MLH (1l huge thin), 1934 World Cup 50¢ & 75¢ Airs F/U, 1937 
Child Welfare 5l Air F/U (Cat. £200) & Famous Italians set used (Cat. £275). Also 1948 St Catherine (Cat. £110), 1949 
50l Volta, 100l Roman Republic used, UPU MLH, 1949 Recovery Plan, 1950 Radio used, 1951 Gymnastics MLH plus 
Montecassino used & Milan Fair used with later virtually complete used (odd MLH). Good value at reserve. (1000+) $300 

399 Italian Colonies Good to fine used oddments all different on 6 Hagners. Noted Libya 1936 Tripoli Trade Fair (Cat. 
£18), Tripolitania 1923 Fascist March to 50¢ (Cat. £50), 1931 60¢ Air, 1932 Trade Fair to 75¢ (Cat. £97), Somalia 
1951 1s50 air (Cat. £12) & 1934 Colonial Exhibition airs (excl 1 Lira) plus Dodecanese Islands 1934 25¢ Football used 
(Cat. £100), Cyrenaica 1932 5l Air (Cat. £29) plus Eritrea & Albania (Italian Occ) useful incl ovpts. (Cat. £550+) (168) $100 



380 Great Britain - Channel Islands Modest MLH with odd MUH & used on leaves & Hagners to 1979 with Guernsey 
(300+, 2 M/S) & Jersey (254, 1 M/S) plus General Issue used (KGVI) & other regionals (80). Jersey 1969 to £1 MLH & 
latter used, Guernsey pre-decimal to 5/-. Mostly fine. $30 

381 Great Britain - Isle of Man 1958-2006 (SG 1301) used in 2 vols of printed leaves plus a useful MUH range to 1995 on 
4 stocksheets. From 1995 all are CTO with Douglas cds's while earlier are mixed FDI & commercial cancels. Used are 
complete incl PD's simplified plus all M/S's. (c1400 stamps & M/S's) $120 

382 Great Britain - Isle of Man 1998-2005 MUH with over 90% complete incl M/S's in hingeless Davo album with 
slipcase. Fresh & attractive with a face value of £200+. PTSA $750 as individual sets. $180 

383 Great Britain - IOM & Guernsey MUH/MLH on Davo hingeless leaves in Lighthouse Grande black album with 
slipcase. Appears complete to 1982 incl the 1942 Guernsey bluish paper pair, the IOM incl sheetlets & both 1973/75 
PD sets. Extras/duplicates of Guernsey on Hagners also noted. (100s) $80 

384 Great Britain - Guernsey 1941-2006 used on printed leaves to SG 1121. Complete incl all M/S's plus useful range of 
MUH on 4 stocksheets. Mainly fine with a mix of FDI & commercial cancels. Cat. £400+ (c1300) $140 

385 Great Britain - Jersey 1941-2006 used collection in 2 vols with printed leaves in protector sleeves. Incls useful MUH 
to £3 (SG 1029) on 4 stockleaves. Features all M/S's & PD's plus 1948 registered cover with Blampied set of 6 
pictorials together with ½d & 1d Arms. From 1995 all used are CTO with earlier being a mix of FDI & commercial 
cancels. SG 1-1271 used plus over 200 MUH. (c1500) $200 

386 Greece MLH & used in quality black leaved stockbook with a few low value Cyprus at back. 2002-2005 issues 
duplicated MUH with a FV of €20 ($30+) at front before general range chronologically in reverse order back to 1920's 
with majority common. (100s) $30 

387 Grenada & Grenadines Range on Hagners in Hagner binder. Sparse QV before MLH KGV 1913, 1921 & 1934 sets 
to 1/-, Silver Jubilee & KGVI 1938 to 10/- plus 1951 to $2.50, 1948 RSW & 1953 to $2.50 all MLH. Later common 
pictorials with surprise appearance of Guernsey 1969 set to £1 MLH & Guyana ovpts to $5 & 1968 wildlife to $5 MLH 
plus extras. A clean lot on 19 Hagners. (100s) $40 

388 Hong Kong 1990's M/S's, covers, sets & packs all in protective glassines. Incls MUH M/S's (16), covers with 10 regd 
& 10 others mixed addressed/unaddressed), Costumes pack & 50 stamps on leaves mainly used to 1949 incl KGV 
1912/21 25¢ type B (SG 109, Cat. £90), 1921-37 to $5 & 1941 Cent set of 6 plus China MUH 1982-2008 M/S's (9) incl 
1982 2y Iris, 2y Bodhisattva & 1985 3y panda. A clean lot. (c100) $120 

389 Hungary 1871-2002 collection in 6 vols of different types plus duplicates MLH/used in black leaved stockbook. 
Impressive start with 1871 litho & engraved sets both complete used plus extras of most vals in better than average 
condition before 1874 types & 1888/99 not sorted by wmk. 1900 Turul & Franz Joseph range to 5k incl 1k, 2k, 3k MLH, 
1913 to 5k MLH, ditto 1914 ovpts & 1015/16 MLH. Better later incl 1918 Airs, 1925 Games, 1927/30 Airs, 1931 
Zeppelins, 1933 Airs all MLH & 1932 Madonna used plus all 1930's commems & Airs MLH (one 1939 set used). Many 
later with duplicates in mounts, 1942 Red Cross imperfs + sheetlets of 4 perf & imperf with M/S's incl 1934 LEHE, 
1938 (3 diff) & 1939 perf & imperf. Stamps also incl PD's, post-1918 Baranya & Szeged ovpts near complete while 
second volume on KA-BE printed leaves has comprehensive 1945-1965 incl Chain Bridge M/S (3 diff), UPU M/S 
(perfd) & all other M/S's (excl Roosevelt). Stamps with some used but mainly MUH/MLH incl imperf sets plus some 
extras e.g. 1958 Costumes 10ft M/S MLH & used. Third & later volumes also incl some addressed FDC's with stamps 
& M/S's continuing mixed MUH/MLH or used plus imperf sets MUH. Lovely collection! (1000s) $1,500 

390 Hungary 1888-1990 MUH, MLH & CTO neatly arranged in catalogue order on 150+  Hagners in 3 deluxe Grande 
"Lighthouse" black binders in slipcases. Nothing of great value & with very few complete sets to 1950. Better later with 
many complete sets of late 1950s to 1970's. A clean lot superbly housed at a cost of $280+! $120 

391 Hungary 1968-1975 issues in complete sets with mainly CTO but some MUH all on Hagners in Lighthouse Grande 
binder with slipcase (retails $69.95). Main value in the binder & the 70 "as new" Hagners. $50 

392 Ireland 1922-1983 used (no ovpts on GB) mounted on quadrille leaves in display sleeves. Missing 1929 9p, 1948 1p 
Air, 1952 Moore & 1953 Antostal high vals, otherwise near complete in generally good cond with some machine 
cancels. Good starter lot with the defins being simplified only. (100s) $40 

393 Ireland 1922-2003 near complete used on leaves in two ring binders. Missing 2/6d & 10/- "Rialtas" & 10/- "Saorstat" 
but the others are complete simplified. Incls both wmks of 1922 defins & 1937 St Patrick types plus all PD's & M/S's 
excl large Christmas & Millennium sheetlets but sets in singles are present. Majority are fine cds strikes with significant 
number of machine cancels too. Catalogue numbers appear below each item. (1500+ stamps & M/S) $160 

394 Ireland 1982-1998 FDC collection in 3 Cumberland albums. Incls M/S's, Framas, Vending Machine Trial labels & 
some rarely seen 1990's pre-paid Postal Stationery mint. Appears complete in exc cond. Cat. £880+ as F/U. (270+) $250 

395 Ireland 1997-1998 MUH on Hagners starting with birds defins to £5, £2 Pacific 97 M/S, various P&S & phosphors plus 
sheetlet of 30p x 15 (2 sheetlets), £1 birds booklet x 4 diff (2 of ea.), £1.60 & £1.80 (2 of ea.), £3 (3) with extra stamps 
to £5 plus later commems incl 1998 Cutty Sark £2.65 booklet x 2 before various other sets & M/S's mostly x 2 ea. Odd 
better booklet incl 1998 £5.40 Christmas. Face value £120+ $120 

396 Israel 1950's-1969 postal stationery in clear "pockets" & Hagners in 2 ring binder. Incls 35 aerogrammes mint, 34 pre-
stamped postcards & envelopes all mint with dupl from 2 to 4 each, 1969 Civic Arms booklet sheetlets (2 diff MUH) & 
booklets with 6 diff incl Freedom from Hunger plus over 80 MLH/used on album leaves. $40 

397 Italy 1980-2001 in 2 Senator binders virtually complete used with majority fine cds examples but main value in MUH 
M/S's incl 1992 Columbus, 1995 WWII & 1996 "Italia 98" plus booklet & 1993 Taxis Family booklet & cover with 
European Single Market sheetlet of 12 CTO. (c110) $100 

398 Italy Starting with 1853-1864 stampless letters (7), stockcard with 12 "States" issues in very mixed cond with 
collection from 1926 onwards written up on leaves with good pickings noting 1926 Airs to 1l20 used, 1l50 MLH, 
1925/29 2l50 MLH (Cat. £75), 1923 Black Shirt Fund MLH (1l huge thin), 1934 World Cup 50¢ & 75¢ Airs F/U, 1937 
Child Welfare 5l Air F/U (Cat. £200) & Famous Italians set used (Cat. £275). Also 1948 St Catherine (Cat. £110), 1949 
50l Volta, 100l Roman Republic used, UPU MLH, 1949 Recovery Plan, 1950 Radio used, 1951 Gymnastics MLH plus 
Montecassino used & Milan Fair used with later virtually complete used (odd MLH). Good value at reserve. (1000+) $300 

399 Italian Colonies Good to fine used oddments all different on 6 Hagners. Noted Libya 1936 Tripoli Trade Fair (Cat. 
£18), Tripolitania 1923 Fascist March to 50¢ (Cat. £50), 1931 60¢ Air, 1932 Trade Fair to 75¢ (Cat. £97), Somalia 
1951 1s50 air (Cat. £12) & 1934 Colonial Exhibition airs (excl 1 Lira) plus Dodecanese Islands 1934 25¢ Football used 
(Cat. £100), Cyrenaica 1932 5l Air (Cat. £29) plus Eritrea & Albania (Italian Occ) useful incl ovpts. (Cat. £550+) (168) $100 

400 Italy-Dodecanese Islands 1912-1945 MLH on Minkus leaves with 1930 Ferucci set of 5 & 1932 Garibaldi set of 10 
ovpts for each island plus 1912/30 ovpts on Italian Defins sets for Leros, Lipso, Nisiros, Patmos, Piscepi & Scarpanto 
complete. Also Rodi 10 MLH + 25¢ used plus valuable range Rodi 1929-1945 incl 1930 Ferucci used (Cat. £70), 1929 
King's Visit to 10 lire in both perfs MLH, 1932 20th Anniv to 1l25 MLH, 1934 Parcel Post pairs & Postage Dues 
complete MLH. Finally 1935 Holy Year MLH, 1944 War Victims Relief set of 6 MLH & Airs used plus 1945 Red Cross 
Fund pair MLH & MUH/used oddments. A clean lot with a very high cat. value. (282) $200 

401 Italy & Vatican MLH/used on Hagner & old album leaves in binder. Mixed cond with few better items post-1930 
commems & Vatican 100l Chalcedon used (Cat. £95). Odd Albania & Italian Colonies. (100s) $30 

402 Japan Moderns on Hagners in display book with value in M/S's incl Phila Nippon '01, Millennium with 6 diff plus 
various small M/S's (New Year) MUH & CTO & Expo 70. Odd others & c20 stamps. (50+ M/S's, booklet, 20 stamps) $40 

403 Korea Oddments on manilla stocksheets & Hagners noting South Korea 1965 15th Anniv of Korean War M/S MUH    
(3 diff, total 15), 1963 Red Cross M/S MUH before duplicated used to 1960's with odd later MUH. A few North Korea 
1960 s & odd later noted. (c300) $30 

404 Malaya-Straits Settlements Q-/KGVI used range on stockcard. Cond generally above average for these with odd QV 
to 50¢, KEVII to $1 incl 45¢ & KGV to 35¢ plus 1936 $5, Silver Jubilee set & KGVI $2. (70) $30 

405 Malta 1865-2003 in 3 vols, 2 of which comprise 1983-2003 used & near complete plus 1925 PD's & a few later at 
back. Third volume is covers & postal stationery items from 1912-1985 interspersed with large blocks MUH & stamps 
used 1885-1982 incl KEVII to 5/-, 1926 3/- black & blue, 1928 ovpts to 1/6d, 1930 2/-, 1935 Silver Jubilee & £1 RSW 
plus a few useful MLH incl QV 2½d “PNNEY” error in pl. 1 corner block. Also 1863/81 2/6d & 5/- MH. Covers incl 1938 
regd with 4½d to 10/- complete & addressed to England. Complete defin sets for 1938, 1942/53 & 1956/58 with very 
little missing thereafter. A good lot. (100s) $200 

406 Malta "Sovereign Military Order of Malta" 1966-1978 MUH collection written up on leaves complete with 199 stamps & 
15 M/S's plus 12 covers addressed. Sassone Cat. listing indicates nothing of over €2 in cat. value. Nevertheless, 
seldom offered & a good start for an expanded collection. $40 

407 Mauritius 1829-1859 group of pre-stamp letters, the earliest incoming from France, the 1848-1849 with "Mauritius 
Post Office" cds's & 1850-1859 all with crowned "Mauritius GPO" cds. Largely official correspondence between 
traders, suppliers & sellers of rice & other materials. Rare to find such a group of letters nowadays from this location. 
Inspection highly recommended, as writing is neat & legible in nearly all cases. (27 items) $500 

408 Netherlands 1852-1989 collection in 2 Davo albums with mounts added. Sparse earlies used but noted 1891 1g 
violet, 1893/98 50¢ bicolour, 1913 1g & 1935 Air Fund with post war largely complete, excl 1951 seagulls & 1952 ITEP 
plus odd gap in later sets. Mainly used to 1962 before mixed MLH & used with some later MUH. Also odd booklet 
pane & a few charity M/S's from 1968. Also noted Int Court of Justice 1950 pair used & a few 1951-1977 values. Cond 
varies but overall above average. (100s) $120 

409 Netherlands 1867-1999 with many useful sets, odds & M/S's. MLH & used with some mixed sets. Mixed cond but 
faulty are excluded from the cat of £2300+. (100s) $50 

410 Netherlands 1920's-1980 sparsely populated MUH/MLH range with duplication & a few blocks in large peg-fitting 
stock album. A few foxed items noted but majority sound with "flags" identifying year of issue & cat numbers. (100s) $40 

411 Netherlands & Colonies in "Patento" stockbook & on old album leaves in 2 ring binder. Noted 1947 Child Welfare set 
in MUH/MLH blocks & 1949 Queen Juliana 2½g F/U plus mid-1950's used commem sets. Later incls MLH with some 
toning or adhering to pages before a few 1980's MUH. Minor range of Colonies. Untidy, but cheap at reserve. (100s) $40 

412 Netherlands & Colonies Mainly used in old peg album noting 1852 15¢, 1864 10¢ & 15¢, 1898-1923 5¢ & 10¢ imperf 
blocks, 1913 to 1g, 1923 Culture Fund, 1927 Red Cross set on cover (stained) & set MLH, 1928 Olympics, Child 
Welfare sets from 1929 MLH or used, 1931 Gouda Church, 1932 Tourism & 1933 Seamen's Fund all used plus a 1952 
van Riebeck FDC. Also 1952 75¢ Juliana MLH, ITEP MLH & 1954 Cultural Fund FDC before solid later MLH/used. 
Also 1929 4½g Air MLH, 1953 KLM Christchurch Air Race regd cover with Red Cross set & 25¢ Air x 2 & International 
Court 1947-1958 issues CTO. Neth. Indies & early Indonesia average but for Curacao & Suriname noting 1950 Anti-
Cancer set MLH (toned) plus odd New Guinea. Needs inspection & estimate allows for a few foxed items but overall 
cond is good to fine. (100s) $180 

413 Netherlands & Colonies on Hagners & old album leaves. A few Norway & Greece included but pickings are sparse 
amongst the many 100's present. Noted Neth Indies 1936 Salvation Army MLH (Cat. £16) & Netherlands 1959 
Cultural Fund MLH & used sets. Untidy lot in mixed cond. $30 

414 Netherlands & Colonies Sparse used/MLH to 1973 in peg fitting "Importa" album with more  in "Davo" album to 1974 
again MLH/used with some MUH late 1960's sets incl Child Welfare sheetlets MLH & 1955 Child Welfare x 2 sets 
MUH. Earlies patchy & in mixed cond but noted 1930 Rembrandt MLH & 1949-1950 sets MUH (Bombed Churches 
MLH). Also 1952 ITEP MLH (small paper hinge remnants) plus another Imparta album with 1980-1989 with majority 
MUH. Viewing recommended to appreciate conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

415 Netherlands Colonies MLH & used on Hagners in 2 "Philas" auction folders. Many useful incl Suriname 1936/39 
Queen Wilhelmina to 2g50 MLH (Cat. £87), 1940 Welfare Fund (Cat. £18) & 1950 Cancer Research (Cat. £100) sets 
MLH. A mix of sets & odd vals. Inspection recommended. (600+) $100 

416 New Zealand QV second sidefaces to 1988 in 2 springbacks. No Christchurch & Auckland Exhibitions but pickings 
abound & condition is good to fine & clean throughout with both MUH/MLH & used. Noted 1882 to 1/- MLH & used (8d 
no gum), 1898 simplified MLH to 1/- plus used to 5/- (2/- & 5/- fiscal cancels), 1907 small 3d, 6d, 1/- MLH & used, 1909 
to 1/- MLH & used before KGV simplified complete MLH & used to 1/- incl 1920 Victory, 1925 Dunedin, 1931/34 airs & 
all Healths from 1929 (excl 1931) both MLH & used, 1927 2/- deep blue & 3/- violet MLH, & light blue & violet average 
used. QV "Long Tom" used with 2/- to 10/- postally used, 1935 to 3/- MLH & used plus 1940/58 3/6d, 5/6d & 1939 35/- 
surcharges on Arms (no other Arms pre-decimal). KGVI-QEII appears complete both MUH/MLH & used except 2d on 
1½d error & no pre-1969 M/S's. See separate lots for Govt Life, Arms & Official issues.  A lovely lot all neatly mounted. 
Over 1200 decimals plus c700 pre-decimal. Cat. £3500+ $750 

417 New Zealand QV Stamp Duty 1866 types (25) to £1 incl 7/-, 7/6d, 15/-, 1880 types dupl 2/- (14), 2/6d (5), 3/- (6), 4/- 
(4, incl one registered), 5/- (7), 6/-, 7/-, 8/- (3 fault), 10/- (3) & £1 (2 faulty). Also 1882 £10, £15, £20, £30 & £40 with 
fiscal cds & 2/6d ovptd "Denoting" & 2/- blue ovptd Official with heavy parcel cancel. 1931/58 Arms odd vals with dupl 
& some punctured but 30/- is postally used with machine cancel & £4 with Wellington cds (looks postal). Also 3/6d & 
5/6d postally used, 5/- Official pl.4 (O133) before decimal Arms x 4 of $4, $6, $8 & $10 x 7. Also a few Govt Life (see 
separate lot for 1891 set) used incl 1913/27, 1947/63 & 1967/68 plus later. Also Ross Dependency 1959-2001 used 
(Totals; 179 P/Fiscals, 40 Govt Life + KEVII Land 1d (Royle) used & 92 Ross Dep.) $160 



418 New Zealand 1855-1966 used in large stockbook with all items in chronological order with "flags" detailing Campbell 
Paterson catalogue numbers. Noted Chalon 2d blue imperf (4), 6d (2) & Hausberg reprint in black, perfd Chalons (23) 
to 1/- incl 4d rose & 4d yellow in average to good cond. First sidefaces to 1/-, 2nd to 1/- with dupl incl over 50 "Adson", 
1898-99 to 5/- postally used incl 6d green (7), 2/- (3) & 5/- (2). 1907 Exhibition (plus 1d extra x 2), "reduced format" 3d 
(3), 6d (3) & 1/- (3), KEVII in all vals dupl to 1/- before 1913 Auckland Exhib F/U & KGV recess to 1/- with at least 2 
each. Incls Officials (incl 8d) to 1/-. Surface printed with dupl incl 1925 Dunedin x 2, 1926/27 Admirals 2/- (9, plus 3 
ovptd Official) & 3/- (4) plus 1931-1935 Airs incl "Faith in Australia" (4). Also 1935 Silver Jubilee (3 sets + extras of ½d, 
1d), 1935 & 1936-1941 pictorials to 3/- unchecked for perfs & Officials to 2/-. 1940 with 4 sets plus extras, Officials x 2, 
1953 to 10/- x 3 & Officials to 3/-. Noted forgery of 2d on 1½d "stars" with solid range to 1966 with nearly all having at 
least 3 each. No M/S's or Life Insurance. Useful for re-seller. (1000s) $800 

419 New Zealand 1855-1966 ex-dealer stock on Hagners in 5 superb Lighthouse black binders with gold trim slipcases. 
1855-1966 volume mainly used on 25 Hagners with little of value but noted 2/- Cook ovptd "Official". 1967-1989 & 
1990-1996 volumes of c60 Hagners each with majority MUH incl M/S's & 12 booklets but sparse the later it becomes. 
The Grande binders & Hagners all in "as new" condition retail at $300+ alone. (100s) $150 

420 New Zealand 1855-1980 collection in 2 Lindner "dual" Hingeless albums with slipcases. Earlies incl 2d blue (worn 
plate) & 6d black brown Chalons used with 3 margins, 1899 2/- perf. 11 & 1906 5/- perf. 14 used with very little else in 
vol 1 except Health 1957-1966 M/S's MUH. Second vol MUH with all M/S's to 1980 plus a 1969 Cook used, defins to 
$2 pictorials (all), $6 & $10 arms & 1967 Govt Life decimal surcharges plus all decimal commems. Over 50% of total 
value is in the complete run of Health M/S's. (100s) $150 

421 New Zealand 1860s-1950 dupl mainly used in mixed cond on Hagners & stockcards inserted into old sheet file. Noted 
1899 5/- Mt Cook perf. 11 x 3 fiscally used & various defins to 2/- KGV, 3/- pictorials & KGVI to 3/- plus 1940 
Centennial set MLH & various Arms fiscals to £1 with QV long fiscal types to 10/- but most with faults. Patient sorting 
may reward. (100s) $60 

422 New Zealand 1862-1966 MLH & used on Hagners all in catalogue order with flags detailing SG numbers, perfs & 
wmks. Noted Chalons 2d blue worn plate (SG 72, pl.13), 3d (SG 118) & 1d brown (SG 132) plus 1898 types incl 2/-   
(2 diff perfs used) & 1929-30 Healths MLH. 1936 onwards MLH &/or used with 1953 Coronation x 3, 1954 to 10/- MLH 
& 1960 to £1 MLH. Modest range of Officials, "Arms" fiscals & page of pre-war Cook Is incl 2/- Admiral used. Also 
some low val MUH/MLH multiples. Light dupl of used from 1909 but higher cat. items generally absent. (1000+) $50 

423 New Zealand 1874-1878 QV first sideface issue detailed collection on leaves with "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 1d, 2d, 3d, 
4d, 2/- & 5/-, used sorted by value & mounted to show shades, wmk changes & perforation varieties. Incls 1d wmk 
"large star" (Cat. £300), 2d compound perfs (2, Cat.  £85 ea.), 3d perf. 12½ (4), perf. 10x12½ (2), 4d (8, incl 3 diff 
perfs), 6d (15), 1/- (12, incl compound perf Cat. £250), 2/- & 5/- (2 used & 1 mint of each). Also covers with 1d pair,   
2d alone & strip of 3 with 6d (1878) detailing rate to U.K. via Brindisi, 8d per ½ ounce plus 4d extra weight. Neatly 
presented suitable for exhibition with condition above average for this issue. Inspection recommended. Cat £5000+ 
(95 + 3 covers) $1,000 

424 New Zealand 1882 QV 2nd sideface issue mounted on 30 leaves for exhibition all in protector sleeves. Extensive 
coverage of all vals with some compound, mixed & double perfs, flaws, shades, multiples MUH/MLH & used, papers, 
wmk reversed etc. Covers incl ½d on wedding invitation, another alone & a third together with 1d x 2 noting correct 
rate to Germany & 1d alone along with another 3 with pairs & 2d alone, 2½d ditto plus 2 with pairs & both 3d & 4d on 
an 1895 registered cover. Quantities of each are: ½d (39), 1d (69), 2d (44), 2½d (19), 3d (23), 4d (19), 5d (15), 6d 
(21), 8d (9) & 1/- (23) with all vals including at least one mint example, the 1d also including MUH/MLH blocks of 4 & 6. 
Only a couple of "Adson". Total cat. at least £2000, plus premium for flaws & perf errors. (c280 + 12 covers) $400 

425 New Zealand 1882-2014 MLH & used on over 100 Hagners in two binders. Missing most better items but does incl 
1931 Airs, 5d on 3d & 1953 to 10/- all used with an increasing percentage of MUH/MLH from 1960's. No M/S's before 
1987 with mixed MUH & CTO later. Stamps mainly used with many gaps thus main value in the Hagners in fine cond. $80 

426 New Zealand 1885-1990 MLH/used on Seven Seas standard & hingeless leaves. QV issues are average but neat 
1898 2/- cds example. Later missing high cat. items & generally used (1925 Exhibition set MLH, 1931 Airs MLH) to 
KGVI with QEII mixed MLH/used with some 'back of the book" Arms types (excl 8/-, 12/6d) to £1 plus £2 mainly fiscally 
used. Health M/S's MLH from 1965 (no 1974) plus other M/S's incl 1969 Cook. Mostly MUH after 1975.  A patchy lot 
but with useful 1936/45 Officials, the 1940 set plus Officials & all later defins. Reserve allows for variable condition. 
(100s) $220 

427 New Zealand 1891-1982 Govt Life Insurance on leaves with 1891 set used, 1905/47 "VR" omitted range incl 1913/27 
in both MLH & used (10 vals ea.) to 6d. 1947 onwards complete both MLH & used. Incls 1926 Express Delivery 
vermilion & bright violet & 6d car both MLH & used. Total cat. £700+ (85) $160 

428 New Zealand 1893-1967 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners, simplified noting 1882 SSF set + 1d "screwdriver" flaw, 
1898/99 perf. 11 & perf. 12-16 mixed set to 5/- (latter very fine MLH perf. 12-16) plus a few Official ovpts incl 2/- 
Milford. Also 1907 Exhibition labels (7) in usual mixed condition, "small format" set of 4 to 1/-, KEVII & Official ovpts 
both to 1/- & KGV to 1/- (see separate lots for Officials). 1920 Victory & shades of 1d, 1½d, 3d & 1/-, 1925 Dunedin set 
plus "POSTAGF" variety. 1926/27 Admirals with 3/- MUH plus Official, 1931/35 Airs (7d ovpt vertical pair toned but 
broken "N" variety), 1935 Silver Jubilee MUH, 1936/41 to 3/- plus a few extras before "Official" ovpts to 2/-. KGVI 
complete incl Officials, 1940 Centennial MLH plus Officials & mostly MUH (1½d stained, 4d hinged) with later 
MUH/MLH incl 4/- booklets (2, large, small figures), 4/3d booklet (2) SB25 & all defins 1953/58 & 1960/66 (latter also 
flower blocks to 8d). No Healths or Christmas but 2d on 1½d "stars" is genuine & a block marked "forgery" makes a 
good comparison. Hingeing varies amongst QV/KGV but most are fine. Very high catalogue value with inspection 
recommended. (420 + labels, booklets & booklet panes) $800 

429 New Zealand 1901 Universal Penny Postage used off paper in small Lighthouse stockbook with a wide range of 
shades, worn plates etc which should interest a specialist in this popular issue. (345) $50 

430 New Zealand 1907-1963 used range on Hagner noting 1907 "reduced size" 3d (3), 6d (4) & 1/- (3), 1913 Auckland 
Exhib, 1925 Dunedin Exhib set, KGV officials surface printed incl 3d perf. 14 & perf. 14x15 & engraved perf. 14x13½ 
4d, 6d, 8d, 9d & 1/- plus 1963 3/- official & a MUH example with 2½d also MUH. Cat. £700 (32) $150 

431 New Zealand 1929-2003 Healths complete used incl F/U "Smiling Boys" with all others fine to 1973. Mainly cds 
thereafter with M/S's used incl 1957 wmk sideways in 2d only. Also 1958 pair & all later issues with light cds to 2003. 
1960-2003 Christmas issues complete on 12 Hagners finish the volume. (100s) $200 

432 New Zealand 1935-1962 Plate blocks arranged on Hagners incl 1936/41 2d pl. 5A & 1/- A1, 1937 Coronation, 1940 
Centennial to 7d (excl 4d), ½d, 1d & 2d "Officials", 1950 Canterbury, 1953 1d, 1½d, 3d & 1/- plates 1A, 1B, 1/9d & a 
few others. 5d & 6d Centennial stained otherwise others generally fine MUH. (51 blocks, 2 pairs) $80 



418 New Zealand 1855-1966 used in large stockbook with all items in chronological order with "flags" detailing Campbell 
Paterson catalogue numbers. Noted Chalon 2d blue imperf (4), 6d (2) & Hausberg reprint in black, perfd Chalons (23) 
to 1/- incl 4d rose & 4d yellow in average to good cond. First sidefaces to 1/-, 2nd to 1/- with dupl incl over 50 "Adson", 
1898-99 to 5/- postally used incl 6d green (7), 2/- (3) & 5/- (2). 1907 Exhibition (plus 1d extra x 2), "reduced format" 3d 
(3), 6d (3) & 1/- (3), KEVII in all vals dupl to 1/- before 1913 Auckland Exhib F/U & KGV recess to 1/- with at least 2 
each. Incls Officials (incl 8d) to 1/-. Surface printed with dupl incl 1925 Dunedin x 2, 1926/27 Admirals 2/- (9, plus 3 
ovptd Official) & 3/- (4) plus 1931-1935 Airs incl "Faith in Australia" (4). Also 1935 Silver Jubilee (3 sets + extras of ½d, 
1d), 1935 & 1936-1941 pictorials to 3/- unchecked for perfs & Officials to 2/-. 1940 with 4 sets plus extras, Officials x 2, 
1953 to 10/- x 3 & Officials to 3/-. Noted forgery of 2d on 1½d "stars" with solid range to 1966 with nearly all having at 
least 3 each. No M/S's or Life Insurance. Useful for re-seller. (1000s) $800 

419 New Zealand 1855-1966 ex-dealer stock on Hagners in 5 superb Lighthouse black binders with gold trim slipcases. 
1855-1966 volume mainly used on 25 Hagners with little of value but noted 2/- Cook ovptd "Official". 1967-1989 & 
1990-1996 volumes of c60 Hagners each with majority MUH incl M/S's & 12 booklets but sparse the later it becomes. 
The Grande binders & Hagners all in "as new" condition retail at $300+ alone. (100s) $150 

420 New Zealand 1855-1980 collection in 2 Lindner "dual" Hingeless albums with slipcases. Earlies incl 2d blue (worn 
plate) & 6d black brown Chalons used with 3 margins, 1899 2/- perf. 11 & 1906 5/- perf. 14 used with very little else in 
vol 1 except Health 1957-1966 M/S's MUH. Second vol MUH with all M/S's to 1980 plus a 1969 Cook used, defins to 
$2 pictorials (all), $6 & $10 arms & 1967 Govt Life decimal surcharges plus all decimal commems. Over 50% of total 
value is in the complete run of Health M/S's. (100s) $150 

421 New Zealand 1860s-1950 dupl mainly used in mixed cond on Hagners & stockcards inserted into old sheet file. Noted 
1899 5/- Mt Cook perf. 11 x 3 fiscally used & various defins to 2/- KGV, 3/- pictorials & KGVI to 3/- plus 1940 
Centennial set MLH & various Arms fiscals to £1 with QV long fiscal types to 10/- but most with faults. Patient sorting 
may reward. (100s) $60 

422 New Zealand 1862-1966 MLH & used on Hagners all in catalogue order with flags detailing SG numbers, perfs & 
wmks. Noted Chalons 2d blue worn plate (SG 72, pl.13), 3d (SG 118) & 1d brown (SG 132) plus 1898 types incl 2/-   
(2 diff perfs used) & 1929-30 Healths MLH. 1936 onwards MLH &/or used with 1953 Coronation x 3, 1954 to 10/- MLH 
& 1960 to £1 MLH. Modest range of Officials, "Arms" fiscals & page of pre-war Cook Is incl 2/- Admiral used. Also 
some low val MUH/MLH multiples. Light dupl of used from 1909 but higher cat. items generally absent. (1000+) $50 

423 New Zealand 1874-1878 QV first sideface issue detailed collection on leaves with "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 1d, 2d, 3d, 
4d, 2/- & 5/-, used sorted by value & mounted to show shades, wmk changes & perforation varieties. Incls 1d wmk 
"large star" (Cat. £300), 2d compound perfs (2, Cat.  £85 ea.), 3d perf. 12½ (4), perf. 10x12½ (2), 4d (8, incl 3 diff 
perfs), 6d (15), 1/- (12, incl compound perf Cat. £250), 2/- & 5/- (2 used & 1 mint of each). Also covers with 1d pair,   
2d alone & strip of 3 with 6d (1878) detailing rate to U.K. via Brindisi, 8d per ½ ounce plus 4d extra weight. Neatly 
presented suitable for exhibition with condition above average for this issue. Inspection recommended. Cat £5000+ 
(95 + 3 covers) $1,000 

424 New Zealand 1882 QV 2nd sideface issue mounted on 30 leaves for exhibition all in protector sleeves. Extensive 
coverage of all vals with some compound, mixed & double perfs, flaws, shades, multiples MUH/MLH & used, papers, 
wmk reversed etc. Covers incl ½d on wedding invitation, another alone & a third together with 1d x 2 noting correct 
rate to Germany & 1d alone along with another 3 with pairs & 2d alone, 2½d ditto plus 2 with pairs & both 3d & 4d on 
an 1895 registered cover. Quantities of each are: ½d (39), 1d (69), 2d (44), 2½d (19), 3d (23), 4d (19), 5d (15), 6d 
(21), 8d (9) & 1/- (23) with all vals including at least one mint example, the 1d also including MUH/MLH blocks of 4 & 6. 
Only a couple of "Adson". Total cat. at least £2000, plus premium for flaws & perf errors. (c280 + 12 covers) $400 

425 New Zealand 1882-2014 MLH & used on over 100 Hagners in two binders. Missing most better items but does incl 
1931 Airs, 5d on 3d & 1953 to 10/- all used with an increasing percentage of MUH/MLH from 1960's. No M/S's before 
1987 with mixed MUH & CTO later. Stamps mainly used with many gaps thus main value in the Hagners in fine cond. $80 

426 New Zealand 1885-1990 MLH/used on Seven Seas standard & hingeless leaves. QV issues are average but neat 
1898 2/- cds example. Later missing high cat. items & generally used (1925 Exhibition set MLH, 1931 Airs MLH) to 
KGVI with QEII mixed MLH/used with some 'back of the book" Arms types (excl 8/-, 12/6d) to £1 plus £2 mainly fiscally 
used. Health M/S's MLH from 1965 (no 1974) plus other M/S's incl 1969 Cook. Mostly MUH after 1975.  A patchy lot 
but with useful 1936/45 Officials, the 1940 set plus Officials & all later defins. Reserve allows for variable condition. 
(100s) $220 

427 New Zealand 1891-1982 Govt Life Insurance on leaves with 1891 set used, 1905/47 "VR" omitted range incl 1913/27 
in both MLH & used (10 vals ea.) to 6d. 1947 onwards complete both MLH & used. Incls 1926 Express Delivery 
vermilion & bright violet & 6d car both MLH & used. Total cat. £700+ (85) $160 

428 New Zealand 1893-1967 MUH/MLH collection on Hagners, simplified noting 1882 SSF set + 1d "screwdriver" flaw, 
1898/99 perf. 11 & perf. 12-16 mixed set to 5/- (latter very fine MLH perf. 12-16) plus a few Official ovpts incl 2/- 
Milford. Also 1907 Exhibition labels (7) in usual mixed condition, "small format" set of 4 to 1/-, KEVII & Official ovpts 
both to 1/- & KGV to 1/- (see separate lots for Officials). 1920 Victory & shades of 1d, 1½d, 3d & 1/-, 1925 Dunedin set 
plus "POSTAGF" variety. 1926/27 Admirals with 3/- MUH plus Official, 1931/35 Airs (7d ovpt vertical pair toned but 
broken "N" variety), 1935 Silver Jubilee MUH, 1936/41 to 3/- plus a few extras before "Official" ovpts to 2/-. KGVI 
complete incl Officials, 1940 Centennial MLH plus Officials & mostly MUH (1½d stained, 4d hinged) with later 
MUH/MLH incl 4/- booklets (2, large, small figures), 4/3d booklet (2) SB25 & all defins 1953/58 & 1960/66 (latter also 
flower blocks to 8d). No Healths or Christmas but 2d on 1½d "stars" is genuine & a block marked "forgery" makes a 
good comparison. Hingeing varies amongst QV/KGV but most are fine. Very high catalogue value with inspection 
recommended. (420 + labels, booklets & booklet panes) $800 

429 New Zealand 1901 Universal Penny Postage used off paper in small Lighthouse stockbook with a wide range of 
shades, worn plates etc which should interest a specialist in this popular issue. (345) $50 

430 New Zealand 1907-1963 used range on Hagner noting 1907 "reduced size" 3d (3), 6d (4) & 1/- (3), 1913 Auckland 
Exhib, 1925 Dunedin Exhib set, KGV officials surface printed incl 3d perf. 14 & perf. 14x15 & engraved perf. 14x13½ 
4d, 6d, 8d, 9d & 1/- plus 1963 3/- official & a MUH example with 2½d also MUH. Cat. £700 (32) $150 

431 New Zealand 1929-2003 Healths complete used incl F/U "Smiling Boys" with all others fine to 1973. Mainly cds 
thereafter with M/S's used incl 1957 wmk sideways in 2d only. Also 1958 pair & all later issues with light cds to 2003. 
1960-2003 Christmas issues complete on 12 Hagners finish the volume. (100s) $200 

432 New Zealand 1935-1962 Plate blocks arranged on Hagners incl 1936/41 2d pl. 5A & 1/- A1, 1937 Coronation, 1940 
Centennial to 7d (excl 4d), ½d, 1d & 2d "Officials", 1950 Canterbury, 1953 1d, 1½d, 3d & 1/- plates 1A, 1B, 1/9d & a 
few others. 5d & 6d Centennial stained otherwise others generally fine MUH. (51 blocks, 2 pairs) $80 

433 New Zealand 1935-1966 FDC's all addressed noting 1935 1d, 6d & 8d (latter two on one cover) pictorials, 1936 
Commerce, 1938 1d & 1½d KGVI on separate covers & 1940 Centennial 9 vals to 1/- on 5 covers plus a good range 
with many Healths from 1936 & commem sets incl 1947 Govt Life set of 7 & 1957 Ross Dependency set. Some have 
special/ pictorial cachets. A couple of 1930's showing foxed perfs otherwise mostly fine. (76) $60 

434 New Zealand 1935-1966 Health covers in Hagners starting with 1935 FDC's (2, official & private) before 1936-1958 
complete on illustrated FDCs. 1960-1961 & 1963-1966 all addressed with 1942 registered. Good to fine throughout 
with wide range of addressees in NZ, Australia & GB. (31) $70 

435 New Zealand 1935-1967 plus a few 1976-90 MUH/MLH issues in quality black-leaved stockbook. Patchy coverage 
but does incl 1940 Centennial set of 13 MLH plus "Official" ovpt 1/- & 1936 Officials ½d to 2/- (12 diff) MLH. Also 1947 
Govt Life, 1935-1989 Healths MUH/MLH & 1960 defins to £1 MUH incl 1d & 3d coils. Cat. £530 (350) $80 

436 New Zealand 1936/42 Pictorials MUH/MLH group ovptd "Official" comprising 2½d plate 3 (reversed) block of 4 (couple 
of tone spots) & marginal block of 6, 2d block of 6 & 2/- perf. 12½ single with "COQK" variety (SG O132ea, Cat. £225). 
Also 5d perf. 14 x 13½ block MUH/MLH & 2/- perf. 12½ strip of 4 (slight toning) MUH without ovpt. Cat. £1000+ (25) $150 

437 New Zealand 1937-1980 MUH, MLH & used on Seven Seas & standard leaves. Majority MLH incl 1953/59 to 10/- & 
Officials to 3/- with M/S's complete MUH. No 1958 error of surcharge otherwise appears complete simplified with 
1935/36 defins in addition used plus 3/6d on 3/6d Arms MLH. (400+) $100 

438 New Zealand 1953-1986 MUH collection on Seven Seas hingeless album. Missing 1953-1966 & 1984-1985 issues 
otherwise near complete incl Arms to $10 & all pictorial defins plus "back of the book" Lighthouse 1947-1963 complete 
& Ross Dep 1957, 1967 & 1982 sets. Health M/S & Cook present for 1967-1983 & 1986. A clean lot which can be 
complete for under $100. (100s) $120 

439 New Zealand 1957-1966 Health M/S's incl 1957 with both upright (2 pairs, one with stain) & horizontal wmk. All 
appear MUH neatly arranged on Hagners. Cat. £270+ $100 

440 New Zealand 1967-1988 MUH in SG album. Fresh & complete throughout (excl 1982-83 perf changes). Incls all M/S's 
& $4 - $10 Arms plus page of 1967-1970 counter coils (9 pairs to 20¢). (c650) $150 

441 New Zealand 1967-98 Fine used in lighthouse black-leave stockbook. Missing M/S's to 1973, thereafter 65 M/S's 
present along with pictorial booklet panes (CTO) & sets plus defins to $20. Fine throughout & close to complete. $120 

442 New Zealand 1971-1997 booklets retired "dealers stock". Incls many $4.00 & $4.50 commem types with mixed 
"hanging tab" types & standard issues plus $8 "fastPost" types also with both standard & "hanging" designs. Also 
noted "Greetings" types plus the $4.50 bird stapled with hanging tabs x 6. All in excellent cond. Ideal for re-sale with 
useful duplication & a FV of nearly NZ $1140+ (A$1100) (284) $600 

443 New Zealand 1981-1994 MUH issues arranged in Seven Seas Hingeless album in quality SS binder. Approx. 40-50% 
complete with a FV of NZ$320 ($300+). Also a few used on Hagners at the back. (100s) $150 

444 New Zealand 1981-1998 MUH in 3 matching Lindner "dual" Hingeless albums with slipcases. Missing 1995 Christmas 
M/S & couple of other minor items but incls defins to $20, S/A's, sheetlets, M/S's, booklets, Exhib M/S's & Framas. 
Some 1997 sets & M/S's are x 2 & noted 1996 & 1997 "Best of..." set of 3 M/S's. FV NZ$1050+ (A$1015) (100s) $450 

445 New Zealand 1984-1994 Year Books. Some albums have stamps put into position. FV NZ$438 (A$420) (11 vols) $200 
446 New Zealand 1984-1997 complete Year Books. Face value NZ$650+ ($630) (24 vols) $200 
447 New Zealand 1994-1999 (Vols 1 to 15 excl No. 4) Limited Edition single issue books with the M/S's, gutters, colour 

separations & signed FDC's for "Cricket", "Butterflies", "Maori Language", "Famous New Zealanders", "Racehorses", 
"Olympics", "Vineyards, "Scenic Trains", Royal Wedding", "A New Beginning", "New Zealand Art", "Underwater World" 
& "Native Tree Flowers" & "Scenic Walks". Exc cond. Massive original cost & now retail at $120-$175 each ($2400+) 
Incls 1998 Campbell Paterson catalogue & 2 x ACSC 1990's Commonwealth loose leaf cats. (14 books & 3 cats) $480 

448 New Zealand 1996-2015 Prestige booklets retired "dealers stock". Incls 1996 NZ Race Horses (4), 1997 Vineyards 
(3), 1998 Performing Arts (44), 1999 Scenic Walks (42), 2000 "On the Road" (57), 2001 Aircraft (30), 2002 
Architectural Heritage (23), 2003 Military Uniforms (9), 2004 Farm Equipment (17), 2004 Extreme Sports (17), 2006 
Hawke's Bay Earthquake (18), 2007 Southern Skies (3), 2008 Anzac (2)2009 "Comrades in Arms" (6), 2013 Anzac 
(5), 2014 Poster Art (4), 2014 "For King & Empire (5) & 2015 "The Spirit of Anzac" (3). All in excellent condition. Ideal 
for re-sale with a massive FV of nearly NZ $4840+ (A$4650) (292) $2,500 

449 New Zealand 2000-2002 MUH in stockbook incl booklets, M/S's & sheetlets noting Lord of the Rings plus Ross Deps, 
S/A's & complete commem sets. Total FV NZ$400+ ($380+) (100s) $180 

450 New Zealand Assorted group noting 1936 Commerce regd (Wellington Town Hall) FDC, s/cards with KGV surface 
printed ½d 1½d, 2d mixed shades/papers, 3d Peace with tail rudder completed, 1940/46 PO info sheets Centennial & 
Peace issues, range of 1962-1970 flaws & retouches on album leaves plus odds on 2 Hagners incl Denoting ovpt on 
1/- Parson Bird, 1/- & 1/3d KGVI (Barefoot Cat. £50 these 3) plus 1873 Newspaper wrapper cut-outs (2).         
Reserved to sell. $60 

451 New Zealand Healths duplicated used range incl 1929 (2), 1930, 1931 "Smiling Boys" & 1932 Hygeia (2). No 1933   or 
1934 with odd stained or soiled late 1930's before heavy duplication to 1966. No M/S's & some faults reflected in 
reserve. (100s) $75 

452 New Zealand Healths on Hagners starting with 1949 varieties in position blocks/sheets followed by complete 
MUH/MLH 1929-1966 singles, small disturbance on 2d "boy" plus a second lot missing Smiling Boys with a few minor 
sets before 8 low val imprint plate blocks. Mainly fine MUH/MLH. (122 singles, 8 imprint/plate blocks & pair, part 
sheets 1949) $150 

453 New Zealand KEVII specialised MUH/MLH & used exhibition on leaves in protector sleeves. Well written up & 
researched noting 5d plate proof in black on thick white card, ½d strip with two complete strikes of Travelling P.O. 
Ohinemuri, 1914 KGV 3d registered letter uprated with KEVII 2d, cover "opened by censor" with 2d x 2 & ½d to 
Sweden, 5d vertical pair MLH perf. 14x13½/ 14x14½, 5d alone on regd cover, 6d vertical pair MLH perf. 14x13½/ 
14x14½, 8d indigo vertical pair MLH with 4 pairs & MLH singles of all vals. Also "Official" MLH/used ½d (4), 3d (6), 6d 
(6), 8d (8), 1/- (5) with all incl at least one MLH. Quantities of each incl Officials are: ½d (20), 2d (18), 3d (18), 4d 
orange (13), yellow (11), 5d (32), 6d (29), 8d (36) & 1/- (22). Inspection highly recommended. Cat. £1500+ (199, the 
proof & 3 covers) $400 

454 New Zealand KGVI issues incl various plate number blocks & counter coil pairs MUH/MLH plus annotated shades. 
Also 1d rose FDC, 1d green MLH inverted wmk (Cat. £110) & all vals to 3/- with MLH & used. Odd flaw indicated plus 
Official ovpts used to 8d with 1d on ½d pair with 1d above "Z" & thick horizontal bar above surcharge (to avoid sale to 
general public, as these were for training of junior postal clerks). Excellent lot incl 50 plate/imprint blocks & 4 counter 
coil-pairs. Odd used. (100s) $120 



455 New Zealand KGVI plate blocks on Hagners sorted by face value within each of which the plates are sorted in 
ascending plate number order with CP cat. references. Many 1d green blocks incl plates 49, 50 & 65 used, others    
incl 3d surcharge & "official" all MUH/MLH. 1½d purple brown plates 20 (2 blocks) & 21 (single block of 8) MUH        
(14 of 16 MUH) with other useful incl 2d orange block of 8 "Official" MUH, ditto block of 4, 3d "Official" block of 8, 2 
blocks of 4, 4d "Official" blocks of 6 (4), 6d & 9d "Official" blocks of 4 & 1/- pl.1 upright & sideways blocks plus  
"Official" wmk upright (2 blocks), pl.2 3A/2 & 4/2 blocks, 1/3d x 8 blocks (7 wmk sideways), 2/- (3 sideways, 2 upright) 
& 3/-. Hardly a blemish in this lot with inspection delighting a specialist in this area. (291 blocks of 4, 6 or 8, 2 strips & 
set of 17 singles) $400 

456 New Zealand KGVI to 1978 Counter coils collection on c45 Hagners. Comprehensive with KGVI 2d orange 1-19       
(+ 5 extras), 3d 1-4, 6, 9, 11, 16-17, 19, 4d 2-5, 10 & 14-18 plus a full set 1-19 & coil leader with extras of all except 1-
2, 11, 14-17, 19 & a couple of 5d. 6d 1-19 complete & ditto for 8d & 9d (latter + coil leader) plus a few extras. 1/- 1-19 
(excl 8 &9), 1/3d 5, 10, 14 (2), 16 (3), 17, 19. QEII "large figures" 2d 1-19, ditto for 3d, 4d & 8d small figures before 
1960 1/- 1-19 (these CP Cat. $475), 1967 8¢ 1-29 & leader & 1960 1/3d 1-19 (excl 12, 14) & leader. Also 8d 1-23 + 
extras incl deep background of 1-3, 19-23, 6d 1-23, 1967 2½¢ 1-19 & 4¢ ditto. Finally 1970/76 3¢ 1-19, 4¢ 1-19 with 
ditto for 5¢ & 6¢ ditto with 8¢ excl only 1 & 10. 1978 set of 4 with the 1¢, 5¢ & 10¢ with coil starters in strips & ditto    
for 7¢ & 8¢ surcharges. Not much required to complete this period. $250 

457 New Zealand KGVI-QEII counter coil pairs MLH on Hagners with KGVI 2d orange, 3d blue, 4d purple, 6d carmine & 
8d violet all in numbers 1-19 plus QEII 1953 3d 1-19 (2 sets), 1960 4d nos. 1-23 & single with pink leader plus 1970 3¢ 
nos. 1-19 incl single with blank leader & 2 singles with inscription. Also 5¢ nos. 1-18 (excl 2, 6, 10 & 11), 8¢ 1-12, 4¢ 3, 
11 (2), 14-15, in complete 1967 decimal vals & a few 1960 incl 1/3d, 1/6d & 1/9d multi before 1970 10¢ Queen nos. 1-
4, 6, 13 & 17,plus various printed Counter Roll leaders. Over 290 pairs & singles with attached leaders. $120 

458 New Zealand MLH & used in large Lighthouse stockbook noting 1940 Centennial plus Officials used with 1953 2/6d  
to 10/- MUH. Also 1957-1969 Health M/S's MUH complete with a few other M/S's incl Cook. Most stamps MUH/used 
to 1980 with main value in the Health M/S's which cat. £280+ (100s) $150 

459 New Zealand Oddments on Hagner, all used, incl 6d pale brown imperf Chalon no wmk (2½ margins, pen cancel),  2/- 
Milford wmkd (pen cancel), 1st sideface 6d, 2nd sideface 8d & 1935 6d A F/U. Low reserve. (43) $30 

460 New Zealand Assorted MUH/MLH noting 1907 3d Huia "Official" MUH ($95 at NZ auction in 1999), Postage Dues 
1899 to 2/- with later odds to 1939/49 sets, Govt Life 1913-1937 various incl 2d purple & 3d brown lake (5), 1947/63, 
1967/68 sets plus extras. KEVII Land 1d (MLH), QV postal fiscal "Jones" paper 2/- deep blue MLH (Cat. £80), Arms 
types 1/3d to £1 incl 7/6d, 15/- £1 (3) & 5/- Official O133/a plus 3/6d with & without seifs on letters. QEII Officials to   
3/- MUH (2 sets), KGVI 1½d purple brown x 4 MUH, set to 3/- & 1920-1936 on stockleaves with good pickings. Odd 
stained perf but remains a useful lot with many pickings. (100s) $500 

461 New Zealand Range of covers mounted with photo corners in bulging springback album. Starts with 1940 incoming 
Inaugural Trans Tasman Fling Boat Service censored cover pmkd Sydney, addressed to Christchurch. Mostly 1950's 
thereafter incl Coronation sets (4 covers, 2 FDI, 2 Coronation Day), 1951 FFC Melbourne-Christchurch, 1950 
Canterbury Centennial Philatelic Exhib plus various Health Camp covers. Also 1953 International Air Race with a few 
earlier FDC's incl 1936 Anzac. Also 1938 Pigeongram cover for Air Mail Exhibition Christchurch, various 1954 Royal 
Visit noting Officials to 1/-. Also Royal Visit FDC's of Bermuda, Australia, Aden, Gibraltar, Jamaica, Ceylon, KUT & an 
Active-Service formular envelope Egypt-NZ with 10m x3 tied by FPO cancels plus another with censor handstamp. 
Finally other non-NZ covers from Monaco, Netherlands, Czechoslovakia & two 1958 registered covers with complete 
Christmas Is defins. Generally fine & all unaddressed. Health Camp cachets for 1957-1958 show 4 diff locations. Many 
other special covers thus well worth a good look. (210+) $150 

462 New Zealand Officials & Govt Life issues patchy used range plus good pre-1940 Tonga (109, Cat. £500+) MLH/used, 
Aitutaki 1902-1920 (34 MLH), Cook Is 1892-1935 (45 MLH) incl 1892 1d black, 1926-27 Admirals & Queen Makea/ 
Torea bird/ KGV selection to 1/- all in large Lighthouse stockbook. Total Cat. £1000+ (59 NZ used incl 6d green Govt 
Life plus 188 others as listed) $250 

463 New Zealand Officials MLH & used/CTO issues with QV 2/- & 5/- used, 1907 to 5/- used, KEVII to 1/- MLH & used, 
KGV 1915 to 1/- MLH & used, 2/- Admiral MLH & used (heavy) & 1935 Pictorials to 2/- MLH & used. Also 5/- with 
vertical ovpt CTO (Cat. £375) before later complete simplified with 1940 used only but others both MLH & used.     
Cat. £2000+ (136) $400 

464 New Zealand Social Security revenues on Hagners noting 1931/33 Unemployment Relief duplicated to 5/-, single of 
10/-, £1 & £4 vals. 1934/35 new colours & vals to £4, 1936 ovpts 1d (9), 3d (7), 6d (9), 8d, 10d, 1/- (9), 2/- (3), 2/6d (5), 
10/- (2), £1 (3) & £4 before 1937 Employment 1d & 3d with 9 of each val, 4d, 6d (3), 1/- (9), 2/- (5), 2/6d (4), 5/- (4), 
10/- (2), £1 & £4 (2). Similar coverage for 1938 issue with fewer 1939 plus "Social Security" for 1940 to 1953. Also a 
few provisionals on card & 1954/55 to 1957/58 sans serif figures all sorted by value. Good cond throughout. (100s) $250 

465 New Zealand-Penrhyn & Samoa 1902-1935 range of ovpts comprising Penrhyn Island 1902 ½d, 1d, 2½d, 3d, 6d & 
1/-, 1914  ½d pair plus 2 singles, 6d & 1/- before 1920 & 1927 sets plus Samoa 1914/15 with  ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d & 6d in 
blocks of 4. Also 1935 1d, 2½d & 6d also in blocks of 4 ovptd "Silver Jubilee of King George V 1910-1935". Some 
units have gum aging toning. SG Cat. £370 (21 singles, pair & 8 blocks of 4 MUH/MLH) $80 

466 New Zealand-Ross Dependency 1957-2013 MUH in Lindner "dual" illustrated hingeless album with slipcase. 1967 
7¢ is stained otherwise fresh & fine throughout. No 1988-1992 issues but incls extras of 1972, 1996, 1997 & 2006 sets 
plus presentation packs for 2007-2008 complete & 2010 plus FDC's of 2008-2008 & 2011-2012 sets. A quality lot. 
(174 + 10 M/S's + 4 FDC's & packs) $100 

467 Niue 1902-1953 MLH to 1935 with later fine used on Hagner. 1902 ½d (2), 1d (4 incl perf. 11x14 & perf. 14 pair with 
"Spaced UE" & "no dot after "Peni"" varieties on same stamp, 1903 3d, 6d, 1/-, 1911 set of 3, 1915 2½d deep blue, 
1917-21 KGV to 1/- & 1920/27 pictorials, 1927/28 2/- Admiral in both papers plus 1932 to 1/- & 1935 Silver Jubilee 
before used from 1937 to 3/- incl 2/6d Arms & 1950 set to 3/-. Clean throughout. Cat. £330 (78) $100 

468 Norway 1993-2001 range of FDC's in quality "as new" Prinz FDC album with slipcase. A couple of earlier but strength 
in later blocks, M/S's etc. Useful for F/U with total used cat. of £180. (approx. 70) $40 

469 Palestine & Trans Jordan MLH & used mounted on leaves. Mostly modest oddments but incls Palestine 1932/44 
250m, 500m & £1 MLH, Transjordan 1927/29 with vals to 500m, 1930/39 200m & £1 MLH & 1943/44 £1 perf. 12 used.  
Useful. (117) $60 

470 Peru 1886-1971 used on leaves in springback binder all in chronological order with stamps ranging from SG 278 to 
SG 1100. No dupl & with many pickings incl 1921 Cent set, 1925 Obligatory Tax set (Cat. £140), 1932 10¢ Sanchez, 
1935 Tercentenary set (Cat. £40), Founding of Lima (incl Airs), 1936 Callao set (Cat. £80) & defins to 10s plus ditto for 
the Airs (10s Cat. £110). Solid later & fine throughout. (660+) $100 



471 Philippines (Japanese Occ) 1943-1945 incl "Baha 1943" charity ovpts in large blocks MUH, 1944 National Heroes 
set of 3 FDI sheets each with 2 blocks of 4, pair & single tied by Manila Feb 17 1944 cds's & Bataan Corregidor 2¢ & 
3¢ complete sheets MUH plus 32 covers/cards inl some regd, all addressed incl 2 with complete 1943 pictorial sets of 
14 & another with 1944 National Heroes set & M/S plus 1945 Republican Govt with latter also in pairs on separate 
cover. Also 1938 New Guinea cover with Salamaua cds on 2d ordinary BOP, 3½d Air x 2 & 6d Air addressed to USA 
via Sydney with boxed "Aerial Service Completed Sydney" cachet. Lovely lot. $100 

472 Pitcairn Is 1940-1949 mounted on album pages comprising 1940/51 set MLH/used (the 4d & 8d used) plus all 
omnibus issues ML with 2½d UPU used. Also 1940/51 1d, 2d & 3d both MLH & used. Cat. £90+ (22) $20 

473 Pitcairn Is 1940-1987 in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album with slipcase. Missing most pre-decimals & then approx. 
80% complete incl most M/S's. As much value in the album as in the stamps. (208 & 4 M/S's) $40 

474 Pitcairn Is 1940-1990 Fine used mounted on Schaubek leaves. Incls 1990 CTO $4.40 booklet, M/S's (no wmk 
varieties) & 1957/58 ½d & 1d shades plus wmk change. No "shells" M/S but otherwise complete incl 1971 1¢ & 10¢ 
glazed papers. Fine throughout.  Cat. £300+ (330+, 10 M/S's, booklet) $75 

475 Pitcairn Is 1940-2007 in Seven Seas Hingeless album & Hagners. Incls 1940/51 set of 10 MUH/MLH & 1946/49 
omnibus sets F/U. Missing most later pre-decimal but then well covered MUH missing only 1973 flowers, 1974 shells, 
1975 mailboats & 1978 Bounty Day but M/S present. Patchy after 1991 with only 16 sets & 7 M/S's 1992-2007. Clean 
& useful lot. (100s) $80 

476 Pitcairn Is 1940-2009 MUH in large quality stockbook & 2 Seven Seas Hingeless albums in slipcases plus 48 x 1967-
1997 FDC's in album. Also 1940-1981 fine used range mounted on leaves (124)(no RSW, UPU or 1957 high vals). 
The used UPU set is in the stockbook which contains useful duplicates MUH of 1964/65 to 8/- (excl 1/6d & 2/6d) & 
1985 $2 painting "1835" error of date MUH. Seven Seas 1940-2008 complete excl 2008 flowers & bees M/S plus 2009 
on Hagners. Some "a" number glazed papers & odd blocks in the large stockbook. Clean throughout. (100+ MUH, 128 
used) $350 

477 Pitcairn Is 1988-1998 in Lindner "dual" hingeless album with slipcase. MUH range with c35 sets & 12 M/S's plus 
some earlier decimals on Hagners & in glassines & 4 FDC's. Some duplication & a couple of defins CTO. (100s) $80 

478 Portugal 1912-1960 range of private perfins in Prinz stockbook with majority  pre-1940 plus 1895/1905 King Carlos 
"CFP" perfins on 50r (5), 100r (5), 200r (22), 300r (31) & 500r (32) mounted on leaves & a 1988 "ex libris" UK printed 
catalogue of the perfins of Portugal & its overseas provinces. Formed by the late Dr Derek Pocock, the first time we 
have offered such an esoteric collection. (100s + 64 page catalogue) $100 

479 Rhodesia Duplicated range of MUH & used Rhodesian Railways stamps with a good variety of station codes & 
shades. Noted 5/- corner block MUH, 1d to £1 singles incl 10/- pair with sans serif letters plus single with serifs. A 
large used range incls small & large figures, serifs & sans-serifs noting 10/- x 41, £1 x 8 & decimals (all in green) to 
K2. A good "back up" to the collection in this auction. (100s) $100 

480 Rhodesia Railway Parcel Stamps written up collection on leaves in protector sleeves. Starts with 1940's precursor 
with large "Prepaid Newspaper Parcel" 1d stamps (2 MLH, one on piece), then small format "RR" (Rhodesian 
Railways) from 1959, based on the "SAS" (South African) general design of 1951, with station codes inserted locally at 
the Rhodesian Railway Accounts office. Face vals range from 1d to 10/- incl lovely 5d block of 37 with "LU" code & 
"Luanshka" cds with reverse of 1954 waybill. MLH range in blocks of 4 from 1d to £1  with 10 vals plus single MLH 9d 
& used 5/-. Good coverage of Mardon & Waterlow printings, the latter Type 2A & 2B (code inserted by Rhodesian 
Railways locally). Noted 4d "HRD" (Hunters Road) with "NKA" h/s in violet, reallocating stamp to N. Rhodesian station. 
Mardon Type 3 (station codes in sans-serif letters) incl 15 vals 1d to £1 blocks of 4 MLH, likely sold to collectors at a 
discount following discontinuation of use as frequency of each value appears constant. "Blank tablet" of 1d & 9d 
colours in blocks of 4 are followed by 1961 decimal currency handstamped blocks of 4 from 1¢ to 50¢ (+ 1¢, 3¢ blocks 
of 24). Errors are annotated in this serious study & many used documents/pieces from 1960's are included, as well as 
used strips incl £1 x 4. Newspaper stamps inscribed "Single Newspaper Railage" MLH strips of 1, 2, 3¢ & also ovptd 
"NRZ" for Zimbabwe complete the collection which is accompanied by a checklist (1993) & scarcity rating of the 
Rhodesian Railways Parcels Stamps plus foolscap photocopies under heading "Compare and Contrast... The Railway 
Parcel Stamps of Rhodesia and Denmark". A remarkable collection formed by the late Dr Derek Pocock. $400 

481 Rhodesia 1890-1910, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Southern Rhodesia & a couple post-UDI on stockleaves. Earlies incl 
£2 & £10 fiscally used, ovpts on CGH to 6d with others to 10/- & £2 plus KGV double heads (12) to 1/- all used. R&N 
1954 & 1959/62 to £1 used, Southern Rhodesia 1935 Silver Jubilee used, 1940 MLH, Kariba set MLH x 2 & 
Nyasaland KGVI 1938/42 to 1/- MLH plus a few others. Cond varies. (273) $50 

482 Romania 1872-1994 duplicated range largely used/CTO on c80 Hagners in deluxe Grande "Lighthouse" binder with 
slipcase plus some Netherlands oddments on 10 Hagners. Well over 50% of total estimate is for the housing. $50 

483 Romania Occupation of Kolomyja 1919 "CMT" (Comandamental Militar Territorial) boxed ovpts on Austria written 
up on leaves & comprising 24 MUH/MLH of which 7 are inverted ovpts not listed by Michel & are offered "as is". Each 
stamp is in a mount with the Michel catalogue number shown above. Colour of ovpt varies from black violet to violet & 
the ink on most suffuses through to the gum. Two items (40h on 5h & 40h on 40h) have expertising h/s on gum but 
others all genuine according to Ceremuga-pencilled commentary at left of first sheet. Conservative estimate. $120 

484 Russia 1883-1959 collection in 2 Schaubek peg-fitting binders. Noted 1902/05 3r50 used & 7r yellow & black MUH, 
1904 War Orphans Fund MLH, 1913 Romanov to 5r MLH & used, 1914 War Charity in various perfs, 1921 Volga 
Relief (3 sets MLH), 1922 Rostov-on-Don (MLH), 1923 charity (3) with bronze ovpt MLH & 1925 defins to 5r MLH incl 
2r perf 12 plus 1927 airs MLH (10k rust on perfs). Continues with 1927 10th Anniv MLH, 1929/31 defins MLH & 
imperfs (8k to 30k), 1930 Graf Zeppelin MLH, 1931 North Pole Flight perfd CTO (Cat. £176), 1932 Air Express used, 
Moscow Exhibition, 1932/33 15th Anniv MLH (Cat. £250), 1933 Marx MLH (Cat. £90) & Ethnographicals & 
Stratosphere record both CTO. Also Commissars MLH, 1934 Airs perf. 14 no wmk MUH (Cat. £325+) & used (Cat. 
£100), 1934 Mausoleum & Fyodorov MLH, Mendelev, Balloon Disaster MVLH, Travel propaganda used, "Ten Years 
Without Lenin" MLH, 1935 Rescue CTO (Cat. £140), Anti-War, Moscow Underground, Sparticist Games CTO, Engels 
MLH, 1937/38 Constitution MLH, 1938 Children MLH, Underground CTO, Crimea/Caucasus MLH (Cat. £140), 
Aviation MLH (Cat. £90, 5k issued), Sports MLH (Cat. £140) & New Moscow MLH. Finally 1940 Ag-Fair CTO, 1941 
Surikov MLH (Cat. £100), Lenin Museum MUH (Cat. £110+), 30k blue Natural Defense CTO (Cat. £130), 1942 Mir Ali 
Shir MLH (Cat. £96), 1943 Turgenev MLH (Cat. £81), 1937 & 1944 MSs MLH, 1945, 1946, 1947 MLH/used, 1949 
Pushkin MLH (Cat. £250), Stalin (Cat. £250, but small tear at left & tone spots), 1950 Skyscrapers (6 of 8, used), 1951 
Hydro Power MLH (Cat. £250) & Friendship with Czechoslovakia MLH (Cat. £170) plus all 1955-1958 M/S's MLH. 
Stamps complete from 1951-1959 MLH/used. A superb lot with very few faults. (1000s) $1,250 

455 New Zealand KGVI plate blocks on Hagners sorted by face value within each of which the plates are sorted in 
ascending plate number order with CP cat. references. Many 1d green blocks incl plates 49, 50 & 65 used, others    
incl 3d surcharge & "official" all MUH/MLH. 1½d purple brown plates 20 (2 blocks) & 21 (single block of 8) MUH        
(14 of 16 MUH) with other useful incl 2d orange block of 8 "Official" MUH, ditto block of 4, 3d "Official" block of 8, 2 
blocks of 4, 4d "Official" blocks of 6 (4), 6d & 9d "Official" blocks of 4 & 1/- pl.1 upright & sideways blocks plus  
"Official" wmk upright (2 blocks), pl.2 3A/2 & 4/2 blocks, 1/3d x 8 blocks (7 wmk sideways), 2/- (3 sideways, 2 upright) 
& 3/-. Hardly a blemish in this lot with inspection delighting a specialist in this area. (291 blocks of 4, 6 or 8, 2 strips & 
set of 17 singles) $400 

456 New Zealand KGVI to 1978 Counter coils collection on c45 Hagners. Comprehensive with KGVI 2d orange 1-19       
(+ 5 extras), 3d 1-4, 6, 9, 11, 16-17, 19, 4d 2-5, 10 & 14-18 plus a full set 1-19 & coil leader with extras of all except 1-
2, 11, 14-17, 19 & a couple of 5d. 6d 1-19 complete & ditto for 8d & 9d (latter + coil leader) plus a few extras. 1/- 1-19 
(excl 8 &9), 1/3d 5, 10, 14 (2), 16 (3), 17, 19. QEII "large figures" 2d 1-19, ditto for 3d, 4d & 8d small figures before 
1960 1/- 1-19 (these CP Cat. $475), 1967 8¢ 1-29 & leader & 1960 1/3d 1-19 (excl 12, 14) & leader. Also 8d 1-23 + 
extras incl deep background of 1-3, 19-23, 6d 1-23, 1967 2½¢ 1-19 & 4¢ ditto. Finally 1970/76 3¢ 1-19, 4¢ 1-19 with 
ditto for 5¢ & 6¢ ditto with 8¢ excl only 1 & 10. 1978 set of 4 with the 1¢, 5¢ & 10¢ with coil starters in strips & ditto    
for 7¢ & 8¢ surcharges. Not much required to complete this period. $250 

457 New Zealand KGVI-QEII counter coil pairs MLH on Hagners with KGVI 2d orange, 3d blue, 4d purple, 6d carmine & 
8d violet all in numbers 1-19 plus QEII 1953 3d 1-19 (2 sets), 1960 4d nos. 1-23 & single with pink leader plus 1970 3¢ 
nos. 1-19 incl single with blank leader & 2 singles with inscription. Also 5¢ nos. 1-18 (excl 2, 6, 10 & 11), 8¢ 1-12, 4¢ 3, 
11 (2), 14-15, in complete 1967 decimal vals & a few 1960 incl 1/3d, 1/6d & 1/9d multi before 1970 10¢ Queen nos. 1-
4, 6, 13 & 17,plus various printed Counter Roll leaders. Over 290 pairs & singles with attached leaders. $120 

458 New Zealand MLH & used in large Lighthouse stockbook noting 1940 Centennial plus Officials used with 1953 2/6d  
to 10/- MUH. Also 1957-1969 Health M/S's MUH complete with a few other M/S's incl Cook. Most stamps MUH/used 
to 1980 with main value in the Health M/S's which cat. £280+ (100s) $150 

459 New Zealand Oddments on Hagner, all used, incl 6d pale brown imperf Chalon no wmk (2½ margins, pen cancel),  2/- 
Milford wmkd (pen cancel), 1st sideface 6d, 2nd sideface 8d & 1935 6d A F/U. Low reserve. (43) $30 

460 New Zealand Assorted MUH/MLH noting 1907 3d Huia "Official" MUH ($95 at NZ auction in 1999), Postage Dues 
1899 to 2/- with later odds to 1939/49 sets, Govt Life 1913-1937 various incl 2d purple & 3d brown lake (5), 1947/63, 
1967/68 sets plus extras. KEVII Land 1d (MLH), QV postal fiscal "Jones" paper 2/- deep blue MLH (Cat. £80), Arms 
types 1/3d to £1 incl 7/6d, 15/- £1 (3) & 5/- Official O133/a plus 3/6d with & without seifs on letters. QEII Officials to   
3/- MUH (2 sets), KGVI 1½d purple brown x 4 MUH, set to 3/- & 1920-1936 on stockleaves with good pickings. Odd 
stained perf but remains a useful lot with many pickings. (100s) $500 

461 New Zealand Range of covers mounted with photo corners in bulging springback album. Starts with 1940 incoming 
Inaugural Trans Tasman Fling Boat Service censored cover pmkd Sydney, addressed to Christchurch. Mostly 1950's 
thereafter incl Coronation sets (4 covers, 2 FDI, 2 Coronation Day), 1951 FFC Melbourne-Christchurch, 1950 
Canterbury Centennial Philatelic Exhib plus various Health Camp covers. Also 1953 International Air Race with a few 
earlier FDC's incl 1936 Anzac. Also 1938 Pigeongram cover for Air Mail Exhibition Christchurch, various 1954 Royal 
Visit noting Officials to 1/-. Also Royal Visit FDC's of Bermuda, Australia, Aden, Gibraltar, Jamaica, Ceylon, KUT & an 
Active-Service formular envelope Egypt-NZ with 10m x3 tied by FPO cancels plus another with censor handstamp. 
Finally other non-NZ covers from Monaco, Netherlands, Czechoslovakia & two 1958 registered covers with complete 
Christmas Is defins. Generally fine & all unaddressed. Health Camp cachets for 1957-1958 show 4 diff locations. Many 
other special covers thus well worth a good look. (210+) $150 

462 New Zealand Officials & Govt Life issues patchy used range plus good pre-1940 Tonga (109, Cat. £500+) MLH/used, 
Aitutaki 1902-1920 (34 MLH), Cook Is 1892-1935 (45 MLH) incl 1892 1d black, 1926-27 Admirals & Queen Makea/ 
Torea bird/ KGV selection to 1/- all in large Lighthouse stockbook. Total Cat. £1000+ (59 NZ used incl 6d green Govt 
Life plus 188 others as listed) $250 

463 New Zealand Officials MLH & used/CTO issues with QV 2/- & 5/- used, 1907 to 5/- used, KEVII to 1/- MLH & used, 
KGV 1915 to 1/- MLH & used, 2/- Admiral MLH & used (heavy) & 1935 Pictorials to 2/- MLH & used. Also 5/- with 
vertical ovpt CTO (Cat. £375) before later complete simplified with 1940 used only but others both MLH & used.     
Cat. £2000+ (136) $400 

464 New Zealand Social Security revenues on Hagners noting 1931/33 Unemployment Relief duplicated to 5/-, single of 
10/-, £1 & £4 vals. 1934/35 new colours & vals to £4, 1936 ovpts 1d (9), 3d (7), 6d (9), 8d, 10d, 1/- (9), 2/- (3), 2/6d (5), 
10/- (2), £1 (3) & £4 before 1937 Employment 1d & 3d with 9 of each val, 4d, 6d (3), 1/- (9), 2/- (5), 2/6d (4), 5/- (4), 
10/- (2), £1 & £4 (2). Similar coverage for 1938 issue with fewer 1939 plus "Social Security" for 1940 to 1953. Also a 
few provisionals on card & 1954/55 to 1957/58 sans serif figures all sorted by value. Good cond throughout. (100s) $250 

465 New Zealand-Penrhyn & Samoa 1902-1935 range of ovpts comprising Penrhyn Island 1902 ½d, 1d, 2½d, 3d, 6d & 
1/-, 1914  ½d pair plus 2 singles, 6d & 1/- before 1920 & 1927 sets plus Samoa 1914/15 with  ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d & 6d in 
blocks of 4. Also 1935 1d, 2½d & 6d also in blocks of 4 ovptd "Silver Jubilee of King George V 1910-1935". Some 
units have gum aging toning. SG Cat. £370 (21 singles, pair & 8 blocks of 4 MUH/MLH) $80 

466 New Zealand-Ross Dependency 1957-2013 MUH in Lindner "dual" illustrated hingeless album with slipcase. 1967 
7¢ is stained otherwise fresh & fine throughout. No 1988-1992 issues but incls extras of 1972, 1996, 1997 & 2006 sets 
plus presentation packs for 2007-2008 complete & 2010 plus FDC's of 2008-2008 & 2011-2012 sets. A quality lot. 
(174 + 10 M/S's + 4 FDC's & packs) $100 

467 Niue 1902-1953 MLH to 1935 with later fine used on Hagner. 1902 ½d (2), 1d (4 incl perf. 11x14 & perf. 14 pair with 
"Spaced UE" & "no dot after "Peni"" varieties on same stamp, 1903 3d, 6d, 1/-, 1911 set of 3, 1915 2½d deep blue, 
1917-21 KGV to 1/- & 1920/27 pictorials, 1927/28 2/- Admiral in both papers plus 1932 to 1/- & 1935 Silver Jubilee 
before used from 1937 to 3/- incl 2/6d Arms & 1950 set to 3/-. Clean throughout. Cat. £330 (78) $100 

468 Norway 1993-2001 range of FDC's in quality "as new" Prinz FDC album with slipcase. A couple of earlier but strength 
in later blocks, M/S's etc. Useful for F/U with total used cat. of £180. (approx. 70) $40 

469 Palestine & Trans Jordan MLH & used mounted on leaves. Mostly modest oddments but incls Palestine 1932/44 
250m, 500m & £1 MLH, Transjordan 1927/29 with vals to 500m, 1930/39 200m & £1 MLH & 1943/44 £1 perf. 12 used.  
Useful. (117) $60 

470 Peru 1886-1971 used on leaves in springback binder all in chronological order with stamps ranging from SG 278 to 
SG 1100. No dupl & with many pickings incl 1921 Cent set, 1925 Obligatory Tax set (Cat. £140), 1932 10¢ Sanchez, 
1935 Tercentenary set (Cat. £40), Founding of Lima (incl Airs), 1936 Callao set (Cat. £80) & defins to 10s plus ditto for 
the Airs (10s Cat. £110). Solid later & fine throughout. (660+) $100 



485 Russia 1920's-1940's MUH, MLH & used substantial range on 35 Hagners with sets & odds not in chronological order 
but fine throughout with all the following M/S's MUH; 1937 Architecture & Pushkin, 1r Air block, 1945 Stalingrad, 1946 
Postal Service (3), 1947 Lenin & Stalin. Cat. of these alone exceeds £1000! Stamps incl 1927 Air Mail Congress MLH, 
1930 Graf Zeppelin incl both perfs of 80k MLH, 1932 Air Express, Exhibition & 1933 ovpt on 15k all MLH, 1933 
Ethnographical, 1934 Airs (wmkd) & Airship Travel plus "Ten Years without Lenin", 1935 Anti-War & Chelyuskin all 
CTO. Also Sparticist Games MUH/CTO, 1941 30k Mobilisation, 30k National Defence both MUH, Lermontov & Mir Ali 
Shah CTO, 1947 Moscow M/S MUH (1956 printing, Cat. £100) & 1948 Children's Summer Vacation MUH (Cat. £225). 
Incls many others that are hard to find & of high total cat. value. Overall cat. £3000+ (1250 stamps + 10 M/S's) $600 

486 Russia 1955-1983 MUH, MLH & CTO incl M/S's on 70+ Hagners. Missing the expensive Olympics M/S of 1964 but 
does incl 1955 North Pole M/S (Cat. £40) & 1962 ovpt (MS 2693a, Cat. £200) besides various imperfs & ovpts. 
Unchecked for scarce perf varieties so estimated based on a simplified collection. Fine throughout. (c2000) $150 

487 Russia 1958-1984 MUH, MLH & CTO on Schaubek hingeless leaves. Not complete but nearly 150 leaves with only a 
few gaps. M/S's appear all CTO. (100s) $60 

488 Russia 1960-1992 on Schaubek leaves with mounts added in 4 Lighthouse binders with slipcases plus 1993-2008 
issues in large Lighthouse stockbook. First volume sparse but later better with mostly CTO sets & M/S's to 1980 with 
more MUH after that. The main value in post-1990 MUH. A good lot to build on. (100s) $150 

489 Russia 1962-1979 mixed MLH/CTO on Hagners in approx. chronological order. Incl M/S's & many full sets. Last 4 
pages closely overlapped. Fine throughout. (100s) $50 

490 Russia 1981-1992 mixed MUH/CTO selection on Hagners incl M/S's & appears close to complete. Clean lot in need 
of some reorganisation. (100s) $50 

491 Samoa 1877-1988 simplified with nearly all issues complete in both MUH/MLH & CTO/used incl the following, 1887 to 
2/6d, 1899 ovpts to 2/6d, 1900 Yachts to 80pf, 1914 KEVII set of 6 & 1914 QV 2/- to £1 plus 1916 KGV to 1/- & 1920 
Victory. Also 1921 Huts, 1932 2/6d, 5/-, 10/-, 1935 "Western Samoa" Arms ovpts to £2 & 1948 30/- plus all later issues 
(excl $4 bird & 1988 high vals & no used M/S). Incls "Express" reprints (8) to 5/- MLH, 1900 "Samoa" ovpts on 
Germany MLH, 1914 GRI surcharges to 6d with the ½d on 5pf, 1d & 3d used only but others mint & used.  A superb 
lot. Cat. £4000+ excl "Express" (100s) $1,000 

492 Samoa 1895-1946 range on 3 Hagners comprising 2d orange SG 36 & 41 used, then perf 11 range MLH incl shades 
to 2/6d (34, plus a 6d used) & "Yacht" used to 40pf (21 with dupl to 20pf, 25pf & 40pf MLH). Also ovpts on German 
"Arms" type 3pf, 10pf (2) & 20f, "Provisional Govt" ovpts, Admirals, Silver Jubilee & Pictorial defin sets to 3/- with 2 
different sets. Cat. £295 (105) $50 

493 Samoa 1950's-1979 with odd later MUH/MLH on foolscap pages in display sleeves. Clean lot with some used low 
values in pre-1960. (c440 + 42 M/S's) $40 

494 Samoa 1958-2005 used/CTO comprehensive collection in 3 stockbooks. Not as easy to find as mint. STC £1200+ 
(930+ & 76 M/S's) $150 

495 Samoa 1970's-1980's hoard of blocks, part sheets & M/S's. MUH with odd tone spot in large bag.                              
FV 800+ Tala ($450) $50 

496 Samoa 1980-2002 MUH close to complete in Seven Seas hingeless album in 2 vols plus 1962-1980 standard pages 
with 1973 Xmas the only stamps. Strong thematic appeal. (100+ sets, 44 M/S's) $100 

497 Saudi Arabia 1916-1967 MLH & used duplicated range with much of substantial catalogue value. Not in chronological 
order & 1960 defins are heavily duplicated but commems of 1950's-1960's near complete MLH with odd good used 
incl 1952 Railway 10g & 20g with latter x2 & Cat. £44). Some later used to 2001. A lot which should repay closer 
inspection. (c600) $150 

498 Saudi Arabia 1916-1997 MLH & used noting 1921 1p PD with black ovpt MLH (SG D32a, Cat. £38), 1925 Jeddah 
ovpts (excl ¼p ultramarine) MLH in black, 1p on 10pi Capture of Medina (SG 244, Cat. £130 & 247, Cat. £130) & 
Capture of Jeddah 4pi on 500pi (SG 252, Cat. £130). Sparse to 1960 then Airs used to 200pi (24 vals) with odd later 
to 1980 used. Incls various Scott printed leaves for the period without stamps. (153) $60 

499 Saudi Arabia Various MLH in small stockbook with price stickers on some totalling a cat. of £500 plus heavily 
duplicated used range of 1980's defins to 2s & odd 1960's-1980's MUH incl 1989 Holy Mosque 5r imperf MS MUH 
(Cat. £60), 1997 King Fahd 5r MS (Cat. £40) & 1986 Pilgrimage se-tenant block of 8 (SG 1460a, Cat. £29). Total cat. 
£1000+ (c300) $100 

500 Singapore 1949-2014 basic range mainly used on c50 Hagners in padded binder. Also quantity of Hagners           
(approx. 150) & cover sleeves in bag. Second-hand but generally fine & bulk of reserve figure. $40 

501 Solomon Islands 1907-1986 MUH/MLH collection plus some extras on 60+ Hagners in quality Grande Lighthouse 
black binder with slipcase. Noted 1907 to 1/- heavily hinged (as usual), 1908 to 5/- MLH, KGV in both wmks to 5/-, 
Silver Jubilee, MCA 1/- to £1 ovptd "SPECIMEN", script wmk 1/-, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- also ovptd "SPECIMEN" plus 1940 
PD's (2 sets, one toned). KGVI & QEII defins complete with RSW & all commems incl M/S's to 1986. Extras incl 1965 
defins to £1 MUH (2 sets), decimal surcharges to $2 in CTO blocks, 1956 to £1 MUH & 1968 to $2 MUH plus various 
to 1976. A lovely clean lot, superbly housed. Cat. £1800+ (100s) $450 

502 Solomon Islands 1908-1988 on stockleaves & Hagners in binder. KEVII/KGVI low vals MLH & used with dupl before 
QEII part sets incl defins to $2 on £1 & "British" obliterated to $2 (5 birds) flowers to $5 plus other commem sets & 
M/S's. Good starter lot in clean cond. Also a few Cook Is "OHMS" ovpts & Churchill M/S. (c300 + 19 M/S's) $40 

503 South Africa 1913-1997 lightly dupl MUH/MLH assortment on c50. Noted 1913 5/- (HH), 1933/48 pair MLH (SG 646), 
1935/49 "Official" pairs 5/- & 10/- (SG 026/27) & vertical pair of 2d blue & violet plus a few pre-1950 commem pairs. 
Republic period well covered in commems, M/S's & booklets but few defins. Some common used pre-1910 & 
"Homelands" MUH/MLH with more common used in a second vol of 25 Hagners. Conservative reserve. (100s) $200 

504 South Africa 1935-1954 pictorials written up on leaves incl 1938 JIPEX M/S MLH (+ 1d used), various singles & 
bilingual pairs pre-WWII to 5/- (latter MLH) & 1947/54 to 5/- MLH incl 2/6d x 2 pairs plus a few cylinder blocks & strips 
MLH. Also various low vals used sorted into screened & unscreened types. STC Cat. £800 (155 + 3 M/S's) $80 

505 South Africa Pre-Federation issues plus South Africa PD's, Northern Rhodesia & Zambia on stocksheets & leaves. 
Main value in Cape of Good Hope incl 4d triangular with later to 5/- x 4 diff F/U incl surcharges & 6 extra 5/- mounted 
on leaves. Cat. £300+ (not counting faulty or Transvaal reprinted £5) (100s) $75 

506 South Africa Anti-TB seals in se-tenant full sheets of 20 for 1966/67, 1971 & 1973/74 plus Christmas Seals 1/- 
booklets of 1952 (1 pane of 6 only), 1953 complete & 1954 complete with light colour offset on one pane. Also      1973 
"Easter Stamps Help Cripples" 10¢ booklet of 10 & 1974 singles (19) featuring ships. Not often seen. $30 

507 South Africa - Cape of Good Hope 1853/64 triangulars x 23 used. About half incl 6d bright mauve & 1/- bright yellow 
green have 3 clear margins with most others only just touching as 2½ margin examples. The group incls    1861 1d 
carmine "woodblock" touching on all sides & 1853 1d brick reds on deeply & slightly blued paper with one having 3 
margins, the other touching at base. Overall, much better than usual cond. Cat. £5000+ with inspection suggested (23) $350 



485 Russia 1920's-1940's MUH, MLH & used substantial range on 35 Hagners with sets & odds not in chronological order 
but fine throughout with all the following M/S's MUH; 1937 Architecture & Pushkin, 1r Air block, 1945 Stalingrad, 1946 
Postal Service (3), 1947 Lenin & Stalin. Cat. of these alone exceeds £1000! Stamps incl 1927 Air Mail Congress MLH, 
1930 Graf Zeppelin incl both perfs of 80k MLH, 1932 Air Express, Exhibition & 1933 ovpt on 15k all MLH, 1933 
Ethnographical, 1934 Airs (wmkd) & Airship Travel plus "Ten Years without Lenin", 1935 Anti-War & Chelyuskin all 
CTO. Also Sparticist Games MUH/CTO, 1941 30k Mobilisation, 30k National Defence both MUH, Lermontov & Mir Ali 
Shah CTO, 1947 Moscow M/S MUH (1956 printing, Cat. £100) & 1948 Children's Summer Vacation MUH (Cat. £225). 
Incls many others that are hard to find & of high total cat. value. Overall cat. £3000+ (1250 stamps + 10 M/S's) $600 

486 Russia 1955-1983 MUH, MLH & CTO incl M/S's on 70+ Hagners. Missing the expensive Olympics M/S of 1964 but 
does incl 1955 North Pole M/S (Cat. £40) & 1962 ovpt (MS 2693a, Cat. £200) besides various imperfs & ovpts. 
Unchecked for scarce perf varieties so estimated based on a simplified collection. Fine throughout. (c2000) $150 

487 Russia 1958-1984 MUH, MLH & CTO on Schaubek hingeless leaves. Not complete but nearly 150 leaves with only a 
few gaps. M/S's appear all CTO. (100s) $60 

488 Russia 1960-1992 on Schaubek leaves with mounts added in 4 Lighthouse binders with slipcases plus 1993-2008 
issues in large Lighthouse stockbook. First volume sparse but later better with mostly CTO sets & M/S's to 1980 with 
more MUH after that. The main value in post-1990 MUH. A good lot to build on. (100s) $150 

489 Russia 1962-1979 mixed MLH/CTO on Hagners in approx. chronological order. Incl M/S's & many full sets. Last 4 
pages closely overlapped. Fine throughout. (100s) $50 

490 Russia 1981-1992 mixed MUH/CTO selection on Hagners incl M/S's & appears close to complete. Clean lot in need 
of some reorganisation. (100s) $50 

491 Samoa 1877-1988 simplified with nearly all issues complete in both MUH/MLH & CTO/used incl the following, 1887 to 
2/6d, 1899 ovpts to 2/6d, 1900 Yachts to 80pf, 1914 KEVII set of 6 & 1914 QV 2/- to £1 plus 1916 KGV to 1/- & 1920 
Victory. Also 1921 Huts, 1932 2/6d, 5/-, 10/-, 1935 "Western Samoa" Arms ovpts to £2 & 1948 30/- plus all later issues 
(excl $4 bird & 1988 high vals & no used M/S). Incls "Express" reprints (8) to 5/- MLH, 1900 "Samoa" ovpts on 
Germany MLH, 1914 GRI surcharges to 6d with the ½d on 5pf, 1d & 3d used only but others mint & used.  A superb 
lot. Cat. £4000+ excl "Express" (100s) $1,000 

492 Samoa 1895-1946 range on 3 Hagners comprising 2d orange SG 36 & 41 used, then perf 11 range MLH incl shades 
to 2/6d (34, plus a 6d used) & "Yacht" used to 40pf (21 with dupl to 20pf, 25pf & 40pf MLH). Also ovpts on German 
"Arms" type 3pf, 10pf (2) & 20f, "Provisional Govt" ovpts, Admirals, Silver Jubilee & Pictorial defin sets to 3/- with 2 
different sets. Cat. £295 (105) $50 

493 Samoa 1950's-1979 with odd later MUH/MLH on foolscap pages in display sleeves. Clean lot with some used low 
values in pre-1960. (c440 + 42 M/S's) $40 

494 Samoa 1958-2005 used/CTO comprehensive collection in 3 stockbooks. Not as easy to find as mint. STC £1200+ 
(930+ & 76 M/S's) $150 

495 Samoa 1970's-1980's hoard of blocks, part sheets & M/S's. MUH with odd tone spot in large bag.                              
FV 800+ Tala ($450) $50 

496 Samoa 1980-2002 MUH close to complete in Seven Seas hingeless album in 2 vols plus 1962-1980 standard pages 
with 1973 Xmas the only stamps. Strong thematic appeal. (100+ sets, 44 M/S's) $100 

497 Saudi Arabia 1916-1967 MLH & used duplicated range with much of substantial catalogue value. Not in chronological 
order & 1960 defins are heavily duplicated but commems of 1950's-1960's near complete MLH with odd good used 
incl 1952 Railway 10g & 20g with latter x2 & Cat. £44). Some later used to 2001. A lot which should repay closer 
inspection. (c600) $150 

498 Saudi Arabia 1916-1997 MLH & used noting 1921 1p PD with black ovpt MLH (SG D32a, Cat. £38), 1925 Jeddah 
ovpts (excl ¼p ultramarine) MLH in black, 1p on 10pi Capture of Medina (SG 244, Cat. £130 & 247, Cat. £130) & 
Capture of Jeddah 4pi on 500pi (SG 252, Cat. £130). Sparse to 1960 then Airs used to 200pi (24 vals) with odd later 
to 1980 used. Incls various Scott printed leaves for the period without stamps. (153) $60 

499 Saudi Arabia Various MLH in small stockbook with price stickers on some totalling a cat. of £500 plus heavily 
duplicated used range of 1980's defins to 2s & odd 1960's-1980's MUH incl 1989 Holy Mosque 5r imperf MS MUH 
(Cat. £60), 1997 King Fahd 5r MS (Cat. £40) & 1986 Pilgrimage se-tenant block of 8 (SG 1460a, Cat. £29). Total cat. 
£1000+ (c300) $100 

500 Singapore 1949-2014 basic range mainly used on c50 Hagners in padded binder. Also quantity of Hagners           
(approx. 150) & cover sleeves in bag. Second-hand but generally fine & bulk of reserve figure. $40 

501 Solomon Islands 1907-1986 MUH/MLH collection plus some extras on 60+ Hagners in quality Grande Lighthouse 
black binder with slipcase. Noted 1907 to 1/- heavily hinged (as usual), 1908 to 5/- MLH, KGV in both wmks to 5/-, 
Silver Jubilee, MCA 1/- to £1 ovptd "SPECIMEN", script wmk 1/-, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- also ovptd "SPECIMEN" plus 1940 
PD's (2 sets, one toned). KGVI & QEII defins complete with RSW & all commems incl M/S's to 1986. Extras incl 1965 
defins to £1 MUH (2 sets), decimal surcharges to $2 in CTO blocks, 1956 to £1 MUH & 1968 to $2 MUH plus various 
to 1976. A lovely clean lot, superbly housed. Cat. £1800+ (100s) $450 

502 Solomon Islands 1908-1988 on stockleaves & Hagners in binder. KEVII/KGVI low vals MLH & used with dupl before 
QEII part sets incl defins to $2 on £1 & "British" obliterated to $2 (5 birds) flowers to $5 plus other commem sets & 
M/S's. Good starter lot in clean cond. Also a few Cook Is "OHMS" ovpts & Churchill M/S. (c300 + 19 M/S's) $40 

503 South Africa 1913-1997 lightly dupl MUH/MLH assortment on c50. Noted 1913 5/- (HH), 1933/48 pair MLH (SG 646), 
1935/49 "Official" pairs 5/- & 10/- (SG 026/27) & vertical pair of 2d blue & violet plus a few pre-1950 commem pairs. 
Republic period well covered in commems, M/S's & booklets but few defins. Some common used pre-1910 & 
"Homelands" MUH/MLH with more common used in a second vol of 25 Hagners. Conservative reserve. (100s) $200 

504 South Africa 1935-1954 pictorials written up on leaves incl 1938 JIPEX M/S MLH (+ 1d used), various singles & 
bilingual pairs pre-WWII to 5/- (latter MLH) & 1947/54 to 5/- MLH incl 2/6d x 2 pairs plus a few cylinder blocks & strips 
MLH. Also various low vals used sorted into screened & unscreened types. STC Cat. £800 (155 + 3 M/S's) $80 

505 South Africa Pre-Federation issues plus South Africa PD's, Northern Rhodesia & Zambia on stocksheets & leaves. 
Main value in Cape of Good Hope incl 4d triangular with later to 5/- x 4 diff F/U incl surcharges & 6 extra 5/- mounted 
on leaves. Cat. £300+ (not counting faulty or Transvaal reprinted £5) (100s) $75 

506 South Africa Anti-TB seals in se-tenant full sheets of 20 for 1966/67, 1971 & 1973/74 plus Christmas Seals 1/- 
booklets of 1952 (1 pane of 6 only), 1953 complete & 1954 complete with light colour offset on one pane. Also      1973 
"Easter Stamps Help Cripples" 10¢ booklet of 10 & 1974 singles (19) featuring ships. Not often seen. $30 

507 South Africa - Cape of Good Hope 1853/64 triangulars x 23 used. About half incl 6d bright mauve & 1/- bright yellow 
green have 3 clear margins with most others only just touching as 2½ margin examples. The group incls    1861 1d 
carmine "woodblock" touching on all sides & 1853 1d brick reds on deeply & slightly blued paper with one having 3 
margins, the other touching at base. Overall, much better than usual cond. Cat. £5000+ with inspection suggested (23) $350 

508 South Africa - Cape of Good Hope "Triangulars" group incl 1861 4d blue "woodblock" with 2 broad margins, clear to 
touching at base accompanied by 2006 BPA cert. Also 4d engraved tete-beche pair on folded part letter & another TB 
pair on small piece with good margins all round plus 4 singles. Balance on 2nd Hagner comprises engraved 1d shades 
(6), 6d pale shades (3) & 1/- (5). Occasional touching margin but overall much better examples than usually found & 
inspection will impress. Min cat. £2000 for "woodblock" alone & £3000+ for rest. (23) $750 

509 Switzerland 1854-2000 MUH, MLH & used on Schaubek standard leaves in 2 vols. Clean lot with better incl Pro 
Juventute near complete from 1924, 1935/38 surcharges used, 1938 B.I.T. MLH, 1939 Exhib (3 languages) used, Pro 
Patrias well covered & Pro Aero incl 1949 CTO. M/S's incl 1938 AARAU, 1941 Pro Juventute (Cat. £140) & 1948 
IMABA plus 1955 Lausanne all MLH or MUH. General issues very comprehensive with post-1960 CTO or MUH. Only 
a few PD's but noted 2 booklets & 3 covers. Good lot with conservative est. (1000+) $400 

510 Switzerland Untidy lot on Hagners, leaves, loose in glassines & a few covers. Useful noted incl 1882 20¢ brown 
orange on granite paper F/U (Cat. £180), 1923 35¢ & 40¢ Airman (Cat. £160), many William Tell tete bêche & se-
tenant booklet pairs, 1946 Pro Aero 23.V.46 cover, 1944 air cover with 20¢ & 1f50 & 1942/43 Official ovpt set of 19 
used/CTO (Cat. £60) plus 1938 Officials incl smooth & grilled paper. Also 19 M/S's from 1960 mainly CTO, 1960-1976 
coil pairs (7) with & without coil numbers on back MUH, 1953 Pro Juventute se-tenant & tete-beche pairs F/U & 1923 
2f Air smooth paper MLH (£120) plus a few League of Nations/ International Org sets & odds to 2000. Work ahead for 
purchaser but low estimate should compensate! $200 

511 Thailand 1977-1981 patchy issues in MLH & used cond then to 1992 comprehensive MUH incl 1982 Bangkok Bicent 
set of 10, Musical Instruments, 1988 defins to 100b (cat. £50) + extra 100b (cat. £19) & 1992 100b Queen Sirikit (cat. 
£30). No M/S's but a very useful & attractive lot on 43 Hagners. (100s) $70 

512 Thailand 1990's MUH M/S's & packs (c70) in binder incl 1999 300b M/S's x 2 plus 15 Hagners of used defins (largely) 
& commems. A colourful lot with light dupl. (c70 sheetlets/packs, c450 stamps) $100 

513 Thailand 1990's-2000's MUH M/S's all different incl some designs with both perf & imperf. Attractive lot with various 
thematics but too recent to have substantial catalogue value. (32) $40 

514 Thailand 1993-2009 collection on c80 Hagners in 2 ring binders. Comprehensive MUH to 2002 incl 1996 100b King 
Bhumibol (cat. £23), Defins to 200b (cat. £100), 1999 72nd Birthday sets incl 100b values (SG 2161/63, cat. £32), 
2000 Provincial Flowers sheetlets & 2001 Marine Life sheetlet. Starts to break down into MUH & used odds/sets from 
2002-2009. Attractive issues. (100s) $60 

515 Thailand 2005 (retail $40) & 2016 Yearbook (retail $85) & 2017 MUH issues in sheetlets, FDC, pres folders etc with 
invoice from Thailand Post for 4870THB ($230+) $100 

516 Tibet 1912-1960 covers comprising 1912/50 x 3 all with Tibetan script address & cancels, non-postal design x 2 in 
shades of bistre/yellow brown) & 1933/60 types with 5 covers, 2 with Shigatse cds plus 4 with additional Gyantse 24 
JL 53 cds clear of stamps. One for the specialist & offered "as is". Seldom seen. (11) $100 

517 Tonga 1886-1977 MLH & used on printed leaves & Hagners. Noted 1893 "G.F.B." official ovpts on 2d & 1/- blue 
unused (Cat. £150), ½d on 1d MLH, 2½d on 2d (MLH & used) surcharges in carmine, 2½d on 2d in black & 1897 
pictorials to 5/- MLH (excl 10d, 1/-) before a good 1920-1977 range of MLH/used incl 1953 to £1 MUH (excl 2/- & 5/-), 
ditto used. Patchy later but freeforms incl 1974 UPU & 1977 Silver Jubilee. Cat. £700+ (c380) $100 

518 United Nations 2001-2012 annual year pres folders complete with MUH incl M/S's. Cat. £390+ ($700) $75 
519 United Nations - New York & Geneva Collection to 1976 in 3 deluxe Lighthouse binders with slipcases (retail at 

$69.95 ea.). First volume has 1951 set MLH & used & 1955 M/S MLH with later mainly MUH in blocks for both offices 
while second & third vols contain covers & postal stationery in FDC sleeves (c230 items) with the stamps on c50 
Hagners. Lovely presentation! $90 

520 USA 1808-2011 Postal history collection with much of value in pre-1900. All written up with valuable info noting 1808 
entire letter with "Free" mark, Washington cds & signed by Gordon Grainger, PM General under president Jefferson. 
This item alone priced at $300 by vendor. The next item an 1818 handwritten note written by Thomas Tucker, US 
Treasurer (valued at $275) followed by entires of 1831, 1836, cross written as a common method of economising on 
paper use & 1853, all 3 with the wording of the correspondence typed for ease of reading by the vendor. The first 
stamped entire is 1855 bearing a 3¢ imperf tied by Philadelphia cds before an 1862 cover with similar strike on 1¢ 
Franklin & 3¢ Washington perfd. Later items incl 1866 stampless entires (2), 1868 cover with "bullseye" cancel as part 
of Williamstown, Mass duplex, 1873 mourning cover, 1892 Columbus 400th Anniv PSE 1¢, 1913 1¢ Parcel Post used 
on postcard & 1920 censored cover (because of ongoing Anglo-Irish war) plus 1927 with unauthorised bisect of 1¢ 
Franklin. Also a 1928 long cover with 5¢ Air tied by Council Bluffs machine cancel with note at left of cover announcing 
opening of its airport & 1932 officially repaired cover with 4 line handstamp "Received in bad condition N.Y.P.O. Hud. 
Term". Thereafter a further 66 items with very interesting write ups & showing a variety of instructional markings plus 
some unused cards. Viewing highly recommended. (93) $350 

521 USA Used range to 1934 plus pictorial covers from 1935-1947 (13 with special cancels). Stamps are "small type" 
defins to $1 & commems (129, incl a few coils) plus scattered used to 1958 on black leaves with some MUH between 
leaves. (100s) $40 

522 USA 1847-2009 collection in 11 Lindner "T" hingeless "duel" leaved albums in slipcases (all blue). Earlies in mixed 
cond but incls 1847 5¢ cut close with red obliterator. 1851/57 1¢ & 3¢ imperfs x 3 ea., 1858/61 1¢ blue unused (Cat. 
£140), 1862 5¢ brown perf. 12 (Cat. £140), 1861/62 incl 30¢ (creased), 1867 grilled 2¢, 3¢, 10¢ & 12¢, 1869 (excl 10¢) 
to 12¢, 1870/71 various grille/no grille to 15¢, 1879/82 to 90¢ (latter thinned) & 1883/88 2¢ vermilion, 30¢ chestnut & 
90¢ violet (Cat. £250) plus 1893 & 1898 pictorials to 50¢ in mixed cond. Also 1895 $1 black type II, 1901 Pan-
American set (5¢ MLH, small thin, others good to F/U) & 1902/08 to $1 used. Also 1903/07 Louisiana Purchase & 
most later common sets MLH/used. A good range of Franklin/Washington defins to $1 MLH/used, 2¢ to 5¢ MLH 
imperfs, various coils used, 1917-20 $2 black & carmine MLH (Cat. £150), $5 black & green used, 1918 Airs used (6¢ 
sulphuretted) & 1923 Airs MLH (Cat. £180). 1933 50¢ Zeppelin MLH, 1¢ & 3¢ Exhibition sheetlets of 25 (MLH), 1934 
New York Exhib 3¢ pane of 6, National Parks perf & imperf, 1938 Presidential MLH to $1, $2 & $5 used & 1954 $5 
Hamilton MUH others MLH/used. Commems also mixed MUH/MLH/used with a progressively greater percentage 
MUH with odd booklet incl 1983 $28.05 Bald Eagle, 1935 $32.25 ditto & comprehensive se-tenants & sheetlets MUH 
noting 1982 Birds/Flowers sheetlet of 50 plus set of singles with 1987 Animals similar. Finally 1992 Columbus set of 6 
M/S MUH, S/A sheetlets & blocks from 1996 incl "Nature of America" series (excl some post-2000). No PD's or 
Officials but an impressive collection over 90% complete 1930-2000 with more gaps towards 2009. Huge face value in 
MUH plus over $1000 in cost of albums. Great lot to build on. (1000s) $1,000 



523 USA 1851-2012 collection in 10 lever arch files with write-up & extracts from stamp magazine articles. As to be 
expected, earlies are in very mixed condition but fancy cancels & shades of the 3¢ rose indicate the level of detail in 
this collection. Shades incl 1861/62 12¢ (2), 24¢ (5), 1861/66 5¢ cott #79 (4) & 15¢ Lincoln (4, plus proof on thick 
cards), 24¢ (Scott #78a & b) & 1867 grills 3¢ (2), 12¢ (damaged) plus 1869 & 1870/71 types (low vals), no grill 12¢ (3), 
15¢ (2), 30¢ & 1873 "secret marks" types to 30¢ (+ damaged 90¢). Also 1890/93 30¢ "no triangles" (2), 1893 
Columbian Expo to 15¢, 1895 "triangles" to 50¢ & type 1 of $1, 1898 Mississippi to 8¢ x2 & 10¢ x8, 1901 Pan 
American with extra 5¢ & 10¢ plus 1904 commems to 10¢ & 1912 2¢ block of 25 MUH/MLH (#406). Also letter rate 
commems from 1920 mostly MLH & used with pickings incl 9¢ "Kans" ovpt block of 4 MUH/MLH (Scott $US83), 1932 
5¢ Byrd block MUH & strip on "Little America" cancelled cover plus single on b&w postcard showing whales. No high 
cat items but solid with shades of many 1930's/40's with later predominantly used but 1990's with many 
sheetlets/panes of 25, booklet panes & corner blocks MUH. Post-2000 weaker with majority machine-cancelled. 
Interesting info on the 2¢ "Black Jack" but no stamps. Also a 2011 Scott specialised catalogue. Very high cat. value in 
pre-1910 but most are average hence conservative reserve. Heavy lot, buyer must collect on the day. $300 

524 USA 1857-1994 on Schaubek leaves with mounts added in two KA-BE binders. Noted c20 sheetlets incl Civil War, 
Flags & WWII plus many MUH strips & se-tenant blocks but mainly a good used collection with only a few highly cat 
earlies however noted 1861/66 30¢ Franklin & 1893 Columbus to 10¢. A useful lot to build on. (1000+) $200 

525 USA 1882-2006 range of mainly used with some duplication. MUH FV approx. US$130+ ($190) all neatly displayed on 
75+ "as new" Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these is $110+). Useful gap filling in earlies. (1000s) $80 

526 USA 1920's-1970 Pre-cancels on approx. 200 Hagners in 5 padded binders. All in alphabetical order by State & by 
town within each State. Larger places are represented by different settings with upper & lower case etc. Odd inverted 
examples noted & a great lot to build & research further. (1000s) $80 

527 USA 1940's-1980's on Hagners. Nothing scarce, but a clean lot with many blocks of 4 incl 1965 defins to $5 & majority 
MUH. Incls over 200 blocks, plus nearly 200 singles. $60 

528 USA 1978-2001 MUH range of issues plus random used for same period but noting better incl 1992 Columbus M/S 
pack (SG Cat. £65) & 1985 $10.75 Eagle & Moon F/U (Cat. £19). Worthwhile pickings with attractive later thematics. 
FV on MUH is US$140+ ($200+) $90 

529 USA 2000-2010 range of covers, postcards & maxicards plus Wild West sheetlet of 20 & a few others incl blocks (7 
MUH). Odd early noting Jefferson 1920 1¢ postcard, 1938 Airmail x 5 similarly franked from different PO's. A clean lot 
individually protected in glassines. (c115 covers/cards plus stamps as described) $50 

530 Vatican 1959-1983 complete MUH (bar first couple sets MVLH) in Schaubek Hingeless album. Incls M/S's & top vals. 
Fine & fresh. SG Cat. £230+ $100 

531 Venezuela 1882-1990 MLH & used duplicates in cat order plus Argentina 1883-1989 with many Officials. Mainly 
broken used sets but useful 1940's-1960's in the Venezuela. Nothing of great value but well worth estimate. (100s) $60 

532 Africa & Omnibus issues on Hagners & Vario sheets in padded binder. Noted Katanga ovpts on Belgian Congo MUH 
(29), Silver Jubilee used sets (6 plus odds), 1937 Coronation used (c50 sets MLH/used) & 1949 UPU (c24 sets 
MLH/used) plus odd later omnibus to 1981. Zanzibar 1957 set of 15 MLH, useful Ethiopia, Basutoland surcharges to 
1R (2 different), Somaliland KGVI surcharges to 5/- & QEII to 10/- MLH, S. Nigeria KEVII to 2/6d MLH & Northern 
Rhodesia KGVI 3/- used plus Rhodesia 1905 2/6d Falls used plus others in mixed cond. (100s) $100 

533 Africa Various countries with majority QEII used or CTO with bulk appearing to be "packet" material. Noted Northern 
Rhodesia KGVI to 1/-, R&N to 1/- QEII, Sierra Leone to 1/3d KGVI & Gambia to 5/- birds. Also all presented on 50 x 
"as new" Prinz Pro-Fil pages. These would retail at $75. (100s) $30 

534 Africa (British) QV items comprising 1899 Sierra Leone 2d registered envelope opened out with 1d x 2 affixed for 
postage to England & 1901 Boer War censored reg cover (stained) with 1d x 2 GB adhesives tied by British Army 
Field P.O. cds & T.P.O. b/s addressed to Cradock, Cape Colony plus OFS "V.R.I. 1d" ovptd adhesive tied by 
Heilbronn cds (staining around stamp) addressed to Port Elizabeth with "Passed Censor" cachet. (3) $40 

535 Asia Range of MUH, MLH & used with light duplicated on c50 Hagners in black binder with slipcase. Incls Thailand, 
Nepal, India & Sri Lanka in no particular order of issue. Nothing of high cat. value sighted. (c1000) $30 

536 Asia Duplicated MLH/used sorted by country in mix of over 90 Hagners or Vario sheets in 2 large 3 ring binders. 
Definitely "quantity rather than quality" with most pages well filled. China is extensive mainly from 1940's to 1980's but 
majority "packet material". Colourful commems of Japan, Vietnam, Korea, Philippines, India, Pakistan, etc (1000s) $40 

537 Asia Range on Hagners in padded binder. Apart from a few Thailand & Tuva, only British Commonwealth countries 
are represented. Noted Malaysian States butterflies omnibus, Sabah ovpts to $10 MUH (lightly aged), Sarawak 1950 
pictorials to $5 used, Pahang 1934/35 to $1 MLH plus extras, Straits KGV Red Cross surcharges MUH with others in 
mixed cond incl India & States, Ceylon & Pakistan, the latter incls 3 Hagners of 2002-2011 MUH. Also Burma vals to 
10R (SG 63 x 3 used), Tangier 1957 Centenary to 10/- MLH & odd Gibraltar, Aden, Mauritius & Seychelles. (100s) $90 

538 Asia (British) Mainly used on leaves incl Brunei (28) to 1964, Hong Kong 1862-1998 defins plus 1968 Seacraft & few 
PD's (265), Straits Settlements & BMA ovpts (155) & FMS (58) plus other states (c450 to 1957, Jap Occ (46), Labuan 
(56), North Borneo (184), Sarawak (115) & Singapore (50). Mostly part sets with pickings e.g. Hong Kong 1921/37 $2 
& $5 used, KGVI $5 dull lilac & scarlet MLH (tropic gum), Malacca 1957 $2 MLH & Pahang $5 perf. 13 x 12½ F/U 
(Cat. £40) with odd full set incl North Borneo 1954/59 & 1961 to $10, Sarawak 1950 & 1955/59 to $5 all used. Mostly 
good to fine with viewing recommended. (c1350) $400 

539 British Commonwealth "A-U" countries MLH & used in well-filled SG Devon album with odd full defin set MLH incl 
Gold Coast 1950. Used incl Bahamas 1954 plus many better pickings throughout noting India KGV single wmk 25R 
F/U, Straits 1867 8¢, 12¢, 24¢ & 32¢ ovpts good used, 1867/72 96¢ both perfs average used, 1883 2¢ on 4¢ MLH, 
1883/91 96¢ good used & 1921/33 $25 postally used (blunt corner). Also Selangor 1935/41 $5 F/U by regd cancel, 
Sierra Leone 1956 £1 F/U, Transvaal 1885 10/- F/U, 1904/09 £1 good used & Trinidad KGVI $4.80 used. No Australia, 
Canada or NZ. Cond varies amongst the used but much is fine & total cat. exceeds £2000. (1000s) $300 

540 British Commonwealth "A-Z" 1952-1965 used on thick pile of Hagners in 3 ring binder. Defins generally to 1/- or 
equivalent with commems well covered but condition varies from average to good with a few fine. Approx. 90 well filled 
Hagners. (2000+) $100 

541 British Commonwealth 1860-1950 MLH oddments on Hagners. Not many sets or high vals but a clean lot on 6 
sheets. STC Cat. $3424 (SG 2018) (c220) $270 

542 British Commonwealth KGV to KGVI MUH, MLH & F/U selection in 4 springback albums incl some interspersed 
covers. Noted Hong Kong Victory pair x 15 sets plus FDC (Cat. £90+) with numerous other Victory pairs some in 
blocks of 4 with Aust represented by Mitchell FDC with set of 3. QV smattering used with vals to 1/-. KGVI is in the 
majority with defin sets to 3/- & 2R plus odd M/S's e.g. Egypt 1949 Agriculture pair imperf. A clean lot with pickings. $150 



523 USA 1851-2012 collection in 10 lever arch files with write-up & extracts from stamp magazine articles. As to be 
expected, earlies are in very mixed condition but fancy cancels & shades of the 3¢ rose indicate the level of detail in 
this collection. Shades incl 1861/62 12¢ (2), 24¢ (5), 1861/66 5¢ cott #79 (4) & 15¢ Lincoln (4, plus proof on thick 
cards), 24¢ (Scott #78a & b) & 1867 grills 3¢ (2), 12¢ (damaged) plus 1869 & 1870/71 types (low vals), no grill 12¢ (3), 
15¢ (2), 30¢ & 1873 "secret marks" types to 30¢ (+ damaged 90¢). Also 1890/93 30¢ "no triangles" (2), 1893 
Columbian Expo to 15¢, 1895 "triangles" to 50¢ & type 1 of $1, 1898 Mississippi to 8¢ x2 & 10¢ x8, 1901 Pan 
American with extra 5¢ & 10¢ plus 1904 commems to 10¢ & 1912 2¢ block of 25 MUH/MLH (#406). Also letter rate 
commems from 1920 mostly MLH & used with pickings incl 9¢ "Kans" ovpt block of 4 MUH/MLH (Scott $US83), 1932 
5¢ Byrd block MUH & strip on "Little America" cancelled cover plus single on b&w postcard showing whales. No high 
cat items but solid with shades of many 1930's/40's with later predominantly used but 1990's with many 
sheetlets/panes of 25, booklet panes & corner blocks MUH. Post-2000 weaker with majority machine-cancelled. 
Interesting info on the 2¢ "Black Jack" but no stamps. Also a 2011 Scott specialised catalogue. Very high cat. value in 
pre-1910 but most are average hence conservative reserve. Heavy lot, buyer must collect on the day. $300 

524 USA 1857-1994 on Schaubek leaves with mounts added in two KA-BE binders. Noted c20 sheetlets incl Civil War, 
Flags & WWII plus many MUH strips & se-tenant blocks but mainly a good used collection with only a few highly cat 
earlies however noted 1861/66 30¢ Franklin & 1893 Columbus to 10¢. A useful lot to build on. (1000+) $200 

525 USA 1882-2006 range of mainly used with some duplication. MUH FV approx. US$130+ ($190) all neatly displayed on 
75+ "as new" Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these is $110+). Useful gap filling in earlies. (1000s) $80 

526 USA 1920's-1970 Pre-cancels on approx. 200 Hagners in 5 padded binders. All in alphabetical order by State & by 
town within each State. Larger places are represented by different settings with upper & lower case etc. Odd inverted 
examples noted & a great lot to build & research further. (1000s) $80 

527 USA 1940's-1980's on Hagners. Nothing scarce, but a clean lot with many blocks of 4 incl 1965 defins to $5 & majority 
MUH. Incls over 200 blocks, plus nearly 200 singles. $60 

528 USA 1978-2001 MUH range of issues plus random used for same period but noting better incl 1992 Columbus M/S 
pack (SG Cat. £65) & 1985 $10.75 Eagle & Moon F/U (Cat. £19). Worthwhile pickings with attractive later thematics. 
FV on MUH is US$140+ ($200+) $90 

529 USA 2000-2010 range of covers, postcards & maxicards plus Wild West sheetlet of 20 & a few others incl blocks (7 
MUH). Odd early noting Jefferson 1920 1¢ postcard, 1938 Airmail x 5 similarly franked from different PO's. A clean lot 
individually protected in glassines. (c115 covers/cards plus stamps as described) $50 

530 Vatican 1959-1983 complete MUH (bar first couple sets MVLH) in Schaubek Hingeless album. Incls M/S's & top vals. 
Fine & fresh. SG Cat. £230+ $100 

531 Venezuela 1882-1990 MLH & used duplicates in cat order plus Argentina 1883-1989 with many Officials. Mainly 
broken used sets but useful 1940's-1960's in the Venezuela. Nothing of great value but well worth estimate. (100s) $60 

532 Africa & Omnibus issues on Hagners & Vario sheets in padded binder. Noted Katanga ovpts on Belgian Congo MUH 
(29), Silver Jubilee used sets (6 plus odds), 1937 Coronation used (c50 sets MLH/used) & 1949 UPU (c24 sets 
MLH/used) plus odd later omnibus to 1981. Zanzibar 1957 set of 15 MLH, useful Ethiopia, Basutoland surcharges to 
1R (2 different), Somaliland KGVI surcharges to 5/- & QEII to 10/- MLH, S. Nigeria KEVII to 2/6d MLH & Northern 
Rhodesia KGVI 3/- used plus Rhodesia 1905 2/6d Falls used plus others in mixed cond. (100s) $100 

533 Africa Various countries with majority QEII used or CTO with bulk appearing to be "packet" material. Noted Northern 
Rhodesia KGVI to 1/-, R&N to 1/- QEII, Sierra Leone to 1/3d KGVI & Gambia to 5/- birds. Also all presented on 50 x 
"as new" Prinz Pro-Fil pages. These would retail at $75. (100s) $30 

534 Africa (British) QV items comprising 1899 Sierra Leone 2d registered envelope opened out with 1d x 2 affixed for 
postage to England & 1901 Boer War censored reg cover (stained) with 1d x 2 GB adhesives tied by British Army 
Field P.O. cds & T.P.O. b/s addressed to Cradock, Cape Colony plus OFS "V.R.I. 1d" ovptd adhesive tied by 
Heilbronn cds (staining around stamp) addressed to Port Elizabeth with "Passed Censor" cachet. (3) $40 

535 Asia Range of MUH, MLH & used with light duplicated on c50 Hagners in black binder with slipcase. Incls Thailand, 
Nepal, India & Sri Lanka in no particular order of issue. Nothing of high cat. value sighted. (c1000) $30 

536 Asia Duplicated MLH/used sorted by country in mix of over 90 Hagners or Vario sheets in 2 large 3 ring binders. 
Definitely "quantity rather than quality" with most pages well filled. China is extensive mainly from 1940's to 1980's but 
majority "packet material". Colourful commems of Japan, Vietnam, Korea, Philippines, India, Pakistan, etc (1000s) $40 

537 Asia Range on Hagners in padded binder. Apart from a few Thailand & Tuva, only British Commonwealth countries 
are represented. Noted Malaysian States butterflies omnibus, Sabah ovpts to $10 MUH (lightly aged), Sarawak 1950 
pictorials to $5 used, Pahang 1934/35 to $1 MLH plus extras, Straits KGV Red Cross surcharges MUH with others in 
mixed cond incl India & States, Ceylon & Pakistan, the latter incls 3 Hagners of 2002-2011 MUH. Also Burma vals to 
10R (SG 63 x 3 used), Tangier 1957 Centenary to 10/- MLH & odd Gibraltar, Aden, Mauritius & Seychelles. (100s) $90 

538 Asia (British) Mainly used on leaves incl Brunei (28) to 1964, Hong Kong 1862-1998 defins plus 1968 Seacraft & few 
PD's (265), Straits Settlements & BMA ovpts (155) & FMS (58) plus other states (c450 to 1957, Jap Occ (46), Labuan 
(56), North Borneo (184), Sarawak (115) & Singapore (50). Mostly part sets with pickings e.g. Hong Kong 1921/37 $2 
& $5 used, KGVI $5 dull lilac & scarlet MLH (tropic gum), Malacca 1957 $2 MLH & Pahang $5 perf. 13 x 12½ F/U 
(Cat. £40) with odd full set incl North Borneo 1954/59 & 1961 to $10, Sarawak 1950 & 1955/59 to $5 all used. Mostly 
good to fine with viewing recommended. (c1350) $400 

539 British Commonwealth "A-U" countries MLH & used in well-filled SG Devon album with odd full defin set MLH incl 
Gold Coast 1950. Used incl Bahamas 1954 plus many better pickings throughout noting India KGV single wmk 25R 
F/U, Straits 1867 8¢, 12¢, 24¢ & 32¢ ovpts good used, 1867/72 96¢ both perfs average used, 1883 2¢ on 4¢ MLH, 
1883/91 96¢ good used & 1921/33 $25 postally used (blunt corner). Also Selangor 1935/41 $5 F/U by regd cancel, 
Sierra Leone 1956 £1 F/U, Transvaal 1885 10/- F/U, 1904/09 £1 good used & Trinidad KGVI $4.80 used. No Australia, 
Canada or NZ. Cond varies amongst the used but much is fine & total cat. exceeds £2000. (1000s) $300 

540 British Commonwealth "A-Z" 1952-1965 used on thick pile of Hagners in 3 ring binder. Defins generally to 1/- or 
equivalent with commems well covered but condition varies from average to good with a few fine. Approx. 90 well filled 
Hagners. (2000+) $100 

541 British Commonwealth 1860-1950 MLH oddments on Hagners. Not many sets or high vals but a clean lot on 6 
sheets. STC Cat. $3424 (SG 2018) (c220) $270 

542 British Commonwealth KGV to KGVI MUH, MLH & F/U selection in 4 springback albums incl some interspersed 
covers. Noted Hong Kong Victory pair x 15 sets plus FDC (Cat. £90+) with numerous other Victory pairs some in 
blocks of 4 with Aust represented by Mitchell FDC with set of 3. QV smattering used with vals to 1/-. KGVI is in the 
majority with defin sets to 3/- & 2R plus odd M/S's e.g. Egypt 1949 Agriculture pair imperf. A clean lot with pickings. $150 





543 British Commonwealth KGVI used on printed leaves in protector sleeves. This is a remarkable collection with defins 
to top value in sets of Aden 1939, Antigua & Ascension 1938, Australia 1937, Bahamas 1938, 1942 & 1948, Bahrain 
1938, 1942, 1948 & 1950, Barbados 1949, Basutoland 1938, Bechuanaland 1938, Bermuda 1938, British Guiana, 
Br.Honduras, British Occ. of Former African Colonies (all sets to top value, excl 1951 B.A. Tripolitania), British Virgin Is 
1938 & 1952, Burma (all sets), Cayman Is 1938 & 1950, Ceylon (no 10R postal fiscal), Cyprus, Dominica 1938 & 1951 
Falklands 1938 (incl extra £1) & 1952 & Fiji. Also Gambia, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice, Gold Coast 1938 & 1948, 
Grenada 1938 & 1951, Hong Kong, India (the 15R V/F/used), Jamaica, KUT (simplified), Kuwait 1939, 1948 & 1950 
plus Leeward Is, Malacca, Malaya BMA (incl both $5), Malta 1938 & 1948, Mauritius 1938 & 1940 & Montserrat 1938 
& 1951. Also Morocco Agencies (all, incl Tangier), Nigeria, North Borneo, Nth Rhodesia, Nyasaland 1938 & 1945, 
Pakistan plus service ovpts, Penang, Pitcairn, St Helena, St Kitts 1938 & 1952, St Lucia 1938 (1949 to 16¢ only), St 
Vincent 1938 & 1949, Sarawak, Seychelles 1938 & 1952, Sierra Leone, Singapore (simplified) & Solomon Is. 
Continues with Somaliland 1938, 1942 & 1951 sets, Southern Rhodesia 1937, Straits Sett's, Swaziland, Trinidad & 
Turks & Caicos 1938 & 1950. Commems all present incl Hong Kong 1941 but no omnibus issues, which are lotted 
separately. Over 95% fine with occasional heavy parcel cancel or slogan but mostly on lower vals. An awesome 
assembly! (c100 complete defin sets plus the commems) $1,600 

544 British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH complete (excl Egypt) set of 249. Majority appear fresh MLH. Cat. 
£1100 (249) $600 

545 British Commonwealth 1935 Silver Jubilee used complete (excl Egypt) set of 249. Odd fault noting Papua 5d 
thinned, St Helena 1d & 2d stained & South Africa set in singles. Vast majority with clear cds pmks or registered 
strikes. Cat. £1800+ (249) $600 

546 British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory, 1949 UPU & 1953 Coronation complete fine used in 4 
albums. Cyprus & NZ have additional Victory sets on cover. South & SWA 1937 Coronation sets are in singles. 
Majority of the issues are fine used. Cat. £1050+ $250 

547 British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation, 1946 Victory, 1949 UPU & 1953 Coronation issues complete MLH in 4 
display books. Odd hinge remnant or tone spot but majority fine MLH. Cat. £720 as MUH. (100s) $120 

548 British Commonwealth 1940's MLH defins part sets & oddments all perfined "SPECIMEN". Mostly "pence & cents" 
but incls Barbados 5/-, Gold Coast 1/3d, Palestine 1942 250, 500m & £P1 & Selangor 1941 $2 (Cat. £75). Also 
various odds from Malay States, Cyprus, Fiji, Malta, Seychelles & other colonies. (61) $100 

549 British Commonwealth 1948 Royal Silver Wedding complete (excl GB). Fine used collection of 136 with lovely 
postally used cds strikes. A lifelong endeavour to complete! Cat. £2460 (136) $1,300 

550 British Commonwealth QEII MLH & used accumulation large quality Lighthouse stockbook & Hagners. Some KGVI 
odds but value in complete QEII defin sets (odd water stain on low value or two) from Antigua to Tristan & 1937 & 
1953 Coronation omnibuses. Odd used incl Hong Kong 1954 to $10. Better KGVI incl Canada 1942 War Effort to $1 
all MLH perf OHMS. Approx. 10 complete defin sets plus many useful odd vals from QV. Mostly good to fine. (1000s) $250 

551 British Commonwealth QEII to 1959 collection of used on leaves in protector sleeves with the defins complete 
simplified to top values for Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, 
Bermuda, Br. Guiana, Br. Honduras, BPA in E.Arabia, Br. Virgin Is, Cayman Is, Cyprus, Dominica, Falklands, Falkland 
Deps, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice, Gold Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong, Jamaica, KUT, Kuwait & Leeward Is 
plus all Malay States. Also Malta, Mauritius, Montserrat, Morocco Agencies/Tangier, NZ, Nigeria, North Borneo, 
Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Pitcairn, R&N (1954 & 1959), St Helena, St Kitts Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent, Sarawak, 
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Solomon Is, Somaliland, Southern Rhodesia, Swaziland, Trinidad, Tristan & Turks & Caicos 
plus all the commems (excl Coronation, lotted separately) for the period. Nearly all fine postally used. Nearly 70 
complete defin sets, plus commems. $600 

552 British Commonwealth 1952-1965 pages from SG "New Age" album in protector sleeves with countries from Canada 
to Tanzania containing modest mounted used ranges. (100s) $30 

553 British Commonwealth Accum in stockbook selected for cancellation interest noting Falklands 1938 KGVI 2½d 
sheep vertical pair with crisp "Falkland Islands South Georgia 28 Jun 1946 Dependencies" in violet & "Ireland Island 
Bermuda" on KGV 1d common plus various Jamaica from QV to 1956, a page of Gold Coast, Ghana & Nigeria, page 
of Sierra Leone with other pages of KUT, Transvaal & British Africa. Also GB, Barbados, Dominica, Bermuda & more. 
Some very interesting (& probably scarce) strikes. (c320) $80 

554 British Commonwealth Group of prepared lots consolidated into one comprising Burma KGVI (58, incl Interim Govt 
ovpts to 10R), Dominica 1903-1923 on Hagner MLH/used (45 with vals to 3d), Newfoundland 1937 "Long" Coronation 
set of 11 MLH with various perfs & 1953 Coronation omnibus & Royal Visit singles MLH. (117) $60 

555 British Commonwealth Incls Aden & States, Southern Rhodesia, PNG/New Guinea, North Borneo, Northern 
Rhodesia, KUT & Mauritius plus a few 1946 Victory omnibus types (42) & a page of WWII Germany. Useful pickings 
noting Aden (Seiyun) surcharges to 5/-, Southern Rhodesia 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH & used plus others flagged with 
SG numbers & Cat. prices totalling £700+. (100s) $100 

556 British Commonwealth Small lot with Aden 1937 Dhows to 3½ Morocco Agencies, 1937 low values, St Lucia KGV 
pictorials to 1/- & BMA Malaya values (9) to 25¢ all on regd covers plus Hong Kong 1946 Victory pair on FDC & 
Canada 1946 Victory set of 7 MUH (minor print adherences on gum) plus a couple of others incl USA 1888 cover & 
part cover of 1866. (7 covers, 9 stamps) $40 

557 British Commonwealth Stanley Gibbons Imperial Postage Stamp albums x 2 with Vol I 1840 to mid-1925 & Vol II 
from mid 1928 to the end of the Georgian period (i.e. KGV). Over 1000 sparsely filled pages with over 350 QV defins, 
220 KEVII defins & about 600 KGV defins plus 100's of pictorials of the same era as well as a few back of the book 
items. Further items from the KGVI & QEII also appear, for authenticity these could be easily relocated to more 
appropriate albums. View to assess these albums which are in very good cond. $600 

558 British Commonwealth & World on Hagners & album leaves in large 3 ring binder. Noted Nauru KGV 2d Die II, 2/6d 
DLR MLH, GB "Army Official" QV ½d, KEVII ½d & 1d blocks MUH/MLH, Falkland Deps maps "thick" & "thin" sets & 
ovptd KGVI set of 32 plus Falklands 1935 Silver Jubilee & £1 RSW MLH. Gibraltar KGVI to £1 incl most perfs & wmk 
types, £1 RSW & UPU set, Canada KGVI complete MLH with $1 fisherman MUH. Also Hagners of Burma, Venezuela, 
Pakistan, Penang KGVI to 40¢ MLH & German New Guinea 5pf postcards (2) & post/reply card all unused. Also Inini 
ovpts to 5f on French Guiana, France 1960's paintings MLH, Vatican dupl used incl 60l Chalcedon x 10 F/U, 100l x 3 
F/U, Pope Pius 60l x 13 F/U, 1947 100l airmail x 17 F/U plus other useful. Finally 1949 used with a few later MLH & 
other countries to 1970's. Very diverse & well worth estimate. (1000+) $200 



559 British Empire Range on old Schwaneberger leaves to 1943 in large 4 ring binder. Mixed MLH & used with many 
pickings from QV to KGVI noting Ascension KGVI 5/- & 10/- F/U, Bahamas 1920 Peace MLH, Silver Jubilee MLH, Br. 
Solomon Is Silver Jubilee MUH, Cook Is 1932 pictorials to 1/- MLH, Cyprus 1928 18pi & other useful plus Grenada 
KGVI 10/- perf. 12x13 MLH (Cat. £60) before good Hong Kong from QV. Also Newfoundland 1897 15¢ MLH, 1910 3¢ 
Guy MLH & 1937 Coronation set of 11 MLH, Northern Rhodesia 1938 to 20/- used (excl 3/-), Rhodesia 1910 MLH ½d 
(2), 1d, 2½d, 3d & 4d (2) & 1913/17 10d MLH & Kedah 1912/22 to $2 MLH. Other Silver Jubilee sets noted incl 
Seychelles MLH & several others MLH/used.An entertaining lot with enormous cat. value. Viewing suggested. (1000s) $500 

560 British Europe QV-1970's mainly used with Gibraltar, Cyprus to Independence & Malta. A few stamps have been 
removed but good pickings remain noting Cyprus 1955 to £1 used, 1960 £1 MLH & balance of set used, Gibraltar incl 
"A26" obliterator on GB (4 vals), KGV "Long Tom" 2/- (1912/24 & 1921/27), 2/-, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- (all 1925/32) MLH, 
1953/59 to £1 used, ditto 1960/61 & 1967/69 with 1971 pairs MLH & 1977/82 to £5 plus 1982 Aircraft to £5 used & 
ditto 1987 guns. Also 1993/95 pictorials & 2000 £5 castle, QEII heads to £3, 2008 £5 bird & a few PD's to £2. Malta 
from QV ½d buff/shades (8), 1899/1901 10/- F/U (Cat. £65), 1948/53 ovpts to 10/- & 1956 to 10/- F/U (£1 pen cancel) 
plus various later to £2 incl commems to 2001. Majority good to fine & STC $7180 (SG 2019). Vendor's Reserve. $900 

561 British Southern Africa 50+ Hagners housing a "budget" collection with mixed MLH & used with several defin short 
sets e.g. Basutoland KGVI to 5/- & Nyasaland 1945 & 1953 to 2/6d MLH. Occasional better commem set e.g. 
Bechuanaland 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH & useful used pickings incl Rhodesia 1910/13 3d & 4d bicolours. Rhodesia & 
Nyasaland MLH incl 1954/56 MLH to 2/6d & 1960 Kariba & Southern Rhodesia KGVI complete MLH to 5/-. Cond 
varies, so estimate is conservative. (1000+) $80 

562 British Southern Africa Starts with mainly used dupl low val Kenya before KUT from KGV noting KGVI 3/- MLH, 
1941/42 bilingual pairs (2 sets MLH), Tanganyika with some Tanzania high val blocks etc before Uganda, Zambia, 
Zanzibar & a useful range of SWA MUH/MLH plus a few used singles to 10/-. Considerable dupl of vals to 1/- & 
Namibia to 1997 MUH incl M/S's. Cond varies in the used, but MUH/MLH largely fine. Cat. £300+ & all on c60 
Hagners in quality 3 ring binder. (100s) $75 

563 British West Indies Covers comprising Bahamas 1938-1963 (7, incl 2 large) & Jamaica 1954 & 1959 plus 1948 
postcard all commercially used. Noted KGV 8d pictorial on 1938 Bahamas cover, 1942 censored cover to USA, 1963 
KGVI 7d airletter uprated to 10d to Australia. Also 1964 large cover with 2/- for airmail to England, 1961 large regd 
cover to USA bearing 8d x 3 & 1d x3  & with "Passed Free U.S. Customs Miami, Fla" boxed h/s. Interesting group.(11) $30 

564 Europa Range of issues in Prinz stockbook from "forerunners" Trieste ovpts on Italy ERP, France 1952 Council of 
Europe MUH & 1956-1969 with mixed MUH & FU sets noting Luxembourg 1956 F/U (Cat. £90). Good basis for 
expansion. (344) $60 

565 Eastern Europe in Scott album with a few smaller "schoolboy album" pages added. Not many sets but minor pickings 
in Hungary, less so elsewhere but 1000+ stamps & suitable for general collector. Good to fine. $50 

566 Europe 1800's-1950's in Scott printed album. Odd better item incl Liechtenstein 1960 airmail cover "First Helicopter 
Mail" & 1948 10f top val Icarus MLH & used (Cat. £120), Norway 1905 1k surcharge used (Cat. £48), 1957 Tourist 
Assoc MLH & used & Portugal 1927 4e50 commem MLH plus some Colonies odds MLH & used. Modest ranges of 
Belgium, Greece, Sweden etc but no France, Germany, Switzerland or Netherlands. A bit untidy but cond mainly good 
to fine. (1000s) $100 

567 Europe 2000-2004 "The Original Euro Stamp Collection" x 2 & "The Last National Stamps of the 10 new EU Members 
of 2004" x 2 plus the 2004 "The 10 New States of the European Union" stamp & coin pres folder. All in exc cond. (5 
folders) $30 

568 Europe Arranged on leaves in old springback. Mostly pre-1965 with evidence of toning & many having been removed. 
Alpha order from Belgium to Switzerland with some loose between pages. Noted a MLH Germany 1949 30pf Relief 
Fund with a few minor "pickings" incl 1952 20pf Heligoland & 1953 von Liebig, Gibraltar 1953 to 2/-, 1969 to 5/- & 
Ireland 1953 1/3d Emmet, 1954 Newman & 1956 Barry used with machine cancels.  (1000+) $50 

569 Europe Denmark 1900's-2004 used range with many F/U odds plus ditto for France & Colonies 1880's-2008, Norway 
1910-2009 & Netherlands 1872-2009 incl Indies & Vatican 1931-1970 with majority MUH/MLH incl MUH blocks of later 
issues. Finally album of Russia 1913-1990 with MUH/MLH or CTO noting MUH sheet of 1974 Rorich (Cat. £13), a few 
with tabs & sets to 20k. Value also in the 150+ Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these $225). (1000s) $100 

570 Europe Mainly pre-WWII used in 2 small 2 ring binders. Pickings in China, Russia & France incl 1920 10f x 18 & 20f x 
12 used & mainly sound. Also Germany 1924 5mk green x 8 used, a few Poland & range of Italy. Despite dupl incl pre-
1930 China & significant number with perf or foxing faults this is a good lot. Inspect! (100s) $120 

571 Latin America From earlies to 1950's in Scott printed album. An extensive, clean collection with many sets & better 
oddments from most countries particularly Brazil between 1930's-1940's MLH/used. Also useful Mexico 1940's & 
Panama. Well worth careful viewing. (1000s) $100 

572 Middle East Assortment on leaves & Hagners. Better than "packet material" with Egypt, Iraq, Turkey & (way west) 
Liberia! May repay close checking of pre-WWII material MLH & used. (100s) $30 

573 Persian Gulf British Commonwealth period issues on leaves & Hagners MLH & used for Bahrain, Br. PO's in 
E.Arabia, Muscat, Qatar, Trucial States & Kuwait. Vals to 10R amongst KGVI & QEII plus Bahrain sets to 10R for 1960 
& 1964. Comprises Bahrain (106), Kuwait (109) & others (107) again incl vals to 10R. Some MLH amongst the 1960s 
Kuwait. A clean lot. $120 

574 Scandinavia (excl Sweden) Range in quality Lighthouse stockbooks to 1990's. Weak pre-WWII but good later MUH, 
MLH & used in chronological order with one book each for Denmark, Finland, Iceland & Norway. (c2500) $150 

575 West Indies Range of QV to QEII neatly arranged with no obvious highlights. Mixed MUH, MLH & used. Majority low 
vals with odd useful incl Bahamas QEII 5/- used & Dominica to $1.20. Main value in the 21 x "as new" Prinz Pro-Fil 
pages. (100s) $20 

576 World "A" countries crammed into stockbook with Austria & related areas from earlies plus Angola, Argentina, Algeria, 
Azores, Andorra, Afghanistan etc. Mixed cond with MLH & used. Disorganised but good pickings throughout. (1000+) $120 

577 World "A-H" collection with vols for Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria (& Romania), Canada, Ceylon/Sri Lanka & 
Czechoslovakia (& Hungary). Earlies are generally common &/or faulty with later mainly used with mix of cds & 
machine cancels all arranged in chronological order to post-2000. Austria has some 1945/50 MLH/(MLH) & couple of 
covers amongst good coverage post-WWII while Canada is extensive but in very mixed cond. Other countries likewise 
but may appeal to World collector seeking more recent used items. Also small box of duplicates sorted by country into 
glassines & envs. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Anglican Board of Missions, so 
please bid generously. (1000s) $200 

578 World "A-I" countries in SG "Devon" album. Many KGVI-QEII to the 1960's MLH defin short sets with some used Br. 
Commonwealth incl Aden QEII 10/- but mostly common. Large range of foreign countries of mostly "packet" quality. 
Also stocksheet of German Colonies low val Yacht types (60) with majority used completes the lot. (1000s) $60 



559 British Empire Range on old Schwaneberger leaves to 1943 in large 4 ring binder. Mixed MLH & used with many 
pickings from QV to KGVI noting Ascension KGVI 5/- & 10/- F/U, Bahamas 1920 Peace MLH, Silver Jubilee MLH, Br. 
Solomon Is Silver Jubilee MUH, Cook Is 1932 pictorials to 1/- MLH, Cyprus 1928 18pi & other useful plus Grenada 
KGVI 10/- perf. 12x13 MLH (Cat. £60) before good Hong Kong from QV. Also Newfoundland 1897 15¢ MLH, 1910 3¢ 
Guy MLH & 1937 Coronation set of 11 MLH, Northern Rhodesia 1938 to 20/- used (excl 3/-), Rhodesia 1910 MLH ½d 
(2), 1d, 2½d, 3d & 4d (2) & 1913/17 10d MLH & Kedah 1912/22 to $2 MLH. Other Silver Jubilee sets noted incl 
Seychelles MLH & several others MLH/used.An entertaining lot with enormous cat. value. Viewing suggested. (1000s) $500 

560 British Europe QV-1970's mainly used with Gibraltar, Cyprus to Independence & Malta. A few stamps have been 
removed but good pickings remain noting Cyprus 1955 to £1 used, 1960 £1 MLH & balance of set used, Gibraltar incl 
"A26" obliterator on GB (4 vals), KGV "Long Tom" 2/- (1912/24 & 1921/27), 2/-, 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- (all 1925/32) MLH, 
1953/59 to £1 used, ditto 1960/61 & 1967/69 with 1971 pairs MLH & 1977/82 to £5 plus 1982 Aircraft to £5 used & 
ditto 1987 guns. Also 1993/95 pictorials & 2000 £5 castle, QEII heads to £3, 2008 £5 bird & a few PD's to £2. Malta 
from QV ½d buff/shades (8), 1899/1901 10/- F/U (Cat. £65), 1948/53 ovpts to 10/- & 1956 to 10/- F/U (£1 pen cancel) 
plus various later to £2 incl commems to 2001. Majority good to fine & STC $7180 (SG 2019). Vendor's Reserve. $900 

561 British Southern Africa 50+ Hagners housing a "budget" collection with mixed MLH & used with several defin short 
sets e.g. Basutoland KGVI to 5/- & Nyasaland 1945 & 1953 to 2/6d MLH. Occasional better commem set e.g. 
Bechuanaland 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH & useful used pickings incl Rhodesia 1910/13 3d & 4d bicolours. Rhodesia & 
Nyasaland MLH incl 1954/56 MLH to 2/6d & 1960 Kariba & Southern Rhodesia KGVI complete MLH to 5/-. Cond 
varies, so estimate is conservative. (1000+) $80 

562 British Southern Africa Starts with mainly used dupl low val Kenya before KUT from KGV noting KGVI 3/- MLH, 
1941/42 bilingual pairs (2 sets MLH), Tanganyika with some Tanzania high val blocks etc before Uganda, Zambia, 
Zanzibar & a useful range of SWA MUH/MLH plus a few used singles to 10/-. Considerable dupl of vals to 1/- & 
Namibia to 1997 MUH incl M/S's. Cond varies in the used, but MUH/MLH largely fine. Cat. £300+ & all on c60 
Hagners in quality 3 ring binder. (100s) $75 

563 British West Indies Covers comprising Bahamas 1938-1963 (7, incl 2 large) & Jamaica 1954 & 1959 plus 1948 
postcard all commercially used. Noted KGV 8d pictorial on 1938 Bahamas cover, 1942 censored cover to USA, 1963 
KGVI 7d airletter uprated to 10d to Australia. Also 1964 large cover with 2/- for airmail to England, 1961 large regd 
cover to USA bearing 8d x 3 & 1d x3  & with "Passed Free U.S. Customs Miami, Fla" boxed h/s. Interesting group.(11) $30 

564 Europa Range of issues in Prinz stockbook from "forerunners" Trieste ovpts on Italy ERP, France 1952 Council of 
Europe MUH & 1956-1969 with mixed MUH & FU sets noting Luxembourg 1956 F/U (Cat. £90). Good basis for 
expansion. (344) $60 

565 Eastern Europe in Scott album with a few smaller "schoolboy album" pages added. Not many sets but minor pickings 
in Hungary, less so elsewhere but 1000+ stamps & suitable for general collector. Good to fine. $50 

566 Europe 1800's-1950's in Scott printed album. Odd better item incl Liechtenstein 1960 airmail cover "First Helicopter 
Mail" & 1948 10f top val Icarus MLH & used (Cat. £120), Norway 1905 1k surcharge used (Cat. £48), 1957 Tourist 
Assoc MLH & used & Portugal 1927 4e50 commem MLH plus some Colonies odds MLH & used. Modest ranges of 
Belgium, Greece, Sweden etc but no France, Germany, Switzerland or Netherlands. A bit untidy but cond mainly good 
to fine. (1000s) $100 

567 Europe 2000-2004 "The Original Euro Stamp Collection" x 2 & "The Last National Stamps of the 10 new EU Members 
of 2004" x 2 plus the 2004 "The 10 New States of the European Union" stamp & coin pres folder. All in exc cond. (5 
folders) $30 

568 Europe Arranged on leaves in old springback. Mostly pre-1965 with evidence of toning & many having been removed. 
Alpha order from Belgium to Switzerland with some loose between pages. Noted a MLH Germany 1949 30pf Relief 
Fund with a few minor "pickings" incl 1952 20pf Heligoland & 1953 von Liebig, Gibraltar 1953 to 2/-, 1969 to 5/- & 
Ireland 1953 1/3d Emmet, 1954 Newman & 1956 Barry used with machine cancels.  (1000+) $50 

569 Europe Denmark 1900's-2004 used range with many F/U odds plus ditto for France & Colonies 1880's-2008, Norway 
1910-2009 & Netherlands 1872-2009 incl Indies & Vatican 1931-1970 with majority MUH/MLH incl MUH blocks of later 
issues. Finally album of Russia 1913-1990 with MUH/MLH or CTO noting MUH sheet of 1974 Rorich (Cat. £13), a few 
with tabs & sets to 20k. Value also in the 150+ Prinz Pro-Fil pages (retail on these $225). (1000s) $100 

570 Europe Mainly pre-WWII used in 2 small 2 ring binders. Pickings in China, Russia & France incl 1920 10f x 18 & 20f x 
12 used & mainly sound. Also Germany 1924 5mk green x 8 used, a few Poland & range of Italy. Despite dupl incl pre-
1930 China & significant number with perf or foxing faults this is a good lot. Inspect! (100s) $120 

571 Latin America From earlies to 1950's in Scott printed album. An extensive, clean collection with many sets & better 
oddments from most countries particularly Brazil between 1930's-1940's MLH/used. Also useful Mexico 1940's & 
Panama. Well worth careful viewing. (1000s) $100 

572 Middle East Assortment on leaves & Hagners. Better than "packet material" with Egypt, Iraq, Turkey & (way west) 
Liberia! May repay close checking of pre-WWII material MLH & used. (100s) $30 

573 Persian Gulf British Commonwealth period issues on leaves & Hagners MLH & used for Bahrain, Br. PO's in 
E.Arabia, Muscat, Qatar, Trucial States & Kuwait. Vals to 10R amongst KGVI & QEII plus Bahrain sets to 10R for 1960 
& 1964. Comprises Bahrain (106), Kuwait (109) & others (107) again incl vals to 10R. Some MLH amongst the 1960s 
Kuwait. A clean lot. $120 

574 Scandinavia (excl Sweden) Range in quality Lighthouse stockbooks to 1990's. Weak pre-WWII but good later MUH, 
MLH & used in chronological order with one book each for Denmark, Finland, Iceland & Norway. (c2500) $150 

575 West Indies Range of QV to QEII neatly arranged with no obvious highlights. Mixed MUH, MLH & used. Majority low 
vals with odd useful incl Bahamas QEII 5/- used & Dominica to $1.20. Main value in the 21 x "as new" Prinz Pro-Fil 
pages. (100s) $20 

576 World "A" countries crammed into stockbook with Austria & related areas from earlies plus Angola, Argentina, Algeria, 
Azores, Andorra, Afghanistan etc. Mixed cond with MLH & used. Disorganised but good pickings throughout. (1000+) $120 

577 World "A-H" collection with vols for Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria (& Romania), Canada, Ceylon/Sri Lanka & 
Czechoslovakia (& Hungary). Earlies are generally common &/or faulty with later mainly used with mix of cds & 
machine cancels all arranged in chronological order to post-2000. Austria has some 1945/50 MLH/(MLH) & couple of 
covers amongst good coverage post-WWII while Canada is extensive but in very mixed cond. Other countries likewise 
but may appeal to World collector seeking more recent used items. Also small box of duplicates sorted by country into 
glassines & envs. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Anglican Board of Missions, so 
please bid generously. (1000s) $200 

578 World "A-I" countries in SG "Devon" album. Many KGVI-QEII to the 1960's MLH defin short sets with some used Br. 
Commonwealth incl Aden QEII 10/- but mostly common. Large range of foreign countries of mostly "packet" quality. 
Also stocksheet of German Colonies low val Yacht types (60) with majority used completes the lot. (1000s) $60 

579 World "A-U' collection on leaves in old springback binder with MLH/used to around 1980 in mixed cond. Odd minor 
picking noting British Guiana KGVI 60¢ used, China 1913 $2 brown & blue, Hong Kong KGV MLH/used mixed to $2, 
1935 Silver Jubilee to 10¢ MLH & 20¢ used & 1954 $1.30 to $10 used plus few Macau. Also St Helena 1953 to 2/6d 
MLH & Seychelles 1961 to 2R25 MLH. (1000+) $40 

580 World "A-Z" countries in 6 small albums with numerous pickings incl Australia with 1st wmk kangaroos to 2/-, KGV to 
1/4d (SM wmk perf. 13½x12½), Belgium with better 1920's-1930's incl 1933 Anti-TB to 5f (excl 25¢), 1935 Queen 
Astrid, useful KGV Canada, China 1913 vals to $5, 1933 Tan Yen-kai $1 (Cat. £90), 1929 30¢ Air, Danzig 1935 1g Air, 
France 1920 2f orange & green MLH (Cat. £60), 1929 20f Pont du Gard, 1934 1f50 Dove strip of 4, 1936 100th Flight 
10f green (Cat. £170) & various French Colonies plus GB incl 1840 1d black with 2 & 3 margin examples & various 1d 
red plates to 218 & surface printed while in mixed cond incls 6d QV "I.R. Official" & "Govt Parcels", latter also 1/- 
green, 1925 B.E.E. 1d & 1½d in MUH/MLH blocks & 1934/35 control numbers in singles & pairs MLH. Also selections 
of Iceland, lots of India (mixed cond) noting ½a violet "Their Majesties Silver Jubilee Fund" cinderella with 1935 cds & 
Italy 1922 Mazzini MLH plus ranges of Malta, Mexico & Mauritius. New Zealand incls 1898 2/- Milford perf. 12-16, 
North Mongolia (Tuva) MLH set to 2T plus registered & Air sets MLH before Nyasa MLH incl PD's (9) Poland with 
1927 40g Chopin MLH (Cat. £28) before ranges of Romania & Russia to c1930. Finally Southern Rhodesia 1931 1/6d 
pair & single, 1935 SJ used, Spain 1930 MLH sets to 1p, Straits KGV $5 green & red on green & Switzerland Pro 
Juventute 1928/29 30¢ used & 1931/33 45¢ Air before USA "Series 1901" pictorials used. A lovely classic collection. 
(1000s) $400 

581 World "F-J" ranges of France, Germany in 2 vols, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy & Japan on leaves with a volume for 
each all in chronological order. Mixed cond especially pre-WWII but later to 2017 clean with machine-cancelled 
dominant amongst the used with only a few MLH. France is in a quality SG "Senator" binder with other volumes in peg 
albums or ring binders. Odd better noting France 1935 1f50 Normandie sky blue, 1949 10f Cent of Stamps, Germany 
1939 Nurburgring ovpts, 1940 Hamburg Derby on piece, 1948 Cologne Cathedral set on common postcard, 
Wurttenberg 1949 Ski & Stamp Cent pairs MLH. Also 1949 "West" 30pf von Stephan, Berlin 1949 1mk UPU & 1mk on 
3mk, 1954 70pf Hunting Lodge all used before DDR 1950 Bach & Academy of Sciences with both sets MLH. Greece 
1951 10000d St Paul, 1952 7000d & India incl a few states with average later but good post-2000 range. Indonesia 
1970 Int Education Year & 1971 Fish otherwise common incl a few "Indies". Ireland common but noted Italy 1948 200 
lire St Catherine, 1949 55 lire Holy Year used & later with attractive pictorials from 1990 onwards. Japan in damaged 
"Lighthouse" stockbook & bag & generally untidy but with many pickings in the £2-£10 cat. value range, all used with 
odd MUH in the post-1970. Lots of attractive used pictorials. Well worth close inspection. This lot is been sold 
commission free with all funds going to the Anglican Board of Missions, so please bid generously. (1000s) $250 

582 World "I-Y" MLH & used in well filled SG Devon album. Noted quantity of KGVI/QEII MUH/MLH short defin sets plus a 
few commems incl Turks & Caicos 1948 to 10/-. Extensive foreign noting Manchukuo 1934 Enthronement set MLH 
(Cat. £70), Somalia 1950 5s Air used (Cat. £46), useful Portuguese Timor, Yugoslavia & Sudan plus British 
Commonwealth better vals incl Leeward Is KGVI 5/- used. A clean lot which should plug lots of gaps for general 
collector! (1000s) $100 

583 World "M-S" collections with a volume for each of Malaysia, Netherlands, Poland, Scandinavia & a FDC album of 
Australia 1983-1984 FDC's (41). The Malaysia incls pre-Federation common used with odd better MLH incl Pahang $1 
& $5 (1957) plus few better used incl Sarawak KGVI $2 map, Malaysia birds to $5, butterflies to $10 & a few M/S's 
commercially used. Netherlands 1872-2015 with vast majority common, Poland also basic but better Scandinavia 
largely used noting Denmark 1934 Airs to 50ō MLH, Sweden 1858 50ō used & 1987 "Privat Post" booklet pane of 10 
MUH. Range of Finland also. Earlies generally have faults however later mixed good to fine used with substantial 
proportion of machine-cancelled. This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the Anglican Board of 
Missions, so please bid generously. (1000s) $100 

584 World "S-T" collections mainly used incl Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland & Thailand on leaves with a 
volume for each. Odd better noting Singapore 1970 Expo M/S MLH, 6 defin sets to $10 used, Switzerland 1f gold 
"Standing Helvetia", good 1950's, 1963 Pro Aero on cover. Thailand with a good range incl 1927 1, 2 & 3 baht, 1966 
5th Asian Games plus other commem sets & defins to top value but some creased or with heavy cancels. The South 
Africa & Spain are largely common. All countries are mounted in year date order. This lot is been sold commission free 
with all funds going to the Anglican Board of Missions, so please bid generously. (1000s) $120 

585 World "Philatelic Terms Illustrated" collection continued in 4 vols labelled 22-24 & 26. These are titled "Postal 
Stationery", "FDCs", "Damaged/Salvaged Mail" & (untitled) Vol.26 dealing with propaganda labels, seals, exhibitions, 
Facsimiles & official imitations. Noted examples of tete-beche format blocks & sheetlets, FDC's of Australia showing 
"wrong date" cds, foreign bisects, 1940 GB Stamp Cent Exhibition set of 5 Waterlow Red Cross Fund sheetlets & 
1932 Congress & 1934 Air Post Exhibition sets. Also USA "Officially Sealed" (6 diff 1872-1917 labels), Australia pre-
stamped postcards incl KGV 1½d on 1d rose with 2 unused, one with frame dent at left plus 9 letter cards & 5d & 4¢ 
letter sheets all unused. Finally, India 1935 7½a on 8a airmail envelope unused, telegram forms, "AR" cards, Victoria 
QV 2d PSE & 1d PTPO CTO & Tasmania QV newspaper wrapper plus SA & Tas examples all unused. (100s) $250 

586 World "Philatelic Terms Illustrated" collection in 4 albums numbered 16-17 & 19-20 with themes described as 
"Postmarks/postal history", "coils/booklets", "Gimmicks/unusual/ philatelic oddities/special printings" & "Military censor 
mail" though this last mentioned volume is not extensive. This is part of the late Derek Dewhurst collection. Whilst 
nothing especially scarce is present, there is a good range of Australian coils incl leader strips, uncut sheets etc plus 
GB QV "Circular Delivery Company" stamps which were banned after a few months for providing services which 
undercut the GPO rates. Also an "error of colour" Romania 1893 5b/25b blue se-tenant pair MLH & a 1913 1d 
kangaroo right pane left margin vertical strip with disruption of the background showing as heavier inked 3½mm stripe 
from lower left of top stamp through top left to lower centre of middle stamp & above "STR" in lower stamp. (100s) $250 

587 World "Philatelic Terms Illustrated" collection in 5 Schaubek binders being vols 8, 11 & 13-15 covering themes such 
as "overprints/surcharges varieties", "purpose of issue", "marginal markings", "separation" & "plates". The first part of 
this collection by the late Derek Dewhurst was in the March 2018 Ace Auction. Viewing will impress & will convey the 
passion of the original collector & his acquired philatelic knowledge. See also the other two lots in this sale for the 
remaining parts of this collection. There are a few pre-1930 items incl Nepal tete bêche pairs used & SA "long tom" 
plate pairs of 3d, 4d & 10d MLH however the vast majority of items which incl blocks & M/S's are post-WWII to 1990's 
MUH/MLH with a wide range of countries represented. Better early items incl Finland serpentine roulettes to 40p (7 
used), Tonga 1896 "Halfpenny" ovpt on 7½d on 2d with Tongan surcharge reading up on one, down on the other (Cat. 
£85 ea.), Ceylon 1976 2¢ on 3¢ grey "surcharge double" (Cat. £70). Recent better items incl Jordan 1964 M/S MUH 
(Cat. £29) plus numerous Australian items with re-entries, pre-printing paper creases or misperfs. An interesting lot. $600 



588 World 1880's-1960's covers & postcards mostly commercially used incl odd censored, taxed, registered & re-directed. 
Noted Australia 1938 2nd Qld Phil Soc Exhib Brisbane regd cover with Macarthur set of 3 tied by special hexagonal 
cancel. Sorted by groups in separate glassines, noting some WA covers & cards plus various other Australian 
colonies, USA, Europe, Boer War & others. Diverse & should be viewed to appreciate as well worth estimate. (130) $200 

589 World All presented on Hagners in 3 quality Grande "Lighthouse" black binders with slipcases incl Russia odds on c20 
pages, South Africa incl several covers on 20pp (Vario) & a few Rhodesia/Nyasaland N & S. Also Korea on 10 
Hagners, Samoa & Tokelau on c25 Hagners with majority 1960's/70's MLH common commems with dupl. Total cost of 
binders & Hagners new would be $300+ $70 

590 World Collector's duplicates on c60 Hagners sorted by country but otherwise in no particular order with much 
overlapping. Noted useful Labuan incl MLH/unused Straits Settlements ovpts to $1 but best is North Borneo which 
occupies c40 Hagners. Noted 1897 8¢ MLH, 1899 "4 Cents" ovpts to $10 MLH (gum varies but Cat. £450), 1901 
Protectorate ovpts used/CTO to $10, 1904 "4 Cents" ovpts on 25¢ to $10 (excl $5) MLH, 1909 Pictorials (excl 18¢) 
MLH, 1911 25¢ to $2 MLH & 1916 carmine cross on 24¢ MLH (Cat. £120) plus 1918 Red Cross ovpts MLH (TWO 
CENTS vals to 50¢, FOUR CENTS to 50¢ with latter x 2. Also 1922 Exhibition ovpts to 50¢ MLH, 1931 to 25¢ MLH, 
1939 to 50¢ MLH, $1 used, 1945 & 1947 ovpts to $5 used with extras incl MLH, cypher MUH/MLH blocks of 4 to 50¢ & 
1948 $10 RSW MUH before 1950 to $10 MLH, 1954 MUH/MLH to $10 (2 sets) & 1961 to $10 MLH plus to $5 used, 
$10 fiscal cds. Also a range of PD's (no 1939), Labuan & Jap Occ ovpts to 25¢ on North Borneo & to 20s on Japanese 
defins MLH. Much dupl in most areas with some 1886/91 CTO also. Cond varies but inspection will show that estimate 
is conservative. (800+) $400 

591 World Early 1940's MLH collection in 2 springback binders from which all Specimens & Australia CTO have been 
removed for separate lots in this sale leaving little Commonwealth but much of significant value incl Belgium M/S's, 
Argentina "Muestra" (Specimen) ovpts (12), Bolivia M/S perf & imperf, Costa Rica Football (Cat. £110) & 1941 ovpts 
(Cat. £28), France & colonies (but many stuck) with Germany likewise. Croatia near complete for period incl perf & 
imperf M/S's, Dutch colonies (Cat. over £500) before Mexico, Liechtenstein, Papua 1941 1/6d Air & Romania with 
useful M/S's, Sweden 20k swans perfd all round (Cat. £80), Swiss Officials to 2f & 1942 M/S (Cat. £80) & Syria 
Proclamation (Cat. £30). A clean lot with approx. 5% partly stuck down. Overall Cat. £4000+ (100s) $500 

592 World Quality Lighthouse stockbook with a good range noting Nyassa MLH/used (c120), Egypt (c450), BCOF used  
on pieces to 2/- & 5/- on thin paper used, Australia 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint block x2 & over 20 other imprint 
block values to 1/6d Federation plus a few early decimal MUH. Also Belgium & Portugal used with latter incl 1980 
Lubrapex M/S MUH. (c800) $120 

593 World Hagners x 60+ with Russia 1970 Lenin set in sheetlets of 10 MUH, Pitcairn 1940/51 & 1957 sets MLH,  
Cayman Is 1950 to 10/- MLH, Russian 1990-1993 sets/sheetlets with dupl MUH plus early 1960's CTO. Noted 
Australia 5/- Dampier x 16 MUH, Austria commems & China 1980-1999 MUH sets & M/S's with extras plus other 
countries post 1970 CTO odds. Main value in Russia 1969-1993 MUH/CTO. (1000+) $100 

594 World Range of Seven Seas packet sets all neatly arrange incl many MUH Commonwealth sets & some CTO "exotic" 
countries. Useful thematics etc for re-sale. PTSA at $630+ (210+ sets) $50 

595 World in "Universal" album, well filled with MLH & used to 1939 noting many British Commonwealth KGV MLH short 
sets & 1937 Coronation sets plus Gibraltar KGVI 1½ red plate 14 (Cat. £35). Liberia worth checking with useful Tuva 
triangulars & diamond shapes MLH plus French New Hebrides 1925 75¢ (7½d) used (Cat. £23) & Nyasaland 1934/35 
set of 9 MLH. Also Seychelles 1938 to 75¢ MLH (11), a range of Spain 1930 MLH before Tonga 1938 Queen Salote. 
Has been picked over & foreign are generally common & in mixed cond but noted Belgium 1930s charities MLH & odd 
better colonial issues. Conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

596 World Pre-1900 collection in antique "Senf" album in good cond. Nothing has been removed (incl the few hideously 
damaged!) & careful inspection will reveal more good, highly catalogued items than may appear at a quick glace. GB 
incls useful officials incl "I.R." 6d grey, 1½d, 6d, 9d & 1/- "Govt Parcels" , other surface printed incl 1883/84 "lilac & 
green "with  true colour 9d pair, 6d single & all other vals in better than average cond. Also 1891 £1 green sound with 
pen cancel, Netherlands 1852 imperfs, 1864 10¢ & 15¢, 1870 5¢ & 10¢ Postage Due, Norway 1856 2sk & 3sk King 
Oscar, 1872-75 1sk, 3sk, 4sk & 6sk posthorns. Also Sweden 1858 9Ö violet, Japan 1871 set of 4 imperfs 4 margins 
sold "as is", 1872/75 birds & "cherry blossom" (20) forgeries. Incls Chile 1853 1¢ yellow, NZ 1864/71 4d yellow, 
Portugal 1898 da Gama set MLH (Cat. £250), the 10r with pulled perf & CGH 1896 5/-. Also Stationery cut-outs from 
various countries as popular at the time this album was printed. Despite the mixed cond, this lot has much to 
recommend it. (100s) $300 

597 World in large stockbook with 14 pages of Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 1960's to 1990's, then vast quantity of cinderellas 
from 1910-1997 incl various exhibition labels with USA & GB events predominating but incl 1911 Vienna Exhibition set 
of 10 & 1983 set of 7 & WIPA set of 5. Better non-Exhibition related incl Australia "Sprintpak Ayers Rock" corner block 
of 4 MUH & S/A strip of 3. Also GB 1916 National Philatelic War Fund bicolour set of 6, 1933 Philatelic Congress & 
Belgium 1921 Philatelic Clubs set of 5 plus many issues valid for postage at Exhibitions incl covers & M/S's. A treasure 
trove with much seldom seen material filling the last 50 pages of the stockbook. (100s) $250 

598 World Range on 2 Hagners noting Netherlands 1946 Queen Wilhelmina to 10g F/U, Estonia 1923 Red Cross perfd 
pair MLH with "Aita Hadalist" ovpt (Cat. £135), 1918/19 15k blue perf. 11½ (2 MLH, Cat. £250 ea.), Rynkyu Islands 
1952 3y Government, 1951 Afforestation & 1952 Perry all F/U & China 1945 North Central China $1 lake brown 
"Cavalry Charge" imperf unused with pre-printing paper crease (Cat. £120 as normal) plus Fr. Colonies 1872/77 10¢ 
brown on rose pair with Pondicherry cds (Fr. PO India) of 1877 & badly miscut. Also Yugoslavia 1951 Zefiz M/S MLH 
(SG MS684a, Cat. £250), Mexico 1975/77 perf. 14 white fluoro paper 5p60, 5, 10, 20p MUH (Cat. £30), Prussia 1850 
6pf orange used, Queensland 2/- Stamp Duty ovpt "Specimen" & Southern Rhodesia 1931 5/- used (Cat. £170 but 
stained), plus few lesser oddments. Total Cat. approx. £1500 (c60) $200 



588 World 1880's-1960's covers & postcards mostly commercially used incl odd censored, taxed, registered & re-directed. 
Noted Australia 1938 2nd Qld Phil Soc Exhib Brisbane regd cover with Macarthur set of 3 tied by special hexagonal 
cancel. Sorted by groups in separate glassines, noting some WA covers & cards plus various other Australian 
colonies, USA, Europe, Boer War & others. Diverse & should be viewed to appreciate as well worth estimate. (130) $200 

589 World All presented on Hagners in 3 quality Grande "Lighthouse" black binders with slipcases incl Russia odds on c20 
pages, South Africa incl several covers on 20pp (Vario) & a few Rhodesia/Nyasaland N & S. Also Korea on 10 
Hagners, Samoa & Tokelau on c25 Hagners with majority 1960's/70's MLH common commems with dupl. Total cost of 
binders & Hagners new would be $300+ $70 

590 World Collector's duplicates on c60 Hagners sorted by country but otherwise in no particular order with much 
overlapping. Noted useful Labuan incl MLH/unused Straits Settlements ovpts to $1 but best is North Borneo which 
occupies c40 Hagners. Noted 1897 8¢ MLH, 1899 "4 Cents" ovpts to $10 MLH (gum varies but Cat. £450), 1901 
Protectorate ovpts used/CTO to $10, 1904 "4 Cents" ovpts on 25¢ to $10 (excl $5) MLH, 1909 Pictorials (excl 18¢) 
MLH, 1911 25¢ to $2 MLH & 1916 carmine cross on 24¢ MLH (Cat. £120) plus 1918 Red Cross ovpts MLH (TWO 
CENTS vals to 50¢, FOUR CENTS to 50¢ with latter x 2. Also 1922 Exhibition ovpts to 50¢ MLH, 1931 to 25¢ MLH, 
1939 to 50¢ MLH, $1 used, 1945 & 1947 ovpts to $5 used with extras incl MLH, cypher MUH/MLH blocks of 4 to 50¢ & 
1948 $10 RSW MUH before 1950 to $10 MLH, 1954 MUH/MLH to $10 (2 sets) & 1961 to $10 MLH plus to $5 used, 
$10 fiscal cds. Also a range of PD's (no 1939), Labuan & Jap Occ ovpts to 25¢ on North Borneo & to 20s on Japanese 
defins MLH. Much dupl in most areas with some 1886/91 CTO also. Cond varies but inspection will show that estimate 
is conservative. (800+) $400 

591 World Early 1940's MLH collection in 2 springback binders from which all Specimens & Australia CTO have been 
removed for separate lots in this sale leaving little Commonwealth but much of significant value incl Belgium M/S's, 
Argentina "Muestra" (Specimen) ovpts (12), Bolivia M/S perf & imperf, Costa Rica Football (Cat. £110) & 1941 ovpts 
(Cat. £28), France & colonies (but many stuck) with Germany likewise. Croatia near complete for period incl perf & 
imperf M/S's, Dutch colonies (Cat. over £500) before Mexico, Liechtenstein, Papua 1941 1/6d Air & Romania with 
useful M/S's, Sweden 20k swans perfd all round (Cat. £80), Swiss Officials to 2f & 1942 M/S (Cat. £80) & Syria 
Proclamation (Cat. £30). A clean lot with approx. 5% partly stuck down. Overall Cat. £4000+ (100s) $500 

592 World Quality Lighthouse stockbook with a good range noting Nyassa MLH/used (c120), Egypt (c450), BCOF used  
on pieces to 2/- & 5/- on thin paper used, Australia 1/6d Hermes McCracken imprint block x2 & over 20 other imprint 
block values to 1/6d Federation plus a few early decimal MUH. Also Belgium & Portugal used with latter incl 1980 
Lubrapex M/S MUH. (c800) $120 

593 World Hagners x 60+ with Russia 1970 Lenin set in sheetlets of 10 MUH, Pitcairn 1940/51 & 1957 sets MLH,  
Cayman Is 1950 to 10/- MLH, Russian 1990-1993 sets/sheetlets with dupl MUH plus early 1960's CTO. Noted 
Australia 5/- Dampier x 16 MUH, Austria commems & China 1980-1999 MUH sets & M/S's with extras plus other 
countries post 1970 CTO odds. Main value in Russia 1969-1993 MUH/CTO. (1000+) $100 

594 World Range of Seven Seas packet sets all neatly arrange incl many MUH Commonwealth sets & some CTO "exotic" 
countries. Useful thematics etc for re-sale. PTSA at $630+ (210+ sets) $50 

595 World in "Universal" album, well filled with MLH & used to 1939 noting many British Commonwealth KGV MLH short 
sets & 1937 Coronation sets plus Gibraltar KGVI 1½ red plate 14 (Cat. £35). Liberia worth checking with useful Tuva 
triangulars & diamond shapes MLH plus French New Hebrides 1925 75¢ (7½d) used (Cat. £23) & Nyasaland 1934/35 
set of 9 MLH. Also Seychelles 1938 to 75¢ MLH (11), a range of Spain 1930 MLH before Tonga 1938 Queen Salote. 
Has been picked over & foreign are generally common & in mixed cond but noted Belgium 1930s charities MLH & odd 
better colonial issues. Conservative reserve. (100s) $150 

596 World Pre-1900 collection in antique "Senf" album in good cond. Nothing has been removed (incl the few hideously 
damaged!) & careful inspection will reveal more good, highly catalogued items than may appear at a quick glace. GB 
incls useful officials incl "I.R." 6d grey, 1½d, 6d, 9d & 1/- "Govt Parcels" , other surface printed incl 1883/84 "lilac & 
green "with  true colour 9d pair, 6d single & all other vals in better than average cond. Also 1891 £1 green sound with 
pen cancel, Netherlands 1852 imperfs, 1864 10¢ & 15¢, 1870 5¢ & 10¢ Postage Due, Norway 1856 2sk & 3sk King 
Oscar, 1872-75 1sk, 3sk, 4sk & 6sk posthorns. Also Sweden 1858 9Ö violet, Japan 1871 set of 4 imperfs 4 margins 
sold "as is", 1872/75 birds & "cherry blossom" (20) forgeries. Incls Chile 1853 1¢ yellow, NZ 1864/71 4d yellow, 
Portugal 1898 da Gama set MLH (Cat. £250), the 10r with pulled perf & CGH 1896 5/-. Also Stationery cut-outs from 
various countries as popular at the time this album was printed. Despite the mixed cond, this lot has much to 
recommend it. (100s) $300 

597 World in large stockbook with 14 pages of Rhodesia/Zimbabwe 1960's to 1990's, then vast quantity of cinderellas 
from 1910-1997 incl various exhibition labels with USA & GB events predominating but incl 1911 Vienna Exhibition set 
of 10 & 1983 set of 7 & WIPA set of 5. Better non-Exhibition related incl Australia "Sprintpak Ayers Rock" corner block 
of 4 MUH & S/A strip of 3. Also GB 1916 National Philatelic War Fund bicolour set of 6, 1933 Philatelic Congress & 
Belgium 1921 Philatelic Clubs set of 5 plus many issues valid for postage at Exhibitions incl covers & M/S's. A treasure 
trove with much seldom seen material filling the last 50 pages of the stockbook. (100s) $250 

598 World Range on 2 Hagners noting Netherlands 1946 Queen Wilhelmina to 10g F/U, Estonia 1923 Red Cross perfd 
pair MLH with "Aita Hadalist" ovpt (Cat. £135), 1918/19 15k blue perf. 11½ (2 MLH, Cat. £250 ea.), Rynkyu Islands 
1952 3y Government, 1951 Afforestation & 1952 Perry all F/U & China 1945 North Central China $1 lake brown 
"Cavalry Charge" imperf unused with pre-printing paper crease (Cat. £120 as normal) plus Fr. Colonies 1872/77 10¢ 
brown on rose pair with Pondicherry cds (Fr. PO India) of 1877 & badly miscut. Also Yugoslavia 1951 Zefiz M/S MLH 
(SG MS684a, Cat. £250), Mexico 1975/77 perf. 14 white fluoro paper 5p60, 5, 10, 20p MUH (Cat. £30), Prussia 1850 
6pf orange used, Queensland 2/- Stamp Duty ovpt "Specimen" & Southern Rhodesia 1931 5/- used (Cat. £170 but 
stained), plus few lesser oddments. Total Cat. approx. £1500 (c60) $200 

599 World "Balance of Consignment" lot from the estate of the late Dr Derek Pocock. Noted Eastern Karelia Mannerheim 
& Ryti sets of 6 all in MUH strips of 5, Danish private railway stamps (17) incl Nakskov-Kragenaes (7 diff), Nakskov-
Rodby Jernbane (6 diff), Halborg (2), Horsens & RNOJ (1 ea.). France 1900/27 railway cancels (c30), CGH "smalls" 
with range of cancels incl cds, barred numerals & squared circles (50) & British Guinea 1866 48¢ with cert (BPA 1958) 
stating "perforation cut off" plus a spoof range on cover & Hagners basing Sudan camel design for Bahrain label, the 
cover showing boxed "By Express Camel"! Also Chile 1892/1909 range of used PSE's (7), Rhodesia & Nyasaland to 
10/- x 2 diff used on album pages, 1890 cover to Switzerland with "Registered London" oval in brown red, bearing 5 
vertical strips of 10 of "One Cent" surcharge on $3 Revenue, "Illustrated London News" extracts of 1859 & 1864 
couple of other old articles incl Burke & Wills, Sutherland & Co private local postage labels ¼Boo & 1Boo (6 ea.) plus 
L.N. Williams article from "Stamp Collecting" (20/7/78) on varieties in these issues & other similar articles from "Stamp 
Magazine" (1979), "The Stamp Lover" (Jan-Feb 1854) & more. These locals are rare but only forgeries are present 
here. Also a Henan Province folder with recent stamps & miniature sheets valid in that province only. An interesting 
group with a conservative reserve. $150 

600 World Lots of floral thematics, pages of Russia & useful Thailand but mostly Malayan area with minor pickings incl 
Kedah 1937 to $1, Selangor 1935/41 $2 (100), Malaysia 1967 $10 bird & Singapore $10 drum (4 used). Heavy dupl in 
places & all on 60+ Hanger pages. (1000s) $80 

601 World Cover group comprising Australia 1948 "ANARE Macquarie Is" with cds tying 2½d Newcastle addressed to Qld 
with tow line Research Expedition detail in violet, NZ 1935 "Bluff to Christchurch Wheelbarrow Push of 400 Miles" illust 
cover, 1947 "USS Mount Olympus" signed cover to NZ with handstamped "Operation High jump Antarctic Expedition 
1946 & 1947 Task Force 68", cover mailed at Little America Antarctic base & USA 1969 special John Fairfax in 
"Britannia" cover "Rowing Across the Atlantic Alone in 180 Days" signed & addressed to England. Also 1936 SA Cent 
& 7th Australasian Philatelic Exhib cover with 3d tied by hexagonal Exhib cancel, 1969 "Cutty Sark" Cent cover with 
info folder & 9d "Cutty Sark" GB stamp tied by cachet on illust "ship & map" detail. Interesting group. (6) $50 

602 World Massive quantity of the Ampol Petrol "giveaway" packets from the 1960's. Numerous countries represented 
including China (for the optimists!). Not checked & boxed as received. Incls an unused Ampol album, so you are set to 
go!! (550+ packets) $40 

603 World Range including German occupation issues in large peg stockbook. Noted SAAR from 1920 with a few Memel, 
Gen Government, 1946/48 French & Soviet Zones, Upper Silesia to 5mk before some Japan MLH/used to 1971 & 
DDR Five Year Plan dupls. Also Australia 2¢ floral coil (29 pairs), "Possum" Framas MUH (c60), 1970's Christmas Is & 
Cocos MUH sets & blocks, ditto Nauru, Pitcairn & PNG. Heavy dupl in German Occ issues. (1000s) $100 

604 World Miscellaneous with TPO & Paquebot cancels, early US cancel-types, fiscals such as Customs Duty & postal 
Service (India) ovpts, forged ovpts & an "Across Town Perth" on piece plus pictorial cancels & slogans before 
Australian 1913-1930 cds group incl "Out of Course Sydney" on KGV 1d. Also perfins, bogus issues, cachets incl 
"Master of the Horse Royal Mews, SW", etc. Untidy but interesting. (100s) $60 

605 World "Collector de Luxe" peg albums x 4. Very few complete sets or "stand out" countries but a clean mainly used 
collection with strength in post-1960 to 1990 issues. Entertaining lot. (1000+) $50 

606 World Modern MUH range on Vario sheets noting Vietnam 2005 costumes sheet of 54, Thailand M/S's (11, incl 
Canada/Thailand joint issue x 6) plus blocks & singles strong in flora & fauna thematics, Indonesia 1979-1998 M/S's 
(26, light dupl), Vietnam M/S's (10) & sets in blocks & singles incl a few ovptd "Specimen". Also M/S's of Tokelau, 
Malaysia 1998 Commonwealth Games pack & various 1979-1981 Philippines plus Hungary, Russia, Czech & more. 
Odd earlier noting 1916 National Philatelic War Fund set of 6 GB cinderellas beautifully printed by Perkins, Bacon & 
Co & Romania 1928 1l & 2l biplanes MLH. Nice clean lot worth viewing to assess scope & subjects. (100s) $100 

607 World Covers on Hagners with Norway 1989-1994 all diff (23) incl M/S's, Switzerland 1971-1982 (37), Liechtenstein 
(9) of 1970-1977. Many covers with tone patches in the latter two countries but stamps appear unaffected. (69) $30 

608 World Old stockbook with mixed MLH & used incl Liberia, Palestine, India, Newfoundland & Sudan plus common dupl 
used NZ & a few more. MLH Sudan on leaves. Modest pickings but well worth estimate. (100s) $30 

609 World Random but useful lot in display sleeves incl PNG 1952 to £1 & Norfolk Is 1947 to 2/- used, Sierra Leone 1938 
MLH & 1963 MUH defins to £1 & Malaysia 2000 Forests & Society S/A sheetlet of 20 plus set of 4 sheetlets of 5. Also 
a few Cocos, Nauru, St Helena, St Vincent & "Zil" circa 1980 sheetlets with some Argentina & Sweden odds & a 
stockcard of Barbados QV-KGV in mixed cond. $50 

610 World Covers, mostly unaddressed FDC's in sleeves noting 1970's-1980's Netherlands & Colonies (100), 1957-1990 
DDA cards & covers (c250) with light dupl & mixed CTO/commercially used & Liechtenstein 1970's-1980's FDC's & 
maxicards from 1981 to 1990 with light duplication. Some rust spots on top edge of covers but stamps all clean. Useful 
for re-sale. (500+) $60 

611 World on Hagners in Hagner binder. Noted Brazil 1938 Brapex Rowland Hill sheetlet of 10 MUH, Indian states 
revenues incl Jaipur "Court Fee' ovpts (11), various Saurashtra, Bikaner, Mysore & other states plus Burma 1940 
censored airmail cover to England. Also Hatay overprints on Turkey plus defins & "T.C." 30-6-1939 ovpts to 50k    
MLH. Finally Hungary 1966 World Cup M/S imperf with other odds & ends incl cinderellas. Very diverse with viewing 
recommended. (100s) $100 

612 World Various countries on Hagners in 3 x Grande "Lighthouse" binders with slipcases in black which retail at $64.95 
ea. Indonesia (c140 on 9 Hagners), Italy (100's on c60 Hagners), Japan with mostly modern (100's on c40 Hagners) 
incl some MUH & Malayan area (140 on 18 Hagners). Common stamps but superb quality housing. $90 

613 World Pot Pourri on leaves with mainly used India & States, Samoa, Ceylon & Muscat 1944 ovpts (these MLH). 
Majority good to fine. (c350) $30 

614 World in 4 x Lighthouse Grande black binders with slipcases (retail $64.95 each). Incls China odds (all common) on 
11 Hagners/Varios, Burma basic used duplicates on 17 Hagners, Canada to 2001 on c 40 Hagners, Belgium 1849 
(poor 10¢) to 1980 with odd later on c60 Hagners with nothing much above "packet material" & Cuba 1855-1968 
MLH/used on c50 Hagners with reasonable pre-1960 & 1¢, 2¢ Christmas 1960 blocks MLH plus a good range of later 
incl 1967 Paintings set of 25 MLH/used (c1000). Albums & Hagners equate to half reserve. (1000s) $150 

615 World Pre-WWII MLH & used collection in Strand album with GB QV 1d reds, a few surface printed incl 1883 5/- 
heavily cancelled, KEVII 2/6d (2) & 5/- average used, Portugal 1898 da Gana 150r MLH (hinge remnant), China 1909 
Temple of Heaven F/U & useful Jaipur MLH/used plus Malay states odds MLH/used. Also Hong Kong ovptd "China" 
1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 8¢ & 12¢ all MLH, Tibet 1912 type (5 MLH, 3 on cover & piece plus multiple of 5 red & 2 singles used with 
faults. The carmine MLH shows "Postage" variety (SG 4Aa, Cat. £150). A few Aust states incl WA 2/- QV with "WA" 
perfin, 9d x 2, Tas pictorials to 6d, SA "Long Toms" x 6 used to 1/-, NSW 10d & a few NZ incl KEVII 8d ovptd Official 
used. Australia with 3rd wmk 5/- (parcel cancel) with other kangaroos to 2/- & KGV (24) to 1/4d plus USA MLH & used 
odds to 1900. Overall, good spread of countries in mostly fair to good cond which just needs some time & care. (100s) $250 



616 World Range in display sleeves & Hagners with duplicated off paper post 1970 & some MUH/MLH. One binder is 
Australia decimal to recent used, the other with unsorted mix of countries incl USA, NZ, Malaysia Israel, Vatican, 
S.Africa, Singapore & more. Collector's spring-clean! (100s) $30 

617 World Scott "International Junior Postage Stamp Album" (1930) with mainly used. Sparse pre-1930 range with no sets 
or apparent high vals but a lovely classic album in good cond. (c200) $30 

618 World USA used in 2 vols all in chronological order to 2017 with earlies sparse & very mixed, PNG mixed MUH, MLH 
& used incl 1952 to £1, 1963/64 £1 QEII used & decimals incl 1966 to $2. 1983 World Communications Year 
appearing complete MLH hinged in small peg album & NZ 1862-2010 in peg album in very mixed cond but many 
useful & World in "Empire" album with mainly common pre-WWII range. (1000s) $150 

619 World Varied mix in tin with many old "Foreign Bill" (KEVII era) & other fiscals, some KGVI & earlier on piece from 
India, Dutch East Indies, Ceylon etc. Best items have been placed on part stockcards incl KUT 3/- KGVI vertical pair 
perf. 13x11¾ MUH (Cat. £50 ea.), Hong Kong 1941 Cent set of 6 MLH & Portugal 1945 Pres Carmona 1e75 block 
MUH (Cat. £80). Some other MUH incl 1937-47 British South Africa omnibus types. Classic old-time mix. (100s) $50 

620 World Mostly common from a wide range of countries but some better noting Samoa 1900 yachts to 1mk MLH & used 
(excl 40pf), 3/- Admiral, ovpts on Germany 3pf, 10pf & 25pf MLH, Singapore 1972 shipping M/S MUH, St Vincent 
KGVI £1 MLH, Gold Coast 1938/42 to 10/- MLH, Marshall Is 1900 to 50pf & Pitcairn 1951 8d x 5 MLH plus Russia 
1960-1973 CTO range & a few others incl Malaysia. (100s) $120 

621 World Postal history incl Australian with a large Commonwealth Savings Bank covers (2) (corners damaged), WWI 
censored to Switzerland bearing 2½d machine cancelled & 1915 cover to USA with 2½d tied by Newcastle machine 
cancel. Also German inflation covers of 1.11.23 & 27.11.23 to local addresses with (a) 103 million & (b) 80 milliarden 
franking dramatically illustrating the out of control of inflation rate. Russia 1957 & 1967 illustrated airmail covers with 
"Recommande" & Cyrillic equivalent boxed strikes, 1898 Pretoria Quarter Master's Store rubber handstamps of 2, 4 & 
13 Aug on requisitions & Italy pre-stamp letters of 1820 & 1832. Finally GB unstamped letter, "LS 20Au20 1852" to 
USA marked "19 Cents" & "24" for postage due. Well worth inspection. (14 items) $80 

622 World Various on over 50 Hagners noting Russia 1980 Olympics "Golden Ring" 1 rouble x 13 diff MUH, Norfolk Is 
1974 UPU M/S's x 5 (retail $225), Christmas Is 1970 15¢ & 30¢ fish x 5 ea. MUH, Australia pre-decimal used with 5 
Hagners of KGV vals to 5d (heavily dupl 1d, 1½d, 2d) & odd better later pre-decimal incl £1 & £2 Navigators before 
1970-2000 common used plus NWPI Is 1d violet KGV x 30 MUH/MLH. Also China late 1990's MUH & floral thematics. 
Lots of sorting required so estimate is conservative. (1000s) $120 

623 Cinderellas Presented in quality 64pp Lindner stockbook under title "Elizatoria 2002" by Gerald M. King. Confections 
of labels featuring QEII, some using the frame designs of QV issues, mostly with coarse perf gauging's on thick paper 
or imperforate. Frames of pre-QEII colonial key types are also used. Leaves are interspersed with stamps mounted 
under the heading "The Phantasmagoria Essays" with quirky/humorous commentary. This collection must be viewed 
to understand its intent & extent. Second half of album has humorous phantoms of Australian origin & some valuable 
WWI/II period "Liberty Loan" cinderellas, seals etc. Ex Derek Pocock. (100s) $300 

624 Cinderellas Red Cross & Easter seals of USA mounted on leaves, the former 1931-1967 complete incl se-tenant 
blocks, the latter from 1940 to 1968 complete in singles & blocks for each year. Rarely seen so complete for this 
period. (100s) $80 

625 Cinderellas USA Health & Welfare related labels in single & multiples. A diverse range covering period from 1932 to 
1985 but not in any particular order. Noted on last page "Help Crippled Children" undated design in progressive colour 
block. A clean lot which could form the basis for a formal display. (100s) $60 

626 Cinderellas & Forgeries World accumulation that must be viewed to appreciate as there are phantoms & bogus      
as well as some genuine issues with forged ovpts such as "Sudetenland" on Czech defins (10 values to 10k). Much 
early material incl First Flight etiquettes, GB Delivery Company & other private carriage service labels, forgeries of 
French Colonies 1892 issues, Nagaland bogus issues in blocks & Brazil early forgeries in profusion. Also 1938 Port    
of London set of 12 poster stamps in folder, Australia Sprintpak Ayers Rock sheet stamp MUH blocks of 45 & 14, 
Propaganda labels such as "Say NO to the Euro. Keep the £" & "Don't let Europe Rule Britannia!" & "La Belle France" 
1920's scenic labels (45 diff, plus one on flap of 1930 commercial cover). Massive & staggeringly diverse lot. Ex Derek 
Pocock. (1000s) $200 

627 Forgeries World range incl display of German States (90) with some multiples all written up with final comment "The 
only Trouble is that the whole display consists of forgeries or they'd be worth $25000+". The cover is 1861 using faked 
bisect of Nova Scotia 10¢, mounted on same page as Spiro 12½¢ Nova Scotia forgery with forged A95 mailboat 
cancel, 1¢ & 5¢ Fournier forgeries ovpts & Specimens & lots of 1870's Japan in stockbook plus Korea, German States, 
British Guiana, West Indies, Newfoundland, New Zealand, Malta, St Helena, CGH, Bushire & Naples 1860 ½t with 
BPA cert stating "is a forgery" with some other Italian States. Also Nicaragua, Iceland & Indian States plus some 
genuine Laos, Kampuchea, cinderellas, Isle of Man "Lord of the Rings", "Henry VIII" set etc. A genuinely fascinating 
lot. (100s) $200 

628 International Reply Coupon 1949-1983 Collection used in various countries housed in photo album. Many from 
USA with lesser numbers from Guernsey, Israel, Yugoslavia, Diego Suarez, Brazil, France, Canada & more. A rare 
opportunity to make a good start to a new collection! (approx. 110) $100 

629 Paquebot 1936/37 oil tanker personal correspondence envs with various GB KGV defins tied by Cape Town 
Paquebot (2), Durban Paquebot & Cochin (plus s/l "PAQUEBOT" cachet in black) cds's. "c/o ANGLO-IRANIAN OIL 
CO. LTD ABADAN, IRAN" cachets on two & "BRITISH JUDGE" dated cachets on each. One addressed to British 
Guiana has been readdressed to the company headquarters in London with a variety of b/s's. An attractive group with 
genuine non-philatelic usage. (4) $40 

630 Postcards GB & mainly European countries covering 1900's-1920's on the theme of "Watch Your Language" showing 
the codes used by correspondents in positioning adhesives according to the message they wanted to privately convey. 
Thus, stamps appear in one of 8 positions on the card, either upright, inverted or at an angle. The mounted collection 
is well written up & contains 65 cards, mostly unused, illustrating the meanings of adhesive positions. A few under the 
title "Language of Flowers" show the meaning to be conveyed by the various flowers, fruit & vegetable that often 
appear on postcards to loved ones. A fascinating study which will be difficult to expand, as most of these are scarce 
nowadays. (65) $150 

631 Thematics Aviation (13 sets), Olympic Games (12 sets), Space (14 sets), Animals (15 sets) & Christmas (17 sets) 
plus more thematic sets from Rumania, Grenada & Mongolia. All CTO with accompanying Seven Seas written up 
pages for mounting. (110 sets)  $30 

632 Kangaroos "Budget" MLH group comprising 6d chestnut Small Mult wmk & 2/- CofA wmk in John Ash gutter blocks of 
4 plus 5d chestnut with paper hinge remnant, 9d violet fresh but with perf faults a lower left & 2/- CofA Die B with thin 
spot. Bargain estimate. (11) $50 



616 World Range in display sleeves & Hagners with duplicated off paper post 1970 & some MUH/MLH. One binder is 
Australia decimal to recent used, the other with unsorted mix of countries incl USA, NZ, Malaysia Israel, Vatican, 
S.Africa, Singapore & more. Collector's spring-clean! (100s) $30 

617 World Scott "International Junior Postage Stamp Album" (1930) with mainly used. Sparse pre-1930 range with no sets 
or apparent high vals but a lovely classic album in good cond. (c200) $30 

618 World USA used in 2 vols all in chronological order to 2017 with earlies sparse & very mixed, PNG mixed MUH, MLH 
& used incl 1952 to £1, 1963/64 £1 QEII used & decimals incl 1966 to $2. 1983 World Communications Year 
appearing complete MLH hinged in small peg album & NZ 1862-2010 in peg album in very mixed cond but many 
useful & World in "Empire" album with mainly common pre-WWII range. (1000s) $150 

619 World Varied mix in tin with many old "Foreign Bill" (KEVII era) & other fiscals, some KGVI & earlier on piece from 
India, Dutch East Indies, Ceylon etc. Best items have been placed on part stockcards incl KUT 3/- KGVI vertical pair 
perf. 13x11¾ MUH (Cat. £50 ea.), Hong Kong 1941 Cent set of 6 MLH & Portugal 1945 Pres Carmona 1e75 block 
MUH (Cat. £80). Some other MUH incl 1937-47 British South Africa omnibus types. Classic old-time mix. (100s) $50 

620 World Mostly common from a wide range of countries but some better noting Samoa 1900 yachts to 1mk MLH & used 
(excl 40pf), 3/- Admiral, ovpts on Germany 3pf, 10pf & 25pf MLH, Singapore 1972 shipping M/S MUH, St Vincent 
KGVI £1 MLH, Gold Coast 1938/42 to 10/- MLH, Marshall Is 1900 to 50pf & Pitcairn 1951 8d x 5 MLH plus Russia 
1960-1973 CTO range & a few others incl Malaysia. (100s) $120 

621 World Postal history incl Australian with a large Commonwealth Savings Bank covers (2) (corners damaged), WWI 
censored to Switzerland bearing 2½d machine cancelled & 1915 cover to USA with 2½d tied by Newcastle machine 
cancel. Also German inflation covers of 1.11.23 & 27.11.23 to local addresses with (a) 103 million & (b) 80 milliarden 
franking dramatically illustrating the out of control of inflation rate. Russia 1957 & 1967 illustrated airmail covers with 
"Recommande" & Cyrillic equivalent boxed strikes, 1898 Pretoria Quarter Master's Store rubber handstamps of 2, 4 & 
13 Aug on requisitions & Italy pre-stamp letters of 1820 & 1832. Finally GB unstamped letter, "LS 20Au20 1852" to 
USA marked "19 Cents" & "24" for postage due. Well worth inspection. (14 items) $80 

622 World Various on over 50 Hagners noting Russia 1980 Olympics "Golden Ring" 1 rouble x 13 diff MUH, Norfolk Is 
1974 UPU M/S's x 5 (retail $225), Christmas Is 1970 15¢ & 30¢ fish x 5 ea. MUH, Australia pre-decimal used with 5 
Hagners of KGV vals to 5d (heavily dupl 1d, 1½d, 2d) & odd better later pre-decimal incl £1 & £2 Navigators before 
1970-2000 common used plus NWPI Is 1d violet KGV x 30 MUH/MLH. Also China late 1990's MUH & floral thematics. 
Lots of sorting required so estimate is conservative. (1000s) $120 

623 Cinderellas Presented in quality 64pp Lindner stockbook under title "Elizatoria 2002" by Gerald M. King. Confections 
of labels featuring QEII, some using the frame designs of QV issues, mostly with coarse perf gauging's on thick paper 
or imperforate. Frames of pre-QEII colonial key types are also used. Leaves are interspersed with stamps mounted 
under the heading "The Phantasmagoria Essays" with quirky/humorous commentary. This collection must be viewed 
to understand its intent & extent. Second half of album has humorous phantoms of Australian origin & some valuable 
WWI/II period "Liberty Loan" cinderellas, seals etc. Ex Derek Pocock. (100s) $300 

624 Cinderellas Red Cross & Easter seals of USA mounted on leaves, the former 1931-1967 complete incl se-tenant 
blocks, the latter from 1940 to 1968 complete in singles & blocks for each year. Rarely seen so complete for this 
period. (100s) $80 

625 Cinderellas USA Health & Welfare related labels in single & multiples. A diverse range covering period from 1932 to 
1985 but not in any particular order. Noted on last page "Help Crippled Children" undated design in progressive colour 
block. A clean lot which could form the basis for a formal display. (100s) $60 

626 Cinderellas & Forgeries World accumulation that must be viewed to appreciate as there are phantoms & bogus      
as well as some genuine issues with forged ovpts such as "Sudetenland" on Czech defins (10 values to 10k). Much 
early material incl First Flight etiquettes, GB Delivery Company & other private carriage service labels, forgeries of 
French Colonies 1892 issues, Nagaland bogus issues in blocks & Brazil early forgeries in profusion. Also 1938 Port    
of London set of 12 poster stamps in folder, Australia Sprintpak Ayers Rock sheet stamp MUH blocks of 45 & 14, 
Propaganda labels such as "Say NO to the Euro. Keep the £" & "Don't let Europe Rule Britannia!" & "La Belle France" 
1920's scenic labels (45 diff, plus one on flap of 1930 commercial cover). Massive & staggeringly diverse lot. Ex Derek 
Pocock. (1000s) $200 

627 Forgeries World range incl display of German States (90) with some multiples all written up with final comment "The 
only Trouble is that the whole display consists of forgeries or they'd be worth $25000+". The cover is 1861 using faked 
bisect of Nova Scotia 10¢, mounted on same page as Spiro 12½¢ Nova Scotia forgery with forged A95 mailboat 
cancel, 1¢ & 5¢ Fournier forgeries ovpts & Specimens & lots of 1870's Japan in stockbook plus Korea, German States, 
British Guiana, West Indies, Newfoundland, New Zealand, Malta, St Helena, CGH, Bushire & Naples 1860 ½t with 
BPA cert stating "is a forgery" with some other Italian States. Also Nicaragua, Iceland & Indian States plus some 
genuine Laos, Kampuchea, cinderellas, Isle of Man "Lord of the Rings", "Henry VIII" set etc. A genuinely fascinating 
lot. (100s) $200 

628 International Reply Coupon 1949-1983 Collection used in various countries housed in photo album. Many from 
USA with lesser numbers from Guernsey, Israel, Yugoslavia, Diego Suarez, Brazil, France, Canada & more. A rare 
opportunity to make a good start to a new collection! (approx. 110) $100 

629 Paquebot 1936/37 oil tanker personal correspondence envs with various GB KGV defins tied by Cape Town 
Paquebot (2), Durban Paquebot & Cochin (plus s/l "PAQUEBOT" cachet in black) cds's. "c/o ANGLO-IRANIAN OIL 
CO. LTD ABADAN, IRAN" cachets on two & "BRITISH JUDGE" dated cachets on each. One addressed to British 
Guiana has been readdressed to the company headquarters in London with a variety of b/s's. An attractive group with 
genuine non-philatelic usage. (4) $40 

630 Postcards GB & mainly European countries covering 1900's-1920's on the theme of "Watch Your Language" showing 
the codes used by correspondents in positioning adhesives according to the message they wanted to privately convey. 
Thus, stamps appear in one of 8 positions on the card, either upright, inverted or at an angle. The mounted collection 
is well written up & contains 65 cards, mostly unused, illustrating the meanings of adhesive positions. A few under the 
title "Language of Flowers" show the meaning to be conveyed by the various flowers, fruit & vegetable that often 
appear on postcards to loved ones. A fascinating study which will be difficult to expand, as most of these are scarce 
nowadays. (65) $150 

631 Thematics Aviation (13 sets), Olympic Games (12 sets), Space (14 sets), Animals (15 sets) & Christmas (17 sets) 
plus more thematic sets from Rumania, Grenada & Mongolia. All CTO with accompanying Seven Seas written up 
pages for mounting. (110 sets)  $30 

632 Kangaroos "Budget" MLH group comprising 6d chestnut Small Mult wmk & 2/- CofA wmk in John Ash gutter blocks of 
4 plus 5d chestnut with paper hinge remnant, 9d violet fresh but with perf faults a lower left & 2/- CofA Die B with thin 
spot. Bargain estimate. (11) $50 

 AUSTRALIA COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS  
633 Kangaroos 1913 1d red annotated varieties x 82 on 3 Hagners on/off paper. Some are x 2 to illustrate unannotated 

constant varieties with others showing ACSC numbers & flaw description. Good to fine used with varieties clear to see. 
Total ACSC cat. c$3500. $250 

634 Kangaroos Unsold local auction lots incl 1st wmk 2d grey MUH, 2½d blue x 2 MLH & 3d pale olive-green Die I MUH 
well centred right selvedge example (ACSC 12E, Cat. $600) & 2½d 1/- & 2/- all CTO plus 3rd wmk 3d pale olive-green 
perfined "OS" (ACSC 13Gb, Cat. $175) MLH with 3 short perfs at base & 6d. Also SMW 1/- & 2/- (corner perf missing) 
& 9d & 1/- perfined "OS". Also CofA 6d ovptd "OS". Previous reserves totalled $280 (16) $120 

635 Kangaroos 4 covers comprising 1918 2½d on censored cover to USA with "Ship Mail Room" cds, 1935 First Flight 
Sydney-Melbourne with typed annotation & addressed to SA with 2d grey uprated with 1929 3d Air booklet stamp tied 
by Air Mail Sydney NSW cds, 1924 to USA, ordinary mail with 3d tied by Perth machine cancel & 1917 2½ to 
Netherlands with Zeist b/s & adhesive tied by Mosman NSW cds. Nice group. (4) $100 

636 Kangaroos 1d red off paper in small sweet box. Good used to fine used with minimum of damaged stamps. Careful 
viewing may reward. (100s) $75 

637 Kangaroos 2 covers & 4 x on piece with the covers being 2½ ordinary mail (1919) to USA & 1937 with 9d pair tied by 
East Fremantle WA cds airmail to England. The pieces all with mixed kangaroo/KGV frankings tied by parcel cancels 
or cds (2/- brown pair). KGV incl 2d orange, 4d orange (2), blue (3) & 1/4d. Attractive group/ (6 items) $100 

638 Kangaroos Varieties previously unsold in local auction. Incls ACSC 2(c)l F/U, ACSC 3a inverted wmk used, 3d 1st 
wmk "deformed coast" used (ACSC 12(2)h),2/- maroon SMW with "white flaw on "s" of Australia" F/U (39(2)j) & 2/- 
CofA A with "colour spot off WA coast" used (ACSC 40(1)g). Total previous reserves $115. (5) $50 

639 Kangaroos All on WWI covers all bearing 2½d & addressed to New York in 1915, one with "Opened By Censor" on 
sealing tape, another with oval "Passed by Censor 4th M.D" in violet & a third with 2/10/15 red cds "Passed Censor 
Brisbane". Another with "Passed" h/s in violet & one without censor marks on McDonald Smith & Co, Sydney printed 
env. Last with slipped diagonal machine cancel missing the stamp so cancelled "Ship Mail Room". Interesting. (6) $120 

640 Kangaroos 2d to 2/- vals with ACSC listed varieties. All cds used examples with annotations highlighting vars. Incls 
3d perfined small "OS" with "deformed coast" F/U ACSC 13(2)h, 9d with "flaw over "E" ACSC 28 (4)o &  2/- with 
"break in left frame" ACSC 37(2)m F/U. Useful pickings for specialist. Total cat. $1500+ (13) $250 

641 Kangaroos Used range sorted by wmk on Vario leaves in binder. Comprises ½d (9), 1d (6), 2d (4), 2½d (4), 3d (15), 
4d (2), 6d ultra (16), chestnut (13), 9d (22), 1/- (24), 2/- maroon (49) & 5/- (CofA, CTO). Cond varies from poor to fine 
with cds examples in a minority. (163) $40 

642 Kangaroos "SPECIMEN" ovptd selection incl 3rd wmk £2 rose & black, type B, repaired at top & with diagonal crease 
at lower left & a type C fine MLH, centred high. Also £1 & £2 CofA wmk both MLH. ACSC 56x (not counted, as faulty), 
56xb (Cat. $500), 54x (Cat. $80) & 58x (Cat. $125) (4) $200 

643 Kangaroos 3d, 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- selection all with double or distorted frames. Good to fine used with clear varieties. A 
useful group for study. (5) $120 

644 Kangaroos Group of 4  on cover comprising 1d red private perfin tied by 28/8/14 machine cancel of Melbourne (front), 
1925 airmail cover to England with 9d pair (correct rate), private 1935 commercial cover with air mail etiquette affixed 
& "Air Mail Sydney" cds tying 5/- kangaroo & 1d KGV addressed to Monaco & 1947 reg'd Airmail cover to USA with 2/- 
kangaroo, 3d KGVI brown & 6d kookaburra tied by Russell Street Vic cds. Minor "opening" faults. (4) $150 

645 Kangaroos All on covers comprising 1913 to England with 1d Die II, 1916 2d showing "scratch from value circle to 
map" variety, 1913 2½d with ACSC var 9(l)p in Gulf of Carpentaria, 1914 Hotel Metrople cover to USA with 2½d,  1914 
University of Melbourne cover to USA with ½d & 2d correct rate & 1930 cover with 6d chestnut SM wmk plus 1½d 
KGV airmail to England. No backstamps & 1916 cover is torn but others good to fine. (6) $100 

646 Kangaroos 2/- maroon with all but one being CofA wmk. Range of varieties on 2 Hagners with 7 MUH/MLH & 
remainder good to fine used. Accompanied by vendor list identifying each variety by ACSC number with a total cat. 
value of $1840. A useful group. (23) $200 

647 Kangaroos Bulk lot packed into "Greys" cigarette tin. Several 100 with all wmks appearing to be represented. Vals to 
2/-. Cond varies. (100s) $150 

648 Kangaroos Cover selection with two franked by 2½d indigo, one a 1915 to USA with King Street NSW cds on 1st 
wmk example, the second a 1917 censored cover to Switzerland machine cancelled in Sydney from E. Bloch & Co on 
a 3rd wmk example. Also 1931 "Australia - Netherlands Indies Melbourne to Batavia Special Airmail Flight" cacheted 
airmail cover addressed to the Hague bearing 6d, 1/- & 2/- kangaroos plus 3d Kingsford Smith & 1d green KGV tied by 
Registered Sydney NSW cds & with reg label affixed to reverse & 1936 airmail to England with 9d pair prepaying 
correct standard airmail rate. All in good to vg cond. (4) $80 

649 Kangaroos Used accum on 8 Hagners in varying cond. Incls "OS" & "OS/NSW" perfins. Mixed cds, machine & parcel 
cancels but many are fine. Comprises 2d (64), 3d (352), 1/- (13) & 2/- maroon (49, mostly CofA). (478) $90 

650 Kangaroos 3rd wmk group with varieties comprising 2d "deformed LIA" with couple of tone spots (ACSC 7(1)I,      
Cat. $125, 2½d with ACSC 11(2)o retouch & "heavy coastline" 11(2)da) MLH, 3d "break in frame" 14(u)f MUH, 6d 
break in left frame ACSC 21(u)h & 21(3)iu perfined "OS", 9d with shading breaks ACSC 27(3)d) &  1/- inv wmk & white 
flaw variety ACSC 32a & 33(4)j plus 5/- ewe faced ACSC 44(v)f MVLH. Useful group. Total cat. $3670 (10) $450 

651 Kangaroos Used accumulation with heavy dupl plus representative MLH, used & "Specimen" range (no 2nd wmk) 
arranged in stockbook. 1913 range incls inverted wmk used examples of ½d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/-, a few 
"OS/NSW" & private perfins (D & J/F, Finneys) used, 4d orange "OS/NSW" MLH, 1915-28 range with mint 2d, 2½d, 
3d, both 6d colours, 9d & 1/-, used incl 2d & 3d inverted wmks, various perfins & a lovely F/U block of 1/-. Also single 
of 2/- brown F/U & perf "OS" & £2 used with telegraph puncture. 1929/30 SM wmk 6d, 9d & 1/- MLH (plus perf "OS"), 
2/- used to 5/- (2) incl perf "OS" 9d, 1/- & 2/- plus a couple of private perfins. 1931/36 CofA 6d MLH, CTO Ash imprint 
pair & used ovptd "OS", 9d MH, 2 shades used plus "WA" & private perfins, 2/- Ash imprint block & Authority imprint 
pair MUH & used perfins etc. Also 5/- x 2 with a CTO & with heavy cds examples, 10/- with indistinct cds, £1 heavily 
used & £2 with telegraph puncture. Then comes extensive duplicated used sorted by value, comprising 3rd wmk ½d 
(16), 1d (216), 2d (3), 2½d, 3d (32), 4d (3), 1/- (4) all 1st wmk. 2d, 2½d (4), 3d (213), 6d ultra (18), chestnut (63), 9d 
(17), 1/- (56), 2/- brown (22), maroon (74) & 5/- (3, parcel cancels). 1929/30 SM wmk 6d (34), 1/- (31) & 2/- (13) before 
1931/36 CofA 6d, 9d (127), 2/- (100) & 5/-. Cond varies of course but inspection highly recommended. (1150+) $500 



652 Kangaroos MLH & used stock (ex Joe Crum) all on Hagners in Lighthouse Grande binder with slipcase. Starts with 
"SPECIMEN" ovptd CofA 10/- x 3 (faults), £1 Cr/A types C & D & CofA, £2 x 4 in mixed cond then used perf "OS" 
range with a few minor varieties annotated. Vals to 5/- incl later 2nd & 3rd wmks, lower vals with 4d shades (large x 4, 
,small x 2) & 5d (large x 2 & small). A few MLH incl 3rd wmk 3d, 1st wmk 6d, 3rd wmk 6d chestnut plus ovptd "OS" x 4 
& 2 used & 1/- x 3. Good MLH/used coverage of normals with ½d (10), 1d (39), 2d (27), 2½d (27), 3d (37), 4d (18), 5d 
(3), 6d ultramarine (21), chestnut (34, incl SM wmk Ash imprint block MLH), 9d (47), 1/- (65), 2/- brown (10 incl poorly 
centred 1st wmk MLH), maroon (87 incl 5 CofA MUH/MLH blocks), 5/- (10 used) & 10/- (2 x CofA used) plus 2½d on 
1915 cover to USA, 4d (small "OS") on OHMS "Unclaimed" cover & used 1d grey black letter card with "St George's 
Tce Perth". ACSC numbers & dealer prices for each "flagged". Well worth close investigation & conservative estimate. $400 

653 Kangaroos All on large covers comprising OHMS (2), taxed to England with 2d GB PD affixed on arrival after "NSW 
T/20", "2d/I.S./P" (torn & repaired), 1927 6d chestnut alone on regd cover to England & 1941 cover "per RMS Mooltan" 
to England with Late Fee for Airmail tying 1d & 1½d KGV & 6d kangaroo. Also 1919 to England with 2d kangaroo & 
½d KGV tied by Ship Mail Room cds & redirected from London to Winchester with Earl's Court transit cds. A few 
faults reflected in reserve. (6) $80 

654 Kangaroos Range on covers comprising 1914 (7th July) 2½d to USA, 1916 (29th June) censored to USA & bearing 
Sydney cds tying 2d kangaroo & ½d KGV, 1914 (3rd Apr)) to USA with 2½d tied by light Sydney NSW machine 
cancel & 1942 censored air mail cover to England with 2/- x 2 & KGVI 2d mauve perf. 15x14 tied by "Richmond     
NSW Aust" cds's the 1914 cover with Sydney machine cancel. The first censored with soiling & minor wear    
otherwise all are sound. (4)  $80 

655 Kangaroos Selection on covers incl 2 Censored with one a registered front only bearing vertical pair of 3d yellow olive 
tied by Sydney 31 MR 21 Regd cds's & addressed to Detmold (Germany) with tape at left tied by German h/sin violet 
"Post …Erwach Ungantelle Munchen", a 1915 cover bearing 2d grey & KGV ½d green addressed to Switzerland tied 
by Tanunda South Aust cds & "PASSED" h/s in violet & Basel b/s. Also 1920 to Netherlands bearing 2½d 3rd wmk 
with pair of KGV 1½d chocolate all tied by Sydney NSW machine cancel & 1921 to USA bearing 3d yellow olive, Die II, 
tied by Brisbane machine cancel for 15 DEC 21. Finally 1918 Sydney to USA reg'd with 2½d prepaying surface rate & 
the 3d registration fee & 1931 (26th Apr) 2/- (no air mail indications) standard size cover to London with adhesive tied 
by Darwin N.T. Australia cds. Most in vg cond. (6) $200 

656 Kangaroos 5/- vals x 17 good to fine used, some with varieties. Incls 1st wmk ACSC 42A (with faults - closed tear), 
42B very good used (perf faults), 2nd wmk, 43Ab perf "OS" very F/used (perf faults), 43Bb good used (parcel cancel) 
& 43Bb used rough perfs all round. 3rd wmk x 5 used to good used, most with parcel cancels noting ACSC 44Db vg 
used & SMW 45A good used plus CofA wmk x 5 good to very good used. Previous reserves in local auction of $390.  $90 

657 Kangaroos 5/- postally used kangaroos x 36. All sound examples with about half cds cancelled & the remainder with 
parcel cancels. Noted 3rd wmk, SMW + CofA. Also 10/- grey & pink CofA wmk (repaired). View to assess. (37) $50 

658 Kangaroos & KGV Accumulation on Schaubek pages with 19 MLH kangaroos incl 1st wmk 6d blue MUH (toned), 
SMW 6d chestnut fine MUH & 2/- maroon CofA wmk, 1 MUH & 5 MLH with 1 toned. 29 used kangaroos incl 2/- light 
brown 2nd wmk F/U (light crease), CofA wmk 6d ovptd "OS" & 5/- grey & yellow F/U. 65 MLH KGV with vals to 1/4d 
single wmk x 2 MLH, one with tone spot & other with paper adherence. SMW perf. 13½x12½ hinged (light gum 
toning), CofA wmk x 2, 1 MLH (off centre) the other fine. 3d blue single wmk MUH side selvedge block of 4 (off centre) 
& MLH set of 7 "OS" ovpts with some duplication e.g. 3 x 5d chestnut. Noted 4d violet with variety ACSC 111A(2)j (thin 
gum spots) plus range of good to FU KGV from ½d to 1/4d. High cat. value but view to assess. $250 

659 Kangaroos & KGV Assorted in slim Lighthouse stockbook & pre-decimal in Seven Seas "junior" album. A budget lot 
with mainly used but useful kangaroos incl 4d & 5/- (3rd wmk, cds) & a few KGV incl 1/4d (2) & 4d ovpt "OS". Odd pre-
decimals incl 1931 Kingsford Smith in both 6d's MLH. Also NSW 1897 1/- Consumptive Homes MLH corner pair with 
odd stain. Approx. 90% pre-decimal overall. (100s) $60 

660 Kangaroos & KGV plus States on/off paper accumulation in large tin box. As received from non-collector vendor 
following a house clearance. A brief "rummage" revealed kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d plus odd "OS" perfin, a 2d 
Victoria Stamp Duty with "THE MYER EMPRIUM LTD" ovpt, an unused Spitfire War Savings Stamp in vg cond, 
various PD's, Custom Duty issues, a 2/- NWPI ovpt (could be others), occasional State railway Parcel stamp & a 3d 
WA Hospital Fund. Hours of sorting required but may well reward! (1000's) $100 

661 KGV "Balance of consignment" in 2 small Lighthouse stockbooks. Light pencil annotation on the backs of most stamps 
suggest that there is still much here for the specialist. All vals to 1/4d incl singles, pairs, strips & blocks with useful 
shade variations etc. Viewing will reward. High cat. val. (approx 350 stamps with almost half being MUH/MLH) $1,000 

662 KGV ½d to 5d MUH/MLH in mounts on leaves comprising ½d green single crown (19), L Mult (14), ½d orange (17, no 
CofA), 1d red (57, incl single line perf, L Mult (7), single crown shades, inv wmk x 6, 1d violet (7), 1d green single 
crown (9), LM (2), no wmk (4), SM perf. 14 (2), perf. 13½x12½ (4, no Die II), CofA (15), 1½d brown shades (12) & 
scarlet (15, incl no wmk x 2). Also 2d orange (7), scarlet (12), brown (11), 3d (13 Die I incl 3 types B, 11 Die I), 4d 
orange shades (15), ultra (6), violet (4, incl "OS" x2), olive shades (28), lemon/pale lemon (5), 4½d violet (9) & 5d (12). 
Conservative estimate allows for some toning/foxing & heavy hingeing or sweating on minority. (c300) $150 

663 KGV 1½d Die I browns & greens written up on Devon pages with single wmk black-brown, single wmk x 2 used with 
varieties & Harrison imprint pair MH. LMW wmk inverted MVLH plus 2 used varieties. Brown single wmk MUH single 
plus 3 used varieties, LMW positional plate block of 6 electro IV 45, 46/ 57, 58 MUH x 5 & MLH plus bright red-brown 
single wmk with MUH single. Finally 1½d green MUH block of 4, MLH single with "flaw under King's ear" & "large white 
flaw" used variety (ACSC 88(U)e). (24) $50 

664 KGV 1½d scarlet, single crown wmk x 83 all with annotated varieties good to fine used on 3 Hagners plus 1½d black 
brown (2) & red brown & chocolate shades (36) mainly used. Incls 10 unlisted "reds" & 6 "browns" with odd duplicate. 
STC $2600 & useful for specialist. (120) $250 

665 KGV 1½d Single crown wmk MLH with varieties incl 1½d scarlet block with "missing top to crown" on lower left unit, a 
pair with variety spot of colour below left value tablet in right hand stamp, single with flaw in right hand wattles & 1½d 
black brown "THREE" with dash after "E" plus 1½d chocolate pair with white bulge to oval over "P" on left hand stamp. 
ACSC varieties 89(21)l, 89(25-28)i, 89(27)g, 83(3)g & 85(3)m, total cat. $300+ (10 stamps) $100 

666 KGV 1d accumulation with 290 reds, 14 violets & 50 greens. Wide range of dies, wmks, printings & perf variations with 
possible shade & postmark interest. Most stamps have light pencil mark annotations on the back attesting to the wide 
range of ACSC listed varieties as well as other flaws. Mainly good to fine used with a few MUH/MLH examples as well 
as the odd multiple with pairs, strips & blocks. Inspection recommended. High cat. value. (350+) $250 

667 KGV 1d greens with varieties noting single wmk "ferns" MLH/MH plus block 4 with "wattle line", "nick left frame" & 
"neck flaw" MUH/MLH plus LMW Harrison imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & "RA join" MH (creased). No wmk perfined 
"OS" F/U & SMW perf. 14 MUH. Finally, SMW perf. 13½x12½ Die II pair MH (toned gum) & Ash imprint block of 4 
MLH/MH plus CofA Ash imprint block of 4 MUH. (26 stamps) $40 



652 Kangaroos MLH & used stock (ex Joe Crum) all on Hagners in Lighthouse Grande binder with slipcase. Starts with 
"SPECIMEN" ovptd CofA 10/- x 3 (faults), £1 Cr/A types C & D & CofA, £2 x 4 in mixed cond then used perf "OS" 
range with a few minor varieties annotated. Vals to 5/- incl later 2nd & 3rd wmks, lower vals with 4d shades (large x 4, 
,small x 2) & 5d (large x 2 & small). A few MLH incl 3rd wmk 3d, 1st wmk 6d, 3rd wmk 6d chestnut plus ovptd "OS" x 4 
& 2 used & 1/- x 3. Good MLH/used coverage of normals with ½d (10), 1d (39), 2d (27), 2½d (27), 3d (37), 4d (18), 5d 
(3), 6d ultramarine (21), chestnut (34, incl SM wmk Ash imprint block MLH), 9d (47), 1/- (65), 2/- brown (10 incl poorly 
centred 1st wmk MLH), maroon (87 incl 5 CofA MUH/MLH blocks), 5/- (10 used) & 10/- (2 x CofA used) plus 2½d on 
1915 cover to USA, 4d (small "OS") on OHMS "Unclaimed" cover & used 1d grey black letter card with "St George's 
Tce Perth". ACSC numbers & dealer prices for each "flagged". Well worth close investigation & conservative estimate. $400 

653 Kangaroos All on large covers comprising OHMS (2), taxed to England with 2d GB PD affixed on arrival after "NSW 
T/20", "2d/I.S./P" (torn & repaired), 1927 6d chestnut alone on regd cover to England & 1941 cover "per RMS Mooltan" 
to England with Late Fee for Airmail tying 1d & 1½d KGV & 6d kangaroo. Also 1919 to England with 2d kangaroo & 
½d KGV tied by Ship Mail Room cds & redirected from London to Winchester with Earl's Court transit cds. A few 
faults reflected in reserve. (6) $80 

654 Kangaroos Range on covers comprising 1914 (7th July) 2½d to USA, 1916 (29th June) censored to USA & bearing 
Sydney cds tying 2d kangaroo & ½d KGV, 1914 (3rd Apr)) to USA with 2½d tied by light Sydney NSW machine 
cancel & 1942 censored air mail cover to England with 2/- x 2 & KGVI 2d mauve perf. 15x14 tied by "Richmond     
NSW Aust" cds's the 1914 cover with Sydney machine cancel. The first censored with soiling & minor wear    
otherwise all are sound. (4)  $80 

655 Kangaroos Selection on covers incl 2 Censored with one a registered front only bearing vertical pair of 3d yellow olive 
tied by Sydney 31 MR 21 Regd cds's & addressed to Detmold (Germany) with tape at left tied by German h/sin violet 
"Post …Erwach Ungantelle Munchen", a 1915 cover bearing 2d grey & KGV ½d green addressed to Switzerland tied 
by Tanunda South Aust cds & "PASSED" h/s in violet & Basel b/s. Also 1920 to Netherlands bearing 2½d 3rd wmk 
with pair of KGV 1½d chocolate all tied by Sydney NSW machine cancel & 1921 to USA bearing 3d yellow olive, Die II, 
tied by Brisbane machine cancel for 15 DEC 21. Finally 1918 Sydney to USA reg'd with 2½d prepaying surface rate & 
the 3d registration fee & 1931 (26th Apr) 2/- (no air mail indications) standard size cover to London with adhesive tied 
by Darwin N.T. Australia cds. Most in vg cond. (6) $200 

656 Kangaroos 5/- vals x 17 good to fine used, some with varieties. Incls 1st wmk ACSC 42A (with faults - closed tear), 
42B very good used (perf faults), 2nd wmk, 43Ab perf "OS" very F/used (perf faults), 43Bb good used (parcel cancel) 
& 43Bb used rough perfs all round. 3rd wmk x 5 used to good used, most with parcel cancels noting ACSC 44Db vg 
used & SMW 45A good used plus CofA wmk x 5 good to very good used. Previous reserves in local auction of $390.  $90 

657 Kangaroos 5/- postally used kangaroos x 36. All sound examples with about half cds cancelled & the remainder with 
parcel cancels. Noted 3rd wmk, SMW + CofA. Also 10/- grey & pink CofA wmk (repaired). View to assess. (37) $50 

658 Kangaroos & KGV Accumulation on Schaubek pages with 19 MLH kangaroos incl 1st wmk 6d blue MUH (toned), 
SMW 6d chestnut fine MUH & 2/- maroon CofA wmk, 1 MUH & 5 MLH with 1 toned. 29 used kangaroos incl 2/- light 
brown 2nd wmk F/U (light crease), CofA wmk 6d ovptd "OS" & 5/- grey & yellow F/U. 65 MLH KGV with vals to 1/4d 
single wmk x 2 MLH, one with tone spot & other with paper adherence. SMW perf. 13½x12½ hinged (light gum 
toning), CofA wmk x 2, 1 MLH (off centre) the other fine. 3d blue single wmk MUH side selvedge block of 4 (off centre) 
& MLH set of 7 "OS" ovpts with some duplication e.g. 3 x 5d chestnut. Noted 4d violet with variety ACSC 111A(2)j (thin 
gum spots) plus range of good to FU KGV from ½d to 1/4d. High cat. value but view to assess. $250 

659 Kangaroos & KGV Assorted in slim Lighthouse stockbook & pre-decimal in Seven Seas "junior" album. A budget lot 
with mainly used but useful kangaroos incl 4d & 5/- (3rd wmk, cds) & a few KGV incl 1/4d (2) & 4d ovpt "OS". Odd pre-
decimals incl 1931 Kingsford Smith in both 6d's MLH. Also NSW 1897 1/- Consumptive Homes MLH corner pair with 
odd stain. Approx. 90% pre-decimal overall. (100s) $60 

660 Kangaroos & KGV plus States on/off paper accumulation in large tin box. As received from non-collector vendor 
following a house clearance. A brief "rummage" revealed kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d plus odd "OS" perfin, a 2d 
Victoria Stamp Duty with "THE MYER EMPRIUM LTD" ovpt, an unused Spitfire War Savings Stamp in vg cond, 
various PD's, Custom Duty issues, a 2/- NWPI ovpt (could be others), occasional State railway Parcel stamp & a 3d 
WA Hospital Fund. Hours of sorting required but may well reward! (1000's) $100 

661 KGV "Balance of consignment" in 2 small Lighthouse stockbooks. Light pencil annotation on the backs of most stamps 
suggest that there is still much here for the specialist. All vals to 1/4d incl singles, pairs, strips & blocks with useful 
shade variations etc. Viewing will reward. High cat. val. (approx 350 stamps with almost half being MUH/MLH) $1,000 

662 KGV ½d to 5d MUH/MLH in mounts on leaves comprising ½d green single crown (19), L Mult (14), ½d orange (17, no 
CofA), 1d red (57, incl single line perf, L Mult (7), single crown shades, inv wmk x 6, 1d violet (7), 1d green single 
crown (9), LM (2), no wmk (4), SM perf. 14 (2), perf. 13½x12½ (4, no Die II), CofA (15), 1½d brown shades (12) & 
scarlet (15, incl no wmk x 2). Also 2d orange (7), scarlet (12), brown (11), 3d (13 Die I incl 3 types B, 11 Die I), 4d 
orange shades (15), ultra (6), violet (4, incl "OS" x2), olive shades (28), lemon/pale lemon (5), 4½d violet (9) & 5d (12). 
Conservative estimate allows for some toning/foxing & heavy hingeing or sweating on minority. (c300) $150 

663 KGV 1½d Die I browns & greens written up on Devon pages with single wmk black-brown, single wmk x 2 used with 
varieties & Harrison imprint pair MH. LMW wmk inverted MVLH plus 2 used varieties. Brown single wmk MUH single 
plus 3 used varieties, LMW positional plate block of 6 electro IV 45, 46/ 57, 58 MUH x 5 & MLH plus bright red-brown 
single wmk with MUH single. Finally 1½d green MUH block of 4, MLH single with "flaw under King's ear" & "large white 
flaw" used variety (ACSC 88(U)e). (24) $50 

664 KGV 1½d scarlet, single crown wmk x 83 all with annotated varieties good to fine used on 3 Hagners plus 1½d black 
brown (2) & red brown & chocolate shades (36) mainly used. Incls 10 unlisted "reds" & 6 "browns" with odd duplicate. 
STC $2600 & useful for specialist. (120) $250 

665 KGV 1½d Single crown wmk MLH with varieties incl 1½d scarlet block with "missing top to crown" on lower left unit, a 
pair with variety spot of colour below left value tablet in right hand stamp, single with flaw in right hand wattles & 1½d 
black brown "THREE" with dash after "E" plus 1½d chocolate pair with white bulge to oval over "P" on left hand stamp. 
ACSC varieties 89(21)l, 89(25-28)i, 89(27)g, 83(3)g & 85(3)m, total cat. $300+ (10 stamps) $100 

666 KGV 1d accumulation with 290 reds, 14 violets & 50 greens. Wide range of dies, wmks, printings & perf variations with 
possible shade & postmark interest. Most stamps have light pencil mark annotations on the back attesting to the wide 
range of ACSC listed varieties as well as other flaws. Mainly good to fine used with a few MUH/MLH examples as well 
as the odd multiple with pairs, strips & blocks. Inspection recommended. High cat. value. (350+) $250 

667 KGV 1d greens with varieties noting single wmk "ferns" MLH/MH plus block 4 with "wattle line", "nick left frame" & 
"neck flaw" MUH/MLH plus LMW Harrison imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & "RA join" MH (creased). No wmk perfined 
"OS" F/U & SMW perf. 14 MUH. Finally, SMW perf. 13½x12½ Die II pair MH (toned gum) & Ash imprint block of 4 
MLH/MH plus CofA Ash imprint block of 4 MUH. (26 stamps) $40 

668 KGV 1d to 4d range on Hagners all with annotated varieties with ACSC numbers. Incls ½d orange Electro 7 with 
"broken right frame opposite emus feet" variety MUH (ACSC 66(7)l & 1d violet with "kangaroos tongue out" variety 
perfined small "OS" F/U (ACSC 76(4)u. Good to F/U with cat value totalling ACSC $2400+. Useful for specialist. (48) $300 

669 KGV 1d values in old time note book labelled "George V - 1d value unallocated flaws" incl reds (approx. 1300), violets 
(40) & greens (approx. 600). All arranged under headings such as "top frame", "crown", "emu", "King's head", 1d" etc. 
Noted about 70 Die II's & a few useful shades, postmarks etc. Doesn't look like it has been touched for many years. 
Nice clean material in good to very fine used awaiting your inspection! (approx. 2000) $300 

670 KGV 2d orange group of 18 used, 18 MLH & 5 blocks of 4 MUH/MLH on Hagners with "flags" detailing ACSC 
numbers. Good range of shades & constant varieties. Incls 13 perf "OS" & one "OS/NSW". Ex Crum & PTSA $930+ $200 

671 KGV 2d red bulk assortment in biscuit tin. All wmks & Dies appear to be represented. (100s) $40 
672 KGV 2d red Die III Small Multi (12 MLH singles, 3 MLH pairs incl one "wmk inverted", 6 used perf "OS" (5) & "WA", 

CofA wmk singles (20 MLH, 15 used incl "OS", "GNSW", "WA" & VG" perfins), Ash imprint pair & blocks (3) + gutter 
strip, "OS" ovpts (7 MLH, 3 used singles). Mixed upright & inverted wmks, latter incl forged perf "OS" (ACSC 103Aa). 
Ex Joe Crum, PTSA $370+ $50 

673 KGV 2d red single crown wmk (12 MLH, 12 used) on 2 Hagners with each item flagged with ACSC details. Incls perf 
"OS" wmk inverted used (2) & "HS & Co" perfin used plus range of shades MLH with odd catalogued variety MLH or 
used. Ex Crum, PTSA $650. $100 

674 KGV 2d red, Die II, Small Mult perf. 13½ x 12½ & "Twopence" surcharge on 1½d range of MLH & used singles plus 
multiples on Hagners all flagged with ACSC details comprising (ACSC 100) singles (15 MLH, 3 used), block of 6 & 
Ash imprint block of 4, (ACSC 101), 18 MUH/MLH blocks & used block plus 13 MLH pairs & 18 MLH & 4 used singles. 
Ex Crum, PTSA $900+ $150 

675 KGV 2d red-brown single crown wmk (7 MLH, 10 used), Small Mult perf. 13½ x 12½ (11 MLH, 6 used) & perf. 14 (7 
MLH, 6 used) all on Hagners "flagged" with ACSC cat. details covering a range of shades plus a few perf "OS" & 
constant varieties. Odd blunt corner or heavy cancel. Ex Crum, PTSA $1179. $250 

676 KGV 4d orange study incl 4d lemon MVLH. Orange perfd "OS" & orange-buff, both MUH but creased, 3 used with "line 
through 4d", shades B, I & H & used "OS" with "dot over "FO" of "FOUR"" variety. Total Cat $1850 (7 stamps)  $90 

The next 10 lots (677-686) have hot been checked for watermarks varieties or postmarks by either the vendor or us. We briefly 
scanned each lot to set realistic reserves. We did note some interesting postmarks & a few varieties so there are bound to be 
more. Nothing has been removed by us. Careful viewing should reward. 

677 KGV 500 x ½d green $60 
678 KGV 500 x 1d violet noting many perfined "OS" $80 
679 KGV 1000 x 1d green $90 
680 KGV 500 x 1d green $50 
681 KGV 500 x 1½d green $60 
682 KGV 500 x 2d red with various dies $60 
683 KGV 1000 x 2d reds with various dies $100 
684 KGV 250 x 3d blue in various dies & printings $90 
685 KGV 500 x 3d blue in various dies & printings $180 
686 KGV 500 x 4d olive with various perfs $120 
687 KGV Bundleware 1½d browns, red browns or chocolates (no black-browns) neat bundleware with mixed cds & 

machine cancels. 10 bundles of 100 cotton-tied. (1000) $30 
688 KGV Bundleware 1½d red x 2000.  Cotton-tied bundles in small box with mixed cds & machine cancels. (2000) $60 
689 KGV Bundleware 2d red x 5400 in cotton-tied bundles of 100. Mixed good to F/U with some cds's on outer bundles. 

(5400) $100 
690 KGV Bundleware with 1d red x 280, 1d green x 260, 1½d brown x 110, 1½d red x 400, 2d red x 720, 2d orange x 275 

& 4d olive x 40. All in cotton-tied bundles in old Red Tulip Chocolates box. (2000+) $100 
691 KGV Bundleware with 2d orange x 1200 in cotton-tied bundles with mixed cds & machine pmks. (1200) $40 
692 KGV Group of varieties incl ½d orange inverted Single Crown wmk MLH with variety "retouched shading behind King's 

head" (ACSC 66(6)g, Cat. $120), 3d SM perf. 13½x12½ used with ACSC 107(3, 4)o & 107(3)d varieties & cat. $285, 
½d green LM wmk pair MLH with left stamp showing ACSC 65(4)u in right value tablet, 1d green with inverted SM 
wmk perf. 14 MLH (ACSC 80a) & 1d red substituted cliché (ACSC 72(2)ja) plus 5 other varieties all used. Also 5d 
CofA wmk MLH with "broken frame at top left" (ACSC 127(3)i, Cat. $100). Total cat. $420+ (13) $100 

693 KGV Low face value range in quality Lighthouse stockbook. Vals from ½d to 2d incl 1d engraved (4) single wmk, ½d 
green x 8, ½d orange x 4 (2 inverted wmks), 1d red SLP x 2, smooth paper shades x 25 (incl 2 inverted wmks), 1d 
green x 2, 1d violet x 5, 1d red rough paper shades x 11, Die III x 2 (MUH & MLH), 1½d black-brown x 3, 1½d brown x 
10, 1½d green x 4, 2d orange x 6 & 2d red x 4. LMW incls ½d green & 1d red x 4. Most items are either MUH or MLH 
with the odd MH item. Centring is better than average for a collection of this type. Little or no toning & lovely fresh 
colours. (95) $400 

694 KGV MUH/MLH selection noting ½d orange single crown wmk inverted, 1d red LM wmk with offset, 3d CofA MUH, 2d 
orange (5) & 1½d red x 6 incl "poached egg" flaw. Odd minor fault incl foxed perf on 5d CofA but useful pickings. (32) $80 

695 KGV Off paper accum of low vals in small wooden box. Sound cond with a mix of slogan & cds cancels. Many 1d 
greens, 2d orange & 2d scarlet. Incls perf "OS". Possible varieties for the patient! (1000+) $80 

696 KGV Range of unsold local auction lots incl MUH, MLH, MH & unused with vals to 5d surcharge incl 1d red Die II x 3 
MUH (G109) centred slightly left, 1d deep red (G110) x 2 centred to right (ACSC Cat. $750) plus 30 other KGV vals & 
block of 4 1d PD's. Previous reserves of $195 (37) $100 

697 KGV Selection perfined "OS" with 20 MLH/used vals to 1/4d plus 1½d swan & 3d kookaburra also perfined "OS" & 
CTO on Vario sheet with "flags" identifying each. 1/4d KGV is creased, otherwise appear fine. Total SG cat. value 
c£420. (22) $60 

698 KGV Unsold club auction lots with following varieties; ACSC 86(8)j MLH, 86(8)k MH, 88(11)h very good used, 95(6)ha 
very good used, 96(8)g very good used, 96(12)I F/U, 97A(16)m vg used, 108f very F/U & 110(2)ve F/U. Total previous 
reserves of $170. (9 vars) $80 

699 KGV Varieties used group on Hagners all annotated with 4d blue, violet (3), orange (2), olive (3) & 5d brown (10). 
Good to fine used with pmks clear of varieties. Useful group for specialist. Total ACSC cat $1000+ (19) $120 

700 KGV ½d green single wmk shades MUH/MLH/MH & used (PTSA $150) varieties with 11 items (PTSA $320). 1½d 
green LMW shades MLH & used (PTSA $120) & 11 varieties (PTSA $600). Total PTSA $1190 $180 



701 KGV ½d orange single wmk shades MUH, MLH & used (PTSA $100) plus 25 varieties (PTSA $565). ½d orange SMW 
perf. 14 shades MUH, MLH & used with 28 varieties (PTSA $1040). Also ½d orange perf. 13½x12½ shades MUH, 
MLH & used (PTSA $190) with 16 varieties incl 3 imprint blocks of 4 (PTSA $280) & CofA wmk with 8 singles, 1 
imprint pair & varietal block of 4 ovptd "OS". Total PTSA $2200. $300 

702 KGV 1d red engraved shades MUH/MLH & used incl 2 blocks of 4, 11 varieties incl 7 pairs plus strip of 3. Total PTSA 
$430+ $70 

703 KGV 1d red, single wmk shades MUH/MLH & used (PTSA $325) plus 9 varieties. (PTSA$675). Total PSTA $1000 $80 
704 KGV 1d red LMW & 1d violet. Reds with shades MLH & used incl Die III perfined "OS NSW". (Total PTSA $235) Violet 

shades both MLH & used incl 2 blocks of 6 & varieties on 6 items. Total PTSA $800.  $100 
 
Ex dealer’s stock with comprehensive ranges of stamps broken down into a number of manageable lots so as to better cater to 
a diverse range of interest areas. Initially stock was broken up according to face value with further categorisation sometimes 
being made according to colour or wmk & in some cases by Die or perf differences. Each lot is unique & apart from shade & 
mint & used examples may contain inverted wmks, imprint blocks, varieties, singles, pairs, blocks, CTO, official perfins etc. 
While the stock in general is fine in appearance there is duplication, some hingeing is heavy with toning & tone spots present 
on some with odd perf separation on pairs & blocks. Ideally these lots should be viewed to assess but having said that, we 
have included total "priced to sell at" prices & have set what we believe to be attractive reserves which reflect any 
inadequacies. Happy hunting! 

705 KGV 1d green wattle line & neck flaw study with one pair & 7 blocks of 4 incl single wmk MLH vertical pair showing 
state I of each flaw, single wmk MLH block of 4 with neck flaw state I, positions 37 & 38/ 43 & 44, LMW MLH block for 
37 & 38/ 43 & 44 with State 1 of both flaws plus perfined "OS" MLH before no wmk block showing state I of each flaw. 
Also SMW perf. 14 block of 4 wattle line state I & neck flaw state II with reduced flaw below neck. Finally SMW perf. 14 
with wattle line almost completely absent & neck flaw state II, MUH/MLH with some perf separation & SMW perf. 14 
with wattle line state II & neck flaw state III MLH. Total cat. $2300+ $400 

706 KGV 1d green single wmk shades MLH & used plus 19 varieties incl 4 blocks of 4. Total PSTA $585 $70 
707 KGV 1d green LMW & no wmk with shades of former MLH & used (PTSA $140) plus 3 varieties (PTSA $125). No 

wmk shades also MLH & used with 6 varieties incl block of 4 & block of 6. Total PSTA $650 $80 
708 KGV 1d green SMW perf. 14 MLH & used shades plus 18 varieties incl 2 blocks 4. Total PTSA $645 $80 
709 KGV 1d green SMW perf. 13½x12½ with MLH & used shades plus 20 varieties incl 2 imprint blocks of 4. Total PSTA 

$600 $75 
710 KGV 1d green CofA wmk (normal) with shades MUH/MLH & used (PTSA $150) & 11 varieties (PTSA $200). Also 

ovptd "OS" shades both MLH & used with 2 varieties. Total PTSA $515 $50 
711 KGV 1½d brown-black single wmk shades (PTSA $310) with 9 varieties (PTSA $375), 1½d black-brown LMW shades 

(PTSA $105) plus 10 varieties (PTSA $390), 1½d brown single wmk MLH & used shades (PTSA $148) with 11 
varieties (PTSA $325), 1½d brown LMW shades (PTSA $134) with 5 varieties (PTSA $180) & finally 1½d bright red-
brown single wmk shades (PTSA $200) varieties. Total PTSA $2150 $250 

712 KGV 1½d greens & reds, Die I with former single wmk shades MLH & used (PTSA $160) & 6 varieties (PTSA $110) & 
1½d red single wmk with MLH & used shades plus 35 varieties (PTSA $1580). Also 1½d red no wmk (PTSA $85) with 
4 varieties (PTSA $250). Total PSTA $2100 $280 

713 KGV 1½d reds & browns Die II with 1½d red Die II SMW perf 14 shades plus 11 varieties PTSA $505 before 1½d red 
Die II SMW perf 13½x12½, shades in both MLH & used  & 15 varieties PTSA $565. Also 1½d brown Die II SMW perf. 
13½x12½ shades MLH & used with 4 varieties plus 1½d brown CofA wmk. Total PSTA $1500+ $200 

714 KGV 3d blue single wmk MLH & used shades (PTSA $100+) with 13 (PTSA $760), 3d blue SMW Die Ia perf. 
13½x12½ also with MLH & used shades (PTSA $305) & 6 varieties (PTSA$655). Also 3d blue Die II SMW perf. 
13½x12½ shades (PTSA $275) & 4 varieties before CofA wmk shades, "OS" ovpt & 3 varieties. Total PTSA $2250+ $300 

715 KGV 4d orange shades MUH, MLH & used plus 10 varieties. A useful group. Total PSTA $1895 $250 
716 KGV 4d violet & 4d blues with former in shades (PTSA $310) & 4 varieties (PTSA $190) & 4d blue MUH/MLH & used 

shades (PTSA $330) & 5 varieties (PTSA $180). Total PTSA $1340 $200 
717 KGV 4d olive with single wmk shades MUH, MLH & used (PTSA $285) with 3 varieties (PTSA $165), SMW perf. 14 

shades MLH & used (PTSA $290) & SMW perf. 13½x12½ shades also MLH & used incl an "OS" ovpt & 3 varieties 3 
items. Also CofA wmk shades & 5 varieties. Useful F/U examples. Total PTSA $1200 $150 

718 KGV 4½d violet single wmk MUH, MLH & used shades (PTSA $235) plus 4 varieties (PTSA $115),  4½d violet SMW 
perf. 14 shades & 4 varieties plus 4½d violet SMW perf. 13½x12½ shades & varieties with a Die II CTO. PTSA $655 $100 

719 KGV 5d vals with chestnut single wmk SLP shades MLH & used plus 3 varieties & 3 x rough paper perfined "OS" good 
used ($240) before 5d chestnut single wmk shades MLH & used with 7 varieties. Also FIVE PENCE ovpts on 4½d 
violet shades MLH & used (PTSA $145)  & 5 varieties (PTSA $170), 5 chestnut SMW perf 13½x12½ shades used 
(PTSA $325) with 4 varieties 4 items before 5d chestnut CofA wmk shades MLH & used (PTSA $144 & "OS" ovpt 
single & in imprint pair. Useful pickings. Total PTSA $2115 $350 

720 KGV 1/4d turquoise-blue in single wmk shades MLH & fine used (PTSA $265), SMW perf. 14 shades used & SMW 
perf 13½x12½ shades MLH & used ($225) before a few CofA wmk shades. Total PTSA $735 (26) $90 

721 Pre-decimal covers incl both addressed/unaddressed noting 11/8/1941 censored cover to USA, 1940 AIF FDC, 1951 
Exhib cover with cachets in royal blue & violet, a range of private FDC's from 1950 onwards incl Guthrie, Wide World, 
WCS, Royal & some others with many pmkd Gabbin, WA. Also 3 covers with relief cancels (unusual on FDC's), QEII 
Coronation & 1954 Royal Visit sets on regd FDC's plus other 2/- & 2/3d commems, War Memorial pair, 5/- cattle x 3, 
4/- Tasman & other non-letter rates. Noted a 1962 1d & 2d QEII FDC addressed to Switzerland & uprated 5d tied by 
Melbourne Air cds. Light dupl to 1965 with several generic GPO covers as well. Close examination suggested. (c150) $150 

722 Pre-decimal MUH/MLH singles & multiples on Hagners in padded binder. Noted 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee MUH (pulled 
perf at left), many low val KGVI blocks & pairs with or without imprint, QEII similar but 1954 2/- Royal Visit x 3 blocks 
MUH/MLH, 1962 2/3d Games x 2 blocks MUH/MLH & 1963 uncut booklet pane block of 5d green marginal top  3 rows 
of 16,plus 1964 2/3d Guillaux MUH/MLH pair Also large blocks of 5d commems. Majority fine. (100s) $50 

723 Pre-Decimals Quality Street tin of duplicated used off paper pre-decimals noting kangaroos & KGV heads. A pleasant 
evenings sort! (1000s) $30 



701 KGV ½d orange single wmk shades MUH, MLH & used (PTSA $100) plus 25 varieties (PTSA $565). ½d orange SMW 
perf. 14 shades MUH, MLH & used with 28 varieties (PTSA $1040). Also ½d orange perf. 13½x12½ shades MUH, 
MLH & used (PTSA $190) with 16 varieties incl 3 imprint blocks of 4 (PTSA $280) & CofA wmk with 8 singles, 1 
imprint pair & varietal block of 4 ovptd "OS". Total PTSA $2200. $300 

702 KGV 1d red engraved shades MUH/MLH & used incl 2 blocks of 4, 11 varieties incl 7 pairs plus strip of 3. Total PTSA 
$430+ $70 

703 KGV 1d red, single wmk shades MUH/MLH & used (PTSA $325) plus 9 varieties. (PTSA$675). Total PSTA $1000 $80 
704 KGV 1d red LMW & 1d violet. Reds with shades MLH & used incl Die III perfined "OS NSW". (Total PTSA $235) Violet 

shades both MLH & used incl 2 blocks of 6 & varieties on 6 items. Total PTSA $800.  $100 
 
Ex dealer’s stock with comprehensive ranges of stamps broken down into a number of manageable lots so as to better cater to 
a diverse range of interest areas. Initially stock was broken up according to face value with further categorisation sometimes 
being made according to colour or wmk & in some cases by Die or perf differences. Each lot is unique & apart from shade & 
mint & used examples may contain inverted wmks, imprint blocks, varieties, singles, pairs, blocks, CTO, official perfins etc. 
While the stock in general is fine in appearance there is duplication, some hingeing is heavy with toning & tone spots present 
on some with odd perf separation on pairs & blocks. Ideally these lots should be viewed to assess but having said that, we 
have included total "priced to sell at" prices & have set what we believe to be attractive reserves which reflect any 
inadequacies. Happy hunting! 

705 KGV 1d green wattle line & neck flaw study with one pair & 7 blocks of 4 incl single wmk MLH vertical pair showing 
state I of each flaw, single wmk MLH block of 4 with neck flaw state I, positions 37 & 38/ 43 & 44, LMW MLH block for 
37 & 38/ 43 & 44 with State 1 of both flaws plus perfined "OS" MLH before no wmk block showing state I of each flaw. 
Also SMW perf. 14 block of 4 wattle line state I & neck flaw state II with reduced flaw below neck. Finally SMW perf. 14 
with wattle line almost completely absent & neck flaw state II, MUH/MLH with some perf separation & SMW perf. 14 
with wattle line state II & neck flaw state III MLH. Total cat. $2300+ $400 

706 KGV 1d green single wmk shades MLH & used plus 19 varieties incl 4 blocks of 4. Total PSTA $585 $70 
707 KGV 1d green LMW & no wmk with shades of former MLH & used (PTSA $140) plus 3 varieties (PTSA $125). No 

wmk shades also MLH & used with 6 varieties incl block of 4 & block of 6. Total PSTA $650 $80 
708 KGV 1d green SMW perf. 14 MLH & used shades plus 18 varieties incl 2 blocks 4. Total PTSA $645 $80 
709 KGV 1d green SMW perf. 13½x12½ with MLH & used shades plus 20 varieties incl 2 imprint blocks of 4. Total PSTA 

$600 $75 
710 KGV 1d green CofA wmk (normal) with shades MUH/MLH & used (PTSA $150) & 11 varieties (PTSA $200). Also 

ovptd "OS" shades both MLH & used with 2 varieties. Total PTSA $515 $50 
711 KGV 1½d brown-black single wmk shades (PTSA $310) with 9 varieties (PTSA $375), 1½d black-brown LMW shades 

(PTSA $105) plus 10 varieties (PTSA $390), 1½d brown single wmk MLH & used shades (PTSA $148) with 11 
varieties (PTSA $325), 1½d brown LMW shades (PTSA $134) with 5 varieties (PTSA $180) & finally 1½d bright red-
brown single wmk shades (PTSA $200) varieties. Total PTSA $2150 $250 

712 KGV 1½d greens & reds, Die I with former single wmk shades MLH & used (PTSA $160) & 6 varieties (PTSA $110) & 
1½d red single wmk with MLH & used shades plus 35 varieties (PTSA $1580). Also 1½d red no wmk (PTSA $85) with 
4 varieties (PTSA $250). Total PSTA $2100 $280 

713 KGV 1½d reds & browns Die II with 1½d red Die II SMW perf 14 shades plus 11 varieties PTSA $505 before 1½d red 
Die II SMW perf 13½x12½, shades in both MLH & used  & 15 varieties PTSA $565. Also 1½d brown Die II SMW perf. 
13½x12½ shades MLH & used with 4 varieties plus 1½d brown CofA wmk. Total PSTA $1500+ $200 

714 KGV 3d blue single wmk MLH & used shades (PTSA $100+) with 13 (PTSA $760), 3d blue SMW Die Ia perf. 
13½x12½ also with MLH & used shades (PTSA $305) & 6 varieties (PTSA$655). Also 3d blue Die II SMW perf. 
13½x12½ shades (PTSA $275) & 4 varieties before CofA wmk shades, "OS" ovpt & 3 varieties. Total PTSA $2250+ $300 

715 KGV 4d orange shades MUH, MLH & used plus 10 varieties. A useful group. Total PSTA $1895 $250 
716 KGV 4d violet & 4d blues with former in shades (PTSA $310) & 4 varieties (PTSA $190) & 4d blue MUH/MLH & used 

shades (PTSA $330) & 5 varieties (PTSA $180). Total PTSA $1340 $200 
717 KGV 4d olive with single wmk shades MUH, MLH & used (PTSA $285) with 3 varieties (PTSA $165), SMW perf. 14 

shades MLH & used (PTSA $290) & SMW perf. 13½x12½ shades also MLH & used incl an "OS" ovpt & 3 varieties 3 
items. Also CofA wmk shades & 5 varieties. Useful F/U examples. Total PTSA $1200 $150 

718 KGV 4½d violet single wmk MUH, MLH & used shades (PTSA $235) plus 4 varieties (PTSA $115),  4½d violet SMW 
perf. 14 shades & 4 varieties plus 4½d violet SMW perf. 13½x12½ shades & varieties with a Die II CTO. PTSA $655 $100 

719 KGV 5d vals with chestnut single wmk SLP shades MLH & used plus 3 varieties & 3 x rough paper perfined "OS" good 
used ($240) before 5d chestnut single wmk shades MLH & used with 7 varieties. Also FIVE PENCE ovpts on 4½d 
violet shades MLH & used (PTSA $145)  & 5 varieties (PTSA $170), 5 chestnut SMW perf 13½x12½ shades used 
(PTSA $325) with 4 varieties 4 items before 5d chestnut CofA wmk shades MLH & used (PTSA $144 & "OS" ovpt 
single & in imprint pair. Useful pickings. Total PTSA $2115 $350 

720 KGV 1/4d turquoise-blue in single wmk shades MLH & fine used (PTSA $265), SMW perf. 14 shades used & SMW 
perf 13½x12½ shades MLH & used ($225) before a few CofA wmk shades. Total PTSA $735 (26) $90 

721 Pre-decimal covers incl both addressed/unaddressed noting 11/8/1941 censored cover to USA, 1940 AIF FDC, 1951 
Exhib cover with cachets in royal blue & violet, a range of private FDC's from 1950 onwards incl Guthrie, Wide World, 
WCS, Royal & some others with many pmkd Gabbin, WA. Also 3 covers with relief cancels (unusual on FDC's), QEII 
Coronation & 1954 Royal Visit sets on regd FDC's plus other 2/- & 2/3d commems, War Memorial pair, 5/- cattle x 3, 
4/- Tasman & other non-letter rates. Noted a 1962 1d & 2d QEII FDC addressed to Switzerland & uprated 5d tied by 
Melbourne Air cds. Light dupl to 1965 with several generic GPO covers as well. Close examination suggested. (c150) $150 

722 Pre-decimal MUH/MLH singles & multiples on Hagners in padded binder. Noted 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee MUH (pulled 
perf at left), many low val KGVI blocks & pairs with or without imprint, QEII similar but 1954 2/- Royal Visit x 3 blocks 
MUH/MLH, 1962 2/3d Games x 2 blocks MUH/MLH & 1963 uncut booklet pane block of 5d green marginal top  3 rows 
of 16,plus 1964 2/3d Guillaux MUH/MLH pair Also large blocks of 5d commems. Majority fine. (100s) $50 

723 Pre-Decimals Quality Street tin of duplicated used off paper pre-decimals noting kangaroos & KGV heads. A pleasant 
evenings sort! (1000s) $30 

724 Pre-Decimals MUH/MLH & used dealers stock (ex the late Joe Crum) all in chronological order with SG & ACSC 
numbers shown throughout in large Lighthouse stockbook. No kangaroos or KGV with mainly used low value 
commems to 1937 with later much better incl 1937 NSW set x 13 MUH/MLH with extras of 3d & 9d. No AIF mint or 
Robes but noted Arms £2 x 11 used before useful QEII with "Produce Food" strips MUH x 10 & strong MUH stock of 
2/- & 2/3d commems. Better defins incl 5/- Cattleman (12), 7/6d Cook (15) & £2 King (2) all MUH plus useful good to 
fine used noting 2/3d Cable (13), Guillaux (7), Anzac (9), ICY (9) & £1 Bass (6). Recommended for reseller. (1000s) $400 

725 Pre-decimals Range of low val defin panes of 80 MUH comprising 1d Princess, KGVI 2½d red left & right panes, 
1951 Gold left pane, 1959 1d x 4, 2d, 5d x 2 blue & 1963 5d red. Appear fine. (12) $60 

726 Pre-decimals Varieties on Hagner comprising South Aust 4d "OS" with sliced "O" at left, KGVI 2d red F/U with 
"medallion flaw" (ACSC cat. $250), 5/- 3rd wmk kangaroo with heavy parcel cancel but clearly showing "white collar" 
variety (ACSC 44(v)s), 1937/48 1/- lyre perf 15x14 "roller flaw" (ACSC 209d), 4d koala colour spot in last white border 
at top right (ACSC 199i) & 4 varieties of 1953 3d "Produce Food!" plus red triangle off-centre in 1955 3½d YMCA. All 
good to fine used. Total ACSC cat. $925 plus SA variety. (10) $100 

727 Pre-decimal & Decimal Unsold auction lot selection with previous reserves of $95 noting WA postmarks, 1947 (8th 
Sept) Newcastle exhibition Regd cover, 1866 Victoria local cover taxed postcard to WA with stamp removed & 1985 
Dalwallinu souvenir cover. (10 items) $30 

728 Pre-decimals, AAT & States plus GB. A disorganised lot on Hagners/Vario sheets noting a few AAT covers 1957-
1982 (excl 1966 & 1973 defins), 2001 Exploration sheetlet of 20 MUH, Aust 1953 Food strips on plain addressed 
FDC's & 3d SHB pl.1 block (stamps MUH) plus various identified varieties in KGVI singles & blocks. Also some QEII 
with common used states selection. Basic GB 1970's MUH. (100s) $40 

729 1907-1937 group of cards & covers with Paquebot strikes with 6 items to USA &  4 to England incl 1907 ppc using SA 
1d struck with Port Said cds & boxed Paquebot, a 1921 ppc with 2 x 1d KGV tied by Paquebot Port Said cds, an 
envelope similarly struck on 3 x 1d KGV. Items to USA are of business nature with 4d in KGV adhesives, cds 
"Honolulu Hawaii Paquebot" of 1929 on two, "Auckland N.Z. Loose Letter" cds of 1929 on another. Interesting 1925 
business envelope franked with 1d & 1½d x 2 KGV tied by machine slogan "Air Mail Saves Time" struck on arrival in 
San Francisco together with purple two line "Paquebot San Fran. Calif." & 1937 cover with "Paquebot" h/s in violet 
followed by Honolulu Hawaii duplex tying 2d x 2 KGV. (10) $80 

730 1913-1938 MLH, used & CTO on leaves noting used kangaroos to 5/- incl 6d "OS" ovpt (2), KGV to 1/4d used (46 incl 
4d, 5d "OS" ovpt, 1/4d perf "OS" SM wmk), 1914 6d kookaburra MLH, 1927-1932 perf "OS" commems excl 1½d Swan, 
but 3d Air x 2 & 1/- lyre ovptd "OS" used x 2. Also Kingsford Smith 2d, 3d & 6d "OS" ovpts, ditto 1932 SHB all CTO. 5/- 
Sydney Harbour Bridge with parcel cancel (pulled perf at top". 1930's incl Kingsford Smith MUH/MLH set of 3 vertical 
pairs, 1/- lyre, 3d kookaburra (3) & a few others. Also 70 x Aust colonies noting WA QV 2/- orange on yellow. Useful 
pickings. (200+) $200 

731 1913-1965 basic MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Smattering of kangaroos & KGV low vals, 
later defins incl 5/- & £1 thick paper Robes but no Arms or Navigators. Commems missing 5/- SHB & Silver Jubilee set 
but incls Macarthur, Anzac & AIF. A clean lot with a few "OS" ovpts (1/- lyre without gum). Album retails at $165 alone. 
(288) $100 

732 1913-1965 dupl MLH, used & CTO in 3 stockbooks. Sparse range of kangaroos with 4d large "OS" used, a few CTO 
"OS" incl 3rd wmk 9d, 2/- maroon & Sm Mult 1/- & 2/-. Second vol with KGV MLH x 9 incl 1d green Die II & used with 
25 to 4d plus other pre-decimal MLH/used in third (Prinz) stockbook noting 10/- Robes MLH, 1953 Food strips MUH, 
1963/64 4/- x 4 & 5/- x 5 MUH. Approx. 40 x 2/- to 2/3d commems MUH. Also smattering of lower vals mainly MUH. 
Useful pickings. (100s) $100 

733 1913-1965 in quality Dutch stockbook with black leaves. Starts with page of mainly used kangaroos x 18 to 2/- & KGV 
x 59 to 1/4d with many MUH/MLH later incl 6d "OS" ovptd kangaroo (CofA pair MUH), 1931 Kingsford Smith set & 6d 
brown, 1934 Vic Cent, Macarthur sets of 3, 1914 6d engraved kookaburra, 1940 AIF & 1963/64 Navigators to £1 MUH 
plus birds to 3/- x 2 with extras. Useful used too incl Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpt pair, 1935 2/- SJ, 1914 6d engraved 
kookaburra, 1934 9d Macarthur, 1937/49 £1 thin paper & 1949 Arms to £2. Also a few PD's, 3 booklets, several 
commercial covers incl censored clipper mail to USA bearing 2/- pair, 1931 Australia-England FFC's (2, one torn, the 
other reg with 6d violet & 6d brown x 2), a 1921 reg front to England with 4d violet KGV & 3d kangaroo. Odd decimal 
item at back incl 1971 Xmas block of 7 MUH. Well worth a good look & conservative at estimate. (100s) $200 

734 1913-1965 MLH/used in 2 old stockbooks in chronological order from kangaroos to 5/- (incl 1st wmk to 1/-) & KGV 
single crown wmk to 1/4d, SM perf. 13½x12½ & CofA to 1/4d before 1914 6d kookaburra, 1929-1937 commems excl 
2/- Silver Jubilee, 5/- SHB & Anzac. Incls 1937 Robes on thick paper, 1940 AIF, 1949/50 Arms to £2 & Navigators to 
10/- plus all commems of 1950's-1960's. The aforementioned are used & mainly fine. The second volume is MUH from 
1941 missing Arms set but incl Navigators (excl £1) set of 6. (321 used, 156 MUH) $200 

735 1913-1965 MUH, MLH & used to 1930 then MUH to end. Kangaroos 1st wmk to 2/- F/U, 2nd wmk to 2/- (latter 
faded/cleaned), 3rd wmk to 5/-, Sm Mult to 5/- (heavy used) & CofA to £2 good to F/U. KGV used incls all wmks & dies 
(4½d Die II o/c CTO) with later defins all MUH incl both papers of Robes, 5/- cattle & 1963-64 Navigators. Commems 
missing only 5/- SHB otherwise complete & fine incl Produce Food blocks of 9 MUH. Defins incl dies & perf changes of 
KGVI. No PD's, BCOF or 1928 sheetlet. Superb collection in Lindner "dual" hingeless album with slipcase. (100s) $900 

736 1913-1965 Patchy MUH/MLH coverage with few duplicates in old "Boots" stockbook. Incls 10/- CofA wmk 
"SPECIMEN" kangaroo MUH with a few 1930's commems, KGV (c25) to 4d & KGVI 1937/49 3d blue x 5 with odd 
minor disturbance. 1950's-1960's 2/- & 2/3d commems with dupl but not complete. Cond varies but pickings with    
care. (c400) $70 

737 1913-1965 range of good to fine used commems & defins on 3 Hagners all with annotated ACSC varieties incl      
KGVI 2d scarlet "medallion" flaw F/U. STC c$3000 (85) $200 

738 1913-1965 range on foolscap leaves sorted by wmk noting kangaroos 1st wmk to 1/- (3) incl 4d orange & orange-
yellow, 3rd wmk to 2/- brown (3) with lower vals in mixed cond. Fair KGV range used to 1/4d with 1930's commems 
incl 1934 Vic Cent 1/- CTO, Silver Jubilee 2/- good used, SA Cent set MLH & 1937-48 pictorials perf. 13½x14 MLH 
incl 3d blue x 5. Also Robes 10/- (2 + Specimen), £1 (2) MLH & 2 used of each, coil pairs of 1d maroon QM, 2d mauve 
KGVI & ½d kangaroo (strip of 4) before 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF sets MLH, 1949/50 Arms MLH & used, 5/- cattle MLH 
before 7/6d & £1 x 2 Navigators all MUH & £2 MLH & 1963-1965 issues all MLH. Finally a few PD bicolours & 
newspaper articles before BCOF average used to 5/- (latter MLH & used) & pre-decimal Norfolk, Christmas Is, AAT & 
Cocos Is all well covered MLH/used to 1963 noting Norfolk 10/- bird MUH. A good lot. (100s) $450 



739 1913-1966 MLH & used on Hagners with better incl 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith "OS" CTO, 1934 1/- Vic Cent MLH, 
1935 1/- Anzac CTO, Silver Jubilee MLH & CTO, 1937 10/- Robes on thick paper pair with Ash imprint F/U, £1 thick x 
2 & thin & 1949 Arms plus 1963/64 Navigators to £2 all used. Several Hagners with lower val duplicates incl KGV to 
5d & odd kangaroo incl 5d & 2nd wmk 2/- (surface thin). Mixed cond in used but many fine. (100s) $150 

740 1913-1966 range on mixed album pages noting used Officials for 1st wmk kangaroos for ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d in large "OS" 
& ½d, 1d, 2d (2), 4d & 1/- small "OS" with 3rd wmk to both 2/- plus 10/- (latter MLH with tone spot), Sm Mult 9d, 1/- & 
5/- CTO before KGV mixed MLH/used to 1/4d. Also 1927/30 pictorials (excl 1½d swan). The general pre-decimal 
issues are mixed MUH, MLH & used with many in both incl Robes £1 MLH & 3 used. No 5/- SHB or Navigators 
otherwise comprehensive with useful PD's incl monocolours to 5/- in both "blank" & filled bases, 4d & 6d "blank" MLH 
& bicolours to 5/-. Also a few AAT & cut-outs, BCOF used set (excl 1/-) & more kangaroos with most vals to 5/- & few 
KGV. A disorganised lot which will need work but good value at estimate. (100s) $400 

741 1913-1969 MLH/used on 36 Hagners in no particular order but with many pickings incl 1959 5/- cattle white paper 
MUH, BCOF 5/- used, kangaroos used to 1d incl 4d x 2, 5d & £2 "SPECIMEN" kangaroo, 10/- Robes, 10/- & £1 Arms, 
"OS" ovptd KGV to 5d, Kingsford Smith 2d, 3d & 6d used & 6d engraved kookaburra MH & used. Also 1935 Silver 
Jubilee & Anzac MLH, 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with parcel cancel. KGV MLH range (c25) to 1/4d plus many 
used, 1937 Robes on thick paper MLH, 1948/50 Arms MLH & 1963/64 £1 x 2 & £2 Navigators. Also 1966 
"SPECIMEN" high vals with extras, 1934 Macarthur set of 3 MLH (2 sets), 1946 BCOF set MLH to 5/-, 1927 2/- 
booklet & PNG 10/- Rabaul. Also £1 QEII blocks MUH, 1953 "Produce Food!" blocks of 9 (2 of ea.) with useful bicolour 
PD's to 5/- mainly used plus Tasmania pictorial set of 7 MLH. Despite variable condition, this is an excellent lot with 
useful pickings & a conservative estimate. (100s) $700 

742 1913-1971 SG 22 Written up collection from kangaroos to 5/- (no 1d or 5d) which are mainly 3rd wmk in mixed cond 
but incls 3d inverted wmk. KGV used are mainly cds examples incl ½d cypress green & are comprehensive for all 
wmks incl Small Mult 1/4d perf. 14. 1914 1d engraved x 2 MLH, 6d kookaburra MLH & heavily used before 
comprehensive in  both MLH & used from 1927 with some being MUH. Odd fault, e.g. 9d Macarthur short perf at top, 
but largely fine, especially the non-letter rate items. Incls 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used, 1937/49 high 
vals used only but both papers present before 1949/50 Arms with £2 x 2 used plus others MLH & used. 1963/65 
Navigators set of 8 MUH/MLH. Decimals missing M/S & 1971 Christmas. Collection ends with 1966/68 AAT to $1 
MLH, Christmas Island 1958 set MLH & used, 1963 to $1 CTO & 1968 to $1 MLH. A clean & well presented collection. 
(100s) $500 

743 1913-1974 range on SG leaves with mixed MUH/MLH & used to KGVI before QEII MUH/MLH issues. Noted 1913 ½d, 
1d, 2d & 9d  kangaroos MLH with other vals to 1/- used, 1915 2nd wmk used to 2/- (no 9d), 1915/28 2½d, 1/- MLH, 
others used & 1929/30 1/- MLH (+ CTO) plus 6d, 2/- & 5/- used & 1931/36 6d, 9d & 2/- MLH with 5/- CTO. KGV mixed 
MLH/used missing SM 1/4d perfs & a few others while MLH commems incl 5/- SHB, 1934 Vic Cent 1/- in both perfs, 
Macarthur set of 3, 1935 ANZAC, Silver Jubilee, 1936 Cable, SA, 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF. Defins incl Robes thick MLH 
& used, Arms MLH & used & 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 MLH. Decimal is MUH & near complete simplified. Clean lot. 
(100s) $500 

744 1913-1977 in random order in Lighthouse stockbook. Useful MLH noted incl 1937/39 Robes on thick paper (MUH, light 
spot on 10/-), 7/6d Cook MUH, CofA 2/- kangaroo Dies I & II imprint blocks & 1937 150th Anniv NSW plus KGV ½d 
(8), 1d (3), 1½d (10), 3d & 5d (3). Used incl kangaroos ½d (22), 1d (100+), 2d (56), 2½d (62), 3d (56), 4d, 5d, 6d blue, 
6d chestnut (70), 9d (33), 1/- (63), 2/- (75) & 5/- (2) before KGV to 1/4d (c180). Incls a few States MLH/used. Cond 
varies but plenty are fine. (100s) $160 

745 1913-1979 in 3 vols with being 1966-1979 used on Seven Seas leaves missing 1971 Xmas & few others, second a 
stockbook with heavily duplicated decimals of 1980's to $10 & lastly a black-leaved stockbook with used kangaroos 
incl 3rd wmk 10/- perf "OS" CTO, £1 grey 3rd wmk (rounded corner) before KGV range to 1/4d x 4 used plus MLH 1d 
red (10) & other MUH/MLH to 5d CofA. Later patchy with dupl of low vals & a few 2/3d commems. Page with selected 
F/U incl 1931 6d brown Air, 1934 1/- Vic Cent, 9d Macarthur (& MLH), 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee, 1937/49 £1 Robes on 
thick paper & 1927 & 1929 1½d commems perfined "OS". Noted other 1930's-1940's in good to F/U cond. Minor 
ranges of PD's, States & 26 KGVI imprint blocks. (100s) $200 

746 1913-1981 Schaubek hingeless album with good to fine used range incl kangaroos to 2/- vals & KGV to 1/4d 
simplified, Kingsford Smith with both 6d's, Vic Cent to 1/-, NSW to 9d & Robes to £1 (faults). Also Arms to £2 & 
Navigators to 10/-. Decimal with a very high degree of completeness noting ANPEX Cook M/S with Exhib cancel in 
red. Majority have cds cancels & fine. Useful pickings in pre-decimal commems. Smattering of AAT & some PD's. 
(100s) $80 

747 1913-1982 MUH, MLH & used on Seven Seas standard leaves with mounts added. Very mixed cond but noted neat 
KGV Cr/A 1/4d with King Street cds, 1914 6d kookaburra used, 1928 M/S MUH but diagonal bend & 1932 5/- Sydney 
Harbour Bridge MLH with hinge remnant. Also 1934 1/- Vic per. 10½ MLH with others used in both perfs, 1938 Robes 
used x 2 sets, one £1 with faults & 1949 Arms to £2 with near complete later bar pre-decimal navigators. Decimals 
mixed MUH, MLH & used but incls 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25 MUH & $10 painting x 2 MUH. 
Conservative estimate. $200 

748 1913-1983 MUH/MLH & used in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Basic lot with kangaroos & KGV odds MUH/used, 
1930s commems average, 1940 AIF MLH/used with reasonable MUH/MLH thereafter but defins to 10/- used only. 
1966-1983 MUH c90% complete. No "back of the book" or booklets but mainly good to fine throughout. MUH FV 
$120+ (100s) $60 

749 1913-1988 Random range in quality stockbook noting 1935 1/- ANZAC, 1931 6d brown KS Airmail & 1963/64 7/6d 
Cook used. Also 1959 5/- cattle MUH & a few MUH decimals before several pages of GB late pre-decimal commems 
in corner blocks. A clean lot but cond varies with £2 Navigator having pen cancel however well worth reserve. (100s) $50 

750 1913-1990 & States. Used on leaves in springback binder. Modest lot in chronological order with pencilled cat. 
numbers. A few kangaroos to 2/- with KGV incl 4½d Die II & CofA to 1/4d before Kingsford Smith 6d brown & ovptd 
"OS", 1934 Vic Cent set CTO with later average to 1990. An additional States range (c170) appears common. (100s) $50 

751 1913-1992 used accum in slim Lighthouse stockbook & on Hagners. Starts with c80 dupl kangaroos incl 3rd wmk 2/- 
(both) & 5/- plus a few low val KGV before scattered 1930's commems in average cond with usual common later in 
mixed cond. Also 1970 Cook M/S x 6 MUH with one used & an Anpex MUH plus 2 unopened PO packs. Also a WCS 
FDC & 1988 Bicentennial sets on FDC's. (1000+) $50 



739 1913-1966 MLH & used on Hagners with better incl 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith "OS" CTO, 1934 1/- Vic Cent MLH, 
1935 1/- Anzac CTO, Silver Jubilee MLH & CTO, 1937 10/- Robes on thick paper pair with Ash imprint F/U, £1 thick x 
2 & thin & 1949 Arms plus 1963/64 Navigators to £2 all used. Several Hagners with lower val duplicates incl KGV to 
5d & odd kangaroo incl 5d & 2nd wmk 2/- (surface thin). Mixed cond in used but many fine. (100s) $150 

740 1913-1966 range on mixed album pages noting used Officials for 1st wmk kangaroos for ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d in large "OS" 
& ½d, 1d, 2d (2), 4d & 1/- small "OS" with 3rd wmk to both 2/- plus 10/- (latter MLH with tone spot), Sm Mult 9d, 1/- & 
5/- CTO before KGV mixed MLH/used to 1/4d. Also 1927/30 pictorials (excl 1½d swan). The general pre-decimal 
issues are mixed MUH, MLH & used with many in both incl Robes £1 MLH & 3 used. No 5/- SHB or Navigators 
otherwise comprehensive with useful PD's incl monocolours to 5/- in both "blank" & filled bases, 4d & 6d "blank" MLH 
& bicolours to 5/-. Also a few AAT & cut-outs, BCOF used set (excl 1/-) & more kangaroos with most vals to 5/- & few 
KGV. A disorganised lot which will need work but good value at estimate. (100s) $400 

741 1913-1969 MLH/used on 36 Hagners in no particular order but with many pickings incl 1959 5/- cattle white paper 
MUH, BCOF 5/- used, kangaroos used to 1d incl 4d x 2, 5d & £2 "SPECIMEN" kangaroo, 10/- Robes, 10/- & £1 Arms, 
"OS" ovptd KGV to 5d, Kingsford Smith 2d, 3d & 6d used & 6d engraved kookaburra MH & used. Also 1935 Silver 
Jubilee & Anzac MLH, 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge with parcel cancel. KGV MLH range (c25) to 1/4d plus many 
used, 1937 Robes on thick paper MLH, 1948/50 Arms MLH & 1963/64 £1 x 2 & £2 Navigators. Also 1966 
"SPECIMEN" high vals with extras, 1934 Macarthur set of 3 MLH (2 sets), 1946 BCOF set MLH to 5/-, 1927 2/- 
booklet & PNG 10/- Rabaul. Also £1 QEII blocks MUH, 1953 "Produce Food!" blocks of 9 (2 of ea.) with useful bicolour 
PD's to 5/- mainly used plus Tasmania pictorial set of 7 MLH. Despite variable condition, this is an excellent lot with 
useful pickings & a conservative estimate. (100s) $700 

742 1913-1971 SG 22 Written up collection from kangaroos to 5/- (no 1d or 5d) which are mainly 3rd wmk in mixed cond 
but incls 3d inverted wmk. KGV used are mainly cds examples incl ½d cypress green & are comprehensive for all 
wmks incl Small Mult 1/4d perf. 14. 1914 1d engraved x 2 MLH, 6d kookaburra MLH & heavily used before 
comprehensive in  both MLH & used from 1927 with some being MUH. Odd fault, e.g. 9d Macarthur short perf at top, 
but largely fine, especially the non-letter rate items. Incls 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used, 1937/49 high 
vals used only but both papers present before 1949/50 Arms with £2 x 2 used plus others MLH & used. 1963/65 
Navigators set of 8 MUH/MLH. Decimals missing M/S & 1971 Christmas. Collection ends with 1966/68 AAT to $1 
MLH, Christmas Island 1958 set MLH & used, 1963 to $1 CTO & 1968 to $1 MLH. A clean & well presented collection. 
(100s) $500 

743 1913-1974 range on SG leaves with mixed MUH/MLH & used to KGVI before QEII MUH/MLH issues. Noted 1913 ½d, 
1d, 2d & 9d  kangaroos MLH with other vals to 1/- used, 1915 2nd wmk used to 2/- (no 9d), 1915/28 2½d, 1/- MLH, 
others used & 1929/30 1/- MLH (+ CTO) plus 6d, 2/- & 5/- used & 1931/36 6d, 9d & 2/- MLH with 5/- CTO. KGV mixed 
MLH/used missing SM 1/4d perfs & a few others while MLH commems incl 5/- SHB, 1934 Vic Cent 1/- in both perfs, 
Macarthur set of 3, 1935 ANZAC, Silver Jubilee, 1936 Cable, SA, 1937 NSW & 1940 AIF. Defins incl Robes thick MLH 
& used, Arms MLH & used & 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 MLH. Decimal is MUH & near complete simplified. Clean lot. 
(100s) $500 

744 1913-1977 in random order in Lighthouse stockbook. Useful MLH noted incl 1937/39 Robes on thick paper (MUH, light 
spot on 10/-), 7/6d Cook MUH, CofA 2/- kangaroo Dies I & II imprint blocks & 1937 150th Anniv NSW plus KGV ½d 
(8), 1d (3), 1½d (10), 3d & 5d (3). Used incl kangaroos ½d (22), 1d (100+), 2d (56), 2½d (62), 3d (56), 4d, 5d, 6d blue, 
6d chestnut (70), 9d (33), 1/- (63), 2/- (75) & 5/- (2) before KGV to 1/4d (c180). Incls a few States MLH/used. Cond 
varies but plenty are fine. (100s) $160 

745 1913-1979 in 3 vols with being 1966-1979 used on Seven Seas leaves missing 1971 Xmas & few others, second a 
stockbook with heavily duplicated decimals of 1980's to $10 & lastly a black-leaved stockbook with used kangaroos 
incl 3rd wmk 10/- perf "OS" CTO, £1 grey 3rd wmk (rounded corner) before KGV range to 1/4d x 4 used plus MLH 1d 
red (10) & other MUH/MLH to 5d CofA. Later patchy with dupl of low vals & a few 2/3d commems. Page with selected 
F/U incl 1931 6d brown Air, 1934 1/- Vic Cent, 9d Macarthur (& MLH), 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee, 1937/49 £1 Robes on 
thick paper & 1927 & 1929 1½d commems perfined "OS". Noted other 1930's-1940's in good to F/U cond. Minor 
ranges of PD's, States & 26 KGVI imprint blocks. (100s) $200 

746 1913-1981 Schaubek hingeless album with good to fine used range incl kangaroos to 2/- vals & KGV to 1/4d 
simplified, Kingsford Smith with both 6d's, Vic Cent to 1/-, NSW to 9d & Robes to £1 (faults). Also Arms to £2 & 
Navigators to 10/-. Decimal with a very high degree of completeness noting ANPEX Cook M/S with Exhib cancel in 
red. Majority have cds cancels & fine. Useful pickings in pre-decimal commems. Smattering of AAT & some PD's. 
(100s) $80 

747 1913-1982 MUH, MLH & used on Seven Seas standard leaves with mounts added. Very mixed cond but noted neat 
KGV Cr/A 1/4d with King Street cds, 1914 6d kookaburra used, 1928 M/S MUH but diagonal bend & 1932 5/- Sydney 
Harbour Bridge MLH with hinge remnant. Also 1934 1/- Vic per. 10½ MLH with others used in both perfs, 1938 Robes 
used x 2 sets, one £1 with faults & 1949 Arms to £2 with near complete later bar pre-decimal navigators. Decimals 
mixed MUH, MLH & used but incls 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25 MUH & $10 painting x 2 MUH. 
Conservative estimate. $200 

748 1913-1983 MUH/MLH & used in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Basic lot with kangaroos & KGV odds MUH/used, 
1930s commems average, 1940 AIF MLH/used with reasonable MUH/MLH thereafter but defins to 10/- used only. 
1966-1983 MUH c90% complete. No "back of the book" or booklets but mainly good to fine throughout. MUH FV 
$120+ (100s) $60 

749 1913-1988 Random range in quality stockbook noting 1935 1/- ANZAC, 1931 6d brown KS Airmail & 1963/64 7/6d 
Cook used. Also 1959 5/- cattle MUH & a few MUH decimals before several pages of GB late pre-decimal commems 
in corner blocks. A clean lot but cond varies with £2 Navigator having pen cancel however well worth reserve. (100s) $50 

750 1913-1990 & States. Used on leaves in springback binder. Modest lot in chronological order with pencilled cat. 
numbers. A few kangaroos to 2/- with KGV incl 4½d Die II & CofA to 1/4d before Kingsford Smith 6d brown & ovptd 
"OS", 1934 Vic Cent set CTO with later average to 1990. An additional States range (c170) appears common. (100s) $50 

751 1913-1992 used accum in slim Lighthouse stockbook & on Hagners. Starts with c80 dupl kangaroos incl 3rd wmk 2/- 
(both) & 5/- plus a few low val KGV before scattered 1930's commems in average cond with usual common later in 
mixed cond. Also 1970 Cook M/S x 6 MUH with one used & an Anpex MUH plus 2 unopened PO packs. Also a WCS 
FDC & 1988 Bicentennial sets on FDC's. (1000+) $50 

752 1913-1997 on Schaubek leaves in appearing mostly used with 1913 kangaroos to 6d (excl 4d) & 2/-, later in mixed 
cond with 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d (2 shades), 3rd wmk to 5/-, Sm Mult to 5/- & CofA 6d, 2/- & 5/-. KGV single wmk (24) with 
1/4d MLH before later to 1/4d (2) used. All commems incl 5/- SHB, Vic Cent (one set mixed perfs), Robes single set, 
Arms to £2 & Navigators to £1. Odd FDC incl 1954 2½d & 6½d, 1953 Tas 3d & 1954 WA plus 14 later pre-decimal. 
Decimals simplified but incls exploded booklets, full panes & most to 1997 with 1985-1987 generally MUH. Also AAT 
to 2001 incl 1995 Whales M/S's with Singapore & Capex ovpts MUH. Some Aust 1996/97 exhibition ovpts on M/S's 
MUH. A good lot with many useful F/U. Inspection recommended. (1000+) $400 

753 1913-1999 mainly used in mixed cond plus some NUH/MLH decimal on 100+ Hagners in 2 AP binders. Starts with 
common dupl "States" range incl a few revenues, then odd Kangaroos used incl small mult wmk 5/- (average used) & 
some KGV to 5d. Only occasional better items incl £1 Robes F/U. Purchaser will probably be buying this lot for the 
Hagners & $85 in FV postage! (100s) $80 

754 1913-2009 Used in "Meteor" album to 1992 thereafter on leaves in ring binder. Pre-WWII simplified in very mixed cond 
but noted respectable 1934 1/- Vic Cent (2) & 1935 1/- Anzac. Nearly complete later but no £2 Arms or Navigator. 
Decimals simplified (no 1971 pane or block) with mixed cds or machine cancelled incl both sheet & P&S types where 
appropriate. Incls M/S's & odd FDC noting $20. (1000s) $140 

755 1913-2010 on leaves in peg album & ring binder. Pre-WWII mainly used noting kangaroos 1st wmk to 5/- incl very F/U 
1/- pair, a few 2nd wmk with faults, 3rd wmk average used to 5/- (latter with parcel cancel), Sm Mult to 2/- & CofA to 
5/-. 1st wmk large "OS" 1d pair, 2d, 3d, 5d, 9d & 1/- plus small "OS" (10) to both 2/- with mixed wmks. Average KGV to 
1/4d, missing 1d green Die II & 4½d Die II but incls a few perf "OS". Incls 1914 6d kookaburra with cds, 1935 1/- 
Anzac, 2/- Silver Jubilee cds, 1937 Robes good to F/U (thick paper) plus odd MLH incl 1931 Kingsford Smith & 1940 
AIF. From 1950 nearly all MLH simplified incl 5/- cattle but 1963/64 Navigators to £2 are good to F/U. Decimals 
substantially complete MUH/MLH simplified to 1992 (no 1971 pane or block) with a FV of $400+. Thereafter (vol 2) all 
used. Overall condition is good. (1000s) $250 

756 1913-2014 random range from duplicated kangaroos (to 5/-) mainly used but incl 1st wmk 2½d, 3rd wmk 6d in both 
colours MLH & a few 1d engraved KGV to odd better MUH/MLH incl 6d Kingsford Smith with re-entry MLH, 1/- lyrebird 
MUH, ditto ovptd OS (+ one without gum), 1934 1/6d Hermes wmkd McCracken reprint blocks (2 MUH) & a few coil 
strips of 4 incl KGVI 2d mauve. Also 1968 Emergency Mailing Service MUH, QEII 3/6d booklets (3, incl one with 
tropical interleaving), AAT $1 Mock Sun MUH & various "OS" ovpts incl Kingsford Smith pair CTO, perf "OS" 
kangaroos (4d large OS, various small "OS" to 2/-) & KGV to 5d. Decimals incl ANPEX 1970 Cook M/S, other early 
decimal in booklets incl 50¢ ADF (birds 5¢ x 10) before a page of States issues & cinderellas. Will repay careful 
sorting. (1000s) $200 

757 1914-1934 range of covers many with pencilled indications of varieties incl 1d red (1917 with unlocated white line flaw 
in NE corner), 1929 1½d scarlet with "shaved top frame at right", a 25/6/18 "Passed by Censor/7/3rd Military District" 
cover to USA with 2½d kangaroo & 1933 Ship Mail Room tying 9d kangaroo pair to London. Should be viewed to 
check varieties & variable condition. (11) $120 

758 1914-1945 CTO issues mounted on leaves noting 1914 6d engraved kookaburra, CofA KGVI to 1/4d & kangaroos 1d 
to 10/- plus all commems simplified from 1927-1940 (excl ovptd "OS"). Also 1937/48 defins to £1 also simplified. 1932 
5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge is snagged at top, so please be gentle & allow purchaser the opportunity to soak & remove 
gum to avoid damage. This is from The W.P. Ashley world collection presented to him in 1945 (see lot described as 
1945 Gloucester sunken die proof). ACSC shows substantial premiums for many of the CTO in this collection. (87) $600 

759 1914-1946 Kangaroos in all wmks & vals represented from ½d green to 2/- maroon plus 5/- CofA (26 MLH, 107 good 
to F/U), KGV 1d engraved (5 MLH & F/U). Commems from engraved kookaburra MVLH & F/U to kookaburra M/S MH 
(light uneven toning) to 1936 SA Cent F/U & Sturt imprint blocks of 4 MLH plus Kingsford Smith "OS" ovpt CTO (2 
sets). Also 6d Airmail, 1/- lyrebird & SHB pair ovptd "OS" (MLH). A lovely 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge CTO. Finally 
Cable set in imprint blocks of 4 MLH plus the other odd imprint pairs from other sets & a WA 1894 Cycle Express pair 
but both values with faults however clean frontal appearance. Conservative reserve. (300+) $700 

760 1914-1965 KGV used selection to 5d before a mainly MUH/MLH selection on 7 Hagners noting 1935 Silver Jubilee & 
used with many 1951-1965 but no high value defins beyond 5/- cattle. (c200) $40 

761 1918-1938 postcards & covers with ½d to 9d kangaroo vals. Addresses showing internal & external use to USA, 
German & England. Two are airmailed, one registered & another (to USA) handstamped "Passed". Various cds & 
machine types represented. Cond varies with odd tear. Inspection recommended. (18) $150 

762 1927-1965 massive used "dealers" working stock neatly arrange in large Lindner stockbook with many cds examples. 
Minimal high cat items but noted neat central struck 3d Airmail with Darwin NT cds, 6d KS Airmail F/U on piece, some 
perfins incl "ES&CO LTD" & Vacuum Oil Co ("VOCo") both on 1½d Canberra, 1/- Vic Cent x 3, 1/- Anzac good used, 
1/- SA Cent x 3, 9d NSW x 4 with one perfined "CB", £1 Robes (faulty), 6d AIF x 3 & Arms to £2. Useful for re-sale. $100 

763 1927-1965 MUH/MLH in Hawid strips on black leaves in binder. Missing 1928 M/S, 1932 5/- SHB, Robes, Arms & 
Navigator sets otherwise near complete with zoologicals simplified. Odd used incl "OS" ovptd 6d brown Kingsford 
Smith & 1/- lyre. MLH perf "OS" 1927 Canberra, 1929 WA & 1930 Sturt pair. Also some MUH/MLH KGV low vals (17) 
& used (6) plus ½d, 1d kangaroos MLH & £1 CofA Specimen MLH. Incls circuit page of bicolour F/U PD's at front. 
Lovely lot with many MUH incl 1934 Macarthur, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1940 AIF. Fine throughout. (300+) $250 

764 1927-1980 mixed lot on Hagners noting mint 1934 Vic Cent, 1937/48 £1 Robes with light toning & thick paper set used 
plus £1 Arms MLH. Also 1963/65 £1 Bass on white paper MUH, 1953 3d Food block of 9 MUH, 3½d block of 6 with 
better used odds incl 1/- Lyrebird "OS" x 2 & 1½d Canberra perf "OS" CTO. Lots of duplication in low vals. A real pot 
pourri, with very mixed cond on many but well worth reserve. (100s) $75 

765 1929-1937 Ash imprint blocks with nearly all MUH (odd MLH) comprising 1929 3d Air types A & B (2 blocks of each), 
1934 Vic Cent perf. 10½ set folded through gutter (one MLH in each block), Macarthur 2d (both) & 3d, 1935 2d & 3d 
SJ, 1936 SA Cent, Cable & 1937 NSW MUH plus 1929/30 6d kangaroo block hinged in gutter. One 3d type B air block 
with print adherences otherwise all fine. (21 blocks) $300 

766 1929-1949 group of covers comprising 1929 to USA with Perth-Adelaide sector flown bearing 3d Air & 3d KGV, 1934 
Australia-Papua 26 June FFC addressed to England & returned 31 JL 34 from Salamaua via Lae, 1937 FDC of 2d & 
3d NSW uprated with 1d QM & 9d kangaroo for flight to England, 1940 AIF sets on FDC's with one registered, 1949 
KGVI 5½d registered letter uprated with ½d kangaroo & 2½d scout jamboree, airmailed to Sydney & registered 
Woomera West with scarce provisional label & cds. (6) $100 

767 1929-1965 MUH/MLH range of ACSC listed varieties with both singles & blocks arranged on Hagners. Incls 1931 
Kingsford Smith 3d "dropping mail bag" (MVLH) & 6d "extra islands" (F/U). Also noted pre-printing paper crease on a 
spectacular curve through 6 units of 21 in imprint block of 2½d Lawson plus 1934 1/- Vic Cent perf. 10½ with "vertical 
line through "R" of "Australia" variety ACSC153d, Cat. $450. Total ACSC c$3800 $400 



768 1932-1965 good to fine used retired dealers stock with an ASP of  $450+. Useful pickings at this reserve incl 9d 
Macarthur with bullseye upright Augathella cds, Arms to £2, 1942 2d KGVI coil pair (Cat. £75), 1955 2/- green 
Olympics x 16, 1958 War Memorial pairs & blocks genuinely commercially F/U resulting in 30 pairs (Cat. £140+) plus 
the usual run of later commems to 2/6d. Majority with cds cancels. (100s) $100 

769 1934-1939 Company cover fronts from Pohl & Krech (Melbourne) & all airmailed to Messrs Fuhrmana & Co, Germany. 
Useful frankings noting 1/- Anzac (+ one damaged), 9d Macarthur, 1/4d KGV (4) & 5/- Robes (2). Incls one reg’d & one 
seamail with all other fronts standard airmail with franking variance suggesting weights varied. (13 fronts) $50 

770 1951-1956 group of FDC's, FFC's, AAT & other incoming covers addressed to Mr L. Locke, the proprietor of the Boans 
Ltd stamp shop in Perth at the time. Noted 1951 Around Australia airmail cover with violet "map" cachet, 1955 3½d 
Antarctic Expeditions single with Heard Is cds & block reg Mawson plus 2 other singles on covers with 1954 
cinderellas (2), WAPEX covers (6), partial hand illustrated 1954 Railway FDC's (4), Cocos-Mainland flight covers x 2 & 
commem card plus additional 12 FDI commem illust cards. Also penguin hand illust Mawson pmkd cover, Guthrie 
Telegraph FDC  & card & 1953 Victoria 1d p/c with 2d QM affixed, others believed to have been produced for Boans 
Ltd. Good lot with majority fine. (42) $100 

771 1953-1965 complete MUH on Seven Seas pages incl 5/- Cattle on white paper, Navigators set of 8 in both papers & 
birds set of 8 plus all commems to 2/3d. Fresh & fine. Retail $600+ $250 

772 1955-1958 group of b&w photo enlargements of issues with "Reproduction of this photograph should be in black and 
white at least 1½ times the size of the actual stamp. If actual stamp size, the block should be defaced by a line across 
the face of the design. Actual stamp size is ..." (entered in pencil as appropriate) GPO violet handstamps of each. Incls 
1955 3½d Nursing, AAT 1957 2/-, 1956 3½d NSW Govt, 1957 4d SA Govt, 1957 RFD Service, 1957 Christmas, 1958 
5½d War Memorial (2) & 1958 2/- Qantas. Exc cond & rarely seen. (9) $90 

773 1959-1986 collection in 4 volumes with largely generic & decimal FDC's plus MUH & used stamps noting 1971 
Christmas cream & white panes of 25 & block of 7 MUH, 1974 35¢ Xmas plate numbers left & right & various 1967-
1973 booklets plus 1969 Flight block of 8 on generic APO FDC & block MUH. Also 1966 Navigators ovpts 
"SPECIMEN" & normal set MUH. Covers are mixed addressed/unaddressed. Also incls c50 KGVI/QEII imprint blocks 
in quality black-leaved stockbook. A clean lot (1000s) $180 

774 1966-1974 in Seven Seas Hingeless Album 90% complete incl Navigators to $4 & 1971 Christmas singles, block of 7 
& pane of 25 all MUH. Retail on these is $200+ alone. FV $35+ $50 

775 1966-1978 & Territories Range on 40+ Hagners in Hagner padded binder with slipcase. Much MUH/MLH incl Aust 
early decimals to $4 with odd pre-decimal noting a couple of 5/- Navigator MUH blocks of 4. Also Norfolk Is pre-
decimal to 10/- incl 2/8d Local Govt MUH marginal block (retail $100) plus early decimals to $1 & 1974 UPU M/S. Incls 
odd decimal used before Christmas Is 1958, 1963 & 1968/70 to $1 MUH with extra sets MUH/MLH of all & 1963 
Cocos Is. Various MUH to late 1970's noting Norfolk Is 1970/71 birds x 3 sets. Last 25 Hagners contain common used 
of various countries incl 100's of Australia decimal to c2005. Useful pickings at this estimate. (1000+) $150 

776 1966-1978 range of MUH commems & defins on Hagners incl early AAT. Random odds & no sets but useful postage 
as over 100 x $1 vals. Total FV is $800+ $380 

777 1966-1982 decimal used "dealers" stock arranged in quality Lindner album with heavy duplication noting vals to $4 
Navigator & Paintings to $10. Mixed slogan & cds cancels but useful for re-sale with reserve figure covering the cost of 
the stockbook! (1000s) $50 

778 1966-1986 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album complete incl 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25, ANPEX M/S, 
FA & PM booklet panes & 1970's & 1980's perf varieties. Retails $700 + album, FV $245+. $200 

779 1966-1998 complete MUH in 3 Seven Seas Hingeless albums incl 1966 Navigators overprinted "SPECIMEN" (retail 
$95) & 1966 QEII 4c booklet panes set of 6 (retail $75) plus all perf varieties incl $1 Flinders (retail $90) & Christmas 
1971 panes of 25 on cream paper (retail $85). Also all PM & FA booklet panes plus later SPECIMEN ovpts & gutters. 
Incls other "extras" e.g. Sydpex gutter on "Early Years" (retail $45), "Dreamings" gutters, 1993 IYWIP gutters, CPS's & 
later booklets/booklet panes. Superb MUH throughout with a total FV $1230+ & a retail of at least $2000+ $900 

780 1966-1998 MUH collection about 98% complete in 3 Lindner "dual" albums with slipcases. No perf varieties but does 
incl both papers of 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25, M/S's with stamp show ovpts, se-tenant gutter pairs, pre-
1970 booklet panes of PMs & Famous Australians (no QEII 4¢ or 5¢ panes). Also 1970 Anpex M/S's with both MUH & 
CTO. Missing 1996 AFL P&S set & few others of 1995-1998 otherwise comprehensive incl later "Specimen" ovpts & 
Women in Parliament reversed pane. Lovely quality albums. FV $800+ $450 

781 1970-1982- complete MUH sheets of 100 incl 1970 6c orange QEII, 1972 12c & 24c Rehabilitation, 1972 5c Pioneer 
Society x 7 sheets & 15c Pioneer Food, 1973 1c shrimp x 14, 2c crab x 19, 3c crab x 9 & 4c stinger x 10 sheets plus 
6c Chrysoprase x 20 sheets, 7c Agate x 4, 8c opal x 3, 9c on 8c opal surcharge x 4 & 9c rhodonite x 18 sheets, 1974 
5c & 11c Education, 1975 18c PNG Ind, 1975 18c Wildflower, 1975 45c x 4 Christmas, 1976 Olympics in both 18c 
designs, 1976 Nationhood type I x 3, & type II x 1, 1976 18c Stamp Week, 1976 5c Bridge x 17 sheets, 1977 18c 
ACTU, 1977 18c & 45c SJ, 1977 Test Cricket 18c x 2 & 45c, 1977 45c Christmas, 1978 Aust Day, 1978 18c & 45c x 4 
Trees, 1978 1c & 2c Finch, 1979 5c Dotterel x 2 sheets & 15c Kingfisher, 1980 18c Catbird, 22c Kingfisher & 28c 
Rainbow Bird, 1979 15c Christmas & 1982 27c ABC. Also AAT 1973 1c Plankton x 6, 5c aircraft x 7 sheets & 8c 
aircraft x 8 sheets, 7c Penguin x 6 & 9c Seal x 8 sheets.  Multiple opportunities to find listed ACSC varieties. All fine 
MUH. FV $1780 $700 

782 1970's-1980's & Territories Largely MUH/MLH with majority "postage". 2 Hagners of common used "States" plus 
MUH decimal Christmas Is, Cocos, Nauru & Norfolk to early 1980's. Noted Tonga 1942/49 to 5/- MLH, 1953 to 5/- 
MLH & 2/- used plus 4 Hagners of mint Mexico middle period, a Hagner of Sweden, 4 of Switzerland & one of 
Netherlands with 3 M/S's. Main value in "postage" with a FV $170+ all on approx. 50 Hagners. $80 

783 1980-1995 collection on leaves in display sheets housed in 3 springback binders. A rather esoteric assembly of used 
& unaddressed & addressed FDCs plus odd commercial mail item. Incls booklets, M/S's & odd pictorial cachet noting 
a 1946 Peace FDC alongside the Dec 50th Anniv of same. A clean lot with albums sound. $40 

784 1980-1995 FDC's & Packs All in quality FDC album noting 1970 Rhodesia cover to England with 1'9 in PDs' of GB 
attached with sticker explaining "no legal basis" in Rhodesian stamps,  before the FDC's, aerogrammes & odd pack 
with various military cds/anniversary items incl 1963 "First Hovercraft Mail" cover. Noted in addition GB 1970's FDC's 
& 1987-1988 commem packs & an Aust 1983 Year Album FV $18. (70) $40 

785 1983-1994 MUH incomplete range on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Noted $20 Gardens MUH, some commem strips 
of 5, M/S's & gutter pairs sets. Occasional used odd vals. FV of MUH $180+ (100s) $90 

786 1983-2005 MUH on Seven Seas hingeless leaves missing only 1985 Aust Day. Incls all booklets, booklet panes, se-
tenant gutter strips, sheetlets of 10, Framas & paintings to $20 plus 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S ovptd "Pacific 97", Football 
S/A's, Sydney 2000 Gold Medallists in pairs, etc. Odd minor item used. Total FV $1200+ $600 

787 1986-2000 used/CTO issues on Seven Seas Hingeless pages with occasional MUH. Reserved at the FV of $40+ $40 



768 1932-1965 good to fine used retired dealers stock with an ASP of  $450+. Useful pickings at this reserve incl 9d 
Macarthur with bullseye upright Augathella cds, Arms to £2, 1942 2d KGVI coil pair (Cat. £75), 1955 2/- green 
Olympics x 16, 1958 War Memorial pairs & blocks genuinely commercially F/U resulting in 30 pairs (Cat. £140+) plus 
the usual run of later commems to 2/6d. Majority with cds cancels. (100s) $100 

769 1934-1939 Company cover fronts from Pohl & Krech (Melbourne) & all airmailed to Messrs Fuhrmana & Co, Germany. 
Useful frankings noting 1/- Anzac (+ one damaged), 9d Macarthur, 1/4d KGV (4) & 5/- Robes (2). Incls one reg’d & one 
seamail with all other fronts standard airmail with franking variance suggesting weights varied. (13 fronts) $50 

770 1951-1956 group of FDC's, FFC's, AAT & other incoming covers addressed to Mr L. Locke, the proprietor of the Boans 
Ltd stamp shop in Perth at the time. Noted 1951 Around Australia airmail cover with violet "map" cachet, 1955 3½d 
Antarctic Expeditions single with Heard Is cds & block reg Mawson plus 2 other singles on covers with 1954 
cinderellas (2), WAPEX covers (6), partial hand illustrated 1954 Railway FDC's (4), Cocos-Mainland flight covers x 2 & 
commem card plus additional 12 FDI commem illust cards. Also penguin hand illust Mawson pmkd cover, Guthrie 
Telegraph FDC  & card & 1953 Victoria 1d p/c with 2d QM affixed, others believed to have been produced for Boans 
Ltd. Good lot with majority fine. (42) $100 

771 1953-1965 complete MUH on Seven Seas pages incl 5/- Cattle on white paper, Navigators set of 8 in both papers & 
birds set of 8 plus all commems to 2/3d. Fresh & fine. Retail $600+ $250 

772 1955-1958 group of b&w photo enlargements of issues with "Reproduction of this photograph should be in black and 
white at least 1½ times the size of the actual stamp. If actual stamp size, the block should be defaced by a line across 
the face of the design. Actual stamp size is ..." (entered in pencil as appropriate) GPO violet handstamps of each. Incls 
1955 3½d Nursing, AAT 1957 2/-, 1956 3½d NSW Govt, 1957 4d SA Govt, 1957 RFD Service, 1957 Christmas, 1958 
5½d War Memorial (2) & 1958 2/- Qantas. Exc cond & rarely seen. (9) $90 

773 1959-1986 collection in 4 volumes with largely generic & decimal FDC's plus MUH & used stamps noting 1971 
Christmas cream & white panes of 25 & block of 7 MUH, 1974 35¢ Xmas plate numbers left & right & various 1967-
1973 booklets plus 1969 Flight block of 8 on generic APO FDC & block MUH. Also 1966 Navigators ovpts 
"SPECIMEN" & normal set MUH. Covers are mixed addressed/unaddressed. Also incls c50 KGVI/QEII imprint blocks 
in quality black-leaved stockbook. A clean lot (1000s) $180 

774 1966-1974 in Seven Seas Hingeless Album 90% complete incl Navigators to $4 & 1971 Christmas singles, block of 7 
& pane of 25 all MUH. Retail on these is $200+ alone. FV $35+ $50 

775 1966-1978 & Territories Range on 40+ Hagners in Hagner padded binder with slipcase. Much MUH/MLH incl Aust 
early decimals to $4 with odd pre-decimal noting a couple of 5/- Navigator MUH blocks of 4. Also Norfolk Is pre-
decimal to 10/- incl 2/8d Local Govt MUH marginal block (retail $100) plus early decimals to $1 & 1974 UPU M/S. Incls 
odd decimal used before Christmas Is 1958, 1963 & 1968/70 to $1 MUH with extra sets MUH/MLH of all & 1963 
Cocos Is. Various MUH to late 1970's noting Norfolk Is 1970/71 birds x 3 sets. Last 25 Hagners contain common used 
of various countries incl 100's of Australia decimal to c2005. Useful pickings at this estimate. (1000+) $150 

776 1966-1978 range of MUH commems & defins on Hagners incl early AAT. Random odds & no sets but useful postage 
as over 100 x $1 vals. Total FV is $800+ $380 

777 1966-1982 decimal used "dealers" stock arranged in quality Lindner album with heavy duplication noting vals to $4 
Navigator & Paintings to $10. Mixed slogan & cds cancels but useful for re-sale with reserve figure covering the cost of 
the stockbook! (1000s) $50 

778 1966-1986 MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album complete incl 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25, ANPEX M/S, 
FA & PM booklet panes & 1970's & 1980's perf varieties. Retails $700 + album, FV $245+. $200 

779 1966-1998 complete MUH in 3 Seven Seas Hingeless albums incl 1966 Navigators overprinted "SPECIMEN" (retail 
$95) & 1966 QEII 4c booklet panes set of 6 (retail $75) plus all perf varieties incl $1 Flinders (retail $90) & Christmas 
1971 panes of 25 on cream paper (retail $85). Also all PM & FA booklet panes plus later SPECIMEN ovpts & gutters. 
Incls other "extras" e.g. Sydpex gutter on "Early Years" (retail $45), "Dreamings" gutters, 1993 IYWIP gutters, CPS's & 
later booklets/booklet panes. Superb MUH throughout with a total FV $1230+ & a retail of at least $2000+ $900 

780 1966-1998 MUH collection about 98% complete in 3 Lindner "dual" albums with slipcases. No perf varieties but does 
incl both papers of 1971 Christmas block of 7 & pane of 25, M/S's with stamp show ovpts, se-tenant gutter pairs, pre-
1970 booklet panes of PMs & Famous Australians (no QEII 4¢ or 5¢ panes). Also 1970 Anpex M/S's with both MUH & 
CTO. Missing 1996 AFL P&S set & few others of 1995-1998 otherwise comprehensive incl later "Specimen" ovpts & 
Women in Parliament reversed pane. Lovely quality albums. FV $800+ $450 

781 1970-1982- complete MUH sheets of 100 incl 1970 6c orange QEII, 1972 12c & 24c Rehabilitation, 1972 5c Pioneer 
Society x 7 sheets & 15c Pioneer Food, 1973 1c shrimp x 14, 2c crab x 19, 3c crab x 9 & 4c stinger x 10 sheets plus 
6c Chrysoprase x 20 sheets, 7c Agate x 4, 8c opal x 3, 9c on 8c opal surcharge x 4 & 9c rhodonite x 18 sheets, 1974 
5c & 11c Education, 1975 18c PNG Ind, 1975 18c Wildflower, 1975 45c x 4 Christmas, 1976 Olympics in both 18c 
designs, 1976 Nationhood type I x 3, & type II x 1, 1976 18c Stamp Week, 1976 5c Bridge x 17 sheets, 1977 18c 
ACTU, 1977 18c & 45c SJ, 1977 Test Cricket 18c x 2 & 45c, 1977 45c Christmas, 1978 Aust Day, 1978 18c & 45c x 4 
Trees, 1978 1c & 2c Finch, 1979 5c Dotterel x 2 sheets & 15c Kingfisher, 1980 18c Catbird, 22c Kingfisher & 28c 
Rainbow Bird, 1979 15c Christmas & 1982 27c ABC. Also AAT 1973 1c Plankton x 6, 5c aircraft x 7 sheets & 8c 
aircraft x 8 sheets, 7c Penguin x 6 & 9c Seal x 8 sheets.  Multiple opportunities to find listed ACSC varieties. All fine 
MUH. FV $1780 $700 

782 1970's-1980's & Territories Largely MUH/MLH with majority "postage". 2 Hagners of common used "States" plus 
MUH decimal Christmas Is, Cocos, Nauru & Norfolk to early 1980's. Noted Tonga 1942/49 to 5/- MLH, 1953 to 5/- 
MLH & 2/- used plus 4 Hagners of mint Mexico middle period, a Hagner of Sweden, 4 of Switzerland & one of 
Netherlands with 3 M/S's. Main value in "postage" with a FV $170+ all on approx. 50 Hagners. $80 

783 1980-1995 collection on leaves in display sheets housed in 3 springback binders. A rather esoteric assembly of used 
& unaddressed & addressed FDCs plus odd commercial mail item. Incls booklets, M/S's & odd pictorial cachet noting 
a 1946 Peace FDC alongside the Dec 50th Anniv of same. A clean lot with albums sound. $40 

784 1980-1995 FDC's & Packs All in quality FDC album noting 1970 Rhodesia cover to England with 1'9 in PDs' of GB 
attached with sticker explaining "no legal basis" in Rhodesian stamps,  before the FDC's, aerogrammes & odd pack 
with various military cds/anniversary items incl 1963 "First Hovercraft Mail" cover. Noted in addition GB 1970's FDC's 
& 1987-1988 commem packs & an Aust 1983 Year Album FV $18. (70) $40 

785 1983-1994 MUH incomplete range on Seven Seas hingeless leaves. Noted $20 Gardens MUH, some commem strips 
of 5, M/S's & gutter pairs sets. Occasional used odd vals. FV of MUH $180+ (100s) $90 

786 1983-2005 MUH on Seven Seas hingeless leaves missing only 1985 Aust Day. Incls all booklets, booklet panes, se-
tenant gutter strips, sheetlets of 10, Framas & paintings to $20 plus 1997 $10 Kakadu M/S ovptd "Pacific 97", Football 
S/A's, Sydney 2000 Gold Medallists in pairs, etc. Odd minor item used. Total FV $1200+ $600 

787 1986-2000 used/CTO issues on Seven Seas Hingeless pages with occasional MUH. Reserved at the FV of $40+ $40 

788 2000-2019 MUH near complete to "Gardens" set & M/S housed in nearly 100 Hagners. Opportunity to get just the 
period you want without the earlier more common. Incls some AAT & Christmas Is plus used odds. Total FV $1000+ $500 

789 2004-2018 packs on 42 Hagners in AP binder incl AAT issues & Christmas Is 2008 & 2013 Zodiac sheetlets x 2 & 
pack. Clean lot with total FV $225+ $120 

790 2006-2010 MUH range on Seven Seas standard leaves with mounts added. A few sets missing from basic issues but 
more than made up for in extras such as gutter pairs, strips & booklets. Also useful PD's used from monocolours to 5/- 
(both "blank at base" & base completed), bi-colours to 2/- surface printed & 5/- recess. AAT to 2009 with mixed 
MLH/used to 1978 but later MUH incl 1995 Whales M/S's with both Singapore & Capex ovpts. Also a few Cocos odds. 
Total FV $800+ plus value in PD's. $450 

791 2011-2012 packs & sheetlets plus a few early 1980's on 50+ Hagners in binder. Incls AAT & Christmas Island. Total 
FV $245+ $120 

792 "Across Town" 1991 "Across Town Perth" Postage Paid S/A labels x 13 & same for "Across Town Sydney" x 7 plus  
a pair CTO. Also 1992 Box Link labels x 7. Exc cond. Total retail $400+ & useful for re-sale. (29) $50 

793 Autographs 1979-1981 various signatures on PSE's with identifying cachets plus some unsigned but celebrating 
historical events such as "HMAS Canberra - Battle of Savo Island" etc. Noted cover carried on Sydney to Hobart yacht 
race signed by the skipper, David Kellett of "Gretel", a Sydpex green cancelled PSE signed by Bill Hornage of Stamp 
News, 1980 Mayor of Alice Springs, 22c Railway Opening signed by General manager of Aust National Railways & 
another by Ken Matthews, driver of first train through the underground rail loop in Melbourne with matching pictorial 
cancel. Also Canberra Parliament House cds on PSE signed by Postmasters at diff times plus various other 
Postmasters in NT, Tas, Vic & NSW with their respective PO cachets. Many with annotations as to quantities & 
identities. (67) $100 

794 Booklets Southpex issues incl 1993 Box Link labels, 1994 Penguin/AAT x 3, 1995 Hearts & Roses plus 1995 
"Southpex Special" with block of 4, 1996 Olympic Centenary, 1997 Year of the Ox, 1998 Year of the Tiger x 2 plus a 
large version with M/S titled "Kalamunda Stamp Club Invited Display", 1999 Year of the Rabbit x 9. Exc cond. (20) $40 

795 Coils Extensive study as exhibited on 60 pages for the Wapex 93 Gold Centenary Stamp Show with the collection 
housed in the 4 original envelopes submitted for the exhibition. Following introducing info about the history of the 
decisions by the GPO which resulted in the issue of coils & use of vending machine, the collection begins with the 
Victoria 1d strip of 5 defaced by black bars as used in 1908 for testing of the machines in Melbourne then follow 
examples of the 1913 ½d mint strip of 5, pair with join & pair used on uprated 2d KGV PSE, 1d pairs, 1d red KGV (strip 
of 3), green (strips of 4 & joined pair) & KGVI "testers" on CofA paper in red (pair) & green (pair & strip of 6 with join). 
The scarce 2d scarlet of 1938 MLH & used pairs & used on registered cover before 1938 1d QM & onwards with 
"leader" strips & better varieties incl KGVI 2d mauve pair MLH with inverted wmk, 1948 1d Princess strip with join & 
offset on all stamps. Also 2d QM gutter block of 56 with coil perfs, later helicon issues & an AP negative with a blow-up 
of QEII 5d unissued design. Also incls a few loose covers, 3 with 4¢ QEII bicolour with miscut perfs. Great lot for 
further research & continuation. (100s) $450 

796 Covers, Packs, Replica Cards & Postcards (some British) noting KGV 1930 mourning cover Guildford to Busselton, 
17 PPC's, WWII Czech Field PO cachet tying GB 2½d to re-used 1943 cover plus piece with red "28th X" Fieldpost 
cachet (bilingual), "The Old Fremantle Bridge Over the Swan W.A." in b&w & "Blackwood River near Balingup, W.A." 
colour postcard, commercial covers incl telegrams (2) & 1963 window faced plus 1929 Adelaide-Perth Airmail, 1930 
Vic/Commonwealth combination cover plus 6 1966-1970 FDC's (6) & 18 replica cards. Some items in mixed cond (74) $50 

797 Decimals 1990-1991 x 3, 1991-1992 x 3 & 1992-1993 "Collectors Yearbooks" produced by Aust Post containing 
Framas, booklets, reprints & S/A's. VG cond. FV $190+ (7 vols) $90 

798 Documents 20th century official documents incl Naturalisation certificates x 2, 1920/30 Commonwealth Govt Bonds 
plus official receipts for Cash & Conversion Loan investments, 1943 Stock Certificate, 1925 Union Assurance Society 
"Employers Indemnity Policy" etc. Interesting. (26 items) $30 

799 First Day Covers Pre-decimal range noting 1940 AIF set & 1946 Peace, plus other odds incl a 1929 Trans-Tasman 
Air Service inauguration addressed to Venezuela with "Passed by Censor S.36" in violet & a 5½d KGVI Regd Letter 
uprated for airmail to USA (2 diff), 1963 Mipex cover with triangular "First Hovercraft Mail" cachet before a few WCS 
covers incl 5/- Cattleman. Other FDC's mixed addressed/unaddressed with several 1950/51 "Wide World" & ditto 
"Royal" incl 2/3d Cable. Also a few illustrated unattributed pmkd Adelaide (mid 1950's) & a few with blocks of letter 
rate issues & various 2/- & 2/3d commems. Generally clean with little duplication. (180+) $100 

800 First Day Covers 74 pre-decimal housed in quality album with 71 unaddressed & 3 with light pencil address. Incls 36 
Wesley, 9 Royal & a range of other cachet makers. No duplication with all covers are different. Fine cond. (74) $250 

801 First Day Covers 1929-1965 range of issues to 5/- val noting 1929 WA Cent x 2 both cancelled Fremantle (one by 
cds, other roller cancel) plus 18 Guthrie & 36 Challis of which 12 are Registered. Also some Royal, WCS & APO 
officials plus 3d QEII on Boans Sturt Pea cover & odd AAT & Cocos. Majority appear in good to vg cond. (154) $400 

802 First Day Covers 1934-1965 large hoard in shoebox with many known cover producers such as WCS, Royal, Challis, 
PMG, World Wide & Guthrie but also several not recognised (mainly from states other than WA). Noted some 
Geographical Society of Australasia, vals to 5/- Cattle & 10/- Flinders, Regd examples, odd AAT with base cancels & 
some with blocks plus later Royal types with a variety of different colours used for the same cover design. Mixed cond 
with some duplication & majority addressed. Useful pickings with potential for the specialist. (370+) $300 

803 First Day Covers 1937-1965 range of pre-decimal incl 15 x Challis with 8 regd, later PMG types & plain covers but all 
with GPO Perth cds's. Neatly mounted on Hagners in better than avg cond. All addressed & many with blocks of 4 or 
pairs. (89) $200 

804 First Day Covers 1937-1996 massive range in albums & bundles housed in large AP mailing box. Approx. 20 are pre 
decimal incl 1947 Gloucester (reg'd) & 1959 5/- cattle. These & about 10 decimal items are addressed with the 
remainder all unaddressed with odd duplication. Noted 1986 International Year of the Family PNC. (STC 819 FDC's & 
54 PSE's) $80 

805 First Day Covers 1939-1968 in Wesley FDC album mostly addressed except 1966 complete defin set on 6 covers 
with Cocos (Keeling) Is cds's. Also noted AIF FDC & 1947 2½d Newcastle with FDI cancel of ANARE Heard Island. 
Mixture of generic, WCS, Royal, Guthrie plus a few unattributed illustrated. Also noted 5 x Boans "Wildflower" types. 
Majority in VG to good cond. (100) $100 

806 First Day Covers 1948-1965 range of commems on mixed covers incl Guthrie x 14 incl 2/3d commems, WCS x 24, 
Royal x 21 & Boans x 3 all "Sturt Pea" design with 5d NT commem pmkd GPO Perth FDI. Also an APO, 2 plain & a 
couple with cover designer not shown. Majority addressed & in VG cond. (67) $150 

807 First Day Covers 1950's-1960's 276 pre-decimal covers mostly with neatly typed addresses. Wide range of different 
makers represented. Cond ranges from good to very fine. (275) $500 



808 First Day Covers 1952-1958 range with typed addresses to Mr & Master J & L Locke all with GPO Perth cds's. Some 
dupl with predominantly WCS but odd plain (e.g. "Produce Food" strips) or private. Locke ran the Boans Stamp Shop 
in the Perth department store at the time & a number of the illustrated covers are believed to have been produced 
specially by Boans Ltd. Odd stain, but nearly all are fine. (78) $150 

809 First Day Covers 1959-1972 "Sigma" covers all neatly typed addressed with 3 different sizes. Good to fine cond. (32) $50 
810 First Day Covers 1960's-1970's Alfred Kings Atkins range of 28 covers with some light duplication. All with typed 

addresses some with business inserts. Incls several "Return to Sender" with various cachets & cds's. A seldom seen 
cover maker & graded scarce to rare. Total previous auction reserves of $380. (29) $120 

811 First Day Covers 1970-1979 range incl the 3 "key" covers namely 1970 Expo, Royal Visit & Grasslands all on official 
covers & unaddressed. Eastern States retail on these 3 total $295! Majority of others on AP covers with both designs 
but noted Cook M/S on Royal. Incls 1970 Christmas block of 7 & Paintings to $10. All appear fine. (150+) $100 

812 First Day Covers 1978-2000 range with many still in original retail packaging. Approx. 600 with nominal duplication. $40 
813 First Day Covers 1980-1993 duplicated with up to 3 of each in 2 binders. Mostly unaddressed WCS & APO types with 

latter incl 1971 Christmas block of 7. The addressed covers are 13 diff 1968-1975 period inserted "out of order". (275) $40 
814 First Day Covers 1982-2016 in 2 AP binders with 100+ Hagners. Incls some AAT & S/A's plus a few PSE's & odd 

non-Australia items. Many useful later FDC's. (180+) $80 
815 First Day Covers 1990-2010 in 28 quality APW FDC & annual albums with write ups on individual cards incl a set of 

210 Beijing 2008 Australian Gold Medallist covers with 15 covers with different FDI cancels from different locations for 
each of 14 Olympic gold medal winners & full set of 2006 Commonwealth Games. Incls S/A's, Int Post, M/S, etc etc. 
Massive original cost, all in exc cond & ideal for re-sale especially the later issues. (100s) $250 

816 First Day Covers 2003-2010 FDC collection in 4 Cumberland FDC albums. Totals 247 covers with original face value 
of c$1000. Appear all different including S/A's, strips, singles, sheetlets, Int Post & M/S's. An increasingly difficult 
period to find & well worth estimate. (247) $300 

817 First Day Covers 2016-2019 FDCs incl AAT & M/S's in FDC album. Original face value $270+ so a big saving on 
standing order account cost. (69) $80 

818 Framas 1984-1999 complete paper designs arranged on Seven Seas Hingeless Frama pages noting 1984 30c BE set 
of 7, 1985 33c BE set of 9, 1985 33c Kangaroo set of 9, 1986 36c & 37c Platypus sets of 9, 1987 37c Echidna set of 9, 
50c Cuppex & Sydpex, 1988 39c Possum & 1989 41c Lizard sets of 9 plus 1990 43c, 65c & $1.20 Koala & 1992 45c, 
70c & $1.20 Emu sets of 9 postcode button sets. Also 1994 45c Waratah & 1996 45c, 70c & $1.20 "Festive" & 1999 
45c, 90c & $1.35 Tiwi button sets for the 9 & 7 postcodes respectively plus various other exhib & postcode varieties. 
Exc MUH cond. Retail $550+ with album. $180 

819 Framas Collection of MUH, used & on covers incl 1990's Stamp Show Frama S/A "Miniature Sheets". Also a few NZ & 
German MUH Framas. Inspection recommended. (100s plus information sheets) $60 

820 Hutt River Province 1976-1990 range of issues plus some FDC's. Other sets MUH & fine with some in original 
packaging. FV as a guide to cost is $120+ $50 

821 International Post plus pre-GST issues on 1985-2001 outgoing European addressed commercial covers. Range of 
pmks & issues incl mixed frankings with good variety of issues. Rarely seen in such quantity. (220+ Int Post & 160+)  $100 

822 Lettergram Greetings Card Envelopes 1990's range of unused "Lettergram card" envelopes each with a different 
design above the address cut-out & in the stamp area. Incls "Goodbye & Good Luck" (EP 209), "Thank You (EP217), 
Get Well (EP 207), "Congratulations on Your Engagement" (EP 227), "On Your Wedding Day" (EP201 & 203), "Happy 
Birthday" (EP 211 & 212), the latter in 2 designs & "Congratulations" (EP226) plus various other occasion cards 
numbered EP 202,  204, 213, 214, 221, 222, 231, 232, 233, 236 & 237.  Each with additional related design on 
reverse & inside flap. First ones we have seen. Exc mint cond. (22) $100 

823 Maxicards 1978-1981 ASPC Series in complete issue sets. Appears to have a high degree of completeness for the 
period with no duplication remembering some numbers were never produced & the repeated cards in error hence 
double numbers. Neatly presented in cover album with all in exc cond. Increasingly difficult to source the pre-Aust Post 
issues. Retail $220+ (112) $90 

824 Medallion Covers 2007-2016 selection in 2 APW albums with printed info pages.  Incls 2007 "Blast Off", 2007 
Geelong AFL, 2008 WYD, 2008 Olympics, 2008 Megafauna, Hawks AFL, 2009 Earth Hour, WWF Dolphins, 2009 
Melbourne Storm NRL, Micro Monsters, Kokoda, 2010 Melbourne Cycling, Wildlife, 2010 Mary Mackillop (2), Kokoda, 
Reef Fish, 2010 Collingwood AFL & Dragons NRL,  2011 Royal Wedding, 2011 Presidents Cup (2), F1-11, Sea 
Eagles NRL, Geelong AFL, 2012 Medical Drs, Zoos in 2 designs, 2012 Melbourne Storm NRL,   2013 QEII Coronation 
Diamond Jubilee (2), 2013 Kangaroo & Map stamp anniv & 2016 RSL Cent. Majority limited editions & all in fine cond. 
Retail totals $1830+ (33) $500 

825 Medallion Covers 2008-2017 small selection incl 2008 WYD,  2009 Dolphins, Earth Hour, 2009 Geelong Cats 
Premiers, 2010 Kokoda (3), 2012 Bathurst (2), 2014 Brownlow Medal, 2014 Southern Lights (2), 2015 Walks, Colours 
of AAT, 2016 Ice Age, 2016 RSL & 2016 Owls & Winx (3) plus 2017 Pink Diamond & 2017 Sidney Nolan. Exc cond. 
Cost. $550+ (23) $180 

826 Miniature Sheets - Exhibition & Exhib Overprints 1970-2019 incl 1970 Cook ANPEX x 2, 1984 "Ausipex '84 to 
Stampex '86" on Navigators (retails $30), 1984 Ausipex with "The World's Greatest Stamp Event" ovpt (retails $24), 
"NZ 1990" on Aust/UUSR joint issue, PhilaNippon on $1.05 Exploration, 1993 Dinosaurs with "Bangkok World 
Philatelic Exhibition", 1994 Zoos with "Sydney Stamp & Coin", "Fremantle Stamp Show" x 2, Melbourne & Brisbane 
Stampshows with elephant logos, 1994 PhilaKorea", 1995 "Adelaide Stamp & Collectables Fair", "Sydney Centrepoint 
95 Stampshow", "Brisbane Stamp Show" , "Melbourne Stamp & Coin Fair" & "Swanpex WA" all with dates on World 
Down Under, 1995 Beijing Stamp & Coin Expo Joint issue pair, "China '96", 1996 "Swanpex '96", "Queensland Spring 
Stamp Show", "Melbourne National Philatelic Exhibition", St Peters Stamp & Collectables Fair", Taipei 10th Asian....." 
& Hong Kong '97 all on Pets M/S's, 1997 Shanghai, Australia '99 imperf Navigators pair, "China 1999 World Philatelic 
Exhibition", 2000 Bangkok on Pond, 2000 London Stamp Show on Federation, 2001 Hong Kong on Space, 2001 
PhilaNippon" on $10 Wetlands, 2010 London on Powered Flight & Railways, 2010 Bangkok Fish, 2017 Adelaide 
Stampex "Women in War", 2017 "China Int Collection Expo" on set of 4 part imperf Dragonflies (retail $42/set), China 
2016 on Day 1-5 2018 embellished Jewel Beetles M/S's (retail $45/set) & 2019 Singapore set of 5 Native Animals (FV 
$20). All fine MUH FV $150+ (61) $120 

827 Officials Range of "OS" ovpts fine used or CTO incl 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith with 6d Air Mail, 1932 SHB pair, 
both 6d kangaroos & 6 x KGV to 5d plus 1/- lyrebird. Useful group with a retail of $250+ (15) $60 

828 Plate Blocks Incls nos. 2, 3 & 4 blocks of 4 of 1929 Airmails, 1936 Cable pair in pl.1 blocks plus a  few Ash & 
"Authority" imprint blocks & pairs to 1952 incl 1962 5d Games (Harrison). Odd fault incl thin on 3d Air plate 4 unit but 
conservatively reserved. (70 pairs/blocks) $30 



808 First Day Covers 1952-1958 range with typed addresses to Mr & Master J & L Locke all with GPO Perth cds's. Some 
dupl with predominantly WCS but odd plain (e.g. "Produce Food" strips) or private. Locke ran the Boans Stamp Shop 
in the Perth department store at the time & a number of the illustrated covers are believed to have been produced 
specially by Boans Ltd. Odd stain, but nearly all are fine. (78) $150 

809 First Day Covers 1959-1972 "Sigma" covers all neatly typed addressed with 3 different sizes. Good to fine cond. (32) $50 
810 First Day Covers 1960's-1970's Alfred Kings Atkins range of 28 covers with some light duplication. All with typed 

addresses some with business inserts. Incls several "Return to Sender" with various cachets & cds's. A seldom seen 
cover maker & graded scarce to rare. Total previous auction reserves of $380. (29) $120 

811 First Day Covers 1970-1979 range incl the 3 "key" covers namely 1970 Expo, Royal Visit & Grasslands all on official 
covers & unaddressed. Eastern States retail on these 3 total $295! Majority of others on AP covers with both designs 
but noted Cook M/S on Royal. Incls 1970 Christmas block of 7 & Paintings to $10. All appear fine. (150+) $100 

812 First Day Covers 1978-2000 range with many still in original retail packaging. Approx. 600 with nominal duplication. $40 
813 First Day Covers 1980-1993 duplicated with up to 3 of each in 2 binders. Mostly unaddressed WCS & APO types with 

latter incl 1971 Christmas block of 7. The addressed covers are 13 diff 1968-1975 period inserted "out of order". (275) $40 
814 First Day Covers 1982-2016 in 2 AP binders with 100+ Hagners. Incls some AAT & S/A's plus a few PSE's & odd 

non-Australia items. Many useful later FDC's. (180+) $80 
815 First Day Covers 1990-2010 in 28 quality APW FDC & annual albums with write ups on individual cards incl a set of 

210 Beijing 2008 Australian Gold Medallist covers with 15 covers with different FDI cancels from different locations for 
each of 14 Olympic gold medal winners & full set of 2006 Commonwealth Games. Incls S/A's, Int Post, M/S, etc etc. 
Massive original cost, all in exc cond & ideal for re-sale especially the later issues. (100s) $250 

816 First Day Covers 2003-2010 FDC collection in 4 Cumberland FDC albums. Totals 247 covers with original face value 
of c$1000. Appear all different including S/A's, strips, singles, sheetlets, Int Post & M/S's. An increasingly difficult 
period to find & well worth estimate. (247) $300 

817 First Day Covers 2016-2019 FDCs incl AAT & M/S's in FDC album. Original face value $270+ so a big saving on 
standing order account cost. (69) $80 

818 Framas 1984-1999 complete paper designs arranged on Seven Seas Hingeless Frama pages noting 1984 30c BE set 
of 7, 1985 33c BE set of 9, 1985 33c Kangaroo set of 9, 1986 36c & 37c Platypus sets of 9, 1987 37c Echidna set of 9, 
50c Cuppex & Sydpex, 1988 39c Possum & 1989 41c Lizard sets of 9 plus 1990 43c, 65c & $1.20 Koala & 1992 45c, 
70c & $1.20 Emu sets of 9 postcode button sets. Also 1994 45c Waratah & 1996 45c, 70c & $1.20 "Festive" & 1999 
45c, 90c & $1.35 Tiwi button sets for the 9 & 7 postcodes respectively plus various other exhib & postcode varieties. 
Exc MUH cond. Retail $550+ with album. $180 

819 Framas Collection of MUH, used & on covers incl 1990's Stamp Show Frama S/A "Miniature Sheets". Also a few NZ & 
German MUH Framas. Inspection recommended. (100s plus information sheets) $60 

820 Hutt River Province 1976-1990 range of issues plus some FDC's. Other sets MUH & fine with some in original 
packaging. FV as a guide to cost is $120+ $50 

821 International Post plus pre-GST issues on 1985-2001 outgoing European addressed commercial covers. Range of 
pmks & issues incl mixed frankings with good variety of issues. Rarely seen in such quantity. (220+ Int Post & 160+)  $100 

822 Lettergram Greetings Card Envelopes 1990's range of unused "Lettergram card" envelopes each with a different 
design above the address cut-out & in the stamp area. Incls "Goodbye & Good Luck" (EP 209), "Thank You (EP217), 
Get Well (EP 207), "Congratulations on Your Engagement" (EP 227), "On Your Wedding Day" (EP201 & 203), "Happy 
Birthday" (EP 211 & 212), the latter in 2 designs & "Congratulations" (EP226) plus various other occasion cards 
numbered EP 202,  204, 213, 214, 221, 222, 231, 232, 233, 236 & 237.  Each with additional related design on 
reverse & inside flap. First ones we have seen. Exc mint cond. (22) $100 

823 Maxicards 1978-1981 ASPC Series in complete issue sets. Appears to have a high degree of completeness for the 
period with no duplication remembering some numbers were never produced & the repeated cards in error hence 
double numbers. Neatly presented in cover album with all in exc cond. Increasingly difficult to source the pre-Aust Post 
issues. Retail $220+ (112) $90 

824 Medallion Covers 2007-2016 selection in 2 APW albums with printed info pages.  Incls 2007 "Blast Off", 2007 
Geelong AFL, 2008 WYD, 2008 Olympics, 2008 Megafauna, Hawks AFL, 2009 Earth Hour, WWF Dolphins, 2009 
Melbourne Storm NRL, Micro Monsters, Kokoda, 2010 Melbourne Cycling, Wildlife, 2010 Mary Mackillop (2), Kokoda, 
Reef Fish, 2010 Collingwood AFL & Dragons NRL,  2011 Royal Wedding, 2011 Presidents Cup (2), F1-11, Sea 
Eagles NRL, Geelong AFL, 2012 Medical Drs, Zoos in 2 designs, 2012 Melbourne Storm NRL,   2013 QEII Coronation 
Diamond Jubilee (2), 2013 Kangaroo & Map stamp anniv & 2016 RSL Cent. Majority limited editions & all in fine cond. 
Retail totals $1830+ (33) $500 

825 Medallion Covers 2008-2017 small selection incl 2008 WYD,  2009 Dolphins, Earth Hour, 2009 Geelong Cats 
Premiers, 2010 Kokoda (3), 2012 Bathurst (2), 2014 Brownlow Medal, 2014 Southern Lights (2), 2015 Walks, Colours 
of AAT, 2016 Ice Age, 2016 RSL & 2016 Owls & Winx (3) plus 2017 Pink Diamond & 2017 Sidney Nolan. Exc cond. 
Cost. $550+ (23) $180 

826 Miniature Sheets - Exhibition & Exhib Overprints 1970-2019 incl 1970 Cook ANPEX x 2, 1984 "Ausipex '84 to 
Stampex '86" on Navigators (retails $30), 1984 Ausipex with "The World's Greatest Stamp Event" ovpt (retails $24), 
"NZ 1990" on Aust/UUSR joint issue, PhilaNippon on $1.05 Exploration, 1993 Dinosaurs with "Bangkok World 
Philatelic Exhibition", 1994 Zoos with "Sydney Stamp & Coin", "Fremantle Stamp Show" x 2, Melbourne & Brisbane 
Stampshows with elephant logos, 1994 PhilaKorea", 1995 "Adelaide Stamp & Collectables Fair", "Sydney Centrepoint 
95 Stampshow", "Brisbane Stamp Show" , "Melbourne Stamp & Coin Fair" & "Swanpex WA" all with dates on World 
Down Under, 1995 Beijing Stamp & Coin Expo Joint issue pair, "China '96", 1996 "Swanpex '96", "Queensland Spring 
Stamp Show", "Melbourne National Philatelic Exhibition", St Peters Stamp & Collectables Fair", Taipei 10th Asian....." 
& Hong Kong '97 all on Pets M/S's, 1997 Shanghai, Australia '99 imperf Navigators pair, "China 1999 World Philatelic 
Exhibition", 2000 Bangkok on Pond, 2000 London Stamp Show on Federation, 2001 Hong Kong on Space, 2001 
PhilaNippon" on $10 Wetlands, 2010 London on Powered Flight & Railways, 2010 Bangkok Fish, 2017 Adelaide 
Stampex "Women in War", 2017 "China Int Collection Expo" on set of 4 part imperf Dragonflies (retail $42/set), China 
2016 on Day 1-5 2018 embellished Jewel Beetles M/S's (retail $45/set) & 2019 Singapore set of 5 Native Animals (FV 
$20). All fine MUH FV $150+ (61) $120 

827 Officials Range of "OS" ovpts fine used or CTO incl 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith with 6d Air Mail, 1932 SHB pair, 
both 6d kangaroos & 6 x KGV to 5d plus 1/- lyrebird. Useful group with a retail of $250+ (15) $60 

828 Plate Blocks Incls nos. 2, 3 & 4 blocks of 4 of 1929 Airmails, 1936 Cable pair in pl.1 blocks plus a  few Ash & 
"Authority" imprint blocks & pairs to 1952 incl 1962 5d Games (Harrison). Odd fault incl thin on 3d Air plate 4 unit but 
conservatively reserved. (70 pairs/blocks) $30 

829 PNC's 1994-2013 complete bar Olympics, Army, Accession, 2008 & 2010 Ashes & 2005 Tennis. All presented in       4 
x APW albums with printed PNC pages with full write up on each. Incls many Limited Editions. Superb presentation & 
cond. Retails $2500+ (68) $700 

830 PNC's 1994-2019 Perth Mint & RAM mix of coins. Incls 2000 Aust Legends-ANZAC (Retails $110) & 10 other 
Remembrance & WWI PNC's some with coloured $2 coins. Also "Unlikely Heroes Large & Small" set of 6 $1 coloured 
coins on pres cards & "Snugglepot & Cuddlepie". Total RRP $700. (42 PNC's & 8 coin cards) $200 

831 PNC's 2006-2018 selection incl 2006 CI Year of the Dog, 2007 SAS, 2008 Quarantine, 2010 Fromelles (2), 2010 
Melbourne Cup (2), Girl Guides, 2010 Expo (3), 2010 Ashes, Flight (2), Burke & Wills (2) 2011 Royal Wedding, Year of 
Rabbit, 2011 Remembrance Day, 2011 Presidents Cup (3),  2012 Bathurst (2), 2012 Anzac, 2013 Surfing, Black 
Caviar, 2013 "Queens' Coronations" with 2 x $1 coins, 2014 WWI Cent, 2014 Royal Christening, 2014 Remembrance, 
2014 Aviation & Submarines, "Things that Sting", 2015 Gallipoli, 2015 Simpson & Donkey (2), 2015 Lighthouses, 2015 
Aust & NZ Anzac joint issue with NZ coloured coin (2), 2015 Lighthouses, 2016 FJ Holden, Holden Monaro, 2016 
Remembrance numbered 61 of 1111, CI Year of the Monkey, Chinese New Year with coloured coin, 2017 Lest We 
Forget, 2017 Bananas in Pyjamas,2018 War Memorials, Convict Past, 2018 Holden at Bathurst & Ford Mustang Boss 
plus various others. All in exc cond. Cost $1200+ (71) $400 

832 Postal Stationery Mint & used on leaves annotated throughout with Higgins & Gage numbers & formed in the early 
1980's as the Series I & II pictorial postcards would indicate being the latest productions included. The collection starts 
with QEII 1/0½d registered letters mint & uprated used (extra 6½d) plus 1/7d reg letter (1958) used, 1959 2/5d mint & 
used & 1962 mint with sans serif lettering, 1969 25¢ mint with 5¢ affixed before various PSE's incl KGV 2d with two 
types in scarlet, KGVI 1946 2½d & 1951 3½d mint plus latter used & 3d in 2 sizes. Printed postcards 1930 used & 
1943, 1952 & 1953 mint, a 1913 letter card used & 1952 3d uprated for airmail/mint. QEII 1953-1978 range mainly 
mint noting 1953 3½d used to USA, 1958 mint, 1960 5d & 1961 5d letter sheet mint & used,  1966 4¢ letter sheet & 
1969 5¢ letter card mint before later letter cards, PTPO used envelopes, newspaper wrappers mint &used & various 
postcards & aerogrammes. PSE's for both KGVI/QEII all used & a few more mint letter cards, sheets & registered 
letters at back. Some faults in used but overall a fine lot which should attract interest following the recent publication  
of the ACSC Postal Stationery catalogue. (200+ items) $200 

833 Postmarks 1977-1983 range of pictorial & commem cancels on AP Souvenir envs or PSE's incl some envs matching 
the occasion. Noted Australian Army Nursing, Sydney, 1977 "Commencement of Operations in the new Philatelic 
Sales Centre, GPO Perth (9 sets with diff issues), Jindivik, Jervis Bay, Can-Tiki Expedition, Darwin, Norfolk Gallery, 
Port Arthur, Horse Tram carried Cent of Street Public Transport, Adelaide, RMS QEII First Visit to Australia, Sydney, 
Xavier College Centenary, Kew, Lions Int Convention, Perth, Pompei Exhib, Melbourne, Int Hand Surgery Congress & 
Myer British Fortnight, Melbourne amongst many, many others.  All in exc cond in FDC albums & unaddressed.(450+) $100 

834 Pre-decimals, PNG, Norfolk Island & WA with latter 1947-1981 sparse but incls 10/- bird pair, PNG commems & 
defin sets to K10 val plus some surcharged birds before a few Australia KGV MLH/used incl "OS" ovpts & other pre-
decimals incl a 1964 £2 King MLH all in quality black-leaved stockbook. Also a few WA recess Swans to 1/- plus other 
odds hence worth checking for pickings. (100s) $100 

835 Prestige Booklets Useful range incl 2003 "Australian Greeting" with Int Post x 4, 2004 Mickey Mouse x 3, 2006 
Sports of the Commonwealth Games with 4 x 50c coins x 2, 2006 (April) C/wealth Games "Snapshot" generic editions 
x 2, 2007 "10 Years of Legends" x 3, 2008 Rugby with $1 coin &  2010 Melbourne Cup x 3. Pfeffer & Crum Nos. PB 
16, PB 41, PB84, PB86A, PB 113, PB 155K & PB 196, Total cat. $630+ (18) $220 

836 Prestige FDC's 2008-2013 incl Scouting Cent, WYD with 50c Sterling Silver stamp, Beijing Torch Relay, Guide Dogs, 
Qantas A380, 2008 Christmas, 2009 Earth Hour, "A Letter to Mary", Parks & Gardens, Songbirds, 2009 Christmas, 
2010 Shows, Trans Australian Railway, Girl Guides, 2010 Christmas, Melbourne Cup with 60c silver stamp, 2012 QEII 
Diamond Jubilee with 60c silver stamp, 2013 Kangaroo & Map Cent. & 2013 KGV with $10. All in exc cond in APW 
printed album. Total retail $670+ (20) $150 

837 Registration Labels WWII Registration labels & cds's from different locations in Australia & the Pacific area with 117 
labels incl 27 Provisional with h/s's or m/s & 57 Military/Field Post Office cds's. Minimal duplication & useful for 
research noting "MIL. PO SEYMOUR No. 1", various RAAF bases incl Pearce, WA, noting provisional "R.A.A.F. BASE 
P.O. PERTH" provisional label & cds, "NAVY OFFICE" h/s's applied to "Bulk Postage" labels (2), "APO 197" in m/s for 
Thursday Island, "UPS 412" in m/s with matching cds for Moorooka Staging Camp, etc. (117 labels, 57 cds's) $100 

838 Replica Cards 1984-1994 complete range (Nos. 1-33 ) Useful light duplication in the earlies. Exc cond. Retail $700+ 
(82) $80 

839 Self Adhesives 1994-2007 complete as per the Seven Seas albums. Increasingly difficult to source with a high retail 
val. FV $205+ $150 

840 SES Sheetlets 1994-2008 range of MUH personalised sheets for a variety of occasions incl 1994 Shane Warne, 
2000, 2001 & 2002 Fremantle Football Club & 2000 & 2001 West Coast Eagles, 2000 "Celebrate" Millennium, 2001 
John Eales x 2, both with photo sheets, 2002 Farnham, 2002 Cathy Freeman (4), 2002 Sharks, 2003 West Coast 
eagles, Aust Tennis Open, 2004 Judd Brownlow Medallist (2), 2004 Shrek, 2005 Warren & Marshall Nobel Prize, 
Steve Irwin, 2005 Cricket & 2006 West Coast Eagles - Premiers (2) plus limited edition issues for "Athens to Athens", 
"Mickey & Friends" & "The Dark Knight". Also incls Sprintpak Exhib issues for USA Stamp Expo 2000. An increasingly 
scarce assembly with a massive retail & a FV of $180+ (31 sheets) $160 

841 Varieties 1917-1975 commercial covers all with varieties & individually protected in clear glassines. ACSC details 
pencilled on reverse for aid in identifying. Best is 1917 regd NW Pacific Islands cover bearing 6 diff kangaroos to 1/- & 
4 diff KGV, the 2d kangaroo with annotated variety. Total pencilled prices allowing for multiples of variety when on 
cover total $3000+ for the 31 covers present. A good lot! $250 

842 Varieties 1927-1965 MUH, MLH & used selection of ACSC listed plus some unlisted varieties all arranged on Hagners 
with annotated tabs. Majority used with varieties clear of pmks & MUH/MLH ten d to be in multiples. The few checked 
appear correct. A "quick fix" to filling those gaps in your specialist collection with 350+ different annotated & 400+ 
stamps. $120 

843 Varieties 1934-1964 annotated range incl 5d Red Cross block with "dot in flame", 1958 4d Christmas varieties 34be & 
f, (2 singles used, block MUH), 1945 Peace 3½d imprint block of 6 with "H" flaw on top right stamp (ACSC 237h), 1/6d 
Galah upper selvedge block with top right showing "line crossing stump" (ACSC 417i). Also 1934 Hermes 1/6d perf. 11 
claret CTO & CofA wmk lilac (colour changeling) & 1936 SA Cent 2d used with possible ACSC 171d "smoking 
chimney" variety. Cat. c$190 (19) $40 

844 Varieties 1950's-1960's FDCs (13) all with varieties. Incls 1963 2/3d Cable with "broken cable" variety, 1953 Food 
strips & 1956 Olympics plus other covers with 5d commems. ACSC variety numbers pencilled on each totalling $350. 
(13) $50 



845 Varieties 1960s-1970s MUH multiples on 11 Hagners all with annotated ACSC varieties. Cat. approx. $1000 plus 
extras without varieties. Useful for specialists short of time! (approx. 80) $100 

846 Varieties 1966-1978 decimal FDC's all with annotations in pencil giving ACSC variety numbers. Incls 1970 Anpex M/S 
on large cover & 1971 Xmas block of 7. Including allowance for premium of variety on cover, total ACSC prices 
exceed $700. (45 covers) $100 

847 Varieties 1966-1986 range of used ACSC listed varieties neatly presented on Hagners with neighbouring annotated 
tabs. Some minor duplication with the few checked being correct. Hours of labour in this one when you see the 
rejected quantities!! (230+ different varieties) $75 

848 Varieties Decimal good to fine used range on Hagners with each flagged with ACSC details from 437d to 664e in 
catalogue order. Some blocks & strips are included on/off paper. Take advantage of hours of work done for you! Total 
cat. value $1100 (185 items - counting each multiple as a single item) $150 

849 Varieties Listed varieties on FDC's incl 1970 Cook with "vertical red mark on sail" (ACSC 522d) & 1971 Aust/Asia 20¢ 
"retouch around Sea Craft" (ACSC 554e) plus smaller FDI & commercial covers showing varieties 433d, 488f, 502d, 
521d, 545f, 558d & h, 725p, 739h, 791d & 802d. This lot should inspire you to study your common covers more 
closely! ACSC $100 + but worth much more on cover. (13) $90 

850 WWII 1943-1945 range of envs complete with correspondence detailing the travel from Perth to Melbourne & the 
subsequent experiences of a Sgt Joan Jackson of the 4 Aust AWS Company based at "Site 15, Darley Vic." incl her 
time at No.7 Clerical Instructors Course at Osborne House, North Geelong plus the personal experiences of Myers 
and its automated doors, dances, tennis & males! Noted letter telling of the German mis-treatment of a Dutch soldier 
she was seeing in Melbourne. Latter letters focus on the joy at the end of the war & the use of her coupons etc. Some 
on "Australian Comforts Fund" letter heads & all envs with "Australian Military Forces Passed by Censor" cachets 
noting North Geelong & Mil. PO Darley cds's. Mixed cond in places. Incls a b&w photo in one letter showing soldiers in 
gully & annotated on reverse with "just before being captured in Singapore Feb 1942". An amazing social history in 
over 30 letters. $90 

851 Yearbook Miniature Sheets/Sheetlets 2000-2016 complete MUH & CTO for every issue only available in the 
yearbooks incl all Olympic Gold Medallists, 2011 Qld Floods, 2016 Love to Celebrate & Princess Charlotte plus the 2 
Concession M/S's. Retail $1000+ (36) $250 

852 Yearbooks 2009-2018 complete in unopened condition. These are usually the missing years. FV $990 with a cost of 
$1100 & a retail of $1450+ (10 vols) $500 

853 Yearbooks 2012-2018 complete in unopened condition. These are usually the missing years. FV $720+ with a cost of 
$775 & a retail of $1000+ (7 vols) $300 

854 Yearbooks - Leather 2008-2015 complete with stamps inserted in book. Total FV $770+ & a cost of $1000+ (8 vols) $500 
855 Yearbooks - Leather 2010-2019 Leather editions with slipcases & stamps NOT inserted thus all unopened. Exc cond. 

FV $1000+ with a retail of $2165 (10 vols) $600 
856 NSW 1908-1964 Travelling Post Office pmks. A diverse lot with TPO 1 North Down (6 items dated Aug 1908 to Aug 

1910) on 1d shields, No.1 West on 2d KGV dated 13 DE 20. 11 cancels on pieces from 1955 to 1963 all on piece. 
Noted TPO 1 West, TPO 1 North West & TPO 2 West plus 2 x 1964 souvenir covers carried on the last TPO 1 South, 
Down & TPO 1 South up cover (a little toned). All annotated with tabs. (20 items) $40 

857 NSW Collection on leaves incl 1851/56 2d laureate pl.1 used, 6d imperf on bluish grey (reprint, described on page as 
"forgery of pl. II"), useful later range noting 1871/1902 9d on 10d red brown, 1871 cover to England with 6d diadem 
(stained, cover torn), 1877 & 1878 covers to England "via Brindisi" (shortest sea route) each with 8d franking, 1888 2d 
& 3d Jubilee postcards unused & 1d mauve card unused plus various defins mainly used (4d Cook marginal MLH) incl 
5/- map & a nice 1900 cover to England franked with ½d strip of 4 & single tied by "754" Harwood Island. Also 1d x 2 & 
½d single on similarly cancelled cover plus third similarly cancelled with ½d & 2d singles & 1901 uprated 1d (+ ½d) p/c 
to Scotland. Finally 1904 formular registered envelope (3d) to England with ½d & 2d singles covering normal sea mail 
charge & attractive 1912 registered (Stock Exchange) cover to Victoria with 1d vals of NSW, Tas, Vic & Qld & 1890 
Qld cover to England with 6d green tied by Charters Towers "165" duplex. An interesting lot although variable cond 
(few stains & heavy cancels) is taken into account in conservative estimate. (c150 + 11 covers) $300 

858 NSW Collection remainder on 2 Hagner sheets with vals to 5/-. All different in reasonable con with accurately pencilled 
SG numbers on reverse. High cat value with majority good to F/U incl 1/- Consumptives Home. Useful pickings & an 
excellent lot for a beginner. (138) $60 

859 NSW Forgeries on Hagner incl 50 "Sydney Views" plus laureates x 9 incl 2d, 6d & 8d reprints. Also diadems x 9 to 1/- 
& 3 crude 5/- "coin" types. Mixed cond. (72) $60 

860 NSW T.P.O. written up exhibition pages with 6 of these relating to TPO use titles "Hunter Valley" with TPO No.1 N for 
Sydney to Werris Creek, New England TPO No.3 North Tamworth to Wallangarda & TPO 2 North, Newcastle to 
Tamworth & Southern Highlands TPO I South plus Sydney to Goulburn TPO 2 South & Goulburn to Cootamundra. 
Also "South-West Slopes" with TPO 3 South, Cootamundra to Albury & "North-West" with TPO 2 NW Werris Creek to 
Narrabri & TPO 3 West Dubbo to Nyngan. Finally "Riverina & Far West" with TPO South West. Excellent presentation 
with maps. Remaining 6 pages provide information but no stamps or cancels. $80 

861 Queensland 1930's-1990's Postal History with a wide-ranging collection of Advertising envelopes. Covers a cross 
section of Companies with no apparent duplication. Noted attractive "Castlemaine Perkins Ltd "FOUREX" XXXX Bitter 
Beer" env & another for "Peter Krauss" showing a cane toad! Mixed cond but generally good commercial quality. 
(270+)   $250 

862 Queensland Collection remainders on 2 Hagner sheets. 1863/1903 vals to 2/- with useful pickings as majority good to 
very fine used with odd unused & mint. Noted 1895 1d vermilion with Burele band on back, double perf at left & white 
flaw at base stamp adjoining "P". Well worth a look. (78) $40 

863 South Australia 1868-1911 selection on 2 Hagners with vals to 2/-. Majority used to fine used incl 1870 "3 Pence" red 
ovpt on 4d ultramarine F/U (SG 91, Cat. £120). Some unused without gum but well worth a look. (65) $30 



845 Varieties 1960s-1970s MUH multiples on 11 Hagners all with annotated ACSC varieties. Cat. approx. $1000 plus 
extras without varieties. Useful for specialists short of time! (approx. 80) $100 

846 Varieties 1966-1978 decimal FDC's all with annotations in pencil giving ACSC variety numbers. Incls 1970 Anpex M/S 
on large cover & 1971 Xmas block of 7. Including allowance for premium of variety on cover, total ACSC prices 
exceed $700. (45 covers) $100 

847 Varieties 1966-1986 range of used ACSC listed varieties neatly presented on Hagners with neighbouring annotated 
tabs. Some minor duplication with the few checked being correct. Hours of labour in this one when you see the 
rejected quantities!! (230+ different varieties) $75 

848 Varieties Decimal good to fine used range on Hagners with each flagged with ACSC details from 437d to 664e in 
catalogue order. Some blocks & strips are included on/off paper. Take advantage of hours of work done for you! Total 
cat. value $1100 (185 items - counting each multiple as a single item) $150 

849 Varieties Listed varieties on FDC's incl 1970 Cook with "vertical red mark on sail" (ACSC 522d) & 1971 Aust/Asia 20¢ 
"retouch around Sea Craft" (ACSC 554e) plus smaller FDI & commercial covers showing varieties 433d, 488f, 502d, 
521d, 545f, 558d & h, 725p, 739h, 791d & 802d. This lot should inspire you to study your common covers more 
closely! ACSC $100 + but worth much more on cover. (13) $90 
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time at No.7 Clerical Instructors Course at Osborne House, North Geelong plus the personal experiences of Myers 
and its automated doors, dances, tennis & males! Noted letter telling of the German mis-treatment of a Dutch soldier 
she was seeing in Melbourne. Latter letters focus on the joy at the end of the war & the use of her coupons etc. Some 
on "Australian Comforts Fund" letter heads & all envs with "Australian Military Forces Passed by Censor" cachets 
noting North Geelong & Mil. PO Darley cds's. Mixed cond in places. Incls a b&w photo in one letter showing soldiers in 
gully & annotated on reverse with "just before being captured in Singapore Feb 1942". An amazing social history in 
over 30 letters. $90 

851 Yearbook Miniature Sheets/Sheetlets 2000-2016 complete MUH & CTO for every issue only available in the 
yearbooks incl all Olympic Gold Medallists, 2011 Qld Floods, 2016 Love to Celebrate & Princess Charlotte plus the 2 
Concession M/S's. Retail $1000+ (36) $250 

852 Yearbooks 2009-2018 complete in unopened condition. These are usually the missing years. FV $990 with a cost of 
$1100 & a retail of $1450+ (10 vols) $500 

853 Yearbooks 2012-2018 complete in unopened condition. These are usually the missing years. FV $720+ with a cost of 
$775 & a retail of $1000+ (7 vols) $300 

854 Yearbooks - Leather 2008-2015 complete with stamps inserted in book. Total FV $770+ & a cost of $1000+ (8 vols) $500 
855 Yearbooks - Leather 2010-2019 Leather editions with slipcases & stamps NOT inserted thus all unopened. Exc cond. 

FV $1000+ with a retail of $2165 (10 vols) $600 
856 NSW 1908-1964 Travelling Post Office pmks. A diverse lot with TPO 1 North Down (6 items dated Aug 1908 to Aug 

1910) on 1d shields, No.1 West on 2d KGV dated 13 DE 20. 11 cancels on pieces from 1955 to 1963 all on piece. 
Noted TPO 1 West, TPO 1 North West & TPO 2 West plus 2 x 1964 souvenir covers carried on the last TPO 1 South, 
Down & TPO 1 South up cover (a little toned). All annotated with tabs. (20 items) $40 

857 NSW Collection on leaves incl 1851/56 2d laureate pl.1 used, 6d imperf on bluish grey (reprint, described on page as 
"forgery of pl. II"), useful later range noting 1871/1902 9d on 10d red brown, 1871 cover to England with 6d diadem 
(stained, cover torn), 1877 & 1878 covers to England "via Brindisi" (shortest sea route) each with 8d franking, 1888 2d 
& 3d Jubilee postcards unused & 1d mauve card unused plus various defins mainly used (4d Cook marginal MLH) incl 
5/- map & a nice 1900 cover to England franked with ½d strip of 4 & single tied by "754" Harwood Island. Also 1d x 2 & 
½d single on similarly cancelled cover plus third similarly cancelled with ½d & 2d singles & 1901 uprated 1d (+ ½d) p/c 
to Scotland. Finally 1904 formular registered envelope (3d) to England with ½d & 2d singles covering normal sea mail 
charge & attractive 1912 registered (Stock Exchange) cover to Victoria with 1d vals of NSW, Tas, Vic & Qld & 1890 
Qld cover to England with 6d green tied by Charters Towers "165" duplex. An interesting lot although variable cond 
(few stains & heavy cancels) is taken into account in conservative estimate. (c150 + 11 covers) $300 

858 NSW Collection remainder on 2 Hagner sheets with vals to 5/-. All different in reasonable con with accurately pencilled 
SG numbers on reverse. High cat value with majority good to F/U incl 1/- Consumptives Home. Useful pickings & an 
excellent lot for a beginner. (138) $60 

859 NSW Forgeries on Hagner incl 50 "Sydney Views" plus laureates x 9 incl 2d, 6d & 8d reprints. Also diadems x 9 to 1/- 
& 3 crude 5/- "coin" types. Mixed cond. (72) $60 

860 NSW T.P.O. written up exhibition pages with 6 of these relating to TPO use titles "Hunter Valley" with TPO No.1 N for 
Sydney to Werris Creek, New England TPO No.3 North Tamworth to Wallangarda & TPO 2 North, Newcastle to 
Tamworth & Southern Highlands TPO I South plus Sydney to Goulburn TPO 2 South & Goulburn to Cootamundra. 
Also "South-West Slopes" with TPO 3 South, Cootamundra to Albury & "North-West" with TPO 2 NW Werris Creek to 
Narrabri & TPO 3 West Dubbo to Nyngan. Finally "Riverina & Far West" with TPO South West. Excellent presentation 
with maps. Remaining 6 pages provide information but no stamps or cancels. $80 

861 Queensland 1930's-1990's Postal History with a wide-ranging collection of Advertising envelopes. Covers a cross 
section of Companies with no apparent duplication. Noted attractive "Castlemaine Perkins Ltd "FOUREX" XXXX Bitter 
Beer" env & another for "Peter Krauss" showing a cane toad! Mixed cond but generally good commercial quality. 
(270+)   $250 

862 Queensland Collection remainders on 2 Hagner sheets. 1863/1903 vals to 2/- with useful pickings as majority good to 
very fine used with odd unused & mint. Noted 1895 1d vermilion with Burele band on back, double perf at left & white 
flaw at base stamp adjoining "P". Well worth a look. (78) $40 

863 South Australia 1868-1911 selection on 2 Hagners with vals to 2/-. Majority used to fine used incl 1870 "3 Pence" red 
ovpt on 4d ultramarine F/U (SG 91, Cat. £120). Some unused without gum but well worth a look. (65) $30 

864 South Australia Postmarks 1910's-1980's with the majority from the 1920's to 1940's. Approx. 600 strikes chosen for 
completeness & clarity. Many on piece incl a few pairs, strips & blocks. Most strikes have been identified & rarity 
ratings are shown as listed in "The Hand-Held Postmarks of South Australia & the Northern Territory" published by the 
Philatelic Society of SA (2013). Numerous scarce to rare strikes noting Ashville SC (RR), Bayan C4 (R), Belalie SC 
(RR), Belton (R), Biggs Flat SC2 (RR), Bloods Creek F1 (RR), Blumbers C2T (RRR - light), Bookabie SC (RR), Bool 
Lagoon C4 (R), Emu Downs C4 (R), Dawesley SC (R), Eurelia C2 (R), Forster C4 (RR - superb), Glenoth Battery C4 
(R), Grange SC part variable strike on 1d red KGV (RRR), Greens Plains C4 light part strike on 1d red KGV (RRR), 
Gumbowie SC (RR), Hallett C4T (R), Harrogate C1 (R), Hawthodene C6 (R), Hookina SC (R), Iron Knob SC (R), 
Kenton Valley C3 (R), Kielapa C2 (RR), Kulde C4 (R), Maggillivray C2 (R), Mannahill SC2 (R), Merildin C2 (R), 
Mingary SC (R), Monarto C4 (RR), Morphett Vale SC (IR), Mount Bryan C4T (R), Mount Gullett C4 (RR), Mount Mary 
SC2 (RR), Murray Town SC2 (RR), Nortons Summit C3b(T) (R), Paradise C1T (R), Pinery C4 (R), Ramco SC (R), 
Rhine Villa C3 (RR), Rockleigh SC (R), Seven Hills C3 (RR), Talia C2 (R), Tarcoola Goldfields C4 (RR), Teal Flat C4 
(R), Torrensville C1T (RR), Tuscan C4 (RR), Warradale C4 (RR), White Yargowie C3T (R), Wilson C4 (RR), Wirrula 
C3 (R) & Yacka C4-1 (R). There is also quite a range of other rated (R) & (RR) postmarks that we haven't listed as 
they are generally of a lesser quality lacking in completeness or clarity. An excellent collection for an entrant to the 
area to expand upon or for the specialist wishing to upgrade an existing collection. Good re-seller/ part-time dealer 
stock with inspection highly recommended. $800 

865 Tasmania 1853-1904 selection with SG 3, 7 & 8 space fillers, SG 15 good used (thinned), SG 17 F/U with 3 margins, 
etc. Majority good to fine used with a few unused without gum. High cat. value. Inspect to assess. (90+) $120 

866 Tasmania Pictorials in cotton-tied bundles with mixed cds & machine cancels. ½d x 50, 1d x 1200 & 2d x 200 with 
some on paper. Worth checking for cancels, perfs & printings. (1500+) $100 

867 Victoria Collection remainders on 4 Hagners. Commences with imperf Queen on throne half length to the early 1900's 
incl some PD's. Approx. 180 different stamps with a total cat. val of approx. £850. Majority good to fine used. 
Inspection should please at this low reserve. $150 

868 States "V.S.M." Embossed Picture Postcards showing an array of various State stamp issues with b&w centres of 
"General Post Office, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne", Port Pirie, SA" & "Bayley Street, Coolgardie, WA" plus NSW & Qld 
with plain centres. The first three are postally used in 1905 with the remainder unused. Used cards are scarce as they 
were contrary to UP regulations. Cond is VG to fine. (5) $150 

869 States Modest lot on Hagners comprising NSW (37), Qld (25), SA (38), Tas (32), Vic (62) & WA (19) before a few 
kangaroos (14) & KGV (46). Cond varies, but odd better incl KGV 4d ultramarine perf "OS" & milky blue normal plus 
some OS perfins. Light duplication with nearly all used. (270+) $30 

870 States NSW (c140), Qld (60), SA (50), Tas (60), Vic (c130) & WA (47). Mostly used with light dupl & a sprinkling of 
mint/unused stamps. Possible postmark interest in used. Incls Australia section with 45 kangaroos in various wmks to 
2/- brown, KGV (126) with vals to 1/4d (CofA) mostly used with light dupl before pre-decimal commem & defins to 
1965 with most sets represented but missing most high vals. (100s). The last 5 pages are devoted to items of postal 
stationery hinged to pages with Tas 6 items (4 unused, 2 used), SA used newspaper wrapper, Vic 1 unused 
embossed env, WA 2 unused postcards, Aust kangaroo postcard unused & 2 used KGV letter cards plus KGV 
postcards mint & used & 2 newspaper wrappers - KGVI used & Tas KEVII unused. Clean lot with pickings. $100 

871 States Seven Seas hingeless album with slipcase sparsely populated (c50) noting WA 1854 1d black & QV 2/- plus 
range of mainly WA (c50) on 2 Hagners in envelope. Stamps in mixed cond but quality album in vg cond that retails at 
$220. $50 

872 States Small but useful group of MLH & used on 3 album pages, 2 Hagners & stockcard. Noted NSW 3d Sydney View 
used, Victoria 1897 1d charity MLH & WA 6d sage F/U with blue cancel plus other pickings from all Colonies. 
Generally fair to fine. (Approx. 80) $60 

873 States & Pre-decimal Mainly used on leaves in red SG "Utile" binder. Noted good to fine used 4d & 5d kangaroos, 6d 
engraved kookaburra, 1934-1935 commems with cds cancels, 1937/49 10/- & £1 Robes on thick paper unused, Arms 
to £2 & Navigators to £1  (MLH)plus a few 2/- & 2/3d commems. Some with faults but inspection will show low reserve. 
(c400) $75 

874 States & Pre-decimal Used range noting KGV to 1/4d, a few perfins on a cross section of issues, state revenues to 
1/- plus odd cinderellas incl "Bendigo Centenary Jan 1st to Dec 31st 1951" in 2 strips of 3 in 2 colours. Odd MLH incl 
10/- Robes plus useful F/U with 1914 6d kookaburra (CTO), 6d AIF x 2, 2/- SJ, Robes to £2 & 2/6d wren on cream 
paper (MUH & F/U). Many useful pickings. (100s)  $75 

875 AAT 1957-1981 range of MUH, used, packs & FDC's with a couple of pre-decimal PNG types before FDI base cover 
sets for 1979 Flight pair, 1980 Ships set of 16 (2 sets), 1982 Mawson (4 sets), 1983 Treaty (3 sets) & 1983 Wildlife (3 
sets) plus 1971 Treaty with 3 of 4 & 1972 Cook with 2 of 4. Also 1954 Expedition cinderellas in 4 diff colours. Total 
MUH FV $20+ with a retail on the base FDC's of $400+. $120 

876 AAT 1957-1994 in Seven Seas Hingeless pages with mainly MUH incl 1966 defins to $1 missing only 1959 8d & 1991 
pair. Also 1961-1985 FDC collection of base cancel sets on unaddressed covers. Commems only with 2 of each base 
set plus Perth GPO from 1982. 1966 defin set of 10 with GPO Melbourne cds on WCS set of 3 covers plus plain 1954 
3d Tas Stamp Cent covers (2) with Mawson/ANARE cancels, WCS 1959 Christmas tied by ANARE Macquarie Is cds 
with other pre-decimal incl 1957-1961 issues on addressed WCS FDC's. (c100 stamps & 99 covers) $75 

877 AAT 1957-2000 complete MUH collection in "as new" Seven Seas Hingeless album incl all gutters & Whales Miniature 
Sheet ovptd Singapore. Retails $300+ $120 

878 AAT 1957-2014 MUH collection complete (excl 2014 booklet) in Seven Seas Hingeless album in blue with slipcase. 
Incls "Singapore 95", "Sydney Centerpoint 95" & "CAPEX 96" exhibition ovpts on "Whales & Dolphins" M/S's plus all 
se-tenant gutter pairs, blocks & S/A's plus 2011-14 Antarctic Expedition pack (cost $47.25). Superb lot & fresh 
throughout. $200 

879 AAT 1973-2016 range of issues loose in bag with many complete sets. MUH with a FV of $400+ $180 
880 Christmas Is 1958-1998 MUH in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album with slipcase. Incls 1978 Coronation uncut sheet    

of 4 sheetlets, CNY M/S plus stamp show ovpts, gutter strips & 1988 fauna sheetlet. Complete except for 1998 CNY 
M/S. (100s) $150 

881 Cocos Islands 1963-2010 Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase complete MUH to 1990 incl $5 on 65c 
surcharge (Retails $85). Incls set of 6 Postage Paid ovpts (excl the Official) all CTO (retails $140) & Taipei ovptd Sea 
Rescue M/S. Approx. 90% complete to 2010. FV on Aust valid issues $85+. $180 



882 Nauru 1916-1988 complete simplified (no central surcharges on KGV) neatly mounted on leaves in binder. Nauru 
Seahorse surcharges & all M/S's /sheetlets are MLH whilst all other issues are both MUH/MLH & CTO, the latter 
mostly with small corner cancels incl the Seahorses. Being a simplified collection, the 1924/49 Ships are mixed 
greyish paper & shiny paper with all "Seahorses" being DLR printings. Cat. £2300+ but with low estimate to reflect lack 
of identity in small corner cancels. (100s) $400 

883 Nauru 1916-1992 in Seven Seas Hingeless album & stockcards. Noted 1916/23 2/6d Seahorse & 1924 S.S. Century 
to 10/- x 2 MLH (only one 5/-) with extras of vals to 1/- & a few used. Comprehensive fine MUH from 1935 plus some 
MLH extras. High retail. (c450) $150 

884 Nauru 1924-1981 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with pages from 1916/23 KGV. 1924/48 Ships mixed MLH & CTO 
with 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- CTO on smooth paper. SJ MLH with remaining complete MUH with defin sets to $5. Album in vg 
cond. Retail $350+ $100 

885 Nauru 1953-94 & Norfolk Island 1947-2000 largely MUH in mounts on album leaves in ring binder. Patchy pre-
decimal but strong in Norfolk Is decimals MUH with some MLH in places. A good lot to build on at this estimate. (100s) $60 

886 Nauru 1963-1990's Dealers stock in 2 quality stockbooks & random on Hagners & album pages. Noted 1963/65 defins 
excl 2/3d & 1966 Decimals set of 14 all in MUH blocks of 4 with additional issues thereafter also in MUH blocks of 4 to 
1985. This book alone PTS at $520+. Incls Sheetlets & M/S's in quantity with additional 1980's issues on Seven Seas 
hingeless pages etc. Useful for re-sale. (100s) $40 

887 Nauru 1968-1998 in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album plus a few 1999 in bag. Quality 1916-1998 pages make this a 
good buy to house a more complete collection. (100s) $50 

888 Norfolk Island Range on Hagners incl 1947 Ball Bay to both 2/- & 1953 defins MLH with balance fresh MUH noting  
1960/61 defins to 10/- plus 10/- ovptd "SPECIMEN" (bottom right), 1960 surcharges, 1962/63 Fish, 2/8d Local Govt, 
1964 views & 1966 surcharges plus other commems. Retail is $250+ (86)   $50 

889 Norfolk Island 1947-1988 on leaves complete simplified in both MUH/MLH & CTO used except for Specimen ovpts & 
M/S's, the latter being MLH only (1974 UPU also CTO). Nearly all decimal & some pre-decimal have small corner 
cancels. A clean lot. (100s) $100 

890 Norfolk Island 1947-1988 with pages to 1991 plus Christmas & Cocos to 1980 in KA-BE hingeless album. Missing 
1963 Cocos set, 1953 Norfolk Is 5/- & some others. Staining on Christmas Is 1958 set, Norfolk 10/- bird & 10d bicolour 
but album & others appear free of toning. (100s) $40 

891 Norfolk Island 1947-1995 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Missing 1947-1953 but thereafter very close to complete. 
Pre 1960 & 10/- bird mainly MLH, then MUH through decimals. A clean lot. (100s) $75 

892 Norfolk Island 1947-1996 Seven Seas hingeless leaves in deluxe Grande "Lighthouse" block binder with slipcase 
(retail $64.95). Stamps MUH with pre decimal sparse incl 5/- bicolour but near complete decimals to 1995 incl M/S's. 
(100s) $90 

893 Norfolk Island 1947-2002 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners incl M/S's, odd block & cover. Most pre-decimal issues 
MLH but incls 5/- brown x 2 & 10/- (+ Specimen). Some sets both MUH/MLH & CTO. Decimal appears nearly 
complete MUH incl 1995 $10 Victory. Good value at reserve. (100s) $160 

894 Norfolk Island 1947-2019 collection in 2 Lighthouse stockbooks with pre-decimal mainly MLH & later MUH. Pre-
decimal missing 10/- & 1953 5/- is CTO as is 2/8d Local Govt. No UPU M/S or 1995 $10 Victory. Approx. 80% 
complete with many gaps post-2000. (100s) $120 

895 Norfolk Island 1960-1984 MUH collection in Lindner Hingeless album with slipcase. Incls 1960 surcharges & 2/8d 
Local Govt but most pre-decimal missing. Decimals incl 1970/71 birds & 1974 UPU M/S with c30 stamps missing to 
1984. Pages present to 1989 & bag inserted at end has most issues to 1999 incl M/S's & booklets. Lovely album to 
house an expanded collection. (100s) $70 

896 Norfolk Island 1974-2014 FDC's incl 1974 UPU M/S's x 2 (retail at $45 ea.). Noted recent hard to find issues incl 
2001 Hong Kong Tarler Bird M/S with Exhib pmk & Eel/Tarler bird imperf M/S. FV $190+ but much higher retail. (62) $75 

897 Norfolk Island 1990-1998 in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album in slipcase missing pages for 1996-1997 but MUH in 
glassines at back for this period. Incls a few other issues of 1995 (Victory to $10, cars, WWII vehicles, Xmas) & 1998 
(fish to $3 & M/S, cats, CNY M/S etc). All in fine cond. $50 

898 Norfolk Island 1996-2014 range of MUH sets, M/S's, booklets & M/S's on Hagners in padded binder. Total face value 
$200+ $120 

899 NWPI & Nauru Majority MLH on Hagners with Type I ovpt on KGV ½d (2 MLH, used), 1d (2 used), 4d (2 MLH), 5d 
(MLH & used) followed by kangaroos with same ovpt on 2½d (4 incl a, b, c setting singles), 9d & 10/-. 2nd wmk 6d (4 
singles a, b, c), 9d (3), 1/- (3, 2 of which discoloured), 2/- & 5/- before 3rd wmk 2d (3 MLH), 3d (2 MLH, used), 2/- & £1 
both MLH plus "One Penny" surcharge on 1/- F/U. Type II ovpt on 1d (2 MLH, used), 5d MLH, kangaroos 2d to 5/- all 
MLH, KGV ½d green, 1d violet MLH, 2d orange (MLH & 2 used), scarlet used, 4d violet & dull ultra both MLH. Nauru 
from ovpts on GB to 1/- used, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation used, 1954 to 5/- & 1965 Anzac. Also Christmas 
Is 1958 to $1 & 1965 Anzac used & Cocos 1963 set of 6 & 1965 Anzac used. Some hinge remnants & a few with short 
perfs incl 1/- 3rd wmk kangaroo with split perf at top. Cat. £1250+ $340 

900 NWPI, Papua/New Guinea & PNG Seven Seas standard album with extra leaves with a useful hinged range of NWPI 
values to 6d & Papua incl BNG ½d, 1d & 2d, Papua ovpts ½d to 2d plus later Lakatois to 1/- MLH/used with 5/- MUH. 
Also 1938 Possession Jubilee MLH before New Guinea Huts & BOP range MLH/used with vals to 5/-. PNG 1952-1997 
mixed MLH/used to 1970 before later MUH/MLH (missing 1994 Provisionals). Untidy earlies & variable cond but 
generally clean & worth re-organising. (100s) $150 

901 Papua, New Guinea & PNG Latter to mid 1970's with useful dupl on Hagners. Not in chronological order but many 
highlights in MUH/MLH noting PNG 1952 to £1 MUH x 5 plus 1/7d cattle x 5, 1966 to $2 x 5, Papua perf "OS" Lakatois 
to 1/- incl ½d to 6d blocks. New Guinea "dated birds" Airs to £1 MLH & undated ordinary mail to 10/- MUH/MLH. More 
Papua with 1932 to 2/6d MUH & various other MLH hinged grouped together before 1964 birds to 10/- x 2. Several 
Hagners of cat & dog thematics from around the world lower the tone! (1000+) $250 

902 PNG, New Guinea/NWPI & Papua All on Hagners with majority MUH/MLH with value in pre-WWII. Duplication of 
some sets & better vals. Noted 1925 Huts to 5/- MLH, ovptd Air Mail to 10/- MLH, BOP dated £1 MLH, ditto undated & 
used, dated "OS" to 9d MLH & a few NWPI to 1/-. Also 1939 Bulolo to £1 (excl 10/-) MLH, useful German New Guinea 
ovpts on Germany & Yachts to 5mk. Papua incls "OS" set to 2/6d, One Penny surcharges x 2 MLH, bicolours to 5/-, 
1952 to £1 & Specimen (10/- x2, £1) with a few later & a page of Samoa odds. Useful lot in generally good to fine 
cond. Not in strict order. (100s) $400 

903 PNG & New Guinea 1973 PNG Birds Heads set of 3 in full sheets of 50 (Cat. £250) plus New Guinea 1925 Huts ½d, 
1d, 1½d & 1d ovpt "OS" sheets of 30, 1939 £1 Bulolo MLH toned & 1925 "OS" 1d, 1½d, 2d, 9d & 1/- Huts MLH. Also 
NWPI KGV ½d, 1d in both colours, 2d orange, 4d orange & violet & GRI 2d on 20pf Yacht MLH. Mostly fine. $75 



904 Papua Range on leaves in display book incl "small Papua" ovpt to 2/6d mixed MLH/used (STC £230), large "Papua" 
MLH ½d & small to 6d MLH plus used to 2½d (2d x 3). Also monocolour "OS" perfins with ½d shades, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 6d 
used & 1/3d ovpt "OS" MLH (Cat £30), 1934 set MLH plus extras, 1935 Jubilee, 1937 Coronation (plus New Guinea) & 
odd others incl PNG 10/- Map F/U. (60) $100 

905 PNG & Territories 1952 to 2005 in quality Posthorn stockbook. Mostly 1970-2005 MUH with dupl to x 4 ea. plus a few 
pre-decimal incl 1952-1958 to 5/- MLH & £1 x 2 used as well as a few New Guinea & Papua (incl 5/- Lakatoi). Also a 
few Nauru incl 1924 rough paper ships to 1/- MLH, Cocos incl 1963 x 4 MUH with one set MLH & various Norfolk Is 
from 1947 incl 1970 birds plus Christmas Is odd with 1958 to $1 MLH & 2010 CNY MUH. Also Samoa fauna to $5 
MUH. Not in chronological order, but a clean lot well worth estimate. (1000+) $150 

906 PNG Incl pre-WWII Papua, New Guinea on Hagners. Noted Papua 1938 50th Anniv set MLH & various MLH/used  
oddments  to 1/-, plus PNG dupl used incl 1952 to £1, 1958 1/7d cattle MUH & 10/- map Specimen MLH (sweated). 
Pre-decimal 1966-1980 mixed MUH/MLH incl some blocks. Cond mixed reflected in conservative estimate. (c70 pre 
war & 590 1952-80) $90 

907 PNG 1952-1974 MUH duplicated in stockbook plus odd used incl 1/7d cattle & noting later 1966 butterflies in MUH 
blocks to $2 & second set of Postal Charges x 3 MUH sets. Additional decimal blocks MUH to 1997 on Hagners plus a 
few packs & CTO sets. Incls a range of late 1960's cds on piece. Clean lot. (1000s) $80 

908 PNG 1952-1975 majority MUH (hinge mark detected on 1964 10/- bird) complete, excl Specimens & Postal Charges. 
Stained perfs at top of 7½d Yam House, otherwise all appear fine & fresh MUH. (c300) $80 

909 PNG 1952-1982 MUH/MLH in Seven Seas Hingeless album. 1952/58 to £1 plus 10/- & £1 "Specimen", 1960 Postal 
Charges both sets MLH incl 7½d MUH (SG D1, Cat. £850), 1963/64 "Specimen" 10/- (small ovpt), £1 small MLH & 
large MUH & 1964 10/- bird MLH plus all MUH/MLH to 1982 before leaves & Hagners with Papua incl "Stamp Duty" 
½d, 1d (5) & 6d (2) with various MLH/used Lakatois to 1/- incl shades & blocks of 2d & 3d. Useful used incl 1941 1/6d 
Airmail, MLH ovpts & surcharges incl 6d airmail "Postace" variety x 2 (one toned), 9d & 1/3d CofA wmk MLH. 
Monocolours to 2/6d (2), bicolours to 5/- (2) & "One Penny" surcharge set before British New Guinea & large Papua to 
2/6d, large & small "Papua" ovpts to 6d MLH & small ovpt on 2/6d & 4d "OS" marginal pair MUH/MLH plus 1938 50th 
Anniv set of 5 in Ash imprints MUH (some toning) & a few other blocks MLH or used. Also 1953-1966 aerogrammes (6 
used, 5 MLH). Mostly fine, gum varies on Lakatois. (100s) $600 

910 PNG 1952-1985 on leaves in "New Age" binder starting with Aust 5½d emu on 3 covers cancelled Port Moresby, 
Rabaul & Lae before 1952 set to £1 used, 10/- & £1 SPECIMEN MLH (10/- no gum) & a few covers incl £1 Queen on 
regd FDC to NZ with both settings of "SPECIMEN" ovpt on 10/- & £1 MUH or MLH. Also 1964 birds mixed MLH & 
used & 10/- SPECIMEN MUH plus other pre-decimal MLH & used & a few 1967-1978 MUH blocks. A good range of 
covers incls 1964 Rabaul. (100+, 19 covers) $180 

911 PNG 1952-1998 MUH collection in 2 quality Lindner "Dual" albums with slipcases. Pre 1961 sparse but does incl 1/7d, 
2/5d cattle, 10/- map plus 10/- & £1 ovptd "SPECIMEN" MUH. Then complete excl Specimen ovpts, Postal Charges, 
3/- policeman & 1966 S.P. Games & 1966 butterflies simplified set of 12. Later years 90% complete incl M/S's, Framas 
& vals to K10. (100s) $150 

912 PNG 1952-1999 in Seven Seas hingeless album. Patchy pre-decimals but decimals are very nearly complete with 
majority MLH (some MUH or used) to 1980 & then all MUH. No 1994 Emergency surcharges & odd later surcharge 
missing but retail on the 1994-1999 period is $350+. A good buy at this reserve. (100s) $80 

913 PNG 1952-83 mainly MUH on Seven Seas leaves in binder. Missing 1952 1/7d Cattle, 10/- & £1, 1963 10/- &  £1 & 
1964 5/- & 10/- birds with couple of minor items thereafter. Couple of damaged pages & used in lieu of mint but 
otherwise a good basic collection which can be economically upgraded. (100s) $50 

914 PNG 1970's sets in blocks & singles on 30 stockcards & in glassines. Mainly MUH with dup of "Stamps on Stamps" set 
& others. Clean lot with thematic appeal. (100s) $20 

915 PNG 1970's-2007 with value in later M'S's & tabbed issues all neatly arranged on Hagners. Incls sheet of New Guinea 
1d Huts MUH minus part of left selvedge. Noted Orchids tabbed blocks of 4 with vals to K5.35 & 2003 Coastal Villages 
pair surcharged in blocks of 15, 2004 Soccer, 2007 SJA & Fruit in blocks of 4 & Butterflies in blocks of 6. These last 
few issues retail at $300+ with numerous others. Useful pickings. (100s)  $200 

916 PNG 1974-1988 First Day Cover collection in quality album. Useful for fine used sets. Retail on these would be $200. 
Ex unaddressed cond. (64) $30 

917 PNG 1994-2007 commems on Hagners in sets incl odd surcharge plus random sets on SS pages also MUH noting 
2005 Rotary, Frangipani & Mushrooms. (retail $80+ alone on these 3 sets). Useful later pickings from 2000 onwards. $100 

918 PNG 2000-2008 M/S's & Sheetlets incl Headdresses, Scout Anniv, Marilyn Monroe, Stamp Cent, 100th Ann of 
Aviation, K10 Mining & K10 AIDS day both x 2. All fresh MUH with 2 of many & increasingly difficult to source. Retail 
$600+ (52) $180 

919 PNG MUH, MLH & used lightly duplicated stock on c25 Hagners in deluxe Grande "Lighthouse" black binder with 
slipcases (retails $64.95). Noted NWPI with 13 vals to 1/-, New Guinea huts (19) odds to 9d incl "OS", 1931/32 with 
low vals heavily duplicated & some 1937/39 Papua plus 1909/41 range (54). PNG 1952-1995 with pre decimal vals to 
5/- (1964 bird MUH), later with gaps but noted vals to 5 kina (BOP x 6) MUH. Also 3 FDC's with 100's MUH PNG. Pre-
WWII mixed MLH & used with some stained but duplicates noted. (100s) $100 

920 Territories & PNG 1970's/1980's pres packs with min dupl in PNG plus the year packs for 1975, 1976-1979, 1981, 
1982 & 1984-1988 (70). Also packs for Norfolk Is & Cocos. Noted Christmas Is 1988 Wildlife Defins sheetlet pack 
(retails at $95). Low reserve. (Total 100+) $50 

921 Territories 1963-2012 range of Cocos, Christmas & Norfolk Islands noting 1963 Christmas Is defins set on WCS & 
1973 Ships on 4 covers, Norfolk Is 1977 Butterflies & 1980 Aircraft plus many useful 2000's issues. Incls odd Aust too. 
Majority in fine, clean cond. (74) $50 

922 Territories 2007, 2010 & 2012-2016 Aust Post "Australian Territories" annual collections in folders complete with 
stamps. FV $210+ & a retail of $410+ (7) $150 

923 Territories 2008-2019 Annual packs complete containing AAT, Christmas Island, Cocos Is & Norfolk Is incl M/S's. 
Cost $400+ with retail of $775 (12) $300 

924 Territories 2014, 2015, 2016 & 2017 Annual Territories packs. Ex cond. Cost $160+ with a retail of $270+ (4 packs) $120 
925 Territories AAT 1956-1997 & Cocos 1963-1997 in Lindner Hingeless album with slipcase. AAT complete simplified 

incl Singapore '95 M/S with Cocos likewise incl 1990-91 provisionals & 1993 Air Sea Rescue M/S with Taipei ovpt. 
Some 1998-1999 issues at the back in glassines. Fresh MUH. (100s) $180 

926 Territories Christmas & Cocos Is on 80+ Hagners in 2 AP padded binders. Christmas Is incls 1958 x 3 sets (MUH & 
MLH x 2), 1963 & 1968/70 MLH with later MUH & used sparse incl a few M/S's to 2019. Cocos 1963-2019 similarly 
sparse with post 2000 FV c$50. No 1994 provisionals. About half the estimate is for the "as new" Hagners @ 50¢ 
each. $80 

882 Nauru 1916-1988 complete simplified (no central surcharges on KGV) neatly mounted on leaves in binder. Nauru 
Seahorse surcharges & all M/S's /sheetlets are MLH whilst all other issues are both MUH/MLH & CTO, the latter 
mostly with small corner cancels incl the Seahorses. Being a simplified collection, the 1924/49 Ships are mixed 
greyish paper & shiny paper with all "Seahorses" being DLR printings. Cat. £2300+ but with low estimate to reflect lack 
of identity in small corner cancels. (100s) $400 

883 Nauru 1916-1992 in Seven Seas Hingeless album & stockcards. Noted 1916/23 2/6d Seahorse & 1924 S.S. Century 
to 10/- x 2 MLH (only one 5/-) with extras of vals to 1/- & a few used. Comprehensive fine MUH from 1935 plus some 
MLH extras. High retail. (c450) $150 

884 Nauru 1924-1981 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with pages from 1916/23 KGV. 1924/48 Ships mixed MLH & CTO 
with 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- CTO on smooth paper. SJ MLH with remaining complete MUH with defin sets to $5. Album in vg 
cond. Retail $350+ $100 

885 Nauru 1953-94 & Norfolk Island 1947-2000 largely MUH in mounts on album leaves in ring binder. Patchy pre-
decimal but strong in Norfolk Is decimals MUH with some MLH in places. A good lot to build on at this estimate. (100s) $60 

886 Nauru 1963-1990's Dealers stock in 2 quality stockbooks & random on Hagners & album pages. Noted 1963/65 defins 
excl 2/3d & 1966 Decimals set of 14 all in MUH blocks of 4 with additional issues thereafter also in MUH blocks of 4 to 
1985. This book alone PTS at $520+. Incls Sheetlets & M/S's in quantity with additional 1980's issues on Seven Seas 
hingeless pages etc. Useful for re-sale. (100s) $40 

887 Nauru 1968-1998 in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album plus a few 1999 in bag. Quality 1916-1998 pages make this a 
good buy to house a more complete collection. (100s) $50 

888 Norfolk Island Range on Hagners incl 1947 Ball Bay to both 2/- & 1953 defins MLH with balance fresh MUH noting  
1960/61 defins to 10/- plus 10/- ovptd "SPECIMEN" (bottom right), 1960 surcharges, 1962/63 Fish, 2/8d Local Govt, 
1964 views & 1966 surcharges plus other commems. Retail is $250+ (86)   $50 

889 Norfolk Island 1947-1988 on leaves complete simplified in both MUH/MLH & CTO used except for Specimen ovpts & 
M/S's, the latter being MLH only (1974 UPU also CTO). Nearly all decimal & some pre-decimal have small corner 
cancels. A clean lot. (100s) $100 

890 Norfolk Island 1947-1988 with pages to 1991 plus Christmas & Cocos to 1980 in KA-BE hingeless album. Missing 
1963 Cocos set, 1953 Norfolk Is 5/- & some others. Staining on Christmas Is 1958 set, Norfolk 10/- bird & 10d bicolour 
but album & others appear free of toning. (100s) $40 

891 Norfolk Island 1947-1995 in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Missing 1947-1953 but thereafter very close to complete. 
Pre 1960 & 10/- bird mainly MLH, then MUH through decimals. A clean lot. (100s) $75 

892 Norfolk Island 1947-1996 Seven Seas hingeless leaves in deluxe Grande "Lighthouse" block binder with slipcase 
(retail $64.95). Stamps MUH with pre decimal sparse incl 5/- bicolour but near complete decimals to 1995 incl M/S's. 
(100s) $90 

893 Norfolk Island 1947-2002 MUH, MLH & used on Hagners incl M/S's, odd block & cover. Most pre-decimal issues 
MLH but incls 5/- brown x 2 & 10/- (+ Specimen). Some sets both MUH/MLH & CTO. Decimal appears nearly 
complete MUH incl 1995 $10 Victory. Good value at reserve. (100s) $160 

894 Norfolk Island 1947-2019 collection in 2 Lighthouse stockbooks with pre-decimal mainly MLH & later MUH. Pre-
decimal missing 10/- & 1953 5/- is CTO as is 2/8d Local Govt. No UPU M/S or 1995 $10 Victory. Approx. 80% 
complete with many gaps post-2000. (100s) $120 

895 Norfolk Island 1960-1984 MUH collection in Lindner Hingeless album with slipcase. Incls 1960 surcharges & 2/8d 
Local Govt but most pre-decimal missing. Decimals incl 1970/71 birds & 1974 UPU M/S with c30 stamps missing to 
1984. Pages present to 1989 & bag inserted at end has most issues to 1999 incl M/S's & booklets. Lovely album to 
house an expanded collection. (100s) $70 

896 Norfolk Island 1974-2014 FDC's incl 1974 UPU M/S's x 2 (retail at $45 ea.). Noted recent hard to find issues incl 
2001 Hong Kong Tarler Bird M/S with Exhib pmk & Eel/Tarler bird imperf M/S. FV $190+ but much higher retail. (62) $75 

897 Norfolk Island 1990-1998 in Lindner "dual" Hingeless album in slipcase missing pages for 1996-1997 but MUH in 
glassines at back for this period. Incls a few other issues of 1995 (Victory to $10, cars, WWII vehicles, Xmas) & 1998 
(fish to $3 & M/S, cats, CNY M/S etc). All in fine cond. $50 

898 Norfolk Island 1996-2014 range of MUH sets, M/S's, booklets & M/S's on Hagners in padded binder. Total face value 
$200+ $120 

899 NWPI & Nauru Majority MLH on Hagners with Type I ovpt on KGV ½d (2 MLH, used), 1d (2 used), 4d (2 MLH), 5d 
(MLH & used) followed by kangaroos with same ovpt on 2½d (4 incl a, b, c setting singles), 9d & 10/-. 2nd wmk 6d (4 
singles a, b, c), 9d (3), 1/- (3, 2 of which discoloured), 2/- & 5/- before 3rd wmk 2d (3 MLH), 3d (2 MLH, used), 2/- & £1 
both MLH plus "One Penny" surcharge on 1/- F/U. Type II ovpt on 1d (2 MLH, used), 5d MLH, kangaroos 2d to 5/- all 
MLH, KGV ½d green, 1d violet MLH, 2d orange (MLH & 2 used), scarlet used, 4d violet & dull ultra both MLH. Nauru 
from ovpts on GB to 1/- used, 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation used, 1954 to 5/- & 1965 Anzac. Also Christmas 
Is 1958 to $1 & 1965 Anzac used & Cocos 1963 set of 6 & 1965 Anzac used. Some hinge remnants & a few with short 
perfs incl 1/- 3rd wmk kangaroo with split perf at top. Cat. £1250+ $340 

900 NWPI, Papua/New Guinea & PNG Seven Seas standard album with extra leaves with a useful hinged range of NWPI 
values to 6d & Papua incl BNG ½d, 1d & 2d, Papua ovpts ½d to 2d plus later Lakatois to 1/- MLH/used with 5/- MUH. 
Also 1938 Possession Jubilee MLH before New Guinea Huts & BOP range MLH/used with vals to 5/-. PNG 1952-1997 
mixed MLH/used to 1970 before later MUH/MLH (missing 1994 Provisionals). Untidy earlies & variable cond but 
generally clean & worth re-organising. (100s) $150 

901 Papua, New Guinea & PNG Latter to mid 1970's with useful dupl on Hagners. Not in chronological order but many 
highlights in MUH/MLH noting PNG 1952 to £1 MUH x 5 plus 1/7d cattle x 5, 1966 to $2 x 5, Papua perf "OS" Lakatois 
to 1/- incl ½d to 6d blocks. New Guinea "dated birds" Airs to £1 MLH & undated ordinary mail to 10/- MUH/MLH. More 
Papua with 1932 to 2/6d MUH & various other MLH hinged grouped together before 1964 birds to 10/- x 2. Several 
Hagners of cat & dog thematics from around the world lower the tone! (1000+) $250 

902 PNG, New Guinea/NWPI & Papua All on Hagners with majority MUH/MLH with value in pre-WWII. Duplication of 
some sets & better vals. Noted 1925 Huts to 5/- MLH, ovptd Air Mail to 10/- MLH, BOP dated £1 MLH, ditto undated & 
used, dated "OS" to 9d MLH & a few NWPI to 1/-. Also 1939 Bulolo to £1 (excl 10/-) MLH, useful German New Guinea 
ovpts on Germany & Yachts to 5mk. Papua incls "OS" set to 2/6d, One Penny surcharges x 2 MLH, bicolours to 5/-, 
1952 to £1 & Specimen (10/- x2, £1) with a few later & a page of Samoa odds. Useful lot in generally good to fine 
cond. Not in strict order. (100s) $400 

903 PNG & New Guinea 1973 PNG Birds Heads set of 3 in full sheets of 50 (Cat. £250) plus New Guinea 1925 Huts ½d, 
1d, 1½d & 1d ovpt "OS" sheets of 30, 1939 £1 Bulolo MLH toned & 1925 "OS" 1d, 1½d, 2d, 9d & 1/- Huts MLH. Also 
NWPI KGV ½d, 1d in both colours, 2d orange, 4d orange & violet & GRI 2d on 20pf Yacht MLH. Mostly fine. $75 



927 Territories FDC's 1989-1998 in Cumberland album. Incls Cocos 1997/98 Marine Life to $5, Christmas Is 1998 Marine 
Life & various Lunar New Year issues with AAT having various 1990's commem sets & Russia joint issue. All in exc 
unaddressed cond. (75) $30 

928 Territories Norfolk Is, Samoa & PNG range of 1970's-1980's pres packs & FDC's with vals to $5. Incls some MUH & 
FDI CTO M/S's. Noted 1981/83 Aircraft FDC set of 4, retails $25. (31 packs, 90 FDC's & 30 M/S's) $40 

929 Territories Range on Hagners incl Norfolk Ball Bay set of 12 MLH & later 3d & 2/- MUH, 1953 Defins MUH (5/- MLH), 
1960 Defins MUH & Local Govt. plus Decimal surcharges. Also Christmas Is 1963 Pictorials MUH & Cocos Is 1963 
defin sets x 2 MUH. Useful group with retail of $400+ (approx. 100) $50 

930 Territories Seven Seas hingeless album with MUH collection of AAT 1957-1973, Christmas Is 1958-1980, Cocos 
1963-1981 all complete simplified plus Nauru 1916-1923 to 5/- simplified MLH (2/6d stained, 5/- streaky tropic gum) & 
1924/28 to 10/- MLH on shiny paper plus mixed MLH/used to 10/- incl rough paper 5/- & 10/- MLH. 1935-1980 
complete MUH (excl 1979 30¢ Xmas plus Norfolk Is 1947-1956 Ball Bay MUH incl 2d white paper before 1953-1965 
complete MLH plus 10/- Specimen MUH with decimals MUH complete to 1980 incl 1974 UPU M/S. Useful, clean lot. 
(690) $200  

THEMATICS  
931 Aviation Mainly MUH Pacific Islands sets & odds on Hagners. Noted Fiji 1993 75th Anniv of RAF set & M/S, Nauru 

1994 ICAO set & M/S, Norfolk Is vals to $5 & PNG tourism 1995 set plus a few Samoa, Solomon, Pitcairn, Kiribati & 
Tuvalu with majority 1980's-1990's. Incls some F/used. (c200 + 10 M/S's) $30 

932 Aviation Westminster collection titled "Aviation Heritage" with world wide MUH issues incl M/S's & covers. Beautifully 
written up on leaves in 4 ring binder with slipcase. Incls 32 M/S's, 35 sets & 18 unaddressed covers from Bhutan, 
China, Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Kampuchea, Russia, USA & many more all c1996. 4 China M/S's used, other items 
all MUH. $60 

933 Aviation - Aircraft 1920-2019 An astonishing world collection on Hagners with majority MUH all in alphabetical 
order by country filling 15 x 4 ring lever arch files & 12 display files. This must be close to the most 
comprehensive collection on this subject anywhere in Australia, The vendor has collected it as a lifetime's 
work & wishes it to be sold intact. Copies of a 16-page listing of recent contents supplied by vendor can be 
forwarded upon request. The collection includes stamps, sheetlets, limited edition imperfs & die proofs plus 
an Austrian PO black print collection (invoiced to vendor at $146) commemorating the 25th Anniv of the 
National Archive. Incls a few covers noting 1941 China censored cover to Australia with full airmail set plus 
cinderellas & vignettes of various countries, private issues & post-1990 former Russian Federation 
components. The following highlights indicate the quality & extent of this amazing lot: Austria 1935 to 10sch 
MUH, Belgium 1930/35 MLH, 1946/2010 MUH, Albania 1925 (excl 3f), 1927, 1928 (short sets incl 5q pair with 
misplaced ovpt), 1930 & 1931 ovpts, 1939 20q before 1940 & 1950 sets, Andorra 1932 unissued Air set of 12 & 
ovpts complete MUH (Cat. $275), Argentina 1946 15¢ & 25¢ corner blocks imperf MUH, Bulgaria 1927 MUH, 
1932 MLH, Cameroon 1953 & 1961 MUH, Cocos $5 on 65¢ MUH, Croatia 1942 M/S both perf & imperf MLH 
(hinge stains) & Czech 1920 imperfs MLH. Also Egypt 1931 ovpts MLH & 1933 set MUH, 1948 Palestine ovpts 
MLH, China 1921 & 1928 to 90¢ MLH, 1937 FFCs (5) Hong Kong-San Francisco, Shanghai-Guam etc (vendor 
paid $390), France 1927 Air ovpts MLH, 1936 50f "banknote" Air MLH, 1938 50f Ader & 1940 surcharge MLH, 
1954 to 1000f MUH & 1957 ditto (300f MLH plus 1997-2015 proofs with 34 different. Also Russia 1937 Aviation 
Day set & M/S MLH, 1949 Airs & all later sets, Monaco 1945 to 1000f MUH plus imperf blocks of 40f to 200f, 
Iceland 1928 ovpts, 1934 incl perf changes, New Caledonia 1933 MLH/(MLH) & New Guinea 1931 Huts ovpts to 
£1 MLH, ditto "dated" BOP ovpts MUH plus 1939 Bulolo to £1 MLH. Continues with Norway 1925 MLH, Japan 
1929, SWA 1931 3d & 10d, 1937 pairs MLH, Spain 1926, 1927, 1929 MLH, 1931 set of 6 (+ imperf) MUH, 1944/45 
MUH, Switzerland has all from 1941 to 2019 MUH/MLH & Yugoslavia 1951 Zefiz M/S CTO & 50d ovptd MUH. 
Please note absence of airships, as this is a "Heavier than Air" machine collection. Also, airmail issues which 
do not show aircraft in the design are excluded. Fine throughout & contains over 2,000 Hagners plus 
"Aircraft" catalogue. Would be very under-priced at an average of $5 per Hagner. (1000s) $9,500 

934 Dinosaurs - "Age of the Dinosaur" collection on printed leaves in 2 special padded binders by "Westminster" with 
write up. All 1990's issues MUH incl over 60 M/S's & 30 sets from Australia, Canada, USA, Mongolia, British West. 
Indies, Sierra Leone, Zambia & more. A clean, "educational" lot. $60 

935 Fairy Tales - "The World's Great Fairy Tales First Day Cover Collection" in branded album with 70 large beautifully 
illustrated 1979 FDC's with countries ranging from Austria to Zaire. Exc cond. (70) $30 

936 "Film Fan Mail" Collection of envelopes to film stars incl Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotton, Barbara Stanwyck, Shirley 
Temple (several), Louis Jourdain, Aleida Valli, Tyrone Power & Christian Kjellin. All on protected leaves with nearly all 
from 1948 & a "Letter of Authenticity" from US dealer. Interesting. (39) $40 

937 Flowers World-wide accumulation with mainly used. As is usual, mostly broken sets & odd vals but attractive & cheap 
at reserve. Overlapping on 19 Hagners. (1000+) $50 

938 Freemasonry Great Britain 1907 & 1908 receipts for "Arch Chapter" & "Lodge" registration & entrance fees in 
Lerwick, Shetland Is. Both receipts with printed Freemasonry symbols & paraphernalia while KEVII 1d red hand 
cancelled in m/s, covering Govt revenue charge. (2) $30 

939 Millennium 2000 "Postal Cover Collection". Beautifully presented range of covers with world maps on each showing 
timelines to GMT and respective country/city locations with matching stamps & pmks. (24) $30 

940 Missions 1900's-1951 Postcards with mixed b&w & colour issued by Scripture Gift Mission, London, The Foreign 
Mission of the Presbyterian Church of Wales, The Mission to Lepers (incl audited 1916 account with Glasgow h/s), 
The Australasian South America Mission & others. Mixed used & unused in generally good to fine cond. (c 80 items) $80 

941 Olympics 2008 Beijing set of 28 Benham Commem covers signed  by various medallists & featuring the stadium 
signed by Gabby Logan & the other 27 covers each featuring a photo of the athlete with China Olympic diff commem 
stamps tied by special cachet detailing the statistics of the relevant event. Incls Gold Medallists Mark Hunter, Christine 
Ohuruogu, Rebecca Adlington, Jamie Staff, Tim Brabants, Iian Percy, Paul Goodison, Sarah Webb & Nicole Cooke. 
Most attractive. (28) $90 

942 Royalty 1937 KGVI Coronation collection complete MLH in commem album together with complete Coronation 
Souvenirs of the King's Regalia (72) printed by Harrison & Sons & hardly ever found complete. All appear once-
hinged. (274) $75 

943 Royalty 1948 Royal Silver Wedding. Complete 1948 Commonwealth set of 138 vals fine MUH. Rarely seen so fresh. 
Beautifully presented. SG Cat. £2250 (138) $1,200 



927 Territories FDC's 1989-1998 in Cumberland album. Incls Cocos 1997/98 Marine Life to $5, Christmas Is 1998 Marine 
Life & various Lunar New Year issues with AAT having various 1990's commem sets & Russia joint issue. All in exc 
unaddressed cond. (75) $30 

928 Territories Norfolk Is, Samoa & PNG range of 1970's-1980's pres packs & FDC's with vals to $5. Incls some MUH & 
FDI CTO M/S's. Noted 1981/83 Aircraft FDC set of 4, retails $25. (31 packs, 90 FDC's & 30 M/S's) $40 

929 Territories Range on Hagners incl Norfolk Ball Bay set of 12 MLH & later 3d & 2/- MUH, 1953 Defins MUH (5/- MLH), 
1960 Defins MUH & Local Govt. plus Decimal surcharges. Also Christmas Is 1963 Pictorials MUH & Cocos Is 1963 
defin sets x 2 MUH. Useful group with retail of $400+ (approx. 100) $50 

930 Territories Seven Seas hingeless album with MUH collection of AAT 1957-1973, Christmas Is 1958-1980, Cocos 
1963-1981 all complete simplified plus Nauru 1916-1923 to 5/- simplified MLH (2/6d stained, 5/- streaky tropic gum) & 
1924/28 to 10/- MLH on shiny paper plus mixed MLH/used to 10/- incl rough paper 5/- & 10/- MLH. 1935-1980 
complete MUH (excl 1979 30¢ Xmas plus Norfolk Is 1947-1956 Ball Bay MUH incl 2d white paper before 1953-1965 
complete MLH plus 10/- Specimen MUH with decimals MUH complete to 1980 incl 1974 UPU M/S. Useful, clean lot. 
(690) $200  

THEMATICS  
931 Aviation Mainly MUH Pacific Islands sets & odds on Hagners. Noted Fiji 1993 75th Anniv of RAF set & M/S, Nauru 

1994 ICAO set & M/S, Norfolk Is vals to $5 & PNG tourism 1995 set plus a few Samoa, Solomon, Pitcairn, Kiribati & 
Tuvalu with majority 1980's-1990's. Incls some F/used. (c200 + 10 M/S's) $30 

932 Aviation Westminster collection titled "Aviation Heritage" with world wide MUH issues incl M/S's & covers. Beautifully 
written up on leaves in 4 ring binder with slipcase. Incls 32 M/S's, 35 sets & 18 unaddressed covers from Bhutan, 
China, Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Kampuchea, Russia, USA & many more all c1996. 4 China M/S's used, other items 
all MUH. $60 

933 Aviation - Aircraft 1920-2019 An astonishing world collection on Hagners with majority MUH all in alphabetical 
order by country filling 15 x 4 ring lever arch files & 12 display files. This must be close to the most 
comprehensive collection on this subject anywhere in Australia, The vendor has collected it as a lifetime's 
work & wishes it to be sold intact. Copies of a 16-page listing of recent contents supplied by vendor can be 
forwarded upon request. The collection includes stamps, sheetlets, limited edition imperfs & die proofs plus 
an Austrian PO black print collection (invoiced to vendor at $146) commemorating the 25th Anniv of the 
National Archive. Incls a few covers noting 1941 China censored cover to Australia with full airmail set plus 
cinderellas & vignettes of various countries, private issues & post-1990 former Russian Federation 
components. The following highlights indicate the quality & extent of this amazing lot: Austria 1935 to 10sch 
MUH, Belgium 1930/35 MLH, 1946/2010 MUH, Albania 1925 (excl 3f), 1927, 1928 (short sets incl 5q pair with 
misplaced ovpt), 1930 & 1931 ovpts, 1939 20q before 1940 & 1950 sets, Andorra 1932 unissued Air set of 12 & 
ovpts complete MUH (Cat. $275), Argentina 1946 15¢ & 25¢ corner blocks imperf MUH, Bulgaria 1927 MUH, 
1932 MLH, Cameroon 1953 & 1961 MUH, Cocos $5 on 65¢ MUH, Croatia 1942 M/S both perf & imperf MLH 
(hinge stains) & Czech 1920 imperfs MLH. Also Egypt 1931 ovpts MLH & 1933 set MUH, 1948 Palestine ovpts 
MLH, China 1921 & 1928 to 90¢ MLH, 1937 FFCs (5) Hong Kong-San Francisco, Shanghai-Guam etc (vendor 
paid $390), France 1927 Air ovpts MLH, 1936 50f "banknote" Air MLH, 1938 50f Ader & 1940 surcharge MLH, 
1954 to 1000f MUH & 1957 ditto (300f MLH plus 1997-2015 proofs with 34 different. Also Russia 1937 Aviation 
Day set & M/S MLH, 1949 Airs & all later sets, Monaco 1945 to 1000f MUH plus imperf blocks of 40f to 200f, 
Iceland 1928 ovpts, 1934 incl perf changes, New Caledonia 1933 MLH/(MLH) & New Guinea 1931 Huts ovpts to 
£1 MLH, ditto "dated" BOP ovpts MUH plus 1939 Bulolo to £1 MLH. Continues with Norway 1925 MLH, Japan 
1929, SWA 1931 3d & 10d, 1937 pairs MLH, Spain 1926, 1927, 1929 MLH, 1931 set of 6 (+ imperf) MUH, 1944/45 
MUH, Switzerland has all from 1941 to 2019 MUH/MLH & Yugoslavia 1951 Zefiz M/S CTO & 50d ovptd MUH. 
Please note absence of airships, as this is a "Heavier than Air" machine collection. Also, airmail issues which 
do not show aircraft in the design are excluded. Fine throughout & contains over 2,000 Hagners plus 
"Aircraft" catalogue. Would be very under-priced at an average of $5 per Hagner. (1000s) $9,500 

934 Dinosaurs - "Age of the Dinosaur" collection on printed leaves in 2 special padded binders by "Westminster" with 
write up. All 1990's issues MUH incl over 60 M/S's & 30 sets from Australia, Canada, USA, Mongolia, British West. 
Indies, Sierra Leone, Zambia & more. A clean, "educational" lot. $60 

935 Fairy Tales - "The World's Great Fairy Tales First Day Cover Collection" in branded album with 70 large beautifully 
illustrated 1979 FDC's with countries ranging from Austria to Zaire. Exc cond. (70) $30 

936 "Film Fan Mail" Collection of envelopes to film stars incl Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotton, Barbara Stanwyck, Shirley 
Temple (several), Louis Jourdain, Aleida Valli, Tyrone Power & Christian Kjellin. All on protected leaves with nearly all 
from 1948 & a "Letter of Authenticity" from US dealer. Interesting. (39) $40 

937 Flowers World-wide accumulation with mainly used. As is usual, mostly broken sets & odd vals but attractive & cheap 
at reserve. Overlapping on 19 Hagners. (1000+) $50 

938 Freemasonry Great Britain 1907 & 1908 receipts for "Arch Chapter" & "Lodge" registration & entrance fees in 
Lerwick, Shetland Is. Both receipts with printed Freemasonry symbols & paraphernalia while KEVII 1d red hand 
cancelled in m/s, covering Govt revenue charge. (2) $30 

939 Millennium 2000 "Postal Cover Collection". Beautifully presented range of covers with world maps on each showing 
timelines to GMT and respective country/city locations with matching stamps & pmks. (24) $30 

940 Missions 1900's-1951 Postcards with mixed b&w & colour issued by Scripture Gift Mission, London, The Foreign 
Mission of the Presbyterian Church of Wales, The Mission to Lepers (incl audited 1916 account with Glasgow h/s), 
The Australasian South America Mission & others. Mixed used & unused in generally good to fine cond. (c 80 items) $80 

941 Olympics 2008 Beijing set of 28 Benham Commem covers signed  by various medallists & featuring the stadium 
signed by Gabby Logan & the other 27 covers each featuring a photo of the athlete with China Olympic diff commem 
stamps tied by special cachet detailing the statistics of the relevant event. Incls Gold Medallists Mark Hunter, Christine 
Ohuruogu, Rebecca Adlington, Jamie Staff, Tim Brabants, Iian Percy, Paul Goodison, Sarah Webb & Nicole Cooke. 
Most attractive. (28) $90 

942 Royalty 1937 KGVI Coronation collection complete MLH in commem album together with complete Coronation 
Souvenirs of the King's Regalia (72) printed by Harrison & Sons & hardly ever found complete. All appear once-
hinged. (274) $75 

943 Royalty 1948 Royal Silver Wedding. Complete 1948 Commonwealth set of 138 vals fine MUH. Rarely seen so fresh. 
Beautifully presented. SG Cat. £2250 (138) $1,200 

944 Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee "Official Cover Album" for the Queen's Silver Jubilee Appeal containing 100+ illust     
FDC's incl M/S's, sheetlets & booklet panes. Not often seen in this format. Also the 1977 SG MUH & CTO album     
with all omnibus C/wealth sets. A clean lot. (100+ FDC's, 186 stamps) $30 

945 Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee & 1978 Coronation 25th Anniv MUH sets & M/S's in special presentation album of large 
Hagner-type sheets. Would make lovely gift for a "Royalist" with 1977 having 47 sets & 11 M/S's & 1978 with 39 sets, 
59 M/S's/sheetlets plus Tuvalu gutter pair set. Huge original cost. $50 

946 Royalty 1977 Silver Jubilee range of MUH & CTO sets from Commonwealth & foreign countries neatly arranged on 
Hagners. Incls some rarely seen FDC's plus sheetlets, imperfs, S/A's, booklets & M/S's. All in exc cond. (340 stamps, 
8 FDC, 19 Sheetlets, 5 booklets & 62 M/S's) $75 

947 Royalty 1978 25th anniv of QEII Coronation complete set of 21 uncut sheets with each containing 8 gutter strips of 3 
in Cumberland full size FDC sleeves. Fine MUH. Seldom seen as an omnibus in this format. (21 sheets) $80 

948 Royalty Majority related to the British Royal Family incl a few QV covers & postcards in 6 vols plus album of Sudan 
(c$40) & of EANZ special cards & covers commemorating the centenary of the "Royal" in an 8th album. Strong 
postcard range amongst Royal Family member photos plus cards with castles & locations all with a "Royal" 
connection. Extensive with viewing recommended. Weight 12kg. $150 

949 Ships - Navy 1980's-1990's detailed collection in 10 albums on US vessels passing through the Port of Fremantle 
showing the vessels on postcards or photos with the pictorial cachet supplied by the purser of each. One volume is 
cuttings of info relating to the ships. Typewritten details on each page give the "vital statistics" for each vessel & 
indicate how much enjoyment the collector derived from his hours of research. (300+ items plus cuttings) $120 

950 Sir Edwin Landseer, 19th Century British artist & a favourite of Queen Victoria. Collection of his works on postcards 
plus books with 1901 & 1907 publications & colour soft & hardback recent works by Richard Ormond on Landseer 
together with gallery guides & pamphlets. The books alone are worth at least half of the estimate & the 120+ postcards 
written up for exhibit are often with same painting from 2 different postcard producers. A lovely lot. $250 

951 Sports Range of limited edition &/or signed covers incl NZ 2000 Olympics presentation album with 2 M/S's on cover & 
progressive colour proofs set together with certificate stating "one of 2000", 1992 Barcelona Olympics signed GB 
Medallists collection (all Spanish stamps on covers) plus unaddressed FDCs of various countries (total 90) & "The 
Sporting Collection" of Benham silk covers commemorating great sporting events incl Benson & Hedges Cup Final 
1998 (cricket), NatWest Trophy (ditto), 1999 Rugby World Cup, 1998 Commonwealth Games covers signed by GB 
medal winners (36). Original cost was huge! $120 

952 Trains - Railways Covers of Australia & GB in 2 FDC albums, largely 1979 & later with several Benham silk plus other 
covers & picture postcards with special cachets, Pichi Richi & other Preservation Railway issues on covers/cards. All 
in exc cond & a challenge to expand as there are 300+ items. Also a small collection of "ship" stamps, covers & 
booklets from around the world. $75 

953 Trains - Railways Mainly MUH/MLH loose in large glassine. Incls mainstream world issues & M/S's plus Preservation 
Railway issues for GB, Australia & NZ. The loose stamps don't appear to have anything of high cat. Many "Leaders of 
the World" & "Back of the book" included but a challenge to sort & arrange into a collection. (100s) $40 

954 VE Day Commem lot of 10 limited edition Benham silk covers with M/S's incl £2 Gibraltar M/S MUH. Each limited to 
150. Exc cond. (10) $30 

955 World War II 1995 50th Anniv. of the Second World War Armed Forces Benham silk cover collection. Numbered 
covers in 3 Commem red albums with gold insignia on each & copious historical narratives. Covers in chronological 
order with majority having specially postmarked covers of GB & other countries. Superb presentation. Original cost 
$800+ (160+) $120 

956 WWF 1983-2008 issues in 5 WWF binders. Each issue with MUH set of 4 & matching separate FDC's accompanied 
by relevant information sheets. Some duplication noted. (52 sets; 208 stamps & 208 covers) $50 

957 WWF 1976-1979 (World Wildlife Fund) FDC collection in WWF album. A forerunner of the series in boxed binders in 
this section but without any multi-coloured notes or MUH sets. Each cover is accompanied by an insert about the 
animal featured. Complete collection of covers in serial number order. (144) $30 

958 WWF 1987-2007 range of issues incl AAT with MUH sets & matching FDC's, some still in original packets with 
accompanying info pages. Cost $750+ (88 stamps & 88 FDC's) $60  

ACCESSORIES  
959 Seven Seas Australia 1913-1965 Hingeless album with slipcase in "as new" condition. Retails $165. leaves complete 

simplified for Seven Seas albums. (2 volumes, 1 with slipcase) $40 
960 Seven Seas Australia 1966-1990 Hingeless album in VG cond & complete. $30 
961 Seven Seas Australia 1966-2009 Hingeless pages in 3 vols (matching brown). VG cond to "as new". Save on new by 

just buying the pages to bring up to date. Retail new on these is $780. (3 vols) $90 
962 Seven Seas Australia 2007-2016 Seven Seas Hingeless pages complete in envelope for each year. Pages numbered 

335-514. Brand New. Retail $250+ (180) $50 
963 Seven Seas Christmas Island 1958-2006 Hingeless album in burgundy with slipcase. In "as new" cond if not brand 

new as superb cond. Supps available from Seven Seas to bring up to date. Cost vendor $360 $75 
964 Seven Seas Cocos Islands 1963-1990 Hingeless album with a smattering of issues but album in very good cond. $30 
965 Seven Seas Cocos Islands 1963-2006 Hingeless album in burgundy with slipcase. In "as new" cond if not brand new 

as superb cond. Cost vendor $220 $50 
966 Seven Seas New Zealand 1953-2006 Hingeless albums in blue with slipcases. Complete incl Ross Dep & Govt Life 

issues. Huge original retail cost. $100 
967 Hagners single sided x 155. Mixed strips in "as new" to good cond. Retail is now $210+ (155 pages) $60 
968 Tarifolder for displaying Hagners or A4 display sheets. 30 pages for 60 sheets. Used cond but sound & a superior 

French manufactured type with colour coded page surrounds. These cost up to $250 new. $40 
969 Hawid mounts in various sized strips in opened/unopened packs in flat wooden choc box. Approx. 25 packs of strips 

with a few extra strips. All in good cond. $50 
970 Lighthouse Vario & Hagner sheets in a box comprising of over 300 of each with various strip sizes from 1-7. Excellent 

cond with most Varios still in original packaging & the Hagners appear new or "as new". Colossal retail. $300 
971 Lighthouse 16-page stockbooks x 3 incl one brand new & wrapped & 2 others with black pages plus additional 2 x 16 

page used cond with one having black pages. Also 30+ FDC double pages in good cond. $30 
972 Lighthouse Grande Binders in black with slipcases x 14. All in "Brand new" or "as new" condition. Save on new as 

retail at $69.95 each - $980! (14) $300 
973 "Australia 1974 Christmas" by David McCleary (1981) A fully illustrated guide to this 1974 issue with all the flaws & 

varieties clearly shown. Contains some used examples on the relevant page. 106 pages hardbound in good cond. $30 



 LITERATURE  
974 "Australasia & Territories Frama & CPS Catalogue" by Sel Pfeffer (2010). Incls common varieties, differences between 

GPO machines & PNG, NZ & Norfolk Is issues. All stamps are illustrated & priced. Continues to be the definitive work 
in this field. Brand new. $30 

975 "Fiji's Past on Picture Postcards" by Elsie Stephenson. (1997) Published by Canies Jannif Ltd, Suva. 351pp, soft cover 
with numerous b & w illustrations throughout. Good cond. $30 

976 "Queen Victoria: The Plating of The Penny" by Great Britain Philatelic Society, vols I, III & IV plus SG QV 1st edition 
(1967) with damaged dust jacket. Valuable addition to a club library or for specialist. (4) $30 

977 "Victoria: The Travelling Post Offices and their Markings 1865-1912" by JRW Purves, "Instructional and Informative 
Markings of Victoria 1852-1913" by AG Rigo de Righi & "Postmarks of the Australian Forces from All Fronts 1939 to 
1953" by S Stobbs. All in VG cond with numerous illustrations. (3) $30 

978 "Western Australia - The Postal Markings Illustrated" by WASG. 976 pages in 3 volumes showing an extensive range 
of postmarks with dates of use & rarity guide. A wealth of info edited by Brian Pope. This 1994/2002 edition is the 
latest produced as purchased from the West Australian Study Group. A valuable reference work & brand new. Retails 
$250 $100 

979 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for 1911-1966 Postal Stationary incl Australian Territories in full 
colour in ring binder format. (2013 Ed) In " as new" if not brand new cond & cost vendor $220. $40 

980 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for 1911-1966 Postal Stationary as above & also in " as new" cond. $40 
981 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Kangaroos (2013) The hard backed edition in full colour as issued 

for the Melbourne exhib. 188 pages in good cond. $30 
982 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for King George V - Centenary Edition. (2014) Useful reference work 

in good cond. $40 
983 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for King George VI. (2016) Good cond & incls BCOF issues. Save on 

current new price of $120! $30 
984 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for QEII 1952-1966. (2015) Incls early AAT & Cocos plus QEII period 

no watermark issues. VG if not brand new cond. $30 
985 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogues (Brusden White) for Kangaroos 2004, 2013 & 2017 editions, KGV 

2014 & 208 editions, KGVI 205 editions x 2, QEII 1952-1966 2015 Ed, Booklets 2003 Ed & Decimals Vols I to III 2002 
editions. Majority in VG cond & a very useful reference group especially for tracing changes between the kangaroo & 
KGV editions (12 vols) $100 

986 Stanley Gibbons Austria/Hungary (Part 2), France & Colonies (Part 6), Germany (Part 7),  Italy/Switzerland (Part 8), 
Portugal/Spain (Part 9), Russia (Part 10), China (Part 17), Japan & Korea (Part 18), South America (Part 20) & USA 
(Part 22) Stanley Gibbons one country sectional Specialised catalogues published between 2008-14. Also SG British 
Commonwealth simplified, GB Queen Victoria Specialised (2016), KGVI Commonwealth (2009), India (2013), Western 
Pacific (2014), KGVI, Great Britain 2012 Concise & CBS (2013) & SG Western Pacific (2014). Others incl Seven Seas 
2007 Oceania & 2010 Australia plus PRC 1949-2015 with Yang numbers. Excellent start to a library. (21) $150 

987 Stanley Gibbons "Stamps of the World" 2016 edition in 6 volumes. Full colour & in "as new" cond. Current retail for 
2019 is $695! $80 

988 Stanley Gibbons "Stamps of the World" 2018 edition in 6 volumes in full colour. Brand new & boxed. Current retail for 
2019 is $695! $280 

989 Stanley Gibbons 2012 British Commonwealth catalogue in full colour. "as new " cond. $30 
990 Stanley Gibbons 2019 Commonwealth & British Empire 1840-1970 catalogue in full colour. Brand new cond. Retailed 

at $175  $50 
991 Stanley Gibbons China Part 17, 8th Edition (2011) Incls Hong Kong, Macau & Taiwan. 446 pages all in full colour. VG 

cond. $50 
992 Thai Banknotes Catalogue Complete & Updated Edition" by Somchai Saeng-ngern (2015). Hard cover in full colour & 

"brand new" cond. $30 
993 The Australian Air Mail Catalogue 8th Ed by Eustis & Frommer in both hardback & soft cover versions. 278 pages with 

both in VG cond. (2) $30 
994 "The Chapman Collection of Australian Commonwealth Stamps" by Ray Chapman (1999) Hard back in colour. Still 

referred to as invaluable work for Kangaroo & KGV study. Brand new in original wrapping. Seen advertised at $200. $75 
995 "The Complete Deegam Machin Handbook" in Vols 1 & 2. (3rd edition - 2003). This was the last to be issued in the 

hardbound format & is keenly sought after by Machin specialists. $60 
996 "The Postage Stamps of Fiji 1878-1902" by J.R.W. Perves. Published by Mayflower Press, Plymouth.  A few b/w 

illustrations of the identifiable characteristics of the primary types. Hard cover & 90pp. Good cond. $30 
997 "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand - The Chalon Head Issues" by Robert P. Odenweller plus part of the library of a 

NZ specialist collector with a range of soft covered publications relating to Airmails, Postal Stationery, Cinderellas & 
most other aspects of NZ philately incl the most recent Campbell Paterson catalogue with revisions to 2019. This lot of 
19 soft bound & 3 hard bound (CP Cat. is 2 vols) volumes is a rare opportunity for the serious NZ collector wanting to 
do research or expand their collections. $200 

998 "The Postage Stamps of NZ" vols 1-9 (2 & 5 without dust jackets) published by the RPSNZ together with "The Penny 
Universal on New Zealand" published 1953 in a limited edition of 1000 also without its dust jacket. Few inside cover 
marks & stains otherwise doing very well for their age. (10 vols) $250 

999 "The Postal History of The Northern Territory 1824-1988" by Edward A. Williams (1992) Published by the RPSV. VG 
cond. Cost vendor $120 $30  

AUTOGRAPHS & MISCELLANEOUS  
1000 Brock, Peter 1980 signed PSE pmkd Canberra Parliament House. Bold signature from this racing legend who won 

Bathurst 9 times! Exc cond. $40 
1001 Whitlam, Edward Gough Bold signature on 1980 Opening of Tarcoola-Alice Springs Railway PSE who as Prime 

Minister in 1975 pressed the button which commenced the construction of the line. $30 
1002 1977 Australian Test Cricket Centenary signed FDC in commem folder with 19 autographs incl Chappell, Rod 

Marsh, Kim Hughes, Craig Serjeant, David Hookes, Kerry O'Keeffe, Geoff Dymock, Mick Malone, Max Walker, Ray 
Bright, Gary Cosier & Doug Walters. Also included in folder with various b&w photos & statistics is a UK QEII Silver 
Jubilee Centennial Tour cover signed by AW Greig (Captain), Alan Knott, Derek Underwood, Bob Woolmer, Derek 
Randall, Dennis Amiss, John Lever, Chris Old, Mike Brearley & Graham Barlow. Exc cond & presentation. (33 
autographs) $75 
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1002 1977 Australian Test Cricket Centenary signed FDC in commem folder with 19 autographs incl Chappell, Rod 

Marsh, Kim Hughes, Craig Serjeant, David Hookes, Kerry O'Keeffe, Geoff Dymock, Mick Malone, Max Walker, Ray 
Bright, Gary Cosier & Doug Walters. Also included in folder with various b&w photos & statistics is a UK QEII Silver 
Jubilee Centennial Tour cover signed by AW Greig (Captain), Alan Knott, Derek Underwood, Bob Woolmer, Derek 
Randall, Dennis Amiss, John Lever, Chris Old, Mike Brearley & Graham Barlow. Exc cond & presentation. (33 
autographs) $75 

1003 Laurel & Hardy framed b&w photo with signature of Oliver Hardy at base. Reverse with handstamp of picture framer 
H. Wilkinson of Napier, NZ. $50 

1004 AFL Football, NRL & Basketball collectors cards on quality album pages in six albums noting Scalen AFL x 21, 
Stimorol x 68, Topps x 244, Hoops x 125, Hardfast x 112, Dynamic Rugby League x 350, Shyboy x 54, Dynamic 
Series II x 207 & Select AFL x 206. Incls a Michael Jordan card & various 1990's West Coast players etc. Majority 
appear fine. (1385) $100 

1005 "Lord of the Rings" Selangor Pewter "Galadriel" goblet & "Smaug the Dragon" shot glass. Beautifully crafted pair. $200 
1006 Borobudur Postcards & UNESCO book on the subject of this world heritage site in Java. Most are b&w unused 

postcards from various sources comprising 23 loose & 34 mounted with write up on leaves. Conservative estimate & 
viewing will surprise. $50 

1007 "Railway Map of Western Australia" 430mm x 345mm published with "The Australian Hand Book" 1885 & framed 
behind glass. Odd minor stain & other fault but would look good on the wall of a collector's "den". $40 

1008 Cigarette Cards Pre-WWII range in old album containing over 200 cards on various subjects incl Postal Service, birds, 
Australian cricketers (4 incl Vic Trumper), Ladies of Fashion (colour & b&w), European scenes b&w, historic scenes, 
battle scenes, moths & more. No complete sets & mostly Will's with some others. Majority are good to fine. (200+) $40 

1009 Cigarette Cards W.D. & H.O. Wills sets in album, featuring cars, trains, aircraft & ships all appearing in vg condition. 
(389) $50 

1010 Cigarette Cards WD & MO Wills "Dogs" (28/28), "Roses" (50/50), "English Period Costumes" (25/25), "The Sea Shore" 
(50/50), Liebig (Dutch) "Marine Life" etc (18), Godfrey Phillips "Birds & Their Eggs" (36/50), Brooke Bond (Tea) "Wild 
Birds in Britain" (50/50), Morrows (Aust) "Birds of the World" (15/36), Vice Regal Mixture (Tobacco) & Capstan Navy 
Cut "Birds of Australasia (16/100), John Player "Game Birds & Wild Fowl" (7/50), Morrows "Birds of the World Series 
III" (8/36), Gallaher "British Birds" (48/48), John Player "Birds & their Young" (25/25), "Wild Birds" (50/50), "Game 
Birds & Wild Fowl" (50/50) Sweetule (Manchester) "Birds & their Eggs" (25/25), Ogden's "Foreign Birds" (50/50) & 
Gallaher "Garden Flowers" (1938) (48/48) plus "Wild Flowers" (48/48). Odd crease or tear but over 90% fine with all in 
display pockets. (100s) $50 

1011 Ties Collection incl write-up of ties in 32 display sleeves plus a quantity loose. The write-up relates to clubs & societies 
of GB, Australia & elsewhere plus higher education institutions & more. Acquired by the late philatelist Dr Derek 
Pocock. Difficult to display, but worthy of acquisition! $80 

1012 Various in large biscuit tin with mostly 1990's phone cards of Singapore, United Arab Emirates & others plus 
Singapore Airlines & Cathay Pacific playing card packs given to travellers, beer mats & other commercial giveaways. 
(100s) $20  
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA COLLECTIONS  

1013 Western Australia & 1913-1982 all on Seven Seas leaves. WA incls 1854 1d black (4 margins used), 2d pale orange 
imperf & various recess Swans to 1/- with perf & wmk varieties plus surcharges with 1884/85 ½d on 1d, 1d on 3d, 
1893/95 "Half-penny" all MLH, "One Penny" on 3d (4 used) before surface printed to 5/- in mixed cond incl a few "OS" 
& "WA". Also odd mint incl 1906/12 1/- perf. 11 & 1893 fiscals to 2/6d. Australia has kangaroos to 5/- in very mixed 
cond used incl both "OS" ovpts, KGV to 1/4d with some F/U, a few perf "OS" or "OS/NSW" & "OS" ovpts used (4d 
MUH). 1914 6d kookaburra (no gum, off-centre), 1928 kookaburra M/S (faults), 1932 1/- lyre "OS" F/used, Kingsford 
Smith set with extra 6d on Regd 1931 Special Air Mail cover to England & 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d brown used, ovptd 
"OS" mint. No 5/- Bridge but other 1930s all there but used in variable cond (1937 NSW set MLH). Robes thick to £1, 
then 5/- & 10/- all used, 1941 AIF MLH, 1949 Arms & 1961 5/- cattle (both papers) used, 1963/64 Navigators to £1 
used, commems mixed MLH/used. First decimal defins used then MUH/MLH comprehensive to 1982 incl 1971 block 
of 7. Low estimate reflects variable condition but WA is useful. (1000+) $250 

1014 Western Australia MUH, MLH, MH & mint annotated selection on s/book page PTSA at almost $600. Noted SG 81 
MLH, SG 116 MH, SG 122 MLH x 2, SG 126 MLH & SG 127 unused. Most stamps well centred with good colour. (38) $150 

1015 Western Australia Consignment remainders with postal history, postal stationery, postmarks etc. Incls Regd Land 
Titles Office returned cover, 1940 AIF 1d & 2d values on Kalgoorlie Regd FDC, 1972 Aust Balloon Safari cover, small 
range of postmarks on swans & early commonwealth stamps (12). Worth a look. $40 

1016 Western Australia Stockbook & Hagners with a diverse MUH/MLH, used & revenues (to 30/-) plus parcel stamps. 
Some cancellation interest but nothing scarce noted. Also on paper combinations of WA & Commonwealth with odd 
cover. Viewing recommended. (100s) $120 

1017 Western Australia MUH/MLH range with "½", "Half-penny" & "One Penny" surcharges plus other vals to 10d plus 
blocks of 4 of "I.R. Two Pence" lilac, 2d yellow Cr/A & block of 6 surcharges on 2d yellow. Most flagged with cat 
numbers. (25 + blocks) $100 

1018 1854-1912 range on 2 Hagners incl 3 margin 1d black, 4d blue imperf cut to shape & 2d vermilion with neat "2" BN & 4 
margins. SG 105 MLH, SG 124c MLH & SG 145 MH with tone spot visible from front. (60) $90 

1019 1906-1949 documents with large & small swan duty stamps affixed or with embossed "tombstones". Noted 1915 hand-
written agreement re a land purchase being stamped with £9 & 7/6d "tombstones" plus small swan 6d pair & 3d block 
of 6. Also share certificates for Golden Mile block 45 (100 shares purchased 1940) & South Western Oil & Shale 
Company with 2 shares at £5 ea. purchased in 1922. Intriguing "social history". 20 documents containing long swans 
of face value 10/- (12), £1 (3) & £5 plus lower vals to 2/6d. $50 

1020 1930's-1970's Registered covers comprising Albany North, Boyup Brook, Bullfinch, Inglewood North, Joondana, 
Kewdale Wight St, Leonora, Marvel Loch, Menora, Moorine Rock, Mt Helena, Rawlinna, Rivervale East, St James, 
Tuart North & Woodlands with "Postage Deficiency Adjusted Perth Mail Exchange" red oval cachet Generally fine (16) $180 

1021 1930's-1990's wide ranging collection of Advertising covers with no duplication. Noted Cecil Bros, J. Hawkins Master 
Builders, The West Australian Insurance Co. Ltd, etc. Cond mixed but generally good commercial quality. (c200)   $100 

1022 1931-1935 selection of W.A. internal commercial airmail covers comprising 1931 Carnarvon to Guildford with “PER 
AERIAL MAIL ROUTE,”  cachet, 1934 Perth to Port Hedland bearing 2d & 3d Vic Cent (second day of issue), 1935 
Perth to Carnarvon Bunning Bros cover at 4d Printed matter rate (unusually sent airmail) plus 1959 Airmail cover from 
Perth to U.S. with "DR. BILLY GRAHAM, W.A. CRUSADE MAY 15-22ND" cachet on reverse. (4)   $60 

1023 1946-1978 selection of 16 Provisional Registration labels on covers comprising Byford, Dampier, Esperance, 
Exmouth, Goldsworthy, Leinster, Morley, St George’s Tce, Port Hedland & Victoria Park East. Also Caversham, 
Marine Parade (Cottesloe), Innaloo, Koolan Is, Metro Markets & Pinjarra. Odd minor fault but generally fine. Rarely 
seen in quantity.  (16)  $90 $160 



1024 1949-1953 bundle of covers with a few 1941 to 1947 of WA origin with window faced, plain & commercial & a mix of 
cds, meter & machine cancels with/without slogans. Fun company envs incl "Kalgoorlie Brewery Lagar & Stout - Like 
Gold, Sets The Standard" etc. Great variety & should be fun to sort for the cancellation enthusiast. (200+) $50 

1025 1968-1983 NCR & successor Cash Register labels paying Registered postage in full or registration component only on 
a variety of covers/stationery comprising Bunbury, Fremantle, Geraldton, Morley, Newman & Perth with 8 various 
types. Elusive material, generally fine. (13) $50 

1026 Duty Stamps Long swan bicoloured types with vals to £1 incl 1/- x 2, 2/6d x 5, 5/- x7, 10/-, 15/- x 4 & £1. Mostly fine to 
very fine used. (20) $30 

1027 Ephemera Documents related to Burns Philp & their WA acquisitions incl the WA Vinegar Company & FA. Henriques 
Perth. Noted the 1899-1912  "Annual Balance Returns Fremantle Branch" (13 vols), 1905 "Plant Furniture Inventory", 
1931-1952 Minutes Book, 1931 "British & Foreign Marine Insurance" document, "Private Supplementary Code" book 
with codes for Telegraph transmissions, 1900 Sales Summary, Commonwealth unused tax forms in pad form plus 
other tax paper work, correspondence etc etc. (See separate lot for wages book with revenues) $100 

1028 Fremantle Postcard selection with reproductions of 1852 to 1890's plus a folder "Historic Fremantle". Also additional 
18 written up on leaves with mixed colour & b&w through to 1990's incl photo of The Passenger Terminal used for 
Philatelic Exhibition. Incls interesting b&w photo of railway bridge from North Fremantle after flood had washed away 
footings leaving rail line hanging precariously. Nice "social history" assembly. (33) $50 

1029 Internal Revenues on group of 1890's registered pieces from bankers packets with 2/6d, 5/- x 2, 7/6d, 10/-, £1 & 
£1/10/- vals tied by various cancels. Incls £1 on large piece to "Union Bank of Australia Ltd" with "R" in oval h/s & "Cue 
AU 28 96 WA" cds. A few blemishes but a rare & desirable group. (6) $1,500 

1030 Postal Cards 1895 ½d uprated used 1d card (PC2) from Coolgardie to London & 1899 1½d on 3d card (PC5) 
Fremantle to Germany with L.L. Herring, Customs & Baggage Agent h/s plus nice “Ship Mail Room 4 Perth WA” 
transit. Concealed fault at base but remains attractive. Also Regal postcards used 1908 at Balbarrup (stamp removed) 
& Goomalling. (4 items) $50 

1031 Postcards 80+ with approx. 50 being unused. Nearly all are from country towns with very few from Perth & suburbs. 
All appear to be from the 1950's to 1990's & in very good to as new cond. Not an easy lot to replicate. $90 

1032 Postmarks 1910's-1960's with majority from 1920's & 1930's. 300+ strikes chosen for clarity & completeness with 
many on piece. Each strike has been identified using PMI type descriptions & PMC rarity ratings. Many scarce to very 
scarce. Postmarks noted incl Barradup D27-a, Beenup D26, Beria A25, Blackboy Hill D25, Burbidge A29, Coongan 
B29-b, Coolup 3b, Denmark 3b in 19 (rare), Kwobrup D26T, Luplow D26, Lomos C30, Mandiga B28, Marrinup B28, 
No. 4 State Mill D27, Parkston Dd/c28, Perth TPO, Red Lake A29, Redmond B29, Scaddan A26, South Kumminin 
A29, West Collie B29 (rare), West Guildford 3b, Wiluna C30-9, Woolgar D27 & Youami D27. A lovely starter collection 
to expand upon or to seek out early dates, late dates etc. $200 

1033 Postmarks 1971-2014 small box of commem covers with a wide range of pictorial & exhibition pmks plus some 
unusual cds's incl "No. 100 West Aust", "Claremont Showground", "Established 1896 Port Hedland 6721" & "GPO 
Perth" with numbers (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (11) & (20). All appear different with many on matching commem covers. 
Incls some Framas & perfins. (170+) $50 

1034 Revenues 1917-1965 Burns, Philp & Company 382 page Salary & wages record ledger with entries covering 16 
employees complete with duty stamps & hospital tax stamps. There are over 1500 duty stamps with vals to 1/- 
& over 450 hospital stamps with vals to 5/-. There is also an excellent array of 1d, 2d & 3d duty stamps from a 
range of printings, excellent for research into shades, perforations & varieties. Hospital issues incl 1½d (69), 
3d (65), 6d (34), 1/- (78), 2/- (152) & 6/- (58). All useful for shades & varieties. An extremely clean & worthwhile 
lot in good cond. Elsmore's total cat. val for hospital stamps is $6500+ Because of the complexity of 
cataloguing the low value duty stamps we have not attempted to calculate the catalogue value but needless to 
say, we estimate it to be $3500 to $5000+. A lovely lot with many fine pages suitable for exhibit. Should this lot 
not sell, it will be divided into these 5 smaller lots as below. $3,500 

1035 Part 1. Ledger pages 1-151 with 725 duty stamps & 28 hospital stamps with 3d, 6d, 1/- & 2/- each x 7. Cat. val $470 
plus 1917-1945 700+ duty stamps with approx. 300 x 1d, 300 x 2d & 200 x 3d & a few others. $900 

1036 Part 2 Ledger pages 152-189 with 230 1917-1932 duty stamps for 1d, 2d & 3d vals with approx. the same number of 
each plus 194 Hospital stamps incl 1½d x 32, 3d x 38, 6d x 10, 1/- x 30, 2/- x 36 & 5/- x 48. Cat. $2350 plus the duty 
stamps. $1,000 

1037 Part 3 Ledger pages 190-219 with approx. 170 1917-1931 duty stamps with 1d x 50 & 2d x 120. Also 88 hospital 
stamps for 1½d x 27, 6d x 17, 2/- x 34 & 5/- x 10 vals. Cat. $1660 plus duty stamps. $750 

1038 Part 4 Ledger pages 220-267 with approx. 1917-1932 200 duty stamps with about equal numbers of 1d & 2d vals plus 
79 hospital stamps with 1½d x 10, 3d x 10, 1/- x 8 & 2/- x 51 vals. Cat. $1280. $500 

1039 Part 5 Ledger pages 268-289 with approx. 200 1917-1932 duty stamps with about equal numbers of 1d & 2d vals. 
Also 77 hospital stamps with 1½d x 10, 3d x1 0, 1/- x 33 & 2/- x 24. Cat. $795. $350 

1040 Land sale agreement between The Australia Seal Company & the City of Fremantle (1954) with 5/- Tombstone duty 
stamp on front. The last page has a lovely example of the City of Fremantle impressed seal. A useful lot for the 
Revenue collector noting the 3/9d Tombstone is rarely seen. $100 

1041 Revenues Complete 1965 wages book for "Broadway Hardware" in Nedlands complete with staff names, hours 
worked, overtime, tax etc with a 3d swan revenue attached at the end of each entry & cancelled in m/s. Crosses over 
to 3c in Feb 1966. Also a smaller book for a single employee from 1963-1965 with mainly 3d swans but occasional use 
of 3d QEII if revenue stamps unavailable. Both in worn cond as to be expected but lovely examples of genuine 
revenue usage. (2 books) $100 

1042 Swans with 100's of good to fine used with vals to 1/- in small tin. Useful for research. (100s) $90  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA - STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY  

The next 5 lots have been consigned by the same vendor who states that the stamps have not been checked for either 
postmarks or varieties. We have viewed each lot to arrive at a realistic reserve. While we did not look for varieties, we did note 
some useful postmarks. We removed nothing from any lot but did note 3 "Medical" ovpts on one page in the 2d yellows! 

1043 500 x 1d red swans $80 
1044 500 x 1d red swans $80 
1045 500 x 2d yellow swans $100 
1046 500 x 2d yellow swans, three with "Medical" ovpts, one appearing to have been cancelled at Marble Bar in 1903. $150 
1047 250 x 4d brown swans $30 
1048 1854 1d black swan. Touching to large margins with adjoining stamp on 2 sides. Fine used. SG 1, Cat. £275 $50 



1024 1949-1953 bundle of covers with a few 1941 to 1947 of WA origin with window faced, plain & commercial & a mix of 
cds, meter & machine cancels with/without slogans. Fun company envs incl "Kalgoorlie Brewery Lagar & Stout - Like 
Gold, Sets The Standard" etc. Great variety & should be fun to sort for the cancellation enthusiast. (200+) $50 

1025 1968-1983 NCR & successor Cash Register labels paying Registered postage in full or registration component only on 
a variety of covers/stationery comprising Bunbury, Fremantle, Geraldton, Morley, Newman & Perth with 8 various 
types. Elusive material, generally fine. (13) $50 

1026 Duty Stamps Long swan bicoloured types with vals to £1 incl 1/- x 2, 2/6d x 5, 5/- x7, 10/-, 15/- x 4 & £1. Mostly fine to 
very fine used. (20) $30 

1027 Ephemera Documents related to Burns Philp & their WA acquisitions incl the WA Vinegar Company & FA. Henriques 
Perth. Noted the 1899-1912  "Annual Balance Returns Fremantle Branch" (13 vols), 1905 "Plant Furniture Inventory", 
1931-1952 Minutes Book, 1931 "British & Foreign Marine Insurance" document, "Private Supplementary Code" book 
with codes for Telegraph transmissions, 1900 Sales Summary, Commonwealth unused tax forms in pad form plus 
other tax paper work, correspondence etc etc. (See separate lot for wages book with revenues) $100 

1028 Fremantle Postcard selection with reproductions of 1852 to 1890's plus a folder "Historic Fremantle". Also additional 
18 written up on leaves with mixed colour & b&w through to 1990's incl photo of The Passenger Terminal used for 
Philatelic Exhibition. Incls interesting b&w photo of railway bridge from North Fremantle after flood had washed away 
footings leaving rail line hanging precariously. Nice "social history" assembly. (33) $50 

1029 Internal Revenues on group of 1890's registered pieces from bankers packets with 2/6d, 5/- x 2, 7/6d, 10/-, £1 & 
£1/10/- vals tied by various cancels. Incls £1 on large piece to "Union Bank of Australia Ltd" with "R" in oval h/s & "Cue 
AU 28 96 WA" cds. A few blemishes but a rare & desirable group. (6) $1,500 

1030 Postal Cards 1895 ½d uprated used 1d card (PC2) from Coolgardie to London & 1899 1½d on 3d card (PC5) 
Fremantle to Germany with L.L. Herring, Customs & Baggage Agent h/s plus nice “Ship Mail Room 4 Perth WA” 
transit. Concealed fault at base but remains attractive. Also Regal postcards used 1908 at Balbarrup (stamp removed) 
& Goomalling. (4 items) $50 

1031 Postcards 80+ with approx. 50 being unused. Nearly all are from country towns with very few from Perth & suburbs. 
All appear to be from the 1950's to 1990's & in very good to as new cond. Not an easy lot to replicate. $90 

1032 Postmarks 1910's-1960's with majority from 1920's & 1930's. 300+ strikes chosen for clarity & completeness with 
many on piece. Each strike has been identified using PMI type descriptions & PMC rarity ratings. Many scarce to very 
scarce. Postmarks noted incl Barradup D27-a, Beenup D26, Beria A25, Blackboy Hill D25, Burbidge A29, Coongan 
B29-b, Coolup 3b, Denmark 3b in 19 (rare), Kwobrup D26T, Luplow D26, Lomos C30, Mandiga B28, Marrinup B28, 
No. 4 State Mill D27, Parkston Dd/c28, Perth TPO, Red Lake A29, Redmond B29, Scaddan A26, South Kumminin 
A29, West Collie B29 (rare), West Guildford 3b, Wiluna C30-9, Woolgar D27 & Youami D27. A lovely starter collection 
to expand upon or to seek out early dates, late dates etc. $200 

1033 Postmarks 1971-2014 small box of commem covers with a wide range of pictorial & exhibition pmks plus some 
unusual cds's incl "No. 100 West Aust", "Claremont Showground", "Established 1896 Port Hedland 6721" & "GPO 
Perth" with numbers (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (11) & (20). All appear different with many on matching commem covers. 
Incls some Framas & perfins. (170+) $50 

1034 Revenues 1917-1965 Burns, Philp & Company 382 page Salary & wages record ledger with entries covering 16 
employees complete with duty stamps & hospital tax stamps. There are over 1500 duty stamps with vals to 1/- 
& over 450 hospital stamps with vals to 5/-. There is also an excellent array of 1d, 2d & 3d duty stamps from a 
range of printings, excellent for research into shades, perforations & varieties. Hospital issues incl 1½d (69), 
3d (65), 6d (34), 1/- (78), 2/- (152) & 6/- (58). All useful for shades & varieties. An extremely clean & worthwhile 
lot in good cond. Elsmore's total cat. val for hospital stamps is $6500+ Because of the complexity of 
cataloguing the low value duty stamps we have not attempted to calculate the catalogue value but needless to 
say, we estimate it to be $3500 to $5000+. A lovely lot with many fine pages suitable for exhibit. Should this lot 
not sell, it will be divided into these 5 smaller lots as below. $3,500 

1035 Part 1. Ledger pages 1-151 with 725 duty stamps & 28 hospital stamps with 3d, 6d, 1/- & 2/- each x 7. Cat. val $470 
plus 1917-1945 700+ duty stamps with approx. 300 x 1d, 300 x 2d & 200 x 3d & a few others. $900 

1036 Part 2 Ledger pages 152-189 with 230 1917-1932 duty stamps for 1d, 2d & 3d vals with approx. the same number of 
each plus 194 Hospital stamps incl 1½d x 32, 3d x 38, 6d x 10, 1/- x 30, 2/- x 36 & 5/- x 48. Cat. $2350 plus the duty 
stamps. $1,000 

1037 Part 3 Ledger pages 190-219 with approx. 170 1917-1931 duty stamps with 1d x 50 & 2d x 120. Also 88 hospital 
stamps for 1½d x 27, 6d x 17, 2/- x 34 & 5/- x 10 vals. Cat. $1660 plus duty stamps. $750 

1038 Part 4 Ledger pages 220-267 with approx. 1917-1932 200 duty stamps with about equal numbers of 1d & 2d vals plus 
79 hospital stamps with 1½d x 10, 3d x 10, 1/- x 8 & 2/- x 51 vals. Cat. $1280. $500 

1039 Part 5 Ledger pages 268-289 with approx. 200 1917-1932 duty stamps with about equal numbers of 1d & 2d vals. 
Also 77 hospital stamps with 1½d x 10, 3d x1 0, 1/- x 33 & 2/- x 24. Cat. $795. $350 

1040 Land sale agreement between The Australia Seal Company & the City of Fremantle (1954) with 5/- Tombstone duty 
stamp on front. The last page has a lovely example of the City of Fremantle impressed seal. A useful lot for the 
Revenue collector noting the 3/9d Tombstone is rarely seen. $100 

1041 Revenues Complete 1965 wages book for "Broadway Hardware" in Nedlands complete with staff names, hours 
worked, overtime, tax etc with a 3d swan revenue attached at the end of each entry & cancelled in m/s. Crosses over 
to 3c in Feb 1966. Also a smaller book for a single employee from 1963-1965 with mainly 3d swans but occasional use 
of 3d QEII if revenue stamps unavailable. Both in worn cond as to be expected but lovely examples of genuine 
revenue usage. (2 books) $100 

1042 Swans with 100's of good to fine used with vals to 1/- in small tin. Useful for research. (100s) $90  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA - STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY  

The next 5 lots have been consigned by the same vendor who states that the stamps have not been checked for either 
postmarks or varieties. We have viewed each lot to arrive at a realistic reserve. While we did not look for varieties, we did note 
some useful postmarks. We removed nothing from any lot but did note 3 "Medical" ovpts on one page in the 2d yellows! 

1043 500 x 1d red swans $80 
1044 500 x 1d red swans $80 
1045 500 x 2d yellow swans $100 
1046 500 x 2d yellow swans, three with "Medical" ovpts, one appearing to have been cancelled at Marble Bar in 1903. $150 
1047 250 x 4d brown swans $30 
1048 1854 1d black swan. Touching to large margins with adjoining stamp on 2 sides. Fine used. SG 1, Cat. £275 $50 









1049 1854 1d black imperf 4 margin pair with neat void grid cancels. SG 1, Cat. £300 ea. as single plus premium for very 
fine used pair. $280 

1050 1854 1d black swan rouletted on 3 sides, left margin very close & top frame cut into. Fine used. SG 2, Cat. £750 $250 
1051 1854 4d pale blue 4 margin imperf. Unused without gum. Fresh example with 4 clear margins. SG 3, Cat. £375 $150 
1052 1854 4d blue fine used with neat 15 bar 6 cancel. Small light oil stain makes paper appear thin but frontally fresh with 

4 clear margins. SG 3a, Cat. £250 $90 
1053 1854 1/- pale brown swan imperf with large margins all round. Attractive fine used example. SG 4c, Cat. £325 $120 
1054 1859 6d grey-black fine used with neat 15 bar 1 numeral cancel. Margins close to touching. SG 19, Cat. £550 $200 
1055 1859 6d grey-black imperf swan with 4 clear margins plus part of adjoining impression to left. F/U. SG 19, Cat. £550 $250 
1056 1860 2d orange-vermilion imperf. Unused without gum. 4 clear to close margins. A most attractive example with strong 

colour. SG 25, Cat. £150 $70 
1057 1864 4d blue. Unused without gum. 3 margins & just cut into at base. Heavy hinge remainder. Strong vivid colour.    

SG 26, Cat. £350 $100 
1058 1861 6d sage-green swan with 3 close but clear margins with the fourth just touching. Fine used. SG 28, Cat. £400 $120 
1059 1860/64 6d sage green with roulette clear at base. Other margins clear but rouletting absent. Fine used with light BN 

"1" obliterator. Horiz ironed out crease but still presentable. SG 32, Cat. £650 $50 
1060 1861 1/- yellow-green intermediate perf 14-16. MLH with "trimmed" perfs at right side & base. Strong colour.             

SG 37, Cat. £2000 $350 
1061 1861 2d blue, perf 14. Unused with part gum & some light toning. SG 39, Cat. £160 $30 
1062 1861 4d vermilion, perf 14, fine used with BN "8" obliterator. Attractive. SG 40, Cat. £180 $80 
1063 1861 4d vermilion, perf 14. Unused without gum. Poorly centred which is typical of 1861 printings. Strong rich colour. 

SG 40, Cat. £475 $200 
1064 1861 1/- deep green very rough perf 14-16. Fine used with rich colour. SG 46, Cat. £375 $100 
1065 1879 1d yellow-ochre, wmk crown CC perf 14, ovptd with "I.R." & a bar "Through Postage" in green (SG 70). Scarce 

postally used with GPO duplex cancel. $120 
1066 1882 6d reddish-lilac. MH. SG 79, Cat. £140 & 1907 1/- olive-green, MLH. SG 116, Cat. £55 (2) $50 
1067 1882/95 3d pale bright yellow swan imperforate plate proof pair on gummed WcrownA wmk paper from the De La Rue 

imprimatur sheets. Fresh MUH. $200 
1068 1882/95 3d pale brown swan imperforate plate proof pair on gummed CA sideways wmk paper from the De La Rue 

imprimatur sheets. Fresh MUH. $200 
1069 1885/93 ½d to 1/- swans set of 11 missing only ½d yellow- green. MUH/MVLH with good centering.                           

SG 94/102, Cat. £300 (11) $80 
1070 1893 15/- dull purple Internal Revenue with exceptional centring. Fine used with "Hay Street JA17 02 East Perth" cds. 

RPSV Cert. (2003). Rarely seen so fine. (see front cover) $900 
1071 1893 1d to 1/- Internal Revenues with CA/Crown wmk. (SG F1-5) plus unauthorised 2/6d & 3/- (rounded corner). All 

good to F/U with various Postal cancels, 6d with very fine 15 bars "21". (7) $250 
1072 1893-1897 Internal Revenue stamps all postally used incl 1d x 2, 3d x 2, 6d & 1/- plus rare used of the 5/- wide 

crown/CR wmk fine used with part Perth duplex cancel in blue ink. (7) $250 
1073 1895 (30th July) 1d blue Swan Post Card addressed to Fremantle with arrival cds on reverse. Tied by Guildford 

duplex. Light staining but otherwise good cond. $30 
1074 1898 1d carmine, Plate 2, C/WA wmk in complete pane of 60 from the top of sheet. All stamps MUH, hinged selvedge 

only. Selvedge of 2 stamps has come away on the right side. Strong bright colour. SG 112, Cat. £600+ $200 
1075 1898 (7th Oct) ½d brown Swan Post Card (PC1) addressed locally to Woodbridge. Tied by Guildford duplex. $30 
1076 1898 (24th Nov) large OHMS cover front addressed to England with "DEPARTMENT OF LANDS & SURVEYS" frank 

stamp in violet & cancelled by bold complete "SHIP MAIL ROOM PERTH WA NO 25 98" duplex with neighbouring 
Lands & Surveys Dept 24 Nov 98 cachet in violet & "PAID OFFICIALLY WEST AUSTRALIA" h/s in black alongside. 
Minor blemishes but striking. $150 

1077 1898 (12th Dec) & 1900 (27th Feb) Registered OHMS covers bearing fine strikes of Land Titles Department Frank 
Stamp, "UNCLAIMED" plus a variety of related, often contrasting postal markings, one opened officially & resealed 
utilising contemporary stamp selvedge, including Control (!) from 2d grey. (2 covers) $75 

1078 1901 (12th Aug) Official mail. Geological Survey of West Australian env. with crest on flap. Addressed to Secretary of 
The Govt…..... India with hand written OHMS superscript at top & Govt Geologist Frank Stamp type W215.2 top right 
with Ship Mail Room duplex cancel (index 4) overlapping. Geological Survey Office of WA rubber h/s lower left & 
officially paid West Australia circular h/s lower right. Bangalore 31 AU 01 b/s. An early WA to India item showing usage 
rated rare by Karman Frank & Free. Torn flap otherwise good cond. $80 

1079 1902/11 5/- emerald-green QV. MLH with good centering. SG 126, Cat. £85 $70 
1080 1902/11 10/- deep mauve QV perfined "OS". Good to fine used with 1905 oval registered cancel.                               

SG 127, ACSC W65b, Cat. $250 $100 
1081 1902/11 £1 orange-brown fine used with neat part Kalgoorlie FE 04 cds. SG 128, Cat. £190 $100 
1082 1902 1d red pre-printed env (EN1) postally used from Hopetoun with 3b cancel to Ravensthorpe on 21 MY 10.    

Partial arrival b/s. A little toned but otherwise in exc cond. $50 
1083 1902/11 9d yellow-orange, single line perf 11 swan. MVLH  SG 133, Cat. £180 $80 
1084 1903/11 9d yellow-orange, single line perf 11 left selvedge example. Fresh MUH. SG 133, Cat. £180 $80 
1085 1902/11 2/- orange-yellow QV. MLH, centered top left. SG 134a, Cat. £425 $100 
1086 1902 Two unused in tact "Reply Postcard" with RPC1 1d + 1d red in vg cond, hinge remainder on reverse reply half & 

RPC2 1½d + 1½d blue also in vg cond with adherence on reverse of reply half. Only 3120 were delivered from printer. $60 
1087 1905 (17th Feb) "Fremantle Harbour - Wells Camel Warrior" postcard with message on front referring to the writer 

being on the Royal mail Ship, Orizaba  that ran aground off Rockingham the night before & stating, "Seas calm or else 
it would have been a serious affair". On her approach to Fremantle, a smog of bushfire smoke was obscuring the 
coast & the captain lost his bearings. The ship went aground in 20 ft of water on Five Fathom Bank, west of Garden 
Island. Card addressed to Oxford, England. Stamp missing but Fremantle FE 17 of cds & Oxford receival. Small tear 
at top & edge wear but a historic card. $40 

1088 1905/12 3d brown swan with Crown over double-lined A sideways & inverted wmk. Fresh MLH. Only a few examples 
recorded ACSC W28ACa, Cat. $750 $250 

1089 1905/12 9d orange-yellow perf. 11 perfined "OS" with Crown/double-Lined A wmk. F/U. ACSC 52A, Cat. $200;         
SG 157, Cat. £200 as normal. $75 



1090 1907 (5th Feb) 1904 1d swan Post Card (PC 13) with variable Ship Mail Room cds & addressed to England & 1906/07 
Indian picture postcards with clear Fimiston arrival cds's with two addressed to Kalgurli Gold Mine & the other c/- 
Fimiston PO plus 1941 (8th May) Mil P.O. Melville cds tying 1d QM to Hobart addressed cover with neighbouring 
"Department of the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve & 1945 (23rd July) Mil P.O. Hollywood cds HD1 
(reported use 11-12-44 to 28-06-45) tying 2½d KGVI with "Department of the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet 
in mauve. Addressed to Kellerberrin. All in VG cond. (6) $40 

1091 1908 1d dull blue US Fleet Visit Postal Card correctly rated usage to England with Perth machine cancel dated        
MR 31 1909. Masonic message on reverse. Attractive. PC16 $400 

1092 1908c "The Golden West" Rae Brothers set of 12 illustrated envelopes featuring scenes of Perth incl "Holidaying on 
the Swan River", "WA Blacks at Breakfast", "WA Gins Smoke Oh", "The Esplanade", "Parliament Houses, Perth" & 
"Perth from Mt Eliza". Some ageing & few tone spots mostly on the back but scarce & most attractive. (12) $700 

1093 1912 3d brown Swan with Crown & double line A Wmk (sideways), perf 12½ on thin paper. Fine used & well centred. 
SG 170, Cat. £75 $40 

1094 1913 (14th Apr) Registered OHMS cover with Land Titles enclosure locally addressed to Perth bearing 2d yellow swan 
Wmk Crown over double-lined A (sideways) pair perfined “OS”. Unclaimed with a variety of associated markings 
including fine D.L.O. & L.C. ROOM cancels. Attractive. $40 

1095 1915 (16th July) OHMS long cover with 1d red, Die 1, KGV smooth paper x 4 perfined "OS"  & Registered Perth. 
Addressed to Leederville WA with "UNADDRESSED BY LETTER CARRIER" & "D.L.O." cachets. Also Leederville  
part Telegraph Office oval cancel. Good cond. $75 

1096 1915 WWI Military Mail. 2 x "On Active Service" postcards from Fred (Alfred Sutton) a soldier in the 1st division to 
Dowerin. One with "PASSED BY CENSOR" cachet in red top right corner which while it has no date arrived in Dowerin 
11 JE 15 with neat full cds. The other is cancelled 31 MY 15 with variable strike of the "1st AUST DIV FIELD P.O. B2 
at Gallipoli. Magenta boxed "PASSED BY crown No.2200 CENSOR" (A1) in top right corner. Neighbouring Dowerin 6 
AU 15 arrival cds. Card has "Battling with the (presumably "Turks") scratched out by censor. Both cards    in exc cond. 
Sold in Linke auction for $500+. A rare & most collectable pair. (2) $300 

1097 1920c "The Bank of Australasia" numbered large illust blank cheques specially printed for T Blakeley & Son with 
premises in Perth & Mandurah. These cheques have impressions of the 1d embossed duty stamp (Dzelme type x2b) 
plus 4 other related deposit forms with 1 used with 4 JUL 29 cachet. Don't miss viewing the blank cheques. Exc cond. $50 

1098 1920c Commonwealth Bank of Australia x 3 blank cheques in 2 sizes. A small one plus a joined pair of large cheques 
with consecutive numbers. Each has embossed 1d duty stamp, Dzelme type 2b with 5 dashes under the swan. Each 
has pre-printed date "192_". Very good cond. $30 

1099 1923/24 1½d green KGV embossed env with postage (ACSC ES55) printed to private order for Vacuum Oil Company 
& postally used 24th Jan 1924 in fine cond. Also 2d orange KGV on Good Year Tyres advertising env tied by 
Melbourne machine cancel, 1937 Leo Sperling env with 1d green KGV dated 27 SEP 1937 & illustrated Metters 
Household Appliances & Admiral TV's company env addressed to Leederville. (4 items) $50 

1100 1928 1/- Tombstone duty stamps x 3 on individual promissory note documents for £16.13.4 each. Total amount 
borrowed £50 payable in 3 equal amounts due 3, 4 & 5 months after date borrowed. Unusual usage & all exc cond. (3) $30 

1101 1930c intact page from a wages book with Financial Emergency Tax revenues. Incls 10 x 2d brown, 6 x 4d rose & 10 x 
6d grey as well as 25 x 1½d violet & 8 x 3d orange-yellow Hospital Fund stamps plus a few extras concealed 
underneath. Put together in quite a slap-dash manner! $40 

1102 1930's Bank of New South Wales bank cheques x 4 with 2d rectangular impressed duty stamps (Dzelme type x4). 
Dzelme claimed the introduction date for these impressions was 1941. 2 of these used cheques are dated 31.8.1936 
thus some 5 years prior to Dzelme's reported date of introduction. There are also 2 unused cheques with x4 type 
impressions with "193_" printed date. Also a few other items of stationery. All in very good cond except for 1 used 
cheque that silverfish have had a nibble at! $40 

1103 1930 (25th Nov) Wyndham Meatworks Co. env bearing 5d KGV surcharge tied by neat, bold Wyndham cds. Neat 
commercial usage. $75 

1104 1931 (9th Apr) Returned Land Titles Office cover with KGV 1d green, SM wmk, perf 14 perfined "OS" tied by Perth 
machine cancel. Neat Wilga cds prior to being re-addressed to East Witchcliffe WA! Accompanying this is an account 
from "The Adelaide Timber Company Ltd" East Witchcliffe. Both items vg cond. (2) $30 

1105 1933/34 2d & 3d KGV Airmail rate commercial covers from Perth to Yalbalgo Station, Carnarvon with “PRIVATE.” & 
“PER AERIAL MAIL.” h/s's plus 2 long envs with 8d frankings with Vic Cent 3d x 2 on each, one registered with Perth 
blue & black label, other at double airmail rate with one stamp cancelled by Perth grid “killer”. Interesting group.  (4)   $60 

1106 1935 (Jul) WA Government Tourist and Publicity Bureau advertising cover from Perth to Hobart bearing 2d red KGV 
perfined “WA”. Most attractive. $40 

1107 1937 (20th May) 5d Registered Letter env from Tardun WA with blue R6 label to Kalamunda with arrival stamp on 
front. Good cond. ACSC RE 27 (Die 2). $30 

1108 1938 (8th Apr) "Australia's 150th Anniversary Philatelic Exhibition Sydney NSW" octagonal pmks tying 1d & 2d pair 
WA swans to exhib souvenir cover & addressed back to Mt Lawley. Complete with Air Mail vignette & Sydney b/s. 
Some left hand side edge wear but attractive & unusual. $30 

1109 1942 (12th Aug) "Unit Postal Stn S.80" (Bellevue) rectangular cancel on Salvation Army env printed “H.Q. for W/Aust. 
– 48 Pier St., Perth”. Incls accompanying letter on matching "The Salvation Army Red Shields War Services" headed 
stationery. $40 

1110 1942 (4th Sept) "Unit Postal Station S.104" clear strike tying 4d koala to "The Salvation Army" cover inscribed “H.Q. 
for W/Aust. – 48 Pier St., Perth” complete with "Passed By Censor" cachet. Early date. Goulder 1. $40 

1111 1942 (18th Nov) "UNIT POSTAL STATION W15" perfect upright strike in violet tying 1d QM to censored cover. This 
was the Western Command Unit Postal Station for 16 Btn 13 Bde Dandaragan. Small tear at top not detracting. 
Goulder 1. $40 

1112 1943 (25th June) “ROTTNEST ISLAND” handstamped provisional registration label on Military concessional 
Registered airmail cover to Melbourne. 1d QM x 7 cancelled by Registered Perth cds's. Attractive WWII item. $50 

1113 1944 (2nd May) Western Command Unit Postal Station W 29 (Moora area?) legible strike of double-circle on reverse 
of registered cover with 1d QM x 3 & 4d koala tied by A.I.F. FIELD P.O. 51 (clear strike reverse) & proving Aust F.P.O. 
No. 29 registration label. A little roughly opened but rare number. (Goulder 0-1)   $75 

1114 1945 (7th Sept) Western Command Unit Postal Station W 1 (HQ Coastal Artillery Defences Fremantle) with "UNIT 
POSTAL STN W 1"rectangular h/s tying ½d kangaroo pair with "Department of the Army Postal Concession Rates" 
cachet in mauve. Unfortunately roughly opened but stamps & pmk intact. Goulder 1. $40 



1090 1907 (5th Feb) 1904 1d swan Post Card (PC 13) with variable Ship Mail Room cds & addressed to England & 1906/07 
Indian picture postcards with clear Fimiston arrival cds's with two addressed to Kalgurli Gold Mine & the other c/- 
Fimiston PO plus 1941 (8th May) Mil P.O. Melville cds tying 1d QM to Hobart addressed cover with neighbouring 
"Department of the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve & 1945 (23rd July) Mil P.O. Hollywood cds HD1 
(reported use 11-12-44 to 28-06-45) tying 2½d KGVI with "Department of the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet 
in mauve. Addressed to Kellerberrin. All in VG cond. (6) $40 

1091 1908 1d dull blue US Fleet Visit Postal Card correctly rated usage to England with Perth machine cancel dated        
MR 31 1909. Masonic message on reverse. Attractive. PC16 $400 

1092 1908c "The Golden West" Rae Brothers set of 12 illustrated envelopes featuring scenes of Perth incl "Holidaying on 
the Swan River", "WA Blacks at Breakfast", "WA Gins Smoke Oh", "The Esplanade", "Parliament Houses, Perth" & 
"Perth from Mt Eliza". Some ageing & few tone spots mostly on the back but scarce & most attractive. (12) $700 

1093 1912 3d brown Swan with Crown & double line A Wmk (sideways), perf 12½ on thin paper. Fine used & well centred. 
SG 170, Cat. £75 $40 

1094 1913 (14th Apr) Registered OHMS cover with Land Titles enclosure locally addressed to Perth bearing 2d yellow swan 
Wmk Crown over double-lined A (sideways) pair perfined “OS”. Unclaimed with a variety of associated markings 
including fine D.L.O. & L.C. ROOM cancels. Attractive. $40 

1095 1915 (16th July) OHMS long cover with 1d red, Die 1, KGV smooth paper x 4 perfined "OS"  & Registered Perth. 
Addressed to Leederville WA with "UNADDRESSED BY LETTER CARRIER" & "D.L.O." cachets. Also Leederville  
part Telegraph Office oval cancel. Good cond. $75 

1096 1915 WWI Military Mail. 2 x "On Active Service" postcards from Fred (Alfred Sutton) a soldier in the 1st division to 
Dowerin. One with "PASSED BY CENSOR" cachet in red top right corner which while it has no date arrived in Dowerin 
11 JE 15 with neat full cds. The other is cancelled 31 MY 15 with variable strike of the "1st AUST DIV FIELD P.O. B2 
at Gallipoli. Magenta boxed "PASSED BY crown No.2200 CENSOR" (A1) in top right corner. Neighbouring Dowerin 6 
AU 15 arrival cds. Card has "Battling with the (presumably "Turks") scratched out by censor. Both cards    in exc cond. 
Sold in Linke auction for $500+. A rare & most collectable pair. (2) $300 

1097 1920c "The Bank of Australasia" numbered large illust blank cheques specially printed for T Blakeley & Son with 
premises in Perth & Mandurah. These cheques have impressions of the 1d embossed duty stamp (Dzelme type x2b) 
plus 4 other related deposit forms with 1 used with 4 JUL 29 cachet. Don't miss viewing the blank cheques. Exc cond. $50 

1098 1920c Commonwealth Bank of Australia x 3 blank cheques in 2 sizes. A small one plus a joined pair of large cheques 
with consecutive numbers. Each has embossed 1d duty stamp, Dzelme type 2b with 5 dashes under the swan. Each 
has pre-printed date "192_". Very good cond. $30 

1099 1923/24 1½d green KGV embossed env with postage (ACSC ES55) printed to private order for Vacuum Oil Company 
& postally used 24th Jan 1924 in fine cond. Also 2d orange KGV on Good Year Tyres advertising env tied by 
Melbourne machine cancel, 1937 Leo Sperling env with 1d green KGV dated 27 SEP 1937 & illustrated Metters 
Household Appliances & Admiral TV's company env addressed to Leederville. (4 items) $50 

1100 1928 1/- Tombstone duty stamps x 3 on individual promissory note documents for £16.13.4 each. Total amount 
borrowed £50 payable in 3 equal amounts due 3, 4 & 5 months after date borrowed. Unusual usage & all exc cond. (3) $30 

1101 1930c intact page from a wages book with Financial Emergency Tax revenues. Incls 10 x 2d brown, 6 x 4d rose & 10 x 
6d grey as well as 25 x 1½d violet & 8 x 3d orange-yellow Hospital Fund stamps plus a few extras concealed 
underneath. Put together in quite a slap-dash manner! $40 

1102 1930's Bank of New South Wales bank cheques x 4 with 2d rectangular impressed duty stamps (Dzelme type x4). 
Dzelme claimed the introduction date for these impressions was 1941. 2 of these used cheques are dated 31.8.1936 
thus some 5 years prior to Dzelme's reported date of introduction. There are also 2 unused cheques with x4 type 
impressions with "193_" printed date. Also a few other items of stationery. All in very good cond except for 1 used 
cheque that silverfish have had a nibble at! $40 

1103 1930 (25th Nov) Wyndham Meatworks Co. env bearing 5d KGV surcharge tied by neat, bold Wyndham cds. Neat 
commercial usage. $75 

1104 1931 (9th Apr) Returned Land Titles Office cover with KGV 1d green, SM wmk, perf 14 perfined "OS" tied by Perth 
machine cancel. Neat Wilga cds prior to being re-addressed to East Witchcliffe WA! Accompanying this is an account 
from "The Adelaide Timber Company Ltd" East Witchcliffe. Both items vg cond. (2) $30 

1105 1933/34 2d & 3d KGV Airmail rate commercial covers from Perth to Yalbalgo Station, Carnarvon with “PRIVATE.” & 
“PER AERIAL MAIL.” h/s's plus 2 long envs with 8d frankings with Vic Cent 3d x 2 on each, one registered with Perth 
blue & black label, other at double airmail rate with one stamp cancelled by Perth grid “killer”. Interesting group.  (4)   $60 

1106 1935 (Jul) WA Government Tourist and Publicity Bureau advertising cover from Perth to Hobart bearing 2d red KGV 
perfined “WA”. Most attractive. $40 

1107 1937 (20th May) 5d Registered Letter env from Tardun WA with blue R6 label to Kalamunda with arrival stamp on 
front. Good cond. ACSC RE 27 (Die 2). $30 

1108 1938 (8th Apr) "Australia's 150th Anniversary Philatelic Exhibition Sydney NSW" octagonal pmks tying 1d & 2d pair 
WA swans to exhib souvenir cover & addressed back to Mt Lawley. Complete with Air Mail vignette & Sydney b/s. 
Some left hand side edge wear but attractive & unusual. $30 

1109 1942 (12th Aug) "Unit Postal Stn S.80" (Bellevue) rectangular cancel on Salvation Army env printed “H.Q. for W/Aust. 
– 48 Pier St., Perth”. Incls accompanying letter on matching "The Salvation Army Red Shields War Services" headed 
stationery. $40 

1110 1942 (4th Sept) "Unit Postal Station S.104" clear strike tying 4d koala to "The Salvation Army" cover inscribed “H.Q. 
for W/Aust. – 48 Pier St., Perth” complete with "Passed By Censor" cachet. Early date. Goulder 1. $40 

1111 1942 (18th Nov) "UNIT POSTAL STATION W15" perfect upright strike in violet tying 1d QM to censored cover. This 
was the Western Command Unit Postal Station for 16 Btn 13 Bde Dandaragan. Small tear at top not detracting. 
Goulder 1. $40 

1112 1943 (25th June) “ROTTNEST ISLAND” handstamped provisional registration label on Military concessional 
Registered airmail cover to Melbourne. 1d QM x 7 cancelled by Registered Perth cds's. Attractive WWII item. $50 

1113 1944 (2nd May) Western Command Unit Postal Station W 29 (Moora area?) legible strike of double-circle on reverse 
of registered cover with 1d QM x 3 & 4d koala tied by A.I.F. FIELD P.O. 51 (clear strike reverse) & proving Aust F.P.O. 
No. 29 registration label. A little roughly opened but rare number. (Goulder 0-1)   $75 

1114 1945 (7th Sept) Western Command Unit Postal Station W 1 (HQ Coastal Artillery Defences Fremantle) with "UNIT 
POSTAL STN W 1"rectangular h/s tying ½d kangaroo pair with "Department of the Army Postal Concession Rates" 
cachet in mauve. Unfortunately roughly opened but stamps & pmk intact. Goulder 1. $40 

1115 1948/49 Commonwealth Savings Bank of Australia registered covers x 4 all addressed to Perth with Commonwealth 
Savings Bank dated h/s's from Mt Lawley, Walcott St, Queens Park & Welshpool with matching regd labels & b/s's. 
clean but roughly opened. (4) $30 

1116 1954 (2nd Aug) Wapex commem illust cover with 3½d WA swan block of 4 tied by red exhib cancel. Registered with 
blue "W A P E X  Town Hall, Perth, W. Aust." label. Addressed to East Perth with Perth & exhib b/s's. VG cond. $30 

1117 1954 (2nd Aug) Wapex commem illust cover with 3½d WA swan tied by red exhib cancel. Undeliverable with "POST 
TOWN NOT KNOWN NSW" mauve cachet and the "finger" return cancel pointing to the Perth Town Hall Exhib venue! 
Some minor faults but an attractive item especially with matching exhib cinderella. $30 

1118 1954 (2-8th Aug) "WAPEX" b&w original photo of the Exhibition Hall showing the A-frame nature of the display exhibits 
plus souvenir cinderella sheet of 12 signed in lower selvedge by designer & covers with first (in red) & last (in green) 
day cancellations plus another cover dated 4/8 (printed in Barcelona) & 5/8 & 6/8 souvenir cards. Attractive local 
group. $40 

1119 1964/65 Revenue Duty Stamps on documents with 7 pre-decimal with vals to 5/- plus 1¢ & 6¢ on 1969 receipt. 1¢ 
vermilion black swan large selvedge block of 60 with wmk from top of sheet. MUH with a couple of creases, remainder 
all in vg cond. $40 

1120 1965 10/-, £2 & £80 Tombstones on "Offer And Acceptance" document for 123 acres in Serpentine with 4 bed 
residence plus some farming improvements incl 2 windmills, tanks, sheds, electric power equipment etc for a price of 
£6600. Good cond. $40 

1121 1965 10/-, £7 & £20  Tombstones on real estate "Offer And Acceptance" document for 5 acres in Maddington - price 
£2200! Fine cond. $30 

1122 1965 17/6d, £6 & £30 Tombstones on 1965 real estate "Offer And Acceptance" document for an Asbestos residence 
for £2950. Fine cond.  $30 

1123 1965 £60 Tombstone revenue stamp on "Offer And Acceptance" document for a 5 bed brick residence in Cannington 
at £4800. State Stamp Office Perth dated cds. Fine cond. $40 

1124 1966 10c & 20c Promissory Notes with impressed tombstone duty stamps in red. Both fine unused. Dzelme Y76/77  $250 
1125 1966c Revenue Duty stamps x 22 on small document pieces with values to $20. Incls $2 x 8, $5 x 6, $10 x 2 & $20 x 

10. All high vals appear to be punctured "T" which was obligatory. $40 
1126 1970 (1st Sept) Bornholm registered commercial cover to Melbourne with Bornholm R6 regd label & cds's. Reverse 

with very fine double-oval “MAIL ROOM (32mm) 1 SEP 1970 POST OFFICE, ALBANY.” cachet. $40  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTMARKS   

1127 634 Mile TAR (Trans Australian Railway). Complete variable strike on 2d red kiva on piece dated 17 SE 35. PMI dates 
03.06.36 to 3.04.37 while PMC dates it at c1936-37. This strike precedes these dates by about 9 months. A previous 
strike dated 6 JE 37 sold in Ace Auctions sale 24 for $480 + BP. $200 

1128 Bickley cds's on flower illust Telegrams (TG 42E) x 2 dated 22 MAR 57 & 23 MAR 57 both with additional strikes on 
the outer envs. (TG 65D) One roughly opened, other fine. Both Birthday Greetings. (4 items) $30 

1129 Broad Arrow Post & Telegraph Office 75% oval strike tying 1d KGV to piece dated 6 APR 1918. $50 
1130 Bungulla B30 on 1d red kangaroo dated 10 SE 13. Scarce (1-2) $20 
1131 Champion Bay cds 1 full strike on piece dated JY 2 1860 (1) $30 
1132 Claremont Telegraph Office Double oval ring full strike on part env. Dated 1 MAR 1963. $30 
1133 Day Dawn Savings Bank SB, 2 fine bullseye strikes on pair of 10d red V/crown wmk swans dated OC 17 07. Scarce 

item. SG 123 (1) $75 
1134 Duketon 3b on 4d chestnut, V/crown wmk, perf II. ACSC Kangaroos & the Early Federal Period 1901-12 catalogue 

notes, "This is a rare stamp with only a handful of examples so far recorded". Well centered & fine. Scarce 
combination $100 

1135 Duranillin A26-b central upright full strike on ½d orange KGV dated 16 NO 34. $20 
1136 East Fremantle Telegram Office 95% strike in mauve on CofA Postmaster-General's Department TELEGRAM dated 

28 NOV 1946. Incls original Telegram delivery env (roughly opened but telegram in VG cond. (2 items) $40 
1137 Hay Street West 3b in nil complete strike on 2d yellow swan. $25 
1138 Kurrimia B28-9 on 1d red kangaroo for 2 OC 13. Only PMI date 29.06.12, PMC c1912-13. Scarce. (1) $50 
1139 Leonora Telegraph Office ORS3 dated 13 Jan (?) on 1d red KGV. Nice clear part cancel unrecorded in either PMI or 

PMC. $100 
1140 Margaret River Post & Telegraph Office Oval cancellation in violet with near complete strike on pair of 1949 1/6d 

Hermes. Not seen by us before & unlisted in PMI. $100 
1141 Menzies Telegraph Office 80% strike on piece dated 1 JUL 1915 $40 
1142 Midland Junction Paid 1d X28 on "Swan  Roads Board" window faced env dated 4 SE 34. The X28 cds illustrated in 

PMI dated 31 MAR 60 without cost or time. This cover is 20 years earlier than previous recorded dates with PMI usage 
date 1954 & PMC c1954. VG cond. $50 

1143 Midland Junction Paid 1½d on similar "Swan Road Board" (without "s" in Road") env dated 11 Sept 43. This cover is 
11 years earlier than previously recorded early dates. VG cond. $50 

1144 Minginew A25 75% strike on 5d swan with 27 NOV 05 using 3 letter month slug. $30 
1145 Mt Lawley Telegraph Office double oval complete strike dated 29 MAY 1944 on Telegram form with original 

envelope. $40 
1146 Mundiwindi B27 on 5/- SMW kangaroo dated 13 FE 33. PMI earliest date 7.09.36, PMI c1936. Scarce especially on 

5/- kangaroo. (1-2) $40 
1147 Nangeenan CRS 2 full strike in violet on 1d swan pair. $40 
1148 No. 1 State Mill Via Manjimup 80% strike on 9d kangaroo. $30 
1149 Normans Lake Two part strikes on ½d orange KGV 15 My (?)(1) $30 
1150 Post & Telegraph Office Bassendean ORS type 2 oval for 5 FEB 1928 with outer double ring. Light partial 

impression in mauve on PMG Telegram (E.T. No. 2.). Folded with light wear but still in good cond. Not recorded in 
either PMC or PMI & first we have seen. $50 

1151 Post & Telegraph Office Bassendean ORS type 3 oval for 15 SEP 1934 with inner "scallop" ring. Full impression in 
mauve on " Congratulatory Telegram". VG cond. Not recorded in either PMC or PMI. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 
24 for $250+BP. $100 

1152 Stores & Contracts Branch P.M.G.'s Dept East Perth, WA full double oval ring strike in mauve on piece with 
neighbouring East Perth cds. Both dated 1 Mar 1963. $40 

1153 Worsley 3b in. 1 complete bold strike on 2d yellow swan dated AU 24 10. Most attractive. $20 



1154 Yornaning ORS 75% transit oval rubber stamp dated 2 JAN 1906 on 1905 (26th Dec) Sydney to Cuballing inward 
postcard. Scarce (1). $100 

1155 Yuin D30 on 1d red kangaroo for 25 SE 13. Rarely seen. (1) $40  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS   

1156 "A Corner of the Marine Drive, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany colour card with title in red. 
Message on back but not postally used. VG cond. $35 

1157 "A Peep at Princess Royal Harbour, Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany  card postally used 
NSW to England. VG cond. $50 

1158 "A Timber Mill Waroona, WA" published by P Falk & Co & inscribed top right "Greetings from Western Australia" with a 
1907 message on back. Fine cond. $30 

1159 "Albany from Lawley Park" J E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w undivided back card with title in black. 
Postally used to Perth 1908. Fine used. $40 

1160 "Albany from Mt Melville, WA (No.2)" Falk colour with wide white frame & message on back. VG cond. $30 
1161 "Albany WA Middleton Beach" Kodak Australia Folkard b&w photographic type with 16.9.03 pencilled on back. Unused 

in good cond. $30 
1162 "Albany WA" A Mayrhofer & Co Perth & Fremantle colour in fine cond. Scarce card. $50 
1163 "Albany, WA" H Harden, Albany b&w with blue sky. Unused with some "album" markings on front. Scarce. $50 
1164 "Albany, Western Australia - Terrace" F E Morgan bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red & 

message on back but not postally used. VG cond. $35 
1165 "Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany b&w postally used from Albany to Sweden May 1903. A fine 

postally used early card. $50 
1166 "An Australian Aboriginal Woman" b&w with blue sky by H Harden, Albany. "Albany W.A." top right above message 

area on front. Addressed to England with 1d & ½d swans tied by neat Albany duplex. First example of this card we 
have seen. VG cond. $100 

1167 "Applecross, on the Swan River, Near Perth, WA" Falk colour in superb unused cond. $30 
1168 "Approaching Applecross on the Swan River, WA" Falk colour. Superb unused. $30 
1169 "Boat Rock, South Coast, Albany, WA" b&w card "Printed in Germany" but publisher not known. VG cond & first of this 

scene we have seen. $30 
1170 "Bowling Green, Coolgardie, WA" Published by JT Stephens, Coolgardie & postally used to East Fremantle. 

Coolgardie 4 AU 09 cds. Minor corner damage but a scarce card. $75 
1171 "Bunbury looking South, WA" K Fiddes, Bookseller, Bunbury colour card with short message on reverse but no postal 

markings. Shows the lighthouse with decorative border. Corner wear & couple of creases but a scarce card. $20 
1172 "Claremont from Osborne, WA" Falk colour in exc unused cond. $30 
1173 "Coast Scene, Albany" c.1903 Kodak Australia Folkard b&w photograph in unused cond. $30 
1174 "Corner of Marine Drive" J E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w, undivided back & title in black. Postally 

used to Perth 1903. Fine cond. $40 
1175 "Denmark WA" annotated in pencil on reverse of b&w photo card showing railway line across bridge with township 

behind. Unknown publisher. Good cond. $20 
1176 "Dog Rock, Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany b&w & postally used from Dongara to Adelaide 

1907. VG cond. $50 
1177 "Entrance to Princess Royal Harbour, Albany, WA" Falk colour with wide white frame & message on reverse. Good 

cond. $20 
1178 "Fremantle Swan River Bridge" (Series Number 142) Messageries Maritimes b&w. Superb unused & rarely seen. $40 
1179 "General view of Albany WA" Austral Stores in colour. Unused in very good cond. $30 
1180 "Gold Working on Auriferous Conglomerate (Banket) Nullagine" WA Government b&w Govt litho, Perth. Unused in 

good cond. Scarce. $50 
1181 "King River Bridge, Albany WA" (horiz) F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally 

used to Perth 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1182 "King River Bridge, Albany WA" (vert) F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally 

used to England 1905 with Fakenham arrival cds. Fine cond. $40 
1183 "King River Bridge, Albany" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w card with title in black. Postally used 

to Cottesloe 1908. Fine cond. $35 
1184 "Log Hauling, Jarrah Forest, Waroona, WA" Falk colour with wide white frame postally used from Boulder 1910 to 

France. Good with minor corner wear. $30 
1185 "Lower Stirling Terrace, Albany, WA" Harden, Bookseller Albany b&w with blank space at base on front & undivided 

back. Postally used Albany 1905 to Boulder. VG cond. $50 
1186 "Maritana Street, Kalgoorlie" colour published by Falk & Co. Very fine with message on back. $30 
1187 "Methodist Church, Hall & Manse, Albany" Osboldstone & Co b&w with title in red. Fine unused. $30 
1188 "Michaelmas Island WA" by Fred Booty. VSM (Victorian Stamp Market) artist card in colour.  Unused in fine cond. $30 
1189 "Middleton Beach, Albany, WA" Falk colour. Superb unused cond. $30 
1190 "Museum, Perth, W.A." colour card with white border. "Printed in Germany" on reverse with number 373136 but no 

publisher shown & first we have seen. VG cond & unused. $30 
1191 "Packing Timber During Construction of Line" b&w photo card from the Rose series showing camels transporting 

sleepers for the construction of the Trans-Australian Railway. VG cond. $20 
1192 "Panoramic View of Kalgoorlie, WA" Colour & published by P Falk & Co. Fine unused. $30 
1193 "Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, (Swan River), WA" Falk colour exc unused cond.. $30 
1194 "Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, Swan River, WA (No.2)" Falk colour. VG unused cond. $50 
1195 "Portion of Foreshore, Perth WA (No. 1)" Falk colour with wide white frame. Superb unused. $30 
1196 "Post Office, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour card with title in red. Postally used to 

South Aust in 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1197 "Post Office, Albany WA" F E Morgan, Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally used to 

Waeel, WA 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1198 "Post Office, Albany WA" H Harden, Albany b&w with blue sky & large uneven white frame & undivided back. Unused 

with some "album" markings on front. A scarce card. $50 
1199 "Post Office, Albany, WA" ditto but with message on reverse dated Dec 1904 to Victoria with Mount Waverley Vic 27 

DE 1907 cds on front. Dates reported accurately so possibly posted at sea. VG cond. $30 



1154 Yornaning ORS 75% transit oval rubber stamp dated 2 JAN 1906 on 1905 (26th Dec) Sydney to Cuballing inward 
postcard. Scarce (1). $100 

1155 Yuin D30 on 1d red kangaroo for 25 SE 13. Rarely seen. (1) $40  
WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS   

1156 "A Corner of the Marine Drive, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany colour card with title in red. 
Message on back but not postally used. VG cond. $35 

1157 "A Peep at Princess Royal Harbour, Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany  card postally used 
NSW to England. VG cond. $50 

1158 "A Timber Mill Waroona, WA" published by P Falk & Co & inscribed top right "Greetings from Western Australia" with a 
1907 message on back. Fine cond. $30 

1159 "Albany from Lawley Park" J E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w undivided back card with title in black. 
Postally used to Perth 1908. Fine used. $40 

1160 "Albany from Mt Melville, WA (No.2)" Falk colour with wide white frame & message on back. VG cond. $30 
1161 "Albany WA Middleton Beach" Kodak Australia Folkard b&w photographic type with 16.9.03 pencilled on back. Unused 

in good cond. $30 
1162 "Albany WA" A Mayrhofer & Co Perth & Fremantle colour in fine cond. Scarce card. $50 
1163 "Albany, WA" H Harden, Albany b&w with blue sky. Unused with some "album" markings on front. Scarce. $50 
1164 "Albany, Western Australia - Terrace" F E Morgan bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red & 

message on back but not postally used. VG cond. $35 
1165 "Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany b&w postally used from Albany to Sweden May 1903. A fine 

postally used early card. $50 
1166 "An Australian Aboriginal Woman" b&w with blue sky by H Harden, Albany. "Albany W.A." top right above message 

area on front. Addressed to England with 1d & ½d swans tied by neat Albany duplex. First example of this card we 
have seen. VG cond. $100 

1167 "Applecross, on the Swan River, Near Perth, WA" Falk colour in superb unused cond. $30 
1168 "Approaching Applecross on the Swan River, WA" Falk colour. Superb unused. $30 
1169 "Boat Rock, South Coast, Albany, WA" b&w card "Printed in Germany" but publisher not known. VG cond & first of this 

scene we have seen. $30 
1170 "Bowling Green, Coolgardie, WA" Published by JT Stephens, Coolgardie & postally used to East Fremantle. 

Coolgardie 4 AU 09 cds. Minor corner damage but a scarce card. $75 
1171 "Bunbury looking South, WA" K Fiddes, Bookseller, Bunbury colour card with short message on reverse but no postal 

markings. Shows the lighthouse with decorative border. Corner wear & couple of creases but a scarce card. $20 
1172 "Claremont from Osborne, WA" Falk colour in exc unused cond. $30 
1173 "Coast Scene, Albany" c.1903 Kodak Australia Folkard b&w photograph in unused cond. $30 
1174 "Corner of Marine Drive" J E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w, undivided back & title in black. Postally 

used to Perth 1903. Fine cond. $40 
1175 "Denmark WA" annotated in pencil on reverse of b&w photo card showing railway line across bridge with township 

behind. Unknown publisher. Good cond. $20 
1176 "Dog Rock, Albany, Western Australia" H Harden, Bookseller, Albany b&w & postally used from Dongara to Adelaide 

1907. VG cond. $50 
1177 "Entrance to Princess Royal Harbour, Albany, WA" Falk colour with wide white frame & message on reverse. Good 

cond. $20 
1178 "Fremantle Swan River Bridge" (Series Number 142) Messageries Maritimes b&w. Superb unused & rarely seen. $40 
1179 "General view of Albany WA" Austral Stores in colour. Unused in very good cond. $30 
1180 "Gold Working on Auriferous Conglomerate (Banket) Nullagine" WA Government b&w Govt litho, Perth. Unused in 

good cond. Scarce. $50 
1181 "King River Bridge, Albany WA" (horiz) F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally 

used to Perth 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1182 "King River Bridge, Albany WA" (vert) F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally 

used to England 1905 with Fakenham arrival cds. Fine cond. $40 
1183 "King River Bridge, Albany" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w card with title in black. Postally used 

to Cottesloe 1908. Fine cond. $35 
1184 "Log Hauling, Jarrah Forest, Waroona, WA" Falk colour with wide white frame postally used from Boulder 1910 to 

France. Good with minor corner wear. $30 
1185 "Lower Stirling Terrace, Albany, WA" Harden, Bookseller Albany b&w with blank space at base on front & undivided 

back. Postally used Albany 1905 to Boulder. VG cond. $50 
1186 "Maritana Street, Kalgoorlie" colour published by Falk & Co. Very fine with message on back. $30 
1187 "Methodist Church, Hall & Manse, Albany" Osboldstone & Co b&w with title in red. Fine unused. $30 
1188 "Michaelmas Island WA" by Fred Booty. VSM (Victorian Stamp Market) artist card in colour.  Unused in fine cond. $30 
1189 "Middleton Beach, Albany, WA" Falk colour. Superb unused cond. $30 
1190 "Museum, Perth, W.A." colour card with white border. "Printed in Germany" on reverse with number 373136 but no 

publisher shown & first we have seen. VG cond & unused. $30 
1191 "Packing Timber During Construction of Line" b&w photo card from the Rose series showing camels transporting 

sleepers for the construction of the Trans-Australian Railway. VG cond. $20 
1192 "Panoramic View of Kalgoorlie, WA" Colour & published by P Falk & Co. Fine unused. $30 
1193 "Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, (Swan River), WA" Falk colour exc unused cond.. $30 
1194 "Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, Swan River, WA (No.2)" Falk colour. VG unused cond. $50 
1195 "Portion of Foreshore, Perth WA (No. 1)" Falk colour with wide white frame. Superb unused. $30 
1196 "Post Office, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour card with title in red. Postally used to 

South Aust in 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1197 "Post Office, Albany WA" F E Morgan, Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. Postally used to 

Waeel, WA 1910. Fine cond. $40 
1198 "Post Office, Albany WA" H Harden, Albany b&w with blue sky & large uneven white frame & undivided back. Unused 

with some "album" markings on front. A scarce card. $50 
1199 "Post Office, Albany, WA" ditto but with message on reverse dated Dec 1904 to Victoria with Mount Waverley Vic 27 

DE 1907 cds on front. Dates reported accurately so possibly posted at sea. VG cond. $30 

1200 "Queen's Park & Post Office, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. 
Postally used to Melbourne 1912 in fine cond. $40 

1201 "Queen's Park & Stirling Terrace, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA colour with title in red. 
Message on back but not postally used. Exc cond. $35 

1202 "Regatta on the Swan River, Perth, WA" Falk colour. Superb unused. $30 
1203 "Rottnest Island, WA" colour Falk & Co. Superb & one of the less common Falk cards. $40 
1204 "Russell Square, West Perth, WA" Falk colour in superb unused cond. $30 
1205 "Salt Lakes, Rottnest Island, WA" “South Australian" colour with 1d QV Victoria tied by indistinct cds. Some corner 

wear but not often seen. $30 
1206 "Stirling Terrace, Albany WA" F E Morgan Bookseller & Stationer, Albany WA b&w with title in black. Postally used to 

Midland Junction 1908. VG cond. $35 
1207 "Stirling Terrace, Albany WA" Falk colour with wide white frame & postally used Perth to Sydney 1910. Fine. $30 
1208 "Stirling Terrace Albany, WA" F E Morgan, Bookseller & Stationer, Albany, WA colour in superb unused cond with title 

in red. $50 
1209 "Swan River, Perth WA" The NSW Bookstall Company art series in colour with small b&w oval photo on artist floral 

card. Unused & attractive. VG cond. $35 
1210 "Terrace, Albany, WA" H Harden, bookseller, Albany b&w posted at sea with ½d & 1d KEVII GB stamps tied by 

Durban, Natal cds & "PAQUEBOT" h/s & addressed to Sydney with July 1904 arrival. Good cond. $50 
1211 "The Beach at Cottesloe, WA" Falk colour in pristine unused cond. $30 
1212 "The Upper Terrace, Kings Park, Perth, WA" Austral Stores b&w undivided back. Postally used from Perth to SA in 

1914. Fine cond. $30 
1213 "Town Jetty, Albany WA" Norman Bros, Albany black & green with title in white. Fine unused & scarce. $50 
1214 "Town Jetty, Albany WA" Norman Bros, Albany WA black & green with title in white. Different scene to previous lot. 

Fine unused. $50 
1215 "Victoria Quay, Fremantle WA" Austral Stores b&w with pale blue sky postally used Perth to Victoria dated 17th DE 

04. Superficial corner damage otherwise fine. $30 
1216 "West Australian Steam Navigation Co. S.S. Paroo." maritime card posted in Singapore to Cue WA before being 

readdressed to Guildford. Message Dated 7 Nov 1905. Complete with Singapore cds tying 4c KGV, Fremantle transit 
27 NO 05, Cue arrival on 29 NO 05 & Guildford final arrival 2 DE 05. Minor corner wear & light stain but a rare card. $60 

1217 New Norcia, Western Australia Presented in a 1 frame (15 page exhibit) with 3 sets of Italian produced postcards 
printed from the later 1920's. The first 2 sets, each of 12 cards are complete. Of the third set only 2 cards are 
represented with the display stating that "only 3 have ever been seen"! As few postally used examples have ever been 
recorded it is not surprising that all these cards are fine unused. The first set of cards was also printed in 2 different 
booklet formats of 12 cards perforated at left edge. Both of these complete booklets are present in the display. Incls 
"The story of New Norcia" edition 4 (1979) & edition 7 (1991) printed in WA, prepared & published by the Benedictine 
community of New Norcia, WA. A rare & intriguing lot. $250 

1218 1902-1910 Falk colour cards x 4 postally used, 3 with stamps removed showing various Kalgoorlie scenes plus 
"Mundaring Weir", "High Street Fremantle" & "Perth Fremantle Road at Claremont" all unused with fine frontal 
appearance but with patches of grey paper stuck to back. Also "Mackays Copyright series" b&w "Soldiers Memorial, 
Kalgoorlie, WA" with message on back dated 30.12.41 in fine cond. (8) $50  

AUSTRALIAN & WORLD POSTCARDS (including Missionary issues)   
1219 Australian Aborigines' Mission amongst 30 other mission related cards incl 6 postally used c1910. 4 with English & 

2 with Victorian cancels. 6 relate to Aborigines, 2 are from the Colonial & Church Society & show early Australian 
dwellings, 3 are "Bromilow" cards (Papua mission) & 2 are "Willow Street" mission cards. Other cards relate to New 
Guinea, China, New Hebrides, South America etc. The final group of 7 depict "Chester House", London in the 
1960's. Cond ranges from poor (2) to fine. Quite a mixed but interesting lot. Ex Pocock. (31) $60 

1220 Australian South American Mission 28 monocolour cards, mostly sepia & white. 5 postally used with NZ postmarks 
c1910. Noted village life scene & portraits of people from Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay, Argentina etc. Cond good to fine. 
Note; appearance improves when cards are removed from plastic display sheets. Scarce lot. Ex Pocock. $100 

1221 Baptist Missionary Society Cards depicting India, San Salvador, China etc plus "birthday" cards. Also 8 col with All 
Missionary Societies "Children from Overseas" series. 48 colour & 42 b&w with 56 unused & 34 postally used 
between 1904-1950. Incls typed notes, ex Pocock. (90) $150 

1222 British Commonwealth Range incl Aden to Madrid 1907 with tied KEVII Indian stamps (2) & 1951 2As KGVI, 
Bahamas 1905 to USA, 1920 to England & 1979 to England (2) Also Barbados 1905 to England & 1907 to USA. Also 
Bermuda 1905 & 1911 to USA, 1928 to England & British Guiana 1911 to Holland. In better than average cond. 
Auction descriptions from other sales with some would suggest a few were sold at $50+ each. (13) $120 

1223 British Levant 1901-1905 with GB stamps tied by Smyrna postmarks noting QV x 2, KEVII x 5 & KEVII with Levant 
ovpts from 1907-1911 plus KGV with Levant ovpts x 2. Most addressed UK. Noted card to USA & another to Greece. 
Mostly fine & highly collectable. (16) $120 

1224 Burma 2 cards with KEVII stamps of India to Australia & the USA (1910), Cape of Good Hope Postcard (H&G 15a) to 
South Australia 1899, Canada x 12 cards 1905 to 1958 with various destinations incl WA, England & Jersey, two with 
tax markings. Noted a photographic card, "Special Service Squadron, British Navy, at Vancouver, Canada! HMS Hood 
entering the Vancouver Harbour June 25th 1924". Majority fine to very fine cond. (15) $60 

1225 Cape of Good Hope 1903-1910 range addressed to England, NZ, Australia & 2 to WA. Also inward card from Italy to 
the Cape Colony. One card shows yoked oxen tethered in busy Downing Street, King Williams Town & another  "The 
white house" in Cape Town. 2 cards with tax markings. Good cond. (10) $80 

1226 Church Missionary Society (CMS) China, India, Ceylon, Africa with b&w in various formats x 19 cards with 6 postally 
used 1903-1906 England & Australia & 13 unused plus colour from Y.P.U. series 1 with 11 cards, 1 postally used 
England 1909. Also colour Y.P.U. series 2 with 11 cards, 1 postally used England 1911 & 7 Foochow, China, unused 
before Africa & the East exhibition x 8 b&w, 1 with message on back dated 1922 & Rwanda Mission sepia & white with 
2 unused. Finally Lagos with 3 Tucks b&w cards printed for CMS, unused, & various cards from Lagos, India & Japan 
Missionary Exhibition etc with 18 cards, 3 postally used for NZ 1911, England 1905 & India to SA 1909. VG cond. (79) $200 



1227 Church of England Zanana Missionary Society. Range of picture postcards mainly depicting Chinese & Indian 
themes. Approx. 65 b&w & 55 colour of which approx. 25 are postally used between 1902-1925 plus Zenana Bible & 
Medical Mission with 20 b&w postcards depicting the mission works in India of which 4 have been postally used 
between 1910-1914 with another 7 unused col postcards from the CofE Zenana Missionary Society. Scenes incl India, 
China & San Salvador. Also CMS Bookshop (Lagos) series with 18 unused colour showing various local scenes & 
Compagnie De Messageries Maritime b&w c1910 depicting various scenes from Ceylon. 10 cards from a total of 49 
are postally used, France (6), Ceylon (2) & 1 each from England & French Indo China. Range from vg to fine. (210+) $350 

1228 CMS Medical Mission Auxiliary 22 b&w with 7 postally used to England in 1900, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 & 1911 & 
Australia 1908. An interesting lot in very good to good cond. Ex Pocock. (22) $50 

1229 France WWI silk embroidered cards all with war themes. Four are in very good condition but a couple are browning 
with age but remain attractive. None have been postally used but a few have writing on the back. The four cards in 
better condition are titled "Souvenir of France" with American eagle & flag, "To my sister" (floral), "Glory for our 
artillery" (canon being fired) & "Loving kiss" (road landscape). Worth viewing. (17) $120 

1230 Friends Foreign Mission Assoc b&w with 1 postally used NSW c1900, Methodist Mission Press b&w 1 postally 
used England 1915 & 3 unused, Harold Copping 5 brown & white cards with messages on back dated 1912,  
Illustrated Missionary News 1 b&w postally used England 1908 plus 4 colour unused & Missionary Film 
Committee Middle East, Asia & Africa with 5 unused colour & 16 b&w unused. Fair to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (36) $100 

1231 Great Britain 150+ British topographical item covering four reigns from KEVI to QEII with most being pre-1920. Some 
lovely scenes with wide postmark interest. The odd taxed card with a range of markings. Addressees are mostly 
English with a few Australian. Noted 1908 card addressed to Toolyenna via Israelite Bay, via Albany, Western 
Australia. Well worth a look. (150+) $80 

1232 Great Britain 1900's-1930's mostly English in album encompassing a number of themes noting topographical, 
glamour, greetings, bandstand, military, trains & bridges plus novelty x 15, 6 with liftable flaps, concealing a pocket 
with b&w photos in concertina format. Some with interesting postal & tax markings due to insufficient postage. Most 
with English addresses but noted Australian, USA, Spanish & Sth African destinations. Majority good to fine used. (63) $60 

1233 Great Britain 1905-1906 Rail Disasters / crashes all in b&w Incls "Big Railways smash Nr Barnsley Jan 10th 1905", 
"Electric train disaster at Hall Road July 27th 1905", "Wreck of the Cromer Express at Witham Station on Friday Sept 
1st 1905", "Kirtlebridge Railway Disaster April 6th 1906", "Boat train disaster at Salisbury" (postmarked 29 JY 06) & 
"Railway Smash Grantham 19.9.06". All in good cond but the 1st is a fading photographic card. (6) $120 

1234 Great Britain Train b&w in good to F/U cond with KEVII stamps. Titles incl "The Boat Train", "Nutbourne six coupled 
tank engine", "Express engine", "Paris to Calais Express (The Fastest train in the World", "Coupled Compound Bogie 
Express Locomotive", "S.E.C.R. Standard Type Express" & "M.R. Goods Train with American Engine". 7 postally used 
& one with writing on reverse. All in good to very good cond. (8) $30 

1235 London Missionary Society. Collection approx. 120 cards & supporting literature. 83 postcards are colour & 36 are 
monocolour incl b&w. Geographical locations incl China, India, & Central Africa as well as cards from Papua, British 
New Guinea, Samoa & Central Australia. Themes incl portraits, children, occupations, scenery etc & exhibition card. 
36 cards have been postally used between 1908 & 1950 with most having English or Australian postmarks. Also 
Literature incl "On the Missionary Trail, A Journey through Polynesia, Asia & Africa with the London Missionary 
Society" Tom Hiney (1970) & "A Narrative of Missionary Enterprises in the South Sea Islands" by Rev John Williams, 
London (1840) intact but cover damaged. Also Missionary Helps with 40 monocolour mainly in b&w but some are 
blue or brown & white. Comes with a rudimentary list of the various types. Each card has a distinctive style defined by 
a major title backed with concentrated , elaborating information. Titles incl "Simple Way of Helping Foreign Missions", 
"A Pioneering Missionary in the Making" with 12 of these cards have been postally used in England 1907-1913 & 
Religious Tract Society c1910 "Nazareth from Road to Lana" postally used (stamp removed) plus 8 other unused col 
postcards depicting scenes from the new testament egg "The Shepherds of Bethlehem" & "Healing the Leper". Most 
cards in vg to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (approx. 170) $250 

1236 London Society for Promoting Christianity Among the Jews incls Celesque series & Palestine exhibition cards. 72 
col postcards & 13 b&w. Only 7 cards postally used (1905-1930), good to very fine. Incls notes. Ex Pocock. (85) $120 

1237 McDougall's Educational Co Ltd, Printers for A B Shaw & Co. Not connected to any specific missionary group. Sold 
at missionary exhibitions & on missionary stands. 14 diff series with 60 colour cards with about 10% postally used in 
the UK between 1920's &1940's. Comes with comprehensive checklist for the several series & the titles of various 
known cards. Many fine cards. Ex D Pocock. $120 

1238 Medical theme cards c1910-1960's but mainly WWI / WWII period with most b&w & only 15 coloured. Themes incl 
Royal College of Surgeons (4), hospitals, wards etc (50),convalescent homes (16), doctors medical staff etc (20) & 
other medical facilities (13) plus Red Cross (4). Several countries represented from Europe & Asia plus & Australia. 
Many interesting cards in mostly good to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (c110) $120 

1239 Melanesian Mission plus accompanying material. 60 page exhibit plus booklet "St Barnabus & the Melanesian 
Mission Norfolk Island" by Raymond Nobbs & exhibitors notes. The exhibit comprises a total of 116 picture postcards 
& 2 perforated promotional sheets designed & printed by Harrison & Sons London. The first commemorates the 
centenary appeal 1849-1949 & second dating from the early 1950's to raise funds to further extend ventures in 
Melanesia. All but 9 of the cards are b&w. 6 of the coloured cards, series A (c1910) represent the only coloured cards 
issued by the mission apart from those of "The Southern Cross" supply ship. The b&w cards from series 1-4 & series 
B to F depict scenes from the Solomon Islands, Norfolk Island, Torres Strait Islands & the New Hebrides. Only 24 of 
these cards are postally used between 1903-1946 with 11 in NZ, 10 in Australia & 3 in England. Many of these cards 
are rare & most are fine exhibition quality. In all a delightful display. (116) $500 

1240 Methodist Missionary Society of Australia with Samoa x 4 sepia & white cards fine unused, Solomon Islands x 9 
b&w with 5 postally used in Australia (1905-1910) & 4 unused & New Guinea x 11 b&w with 6 postally used in Aust or 
NZ (1905-1910). Majority in good cond. Ex Pocock. (24) $120 

1241 New Guinea Methodist Mission A rare group of 12 b&w cards with 6 unused, 5 with messages on the back & 1 
postally used in NZ c1910. 10 cards are from series 1 of the 2 were poorly guillotined during production. The 
remaining 2 cards are from a different series. PSTA pencil markings range up to $75 attesting to the rarity of the cards. 
Vg to good cond. Ex Pocock. (12) $180 

1242 Pandita Ramabai B&w postcards x 8 (India), all unused & good to fine plus 5 b&w Visale - Guadalcanal - Solomon 
Islands c1930. (13) $30 

1243 Poona & Indian Village Mission. 28 b&w cards c1905-1910. 2 postally used in NZ 1907, 1 with message on back & 
25 unused. Cond very good to good. Ex Pocock. (28) $80 



1227 Church of England Zanana Missionary Society. Range of picture postcards mainly depicting Chinese & Indian 
themes. Approx. 65 b&w & 55 colour of which approx. 25 are postally used between 1902-1925 plus Zenana Bible & 
Medical Mission with 20 b&w postcards depicting the mission works in India of which 4 have been postally used 
between 1910-1914 with another 7 unused col postcards from the CofE Zenana Missionary Society. Scenes incl India, 
China & San Salvador. Also CMS Bookshop (Lagos) series with 18 unused colour showing various local scenes & 
Compagnie De Messageries Maritime b&w c1910 depicting various scenes from Ceylon. 10 cards from a total of 49 
are postally used, France (6), Ceylon (2) & 1 each from England & French Indo China. Range from vg to fine. (210+) $350 

1228 CMS Medical Mission Auxiliary 22 b&w with 7 postally used to England in 1900, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 & 1911 & 
Australia 1908. An interesting lot in very good to good cond. Ex Pocock. (22) $50 

1229 France WWI silk embroidered cards all with war themes. Four are in very good condition but a couple are browning 
with age but remain attractive. None have been postally used but a few have writing on the back. The four cards in 
better condition are titled "Souvenir of France" with American eagle & flag, "To my sister" (floral), "Glory for our 
artillery" (canon being fired) & "Loving kiss" (road landscape). Worth viewing. (17) $120 

1230 Friends Foreign Mission Assoc b&w with 1 postally used NSW c1900, Methodist Mission Press b&w 1 postally 
used England 1915 & 3 unused, Harold Copping 5 brown & white cards with messages on back dated 1912,  
Illustrated Missionary News 1 b&w postally used England 1908 plus 4 colour unused & Missionary Film 
Committee Middle East, Asia & Africa with 5 unused colour & 16 b&w unused. Fair to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (36) $100 

1231 Great Britain 150+ British topographical item covering four reigns from KEVI to QEII with most being pre-1920. Some 
lovely scenes with wide postmark interest. The odd taxed card with a range of markings. Addressees are mostly 
English with a few Australian. Noted 1908 card addressed to Toolyenna via Israelite Bay, via Albany, Western 
Australia. Well worth a look. (150+) $80 

1232 Great Britain 1900's-1930's mostly English in album encompassing a number of themes noting topographical, 
glamour, greetings, bandstand, military, trains & bridges plus novelty x 15, 6 with liftable flaps, concealing a pocket 
with b&w photos in concertina format. Some with interesting postal & tax markings due to insufficient postage. Most 
with English addresses but noted Australian, USA, Spanish & Sth African destinations. Majority good to fine used. (63) $60 

1233 Great Britain 1905-1906 Rail Disasters / crashes all in b&w Incls "Big Railways smash Nr Barnsley Jan 10th 1905", 
"Electric train disaster at Hall Road July 27th 1905", "Wreck of the Cromer Express at Witham Station on Friday Sept 
1st 1905", "Kirtlebridge Railway Disaster April 6th 1906", "Boat train disaster at Salisbury" (postmarked 29 JY 06) & 
"Railway Smash Grantham 19.9.06". All in good cond but the 1st is a fading photographic card. (6) $120 

1234 Great Britain Train b&w in good to F/U cond with KEVII stamps. Titles incl "The Boat Train", "Nutbourne six coupled 
tank engine", "Express engine", "Paris to Calais Express (The Fastest train in the World", "Coupled Compound Bogie 
Express Locomotive", "S.E.C.R. Standard Type Express" & "M.R. Goods Train with American Engine". 7 postally used 
& one with writing on reverse. All in good to very good cond. (8) $30 

1235 London Missionary Society. Collection approx. 120 cards & supporting literature. 83 postcards are colour & 36 are 
monocolour incl b&w. Geographical locations incl China, India, & Central Africa as well as cards from Papua, British 
New Guinea, Samoa & Central Australia. Themes incl portraits, children, occupations, scenery etc & exhibition card. 
36 cards have been postally used between 1908 & 1950 with most having English or Australian postmarks. Also 
Literature incl "On the Missionary Trail, A Journey through Polynesia, Asia & Africa with the London Missionary 
Society" Tom Hiney (1970) & "A Narrative of Missionary Enterprises in the South Sea Islands" by Rev John Williams, 
London (1840) intact but cover damaged. Also Missionary Helps with 40 monocolour mainly in b&w but some are 
blue or brown & white. Comes with a rudimentary list of the various types. Each card has a distinctive style defined by 
a major title backed with concentrated , elaborating information. Titles incl "Simple Way of Helping Foreign Missions", 
"A Pioneering Missionary in the Making" with 12 of these cards have been postally used in England 1907-1913 & 
Religious Tract Society c1910 "Nazareth from Road to Lana" postally used (stamp removed) plus 8 other unused col 
postcards depicting scenes from the new testament egg "The Shepherds of Bethlehem" & "Healing the Leper". Most 
cards in vg to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (approx. 170) $250 

1236 London Society for Promoting Christianity Among the Jews incls Celesque series & Palestine exhibition cards. 72 
col postcards & 13 b&w. Only 7 cards postally used (1905-1930), good to very fine. Incls notes. Ex Pocock. (85) $120 

1237 McDougall's Educational Co Ltd, Printers for A B Shaw & Co. Not connected to any specific missionary group. Sold 
at missionary exhibitions & on missionary stands. 14 diff series with 60 colour cards with about 10% postally used in 
the UK between 1920's &1940's. Comes with comprehensive checklist for the several series & the titles of various 
known cards. Many fine cards. Ex D Pocock. $120 

1238 Medical theme cards c1910-1960's but mainly WWI / WWII period with most b&w & only 15 coloured. Themes incl 
Royal College of Surgeons (4), hospitals, wards etc (50),convalescent homes (16), doctors medical staff etc (20) & 
other medical facilities (13) plus Red Cross (4). Several countries represented from Europe & Asia plus & Australia. 
Many interesting cards in mostly good to fine cond. Ex Pocock. (c110) $120 

1239 Melanesian Mission plus accompanying material. 60 page exhibit plus booklet "St Barnabus & the Melanesian 
Mission Norfolk Island" by Raymond Nobbs & exhibitors notes. The exhibit comprises a total of 116 picture postcards 
& 2 perforated promotional sheets designed & printed by Harrison & Sons London. The first commemorates the 
centenary appeal 1849-1949 & second dating from the early 1950's to raise funds to further extend ventures in 
Melanesia. All but 9 of the cards are b&w. 6 of the coloured cards, series A (c1910) represent the only coloured cards 
issued by the mission apart from those of "The Southern Cross" supply ship. The b&w cards from series 1-4 & series 
B to F depict scenes from the Solomon Islands, Norfolk Island, Torres Strait Islands & the New Hebrides. Only 24 of 
these cards are postally used between 1903-1946 with 11 in NZ, 10 in Australia & 3 in England. Many of these cards 
are rare & most are fine exhibition quality. In all a delightful display. (116) $500 

1240 Methodist Missionary Society of Australia with Samoa x 4 sepia & white cards fine unused, Solomon Islands x 9 
b&w with 5 postally used in Australia (1905-1910) & 4 unused & New Guinea x 11 b&w with 6 postally used in Aust or 
NZ (1905-1910). Majority in good cond. Ex Pocock. (24) $120 

1241 New Guinea Methodist Mission A rare group of 12 b&w cards with 6 unused, 5 with messages on the back & 1 
postally used in NZ c1910. 10 cards are from series 1 of the 2 were poorly guillotined during production. The 
remaining 2 cards are from a different series. PSTA pencil markings range up to $75 attesting to the rarity of the cards. 
Vg to good cond. Ex Pocock. (12) $180 

1242 Pandita Ramabai B&w postcards x 8 (India), all unused & good to fine plus 5 b&w Visale - Guadalcanal - Solomon 
Islands c1930. (13) $30 

1243 Poona & Indian Village Mission. 28 b&w cards c1905-1910. 2 postally used in NZ 1907, 1 with message on back & 
25 unused. Cond very good to good. Ex Pocock. (28) $80 

1244 Presbyterian Church of Australia 9 b&w cards with 5 unused & 1 postally used in NSW. Cond fair to fine. Also 
Australian Baptist Mission with 3 unused & 4 used in WA & Vic. All Indian scenes & groups of people c1905. Cond 
fair to good. Ex Pocock. (16) $40 

1245 Regions beyond Missionary Union 18 b&w from various countries incl South America, Congo & India. 2 postally 
used England 1907 & 1917 plus 2 with message on the reverse. 14 unused good to very fine. (15) $30 

1246 Russia 1903-1917 selection with 8 b&w postcards & 1 coloured, probably 6 with TPO cancels. An accompanying 
letter suggests that the TPO mark Poti 98 Samtredi is quite scarce. Cond is  good to fine. Ex Pocock. $30 

1247 Sir Thomas Lipton Range of cards written up with 45 colour "Photochrome" types with some used. Incls a "Vanity 
Fair" card of Lipton himself & similar b&w US used Tuck. Incls various views of the tea estate & some b&w unused of 
Liptons residence in Southgate. Exhibit could be enlarged from the current 16 pages. Incls "The King's Grocer - The 
Life of Sir Thomas Lipton" book plus other copied docs & notes to assist in this task! Also some other random cards 
not incl in reserve figure. Good to fine cond. Ex Pocock. $50 

1248 South American Missionary Society (S.A.M.S) 26 b&w with Bolivia, Chile etc x 6 postally used in England c1900-
1934, 1 with stamp removed & 2 with messages on reverse, col 00cs - 6 (Southern Chile) unused & 1 (Paraguay) 
postally used 1932. Cond to fine. Ex Pocock. (35) $100 

1249 St Pauls S.P.C.K c1910-1930 20 coloured & 3 b&w with 5 postally used in England, 1 with message on the back & 14 
unused. Mostly biblical countries in middle east plus children of the world. Good to fine. Ex Pocock. (23) $40 

1250 Universities Mission to Central Africa (UMCA). 1904-1920's Zambia, Zimbabwe & Malawi postcards used as 
fundraisers. 80 exhibition sheets with a wide range of postcards. 160 cards, one third b&w & two thirds coloured with 
22 postally used (mainly in England). Most of the others are unused while a few have messages or notes on the back. 
Cond mainly fine to very good. Could easily become a competitive exhibit. Also comes with 1936 edition of "The 
Universities' Mission to Central Africa" by George Herbert Wilson MA, Canon of Likoma (278 pp). Ex Derek Pocock. $400 

1251 Wesleyan Mission Series depicting scenes from China, West Africa, Solomon Islands, India, Burma, Ceylon & West 
Indies. 54 cards mixed b&w & col with about 20 postally used c 1910 with English postmarks. Cond varies from fair to 
fine. Ex Pocock. (54) $75 

1252 Derek Pocock collection remainders with 2 displays "The Bathing Machine" 15 cards, & "Belgium's Most Famous - the 
Mannikin Pis is in Brussels" 27 cards. 50 world wide postcard exchange cards c1905-1930 & 24 Postcard Centenary 
plus 20-30 other cards. Most very good to fine. Quite a variety. (100+) $50  

AIRMAILS    
  Collections  

1253 Australia 1929-1936 selection incl Charville to Brisbane with "Forwarded By Air Mail rectangular cachet,  Adelaide to 
Perth ex Melbourne with tri-colour Air Mail vignette, 1930 Melbourne to Sydney x 2 both Regd, Ballarat to Sydney also 
Regd,  1931 (19th Mar) Kingsford Smith set of 3 on Regd cover on FDI & flown Melbourne to Sydney, Aust to England 
Experimental Air Mail x 2, one regd with block of 4 x 3d kookaburra & 6d KS pair, 1931 Melbourne to Hobart regd, 
Aust to England by ANA, 1932 England to Aust by Kingsford Smith & Allan, Launceston to Whitemark, 1934 Sydney to 
Bega & another return cover with correct b/s's, 1934 Aust to NZ by Ulm & Aust to New Guinea & return plus via Cairns 
& Rockhampton intermediate covers & 1935 Melbourne to Adelaide, Broken Hill to Adelaide plus Perth to Mt Magnet. 
Some faults but majority good to average cond. AAMC 133, 136, 161, 180, 188, 198, 222, 245, 267, 353/54, 369, 395, 
395a x 2, 561, 563 & 583, total cat. $1375 (20) $280 

1254 Range incl 1935 (27th Oct) Cooktown to Townsville & Cooktown to Cairns by McDonald Air Services franked by 2d 
KGV & 3d airmail on each tied by Cooktown cds's. (AAMC 550 & 550a Cat. $100+ (2)), 1935 (29th Oct) Adelaide to 
Melbourne first flight by Adelaide Airways Ltd. Hand addressed to Eustis with 40 carried. (AAMC 551, Cat. $100),1935 
(26th Nov) Adelaide to Broken Hill (AAMC 562, Cat. $75), 1936 (28th May) Sydney to Coonamble (originating 
Brisbane) & Dubbo to Coonamble intermediate flights on the WASP Airlines Sydney to Broken Hill service. (AAMC 
606a x 2, Cat. $120+ (2)) & 1937 (16th Aug) Sydney to Leeton & Sydney to Cootamundra intermediate flights by 
Guinea Airways (AAMC 757a x 2, Cat. $120 (2)) plus 1937 (30th Aug) Adelaide to Brisbane by Australian National 
Airways with coloured vignette at left & cachets with flight details completed in m/s. (AAMC 760a, Cat. $60) Also 1938 
(30th May) Rabaul & Port Moresby to Sydney & return with Papua 5d dancer tied by Port Moresby cds dated 31 MY 
38, NG 5d BOP with Air Mail ovpt tied by Rabaul 3 JUN 38 cds & Aust 5d KGV pmkd Air Mail Sydney 7 JE 38. Most 
unusual with the return to Papua. (AAMC 812, Cat. $50+) All in good cond with total cat. $630+ (10) $150 

1255 Selection of FFC's noting 1934 (24th July) New Guinea to Australia pair of covers with mixed NG Air Mail ovptd issues 
to 6d tied by Wau & Rabaul cds's. Mauve cachet & Lae 30 JU 34 departure cds's on each & Sydney b/s's. (AAMC 394, 
Cat. $80 (2)), 1934 (24th July) Australia to New Guinea & return small & large covers with respective stamps & 
cachets with both regd (AAMC 395, Cat. $40 x 2), 1934 (1st Oct) Hobart to Melbourne via King Island with 2d Vic & 3d 
airmail tied by Hobart cds. VG cond. (AAMC 423, Cat. $80) & 1934 (8th Dec) South Africa to Australia Imperial 
Airways/Qantas intermediate with bilingual Official pair tied by Port Elizabeth cds (AAMC 469g, Cat. 150+) plus 1934 
(8th Dec) Singapore to Sydney with 25c Straits Settlements KGV tied by Singapore cds. (AAMC 469n, Cat. $150+) All 
in good cond with total cat. $540. (7) $120 

1256 Airmails incl 1930 (1st June) Melbourne to Sydney ANA First Air Mail carried in the "Southern Moon" (AAMC 161, Cat. 
$100), 1932 (25th Jan) Brisbane to Lismore by New England Airways. (AAMC 246, Cat. $80), 1934 (23rd Feb) Kimba 
to Adelaide intermediate flight from Cowell by MMA, regd cover (AAMC 363a, Cat. 100+) & 1934 (10th-14th Apr) Aust 
to NZ & return per "Faith in Australia" plain cover complete with both cachets & Sydney & Auckland b/s's. (AAMC 371, 
Cat. $50) plus 1934 (2nd June) Brisbane to Mundubbera signed by Ronald Adair with 1d x KGV John Ash imprint pair 
& plate 4 marginal 3d airmail all tied by Brisbane cds's. "Aircrafts Proprietary LTD" cachet in mauve & Mundubbera 
b/s. (AAMC 383, Cat. $75+) All in good cond with total cat. $400+ (5) $100 



1257 Various covers noting 1946 (15th Sept) Aust to Canada First Official Airmail 7d Airletter tied by Air Mail Section 
Melbourne cds with violet winged cachet. (AAMC 1066b, Cat. $75), 1947 (16th Aug) Brisbane return, Quilpie to 
Charleville & Roma to Brisbane carried on special inland Airmail service by Qantas for the Royal Geographical 
Society. (AAMC 1110b x 3, Cat. $120), 1947 (7th Nov) Sydney to Honolulu Pan Am intermediate Clipper flight Airmail 
env with pictorial cachet in mauve. (AAMC 1119a, Cat. $40), 1955 (8th June) First Polar Route Flight Sydney to 
Amsterdam covers x 2, both with cachets in purple & Amsterdam b/s's. (AAMC 1351, Cat. $60), 1953 (2nd June) 
Coronation flights from England to Aust, England to Cocos Is., England to New Hebrides, Cocos to England 
intermediates & Aust to England with Coronation set. Cat. $140 (7) & 1954 (15th May) First Regular Qantas Australia 
to North America service by Super Constellation intermediates Sydney to Canton (2), Sydney to Honolulu, Sydney to 
San Francisco, Honolulu to Sydney (2), San Francisco to Sydney & Nadi (Fiji) to Sydney. All 8 covers cat. $50 each & 
with brown/blue/red vignettes affixed. (8) plus 1958 (14th Jan) Qantas Round the World Flight with 4 covers all bearing 
2/- Qantas x 2 (AAMC 1386, Cat. $15 each) & 1956 (20th Nov) Greece to Australia Olympic Torch flight (AAMC 1362) 
& 1960 (16 Nov) Qantas 40th Anniv flight round the world (AAMC 1443, cat. $15) with special machine slogan cachet 
tying 5/- Arms on WCS cover. Total cat. $900+ (24) $150 

   
1258 Selection of covers incl 1938 (28th July) Australia to England "All Up" Airmail at 1½d per ½oz in the flying boat 

"Capella" with 5d KGV tied by Melbourne slogan (AAMC 820, Cat. $40), 1938 (4th Aug) Sydney to Southampton 
intermediate flight to Bengal, India with 5d KGV & Qantas/Imperial illust commem cover (AAMC 826a, Cat. $75+), 
1939 (11th May) Brisbane to Cairns for service to Batavia (North Qld) by Airlines of Australia with mauve cachet 
completed in m/s. (AAMC 858, Cat. $60), 1940 (30th Apr) Aust to NZ Trans-Tasman Flight covers x 2 each on TEAL 
illustrated printed envs in both short & long formats (AAMC 900, Cat. $200) & 1940 (16th July) Aust to NZ to Canton 
Island before Brooklyn, NY. with 1/6d Hermes tied by Sydney 21 DEC 1939 slogan. Canton Island JUL 20 AM 1940 
b/s & "Opened by Censor" tab with "PASSED BY CENSOR S.120" cachet in mauve. (AAMC 905, Cat. $100+) plus 
1940 (16th July) USA to NZ to Aust with 50c Airmail & 10c imperf tied by Charlotte Amalie cancels with "First Flight 
USA to N.Z. delayed to July 12, 1940" typed in red at top. (AAMC 905a, $90). Good to vg cond. Total Cat. $565+ (7) $120 

1259 Various incl 1934 (9th-10th Dec) Australia to England Opening of Air Service on small & large Qantas/Imperial Airways 
illust covers with a Regd from Sydney & other from Brisbane with 1/6d Hermes tied by Air Mail cds. (AAMC 470, Cat. 
$70 (2) & Camooweal to Katherine intermediate flight on same flight plus Cootamundra to Winton intermediate (AAMC 
470c, Cat $50+ x 2). Also 1935 (19th Aug) Adelaide to Darwin by Australian Transcontinental Airlines with 2d SJ & 3d 
airmail tied by neat Hindmarsh cds & Darwin b/s & ditto with 2d SJ & 3d Airmail pmkd Adelaide & 2d & 3d SJ for return 
with Darwin cds on hand illust cover with map in wings. (AAMC 522, Cat. $60 x 2). Also 1935 (15th Sept) Brisbane to 
Townsville on New England Airways env (AAMC 527, Cat. $50) & 1935 (7th Oct) Melbourne to Sydney flight by 
Holymans Airways plus Canberra to Sydney & Canberra to Melbourne intermediates with the latter Regd. All in VG 
cond. (AAMC 536 & 537a x 2, Cat. $140+) All in good to VG cond. Total Cat. $480 (11) $150 

1260 World flight covers in 2 albums noting 12 x Qantas FFC's with AAMC numbers (Cat. $15-$40 each), BOAC Britannia 
(2) & Comet (2) FFC's with 15¢ USA franking plus other Australian covers with AAMC numbers in 1959-1960 period 
before Qantas & other special covers to 1990 with some signed & odd one with good franking incl Macau-Hong Kong 
1937 "via steamer mail" to San Francisco plus a few etiquettes & other oddments. (160+ covers/cards) $80 

1261 1932 to c1990 range with condition varying in pre-1960 but many are fine & inspection will reveal diversity & useful 
items e.g. Cook Is 1949 to 3/-, Yugoslavia 1950 glider set, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, Czechoslovakia, Mexico 
etc. Some etiquettes & slogan cut outs with aeroplane logos are also included in addition to the c330 covers. $150  

Airmails - Australia   
1262 1914 (June) Melbourne to Sydney Wizard Stone flight card with 1d & 2½d kangaroo tied by Sydney roller cancel. 

Addressed to Woollahra, Sydney, NSW. Some light tone spotting/staining as is usual but crease free. Cost vendor 
$450 in 2013. AAMC 2, Cat. $800 $250 

1263 1914 (July) Melbourne to Sydney special card carried by Maurice Guillaux with 1d kangaroo tied by oval cachet 
"AUSTRALIA MELBOURNE 10 JUL 1914 VIC AERIAL MAIL" & numbered 505 with "SYDNEY 50" cds for 18 JL 14. 
Message reads "This card is to leave from the spot where Burke & Wills started their last journey". Some corner wear 
& 1cm tear at top but not the worst we have seen for this flight! AAMC 3, Cat. $750 $180 

1264 1917 (15th-27th Feb) Warrnambool to Melbourne postcard flown by Basil Watson with oval cachet & Warrnambool 20 
FE 17 departure cds. "AUSTRALIAN AERIAL MAIL 27 FEB 1917" cachet ties 1d red KGV. Message written by a Flo 
Campbell to a Mr Russell reads "We received your letter & rang Mr Watson up & he came around to see us. We went 
out to see him fly yesterday, he is simply wonderful, it is a lovely little machine, so graceful in the air." Small nick out of 
side otherwise sound with a lovely related message. 326 flown. AAMC 11, Cat. $600 $250 

1265 1917 (15th-27th Feb) Basil Watson unused card in very good cond. Some light surface marks but finest we have seen. 
AAMC 14a, Cat. $250 $75 

1266 1919 (10th Aug) Adelaide to Minlaton Harry Butler flight postcard with printed message & signature. Bold upright 
square circled Minlaton cancel on 1½d brown KGV dated AU 6 19. Very good cond for this card. AAMC 20, Cat. $550 $180 

1267 1919 (10th Aug) ditto but return to Minlaton with 1½d brown KGV tied by Adelaide AU 12 19 cds. Message in pencil 
incls "Capt. B gave the people here a most wonderful exhibition of flying looping the loop 12 times & a lot of other 
stunts which were splendid." Also in very good cond. Cost vendor $660 in 2003 Linke auction. AAMC 22a, Cat. $750 $250 

1268 1921 (13th Dec) Perth to Broome flown cover by Western Australian Airways on their inaugural service. Australia's first 
regular airmail service showing genuine "PERTH DERBY AERIAL MAIL 4 DE 21 WA" cds. 5d KGV tied by Perth cds. 
"Per Aerial Mail" in m/s top left & addressed to Broome with Broome 19 DE 21 b/s. Small tear & some staining add to 
the character of this scarce early WA flight. Similar sold Ace Auctions Sale 18 for $400. AAMC 56a, Cat. $1,100 $350 

1269 1924 (15th Jan) Broome to Perth carried on North-West airmail service operated by WAA. 1½d KGV & 3d kangaroo 
tied by bold Broome 14 JA 24 cds & Perth 15 JA 24 b/s. VG cond.  AAMC 69a, Cat. $450+ & sold Linke auction Sept 
02 for $360+BP $150 

1270 1924 (15th Jan) Broome to Perth North-West Air Mail Service by WAA. 1½ blue-green KGV & 3d kangaroo tied by 
Broome 14 JA 24 cds. "ON AIRWAYS SERVICE" printed env with Perth 15 JA 24 b/s. VG cond. AAMC 68, Cat. $600 $100 

1271 1924 (2nd June) Adelaide to Sydney per Australian Aerial Services with 2 x 2½d kangaroos tied by Adelaide "British 
Empire Exhibition Always Ask for Australian Products" 2 JUN 24 slogan cancel. Sydney 4 JE 1924 arrival b/s. 
Endorsed "Per Aerial Mail Adelaide - Sydney"" along with Scone NSW typed address. Good cond. Ex Frommer. 
AAMC 71, Cat. $550 $180 

1272 1925 (21st Jul) Broken Hill to Sydney 1½d KGV embossed envelope uprated with 1½d red KGV pair tied by Broken 
Hill cds's with neighbouring Enmore cds. Flown by Australian Aerial Services Ltd. Good cond. AAMC 88, Cat. $300 $120 



1257 Various covers noting 1946 (15th Sept) Aust to Canada First Official Airmail 7d Airletter tied by Air Mail Section 
Melbourne cds with violet winged cachet. (AAMC 1066b, Cat. $75), 1947 (16th Aug) Brisbane return, Quilpie to 
Charleville & Roma to Brisbane carried on special inland Airmail service by Qantas for the Royal Geographical 
Society. (AAMC 1110b x 3, Cat. $120), 1947 (7th Nov) Sydney to Honolulu Pan Am intermediate Clipper flight Airmail 
env with pictorial cachet in mauve. (AAMC 1119a, Cat. $40), 1955 (8th June) First Polar Route Flight Sydney to 
Amsterdam covers x 2, both with cachets in purple & Amsterdam b/s's. (AAMC 1351, Cat. $60), 1953 (2nd June) 
Coronation flights from England to Aust, England to Cocos Is., England to New Hebrides, Cocos to England 
intermediates & Aust to England with Coronation set. Cat. $140 (7) & 1954 (15th May) First Regular Qantas Australia 
to North America service by Super Constellation intermediates Sydney to Canton (2), Sydney to Honolulu, Sydney to 
San Francisco, Honolulu to Sydney (2), San Francisco to Sydney & Nadi (Fiji) to Sydney. All 8 covers cat. $50 each & 
with brown/blue/red vignettes affixed. (8) plus 1958 (14th Jan) Qantas Round the World Flight with 4 covers all bearing 
2/- Qantas x 2 (AAMC 1386, Cat. $15 each) & 1956 (20th Nov) Greece to Australia Olympic Torch flight (AAMC 1362) 
& 1960 (16 Nov) Qantas 40th Anniv flight round the world (AAMC 1443, cat. $15) with special machine slogan cachet 
tying 5/- Arms on WCS cover. Total cat. $900+ (24) $150 

   
1258 Selection of covers incl 1938 (28th July) Australia to England "All Up" Airmail at 1½d per ½oz in the flying boat 

"Capella" with 5d KGV tied by Melbourne slogan (AAMC 820, Cat. $40), 1938 (4th Aug) Sydney to Southampton 
intermediate flight to Bengal, India with 5d KGV & Qantas/Imperial illust commem cover (AAMC 826a, Cat. $75+), 
1939 (11th May) Brisbane to Cairns for service to Batavia (North Qld) by Airlines of Australia with mauve cachet 
completed in m/s. (AAMC 858, Cat. $60), 1940 (30th Apr) Aust to NZ Trans-Tasman Flight covers x 2 each on TEAL 
illustrated printed envs in both short & long formats (AAMC 900, Cat. $200) & 1940 (16th July) Aust to NZ to Canton 
Island before Brooklyn, NY. with 1/6d Hermes tied by Sydney 21 DEC 1939 slogan. Canton Island JUL 20 AM 1940 
b/s & "Opened by Censor" tab with "PASSED BY CENSOR S.120" cachet in mauve. (AAMC 905, Cat. $100+) plus 
1940 (16th July) USA to NZ to Aust with 50c Airmail & 10c imperf tied by Charlotte Amalie cancels with "First Flight 
USA to N.Z. delayed to July 12, 1940" typed in red at top. (AAMC 905a, $90). Good to vg cond. Total Cat. $565+ (7) $120 

1259 Various incl 1934 (9th-10th Dec) Australia to England Opening of Air Service on small & large Qantas/Imperial Airways 
illust covers with a Regd from Sydney & other from Brisbane with 1/6d Hermes tied by Air Mail cds. (AAMC 470, Cat. 
$70 (2) & Camooweal to Katherine intermediate flight on same flight plus Cootamundra to Winton intermediate (AAMC 
470c, Cat $50+ x 2). Also 1935 (19th Aug) Adelaide to Darwin by Australian Transcontinental Airlines with 2d SJ & 3d 
airmail tied by neat Hindmarsh cds & Darwin b/s & ditto with 2d SJ & 3d Airmail pmkd Adelaide & 2d & 3d SJ for return 
with Darwin cds on hand illust cover with map in wings. (AAMC 522, Cat. $60 x 2). Also 1935 (15th Sept) Brisbane to 
Townsville on New England Airways env (AAMC 527, Cat. $50) & 1935 (7th Oct) Melbourne to Sydney flight by 
Holymans Airways plus Canberra to Sydney & Canberra to Melbourne intermediates with the latter Regd. All in VG 
cond. (AAMC 536 & 537a x 2, Cat. $140+) All in good to VG cond. Total Cat. $480 (11) $150 

1260 World flight covers in 2 albums noting 12 x Qantas FFC's with AAMC numbers (Cat. $15-$40 each), BOAC Britannia 
(2) & Comet (2) FFC's with 15¢ USA franking plus other Australian covers with AAMC numbers in 1959-1960 period 
before Qantas & other special covers to 1990 with some signed & odd one with good franking incl Macau-Hong Kong 
1937 "via steamer mail" to San Francisco plus a few etiquettes & other oddments. (160+ covers/cards) $80 

1261 1932 to c1990 range with condition varying in pre-1960 but many are fine & inspection will reveal diversity & useful 
items e.g. Cook Is 1949 to 3/-, Yugoslavia 1950 glider set, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, Czechoslovakia, Mexico 
etc. Some etiquettes & slogan cut outs with aeroplane logos are also included in addition to the c330 covers. $150  

Airmails - Australia   
1262 1914 (June) Melbourne to Sydney Wizard Stone flight card with 1d & 2½d kangaroo tied by Sydney roller cancel. 

Addressed to Woollahra, Sydney, NSW. Some light tone spotting/staining as is usual but crease free. Cost vendor 
$450 in 2013. AAMC 2, Cat. $800 $250 

1263 1914 (July) Melbourne to Sydney special card carried by Maurice Guillaux with 1d kangaroo tied by oval cachet 
"AUSTRALIA MELBOURNE 10 JUL 1914 VIC AERIAL MAIL" & numbered 505 with "SYDNEY 50" cds for 18 JL 14. 
Message reads "This card is to leave from the spot where Burke & Wills started their last journey". Some corner wear 
& 1cm tear at top but not the worst we have seen for this flight! AAMC 3, Cat. $750 $180 

1264 1917 (15th-27th Feb) Warrnambool to Melbourne postcard flown by Basil Watson with oval cachet & Warrnambool 20 
FE 17 departure cds. "AUSTRALIAN AERIAL MAIL 27 FEB 1917" cachet ties 1d red KGV. Message written by a Flo 
Campbell to a Mr Russell reads "We received your letter & rang Mr Watson up & he came around to see us. We went 
out to see him fly yesterday, he is simply wonderful, it is a lovely little machine, so graceful in the air." Small nick out of 
side otherwise sound with a lovely related message. 326 flown. AAMC 11, Cat. $600 $250 

1265 1917 (15th-27th Feb) Basil Watson unused card in very good cond. Some light surface marks but finest we have seen. 
AAMC 14a, Cat. $250 $75 

1266 1919 (10th Aug) Adelaide to Minlaton Harry Butler flight postcard with printed message & signature. Bold upright 
square circled Minlaton cancel on 1½d brown KGV dated AU 6 19. Very good cond for this card. AAMC 20, Cat. $550 $180 

1267 1919 (10th Aug) ditto but return to Minlaton with 1½d brown KGV tied by Adelaide AU 12 19 cds. Message in pencil 
incls "Capt. B gave the people here a most wonderful exhibition of flying looping the loop 12 times & a lot of other 
stunts which were splendid." Also in very good cond. Cost vendor $660 in 2003 Linke auction. AAMC 22a, Cat. $750 $250 

1268 1921 (13th Dec) Perth to Broome flown cover by Western Australian Airways on their inaugural service. Australia's first 
regular airmail service showing genuine "PERTH DERBY AERIAL MAIL 4 DE 21 WA" cds. 5d KGV tied by Perth cds. 
"Per Aerial Mail" in m/s top left & addressed to Broome with Broome 19 DE 21 b/s. Small tear & some staining add to 
the character of this scarce early WA flight. Similar sold Ace Auctions Sale 18 for $400. AAMC 56a, Cat. $1,100 $350 

1269 1924 (15th Jan) Broome to Perth carried on North-West airmail service operated by WAA. 1½d KGV & 3d kangaroo 
tied by bold Broome 14 JA 24 cds & Perth 15 JA 24 b/s. VG cond.  AAMC 69a, Cat. $450+ & sold Linke auction Sept 
02 for $360+BP $150 

1270 1924 (15th Jan) Broome to Perth North-West Air Mail Service by WAA. 1½ blue-green KGV & 3d kangaroo tied by 
Broome 14 JA 24 cds. "ON AIRWAYS SERVICE" printed env with Perth 15 JA 24 b/s. VG cond. AAMC 68, Cat. $600 $100 

1271 1924 (2nd June) Adelaide to Sydney per Australian Aerial Services with 2 x 2½d kangaroos tied by Adelaide "British 
Empire Exhibition Always Ask for Australian Products" 2 JUN 24 slogan cancel. Sydney 4 JE 1924 arrival b/s. 
Endorsed "Per Aerial Mail Adelaide - Sydney"" along with Scone NSW typed address. Good cond. Ex Frommer. 
AAMC 71, Cat. $550 $180 

1272 1925 (21st Jul) Broken Hill to Sydney 1½d KGV embossed envelope uprated with 1½d red KGV pair tied by Broken 
Hill cds's with neighbouring Enmore cds. Flown by Australian Aerial Services Ltd. Good cond. AAMC 88, Cat. $300 $120 

1273 1925 (21st July) Broken Hill to Sydney Australian Aerial Services Ltd inaugural flight. A plane from Melbourne met the 
existing service at Hay & another flew from Broken Hill to Mildura. Cover shows boxed "BY AERIAL MAIL" beside 4½d 
KGV tied by Broken Hill cds's. "39 carried" pencilled on reverse. Good cond. AAMC 88, Cat. $300 $100 

1274 1926 (23rd July) Karachi to Calcutta intermediate leg by Cobham on his England-Australia journey. Unusual red, white 
& blue "AVAIL AIR MAILS AND SAVE TIME" vignette plus small "BY D.H. 50" cachet. Exc cond. One of 43 carried. 
Purchased Linke for $680 in 2003. AAMC 99a Cat. $650 $250 

1275 1926 (19th Oct) "Royal Hotel Deniliquin Under Vice-Regal Patronage" roughly opened & reinforced commercial env 
with 4½d KGV tied by Deiliquin cds. Another full strike in the "Forwarded By Air Mail" boxed cachet bottom left, this 
being the earliest use as per Eustis cat. Hand addressed to Footscray, Vic. Contains "Cressy Street, - looking South - 
Deniliquin" b&w postcard with message re flight. AAMC 91, Cat. $50+ Sold SG Melbourne auction in 2007 for $140. $70 

1276 1926 Port Hedland to Perth, 1927 Onslow to Perth & 1933 Perth to Carnarvon commercial airmail covers, last with 
bold “PER AERIAL MAIL” h/s. All with KGV frankings. (3) $50 

1277 1927 (1st July) Cloncurry to Normanton Davis cover with 1½d Canberra strip 3 tied by Cloncurry cds's. "Forwarded by 
Air Mail" boxed cachet with central Cloncurry cds & postmaster signed Jackson. Normanton b/s. AAMC 106, Cat $150 $50 

1278 1929 "Souvenir of the Air Liner "Canberra" numbered (152) card presumably given to passengers on early flight. 
Horizontal fold through centre. Sold at $150 in South Aust auction in 2007. Card shows photo (in blue) of De Havilland 
61 "powered with Bristol Jupiter 458 h.p. engine & fitted with safety slotted wings". $80 

1279 1929 (17th Apr) Brisbane to Charleville by Qantas Davis Bros "By Air Mail Only" cover with 1½d Canberra x 3 tied by 
Brisbane cds. Pilot PH Moody signature cachet. Black on red By Air Mail vignettes in 2 designs affixed with Charleville 
b/s & a third type of Airmail vignette. Good to VG cond. AAMC 132, Cat. $50 $30 

1280 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth & return selection Davis Bros covers each bearing "Angel" & "By Air Mail" vignettes 
in addition to 3d Airmail & 1d KGV franking with additional vignettes on reverse inscribed "Shorter by days. To ensure 
earliest delivery please reply by Airmail. Time is money". VG cond. AAMC 136/37, Cat. $50 (2) $40 

1281 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth flight with an unusual selection of covers incl registered covers to Darwin from 
Sydney & Ashfield (red label) via Adelaide-Perth, commercial cover (punch holes) from Melbourne to “Cloverly” Byford 
at 2/1½d rate (for 3½-4ozs) plus an East bound from Perth destined for U.S. Odd fault but very different. (4) $60 

1282 1929 (June) Inaugural East-West flights by WA Airways group of registered covers addressed to WA philatelist Mr 
FGL Hedges comprising Kalgoorlie to Forrest, Kalgoorlie to Perth, Forrest to Perth, Forrest to Adelaide, Adelaide to 
Forrest (2), Adelaide to Kalgoorlie, Ceduna to Forrest & Ceduna to Perth. Eustis states "Although mails between 
Adelaide & Perth were heavy - approximately 19000 covers - quantities to the intermediates were light". AAMC 137a, 
intermediates Cat. $50+ each (9) $250 

1283 1929 (26th Aug) Galway-London-Perth First Flight postcard addressed to Perth WA with commem pictorial purple 
cachet "First Air Mail 26th Aug 1929 Galway-London". 1d defin tied by Galway cds of same date. This was an 
experimental flight with a view to speeding up mail from the USA to London. The charge for this service was 3d but 
this card was carried on from London to Australia all for 1d. Rarely seen. $50 

1284 1929 (29th Oct) Streaky Bay to Adelaide by Eyre Peninsula Airways with 1½d WA Cent. tied by Adelaide roller cancel 
dated 19 NOV 29 & the "By Air via KYANCUTTA by Favour of Eyre Peninsula Airways Ltd" cachet. VG cond. AAMC 
145, Cat. $550 $150 

1285 1930 (1st Jan) Sydney to Brisbane "per National Airways" in m/s on cover bearing 3d Airmail & 1½d KGV tied by 
Sydney cds's. 180 carried. AAMC 148 Cat. $250 $50 

1286 1930 (9th Feb) Charlesville to Melbourne intermediate flight on England to Australia by first monoplane to fly to 
Australia. 3d Airmail & 1½d WA Cent tied by Charleville cds but with 1d PD added with neighbouring boxed "T" & 
"LATE FEE" cachet. Pilot signed by both HL Piper & CC Kay. Late Box Room Melbourne b/s. Good cond & a scarce 
under catalogued cover. AAMC 150b, Cat. $600+ $250 

1287 1930 (19th Feb) Brunette Downs to Camooweal signed by pilot, Frank Neale. 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by neat 
Camooweal cds. VG cond. AAMC 152a, Cat. $400 $70 

1288 1930 (31st March) Brisbane to Townsville endorsed top left "Per First Aerial Flight Brisbane to Townsville" with 3d Air 
& 1½d KGV tied by Brisbane "Grow More Wheat slogan cancel & Townsville b/s dated same day. Good cond.     
AAMC 155, Cat. $150 $50 

1289 1930 (31st March) Townsville to Brisbane & on to Perth via Sydney & Adelaide endorsed top left accordingly. 
Registered Townsville with 3d Air vert pair with "1" plate number in selvedge & 1½d KGV tied by Townsville 
Registered cds's. Range of b/s's incl Townsville, Brisbane, Sydney & Perth regd cds's & Mt Lawley, WA. Lot incls b&w 
12 chequered squares "By Air Mail Only" MLH vignette. VG cond. AAMC 156/156ac, Cat. $200 (2 items) $70 

1290 1931 (22nd May) Australia to England via Batavia & Amsterdam large commem illust cover showing map of route. 
Elizabeth Street, Melbourne Registered with 6d Kingsford Smith block of 4 & 2d & 3d singles plus 1/4d KGV making a 
most attractive cover. VG cond. Sold in Linke 2006 auction for $190. AAMC 206, Cat. $150+ $75 

1291 1930 (1st June) Sydney to Melbourne by ANA. Registered Sydney annotated "Via First Flight Sydney to Melbourne 
June 1st/30". Unusual registered. AAMC 162, Cat. $100+ $40 

1292 1930 (13th July) "Perth to Broome - thence per first Broome - Wyndham Air Mail to Derby" endorsed in m/s cover with 
3d Sturt & 1½d KGV tied by Perth slogan dated 8 JUL 30. Addressed to "The Postmaster, Derby, WA". Good cond. 
AAMC 165, Cat. $100 $30 

1293 1930 (13th July) Broome to Fitzroy Crossing by WAA. Regd cover with Fitzroy Crossing & Broome b/s's. Good cond. 
AAMC 165a, Cat. $100 $40 

1294 1930 (13th July) Onslow to Fitzroy Crossing by WAA. Regd cover with Onslow, Fitzroy Crossing & Broome b/s's.   
Good cond. AAMC 165a, Cat. $100 $40 

1295 1930 (13th July) Roebourne to Fitzroy Crossing by WAA. Regd cover with Roebourne, Fitzroy Crossing & Broome 
b/s's. Good cond. AAMC 165a, Cat. $100 $40 

1296 1930 (13th July) Wyndham to Hall's Creek with 3d Airmail & 1½d & 3d Sturt pair tied by Wyndham cds's. Hall's Creek  
16 JL 30 arrival b/s. "FIRST FLIGHT COVER" cachet in red above address. VG cond. AAMC 165a, Cat. $100 $40 

1297 1931 (28th Mar) Norfolk Is to Lord Howe Island & onto Sydney TWO PENCE on 1½d KGV embossed env tied by 
"CARRIED BY AIR FIRST FLIGHT….....TO AUSTRALIA…..............PILOT" cachet in mauve completed in m/s with 
"Norfolk Is" & pilot signed by Francis Chichester with neighbouring Norfolk Island 30 MR 31 cds. Addressed to Sydney 
with "by Air c/o Captain Chichester" in m/s with LORD HOWE ISLAND 1 AP 1931 arrival cds & By Air Mail blue 
vignette. Numbered "44" in Chichester's hand with the AAMC giving details as to quantities that survived after typhoon 
at LHI. Excellent cond & a rarely seen flight cover. AAMC 183, Cat. $950 $350 



1298 1931 (28th Mar) Lord Howe Island to Australia by Francis Chichester in the seaplane Puss Moth "Madame Elijah". 
Chichester had left Auckland for Australia via Norfolk Is & LHI on 28th March but was delayed on Norfolk until 1st 
April. All mail from NZ was lost when a cyclone struck LHI overturning his plane & causing considerable damage. 3 
line cachet containing his signature & "Lord Howe Island" in his hand tying 3d KS. This with 3d Airmail also tied by 
Lord Howe Island, NSW cds. "Certified flown throughout Francis Chichester, pilot" also written on back flap. Light 
toning around Air Mail vignette otherwise fine & fault free. Numbered 35 of 130 flown. AAMC 184a, Cat. $650.       
Cost $700 from Melbourne dealer in 2010. $300 

1299 1931 (28th Mar) Lord Howe Island to Sydney cover with 2d Kingsford Smith & 3d Airmail tied by "CARRIED BY AIR 
FIRST FLIGHT….....TO AUSTRALIA…..............PILOT" cachet in mauve completed in m/s with "Lord Howe Is" & pilot 
signed by Francis Chichester across stamp & Lord Howe Island 6 JU 1931 cds. Typed Sydney address & blue By Air 
Mail Vignette. Numbered "No 22" in Chichester's hand, the lowest number recorded. Good cond. Sold in Linke Aug 
2006 auction for $570. AAMC 184a, Cat. $650 $250 

1300 1931 (4th Apr) Johore to Sydney via Singapore & Darwin. Johore 4c & 21c x 2 tied by Johore Bah cds's with "By Air 
Mail British Australian Flight Via Singapore -Port Darwin-Sydney" h/s with "By Air Mail" homemade vignette & 
addressed c/o Alfred Campe in Sydney. Singapore 13 APR & Sydney 20 APR b/s's. VG cond with 84 carried.      
AAMC 187zd, Cat. $150 $50 

1301 1931 (30th April) Soerabaya to Sydney intermediate flight on Java to Australia service by KLM. 1G matching commem 
airmail with 12½c & 4c tied by "Abel Tasman Soerabaja 12 Mei 1931" cachet & Soerabaya cds's. Sydney 18 MAY 
1931 Air Mail Section GPO b/s. AAMC 195, Cat. $150 $60 

1302 1931 (3rd July) "First Aerial Mail Mati (Davao) to Ormoc (Leyte) July 13, 1931 Via F.C. Chichester's Flight Australia-
Philippines-Japan" boxed cachet in mauve on cover with 16c green tied by Mati Davao July 13 1931 cds addressed to 
Iloilo. Ormoc, Leyte & Iloilo b/s's with "Via F.C. Chichester's Airplane "Madame Elijah" typed on reverse. Good cond. 
Sold Linke auction Aug 2006 for $390. AAMC 211, Cat $350 $150 

1303 1931 (3rd July) Sir Francis Chichester Manila to Katsuura, Japan & onto England. Numbered 167 of 872 letters carried 
with detailed cachet explaining his subsequent crash before reaching Tokyo. Philippines 1928 20¢ with "L.O.F." ovpt 
tied by Manila machine cancel. Signed by Chichester below cachet. Japanese b/s. A rare cover as majority of mail 
was destroyed & this cover is self-addressed to "Captain F.C. Chichester, Shirwell, Barnstaple, England". VG cond. 
AAMC 212, Cat. $325 $150 

1304 1931 (12th Aug) "Perth to Wyndham thence per SS "Koolinda" via Brisbane + Adelaide Air Mails" endorsed cover with 
2d KS & 3d Airmail tied by Perth cds. 3d KS added & cancelled Darwin 21 AU 31. Derby 16 AUG 31 b/s in addition to 
Darwin cds & Brisbane 31 APR 1931 machine cancel. Finally a Mt Lawley, WA arrival cds for 7 SE 31. No record of 
these flights in AAMC but addressed to Bromfield. Research needed. VG cond. $50 

1305 1931 (19th Nov) Australia to England All Aust Airmail by ANA. Perth regd with both 6d Kingsford Smith types, 4d KGV 
& 6d kangaroo for onward transmission from London to Peru, South America. Endorsed accordingly"....& By American 
Air Mail". Unusual final destination with New York, Cristobal, Panama & Peru Telegraph b/s's. AAMC 222 var. $50 

1306 1931 (24th Nov) Sydney to Brisbane cover endorsed "Per First Air Mail New England Airways Sydney-Brisbane 24th 
November 1931" with 2d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by crisp Rochester Vic cds. Brisbane 24 NO 31 b/s. VG cond.      
AAMC 224, Cat. $100 $30 

1307 1931 (3rd Dec) "By first 1931-32 airmail Birdum-Daly Waters N.T. Then Daly Waters-Camooweal-Brisbane, Qld 
Adelaide-Perth, WA" typed endorsement. Carried by Qantas during the wet season. "Darwin South Australia" 
Registered with 2d & 6d Kingsford Smith tied by Darwin N.T. 1 DE 31 cds. "TOO LATE" cachet with variety of b/s's  
incl Darwin, Charleville, Toowoomba, Registered Sydney & Perth & Mount Lawley, WA. Only 20 carried. Good cond. 
Sold Linke June 2003 auction for $480. AAMC 228, Cat. $850 $280 

1308 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "First All Australian ANA Xmas Greetings Air Mail" illust cover with 4d & 1/- KGV 
tied by London Air Mail cds's plus pilot signed by C Ulm. Addressed to Melbourne. VG cond. AAMC 245, Cat. $125 $30 

1309 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "Xmas Greetings by First All-Australian Air Mail" illust cover with "Xmas" crossed 
out & replaced by "NEW YEAR" in m/s due to the late departure by Kingsford Smith. GB 4d & 1/- KGV tied by London 
Air Mail cds's. Original accompanying letter discusses the flight & its arrival the day before with Christmas mail from 
Australia (16th Dec). Incls the ANA printed flyer  & a "Men of Stamina "Sir Charles Kingsford Smith trading card. 
AAMC 245, Cat. $125 An attractive group. (4 items) $50 

1310 1932 (19th Jan) Cape Town to Sydney via Imperial Airways first flight Cape Town to Cairo, Cairo-Karachi-Perth-
Adelaide-Melbourne-Sydney. Franked with South Africa 1935 1d & 3d Airmail, 1½d KGV tete-beche pair & 3d, 1927 
4d Air & 1d van Riebeeck ship pair, the cover left Cape Town 26/1/32 with franking having been registered at King 
William Town on 19/1/32. B/s's indicate arrival Cairo 12/2/32, Perth 8/3/32, Melbourne 10/3/32 & Sydney 11/3/32 
where 6d brown Kingsford Smith & 1½d WA Cent were affixed & tied by Central Concord cds to pay Australian leg of 
airmail fees. Mild corner creases at right, but remarkable cover with obvious delays en route, having left on first flight 
to London with a wait in Cairo. Some wear but full of character. $75 

1311 1932 (7th June) Whitemark to Launceston with 2d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by Whitemark cds. Launceston b/s. One of 
73 flown & pilot signed by L Johnson. AAMC 268 Cat. $100+ $25 

1312 1932 (1st Sept) Brisbane to Sydney & return covers by New England Airways. Outwards with "North Queensland 
Australia's Winter Playground" Airmail vignette & 1½d KGV Mullett imprint pair & 2d on 1½d corner KGV tied by 
Brisbane slogan & cds. Return with red, white & blue Airmail vignette & 6d "OS" KS & Brisbane b/s. An attractive pair. 
AAMC 280 & 281, Cat. $120 (2) $40 

1313 1932 (12th Oct) Darwin to Sydney via Brisbane intermediate cover from the England to Australia by J Herbert in his 
DH60M Moth. Endorsed "England to Australia Flight by Courtesy of Jacques Hebert Esq Darwin.. Brisbane. Sydney" 
with 2d KS tied by Brisbane 12 DE 32 cds upon arrival. Signed "JR Hebert" left of the typed address. Hebert was the 
first Canadian to fly from England to Australia however he crashed at Cloncurry on 10th Dec. with pilot carrying 
remaining mail in hand on commercial flight. Only 3 flown on this leg. Exc cond. Sold for $420 in Linke 2003 auction. 
AAMC 285, Cat. $950 $350 

1314 1932 (11th Nov) Alice Springs to Newtown (NSW) cover from Central Australian Survey Expedition signed by Prof CT 
Madigan, leader of the Expedition. Pilot was Frank Neale in a RAAF "Wapiti". Excellent cond. Addressed to EA 
Crome. Sold Linke auction June 2003 for $320. AAMC 294c, Cat. $300+ $150 

1315 1932 (1st Dec) Daly Waters to Birdum Registered cover with "Daly Waters" in m/s provisional Reg label. Fine cond & 
accompanied by extract from "Qantas Rising" giving the background to the establishment of Birdum, 80km from Daly 
Waters. Only 12 covers were carried. AAMC 295a, Cat. $400 $200 



1298 1931 (28th Mar) Lord Howe Island to Australia by Francis Chichester in the seaplane Puss Moth "Madame Elijah". 
Chichester had left Auckland for Australia via Norfolk Is & LHI on 28th March but was delayed on Norfolk until 1st 
April. All mail from NZ was lost when a cyclone struck LHI overturning his plane & causing considerable damage. 3 
line cachet containing his signature & "Lord Howe Island" in his hand tying 3d KS. This with 3d Airmail also tied by 
Lord Howe Island, NSW cds. "Certified flown throughout Francis Chichester, pilot" also written on back flap. Light 
toning around Air Mail vignette otherwise fine & fault free. Numbered 35 of 130 flown. AAMC 184a, Cat. $650.       
Cost $700 from Melbourne dealer in 2010. $300 

1299 1931 (28th Mar) Lord Howe Island to Sydney cover with 2d Kingsford Smith & 3d Airmail tied by "CARRIED BY AIR 
FIRST FLIGHT….....TO AUSTRALIA…..............PILOT" cachet in mauve completed in m/s with "Lord Howe Is" & pilot 
signed by Francis Chichester across stamp & Lord Howe Island 6 JU 1931 cds. Typed Sydney address & blue By Air 
Mail Vignette. Numbered "No 22" in Chichester's hand, the lowest number recorded. Good cond. Sold in Linke Aug 
2006 auction for $570. AAMC 184a, Cat. $650 $250 

1300 1931 (4th Apr) Johore to Sydney via Singapore & Darwin. Johore 4c & 21c x 2 tied by Johore Bah cds's with "By Air 
Mail British Australian Flight Via Singapore -Port Darwin-Sydney" h/s with "By Air Mail" homemade vignette & 
addressed c/o Alfred Campe in Sydney. Singapore 13 APR & Sydney 20 APR b/s's. VG cond with 84 carried.      
AAMC 187zd, Cat. $150 $50 

1301 1931 (30th April) Soerabaya to Sydney intermediate flight on Java to Australia service by KLM. 1G matching commem 
airmail with 12½c & 4c tied by "Abel Tasman Soerabaja 12 Mei 1931" cachet & Soerabaya cds's. Sydney 18 MAY 
1931 Air Mail Section GPO b/s. AAMC 195, Cat. $150 $60 

1302 1931 (3rd July) "First Aerial Mail Mati (Davao) to Ormoc (Leyte) July 13, 1931 Via F.C. Chichester's Flight Australia-
Philippines-Japan" boxed cachet in mauve on cover with 16c green tied by Mati Davao July 13 1931 cds addressed to 
Iloilo. Ormoc, Leyte & Iloilo b/s's with "Via F.C. Chichester's Airplane "Madame Elijah" typed on reverse. Good cond. 
Sold Linke auction Aug 2006 for $390. AAMC 211, Cat $350 $150 

1303 1931 (3rd July) Sir Francis Chichester Manila to Katsuura, Japan & onto England. Numbered 167 of 872 letters carried 
with detailed cachet explaining his subsequent crash before reaching Tokyo. Philippines 1928 20¢ with "L.O.F." ovpt 
tied by Manila machine cancel. Signed by Chichester below cachet. Japanese b/s. A rare cover as majority of mail 
was destroyed & this cover is self-addressed to "Captain F.C. Chichester, Shirwell, Barnstaple, England". VG cond. 
AAMC 212, Cat. $325 $150 

1304 1931 (12th Aug) "Perth to Wyndham thence per SS "Koolinda" via Brisbane + Adelaide Air Mails" endorsed cover with 
2d KS & 3d Airmail tied by Perth cds. 3d KS added & cancelled Darwin 21 AU 31. Derby 16 AUG 31 b/s in addition to 
Darwin cds & Brisbane 31 APR 1931 machine cancel. Finally a Mt Lawley, WA arrival cds for 7 SE 31. No record of 
these flights in AAMC but addressed to Bromfield. Research needed. VG cond. $50 

1305 1931 (19th Nov) Australia to England All Aust Airmail by ANA. Perth regd with both 6d Kingsford Smith types, 4d KGV 
& 6d kangaroo for onward transmission from London to Peru, South America. Endorsed accordingly"....& By American 
Air Mail". Unusual final destination with New York, Cristobal, Panama & Peru Telegraph b/s's. AAMC 222 var. $50 

1306 1931 (24th Nov) Sydney to Brisbane cover endorsed "Per First Air Mail New England Airways Sydney-Brisbane 24th 
November 1931" with 2d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by crisp Rochester Vic cds. Brisbane 24 NO 31 b/s. VG cond.      
AAMC 224, Cat. $100 $30 

1307 1931 (3rd Dec) "By first 1931-32 airmail Birdum-Daly Waters N.T. Then Daly Waters-Camooweal-Brisbane, Qld 
Adelaide-Perth, WA" typed endorsement. Carried by Qantas during the wet season. "Darwin South Australia" 
Registered with 2d & 6d Kingsford Smith tied by Darwin N.T. 1 DE 31 cds. "TOO LATE" cachet with variety of b/s's  
incl Darwin, Charleville, Toowoomba, Registered Sydney & Perth & Mount Lawley, WA. Only 20 carried. Good cond. 
Sold Linke June 2003 auction for $480. AAMC 228, Cat. $850 $280 

1308 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "First All Australian ANA Xmas Greetings Air Mail" illust cover with 4d & 1/- KGV 
tied by London Air Mail cds's plus pilot signed by C Ulm. Addressed to Melbourne. VG cond. AAMC 245, Cat. $125 $30 

1309 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "Xmas Greetings by First All-Australian Air Mail" illust cover with "Xmas" crossed 
out & replaced by "NEW YEAR" in m/s due to the late departure by Kingsford Smith. GB 4d & 1/- KGV tied by London 
Air Mail cds's. Original accompanying letter discusses the flight & its arrival the day before with Christmas mail from 
Australia (16th Dec). Incls the ANA printed flyer  & a "Men of Stamina "Sir Charles Kingsford Smith trading card. 
AAMC 245, Cat. $125 An attractive group. (4 items) $50 

1310 1932 (19th Jan) Cape Town to Sydney via Imperial Airways first flight Cape Town to Cairo, Cairo-Karachi-Perth-
Adelaide-Melbourne-Sydney. Franked with South Africa 1935 1d & 3d Airmail, 1½d KGV tete-beche pair & 3d, 1927 
4d Air & 1d van Riebeeck ship pair, the cover left Cape Town 26/1/32 with franking having been registered at King 
William Town on 19/1/32. B/s's indicate arrival Cairo 12/2/32, Perth 8/3/32, Melbourne 10/3/32 & Sydney 11/3/32 
where 6d brown Kingsford Smith & 1½d WA Cent were affixed & tied by Central Concord cds to pay Australian leg of 
airmail fees. Mild corner creases at right, but remarkable cover with obvious delays en route, having left on first flight 
to London with a wait in Cairo. Some wear but full of character. $75 

1311 1932 (7th June) Whitemark to Launceston with 2d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by Whitemark cds. Launceston b/s. One of 
73 flown & pilot signed by L Johnson. AAMC 268 Cat. $100+ $25 

1312 1932 (1st Sept) Brisbane to Sydney & return covers by New England Airways. Outwards with "North Queensland 
Australia's Winter Playground" Airmail vignette & 1½d KGV Mullett imprint pair & 2d on 1½d corner KGV tied by 
Brisbane slogan & cds. Return with red, white & blue Airmail vignette & 6d "OS" KS & Brisbane b/s. An attractive pair. 
AAMC 280 & 281, Cat. $120 (2) $40 

1313 1932 (12th Oct) Darwin to Sydney via Brisbane intermediate cover from the England to Australia by J Herbert in his 
DH60M Moth. Endorsed "England to Australia Flight by Courtesy of Jacques Hebert Esq Darwin.. Brisbane. Sydney" 
with 2d KS tied by Brisbane 12 DE 32 cds upon arrival. Signed "JR Hebert" left of the typed address. Hebert was the 
first Canadian to fly from England to Australia however he crashed at Cloncurry on 10th Dec. with pilot carrying 
remaining mail in hand on commercial flight. Only 3 flown on this leg. Exc cond. Sold for $420 in Linke 2003 auction. 
AAMC 285, Cat. $950 $350 

1314 1932 (11th Nov) Alice Springs to Newtown (NSW) cover from Central Australian Survey Expedition signed by Prof CT 
Madigan, leader of the Expedition. Pilot was Frank Neale in a RAAF "Wapiti". Excellent cond. Addressed to EA 
Crome. Sold Linke auction June 2003 for $320. AAMC 294c, Cat. $300+ $150 

1315 1932 (1st Dec) Daly Waters to Birdum Registered cover with "Daly Waters" in m/s provisional Reg label. Fine cond & 
accompanied by extract from "Qantas Rising" giving the background to the establishment of Birdum, 80km from Daly 
Waters. Only 12 covers were carried. AAMC 295a, Cat. $400 $200 

1316 1933 (4th-10th Feb) Australia to Papua to New Guinea originally carried by mail boat "Macdhui" & then flown Port 
Moresby to Salamania by New Guinea Airways. Registered "PUBLIC OFFICES Victoria" with 2d SHB & 6d Kingsford 
Smith tied by Public Offices Vic cds's. B/s's incl Post Office Salamaua 10 FE 33 plus Registered Brisbane, South 
Melbourne, Melbourne & Sydney. White on blue Air Mail etiquette. Good cond. AAMC 296b, Cat. $175 $60 

1317 1933 (4th-10th Feb) From Brisbane by boat to Papua & then flight to New Guinea by Guinea Airways. 2d KGV & 3d 
airmail tied by Brisbane cds. "Aerial Mail" & "Autographed Cover" cachets. Pilot signed by o. Denny with Wau b/s. 
Good cond. AAMC 296b, Cat. $175+ $40 

1318 1933 (29th May) Brisbane to Melbourne to Sydney flown by H Brackley in Imperial Airways survey plane         
"Astruea" which had been flown from England carrying Hudson Fysh with him on the return flight. As a direct result of 
these flights Qantas & Imperial combined to inaugurate the first air service between England & Australia. 1½d & ½d 
KGV tied by Sydney machine slogan "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" cancel with another impression on reverse. Signed    
by CH Brackley. Exc cond & incls letter of confirmation signed by Leski. Sold Linke auction June 2003 for $520.   
AAMC 310a Cat. $600+ $200 

1319 1933 (22nd-23rd Aug) Launceston to Melbourne with 2d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by bold Launceston cds with "HART 
AIRCRAFT SERVICE PTY LTD" cachet in mauve & pilot signed by AJ Turner beneath, Crome cover in exc cond. With 
Ship Mail Room Melbourne 23 AU 33 b/s. AAMC 322 $30 

1320 1933 (1st Sept) "The Northern Territory Aerial Survey Expedition. Carried by Courtesy of Commdr Bennett & Party 
Capt. Frank Neale Pilot." typed endorsement top left of this Crome cover with 2d KGV tied by Brisbane slogan & pilot 
signed by both Bennett & Neale. Exc cond. Sold Linke June 2003 auction for $250. AAMC 325a, Cat. $300 $120 

1321 1933 (30th Sept) Air Mail Society of NSW blue card autographed by winning pilot G Reid in The 1933 (30th Sept) 
Mascot Aerial Pageant blue Air Mail Society of NSW card with 1d KGV green tied by Mascot cds. Addressed to Crome 
& signed by winning pilot, G M Reid. 300 flown. AAMC 330 Cat. $80 held at Mascot, Sydney. Self addressed & 
autographed by aerophilatelist E. Crome who was also secretary of the AMSNSW. AAMC 330, Cat. $80 (300 flown) $40 

1322 1933 (13th-14th Oct) Currie, King Island to Launceston Registered with 3d Airmail & 5d KGV tied by Currie, King 
Island cds's. Only 40 flown. Only 40 flown. VG cond. AAMC 339, Cat. $125 $50 

1323 1933 (13th Oct) "Per First Air Mail from King Island" typed top left of this Currie Regd cover with ½d KGV, 1½d Sturt & 
6d Kingsford Smith all neatly tied by Currie cds's. Melbourne Currie, Launceston, Perth & Mount Lawley, final 
destination, b/s's. VG cond & one of 30 flown. AAMC 341, Cat. $150 $50 

1324 1933 (13th Oct) Currie to Melbourne & onto Brisbane by Matthews Aviation Co. Registered Currie with 2d Kingsford 
Smith with plate 3 imprint selvedge & 6d KS "OS" Airmail tied by neat Currie cds's. Only 40 carried with very few 
registered. AAMC 341, Cat. $150+ $60 

1325 1934 (5th Feb) Bega to Sydney x 2 having been posted to Bega via Sydney from Qld with 5d franking incl 3d airmail & 
"Public Offices Victoria" registered with 8d franking. Both with Bega arrival cds's on front. Odd spotting, otherwise 
good. AAMC 353, Cat. $150 (2) $30 

1326 1934 (5th Feb) Sydney to Bega per Adastra Airways pilot signed by FW Follett. This cover is addressed to Ernest 
Crome. 370 covers were flown with only 20 pilot signed. Exc cond. Vendor paid $150 for this in 2008 at a Qld auction. 
AAMC 353, Cat. $75 $90 

1327 1934 (23rd Feb)  Adelaide to Port Pirie intermediate stage by MacRobertson-Miller Aviation Co. 2d KGV & 3d Airmail 
tied by Adelaide slogan with Port Pirie b/s. VG cond. AAMC 363a, Cat. $100+  $40 

1328 1934 (23rd Feb) Port Pirie to Adelaide return intermediate stage regd with 3d SHB pair & 2d KS tied by Pt Pirie cds's. 
"Posted at….........Under Cover to PM at…........" completed in m/s & with h/s. Most attractive. AAMC 363a, Cat. $100+  $60 

1329 1934 (14th Apr) Sydney to Auckland by Faith in Australia on illust souvenir cover Regd Port Pirie & addressed to 
Greece. Signed by pilot G.U. Allan. Forwarded by sea to Athens with Port Taufiq transit & Athens arrival b/s's. 
Attractive & unusual destination. $40 

1330 1934 (2nd June) Brisbane to Cracow via Mundubbera pilot signed by Ronald Adair with ½d & 1½d KGV & 3d airmail 
all tied by Brisbane cds's. "AIRCRAFTS PROPRIETARY LTD" cachet in mauve. Good cond. AAMC 383, Cat. $75+ $30 

1331 1934 (24th July) Melbourne to Cairns x 3, Sydney to Cairns & return & Cairns to Sydney via Brisbane Ulm flown 
Australia intermediate flights x 5. All frankings incl 3d airmail & one Melbourne is Regd. 2 covers illust with map of Qld. 
Mixed cond. AAMC 395a, Cat. $250 (5) $40 

1332 1934 (1st Oct) Launceston to Melbourne by Holyman Airways with ½d & 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by Launceston 
cds's. Elizabeth St Melbourne b/s. VG cond. AAMC 423, Cat. $80 $30 

1333 1934 (3rd Oct) Perth to Daly Waters by MacRobertson Miller Aviation franked with KGV 5d on 4½d KGV. Daly Waters 
8OC 34 b/s. Fine cond. AAMC 428, Cat. $125 $50 

1334 1934 (3rd Oct) Perth to Daly Waters service operated MacRobertson Miller Aviation Co group of intermediate covers 
all addressed to Mr FGL Hedges. Incls Perth to Daly Waters (addressed c/- Postmaster Carnarvon & returned 
unclaimed), similar but addressed to Noonkanbah (2, similarly unclaimed & returned to Perth), to Derby with boxed 
Unclaimed, to Fitzroy Crossing, to Hall's Creek & another with "T6d", to Wave Hill & from Wave Hill to Perth, Broome 
to Perth & Victoria River Downs (violet h/s on flap, dated 9 OCT 1934 & front of cover with adhesives cancelled 
Broome the following day). Clearly Mr Hedges well & truly got his "Fivepence worth" from each cover & never omitted 
a return address to which he would have the "unclaimed" covers returned! AAMC 428/29a, Cat. $125 to $150 ea. for 
intermediates. (11) $400 

1335 1934 (8th Oct) Wyndham to Ord River First Flight by MacRobertson Miller Aviation Co with typed endorsement. A rare 
cover with less than 20 carried, this one prepared by Nelson Eustis. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 11 for $160+BP. 
AAMC 431, Cat. $200+ $120 

1336 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - Roscoe Turner & Clyde Pangborn cover with GB ½d green KGV tied by 
London machine cancel & 1d green KGV tied by Melbourne cds for 29 OC 34. "Carried by us in Mac Robertson Inter-
National air race London Melbourne 3rd place, Time, 3 days; 21 hrs; 5 mins; 2 sec Commander American crew" 
cachet in mauve plus illust card showing aircraft & pilot with flight details. AAMC 434, Cat. $100 $40 

1337 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race Roscoe Turner & Clyde Pangborn cover with GB ½d green KGV tied by 
London machine cancel & 1d green KGV tied by Melbourne cds for 29 OC 34. "Carried by us in Mac Robertson Inter-
National air race London Melbourne 3rd place, Time, 3 days; 21 hrs; 5 mins; 2 sec Commander American crew" 
cachet in mauve & readdressed from Turner in London to Melbourne. AAMC 434, Cat. $100+ $40 

1338 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race - CE Kay printed env showing the stops incl Baghdad, Allahabad, Singapore, 
Darwin & Charleville. GB 1½d KGV tied by "MILDENHALL A ' DME BURY ST. E" cds. 1d green KGV tied by Sydney  
6 NO 34 cds. Pilot signed by Kay above address. 200 carried. Exc cond. AAMC 438, Cat. $150 $40 



1339 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race pair of covers with GB 1½d brown KGV tied by Mildenhall cds's. Both with 
vignette detailing flight start time & incl space for Pilots to sign. First with 2d KGV tied by Melbourne 30 OC 34 cds & 
signed by N McGregor & HC Walker & second with 2d Macarthur tied by Sydney 14th Nov slogan & signed by CE 
Kay. Both with Mildenhall arrival b/s's for 3 DE 34 & 19 DE 34. First sold Linke auction June 2003 for $135. Good 
cond. AAMC 438 & 440, Cat. $450 (2) $120 

1340 1934 (2nd Nov) MacRobertson Air Race - KD Parmentier & JJ Moll Holland to Australia to Batavia long souvenir 
"Emma-Zegels" printed cover Registered Amsterdam Central Station with a variety of stamps. The reverse has strip of 
3 x 2d Vic Cent tied by Registered Melbourne cds's dated 29 OC 34 & Registered with "Bulk Registration Melbourne, 
Vic." reg label for departure on the 2nd Nov. Batavia Centrum arrival cds for 15 .11.34. Good cond. Folded in half as 
part of the address design. AAMC 457a, Cat. $300 $50 

1341 1934 (16th Nov) Melbourne to Portland ditto with ½d & 1d KGV tied by the M.O.O. Portland cds. Numbered "1841". 
Also in VG cond. AAMC 461, Cat. $75 $30 

1342 1934 (16th Nov) Melbourne to Portland flown Autogiro souvenir postcard with "Airmail Society of Aust. Melbourne" 
cachet in blue. 2d Vic Cent tied by bold M.O.O. Portland cds's. Numbered "78". VG cond. AAMC 461, Cat. $75 $30 

1343 1934 (16th Nov) Portland to Melbourne return Autogiro flight in connection with the VICVI Exhibition x 2. Illustrated 
postcards with "M.O.O. PORTLAND" cds tying 2d Vic Cent addressed NSW & other to GB with 3d Macarthur. Each 
with a diff Portland typeface cds. Numbered 745 & 1010. Good cond. AAMC 461 Cat. $150 (2) $40 

1344 1934 (16th Nov) ditto but in addition to a postcard with 5d KGV tied by MOO Portland cds & addressed to Melbourne 
also a Portland Registered card with 4½d KGV & 3d Macarthur tied by same cds with Melbourne, Brisbane & 
Woolloongabba b/s's. 143 & 1751 numbered cards. Good cond. AAMC461 & 461b, Cat. $225 (2) $60 

1345 1934 (28th Nov) "Faith in Australia" special flight with HRH Duke of Gloucester on board from Sydney to Newcastle. 
Large cover with 2d Macarthur tied by Newcastle slogan. Pilot signed by Allan, Sheil & Boulton & numbered 142 of 
200 carried. This cover has typed address for CTP Ulm, 16 Barrack Street, Sydney but he was killed in a crash on 4th 
December so it is unlikely he would have received this cover. VG cond. AAMC 467, Cat. $200 $75 

1346 1934 (8th Dec) Brisbane to Windhoek, South West Africa via Cairo with 3d Macarthur, 1/- Lyrebird & 1/6d Hermes 
toed by Brisbane Air Mail cds's. Cairo & Windhoek b/s's. VG cond. AAMC 469f, Cat. $125+ $40 

1347 1934 (8th Dec) England to Batavia intermediate stage on the Imperial Airways/Qantas England-Dutch East Indies Air 
Mail service opening. Batavia arrival backstamp. Good cond. AAMC 469a, Cat. $150 $40 

1348 1934 (8th Dec) South Africa to Australia, 1d PSE uprated with 1/- bilingual pair tied by Cape Town 3.XII.34 cds 
addressed to Perth plus a second cover with 1/- single, 1d bilingual block of 4 & 2d bilingual pair tied by Johannesburg 
4 DEC 34 cds & addressed to Sydney arriving 21 Dec at GPO Sydney. The Perth PSE arrived same day 6hrs earlier! 
Both items in VG cond. AAMC 469g x 2, Cat $300 (2) $90 

1349 1934 (9th Dec) Qantas & Imperial Airways intermediate Australia to England transferred at Cairo for transmission       
to South Africa. Posted Kew, Vic 7 Dec & franked with 1/6d Hermes, 1/- lyre & 3d Macarthur. Good cond.                
AAMC 470o, Cat. $75 $30 

1350 1934 (10th Dec) Basra (Iraq) to Brisbane by Imperial Airways/Qantas on intermediate stage. Souvenir cover with Iraqi 
franking & Brisbane b/s. Good cond. AAMC 470o, Cat. $75+ $30 

1351 1935 (24th Mar) Australia to England cover flown by HL Brook with "Carried by the Miles Falcon G-ACTM Australia-
England 7 days 19hrs 50 min Piloted by.." in m/s & signed below by HL Brooks. 1d KGV tied by Darwin cds with GB 
1½d KGV added upon arrival & pmkd by Croydon 1 APR 1935 machine cancel. Very good cond with only 85 flown. 
AAMC 493, Cat. $400+ as signed. $100 

1352 1935 (24th April) Sydney to Nyngan by WASP Airlines with 2d Anzac tied by Nyngan cds. Also with black & green 
Sydney Harbour Bridge vignette & pilot signed by H Purvis. VG cond. AAMC 498, Cat $125 $40 

1353 1935 (24th April) Nyngan to Sydney & return covers flown for WASP Airlines with 2d Anzacs tied by Nyngan & Sydney 
cancels respectively. Both with black & green Sydney Harbour Bridge vignettes & pilot signed by H Purvis. VG cond. 
AAMC 497 & 498, Cat $250 $80 

1354 1935 (15th May) 1935 (15th May) Australia to NZ Jubilee Air Mail x 2 both with Wellington b/s's having been in the 
bags which survived the flight. All but 1100 covers having been jettisoned midway to save the plane during engine 
trouble. Also a return cover with NZ stamps tied by Wellington cds's & Brisbane b/s This was returned by ship. VG to 
good cond. AAMC 499, Cat. $525 (3) $50 

1355 1935 (23rd May) Wyndham Meatworks cover Broome to Perth bearing 3d Jubilee & 5d KGV for double airmail rate. 
Typewritten “OVERLAND TO HALLS CREEK THENCE AERIAL MAIL”. Worn cond but presentable. $50 

1356 1935 (16th Jun) Brisbane to Townsville carried on the "City of Grafton" piloted by Keith Virtue. Printed souvenir cover 
with flight details & 2d SJ tied by Brisbane slogan & 3d SJ by Townsville cds on arrival. Qld Airmail Society Guarantee 
cachet completed in m/s on reverse. VG cond. AAMC 504, Cat. $75 $30 

1357 1935 (5th July) Adelaide to Port Pirie & Whyalla to Port Pirie intermediate flights by Commercial Aviation Co with the 
latter being both Regd & pilot signed by C Kleinig. Good cond. AAMC 511a x 2, Cat. $100+ (2) $40 

1358 1935 (18th July) Oodnadatta to Sydney on 3rd Mackay Aerial Expedition in WA. Addressed to EA Crome with "Mackay 
Aerial Reconnaissance Expedition Western Australia 1935" 4 line cachet. 2d Anzac & 3d. Vic Cent tied by Oodnadatta 
cds's & pilot signed by Frank Neale & navigator, HT Bennett. Oodnadatta, Laverton, Forrest, Rawlinna, Petersham & 
Air Mail Sydney b/s's. Some very light staining/toning otherwise good cond. Only 50 flown. AAMC 517 Cat. $250+ $120 

1359 1935 (19th Aug) Adelaide to Alice Springs intermediate with 2d & 3d SJ tied by bold Adelaide cds on QAMS env with 
"Posted at…..Under cover to the Postmaster at ADELAIDE" cachet completed with "Brisbane" in m/s. plus another 
plain cover with "Brisbane-Sydney-Adelaide-Alice Springs" in m/s & "CARRIED ON FIRST ADELAIDE - DARWIN AIR 
MAIL SERVICE." cachet in black. Both with Alice Springs b/s's. Latter worn. AAMC 523a, Cat. $150+ (2) $30 

1360 1936 (15th Mar) Southport first Australian glider post souvenir cover. Printed illust env with ½d orange KGV pair tied 
by Southport Qld cds. "Flight Postponed Record Broken 15-3-'36" cachet in red & pilot signed by D Milne. Nos. 27.  
VG cond. AAMC 594 Cat. $75 $30 

1361 1936 (27th Mar) "First Through Flight Hong Kong to Penang to London 27th March 1936" violet boxed cachet on 
Airmail cover bearing Hong Kong 80¢ in franking & addressed to Thos Cook & son, Brisbane. Accompanied by info 
about the service inauguration stating: "covers to Australia were conveyed by Flight IE 429 which left Singapore on the 
30th March (via Rambang, Darwin, Longreach to Brisbane where they were backstamped on the 2nd April". Exc cond. 
AAMC 594b, Cat. $100 $50 

1362 1936 (18th June) Daru to Mount Blucher with 3d Lakatoi with red Air Mail ovpt tied by Daru cds with additional strike 
below. Pilot signed by Russell Rogers & Richard Archbold for the Second Archbold Expedition. 192 covers were 
carried & mail was dropped by parachute as the plane was unable to land because of bad weather. Endorsed on 
reverse by officer-in-charge of police camp. VG cond. AAMC P104, Cat. $200 $60 



1339 1934 (20th Oct) MacRobertson Air Race pair of covers with GB 1½d brown KGV tied by Mildenhall cds's. Both with 
vignette detailing flight start time & incl space for Pilots to sign. First with 2d KGV tied by Melbourne 30 OC 34 cds & 
signed by N McGregor & HC Walker & second with 2d Macarthur tied by Sydney 14th Nov slogan & signed by CE 
Kay. Both with Mildenhall arrival b/s's for 3 DE 34 & 19 DE 34. First sold Linke auction June 2003 for $135. Good 
cond. AAMC 438 & 440, Cat. $450 (2) $120 

1340 1934 (2nd Nov) MacRobertson Air Race - KD Parmentier & JJ Moll Holland to Australia to Batavia long souvenir 
"Emma-Zegels" printed cover Registered Amsterdam Central Station with a variety of stamps. The reverse has strip of 
3 x 2d Vic Cent tied by Registered Melbourne cds's dated 29 OC 34 & Registered with "Bulk Registration Melbourne, 
Vic." reg label for departure on the 2nd Nov. Batavia Centrum arrival cds for 15 .11.34. Good cond. Folded in half as 
part of the address design. AAMC 457a, Cat. $300 $50 

1341 1934 (16th Nov) Melbourne to Portland ditto with ½d & 1d KGV tied by the M.O.O. Portland cds. Numbered "1841". 
Also in VG cond. AAMC 461, Cat. $75 $30 

1342 1934 (16th Nov) Melbourne to Portland flown Autogiro souvenir postcard with "Airmail Society of Aust. Melbourne" 
cachet in blue. 2d Vic Cent tied by bold M.O.O. Portland cds's. Numbered "78". VG cond. AAMC 461, Cat. $75 $30 

1343 1934 (16th Nov) Portland to Melbourne return Autogiro flight in connection with the VICVI Exhibition x 2. Illustrated 
postcards with "M.O.O. PORTLAND" cds tying 2d Vic Cent addressed NSW & other to GB with 3d Macarthur. Each 
with a diff Portland typeface cds. Numbered 745 & 1010. Good cond. AAMC 461 Cat. $150 (2) $40 

1344 1934 (16th Nov) ditto but in addition to a postcard with 5d KGV tied by MOO Portland cds & addressed to Melbourne 
also a Portland Registered card with 4½d KGV & 3d Macarthur tied by same cds with Melbourne, Brisbane & 
Woolloongabba b/s's. 143 & 1751 numbered cards. Good cond. AAMC461 & 461b, Cat. $225 (2) $60 

1345 1934 (28th Nov) "Faith in Australia" special flight with HRH Duke of Gloucester on board from Sydney to Newcastle. 
Large cover with 2d Macarthur tied by Newcastle slogan. Pilot signed by Allan, Sheil & Boulton & numbered 142 of 
200 carried. This cover has typed address for CTP Ulm, 16 Barrack Street, Sydney but he was killed in a crash on 4th 
December so it is unlikely he would have received this cover. VG cond. AAMC 467, Cat. $200 $75 

1346 1934 (8th Dec) Brisbane to Windhoek, South West Africa via Cairo with 3d Macarthur, 1/- Lyrebird & 1/6d Hermes 
toed by Brisbane Air Mail cds's. Cairo & Windhoek b/s's. VG cond. AAMC 469f, Cat. $125+ $40 

1347 1934 (8th Dec) England to Batavia intermediate stage on the Imperial Airways/Qantas England-Dutch East Indies Air 
Mail service opening. Batavia arrival backstamp. Good cond. AAMC 469a, Cat. $150 $40 

1348 1934 (8th Dec) South Africa to Australia, 1d PSE uprated with 1/- bilingual pair tied by Cape Town 3.XII.34 cds 
addressed to Perth plus a second cover with 1/- single, 1d bilingual block of 4 & 2d bilingual pair tied by Johannesburg 
4 DEC 34 cds & addressed to Sydney arriving 21 Dec at GPO Sydney. The Perth PSE arrived same day 6hrs earlier! 
Both items in VG cond. AAMC 469g x 2, Cat $300 (2) $90 

1349 1934 (9th Dec) Qantas & Imperial Airways intermediate Australia to England transferred at Cairo for transmission       
to South Africa. Posted Kew, Vic 7 Dec & franked with 1/6d Hermes, 1/- lyre & 3d Macarthur. Good cond.                
AAMC 470o, Cat. $75 $30 

1350 1934 (10th Dec) Basra (Iraq) to Brisbane by Imperial Airways/Qantas on intermediate stage. Souvenir cover with Iraqi 
franking & Brisbane b/s. Good cond. AAMC 470o, Cat. $75+ $30 

1351 1935 (24th Mar) Australia to England cover flown by HL Brook with "Carried by the Miles Falcon G-ACTM Australia-
England 7 days 19hrs 50 min Piloted by.." in m/s & signed below by HL Brooks. 1d KGV tied by Darwin cds with GB 
1½d KGV added upon arrival & pmkd by Croydon 1 APR 1935 machine cancel. Very good cond with only 85 flown. 
AAMC 493, Cat. $400+ as signed. $100 

1352 1935 (24th April) Sydney to Nyngan by WASP Airlines with 2d Anzac tied by Nyngan cds. Also with black & green 
Sydney Harbour Bridge vignette & pilot signed by H Purvis. VG cond. AAMC 498, Cat $125 $40 

1353 1935 (24th April) Nyngan to Sydney & return covers flown for WASP Airlines with 2d Anzacs tied by Nyngan & Sydney 
cancels respectively. Both with black & green Sydney Harbour Bridge vignettes & pilot signed by H Purvis. VG cond. 
AAMC 497 & 498, Cat $250 $80 

1354 1935 (15th May) 1935 (15th May) Australia to NZ Jubilee Air Mail x 2 both with Wellington b/s's having been in the 
bags which survived the flight. All but 1100 covers having been jettisoned midway to save the plane during engine 
trouble. Also a return cover with NZ stamps tied by Wellington cds's & Brisbane b/s This was returned by ship. VG to 
good cond. AAMC 499, Cat. $525 (3) $50 

1355 1935 (23rd May) Wyndham Meatworks cover Broome to Perth bearing 3d Jubilee & 5d KGV for double airmail rate. 
Typewritten “OVERLAND TO HALLS CREEK THENCE AERIAL MAIL”. Worn cond but presentable. $50 

1356 1935 (16th Jun) Brisbane to Townsville carried on the "City of Grafton" piloted by Keith Virtue. Printed souvenir cover 
with flight details & 2d SJ tied by Brisbane slogan & 3d SJ by Townsville cds on arrival. Qld Airmail Society Guarantee 
cachet completed in m/s on reverse. VG cond. AAMC 504, Cat. $75 $30 

1357 1935 (5th July) Adelaide to Port Pirie & Whyalla to Port Pirie intermediate flights by Commercial Aviation Co with the 
latter being both Regd & pilot signed by C Kleinig. Good cond. AAMC 511a x 2, Cat. $100+ (2) $40 

1358 1935 (18th July) Oodnadatta to Sydney on 3rd Mackay Aerial Expedition in WA. Addressed to EA Crome with "Mackay 
Aerial Reconnaissance Expedition Western Australia 1935" 4 line cachet. 2d Anzac & 3d. Vic Cent tied by Oodnadatta 
cds's & pilot signed by Frank Neale & navigator, HT Bennett. Oodnadatta, Laverton, Forrest, Rawlinna, Petersham & 
Air Mail Sydney b/s's. Some very light staining/toning otherwise good cond. Only 50 flown. AAMC 517 Cat. $250+ $120 

1359 1935 (19th Aug) Adelaide to Alice Springs intermediate with 2d & 3d SJ tied by bold Adelaide cds on QAMS env with 
"Posted at…..Under cover to the Postmaster at ADELAIDE" cachet completed with "Brisbane" in m/s. plus another 
plain cover with "Brisbane-Sydney-Adelaide-Alice Springs" in m/s & "CARRIED ON FIRST ADELAIDE - DARWIN AIR 
MAIL SERVICE." cachet in black. Both with Alice Springs b/s's. Latter worn. AAMC 523a, Cat. $150+ (2) $30 

1360 1936 (15th Mar) Southport first Australian glider post souvenir cover. Printed illust env with ½d orange KGV pair tied 
by Southport Qld cds. "Flight Postponed Record Broken 15-3-'36" cachet in red & pilot signed by D Milne. Nos. 27.  
VG cond. AAMC 594 Cat. $75 $30 

1361 1936 (27th Mar) "First Through Flight Hong Kong to Penang to London 27th March 1936" violet boxed cachet on 
Airmail cover bearing Hong Kong 80¢ in franking & addressed to Thos Cook & son, Brisbane. Accompanied by info 
about the service inauguration stating: "covers to Australia were conveyed by Flight IE 429 which left Singapore on the 
30th March (via Rambang, Darwin, Longreach to Brisbane where they were backstamped on the 2nd April". Exc cond. 
AAMC 594b, Cat. $100 $50 

1362 1936 (18th June) Daru to Mount Blucher with 3d Lakatoi with red Air Mail ovpt tied by Daru cds with additional strike 
below. Pilot signed by Russell Rogers & Richard Archbold for the Second Archbold Expedition. 192 covers were 
carried & mail was dropped by parachute as the plane was unable to land because of bad weather. Endorsed on 
reverse by officer-in-charge of police camp. VG cond. AAMC P104, Cat. $200 $60 

1363 1936 (22nd Aug) ditto "Scipio" crash Airmail cover but addressed to Cornwall & then redirected to Plymouth, England 
also with stamps soaked off but part NZ cds still visible. Different wording to above with boxed "DAMAGED BY 
IMMERSION IN SEA WATER" cachet in black on reverse. AAMC 623, Cat. $175 $120 

1364 1936 (16th Dec) South Australian Centenary Air Race - Brisbane to Adelaide by W.J. Robins in a Leopard Moth DH 85 
with 2 x ½d orange KGV tied by Adelaide slogan cancel on arrival. "Also flown Sydney to Brisbane prior to Race" 
typed on this Eustis printed illust cover with flight details completed in m/s & pilot signed. Very good cond. Only 30 
flown. AAMC 686 Cat. $225 $80 

1365 1937 (1st Jan) Adelaide to American River (Kangaroo Island) & Adelaide to Pennishaw Kangaroo intermediate by 
ANA Ltd. First with crisp upright American River cds receival & Pennishaw b/s on latter. Fine cond. AAMC 699 & 
700aa, Cat. $200+ (2) $50 

1366 1937 (12th Aug) "Mackay Aerial Reconnaissance Expedition Northern Territory and Western Australia 1937" 5-line 
cachet in blue on cover with 2d Macarthur & 3d Vic Cent tied by Tenants Creek 18 AU 37 cds. Pilot signed by Franke 
Neale & Jim Pollock plus navigator Harry Bennett. GPO Adelaide, Box Hill & Wave Hill b/s's. Good cond & ex 
Frommer. AAMC 758, Cat. $275 $100 

1367 1938 (26th Feb) Sydney parachute mail cover signed by jumper, Miss Jean Burns at Kingsford Smith Aerodrome. Only 
50 carried. Good cond. AAMC 788a, Cat. $125 $50 

1368 1938 (15th Mar) England to Australia to New Zealand & back to Australia piloted by Flying Officer Clouston & V. 
Ricketts. GB 1½d KGVI tied by London slogan cancel, Aust 2d KGVI tied by Sydney departure cds (19th MR) to NZ 
with 1d Kiwi tied by Blenheim cds before return to Sydney. Signed by Clouston above typed London address 
readdressed to Sydney. VG cond. Only 14 flown. AAMC 801, Cat. $200 $100 

1369 1938 (30th May) Australia to New Guinea First Regular Air Service return cover with 3d Air & 2d KGVI tied by Adelaide 
cds & 5d New Guinea Airmail tied by Rabaul 3 Jun 38 cds. Rabaul 1 June 38, "Air Mail 3" (NSW) 5 June & Adelaide 6 
June b/s's. Note "Air Mail 4" strike of Sydney 30 My 38 on route to New Guinea. AAMC 808, Cat. $30 plus premium for 
use of 3d Airmail Type B. $30 

1370 1938 (30th May) Sydney to Port Moresby & return plus Sydney to Rabaul & return each on "First Regular Air Mail 
Australia to Papua and New Guinea" printed envs with route completed in m/s. Each with relevant b/s's. VG to good 
cond. AAMC 808-811, Cat. $140 (4) $40 

1371 1938 (30th May) Sydney to Rabaul & return range of 4 covers with one Regd Sydney & all with blue Air Mail vignettes 
& mixed frankings incl several BOP with Air Mail ovpts. Each with relevant b/s's. Good cond. AAMC 812 x 4, Cat. $200 $50 

1372 1938 (30th May) Aust to New Guinea boomerang illust Standard Stamp Company, Brisbane cover. Most attractive 
with Aust 5d KGV tied by Brisbane Air Mail cds & New Guinea 5d BOP Air Mail tied by Rabaul cds. VG cond. AAMC 
812, Cat. $50+ $30 

1373 1938 (3rd June) New Guinea to Australia addressed to Pymble, NSW with New Guinea 2d x 3 & 1d x 2 BOP's 
prepaying the airmail charge including registration handstamped in violet at Rabaul. Sydney 6 Je 38 & Pymble same 
date b/s's. AAMC 810, Cat. $40 $30 

1374 1938 (28th June) Holland to Australia KLM & KNILM printed commem cover with Netherlands stamps tied by 
Amsterdam cds's with Sydney arrival b/s dated 5 JUL 1938. 3d KGVI tied by Sydney slogan for onwards transmission 
to Argentina. "Amsterdam - Batavia - Sydney" pictorial cachet. Good cond & unusual final destination. Also Java to 
Australia with 25c tied by Soerabaja on 1.7.38 with triangular cachet in mauve on printed commem cover. Neat typed 
Darwin address with Darwin b/s. AAMC 814/15, Cat. $200 (2) $40 

1375 1938 (8th July) Koolatah to Normanton illust cover showing map of Qld. Pilot signed by Alan Tagart of North 
Queensland Airways Pty Ltd. ½d KGV block of 4 with central Normanton cds applied on arrival & signed by S Lloyd, 
Postmaster at Normanton. Good cond. AAMC 817, Cat. $60+ as signed. $40 

1376 1938 (4th Aug) 1d QE & 2d KGVI FDC on Australia to England "Flying Boat Service First Flight, August 1938" printed 
Eustis cover address to Todd Magazines, London. Tied by Adelaide slogan cancel with blue Air Mail vignette. Good 
cond. AAMC 822b, Cat. $275 $60 

1377 1938 South Africa to Australia at "Reduced 1½d Airmail Postage" endorsed covers x 2 both franked with SA 1½d 
official tied by 22.VII.38 cds. One addressed to Hobart (10 AU 38 arrival cds) with "Unclaimed" s/l & "Returned to 
Sender" pictorial "hand" stamp with additional cds of 29 AUG 38 with the second addressed to Camooweal Qld & 
showing "Unclaimed Camooweal" & "Missent" in black, "Retour", boxed "Non Reclame Unclaimed" h/s's & "Deadletter 
Office Brisbane" cds for 30 SP 38 in red before being returned to sender with Cape Town 29/10/38 & Pretoria 2/11/38 
b/s's. Reverse shows typed instruction "If not delivered, please return to W.J. Giovonetti, Poste Restant Pretoria". Not 
a bad service for a South Africa to Australia & return trip for 1½d! (2) $100 

1378 1939 (8th June) Imperial Airways Australia to England flying boat "Centurion", crashed in the Hooghly River Calcutta 
on landing. Passengers & crew survived. "SALVAGED MAIL EX CENTURION" in red with stamp missing but part 
Victoria slogan cancel still visible. Obvious water damage. AAMC 868, Cat. $125 $30 

1379 1940 (30th Apr) New Zealand to Australia by Tasman Empire Airways with 5d Centennial tied by Auckland slogan 
incorporating original photo of "Aotearoa" landing at Auckland on cover. "NEW ZEALAND-AUSTRALIA-ENGLAND 
Through Air Mail Service Inaugural Flight 1940" boxed cachet in mauve & pilot signed by both Capt. Burgess & co-pilot 
Craig. Sydney & Petersham b/s's. Good cond. Sold for $90 in Linke 2003 auction. AAMC 899, Cat. $100+ signed. $40 

1380 1940 (29th May) England to Darwin by Guinea Airways. Aust 2d KGVI tied by Darwin NT 21 JE 40 cds with typed 
endorsement at top. Addressed to Prospect, SA & pilot signed by both DJ Cameron & NSD Buckley. Good cond. Incls 
copy of newspaper article detailing flight. AAMC 902, Cat. $300 $90 

1381 1941 (17th Jan) Adelaide to Dili, Portuguese Timor by Qantas on plain cover with 9d platypus tied by Adelaide cds & 
signed by pilot HB Hussey. Dili b/s & "PASSED BY CENSOR" cachet. VG cond with 54 carried AAMC 912, Cat. $400 $100 

1382 1941 (17th Jan) Aust to Portuguese Timor on Qantas as an intermediate on the Sydney to Singapore service. Airmail 
env with 9d platypus tied by Air Mail Section Melbourne cds. Signed by Capt. HB Hussey with Dili b/s. VG cond with 
"Opened by Censor" tape & "PASSED BY CENSOR V97" cachet at left. One of 54 carried. Sold for $550 in Linke 
June 2005 auction. AAMC 912, Cat. $400 $150 

1383 1941 (17th Jan) Portuguese Timor to Aust return flight. Adhesives on reverse tied by Dili octagonal cancels with 
additional strike on front dated21.1.41 with 3 line "Primeira mala aerea directa de Dili para Australia" cachet next to 
address. Large "Por Aviao/Par Avion" airmail vignette top left. Only 21 carried. VG cond. Sold for $660 in Linke June 
2005 auction. AAMC 913, Cat. $500 $180 

1384 1941 (21st Jan) Dili, Portuguese Timor to Australia cover addressed to Nelson Eustis with "Primeira mala aerea 
directa de Dili para Australia" cachet in violet. Timor franking both back & front tied by Cili cancel. VG cond. Similar 
sold in Ace Auctions sale 22 for $240+BP. AAMC 913 Cat. $500 $200 



1385 1942 (23rd Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO 
Sydney RGS cds with black & red Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. WH Crowther & endorsed by the 
Islands Missionary in charge, RE Braunholz on reverse. VG cond. AAMC 950, Cat. $150 $60 

1386 1943 (25th Oct) ANA Melbourne to Broken Hill inaugural service covers addressed to Ernest Crome posted Broken 
Hill to Sydney, Broken Hill to Kerang (Vic), Kerang to Sydney, Kerang to Narrandera, Sydney to Broken Hill, Kerang to 
Melbourne & Kerang to Broken Hill. Return flight from Broken Hill carried no mail owing to oversight so such 
postmarked material was sent by train. Some spotting on 3 covers. AAMC 964a, Cat. $60 each as intermediates. (7) $100 

1387 1943 (24th Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO 
Sydney Air cds. Addressed to Hudson Fysh at Qantas with black & green Qantas pictorial vignette tied by cachet.   
Pilot signed by Capt. KG Caldwell & endorsed by the Islands Missionary in charge, JB McCarthy. Exc cond.        
AAMC 970, Cat. $150 $50 

1388 1944 (11th July) First "Mosquito" DD664 A52-1001 flight in Australia with clear Bankstown cds & signed by RAAF pilot 
Brian Walker & 34 others incl Pat Fillingham DH UK test pilot & Hubert Ross-Walker, DH Bankstown test pilot. Crome 
addressed cover with reversed full of signatures related to DH engineering staff. Unofficial flight with only 20 covers 
listed. AAMC 976a, Cat. $225 but vendor considers a much higher price warranted, as this was the first Australian-
built Mosquito. First one we have seen. $500 

1389 1945 (2nd June) Australia to England 7d Airletters x 2 tied by GPO Sydney Air cds without cachet in red & another 
signed by pilots KG Jackson & OFY Thomas with "British Airways Post Section Received 9 JUN 1945" timed cachet 
on reverse. Both with Crome typed addresses. Good cond. AAMC 1007a, Cat. $225 x 2 (2) $100 

1390 1945 (17th Nov) Australia to Fiji & return Qantas flying boat service inaugural flight with 5½d emu tied by GPO Sydney 
Air cds & Fiji 1/5d Arms tied by Suva cds's both on Qantas printed envs  & pilot signed by Capt. O Denny. VG cond. 
AAMC 1014/15, Cat. $120 $50 

1391 1945 (30th Nov) Australia to Ceylon & return Qantas envs with 1/6d Hermes tied by GPO Sydney cds & 1r KGVI tied 
by Colombo cds also on front. Both pilot signed by HT Howse & JA Furze on outwards flight & Moxham & Furze. Small 
tear on return cover otherwise good cond. AAMC 1016/17, Cat $300+ (2) $90 

1392 1947 (5th Feb) "P.I.C.A.O. Melbourne" cds strikes tying 2d & 1/4d KGVI on Melbourne to Fiji airmail cover. 
Abbreviation stands for Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation. The cds was specially prepared for the 
conference at a special Post Office opened at the University of Melbourne. $30 

1393 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return Qantas flight with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney RCS cds & South 
Africa 1½d commem tied by Johannesburg cds. Complete with Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. LR 
Ambrose. VG cond. AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 $50 

1394 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return ditto in VG cond & incls letter explaining flight times etc.          
AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 (2) $50 

1395 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return ditto & also pilot signed by Capt. LR Ambrose. VG cond.         
AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 (2) $50 

1396 1949 (15th March) Hong Kong to Australia return Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with HK 5c KGVI tied by 
Hong Kong cds & 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 118 cds dated 21 MR 49 upon arrival. Qantas "Hong Kong-Sydney" 
black & red pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. EC Sims. Light diagonal bend but not detracting. AAMC 1205, Cat 
$150+ $30 

1397 1949 (15th March) Sydney to Hong Kong & return Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with Aust 2½d KGVI tied 
by GPO Sydney 118 cds dated 15 MR 49 & HK 5c KGVI tied by Hong Kong cds for return. Qantas "Sydney - Hong 
Kong" black & red pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by EC Simms. Hong Kong b/s. VG cond. AAMC 1205, Cat. $150+ $50 

1398 1949 (19th Dec) Brisbane to Mornington Island "Christmas parachute mail" in a TAA DH Dragon. TAA printed env with 
2½d Forrest tied by GPO Brisbane SM cds. Pilot signed by RK Crabbe & endorsed & dated on reverse by GW Taylor, 
Island superintendent. Complete with original TAA letter outlining the flight details & background. Good cond.      
AAMC 1234, Cat. $100 $30 

1399 1950 (27th Mar) Melbourne to Bairnsdale Arthur Bergen commem cover with printed route, an ANA colour vignette & 
the ANA cachet applied in mauve with Bairnsdale b/s. Bergen typed address & fine. AAMC 1239 $30 

1400 1950 (15th May) Melbourne to Benalla "Inaugural Flight of Post-War Service by Australian National Airways 15 May 
1950" Bergen printed cover with ½d kangaroo & 5d ram tied by Air Mail Section Melbourne Vic cds's. Benalla b/s. 
AAMC 1241 $30 

1401 1951 (12th Mar) Australia to Chile First Experimental Survey Flight with 5/- Arms tied by GPO Sydney Air cds's & 
cachets in mauve x 2. Typed return addresses with Valparaiso 26 MAR 51 & Sydney 21 APR 51 b/s's. VG cond. 
AAMC 1271, Cat. $200 (2) $40 

1402 1951 (7th Dec) Canberra to Canberra First Official Round Australia Air Mail Service Arthur Bergen produced commem 
cover with 8½d aboriginal x 3 tied by Air Mail, Canberra, ACT cds. Complete with 8 diff b/s's & mauve cachet. A rarely 
seen Arthur Bergen cover. VG cond. AAMC 1286 $30 

1403 1952 (1st Sept) Australia to South Africa First Regular Service covers x 7 all bearing illust violet cachet with one a long 
"boomerang" cover with 7/9d in franking to cover return flight, Johannesburg to Mauritius intermediate Qantas cover 
with another Australia to Mauritius & another for return. Also South Africa to Cocos Is plus South Africa to Australia & 
another in reverse direction. AAMC 1307/08a group, Cat. $35 - $50 ea. (7) $90 

1404 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates full set of 24 Australia to England return with all 
intermediate legs plus an extra with set of 3 Aust Coronation issue on single cover. All with neat typed addresses on 
illust covers with relevant cachets & b/s's. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1317/18/a, Cat. $500 (25) $40 

1405 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates carried on the Qantas Coronation Flight. A range of 
issues, b/s's & cachets. 30 Qantas covers, a Coronation aerogramme, 2 long NZ covers & a cd of notes. Mixed cond 
reflected in reserve. AAMC 1317/18a/b, Cat. $650 (34 items) $75 

1406 1953 (2nd June) ditto incl return plus intermediates to Karachi & Honiara all with Coronation Day cachets on Qantas 
commem Air Letters plus an unused GB Coronation airletter. Fine cond. AAMC 1318b, Cat. $600+ (7) $60 

1407 1953 (14th Nov) Sydney to Bangkok & return Qantas printed envs with "By Air Mail Q.A.N.T.A.S and Qantas Empire 
Airways Commemorating 30 Years as Royal Air Mail Carriers Nov. 1922 - Nov. 1952" etiquettes. 3d Van Diemens 
Land & 1/- Lyrebird tied by GPO Sydney 118 cds & pilot signed by Capt. J Pollock plus crew member with Qantas - 
BOAC - Teal illust "Japan Fly by Qantas" cinderella on the reverse tied by Bangkok machine cancel. Return with 
Thailand franking tied by GPO Bangkok cds & pilot signed by J Haylock with "Hong Kong" cinderella on reverse. Both 
in VG cond. AAMC 1331 Cat. $180 (2) $60 

1408 1957 (25th Nov) South African Airways inaugural flight covers via Cocos & Mauritius bearing 2/- crocodile & reverse 
direction with South Africa 1/3d x 2. VG cond. AAMC 1380/81, Cat. $50 (2) $20 



1385 1942 (23rd Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO 
Sydney RGS cds with black & red Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. WH Crowther & endorsed by the 
Islands Missionary in charge, RE Braunholz on reverse. VG cond. AAMC 950, Cat. $150 $60 

1386 1943 (25th Oct) ANA Melbourne to Broken Hill inaugural service covers addressed to Ernest Crome posted Broken 
Hill to Sydney, Broken Hill to Kerang (Vic), Kerang to Sydney, Kerang to Narrandera, Sydney to Broken Hill, Kerang to 
Melbourne & Kerang to Broken Hill. Return flight from Broken Hill carried no mail owing to oversight so such 
postmarked material was sent by train. Some spotting on 3 covers. AAMC 964a, Cat. $60 each as intermediates. (7) $100 

1387 1943 (24th Dec) Sydney to Mornington Island Qantas "Christmas parachute mail" cover with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO 
Sydney Air cds. Addressed to Hudson Fysh at Qantas with black & green Qantas pictorial vignette tied by cachet.   
Pilot signed by Capt. KG Caldwell & endorsed by the Islands Missionary in charge, JB McCarthy. Exc cond.        
AAMC 970, Cat. $150 $50 

1388 1944 (11th July) First "Mosquito" DD664 A52-1001 flight in Australia with clear Bankstown cds & signed by RAAF pilot 
Brian Walker & 34 others incl Pat Fillingham DH UK test pilot & Hubert Ross-Walker, DH Bankstown test pilot. Crome 
addressed cover with reversed full of signatures related to DH engineering staff. Unofficial flight with only 20 covers 
listed. AAMC 976a, Cat. $225 but vendor considers a much higher price warranted, as this was the first Australian-
built Mosquito. First one we have seen. $500 

1389 1945 (2nd June) Australia to England 7d Airletters x 2 tied by GPO Sydney Air cds without cachet in red & another 
signed by pilots KG Jackson & OFY Thomas with "British Airways Post Section Received 9 JUN 1945" timed cachet 
on reverse. Both with Crome typed addresses. Good cond. AAMC 1007a, Cat. $225 x 2 (2) $100 

1390 1945 (17th Nov) Australia to Fiji & return Qantas flying boat service inaugural flight with 5½d emu tied by GPO Sydney 
Air cds & Fiji 1/5d Arms tied by Suva cds's both on Qantas printed envs  & pilot signed by Capt. O Denny. VG cond. 
AAMC 1014/15, Cat. $120 $50 

1391 1945 (30th Nov) Australia to Ceylon & return Qantas envs with 1/6d Hermes tied by GPO Sydney cds & 1r KGVI tied 
by Colombo cds also on front. Both pilot signed by HT Howse & JA Furze on outwards flight & Moxham & Furze. Small 
tear on return cover otherwise good cond. AAMC 1016/17, Cat $300+ (2) $90 

1392 1947 (5th Feb) "P.I.C.A.O. Melbourne" cds strikes tying 2d & 1/4d KGVI on Melbourne to Fiji airmail cover. 
Abbreviation stands for Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation. The cds was specially prepared for the 
conference at a special Post Office opened at the University of Melbourne. $30 

1393 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return Qantas flight with 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney RCS cds & South 
Africa 1½d commem tied by Johannesburg cds. Complete with Qantas pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. LR 
Ambrose. VG cond. AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 $50 

1394 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return ditto in VG cond & incls letter explaining flight times etc.          
AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 (2) $50 

1395 1948 (14th Nov) Australia to South Africa & return ditto & also pilot signed by Capt. LR Ambrose. VG cond.         
AAMC 1193/94, Cat. $200 (2) $50 

1396 1949 (15th March) Hong Kong to Australia return Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with HK 5c KGVI tied by 
Hong Kong cds & 2½d KGVI tied by GPO Sydney 118 cds dated 21 MR 49 upon arrival. Qantas "Hong Kong-Sydney" 
black & red pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by Capt. EC Sims. Light diagonal bend but not detracting. AAMC 1205, Cat 
$150+ $30 

1397 1949 (15th March) Sydney to Hong Kong & return Chartered Qantas Australia survey flight with Aust 2½d KGVI tied 
by GPO Sydney 118 cds dated 15 MR 49 & HK 5c KGVI tied by Hong Kong cds for return. Qantas "Sydney - Hong 
Kong" black & red pictorial vignette. Pilot signed by EC Simms. Hong Kong b/s. VG cond. AAMC 1205, Cat. $150+ $50 

1398 1949 (19th Dec) Brisbane to Mornington Island "Christmas parachute mail" in a TAA DH Dragon. TAA printed env with 
2½d Forrest tied by GPO Brisbane SM cds. Pilot signed by RK Crabbe & endorsed & dated on reverse by GW Taylor, 
Island superintendent. Complete with original TAA letter outlining the flight details & background. Good cond.      
AAMC 1234, Cat. $100 $30 

1399 1950 (27th Mar) Melbourne to Bairnsdale Arthur Bergen commem cover with printed route, an ANA colour vignette & 
the ANA cachet applied in mauve with Bairnsdale b/s. Bergen typed address & fine. AAMC 1239 $30 

1400 1950 (15th May) Melbourne to Benalla "Inaugural Flight of Post-War Service by Australian National Airways 15 May 
1950" Bergen printed cover with ½d kangaroo & 5d ram tied by Air Mail Section Melbourne Vic cds's. Benalla b/s. 
AAMC 1241 $30 

1401 1951 (12th Mar) Australia to Chile First Experimental Survey Flight with 5/- Arms tied by GPO Sydney Air cds's & 
cachets in mauve x 2. Typed return addresses with Valparaiso 26 MAR 51 & Sydney 21 APR 51 b/s's. VG cond. 
AAMC 1271, Cat. $200 (2) $40 

1402 1951 (7th Dec) Canberra to Canberra First Official Round Australia Air Mail Service Arthur Bergen produced commem 
cover with 8½d aboriginal x 3 tied by Air Mail, Canberra, ACT cds. Complete with 8 diff b/s's & mauve cachet. A rarely 
seen Arthur Bergen cover. VG cond. AAMC 1286 $30 

1403 1952 (1st Sept) Australia to South Africa First Regular Service covers x 7 all bearing illust violet cachet with one a long 
"boomerang" cover with 7/9d in franking to cover return flight, Johannesburg to Mauritius intermediate Qantas cover 
with another Australia to Mauritius & another for return. Also South Africa to Cocos Is plus South Africa to Australia & 
another in reverse direction. AAMC 1307/08a group, Cat. $35 - $50 ea. (7) $90 

1404 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates full set of 24 Australia to England return with all 
intermediate legs plus an extra with set of 3 Aust Coronation issue on single cover. All with neat typed addresses on 
illust covers with relevant cachets & b/s's. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1317/18/a, Cat. $500 (25) $40 

1405 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates carried on the Qantas Coronation Flight. A range of 
issues, b/s's & cachets. 30 Qantas covers, a Coronation aerogramme, 2 long NZ covers & a cd of notes. Mixed cond 
reflected in reserve. AAMC 1317/18a/b, Cat. $650 (34 items) $75 

1406 1953 (2nd June) ditto incl return plus intermediates to Karachi & Honiara all with Coronation Day cachets on Qantas 
commem Air Letters plus an unused GB Coronation airletter. Fine cond. AAMC 1318b, Cat. $600+ (7) $60 

1407 1953 (14th Nov) Sydney to Bangkok & return Qantas printed envs with "By Air Mail Q.A.N.T.A.S and Qantas Empire 
Airways Commemorating 30 Years as Royal Air Mail Carriers Nov. 1922 - Nov. 1952" etiquettes. 3d Van Diemens 
Land & 1/- Lyrebird tied by GPO Sydney 118 cds & pilot signed by Capt. J Pollock plus crew member with Qantas - 
BOAC - Teal illust "Japan Fly by Qantas" cinderella on the reverse tied by Bangkok machine cancel. Return with 
Thailand franking tied by GPO Bangkok cds & pilot signed by J Haylock with "Hong Kong" cinderella on reverse. Both 
in VG cond. AAMC 1331 Cat. $180 (2) $60 

1408 1957 (25th Nov) South African Airways inaugural flight covers via Cocos & Mauritius bearing 2/- crocodile & reverse 
direction with South Africa 1/3d x 2. VG cond. AAMC 1380/81, Cat. $50 (2) $20 

1409 1959 (28th Feb) "Carried on Skywriting Flight, at 15000ft above Perth, W.A. Plane: Tiger Moth VH-AYY "Brolga" Pilot: 
Fred Hoinville" on blue vignette attached to cover with 4d 1958 Christmas tied by GPO Perth cds. Neighbouring full 
strike & pilot signed beneath. Addressed to & produced by Paul Le Comte & signed & endorsed by him on reverse as 
"No. 56." VG cond. & unlisted in AAMC. $30 

1410 1959 (28th Feb) Perth to Melbourne Fred Hoinville carried cover following his Skywriting Flight above Perth (see 
previous lot). Cover is signed by him with b&w photo of him next to the plane attached. "Fred Hoinville Australia's Only 
Skywriter" cachet below. Bentleigh arrival cds dated 18 MR 59. "No. 11" in m/s on reverse & signed by Comte. VG 
cond. & also unlisted in AAMC. $40 

1411 1959 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth on Adelaide Regd 30th Anniv cover with "As a Tribute to Major Norman Brearley, 
veteran pilot, pioneer of Air Mail Services Founder of Western Australian Airways Ltd "Australia's First Airline" & 
"ADELAIDE - PERTH" cachets. A Paul Le Comte produced cover numbered 23 of only 33 on the back. Pilot signed by 
W. Small & Paul Le Comte himself. GPO Perth & Adelaide cds's. Exc cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1402a $30 

1412 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide return flight as above. Also Regd with red reverse destination cachet but not pilot 
signed. Also in exc cond. AAMC 1402b $30 

1413 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide but a longer Comte produced cover showing a reproduction of one of the Brearley 
signed 1929 covers at left. Also Regd Perth with 2/- franking & the same cachets Also in exc cond & numbered 6 of 
only 12 flown. AAMC 1402b var. $30 

1414 1959 (10th Aug) Wyndham to Alice Springs Connellan Airways 20th Anniv with cachet in blue on Airmail env & 7d 
Flying Doctor tied by bold Wyndham cds. Alice Springs b/s dated 17 AU 59. VG cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1407c $30 

1415 1960 (8th March) Harry Houdini in "Voisin" biplane 50th Anniv commem flight cover with 5d QEII tied by Diggers Rest, 
Vic cds with 5 line cachet in red & GPO Perth b/s's. Numbered 11 of 50 & signed by Comte on reverse. VG cond. 
AAMC 1431, Cat. $75 $30 

1416 1960 (16th July) John Duigan 50th Anniv of first Australian built aeroplane at Mia Mia, Victoria Comte produced 
commem cover with b&w photo of monument attached. Pmkd Mia Mia & pilot signed with 4-line cachet in mauve.  Also 
signed by his son RC Duigan. No. 3 of 50 flown. VG cond. AAMC 1439b $30 

1417 1961 (3rd Jan) "50th Anniversary of Powered Flight in Western Australia" to "Commemorate 1st Flight made from 
Belmont Racecourse by Joseph Hammond in Bristol Boxkite" Cessna 172 flown souvenir cover. Paul Le Comte cover 
signed by Royal Aero Club manager & an instructor with Belmont Park cds. Exc cond & No.57 of 57 (the last one!) 
AAMC No. 1443b $30 

1418 1961 (28th Feb) "Australia to London Air Record Attempt" endorsed cover which was abandoned in Greece. Signed by 
racing car driver/pilot Ron Flockhart. GB Stamps attached on arrival by ship & cancelled by London 8 MR cds's. 
"FLIGHT ABANDONED" s/l cachet in red. Only eight carried. VG cond. AAMC 1444. Unpriced $120 

1419 1966 (28th Mar) Sydney to Mexico City by Qantas via Auckland. Unusually this is an aerogramme with 3 x 8d Anzacs 
tied by the pictorial cds with large blue cachet on reverse & Mexico receival dated same day. AAMC 1575 var. $30 

1420 1967 (5th Sept) Boeing 707, Vickers VC-10, Comet 4 & Britannia 312 on 4 diff illust Arthur Bergen covers with 
"Aviation Exhibition Melbourne, Vic 5th-12th September 1967" printed on each with matching pictorial cds's. Bergen 
has signed the reverse on 3 out of 4. Exc cond & rarely seen. (4) $40 

1421 1973 (28 May) RAAF first & second ferrying of F-111C's from USA to Australia via Hawaii. Both with US 21c USA 
stamps with various transit cds's incl Pago Pago, Samoa & Nadi, Fiji plus Amberley arrival cds's. Rarely seen & in VG 
cond. AAMC 1766c & f, Cat. $225 (2) $80 

1422 1983 (3rd Dec) Australia to New Zealand re-flown original postcard (AAMC 348) signed by Allan, Boulton & Ulm. 
Carried by Qantas & signed by the entire 1983 Qantas crew & resigned by GU Allan. VG cond. Only 20 carried, this 
endorsed number ‘1’. A modern rarity. AAMC 1970, Cat. $225 $90 

 Airmails - World  
1423 France 1909 "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" - A magnificent week of flying In the Champagne 

region. A one frame exhibit on 15 sheets about this, Worlds first International Air Show with a galaxy of pioneer 
aviators & antique aircraft, new flying records & an amazing 500 000 visitors & VIP's. 30 000 Postcards were mailed 
daily with the world first aerophilatelic postmark. The display comprises of 27 postcards of which 2 are coloured - a 
cartoon Belgian artist card by Henry & a Bourdoir Lefevre-Utile Artists Card postally used Brussels on 27th July 1911. 
The 25 b&w postcards are phototypes by J Bienaime, Reims & are presented in such a manner as to highlight the 
venue, the organisation & the outcomes of the air show. The final card in the exhibit was postally used to Paris 26 AU 
09. The 10c French stamp is tied by the special Aerophilatelic postmark. The official vignette prepared for the event is 
tastefully placed on front of the card. Cond is generally very fine. This display could easily be expanded using 
postcards from the next 7 lots of additional cards.  $900 

1424 France 1909 (22nd-27th Aug) "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" An additional 32 b&w postcards from 
the series to compliment the lot above. Incls scenes showing the planes, pilots, judges, VIPs & officials & grandstands. 
All b&w phototype cards by J Bienaime, Reims, unused & in fine cond. (38) $750 

1425 Germany 1930 (18th May) "Sudamerikafahrt" 4mk & 4mk Zeppelins pair on Europe Pan-America round Zeppelin flight 
to Baden-Baden tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds's. Both red circular & mauve diamond cachets. Key stamp with perf 
damage as near edge otherwise in good cond & scarce. $180 

1426 Germany 1931 (26th July) Zeppelin Polar Flight cover with 4mk "Polar Fahrt 1931" tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds. 
Addressed to Berlin with neighbouring red illust cachet & "Brise-Glace (Icebreaker) Malyguin Arctique" anchor cancel. 
Cover dropped to Icebreaker day after posting. Good cond with minor water damage possibly as a result! Cat. €1000 $200 

1427 India 1911 (18th Feb) World's first airmail cover from Allahabad to Bombay. Tucks "The Voisin Biplane" colour 
postcard bearing 1a for the British Empire surface rate. Tied by "FIRST AERIAL POST 1911 U. P. EXHIBITION 
ALLAHABAD" plane illust cachet in magenta. Allahabad neighbouring cds dated 18 FE 11 & Bombay 20 FE 11 arrival. 
This is the earliest powered flight airmail. Some wear & corner crease but remarkably good cond & a rare survivor. $180 

1428 Papua 1935 (31th Aug) Daru to Oroville Police Camp (D’Albertis Junction) First Flight. Signed by pilot S Campbell & 
endorsed on reverse by officer in charge, Cecil F. Cowley. 3d Papua Air Mail tied by Daru cds. Only 81 carried. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC P88, Cat. $250 $75 

1429 Papua 1935 (5th Nov) "Port Moresby to Oroville Police Camp per Short Scien Monoplane G-ACUX (V-HUUP Aust.) 
Pilot: Stuart Campbell" endorsed flown cover. Signed by Campbell with 3d Air Mail tied by Port Moresby cds. 1 of 89 
flown. Some light staining but remains attractive. AAMC. P93, Cat. $300 $90  
 

   
 Airmails - Crash Mail  



1430 1921 (19th Dec) Broome to Perth on first southbound non-contract air mail from Derby but 70 miles out of Broome, 
engine trouble forced them to land on the beach at Cape Latouche. Broome was contacted & a boat came out to take 
the crew & mails back to Broome. The mail was them put aboard the SS Bambra for her return voyage as was 
Brearley's dismantled aircraft & taken to Fremantle. She arrived in Fremantle on Friday 30th Dec. Unusual in 
addressed to the intermediate destination of Geraldton if all had gone to plan! VG cond & first we have handled. 
AAMC 57b, Cat. $1250 & sold at Linke auction June 2003 for $1250+BP. $500 

1431 1935 (2nd Oct) Melbourne to Whitemark Crash of the "Loina" DH 86. It left for Whitemark (Flinders Island) at 8.15am 
& crashed into the sea only a few miles from its destination. 5 people were killed but the 3 mail bags for Whitemark, 
Launceston & Hobart were salvaged. The letters were dried & received in Hobart on the 6th. This typed Launceston 
addressed "Prestige Ltd" printed env. has the 3 x 2d & 1d KGV taped back on still with the Melbourne 2 OCT 1936 
slogan cancel clearly visible with "DISTRICT POSTAL INSPECTOR LAUNCESTON OCT 6 1935" oval b/s in blue. 
Also incls typed explanation letter with similar cancel from WJ Kearns, District Inspector. A wonderful addition to the 
cover. Sold in Linke Auction for $320 in 2003. AAMC 535, Cat. $400 $180 

1432 1935 (31st Dec) England to Australia. Carried on Imperial Airways flight IE405 "City of Khartoum" when, only two 
kilometres from Alexandria harbour, experienced a total engine failure for lack of fuel. It plunged into the sea killing the 
nine passengers & three crew. Much of the mail badly damaged with nearly all stamps soaked off. This example also 
has the stamps missing but the Denton Manchester 21 DEC 35 slogan is still evident on this "Oldham & Son Ltd, 
Electrical & Mechanical Engineers & Storage Battery makers Denton, Manchester England" company env. Includes 
the Deputy Director of Posts & Telegraphs original letter dated 17th Jan 1936 plus the covering OHMS "Re-Enclosed 
Letter" envelope with "Commonwealth of Australia Postmaster General's Department Dead Letter Office, Sydney, 
NSW" address & notes with Sydney 22 18 JA 36 cds. An attractive trio rarely seen together. AAMC 575, Cat. $325+ $180 

1433 1936 (22nd Aug) Imperial Airways "Scipio" crash Airmail cover addressed to Walsall, England with stamps soaked off 
from seawater but the remaining Auckland 7 AU 36 6-PM N.Z. part cds still visible. "Per "Mari Posa" typed bottom left 
with "DAMAGED - BY- SEA WATER" cachet in pink on front with an additional strike on "G.R. Found open or 
damaged and officially secured" thick brown tape on reverse also cancelled London 28 AU36 cds in red. Lovely 
example. AAMC 623, Cat. $175 $100 

1434 1937 (1st Oct) Imperial Airways "Courtier" Short S23 flying boat crashed Phleron Bay, Greece. Plain cover addressed 
to "Austral Cabinet Co Kingsbury House, 15 King Street, London, England" with violet boxed "DAMAGED BY SEA-
WATER" type D as applied to all mail to England plus the scarce "Timbre poste perdue en transit/Postage stamps lost 
in transit" cachet applied where original cds & stamps were at top right. The flaps sealed on reverse with "G.R. Found 
open or damaged and officially secured" brown tape tied by London 4.45PM 17 DEC 1937 slogan cancel.  Superb 
example of this crash. $150 

1435 1938 (27th Nov) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in the Short S23 "Calpurnia". Crashed at Lake 
Habbaniyah Iraq. Capt. E Atwood, the First Officer & 2 passengers were killed. Stamps missing with part Cornwall cds 
indicating origin. "The accompanying postal article was salvaged from the Flying Boat "Calpurnia", which crashed in 
Lake Habbaniyah, Irak, on 27/11/38, when en route with mails for Australia, from England. F.W. Arnold, Deputy 
Director, - Perth" typed slip of paper attached to reverse. Repaired by tape & clearly water damaged. Addressed to 
Brunswick Junction, WA. AAMC 834, Cat. $125+ $50 

1436 1939 (8th June) Imperial Airways Australia to England flying boat "Centurion", crashed in the Hooghly River Calcutta 
on landing. Passengers & crew survived. "Merewther and Glebe Newcastle, NSW" sepia postcard with "SALVAGED 
MAIL EX CENTURION" in red with 3d KGVI stamp tied by Newcastle 5 JNE 1939 slogan cancel. Addressed to 
Edinburgh & one of the rare pieces still to have original stamp attached. Clearly water damaged down one side 
especially. AAMC 868 Cat. $125 $50 

1437 1954 (13th March) British Overseas Airways Corp. Constellation G-ALAM "Belfast" (Captain T.W. Hoyle) crashed in 
Singapore with 31 passengers & two crew killed. The resulting fire destroyed much of the mail to the U.K from 
Australia & New Zealand but some letters were saved. Red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - 
SINGAPORE 13.3.54" applied to this London addressed env with Aust 2/- Royal Visit tied by Melbourne 12 MAR 1954 
machine cancel. Burnt around edges away from stamp. AAMC 1337 $40  

SALE 27, PART 4 - 1.00pm SUNDAY 29th MARCH 2020   
 KANGAROOS   

1913 1st Watermark  
1438 ½d green lower left CA monogram corner block of 6 MUH with "break in shading over "U" of Aust" variety on bottom 

left stamp. ACSC 1(2)I, Cat. $1300 + premium for MUH. $400 
1439 ½d green positional plate block of 6 perfined "OS" with top right stamp showing "Rostage"  with 3rd state showing 

retouch above "US" of "AUSTRALIA" (ACSC 1bd(2)eb). Tone spotting but fine used with neat Pt Pirie cds's. Cat. $330 
plus premium for block. $150 

1440 ½d green selection with "colour flaw off Sydney coast" varieties incl an early state small flaw MLH & used in pair 
before later, large flaw both MLH & used & a single with inverted wmk used. ACSC 1(1)f, Cat. c$700 (5) $100 

1441 ½d green varieties incl "Rostage" F/U with a few short perfs (ACSC 1(2)e), "Rostage", 2nd state with shading 
weakness over "US" of "AUSTRALIA" F/F/U side selvedge pair on piece (ACSC 1(2)ea.) & "Rostage" with weakness 
of "US" of "AUSTRALIA" retouched. Good used, toning top left corner (ACSC 1(2)eb). A useful trio. Total cat. $375 (3) $100 

1442 ½d green with inverted wmk MLH. ACSC 1Aa, Cat. $150 $40 
1443 ½d vertical strip of 3 MUH centred to left with top unit showing break in outer frame left of "H" plus a used single 

showing same variety. ACSC does not list this variety despite it being constant. $50 
1444 ½d marginal left pane block of 4 MUH, top left "Jubilee line" marginal vertical strip of 3 (top 2 stamps MUH) & 1d 

perfined large "OS" "Jubilee line" horizontal pair (stamps MUH) with left stamp showing "Rostage" flaw. Middle stamp 
of the vertical strip with "break to right leg of "A" of "LiIA" variety (ACSC 1(2)d). Total ACSC cat. $470. (3 items) $100 

1445 ½d pale green JBC monogram single MLH. ACSC 1C(2)zd, Cat. $350 $120 
1446 ½d pale green with inverted wmk in CA monogram strip of 3 with selvedge at left & at the base. Stamps MUH with 

small hinge mark in selvedge with neighbouring thin. Accompanying notes in ACSC state "At least 3 CA monogram 
pieces exist". A rare exhibition piece. ACSC 1Ca(2)za, Cat. $3500 $1,600 

1447 ½d to 2/- group of 9 all CTO with Melbourne 1913 cancels mostly without gum. Incls ½d, ½d perfined small "OS",      
2d, 2½d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 1/- (inverted wmk) & 2/- (with gum thin & perf faults). All with rich fresh colour. Low reserve. 
ACSC Cat. $975 (9) $150 

1448 ½d to 2/- set of 11. Hingeing varies with odd remnant but all have good perfs & free of toning. 4d centred to right, 1/- 
centred high with others good to well-centred. ACSC Cat. $2500+ (11) $400 

1409 1959 (28th Feb) "Carried on Skywriting Flight, at 15000ft above Perth, W.A. Plane: Tiger Moth VH-AYY "Brolga" Pilot: 
Fred Hoinville" on blue vignette attached to cover with 4d 1958 Christmas tied by GPO Perth cds. Neighbouring full 
strike & pilot signed beneath. Addressed to & produced by Paul Le Comte & signed & endorsed by him on reverse as 
"No. 56." VG cond. & unlisted in AAMC. $30 

1410 1959 (28th Feb) Perth to Melbourne Fred Hoinville carried cover following his Skywriting Flight above Perth (see 
previous lot). Cover is signed by him with b&w photo of him next to the plane attached. "Fred Hoinville Australia's Only 
Skywriter" cachet below. Bentleigh arrival cds dated 18 MR 59. "No. 11" in m/s on reverse & signed by Comte. VG 
cond. & also unlisted in AAMC. $40 

1411 1959 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth on Adelaide Regd 30th Anniv cover with "As a Tribute to Major Norman Brearley, 
veteran pilot, pioneer of Air Mail Services Founder of Western Australian Airways Ltd "Australia's First Airline" & 
"ADELAIDE - PERTH" cachets. A Paul Le Comte produced cover numbered 23 of only 33 on the back. Pilot signed by 
W. Small & Paul Le Comte himself. GPO Perth & Adelaide cds's. Exc cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1402a $30 

1412 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide return flight as above. Also Regd with red reverse destination cachet but not pilot 
signed. Also in exc cond. AAMC 1402b $30 

1413 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide but a longer Comte produced cover showing a reproduction of one of the Brearley 
signed 1929 covers at left. Also Regd Perth with 2/- franking & the same cachets Also in exc cond & numbered 6 of 
only 12 flown. AAMC 1402b var. $30 

1414 1959 (10th Aug) Wyndham to Alice Springs Connellan Airways 20th Anniv with cachet in blue on Airmail env & 7d 
Flying Doctor tied by bold Wyndham cds. Alice Springs b/s dated 17 AU 59. VG cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1407c $30 

1415 1960 (8th March) Harry Houdini in "Voisin" biplane 50th Anniv commem flight cover with 5d QEII tied by Diggers Rest, 
Vic cds with 5 line cachet in red & GPO Perth b/s's. Numbered 11 of 50 & signed by Comte on reverse. VG cond. 
AAMC 1431, Cat. $75 $30 

1416 1960 (16th July) John Duigan 50th Anniv of first Australian built aeroplane at Mia Mia, Victoria Comte produced 
commem cover with b&w photo of monument attached. Pmkd Mia Mia & pilot signed with 4-line cachet in mauve.  Also 
signed by his son RC Duigan. No. 3 of 50 flown. VG cond. AAMC 1439b $30 

1417 1961 (3rd Jan) "50th Anniversary of Powered Flight in Western Australia" to "Commemorate 1st Flight made from 
Belmont Racecourse by Joseph Hammond in Bristol Boxkite" Cessna 172 flown souvenir cover. Paul Le Comte cover 
signed by Royal Aero Club manager & an instructor with Belmont Park cds. Exc cond & No.57 of 57 (the last one!) 
AAMC No. 1443b $30 

1418 1961 (28th Feb) "Australia to London Air Record Attempt" endorsed cover which was abandoned in Greece. Signed by 
racing car driver/pilot Ron Flockhart. GB Stamps attached on arrival by ship & cancelled by London 8 MR cds's. 
"FLIGHT ABANDONED" s/l cachet in red. Only eight carried. VG cond. AAMC 1444. Unpriced $120 

1419 1966 (28th Mar) Sydney to Mexico City by Qantas via Auckland. Unusually this is an aerogramme with 3 x 8d Anzacs 
tied by the pictorial cds with large blue cachet on reverse & Mexico receival dated same day. AAMC 1575 var. $30 

1420 1967 (5th Sept) Boeing 707, Vickers VC-10, Comet 4 & Britannia 312 on 4 diff illust Arthur Bergen covers with 
"Aviation Exhibition Melbourne, Vic 5th-12th September 1967" printed on each with matching pictorial cds's. Bergen 
has signed the reverse on 3 out of 4. Exc cond & rarely seen. (4) $40 

1421 1973 (28 May) RAAF first & second ferrying of F-111C's from USA to Australia via Hawaii. Both with US 21c USA 
stamps with various transit cds's incl Pago Pago, Samoa & Nadi, Fiji plus Amberley arrival cds's. Rarely seen & in VG 
cond. AAMC 1766c & f, Cat. $225 (2) $80 

1422 1983 (3rd Dec) Australia to New Zealand re-flown original postcard (AAMC 348) signed by Allan, Boulton & Ulm. 
Carried by Qantas & signed by the entire 1983 Qantas crew & resigned by GU Allan. VG cond. Only 20 carried, this 
endorsed number ‘1’. A modern rarity. AAMC 1970, Cat. $225 $90 

 Airmails - World  
1423 France 1909 "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" - A magnificent week of flying In the Champagne 

region. A one frame exhibit on 15 sheets about this, Worlds first International Air Show with a galaxy of pioneer 
aviators & antique aircraft, new flying records & an amazing 500 000 visitors & VIP's. 30 000 Postcards were mailed 
daily with the world first aerophilatelic postmark. The display comprises of 27 postcards of which 2 are coloured - a 
cartoon Belgian artist card by Henry & a Bourdoir Lefevre-Utile Artists Card postally used Brussels on 27th July 1911. 
The 25 b&w postcards are phototypes by J Bienaime, Reims & are presented in such a manner as to highlight the 
venue, the organisation & the outcomes of the air show. The final card in the exhibit was postally used to Paris 26 AU 
09. The 10c French stamp is tied by the special Aerophilatelic postmark. The official vignette prepared for the event is 
tastefully placed on front of the card. Cond is generally very fine. This display could easily be expanded using 
postcards from the next 7 lots of additional cards.  $900 

1424 France 1909 (22nd-27th Aug) "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" An additional 32 b&w postcards from 
the series to compliment the lot above. Incls scenes showing the planes, pilots, judges, VIPs & officials & grandstands. 
All b&w phototype cards by J Bienaime, Reims, unused & in fine cond. (38) $750 

1425 Germany 1930 (18th May) "Sudamerikafahrt" 4mk & 4mk Zeppelins pair on Europe Pan-America round Zeppelin flight 
to Baden-Baden tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds's. Both red circular & mauve diamond cachets. Key stamp with perf 
damage as near edge otherwise in good cond & scarce. $180 

1426 Germany 1931 (26th July) Zeppelin Polar Flight cover with 4mk "Polar Fahrt 1931" tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds. 
Addressed to Berlin with neighbouring red illust cachet & "Brise-Glace (Icebreaker) Malyguin Arctique" anchor cancel. 
Cover dropped to Icebreaker day after posting. Good cond with minor water damage possibly as a result! Cat. €1000 $200 

1427 India 1911 (18th Feb) World's first airmail cover from Allahabad to Bombay. Tucks "The Voisin Biplane" colour 
postcard bearing 1a for the British Empire surface rate. Tied by "FIRST AERIAL POST 1911 U. P. EXHIBITION 
ALLAHABAD" plane illust cachet in magenta. Allahabad neighbouring cds dated 18 FE 11 & Bombay 20 FE 11 arrival. 
This is the earliest powered flight airmail. Some wear & corner crease but remarkably good cond & a rare survivor. $180 

1428 Papua 1935 (31th Aug) Daru to Oroville Police Camp (D’Albertis Junction) First Flight. Signed by pilot S Campbell & 
endorsed on reverse by officer in charge, Cecil F. Cowley. 3d Papua Air Mail tied by Daru cds. Only 81 carried. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC P88, Cat. $250 $75 

1429 Papua 1935 (5th Nov) "Port Moresby to Oroville Police Camp per Short Scien Monoplane G-ACUX (V-HUUP Aust.) 
Pilot: Stuart Campbell" endorsed flown cover. Signed by Campbell with 3d Air Mail tied by Port Moresby cds. 1 of 89 
flown. Some light staining but remains attractive. AAMC. P93, Cat. $300 $90  
 

   
 Airmails - Crash Mail  



1430 1921 (19th Dec) Broome to Perth on first southbound non-contract air mail from Derby but 70 miles out of Broome, 
engine trouble forced them to land on the beach at Cape Latouche. Broome was contacted & a boat came out to take 
the crew & mails back to Broome. The mail was them put aboard the SS Bambra for her return voyage as was 
Brearley's dismantled aircraft & taken to Fremantle. She arrived in Fremantle on Friday 30th Dec. Unusual in 
addressed to the intermediate destination of Geraldton if all had gone to plan! VG cond & first we have handled. 
AAMC 57b, Cat. $1250 & sold at Linke auction June 2003 for $1250+BP. $500 

1431 1935 (2nd Oct) Melbourne to Whitemark Crash of the "Loina" DH 86. It left for Whitemark (Flinders Island) at 8.15am 
& crashed into the sea only a few miles from its destination. 5 people were killed but the 3 mail bags for Whitemark, 
Launceston & Hobart were salvaged. The letters were dried & received in Hobart on the 6th. This typed Launceston 
addressed "Prestige Ltd" printed env. has the 3 x 2d & 1d KGV taped back on still with the Melbourne 2 OCT 1936 
slogan cancel clearly visible with "DISTRICT POSTAL INSPECTOR LAUNCESTON OCT 6 1935" oval b/s in blue. 
Also incls typed explanation letter with similar cancel from WJ Kearns, District Inspector. A wonderful addition to the 
cover. Sold in Linke Auction for $320 in 2003. AAMC 535, Cat. $400 $180 

1432 1935 (31st Dec) England to Australia. Carried on Imperial Airways flight IE405 "City of Khartoum" when, only two 
kilometres from Alexandria harbour, experienced a total engine failure for lack of fuel. It plunged into the sea killing the 
nine passengers & three crew. Much of the mail badly damaged with nearly all stamps soaked off. This example also 
has the stamps missing but the Denton Manchester 21 DEC 35 slogan is still evident on this "Oldham & Son Ltd, 
Electrical & Mechanical Engineers & Storage Battery makers Denton, Manchester England" company env. Includes 
the Deputy Director of Posts & Telegraphs original letter dated 17th Jan 1936 plus the covering OHMS "Re-Enclosed 
Letter" envelope with "Commonwealth of Australia Postmaster General's Department Dead Letter Office, Sydney, 
NSW" address & notes with Sydney 22 18 JA 36 cds. An attractive trio rarely seen together. AAMC 575, Cat. $325+ $180 

1433 1936 (22nd Aug) Imperial Airways "Scipio" crash Airmail cover addressed to Walsall, England with stamps soaked off 
from seawater but the remaining Auckland 7 AU 36 6-PM N.Z. part cds still visible. "Per "Mari Posa" typed bottom left 
with "DAMAGED - BY- SEA WATER" cachet in pink on front with an additional strike on "G.R. Found open or 
damaged and officially secured" thick brown tape on reverse also cancelled London 28 AU36 cds in red. Lovely 
example. AAMC 623, Cat. $175 $100 

1434 1937 (1st Oct) Imperial Airways "Courtier" Short S23 flying boat crashed Phleron Bay, Greece. Plain cover addressed 
to "Austral Cabinet Co Kingsbury House, 15 King Street, London, England" with violet boxed "DAMAGED BY SEA-
WATER" type D as applied to all mail to England plus the scarce "Timbre poste perdue en transit/Postage stamps lost 
in transit" cachet applied where original cds & stamps were at top right. The flaps sealed on reverse with "G.R. Found 
open or damaged and officially secured" brown tape tied by London 4.45PM 17 DEC 1937 slogan cancel.  Superb 
example of this crash. $150 

1435 1938 (27th Nov) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in the Short S23 "Calpurnia". Crashed at Lake 
Habbaniyah Iraq. Capt. E Atwood, the First Officer & 2 passengers were killed. Stamps missing with part Cornwall cds 
indicating origin. "The accompanying postal article was salvaged from the Flying Boat "Calpurnia", which crashed in 
Lake Habbaniyah, Irak, on 27/11/38, when en route with mails for Australia, from England. F.W. Arnold, Deputy 
Director, - Perth" typed slip of paper attached to reverse. Repaired by tape & clearly water damaged. Addressed to 
Brunswick Junction, WA. AAMC 834, Cat. $125+ $50 

1436 1939 (8th June) Imperial Airways Australia to England flying boat "Centurion", crashed in the Hooghly River Calcutta 
on landing. Passengers & crew survived. "Merewther and Glebe Newcastle, NSW" sepia postcard with "SALVAGED 
MAIL EX CENTURION" in red with 3d KGVI stamp tied by Newcastle 5 JNE 1939 slogan cancel. Addressed to 
Edinburgh & one of the rare pieces still to have original stamp attached. Clearly water damaged down one side 
especially. AAMC 868 Cat. $125 $50 

1437 1954 (13th March) British Overseas Airways Corp. Constellation G-ALAM "Belfast" (Captain T.W. Hoyle) crashed in 
Singapore with 31 passengers & two crew killed. The resulting fire destroyed much of the mail to the U.K from 
Australia & New Zealand but some letters were saved. Red cachet, "SALVAGED MAIL -AIRCRAFT CRASH - 
SINGAPORE 13.3.54" applied to this London addressed env with Aust 2/- Royal Visit tied by Melbourne 12 MAR 1954 
machine cancel. Burnt around edges away from stamp. AAMC 1337 $40  

SALE 27, PART 4 - 1.00pm SUNDAY 29th MARCH 2020   
 KANGAROOS   

1913 1st Watermark  
1438 ½d green lower left CA monogram corner block of 6 MUH with "break in shading over "U" of Aust" variety on bottom 

left stamp. ACSC 1(2)I, Cat. $1300 + premium for MUH. $400 
1439 ½d green positional plate block of 6 perfined "OS" with top right stamp showing "Rostage"  with 3rd state showing 

retouch above "US" of "AUSTRALIA" (ACSC 1bd(2)eb). Tone spotting but fine used with neat Pt Pirie cds's. Cat. $330 
plus premium for block. $150 

1440 ½d green selection with "colour flaw off Sydney coast" varieties incl an early state small flaw MLH & used in pair 
before later, large flaw both MLH & used & a single with inverted wmk used. ACSC 1(1)f, Cat. c$700 (5) $100 

1441 ½d green varieties incl "Rostage" F/U with a few short perfs (ACSC 1(2)e), "Rostage", 2nd state with shading 
weakness over "US" of "AUSTRALIA" F/F/U side selvedge pair on piece (ACSC 1(2)ea.) & "Rostage" with weakness 
of "US" of "AUSTRALIA" retouched. Good used, toning top left corner (ACSC 1(2)eb). A useful trio. Total cat. $375 (3) $100 

1442 ½d green with inverted wmk MLH. ACSC 1Aa, Cat. $150 $40 
1443 ½d vertical strip of 3 MUH centred to left with top unit showing break in outer frame left of "H" plus a used single 

showing same variety. ACSC does not list this variety despite it being constant. $50 
1444 ½d marginal left pane block of 4 MUH, top left "Jubilee line" marginal vertical strip of 3 (top 2 stamps MUH) & 1d 

perfined large "OS" "Jubilee line" horizontal pair (stamps MUH) with left stamp showing "Rostage" flaw. Middle stamp 
of the vertical strip with "break to right leg of "A" of "LiIA" variety (ACSC 1(2)d). Total ACSC cat. $470. (3 items) $100 

1445 ½d pale green JBC monogram single MLH. ACSC 1C(2)zd, Cat. $350 $120 
1446 ½d pale green with inverted wmk in CA monogram strip of 3 with selvedge at left & at the base. Stamps MUH with 

small hinge mark in selvedge with neighbouring thin. Accompanying notes in ACSC state "At least 3 CA monogram 
pieces exist". A rare exhibition piece. ACSC 1Ca(2)za, Cat. $3500 $1,600 

1447 ½d to 2/- group of 9 all CTO with Melbourne 1913 cancels mostly without gum. Incls ½d, ½d perfined small "OS",      
2d, 2½d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 1/- (inverted wmk) & 2/- (with gum thin & perf faults). All with rich fresh colour. Low reserve. 
ACSC Cat. $975 (9) $150 

1448 ½d to 2/- set of 11. Hingeing varies with odd remnant but all have good perfs & free of toning. 4d centred to right, 1/- 
centred high with others good to well-centred. ACSC Cat. $2500+ (11) $400 

1409 1959 (28th Feb) "Carried on Skywriting Flight, at 15000ft above Perth, W.A. Plane: Tiger Moth VH-AYY "Brolga" Pilot: 
Fred Hoinville" on blue vignette attached to cover with 4d 1958 Christmas tied by GPO Perth cds. Neighbouring full 
strike & pilot signed beneath. Addressed to & produced by Paul Le Comte & signed & endorsed by him on reverse as 
"No. 56." VG cond. & unlisted in AAMC. $30 

1410 1959 (28th Feb) Perth to Melbourne Fred Hoinville carried cover following his Skywriting Flight above Perth (see 
previous lot). Cover is signed by him with b&w photo of him next to the plane attached. "Fred Hoinville Australia's Only 
Skywriter" cachet below. Bentleigh arrival cds dated 18 MR 59. "No. 11" in m/s on reverse & signed by Comte. VG 
cond. & also unlisted in AAMC. $40 

1411 1959 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth on Adelaide Regd 30th Anniv cover with "As a Tribute to Major Norman Brearley, 
veteran pilot, pioneer of Air Mail Services Founder of Western Australian Airways Ltd "Australia's First Airline" & 
"ADELAIDE - PERTH" cachets. A Paul Le Comte produced cover numbered 23 of only 33 on the back. Pilot signed by 
W. Small & Paul Le Comte himself. GPO Perth & Adelaide cds's. Exc cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1402a $30 

1412 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide return flight as above. Also Regd with red reverse destination cachet but not pilot 
signed. Also in exc cond. AAMC 1402b $30 

1413 1959 (4th June) Perth to Adelaide but a longer Comte produced cover showing a reproduction of one of the Brearley 
signed 1929 covers at left. Also Regd Perth with 2/- franking & the same cachets Also in exc cond & numbered 6 of 
only 12 flown. AAMC 1402b var. $30 

1414 1959 (10th Aug) Wyndham to Alice Springs Connellan Airways 20th Anniv with cachet in blue on Airmail env & 7d 
Flying Doctor tied by bold Wyndham cds. Alice Springs b/s dated 17 AU 59. VG cond & rarely seen. AAMC 1407c $30 

1415 1960 (8th March) Harry Houdini in "Voisin" biplane 50th Anniv commem flight cover with 5d QEII tied by Diggers Rest, 
Vic cds with 5 line cachet in red & GPO Perth b/s's. Numbered 11 of 50 & signed by Comte on reverse. VG cond. 
AAMC 1431, Cat. $75 $30 

1416 1960 (16th July) John Duigan 50th Anniv of first Australian built aeroplane at Mia Mia, Victoria Comte produced 
commem cover with b&w photo of monument attached. Pmkd Mia Mia & pilot signed with 4-line cachet in mauve.  Also 
signed by his son RC Duigan. No. 3 of 50 flown. VG cond. AAMC 1439b $30 

1417 1961 (3rd Jan) "50th Anniversary of Powered Flight in Western Australia" to "Commemorate 1st Flight made from 
Belmont Racecourse by Joseph Hammond in Bristol Boxkite" Cessna 172 flown souvenir cover. Paul Le Comte cover 
signed by Royal Aero Club manager & an instructor with Belmont Park cds. Exc cond & No.57 of 57 (the last one!) 
AAMC No. 1443b $30 

1418 1961 (28th Feb) "Australia to London Air Record Attempt" endorsed cover which was abandoned in Greece. Signed by 
racing car driver/pilot Ron Flockhart. GB Stamps attached on arrival by ship & cancelled by London 8 MR cds's. 
"FLIGHT ABANDONED" s/l cachet in red. Only eight carried. VG cond. AAMC 1444. Unpriced $120 

1419 1966 (28th Mar) Sydney to Mexico City by Qantas via Auckland. Unusually this is an aerogramme with 3 x 8d Anzacs 
tied by the pictorial cds with large blue cachet on reverse & Mexico receival dated same day. AAMC 1575 var. $30 

1420 1967 (5th Sept) Boeing 707, Vickers VC-10, Comet 4 & Britannia 312 on 4 diff illust Arthur Bergen covers with 
"Aviation Exhibition Melbourne, Vic 5th-12th September 1967" printed on each with matching pictorial cds's. Bergen 
has signed the reverse on 3 out of 4. Exc cond & rarely seen. (4) $40 

1421 1973 (28 May) RAAF first & second ferrying of F-111C's from USA to Australia via Hawaii. Both with US 21c USA 
stamps with various transit cds's incl Pago Pago, Samoa & Nadi, Fiji plus Amberley arrival cds's. Rarely seen & in VG 
cond. AAMC 1766c & f, Cat. $225 (2) $80 

1422 1983 (3rd Dec) Australia to New Zealand re-flown original postcard (AAMC 348) signed by Allan, Boulton & Ulm. 
Carried by Qantas & signed by the entire 1983 Qantas crew & resigned by GU Allan. VG cond. Only 20 carried, this 
endorsed number ‘1’. A modern rarity. AAMC 1970, Cat. $225 $90 

 Airmails - World  
1423 France 1909 "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" - A magnificent week of flying In the Champagne 

region. A one frame exhibit on 15 sheets about this, Worlds first International Air Show with a galaxy of pioneer 
aviators & antique aircraft, new flying records & an amazing 500 000 visitors & VIP's. 30 000 Postcards were mailed 
daily with the world first aerophilatelic postmark. The display comprises of 27 postcards of which 2 are coloured - a 
cartoon Belgian artist card by Henry & a Bourdoir Lefevre-Utile Artists Card postally used Brussels on 27th July 1911. 
The 25 b&w postcards are phototypes by J Bienaime, Reims & are presented in such a manner as to highlight the 
venue, the organisation & the outcomes of the air show. The final card in the exhibit was postally used to Paris 26 AU 
09. The 10c French stamp is tied by the special Aerophilatelic postmark. The official vignette prepared for the event is 
tastefully placed on front of the card. Cond is generally very fine. This display could easily be expanded using 
postcards from the next 7 lots of additional cards.  $900 

1424 France 1909 (22nd-27th Aug) "Grande Semaine D 'Aviation de la Champagne" An additional 32 b&w postcards from 
the series to compliment the lot above. Incls scenes showing the planes, pilots, judges, VIPs & officials & grandstands. 
All b&w phototype cards by J Bienaime, Reims, unused & in fine cond. (38) $750 

1425 Germany 1930 (18th May) "Sudamerikafahrt" 4mk & 4mk Zeppelins pair on Europe Pan-America round Zeppelin flight 
to Baden-Baden tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds's. Both red circular & mauve diamond cachets. Key stamp with perf 
damage as near edge otherwise in good cond & scarce. $180 

1426 Germany 1931 (26th July) Zeppelin Polar Flight cover with 4mk "Polar Fahrt 1931" tied by "Friedrichshafen" cds. 
Addressed to Berlin with neighbouring red illust cachet & "Brise-Glace (Icebreaker) Malyguin Arctique" anchor cancel. 
Cover dropped to Icebreaker day after posting. Good cond with minor water damage possibly as a result! Cat. €1000 $200 

1427 India 1911 (18th Feb) World's first airmail cover from Allahabad to Bombay. Tucks "The Voisin Biplane" colour 
postcard bearing 1a for the British Empire surface rate. Tied by "FIRST AERIAL POST 1911 U. P. EXHIBITION 
ALLAHABAD" plane illust cachet in magenta. Allahabad neighbouring cds dated 18 FE 11 & Bombay 20 FE 11 arrival. 
This is the earliest powered flight airmail. Some wear & corner crease but remarkably good cond & a rare survivor. $180 

1428 Papua 1935 (31th Aug) Daru to Oroville Police Camp (D’Albertis Junction) First Flight. Signed by pilot S Campbell & 
endorsed on reverse by officer in charge, Cecil F. Cowley. 3d Papua Air Mail tied by Daru cds. Only 81 carried. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC P88, Cat. $250 $75 

1429 Papua 1935 (5th Nov) "Port Moresby to Oroville Police Camp per Short Scien Monoplane G-ACUX (V-HUUP Aust.) 
Pilot: Stuart Campbell" endorsed flown cover. Signed by Campbell with 3d Air Mail tied by Port Moresby cds. 1 of 89 
flown. Some light staining but remains attractive. AAMC. P93, Cat. $300 $90  
 

   
 Airmails - Crash Mail  1449 ½d to 5/- set of 12 with Melbourne CTO cancels. Centering & perfs better than average for a set like this.1/- with 

inverted wmk. Strong vibrant colours. Total min cat. $1400+ (12) $400 
1450 1d red, Die I lower right JBC monogram block of 12 perfined large "OS". Stamps MUH with light tone spot in lower 

right selvedge. Monogram is complete. Attractive, well centred block. Cat. $900 for block, plus premium for monogram. $600 
1451 1d red, Die I perfined "OS NSW". MUH right marginal block of 4. $100 
1452 1d red, Die I with sideways offset on reverse. Fine used multiple of 3 with Drury cert (2019) which states "rare stamp". 

ACSC 2Acb, Cat. $500 per stamp, Cat. $1500 + premium for multiple. $600 
1453 1d red, Die I, with sideways wmk (crown pointing to left). Fine used. ACSC 2Aab, Cat. $450 $150 
1454 1d red, horiz strip of 3 without monogram & perfined "OS". MLH & attractive. ACSC 2zba, Cat. $2000+ $600 
1455 1d red, positional plate E pair L.25 & 26 with "extra island (two Tasmania's)" variety. F/U pair. ACSC 3Ed, Cat. $400+ $100 
1456 1d red, Die II, with sideways wmk (crown pointing left). Fine postally used with a few short perfs mainly at right. 

ACSC3Aab, Cat. $500 $90 
1457 1d red, Die IIA coil strip of 5 with middle unit having "diagonal scratch through left frame to lower WA coast" variety. 

MUH, pencil id marks on reverse. ACSC 4(H)e, Cat. $900 $180 
1458 1d red, Die IIA horiz pair perfined "OS" showing a clear double print. Good to fine used with indistinct cancel. 

Note 1 in ACSC states "2 example (representing a re-joined horizontal pair) are known showing a prominent 
kiss print cancelled Lang Lang (Vic) My 22 15". This is an intact "OS" pair but not with a Lang Lang postmark. 
Drury Cert. (2020) states "Very Rare Item". Highly desirable exhibition quality item. ACSC 4Abac, Cat. $13,000 $3,000 

1459 1d red, Die IIA with cracked electro variety. F/Fine used. ACSC 4A(a)1a state II, Cat. $600 $180 
1460 1d red, Die IIA, JBC monogram block of 6 with the monogram strip MUH. Well centred. ACSC $2000 + MUH premium. $500 
1461 2d grey perfined "OS NSW". MVLH. ACSC 5, Cat. $75 unpunctured. $50 
1462 2d grey perfined small "OS" with truncated monogram in lower selvedge. MLH & well centred. ACSC 5var. $40 
1463 2d grey used with "retouched upper frame at left" variety ACSC 5(1)h plus 1931-36 CofA 9d F/U pair with right hand 

stamp showing "shading breaks over "I" of Australia" variety. ACSCX 29(3)d variety. Cat. $190 $40 
1464 2d grey x 2 with both perfd "OS" with "left frame thickened at top corner" (ACSC 5(1)I) & "scratch from first E of pence 

to map" varieties (ACSC 5(2)e) Both fine used. Total cat. $300 (2) $60 
1465 2d grey with inverted wmk in horiz pair. MLH pair, right stamp with slight thin & centred right. ACSC 5Aa, Cat. $500 $75 
1466 2d grey & 3d olive both with inv wmks. Both used, latter with few nibbled perfs at left. ACSC 5Aa & 12Aa, Cat. $300 $40 
1467 2½d indigo aniline. MLH, a couple of shortish perf. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 9A "Aniline" $120 
1468 2½d indigo block of 4 with both stamps at left having "heavier WA coastline" varieties. Light pencil annotations on 

reverse. Variety not listed in ACSC. MUH/MLH. ACSC 9A, Cat. $900 as singles +premium for block (2x MLH, 2x MUH) $350 
1469 3d olive green, Die I x 4 with 1 perfined large "OS" & another small "OS" plus 2 with inverted wmks. Also a Die II. 

Good to fine used. Total cat. $1100 (5) $150 
1470 3d olive perfined "OS NSW". Fine MUH. ACSC 12, Cat. $600 unpunctured. $75 
1471 3d olive, Die I perfined large "OS".  Lightly CTO & well centered.  ACSC 12Aba, Cat. $125  $40 
1472 3d olive, Die I.  MLH & well centred.  ACSC 12A, Cat. $250 $70 
1473 3d olive, Die II in early state with "white flaw over "T" of "THREE". F/U example with neat corner cds but perf repair at 

lower left corner & adherences. ACSC 12(l)d early state, Cat. $500 as fine. $75 
1474 4d orange (Aniline). Fresh MLH & well centered, finest we have seen. Drury Cert (2019) ACSC 15B, Cat. $2000 $800 
1475 4d orange CA Monogram single. MLH & well centered. ACSC 15zc, Cat. $4000 $1,200 
1476 4d orange perfined "OS NSW". Fine MUH.  ACSC 15, Cat. $1000 unpunctured $120 
1477 4d orange perfined small "OS" with truncated monogram on lower selvedge. MLH with hinge remnant. ACSC 15Avar. $75 
1478 4d orange, Die II perfined large "OS". Fine MVLH. ACSC 15Aba, Cat. $750 $200 
1479 4d orange, Die II with left selvedge. MUH & well centred. A couple of short perfs at base. ACSC 15A, Cat. $1000 $200 
1480 4d orange. Fine MUH & well centred. ACSC 15A, Cat. $1000 $300 
1481 4d orange-yellow. MLH with good centering. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 15E, Cat. $1000 $300 
1482 5d chestnut (damaged) on 1917 cover to USA with neatly hand written letter detailing the authors job at Queenstown 

Power Station & his love of stamps. 3 paged letter exceeded the weight which would have allowed 2½d postage. 
"PASSED" h/s on front. A lovely item. $75 

1483 5d chestnut, Die II.  MUH, centered right. ACSC 16A, Cat. $650 $160 
1484 5d chestnut. MLH/MH, centered right. ACSC16A, Cat. $250 $40 
1485 5d pale chestnut on thin paper. Fresh MUH & well centered. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 16Ba, Cat. $1000 as MLH $750 
1486 6d ultramarine with "deformed (defective) second "E" of "PENCE" variety. Fine used, a couple of light tone spots at 

base not apparent from front. ACSC 17A(1)e, Cat. $2000 $400 
1487 6d ultramarine with "white flaw obliterating Port Phillip Bay" variety. Light gum bend otherwise MLH & well centered. 

ACSC 17(1)h, Cat. $550 $100 
1488 6d blue with inverted wmk. Fine used with light Perth parcel cancel. ACSC 17Ca, Cat. $1000 $180 
1489 6d deep blue. Fresh MLH. ACSC 17D, Cat. $500 $120 
1490 9d violet & 9d pale violet, latter with light crease & centered top right. MLH. ACSC 24A, Cat. $200 & 24B Cat. $350 (2) $80 
1491 9d violet JBC monogram single. Fresh MLH. ACSC 24zc, Cat. $7500 (see front cover) $3,500 
1492 9d violet Kangaroo, Die 2.  MUH, centered low.   ACSC 24A, Cat. $1000 $260 
1493 9d violet with "flaw under "E" of "NINE". An ACSC unlisted variety. Drury Cert. (2019) confirming variety.  MVLH. 

ACSC 24A var., Cat. $200 + variety. $75 
1494 1/- green with "break in base of "O" of "ONE" variety. An ACSC unlisted variety for 1st wmk. MLH with stained perf 

bottom right. Drury Cert. (2019) stating "New Discovery". ACSC 30A(2)h, Cat. approx. $500 $120 
1495 1/- green aniline with shading flaws under the "E" & "S" of "ONE SHILLING". Fresh MLH & well centered. Drury      

Cert. (2020) does not mention flaws. ACSC 30B, Cat. $1750 $1,000 
1496 1/- green perfined "OS NSW". Fine MLH. ACSC 30, Cat. $325 unpunctured $90 
1497 1/- green with inverted wmk, good used. Good used with multiple postmarks. ACSC 30Aa, Cat. $500 $80 
1498 1/- green, Die II. Fresh MUH, centred left. ACSC 30A, Cat. $1750 $450 
1499 1/- pale blue-green CA monogram vertical pair. Fine used by "LATE FEE SYDNEY cds's. About ⅓ of monogram has 

been guillotined at base however remains a rare pair. ACSC D(2)Za, Cat. $4500 for MLH single with used not priced. $1,200 
1500 2/- brown perfined small "OS" fine used with couple short perfs at right (ACSC 35Abb, Cat. $400) & 2/- dark brown 

perf large "OS" used with neat parcel cancel. A couple of short perfs at left. Better examples than usually found. 
(ACSC 35Bba, Cat. $500) (2) $120 

1501 2/- brown, Die II.  MLH, good centering. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $180 
1502 2/- brown. Fine used with lower left corner cds. ACSC 35A, Cat. $250 $60 
1503 2/- brown. MLH, centred to right. ACSC 35, Cat. $650 $180 



1504 2/- dark brown perfined large "OS" with "right frame broken near top" / "colour spot on right frame near top" variety with 
broken frame due to advanced state of variety. Drury Cert. (2020) stating former. ACSC 35Bba(1)k, Cat. $450 $150 

1505 2/- dark brown with strong colour. MLH to MH, centred low right. ACSC 35B, Cat. $1500 $250 
1506 2/- dark brown. Fine CTO, probably De 13-13. ACSC 35Bwb, Cat. $300 $60 
1507 2/- dark brown. MLH with strong colour. ACSC 35B, Cat. $1500, SG 12 $300 
1508 5/- grey & chrome. Centred low with a short perf at base. CTO without gum. ACSC 42Bwb, Cat. $300 $90 
1509 5/- grey & chrome. Fine MUH, centred right. Strong fresh colour. ACSC 42A, Cat. $5000 $1,500 
1510 5/- grey & yellow with “retouch to left frames & W.A. coast” & "broken coast in Arnhem Land” varieties. Fresh MLH. 

ACSC 42(D)g, Cat. $1750 $1,750 
1511 5/- grey & yellow with 2 partial Telegraph Office cds strikes at NW & SE corners. ACSC 42B, Cat. $350 $60 
1512 5/- grey & yellow. Fine used with partial "squared circle" cancel, a trifle smudged at base. ACSC 42, Cat. $350 $80 
1513 5/- grey & yellow. MLH with very small adhesion mark otherwise strong colour & well centered. ACSC 42B, Cat. $900 $180 
1514 10/- grey & pink aniline with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. Fine used with telegraph puncture. Drury cert. (2019) 

ACSC 47A aniline (D)e, Cat. $1400 $180 
1515 10/- grey & pink, MLH with hinge remainder. Good centering & fresh colour. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $600 
1516 10/- grey & pink. Fine used with part light 2 cds example, centred high. Strong colour. ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100 $250 
1517 10/- grey & pink. Fine used. ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100 $380 
1518 10/- grey & pink. Useful spacefiller with small closed tear near S.W. coast of WA & a couple of short perfs otherwise 

sound. ACSC 47A, Cat. £1100  $120 
1519 £1 brown & blue. Fine used & a well centred stamp. ACSC 51A, Cat. $3500 $1,500 
1520 £1 brown & blue. MLH & well centered. Most attractive. ACSC 51A, Cat. $4500 (see front cover) $1,800 
1521 £1 red-brown & blue good to fine used by 20 DE 13 cds/ Lovely colour. SG 15, ACSC 51B, Cat. $3500 $1,100 
1522 £2 black & rose. Fine used, possibly CTO, centred a little to the right. A superior example. ACSC 55A, Cat. $6000 $2,800 
1523 £2 black & rose. Superb MLH with excellent centering & perfs & fresh, strong colour. ACSC 55A, Cat. $12,500         

(see front cover) $5,500 
 1915 2nd Watermark  

1524 2½d bluish indigo. MH & well centered with good centering. ACSC 10B, Cat. $300 $80 
1525 2d grey vertical pair with "scratch from first "E" to map" & "scratch from value circle through map to "T" of "Postage"" 

varieties. MVLH/MH. 6(2)e & f, Cat. $775 $200 
1526 2d grey with "cut throat kangaroo" variety. MUH. Drury Cert (2019) lists it as ACSC 6A(1)j, unpriced as new discovery 

but note indicates cat. approx. $2000. $400 
1527 2d grey with "scratch of coast of Albany" variety. Fine used. ACSC 6A(2)d, Cat. $125 $40 
1528 2d slate grey. MLH & well centered. ACSC 6B, Cat. $225 $50 
1529 6d ultramarine. MLH with slightly aged gum. Frontally fine. ACSC 18A, Cat. $400 $80 
1530 9d violet MLH. ACSC 25A, Cat. $350 $100 
1531 9d violet with inverted wmk. Fine used by light telephone accounts branch cancel. A short perf at base for accuracy. 

ACSC 25Aa, Cat. $2500 $800 
1532 9d violet, Die II, perfined small "OS". Light vert. bend otherwise MLH & well centred.   ACSC 25Aba, Cat.  $2000 $400 
1533 1/- green with "white flaws on Gulf of Carpentaria" variety MH. ACSC 31A(z)m, Cat. $850 $200 
1534 1/- green with JBC monogram. Very good used with small light paper crease only visible from reverse. A rare item. 

ACSC 31Azc, Cat. $9,000 for MLH with no cat. value supplied for used. $1,500 
1535 1/- bright blue green. Fine used with excellent centering & perfs. ACSC 31B, Cat. $150 $50 
1536 2/- light brown. Fine used with VG centering & perfs. ACSC 36A, Cat. $350 $100 
1537 2/- light brown. MLH with superb centering & perfs. ACSC 36A, Cat. $1500 $450 
1538 5/- deep grey & chrome yellow MVLH with good centering & perfs. ACSC 42B, Cat. $1500 $480 
1539 5/- deep grey & yellow with "break in ridge of kangaroos nose" variety which is not listed in ACSC. A few shortish fluffy 

perfs. ACSC 43A, Cat. $475 + variety premium. $120 
1540 5/- deep grey & yellow with inverted wmk. MVLH & well centred. A beautiful stamp! ACSC 43(A)a, Cat. $2000 $750 
1541 5/- deep grey & yellow with large telegraph puncture at the left of stamp. Fine used, a nice example. ACSC 43A  $60 
1542 5/- deep grey & chrome perfined small "OS". Superb MVLH. ACSC 43Bb, Cat. $3000 $800 
1543 5/- grey & yellow perfined "OS". F/U by light partial cds. Pulled perfs at right but well centered. ACSC 43b, Cat. $700 $75 
1544 5/- grey & yellow. Slightly stained fluffy perfs but well centred & fine used. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675 $120 
1545 5/- grey & yellow with inverted wmk. Fine used by Stock Exchange cancel. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675 $250  

1915/28 3rd Watermark  
1546 2d grey with "colour flaw at SE corner" unlocated variety. Used with pmk clear of variety. ACSC 7(U)d, Cat. $159 $30 
1547 2d grey with "cut throat kangaroo" variety. MUH & well centered. ACSC 7(1)j, Cat. $1500 $400 
1548 2d grey, Die I in lower right corner block of 8 (4x2) with “Shading break under W of TWO” variety. From the late 

printing with the Monogram removed. Fresh MUH. ACSC 7(2)j, Cat. $950+ $500 
1549 2d grey, Die I, plate 2 in CA Monogram pair with inverted wmk. MLH. Rarely seen with only a few examples 

recorded. ACSC 7a(2)zc $3,000 
1550 2d grey, Die IIA with substituted cliché. Good to fine used. Ink dot on reverse but not affecting fine frontal appearance. 

ACSC 7(l)kb, Cat. $2250 $400 
1551 2d silver grey with inverted wmk. MLH. ACSC 7Da, Cat. $175 $50 
1552 2d to 5/- 3rd wmk set of 9. Both 1915/18 & 1924 6d's. 2/- & 5/- well centred with others good. ACSC Cat. $1560 (9) $350 
1553 2½d blue MUH pair with left stamp showing "Islands east of Cape York" variety. ACSC 11(2)f, Cat. $450 $120 
1554 2½d blue with "retouch between Tasmania & the mainland" variety. MLH & well centered. ACSC 11A(1)f, Cat. $175 $60 
1555 2½d blue with "retouch left of SW of WA, early state" variety. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert. (2019)                        

ACSC 11A(1)e, Cat.$175 $50 
1556 2½d deep blue right marginal block with the lower pair having "colour spot adjoining Qld coast" (11(1)n) & "colour 

flaws around "LIA" & in Gulf of Carpentaria" (11(1)p) varieties. MLH with light tan line & (11(1)m has pulled perf & thin. 
ACSC 11(1)n & p, Cat. $900 $180 

1557 2½d indigo right marginal single with offset. MLH ACSC 11Cc, Cat. $400 $120 
1558 2½d indigo with "retouch to 1st "A" of Australia & heavy WA coastline" variety. Fine used. ACSC 11C(2)l, Cat. $150 $50 
1559 2½d indigo, Die II perfined "OS NSW" with "missing "1" in fraction" variety. Fine used with clear Sydney cds. 

Drury Cert (2020) states " Believed unique stamp and Australian Philatelic Rarity of the highest order". ACSC 
11C(2)jb (OS/NSW), Cat. $30,000+ (see front cover) $12,500 



1504 2/- dark brown perfined large "OS" with "right frame broken near top" / "colour spot on right frame near top" variety with 
broken frame due to advanced state of variety. Drury Cert. (2020) stating former. ACSC 35Bba(1)k, Cat. $450 $150 

1505 2/- dark brown with strong colour. MLH to MH, centred low right. ACSC 35B, Cat. $1500 $250 
1506 2/- dark brown. Fine CTO, probably De 13-13. ACSC 35Bwb, Cat. $300 $60 
1507 2/- dark brown. MLH with strong colour. ACSC 35B, Cat. $1500, SG 12 $300 
1508 5/- grey & chrome. Centred low with a short perf at base. CTO without gum. ACSC 42Bwb, Cat. $300 $90 
1509 5/- grey & chrome. Fine MUH, centred right. Strong fresh colour. ACSC 42A, Cat. $5000 $1,500 
1510 5/- grey & yellow with “retouch to left frames & W.A. coast” & "broken coast in Arnhem Land” varieties. Fresh MLH. 

ACSC 42(D)g, Cat. $1750 $1,750 
1511 5/- grey & yellow with 2 partial Telegraph Office cds strikes at NW & SE corners. ACSC 42B, Cat. $350 $60 
1512 5/- grey & yellow. Fine used with partial "squared circle" cancel, a trifle smudged at base. ACSC 42, Cat. $350 $80 
1513 5/- grey & yellow. MLH with very small adhesion mark otherwise strong colour & well centered. ACSC 42B, Cat. $900 $180 
1514 10/- grey & pink aniline with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. Fine used with telegraph puncture. Drury cert. (2019) 

ACSC 47A aniline (D)e, Cat. $1400 $180 
1515 10/- grey & pink, MLH with hinge remainder. Good centering & fresh colour. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $600 
1516 10/- grey & pink. Fine used with part light 2 cds example, centred high. Strong colour. ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100 $250 
1517 10/- grey & pink. Fine used. ACSC 47A, Cat. $1100 $380 
1518 10/- grey & pink. Useful spacefiller with small closed tear near S.W. coast of WA & a couple of short perfs otherwise 

sound. ACSC 47A, Cat. £1100  $120 
1519 £1 brown & blue. Fine used & a well centred stamp. ACSC 51A, Cat. $3500 $1,500 
1520 £1 brown & blue. MLH & well centered. Most attractive. ACSC 51A, Cat. $4500 (see front cover) $1,800 
1521 £1 red-brown & blue good to fine used by 20 DE 13 cds/ Lovely colour. SG 15, ACSC 51B, Cat. $3500 $1,100 
1522 £2 black & rose. Fine used, possibly CTO, centred a little to the right. A superior example. ACSC 55A, Cat. $6000 $2,800 
1523 £2 black & rose. Superb MLH with excellent centering & perfs & fresh, strong colour. ACSC 55A, Cat. $12,500         

(see front cover) $5,500 
 1915 2nd Watermark  

1524 2½d bluish indigo. MH & well centered with good centering. ACSC 10B, Cat. $300 $80 
1525 2d grey vertical pair with "scratch from first "E" to map" & "scratch from value circle through map to "T" of "Postage"" 

varieties. MVLH/MH. 6(2)e & f, Cat. $775 $200 
1526 2d grey with "cut throat kangaroo" variety. MUH. Drury Cert (2019) lists it as ACSC 6A(1)j, unpriced as new discovery 

but note indicates cat. approx. $2000. $400 
1527 2d grey with "scratch of coast of Albany" variety. Fine used. ACSC 6A(2)d, Cat. $125 $40 
1528 2d slate grey. MLH & well centered. ACSC 6B, Cat. $225 $50 
1529 6d ultramarine. MLH with slightly aged gum. Frontally fine. ACSC 18A, Cat. $400 $80 
1530 9d violet MLH. ACSC 25A, Cat. $350 $100 
1531 9d violet with inverted wmk. Fine used by light telephone accounts branch cancel. A short perf at base for accuracy. 

ACSC 25Aa, Cat. $2500 $800 
1532 9d violet, Die II, perfined small "OS". Light vert. bend otherwise MLH & well centred.   ACSC 25Aba, Cat.  $2000 $400 
1533 1/- green with "white flaws on Gulf of Carpentaria" variety MH. ACSC 31A(z)m, Cat. $850 $200 
1534 1/- green with JBC monogram. Very good used with small light paper crease only visible from reverse. A rare item. 

ACSC 31Azc, Cat. $9,000 for MLH with no cat. value supplied for used. $1,500 
1535 1/- bright blue green. Fine used with excellent centering & perfs. ACSC 31B, Cat. $150 $50 
1536 2/- light brown. Fine used with VG centering & perfs. ACSC 36A, Cat. $350 $100 
1537 2/- light brown. MLH with superb centering & perfs. ACSC 36A, Cat. $1500 $450 
1538 5/- deep grey & chrome yellow MVLH with good centering & perfs. ACSC 42B, Cat. $1500 $480 
1539 5/- deep grey & yellow with "break in ridge of kangaroos nose" variety which is not listed in ACSC. A few shortish fluffy 

perfs. ACSC 43A, Cat. $475 + variety premium. $120 
1540 5/- deep grey & yellow with inverted wmk. MVLH & well centred. A beautiful stamp! ACSC 43(A)a, Cat. $2000 $750 
1541 5/- deep grey & yellow with large telegraph puncture at the left of stamp. Fine used, a nice example. ACSC 43A  $60 
1542 5/- deep grey & chrome perfined small "OS". Superb MVLH. ACSC 43Bb, Cat. $3000 $800 
1543 5/- grey & yellow perfined "OS". F/U by light partial cds. Pulled perfs at right but well centered. ACSC 43b, Cat. $700 $75 
1544 5/- grey & yellow. Slightly stained fluffy perfs but well centred & fine used. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675 $120 
1545 5/- grey & yellow with inverted wmk. Fine used by Stock Exchange cancel. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675 $250  

1915/28 3rd Watermark  
1546 2d grey with "colour flaw at SE corner" unlocated variety. Used with pmk clear of variety. ACSC 7(U)d, Cat. $159 $30 
1547 2d grey with "cut throat kangaroo" variety. MUH & well centered. ACSC 7(1)j, Cat. $1500 $400 
1548 2d grey, Die I in lower right corner block of 8 (4x2) with “Shading break under W of TWO” variety. From the late 

printing with the Monogram removed. Fresh MUH. ACSC 7(2)j, Cat. $950+ $500 
1549 2d grey, Die I, plate 2 in CA Monogram pair with inverted wmk. MLH. Rarely seen with only a few examples 

recorded. ACSC 7a(2)zc $3,000 
1550 2d grey, Die IIA with substituted cliché. Good to fine used. Ink dot on reverse but not affecting fine frontal appearance. 

ACSC 7(l)kb, Cat. $2250 $400 
1551 2d silver grey with inverted wmk. MLH. ACSC 7Da, Cat. $175 $50 
1552 2d to 5/- 3rd wmk set of 9. Both 1915/18 & 1924 6d's. 2/- & 5/- well centred with others good. ACSC Cat. $1560 (9) $350 
1553 2½d blue MUH pair with left stamp showing "Islands east of Cape York" variety. ACSC 11(2)f, Cat. $450 $120 
1554 2½d blue with "retouch between Tasmania & the mainland" variety. MLH & well centered. ACSC 11A(1)f, Cat. $175 $60 
1555 2½d blue with "retouch left of SW of WA, early state" variety. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert. (2019)                        

ACSC 11A(1)e, Cat.$175 $50 
1556 2½d deep blue right marginal block with the lower pair having "colour spot adjoining Qld coast" (11(1)n) & "colour 

flaws around "LIA" & in Gulf of Carpentaria" (11(1)p) varieties. MLH with light tan line & (11(1)m has pulled perf & thin. 
ACSC 11(1)n & p, Cat. $900 $180 

1557 2½d indigo right marginal single with offset. MLH ACSC 11Cc, Cat. $400 $120 
1558 2½d indigo with "retouch to 1st "A" of Australia & heavy WA coastline" variety. Fine used. ACSC 11C(2)l, Cat. $150 $50 
1559 2½d indigo, Die II perfined "OS NSW" with "missing "1" in fraction" variety. Fine used with clear Sydney cds. 

Drury Cert (2020) states " Believed unique stamp and Australian Philatelic Rarity of the highest order". ACSC 
11C(2)jb (OS/NSW), Cat. $30,000+ (see front cover) $12,500 

1560 3d x 5 items with (i) yellow-olive Die I with inverted wmk F/U, (ii) olive Die I MLH, (iii) olive green Die II good used & 
(iv) olive green & olive Die IIB good to fine used (2). Total cat. $500 (5) $100 

1561 3d olive Die I with "deformed coast in Bight" variety. Fine MVLH. ACSC 13E(z)h, Cat. $250 $80 
1562 3d olive green CA monogram single. MUH with trivial gum disturbance at base. Beautifully centred. ACSC 13(2)za, 

Cat. $1250 + $1000 premium for MUH. $350 
1563 3d olive vertical perf "OS" pair with inverted wmk. Fine used by light machine cancel. Also "retouch on first "A"" & 

"diagonal white scratch through right frame varieties Good to F/U with cds cancels plus "break in left frame" variety on 
die IIB. ACSC 14Da, Cat. $225 ea. & 13(2)d, 13(2)g & 14(U)f. Total Cat. $720 (5 stamps) $80 

1564 3d olive, Die II. MUH & well centred. ACSC13F, Cat. $1000 $250 
1565 3d pale olive-green, Die IIb perfined small "OS". MVLH, a fine examples ACSC 14Db, Cat. $200 $60 
1566 6d bright ultramarine, Die IIB with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. Fine used, centred lefty with a couple of shortish 

perfs. ACSC 20A(3)d, Cat. $750 $180 
1567 6d bright ultramarine, Die IIB with "white scratch through "alia"" variety. Good to fine used with a couple of short perfs. 

ACSC 20A(4)f, Cat. $1200 $300 
1568 6d blue block of 4 with inverted wmk. A rare multiple. ACSC 19Ba, Cat. $1100 + premium for fine postally used block. $450 
1569 6d blue with JBC Monogram. Fresh MLH. ACSC 19Bzc, Cat. $3000 $1,200 
1570 6d blue. Fine MVLH. ACSC 19B, Cat. $225 $70 
1571 6d chestnut pair with the right hand stamp showing "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. Centered low left, MLH. ACSC 

21(3)d, Cat. $290 $50 
1572 6d chestnut, Die IIb perfined small "OS". Some very light gum bends but fresh MUH. ACSC 21Aba, Cat. $600+ $150 
1573 6d deep chestnut aniline. Fine used with Drury cert (2019). This shade is not listed in ACSC. $250 
1574 6d deep chestnut with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. MUH marginal horiz pair with slightly aged gum & centered 

left. ACSC 21(3)d, Cat. $250 + premium for MUH pair in scarce shade. $160 
1575 6d ultramarine on regd cover to Denmark tied by Oxford Street MY 26 20 cds with matching red registration label. 

Remnants of sealing wax on flap & Esbjerg arrival cds dated 8.7.20. An attractive cover. $80 
1576 6d ultramarine. MUH with very light tan line on reverse. Frontally fresh & well centered. ACSC 19A, Cat. $575 $120 
1577 6d milky greyish blue with "bite out of kangaroo's leg State 1" variety. Fine used by multiple light cds's. ACSC 19F(2)d, 

Cat. $2250 $550 
1578 6d x 2, 9d perfined "OS" with gum thin & tone spot & 10/- without gum. CTO examples with fresh colours . Total Cat. 

$325 (4) $50 
1579 9d pale violet Die IIB with inverted wmk. Centred a little to the right with slightly aged gum but MUH. Frontally a lovely 

example. ACSC 27Ba, Cat. $475 + premium for MUH. $200 
1580 9d violet Die IIB with uncatalogued "flaw at top of "r" of Australia" variety. MLH. ACSC 27Avar. $100 
1581 9d violet in a CA monogram block of 4 postally used (light crease on bottom rh stamp). Monograms are very scarce 

postally used. They are not priced in ACSC with postally used blocks of 4 even rarer. This block is fine used by 
Warburton, Vic cds. Exhibition quality. ACSC 25Azc $1,800 

1582 9d violet, Die IIB Harrison two line imprint pair.  MLH, toned gum. ACSC 27A zc, Cat. $550  $120 
1583 9d violet, Die IIB, plate 4 with "flaw above "N" of "NINE". An ACSC unlisted variety for 3rd wmk. MLH, centered left. 

Drury Cert. (2019) stating "New Discovery". ACSC 27A(4)j $120 
1584 9d pale violet with 2 varieties (i) "thin necked kangaroo" (ACSC 27B(3)g, Cat. $250) & "retouched upper right corner" 

both used, the latter with fluffy perfs. (ACSC 27B(4)g, Cat. $125). $60 
1585 1/- blue green Die IIB pair with "white flaw through "tra" of Australia" variety on right hand stamp. MLH. ACSC 33A(4)k, 

Cat. $425 as single + premium for pair. $150 
1586 1/- blue green Die IIB with wmk sideways. Fine used & possibly postally used with Perth cds, scarce thus. Centered 

left. ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $500 $120 
1587 1/- blue green in top left corner selvedge pair with "top frame broken over first "a" of Australia" variety. Note diagonal 

stroke of 1/- also has break near top. MUH but light uneven toning on back. ACSC 33A(4)d, Cat. $400 MLH + premium $150 
1588 1/- blue green with wmk sideways. MUH, centred top left. ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $200 + premium for MUH. $50 
1589 1/- blue-green with sideways wmk in left selvedge block of 4. Light even gum toning & a couple of pulled perfs. MUH 

with good frontal colour & reasonable centring. ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $200 for singles $70 
1590 1/- blue-green, Die IIB John Ash Imprint (N over N) pair. MLH, toned gum. ACSC 33A, Cat. $400 $100 
1591 1/- blue-green, Die IIB, with "1 for first "I" in Shilling" variety. MVLH. ACSC 33(4)l, Cat. $300 $120 
1592 2/- brown Kangaroo, Die 2. MLH.   ACSC 37A, Cat. $450 $150 
1593 2/- pale brown. MLH, centred low. Lovely fresh colour. ACSC 37B, Cat. $600 $180 
1594 2/- maroon superb. MLH, well centred & fresh. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $80 
1595 2/- maroon with  "white dog leg flaw "SH" to value circle" variety. MVLH. ACSC 38(2)fa, Cat. $1000 $250 
1596 2/- maroon with clear kiss print to "value circle & 2/-" & "Australia + shilling + vertical frames etc". Fine used with Drury 

Cert. (2020) ACSC 38A var. Not listed. $250 
1597 2/- maroon, Die II. MVLH, centered slightly left. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $90 
1598 2/- maroon, Die II John Ash imprint pair. MVLH. ACSC 38A, Cat. $1000 $280 
1599 2/- maroon. MLH with fluffy perfs. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $70 
1600 2/- deep maroon with "vertical hairline in Bight" variety. MLH with fluffy irregular perfs at base. Good strong colour. 

ACSC 38B(u)f, Cat. $1000 $180 
1601 5/- grey & deep yellow with "broken coast near Sydney & break in right frame 3.5mm from top" variety . MLH with 2 

minute specks on front mentioned for accuracy. ACSC 44(c)d, Cat. $950 $150 
1602 5/- grey & deep yellow with "shading breaks in bight" variety. Fine used, centred high. Drury Cert (2019).                    

Note; the wmk margin line at right indicates that this stamp cannot be from position R22 as quoted in ACSC.            
ACSC 44C(D)n, Cat. $450 $150 

1603 5/- grey & pale yellow with "break in right frame near top" & "flaw across kangaroo's tail" varieties. Good used, parcel 
cancel, short perf top right. ACC 44D(D)d, 44D(V)d, Cat. $450 $100 

1604 5/- grey & pale yellow with "break right frame near top" & "flaw across top of kangaroo's tail" varieties. Good used, 
heavyish parcel cancel. ACSC 44(D)d, 44(V)d, Cat. $450 $60 

1605 5/- grey & pale yellow with "short Spencers Gulf" variety. Good used with parcel cancel. Missing TL corner reflected in 
reserve. ACSC 44D(D)I, Cat. $450 $30 

1606 5/- grey & pale yellow with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Good to F/U with double cds & a few ragged perfs at top. 
ACSC 44D(V)I, Cat. $650 $100 

1607 5/- grey & pale yellow. Centred high but excellent perfs & fine MUH. ACSC 44D Cat. $2000 $500 
1608 5/- grey & pale yellow. Fine used. ACSC 44D, Cat. $225 $60 



1609 5/- grey & yellow with "spencer's Gulf very short" variety. MUH & well centred. ACSC 44(D)s, Cat. $4400 $1,000 
1610 5/- grey & yellow with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Used by light machine cancel. ACSC variety 44(V)l, Cat. $650 $100 
1611 5/- grey & yellow x 5 F/U examples, 2 with minor perf faults plus 5/- perfined "OS" F/U. Useful lot ACSC Cat. $1325 (6) $180 
1612 5/- grey & yellow x 9, 6 with cds & 3 with parcel cancels. Also 10/- good used & £1 grey used with missing cnr perf. 

ACSC Cat. $2900 (11) $120 
1613 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MVLH & well centred. ACSC 43A, Cat. $1500 $380 
1614 5/- grey black & yellow orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" variety. Fine used with a few fluffy perfs. 

ACSC 44B(D)e, Cat. $600 $120 
1615 5/- grey-black & chrome with "break right frame opposite Cape York & yellow spots on map west of Spencer's Gulf" & 

"tail of kangaroo & grass at right sliced off" varieties. Note: second variety only occurs on early Harrison printings. 
Good used with light part parcel cancel clear of varieties. ACSC 44(D)ua & ACSC 44(V)u, cat. $875 $120 

1616 5/- grey-black & chrome with 'break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. Fine used with light parcel cancel.      
ACSC 44(D)vg, Cat. $450 $90 

1617 5/- grey-black & chrome with large telegraph puncture. Good used with some irregular perfs. $50 
1618 5/- grey-black & chrome with light "double printed frame plate" variety visible in margins & in white areas of map. Fresh 

MLH with Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 44Ac, Cat. $10,000 $1,500 
1619 5/- grey-black & yellow-orange perfined "OS" with "Spencers Gulf short" variety. Used. ACSC 44Bb(D)j, Cat. $375 $75 
1620 10/- grey & pink perfined small "OS" CTO. Fluffy perfs resulting in flattish edges, rich colour. ACSC 48ba, Cat $500 $75 
1621 10/- grey & pink perfined small "OS" with "broken coast near Sydney & white flaw after "I" of "Australia" variety. CTO 

with better than average centering. ACSC variety 48(D)j, Cat. $850 $250 
1622 10/- grey & pink with 2 partial cds strikes, clear of "white flaw before "Postage"" variety. Couple of shortish perfs at 

base. ACSC 48(D)g , Cat. $850 $150 
1623 10/- grey & pink, Die II perfined small "OS".  Fine used. ACSC 48Aba, Cat. $500 $120 
1624 10/- grey & pink. Centred slightly to right blunt top right corner. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $200 
1625 10/- grey & deep aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B plus "broken tail" variety. Fluffy perfs & small hinge remnant. 

ACSC 48x(V)e, Cat. $800 $200 
1626 10/- grey & deep aniline pink with wmk inverted. MVLH. very fine and lightly hinged. SG 43aw, Cat. £2750,           

ACSC 48Ba, Cat. $4500 $2,000 
1627 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. MVLH centred low. Fresh, strong colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750, SG 43a $250 
1628 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, Die II ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B.  MLH with good centering. ACSC 48Bx, Cat. $600 $200 
1629 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, Die II perfined small "OS".  CTO with gum & well centred. ACSC 48wa, Cat. $200 $60 
1630 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Centered low but MVLH with fresh colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750 $220 
1631 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Fine used. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $120 
1632 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Well centred with overlapping Registered cds's. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $75 
1633 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink with large telegraph puncture. Scarce. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $90 
1634 10/- grey & intense aniline pink centred high & grey & pink with fluffy perfs but well centred both perfined "OS" & CTO. 

ACSC 48Dwa, Cat. $400 (2) $100 
1635 10/- grey & intense aniline pink perfined small "OS" with "very short Spencer's Gulf" variety. CTO & centred right & 

showing ACSC 48(D)f, Cat. $750 on normal but perf "OS" CTO is 40% of normal price. $180 
1636 10/- grey & pale aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH, couple short perfs bottom right. Fresh, rich colour. 

ACSC 48Ex, Cat. $600 $120 
1637 £1 chocolate & dull blue fine used with part Queensland cds. Noted "break in N.W. coast near Derby & flaw & bulge in 

left frame 7mm from base" unlisted varieties & not mentioned on Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 52A, Cat. $2500 + variety. $900 
1638 £1 chestnut & blue with inverted wmk. Used with Sydney Late Fee cancel & well centered. ACSC52Ba, Cat. $4,750; 

SG 43aw, Cat. £3,500 $1,900 
1639 £1 chestnut & blue. A superb MVLH well centered example with rich colour. ACSC 52B, Cat. $4000 (see front cover) $1,600 
1640 £1 purple-brown & blue with "broken tail on kangaroo" vignette variety & large telegraph puncture. Fine used with part 

cds. Blue ink smudge on front but blends into rich colour of stamp. ACSC 52C(V)e, Cat. $2750 without puncture. $200 
1641 £1 purple-brown & blue showing kangaroo misplaced into Bight plus break in coast near Sydney. CTO with fresh 

colour. ACSC 52w, Cat. $4,000 for normal. $1,400 
1642 £1 light brown & pale blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH.  ACSC 52Dx, Cat. $900 $280 
1643 £1 light brown & pale blue. CTO with full gum & corner Melbourne pmk. ACSC 52Dw, Cat. $4000 $1,500 
1644 £1 light brown & pale blue. Fine used with neat Sydney Regd cds. A couple of shortish perfs at top but well centered. 

ACSC 52D, Cat. $2500 $450 
1645 £1 olive-brown & pale blue. Good to fine used with part Brisbane cds's. Odd short perf but still a most presentable 

example of this rare shade. ACSC 52E, Cat. $4,250 $750 
1646 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" showing "flaw above "l" of Australia" unlisted variety. MUH with aged gum. Good centering 

& perfs. ACSC 53xg, Cat. $850 as MUH. $75 
1647 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "coloured flaw top frame above "IA" of Australia" variety not listed in ACSC. 

Fine MUH. ACSC 53Ag, Cat. $850 $200 
1648 £1 grey with part bottom selvedge. Centered right but fine used with good perfs. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $500 $100 
1649 £1 grey, Die 2B ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MUH & well centered.  ACSC 53Axb, Cat. $850 $220 
1650 £1 grey. CTO & well centred. ACSC 53Aw, Cat. $750 $300 
1651 £1 grey. Fine used, centred low left. ACSC 53A, Cat. $500 $150 
1652 £1 grey. Fresh MLH with fluffy perfs. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $1000 $350 
1653 £1 deep grey. Good to fine used, centred slightly right. ACSC 53B, Cat. $500 $160 
1654 £2 grey black & crimson, Fine used with Sydney Registered cds. Well centered, fluffy perfs. ACSC 56B, Cat. $4500 $1,200 
1655 £2 grey-black & crimson with “Kangaroo's ear at right broken” variety. Pulled perf at base & ink mark on reverse. 

Commercially used & much scarcer postally used than CTO. ACSC 56B(V)u, Cat. $5,500 $1,800 
1656 £2 grey-black & crimson with “broken coast in Bight” variety. Fresh MUH & well centered, a superb stamp.           

ACSC 56Br. Normal stamp Cat. $20,000. (see front cover) $9,000 
1657 £2 purple-black & rose, CTO without gum, well centred. ACSC 56Cw, Cat. $6,500 (see front cover) $2,200 
1658 £2 purple black & rose. CTO, well centred with fluffy perfs. This was the 4th & final narrow crown wmk printing in 1924. 

ACSC 56Cw, Cat. $6,500 $2,200 
1659 £2 purple black & rose. MUH, centred high. Superb rich strong colour. ACSC 56C, Cat. $17,500 (front cover) $7,000 
1660 £2 purple-black & rose, Die II ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MUH with good centering.  ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $1250 $280 
1661 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C - sub-type 2 with "Shaved 'P'" variety. Fresh MVLH.                   

ACSC 56Cxf Cat. $1250  $400 



1609 5/- grey & yellow with "spencer's Gulf very short" variety. MUH & well centred. ACSC 44(D)s, Cat. $4400 $1,000 
1610 5/- grey & yellow with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Used by light machine cancel. ACSC variety 44(V)l, Cat. $650 $100 
1611 5/- grey & yellow x 5 F/U examples, 2 with minor perf faults plus 5/- perfined "OS" F/U. Useful lot ACSC Cat. $1325 (6) $180 
1612 5/- grey & yellow x 9, 6 with cds & 3 with parcel cancels. Also 10/- good used & £1 grey used with missing cnr perf. 

ACSC Cat. $2900 (11) $120 
1613 5/- grey & yellow. Fresh MVLH & well centred. ACSC 43A, Cat. $1500 $380 
1614 5/- grey black & yellow orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" variety. Fine used with a few fluffy perfs. 

ACSC 44B(D)e, Cat. $600 $120 
1615 5/- grey-black & chrome with "break right frame opposite Cape York & yellow spots on map west of Spencer's Gulf" & 

"tail of kangaroo & grass at right sliced off" varieties. Note: second variety only occurs on early Harrison printings. 
Good used with light part parcel cancel clear of varieties. ACSC 44(D)ua & ACSC 44(V)u, cat. $875 $120 

1616 5/- grey-black & chrome with 'break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. Fine used with light parcel cancel.      
ACSC 44(D)vg, Cat. $450 $90 

1617 5/- grey-black & chrome with large telegraph puncture. Good used with some irregular perfs. $50 
1618 5/- grey-black & chrome with light "double printed frame plate" variety visible in margins & in white areas of map. Fresh 

MLH with Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 44Ac, Cat. $10,000 $1,500 
1619 5/- grey-black & yellow-orange perfined "OS" with "Spencers Gulf short" variety. Used. ACSC 44Bb(D)j, Cat. $375 $75 
1620 10/- grey & pink perfined small "OS" CTO. Fluffy perfs resulting in flattish edges, rich colour. ACSC 48ba, Cat $500 $75 
1621 10/- grey & pink perfined small "OS" with "broken coast near Sydney & white flaw after "I" of "Australia" variety. CTO 

with better than average centering. ACSC variety 48(D)j, Cat. $850 $250 
1622 10/- grey & pink with 2 partial cds strikes, clear of "white flaw before "Postage"" variety. Couple of shortish perfs at 

base. ACSC 48(D)g , Cat. $850 $150 
1623 10/- grey & pink, Die II perfined small "OS".  Fine used. ACSC 48Aba, Cat. $500 $120 
1624 10/- grey & pink. Centred slightly to right blunt top right corner. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $200 
1625 10/- grey & deep aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B plus "broken tail" variety. Fluffy perfs & small hinge remnant. 

ACSC 48x(V)e, Cat. $800 $200 
1626 10/- grey & deep aniline pink with wmk inverted. MVLH. very fine and lightly hinged. SG 43aw, Cat. £2750,           

ACSC 48Ba, Cat. $4500 $2,000 
1627 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. MVLH centred low. Fresh, strong colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750, SG 43a $250 
1628 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, Die II ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B.  MLH with good centering. ACSC 48Bx, Cat. $600 $200 
1629 10/- grey & deep aniline pink, Die II perfined small "OS".  CTO with gum & well centred. ACSC 48wa, Cat. $200 $60 
1630 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Centered low but MVLH with fresh colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750 $220 
1631 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Fine used. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $120 
1632 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Well centred with overlapping Registered cds's. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $75 
1633 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink with large telegraph puncture. Scarce. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $90 
1634 10/- grey & intense aniline pink centred high & grey & pink with fluffy perfs but well centred both perfined "OS" & CTO. 

ACSC 48Dwa, Cat. $400 (2) $100 
1635 10/- grey & intense aniline pink perfined small "OS" with "very short Spencer's Gulf" variety. CTO & centred right & 

showing ACSC 48(D)f, Cat. $750 on normal but perf "OS" CTO is 40% of normal price. $180 
1636 10/- grey & pale aniline pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH, couple short perfs bottom right. Fresh, rich colour. 

ACSC 48Ex, Cat. $600 $120 
1637 £1 chocolate & dull blue fine used with part Queensland cds. Noted "break in N.W. coast near Derby & flaw & bulge in 

left frame 7mm from base" unlisted varieties & not mentioned on Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 52A, Cat. $2500 + variety. $900 
1638 £1 chestnut & blue with inverted wmk. Used with Sydney Late Fee cancel & well centered. ACSC52Ba, Cat. $4,750; 

SG 43aw, Cat. £3,500 $1,900 
1639 £1 chestnut & blue. A superb MVLH well centered example with rich colour. ACSC 52B, Cat. $4000 (see front cover) $1,600 
1640 £1 purple-brown & blue with "broken tail on kangaroo" vignette variety & large telegraph puncture. Fine used with part 

cds. Blue ink smudge on front but blends into rich colour of stamp. ACSC 52C(V)e, Cat. $2750 without puncture. $200 
1641 £1 purple-brown & blue showing kangaroo misplaced into Bight plus break in coast near Sydney. CTO with fresh 

colour. ACSC 52w, Cat. $4,000 for normal. $1,400 
1642 £1 light brown & pale blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" type B. MLH.  ACSC 52Dx, Cat. $900 $280 
1643 £1 light brown & pale blue. CTO with full gum & corner Melbourne pmk. ACSC 52Dw, Cat. $4000 $1,500 
1644 £1 light brown & pale blue. Fine used with neat Sydney Regd cds. A couple of shortish perfs at top but well centered. 

ACSC 52D, Cat. $2500 $450 
1645 £1 olive-brown & pale blue. Good to fine used with part Brisbane cds's. Odd short perf but still a most presentable 

example of this rare shade. ACSC 52E, Cat. $4,250 $750 
1646 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" showing "flaw above "l" of Australia" unlisted variety. MUH with aged gum. Good centering 

& perfs. ACSC 53xg, Cat. $850 as MUH. $75 
1647 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "coloured flaw top frame above "IA" of Australia" variety not listed in ACSC. 

Fine MUH. ACSC 53Ag, Cat. $850 $200 
1648 £1 grey with part bottom selvedge. Centered right but fine used with good perfs. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $500 $100 
1649 £1 grey, Die 2B ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MUH & well centered.  ACSC 53Axb, Cat. $850 $220 
1650 £1 grey. CTO & well centred. ACSC 53Aw, Cat. $750 $300 
1651 £1 grey. Fine used, centred low left. ACSC 53A, Cat. $500 $150 
1652 £1 grey. Fresh MLH with fluffy perfs. SG 75, ACSC 53A, Cat. $1000 $350 
1653 £1 deep grey. Good to fine used, centred slightly right. ACSC 53B, Cat. $500 $160 
1654 £2 grey black & crimson, Fine used with Sydney Registered cds. Well centered, fluffy perfs. ACSC 56B, Cat. $4500 $1,200 
1655 £2 grey-black & crimson with “Kangaroo's ear at right broken” variety. Pulled perf at base & ink mark on reverse. 

Commercially used & much scarcer postally used than CTO. ACSC 56B(V)u, Cat. $5,500 $1,800 
1656 £2 grey-black & crimson with “broken coast in Bight” variety. Fresh MUH & well centered, a superb stamp.           

ACSC 56Br. Normal stamp Cat. $20,000. (see front cover) $9,000 
1657 £2 purple-black & rose, CTO without gum, well centred. ACSC 56Cw, Cat. $6,500 (see front cover) $2,200 
1658 £2 purple black & rose. CTO, well centred with fluffy perfs. This was the 4th & final narrow crown wmk printing in 1924. 

ACSC 56Cw, Cat. $6,500 $2,200 
1659 £2 purple black & rose. MUH, centred high. Superb rich strong colour. ACSC 56C, Cat. $17,500 (front cover) $7,000 
1660 £2 purple-black & rose, Die II ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MUH with good centering.  ACSC 56Cxb, Cat. $1250 $280 
1661 £2 purple-black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C - sub-type 2 with "Shaved 'P'" variety. Fresh MVLH.                   

ACSC 56Cxf Cat. $1250  $400 

 
1929/30 Small Multiple Watermark  

1662 6d chestnut aniline. Fine used, centred right. Drury cert (2019) This shade is not listed in ACSC. $200 
1663 6d chestnut Ash imprint block "N over A". Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 22(4)z, Cat. $400 $180 
1664 6d chestnut ovptd "OS" CTO with MUH full gum (Cat. $75) plus CofA wmk CTO with gum MLH (Cat. $40) (2) $30 
1665 6d chestnut ovptd "OS" with "retouched top frame with additional scratch from Broome to left frame" variety. MLH, 

centred high. ACSC 22(OS)3ia, Cat. $250 $70 
1666 6d chestnut, Die IIB John Ash Imprint "N over A" block of 4. MVLH in gutter only.  ACSC 24A (4)z, Cat. $400 $120 
1667 6d chestnut, MLH (ACSC 22A, Cat. $50) & pale chestnut perfined "OS", MUH. (ACSC 22Bb, Cat. $125) (2) $40 
1668 6d to 5/- perfined small "OS" group all fine used & well centred. ACSC Cat. $450+ (5) $150 
1669 6d to 5/- grey & yellow fresh MVLH with the 9d MUH. Centring varies from good to superb. ACSC $1265 (5) $380 
1670 6d, 9d perfined "OS", 1/-, 1/- perfined "OS", 2/- & 5/- also perfined "OS". All CTO lot without gum. Most have minor perf 

faults with variable centring but keenly priced. ACSC Cat. $635 (6) $50 
1671 6d brown to 2/- maroon, latter wrinkled & 5/- with parcel cancel. Centring varies. (5) $75 
1672 9d pale violet with "vertical white scratch over second "N of "Nine" variety. MLH, centered left. ACSC 28(3)f, Cat. $300 $60 
1673 9d violet perfined "OS", 5/- green x 5, 1/- green perfined "OS" x 2 plus 2/- & 5/- also perfined "OS". All CTO without 

gum with most having fine appearance. Total ACSC Cat. $645 (10) $100 
1674 9d violet perfined "OS" Ash imprint block of 4. MUH. Slightly aged gum. ACSC 28(4)z, Cat. $1500 + premium for MUH 

& perf "OS" price over normal. Total $4500. $900 
1675 9d violet with "thin necked kangaroo". MVLH, centred high. ACSC 28(3)g, Cat. $500 $120 
1676 9d violet. MLH with good centering & perfs. ACSC 29A, Cat. $175 $40 
1677 1/- blue green. MLH horiz pair with slightly discoloured gum but frontally fresh & well centered. ACSC 34A, Cat. $200+ $40 
1678 1/- blue green Ash imprint "N over N" gutter block with lower pair MUH. Well centred. ACSC 34(3)z, Cat. $900 $250 
1679 1/- deep blue green, Die IIB with "broken value circle at 4pm" variety. Fine used & well centered. Drury Cert. (2020) 

Unlisted in ACSC. ACSC 34B var. $100 
1680 2/- maroon Ash imprint "N over N" block of 4. MVLH in gutter only. ACSC 39(2)z, Cat. $2250 + premium MUH $600 
1681 2/- maroon with "colour spot off WA coast" variety. Fine used. ACSC 39(1)g, Cat. $125 $30 
1682 2/- maroon with "flaw on "s" of Australia" variety. MLH, centred left. ACSC 39A(2)j, Cat. $500 $120 
1683 2/- maroon. MUH & well centred. ACSC 39A, Cat. $750 $250 
1684 5/- dark grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Fine used very slightly smudged.           

ACSC 45B(V)o, Cat. $400 $90 
1685 5/- deep grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short" vignette variety. F/U, lovely colour. ACSC 45B(D)j, Cat. $325 $120 
1686 5/- deep grey & yellow-orange with "white flaw at top of  kangaroo's arm" variety. MLH & well centred.                       

ACSC 45(V)m, Cat. $950 $300 
1687 5/- grey & yellow-orange in Ash imprint pair with "white flaw off NSW coast" ( 45(D)v) variety on rh stamp. Centered 

high otherwise fine MLH. ACSC 45Aza, Cat. $3000 $800 
1688 5/- grey & yellow-orange. 5 good used copies incl 1 perfined "OS". 4 x cds & 1 parcel cancel. Total ACSC Cat. $1250 $100 
1689 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short"  duty plate variety. Good to F/U with light parcel cancel.           

ACSC 45A(D)j, Cat. $325 $90 
1690 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short" duty plate  variety. Fine used with neat part Melbourne cds & rich 

colour. ACSC 45A(D)j, Cat. $325 $120 
1691 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white flaw on kangaroo's back" variety not recorded in ACSC. Fine MVLH verging on 

MUH, centered high. ACSC 45A, Cat. $400+ $250 
1692 5/- grey & yellow-orange, Die 2.  MUH & well centred. ACSC 45A, Cat. $1750 $420 
1693 5/- grey & yellow-orange. MLH with light tan line & centered top right. Fresh true colour. ACSC 45A, Cat. $400 $80 
1694 5/- greyish black & yellow orange. MVLH & well centered. Most attractive. ACSC 45B, Cat. $500 $150 
1695 10/- grey & pale pink bottom selvedge example. MUH, hinged on selvedge only. Centered low but less apparent with 

selvedge. Rich vibrant colour. ACSC 49A, Cat. $3000 $900 
1696 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C with "shaved P" variety & with additional "foxed faced kangaroo" 

variety. Gum showing light even toning but frontally fresh & well centered. ACSC 49xd, Cat. $1750 & with variety 
ACSC 49(v)t, total cat. $3400. $750 

1697 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C, sub-type 1 with "Damaged C" plus "Broken coast near Sydney and 
white flaw after 'L' of AUSTRALIA" variety. MLH with some gum redistribution, 75% o.g. ACSC 49xb,(D)j, Cat. $2,000 
just for the Specimen variety. $340 

1698 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd Specimen type C. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 49x, Cat. $1250 $350 
1699 10/- grey & pale pink. Fine used with a missing perf top right. Well centered. ACSC 49A, Cat. $700 $180 
1700 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH, centered low left. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100 $200 
1701 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH with light even toning but well centred with good perfs. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100 $250 
1702 10/- grey & pale pink. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100 $300 
1703 10/- grey & pale pink with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Fine used with light cds. ACSC 49(v)o, Cat. $1350 $300 
1704 10/- grey & pale pink with "white flaw before POSTAGE" variety. MVLH & well centred. ACSC 49(D)g, Cat. $2000 $600 
1705 £2 black & rose with double struck Telegraph cds's. Centred slightly right with a couple of short perfs at right. Lovely 

rich colour. Similar sold for $250+BP in Ace Auctions sale no. 20. SG 114, Cat. £750 $180 
1706 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN". Well centred & fresh MLH. ACSC 57B, Cat. $900 $300 
1707 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson with "break in lower frame under "n" of Pounds" duty plate variety. Very fine used with 

light cds. Centered slight left otherwise superb with lovely colour. ACSC 57B(D)o, Cat. $1750 $500 
1708 £2 grey & rose-crimson left marginal single with "Break in northern coast of WA" variety. Superb fresh MLH & well 

centred with pristine original gum, a premium quality stamp. Ceremuga Cert (2013). ACSC 57(D)e, Cat. $8,000 $3,500 
1709 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "white flaw adjoining NSW coast" duty plate variety. Superb fresh MVLH with good perfs 

& centering. ACSC 57A(D)va, Cat. $8,000 (see front cover) $3,500 
1710 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used by crisp part Late Fee cds. A choice example. ACSC57A, Cat. $1200 $500 
1711 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used with neat upright Kalgoorlie cds. ACSC 57A, Cat. $1200 $380 
1712 £2 grey & rose-crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. MLH. ACSC 57x, Cat. $900 $250  

1931-47 CofA Watermark  
1713 6d chestnut & 6d pale chestnut. Both MLH & well centred. ACSC 23A & 23B, Cat. $100 (2) $30 
1714 6d chestnut ovptd "OS" in Ash imprint "N over N" gutter block of 4 with top left unit having "white hairline from value 

circle to map" variety. 2 MUH, 2 MLH with top right having small thin. ACSC 23(OS)3z, Cat. $800 $200 



1715 6d ovptd "OS" (no gum) & 2/- with gum, both well centred plus 9d x 2 with gum, 2/- with gum & 5/- without all CTO. 
Total ACSC Cat. $200 (6) $30 

1716 6d ovptd "OS" x 2, 9d x 2, 2/- Die II x 4 plus 5/-in CTO group of 9 without gum. Total ACSC Cat. $460 (9) $60 
1717 6d pale chestnut ovptd "OS" with "left frame indent near top" variety not plated. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 23(OS)Bvar. $100 
1718 6d, 9d, 2/- (Dies A & B) MUH/MLH with varied centring plus 5/- good used with bold Melbourne cds & both 6d "OS" 

ovpts (CofA & Small Mult) MLH. ACSC $330 (7) $75 
1719 6d, 9d, 2/- in both Dies & 5/-. All MVLH with the 9d centred top right. Total ACSC $500+ (5) $150 
1720 9d pair on Birmingham addressed Air Mail env tied by bold Hobart 27 AU 35 cds. Right hand stamp with                       

"thin necked kangaroo retouched" variety. Some light corner wear reflected in conservative reserve.                         
ACSC 29(3)ga, Cat. $100 plus x 9 on cover $150 

1721 9d purple aniline. Fine used. Drury cert (2019) This shade is rarely seen & not listed in ACSC. $300 
1722 9d violet, Die IIB, plate 3 John Ash Imprint "N over N" block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 29A (3)z, Cat. $650 $180 
1723 9d violet, Die IIB, plate 4 John Ash Imprint "N over N" block of 4 with Cliché  4R49 "Die 2 substitution" - 2nd state 

variety. MLH on gutter selvedge. ACSC 29A (4)zb, Cat. $650 $200 
1724 5/- grey & yellow-buff. Attractive MLH example. ACSC 46C, Cat. $375 $120 
1725 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney" variety. Superb well centered CTO example.                 

ACSC 44A(D)da, Cat. $150 + premium for CTO. $60 
1726 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "hunched back kangaroo" variety. Fine CTO example. ACSC 44A(v)h, Cat. $150 + 

premium for CTO. $60 
1727 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" duty plate variety & neat telegraph puncture.    

Fine used with Burnie Telegraph Office cds. Short perf lower left for accuracy. ACSC 46A(D)p $60 
1728 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Superb used, 

probably CTO but no gum. Rich true colour. ACSC 46A(D)f, Cat. $150 $60 
1729 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. F/U by Ballarat cds. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $40 
1730 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Good used with variable parcel cancel, light 

corner crease. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $30 
1731 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. F/U but heavy strike of steel postmarker has caused  

2 small pinholes. ACSC 46A(V)va, Cat. $150 $30 
1732 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Good used with part parcel cancel.           

ACSC 46A(D)o, Cat. $125 $30 
1733 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white collar on kangaroo" vignette variety. Good to F/U centered top left off.             

ACSC 46A(V)s, Cat. $150 $40 
1734 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" duty plate variety. Good used by slightly smudged 

Melbourne cds. ACSC 46A(D)e, Cat. $150 $40 
1735 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" variety. Fine used. ACSC 46A(D)e, Cat. $150 $40 
1736 5/- grey & yellow-orange,  Die 2.  MVLH verging on MUH. ACSC 46A, Cat. $325 $90 
1737 5/- grey & yellow with "shading breaks in bight" variety.  F/U with good centering. ACSC 46B(D)n, Cat. $150 $40 
1738 5/- grey & yellow-buff with "kangaroos foot broken" variety. Good used with few short perfs at base.                          

ACSC 46C(V)n, Cat. $150 $30 
1739 5/- x 11 in various shades all with cds cancels plus 10/- (closed tear at base) & £1 grey with missing lower right cnr 

perf. Good to fine used group. Total ACSC Cat. $1600 (13) $90 
1740 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "broken coast in Bight above 10/- value circle at 11pm" variety. Not listed in 

ACSC. MLH. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 50Ax, Cat. $850+ $250 
1741 10/- grey & pink with "notch in kangaroos snout" variety. F/U but unfortunately missing BL corner perf.                   

ACSC 50A(V)I, Cat. $550 $80 
1742 10/- grey & pink with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. F/U with cnr cds & well centered. ACSC variety 50(D)e, Cat. $450 $120 
1743 10/- grey & pink with "white flaw on kangaroo's leg (shot in leg)" variety. F/U with cds, centred to right.                        

ACSC 50(V)k, Cat. $550 $100 
1744 10/- grey & pink, Die 2.  Fine used/CTO. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $90 
1745 10/- grey & pink. Fine MVLH & well centered. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $220 
1746 10/- grey & pink. Fine used, well centered & lovely colour. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $120 
1747 10/- grey & pink. Good to fine used with Fremantle cds. SG 136, Cat. £150 $40 
1748 10/- grey & pink. MLH & well centred. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $300 
1749 10/- grey & pink. MVLH. Centred low however fine perfs & fresh colour. SG 136, Cat. £425, ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $200 
1750 10/- grey-black & rose-carmine. Very fine used with VG perfs & centering. ACSC 50B, Cat. $275 $100 
1751 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U with part Meekatharra cds. Good perfs & centering. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450 $120 
1752 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450  $100 
1753 10/- grey & aniline-pink with central telegraph puncture & neat Launceston Telegraph Office cds. Superb used.     

ACSC 50D, Cat. $750 as normal. $120 
1754 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink with "muzzled kangaroo" vignette variety. ACSC 50E(V)r, Cat. $1250 + variety premium. $380 
1755 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink. F/U with a few short perfs but remains a nice example. ACSC 50E, Cat. $1250 $180 
1756 £1 grey showing thickened top frame. F/U with neat cds at upper right. Pulled perf bottom right otherwise fine.        

ACSC 54, Cat. $450 $60 
1757 £1 grey with neat telegraph puncture & Burnie cds. Centred a little high. Increasingly collectable. ACSC 54 $75 
1758 £1 grey. Fine used with a couple of shortish perfs at base. ACSC 54, Cat. $450 $100 
1759 £1 grey. Fine & fresh MVLH with good centering. ACSC 54, Cat. $1000 $400 
1760 £1 grey, Die IIB. MUH, centered slightly left. ACSC 54, Cat. $3250 $900 
1761 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. Bottom part marginal example. Short corner top right 

otherwise fresh & fine with rich colour. ACSC 58(V)va, Cat. $7500 $1,600 
1762 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson with "colour spot on map north of Bight" variety. Used clear of variety, centred top left. 

ACSC 58B(D)q, Cat. $1300 $150 
1763 £2 grey-black & rose crimson x 5 all ovptd "SPECIMEN" & each with a variety incl "cut in kangaroos throat" (ACSC 

58BX(V)j), "Weeping kangaroo" (ACSC 58Bx(V)l, "break in lower frame under "N" of "POUNDS" (ACSC 58(D)o, 
"coloured line on map north of Bight" (ACSC 58(D)n & "colour spot on map north of Bight" (ACSC 58B(D)q). MUH or 
MVLH with 58(D)n missing perf at base otherwise all sound. Last listed variety with Drury (2020) cert. Normal stamps 
with these varieties & without Specimen would catalogue at an enormous $40,000+ (5) $1,400 

1764 £2 grey-black & rose crimson. Fine used, centered slightly right. A Superb. A lovely example.                                      
SG 138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $850 $300 



1715 6d ovptd "OS" (no gum) & 2/- with gum, both well centred plus 9d x 2 with gum, 2/- with gum & 5/- without all CTO. 
Total ACSC Cat. $200 (6) $30 

1716 6d ovptd "OS" x 2, 9d x 2, 2/- Die II x 4 plus 5/-in CTO group of 9 without gum. Total ACSC Cat. $460 (9) $60 
1717 6d pale chestnut ovptd "OS" with "left frame indent near top" variety not plated. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 23(OS)Bvar. $100 
1718 6d, 9d, 2/- (Dies A & B) MUH/MLH with varied centring plus 5/- good used with bold Melbourne cds & both 6d "OS" 

ovpts (CofA & Small Mult) MLH. ACSC $330 (7) $75 
1719 6d, 9d, 2/- in both Dies & 5/-. All MVLH with the 9d centred top right. Total ACSC $500+ (5) $150 
1720 9d pair on Birmingham addressed Air Mail env tied by bold Hobart 27 AU 35 cds. Right hand stamp with                       

"thin necked kangaroo retouched" variety. Some light corner wear reflected in conservative reserve.                         
ACSC 29(3)ga, Cat. $100 plus x 9 on cover $150 

1721 9d purple aniline. Fine used. Drury cert (2019) This shade is rarely seen & not listed in ACSC. $300 
1722 9d violet, Die IIB, plate 3 John Ash Imprint "N over N" block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 29A (3)z, Cat. $650 $180 
1723 9d violet, Die IIB, plate 4 John Ash Imprint "N over N" block of 4 with Cliché  4R49 "Die 2 substitution" - 2nd state 

variety. MLH on gutter selvedge. ACSC 29A (4)zb, Cat. $650 $200 
1724 5/- grey & yellow-buff. Attractive MLH example. ACSC 46C, Cat. $375 $120 
1725 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney" variety. Superb well centered CTO example.                 

ACSC 44A(D)da, Cat. $150 + premium for CTO. $60 
1726 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "hunched back kangaroo" variety. Fine CTO example. ACSC 44A(v)h, Cat. $150 + 

premium for CTO. $60 
1727 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" duty plate variety & neat telegraph puncture.    

Fine used with Burnie Telegraph Office cds. Short perf lower left for accuracy. ACSC 46A(D)p $60 
1728 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Superb used, 

probably CTO but no gum. Rich true colour. ACSC 46A(D)f, Cat. $150 $60 
1729 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. F/U by Ballarat cds. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $40 
1730 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Good used with variable parcel cancel, light 

corner crease. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $30 
1731 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. F/U but heavy strike of steel postmarker has caused  

2 small pinholes. ACSC 46A(V)va, Cat. $150 $30 
1732 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Good used with part parcel cancel.           

ACSC 46A(D)o, Cat. $125 $30 
1733 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white collar on kangaroo" vignette variety. Good to F/U centered top left off.             

ACSC 46A(V)s, Cat. $150 $40 
1734 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" duty plate variety. Good used by slightly smudged 

Melbourne cds. ACSC 46A(D)e, Cat. $150 $40 
1735 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" variety. Fine used. ACSC 46A(D)e, Cat. $150 $40 
1736 5/- grey & yellow-orange,  Die 2.  MVLH verging on MUH. ACSC 46A, Cat. $325 $90 
1737 5/- grey & yellow with "shading breaks in bight" variety.  F/U with good centering. ACSC 46B(D)n, Cat. $150 $40 
1738 5/- grey & yellow-buff with "kangaroos foot broken" variety. Good used with few short perfs at base.                          

ACSC 46C(V)n, Cat. $150 $30 
1739 5/- x 11 in various shades all with cds cancels plus 10/- (closed tear at base) & £1 grey with missing lower right cnr 

perf. Good to fine used group. Total ACSC Cat. $1600 (13) $90 
1740 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "broken coast in Bight above 10/- value circle at 11pm" variety. Not listed in 

ACSC. MLH. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 50Ax, Cat. $850+ $250 
1741 10/- grey & pink with "notch in kangaroos snout" variety. F/U but unfortunately missing BL corner perf.                   

ACSC 50A(V)I, Cat. $550 $80 
1742 10/- grey & pink with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. F/U with cnr cds & well centered. ACSC variety 50(D)e, Cat. $450 $120 
1743 10/- grey & pink with "white flaw on kangaroo's leg (shot in leg)" variety. F/U with cds, centred to right.                        

ACSC 50(V)k, Cat. $550 $100 
1744 10/- grey & pink, Die 2.  Fine used/CTO. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $90 
1745 10/- grey & pink. Fine MVLH & well centered. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $220 
1746 10/- grey & pink. Fine used, well centered & lovely colour. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $120 
1747 10/- grey & pink. Good to fine used with Fremantle cds. SG 136, Cat. £150 $40 
1748 10/- grey & pink. MLH & well centred. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $300 
1749 10/- grey & pink. MVLH. Centred low however fine perfs & fresh colour. SG 136, Cat. £425, ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $200 
1750 10/- grey-black & rose-carmine. Very fine used with VG perfs & centering. ACSC 50B, Cat. $275 $100 
1751 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U with part Meekatharra cds. Good perfs & centering. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450 $120 
1752 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450  $100 
1753 10/- grey & aniline-pink with central telegraph puncture & neat Launceston Telegraph Office cds. Superb used.     

ACSC 50D, Cat. $750 as normal. $120 
1754 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink with "muzzled kangaroo" vignette variety. ACSC 50E(V)r, Cat. $1250 + variety premium. $380 
1755 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink. F/U with a few short perfs but remains a nice example. ACSC 50E, Cat. $1250 $180 
1756 £1 grey showing thickened top frame. F/U with neat cds at upper right. Pulled perf bottom right otherwise fine.        

ACSC 54, Cat. $450 $60 
1757 £1 grey with neat telegraph puncture & Burnie cds. Centred a little high. Increasingly collectable. ACSC 54 $75 
1758 £1 grey. Fine used with a couple of shortish perfs at base. ACSC 54, Cat. $450 $100 
1759 £1 grey. Fine & fresh MVLH with good centering. ACSC 54, Cat. $1000 $400 
1760 £1 grey, Die IIB. MUH, centered slightly left. ACSC 54, Cat. $3250 $900 
1761 £2 grey & rose-crimson with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. Bottom part marginal example. Short corner top right 

otherwise fresh & fine with rich colour. ACSC 58(V)va, Cat. $7500 $1,600 
1762 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson with "colour spot on map north of Bight" variety. Used clear of variety, centred top left. 

ACSC 58B(D)q, Cat. $1300 $150 
1763 £2 grey-black & rose crimson x 5 all ovptd "SPECIMEN" & each with a variety incl "cut in kangaroos throat" (ACSC 

58BX(V)j), "Weeping kangaroo" (ACSC 58Bx(V)l, "break in lower frame under "N" of "POUNDS" (ACSC 58(D)o, 
"coloured line on map north of Bight" (ACSC 58(D)n & "colour spot on map north of Bight" (ACSC 58B(D)q). MUH or 
MVLH with 58(D)n missing perf at base otherwise all sound. Last listed variety with Drury (2020) cert. Normal stamps 
with these varieties & without Specimen would catalogue at an enormous $40,000+ (5) $1,400 

1764 £2 grey-black & rose crimson. Fine used, centered slightly right. A Superb. A lovely example.                                      
SG 138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $850 $300 

1765 £2 grey-black & rose crimson. Fine MLH with very good centering & perfs. A superior example. SG 138,                 
ACSC 58B, Cat. $5000 (see front cover) $2,200 

1766 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" mint without gum. £2 with "collar on kangaroo" variety. Good centering.                      
ACSC 58(V)r, Cat. c$350 (3) $80 

1767 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 3. £2 superb MUH & well centered, others MLH & off centre. ACSC $395 (3) $80 
1768 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with the 10/- & £1 both MLH (latter centred to right) & £2 MUH & well centred. 

ACSC 50Axe, Cat. $90, 54x, Cat. $80 & 58Bx, Cat. $225 (3) $100 
1769 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" with the £1 well centred but gum disturbance, others MLH with mixed centering.         

SG 136s/38s (3) $50 
1770 10/-, £1 & £2 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Former two MLH & well centred whilst the £2 is centred to top left with hinge 

remnant. SG 136s/38s (3) $50  
KING GEORGE V  

1771 Imperforate Plate Proof of 1d carmine rose Plate 2 left marginal block of 4 with Jubilee line on thin white glazed card. 
A lovely exhibition piece with only one sheet thought to have been printed in this shade. ACSC 70PP(2)C, Cat. 
$1500+ $1,000  

1914-20 Single Watermark  
1772 ½d green lower right selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram from electro 1. MLH, toned gum. Well-centred with good 

colour. ACSC 63(1)zb, Cat. $400 as single $100 
1773 ½d green single line perf 14.2. Fine used with part machine cancel. ACSC 64, Cat. $1000 $300 
1774 ½d green with "Clubbed fraction bar at left" variety. F/U with Sydney cancel clear of variety. ACSC 63(3)r, Cat. $1500 $450 
1775 ½d green with "crack through "p" of Postage" variety. Fine used with neat Queensland cds. ACSC 63(2)o, Cat. $2250 $800 
1776 ½d green with "crack through S.W. corner" variety. Fine used with light machine cancel clear of variety. ACSC 63(3)o, 

Cat. $2000 $500 
1777 ½d green with "cracked electro left wattle to "u"" variety. Good used, centered left with neat slogan cancel clear of 

variety. ACSC 63(5)k, Cat. $5000 $1,200 
1778 ½d green with "thin fraction at right" variety with left part selvedge. Good to fine used. A rare stamp. ACSC 

63(5)s, Cat. $15,000 $5,500 
1779 ½d green, electro 6 in positional plate block of 9 from the base of the sheet with part Harrison imprint & misaligned 

perfs on the bottom row. Positions 46-48/ 52-54/ 58-60 with 3 varieties. MUH/MH with some perf separation & even 
gum toning. Fine frontal appearance. ACSC 63B(6)h, i & j, Cat. $285+ $80 

1780 ½d green, plate 5, with CA monogram in horiz bottom selvedge pair. MLH with tan line from album. ACSC 63(5)za, 
Cat. $325 for single $100 

1781 ½d orange electro 6 Harrison imprint block of 18 with inverted wmk. Left pane units 46-48/ 52-54/ 58-60 & right pane 
units 43-45/ 49-51/ 55-57 with numerous varieties. MUH/MH. An attractive multiple. ACSC 66(6)a, h, I, j, p & z, Cat. 
$735 for stamp & imprint block + premium for block of 18. $400 

1782 ½d orange lower positional selvedge corner block of 4. Electro 6 - 49, 50/ 55, 56 with "retouched shading behind 
King's head" variety. Also noted substantial white flaw behind kangaroo on the same unit. MUH/MLH, light creasing. 
ACSC variety (g), Cat. $105 + as this also has inverted wmk. $40 

1783 ½d orange, 3d green Airmail & 4d violet KGV on first Sydney to Melbourne airmail service with "Trans Australian Air-
Mail" vignette. 4d violet with "white scratch behind emu" variety. VG cond. ACSC 111(2)v, Cat. $450 on cover + 
premium for variety. $120 

1784 ½d orange, electro 6, Harrison imprint block of 4 with inverted wmk & 2 varieties. MLH & well centred with good colour. 
ACSC 66a(6)az, Cat. $325 $120 

1785 ½d orange, electro 7, lower right selvedge positional block of 8 with inverted wmk. Positions R 51-54/ 57-60 with 4 
varieties. MLH, significant creasing & 3 arrow remainders on front. Useful exhibition item when cleaned up. ACSC 
66Aa(7)p, q, ra & s, Cat. $500+ $120 

1786 ½d orange, plate 9, 2 line Harrison imprint block of 9 ("N" over "MP") with "break top from left of crown" variety. 
MUH/MLH with gum tan line & horiz crease affecting 4 stamps at top, not apparent from front. ACSC 66(9)z, Cat. $275 $60 

1787 ½d orange. 4 blocks of 4 with following varieties (i) ACSC 66(9)d, (ii) 77(9)e, (iii) 66(9)g & (iv) 66(7)s. All MUH with 
album tan lines but fine frontal appearance. Low reserve. (4 blocks) $50 

1788 ½d orange. 4 blocks of 4 with varieties (i) ACSC 66(9)k, (ii) 66(9)l, (iii) 66(9)m & (iv) 66(9)o. All MUH with latter 2 
having gum tan lines but fresh frontal appearance. (4 blocks) $60 

1789 ½d bright orange block of 18, top 3 rows electro 7 with selvedge on 3 sides. Positions 1-2/ 7-12/ 13-15 with 3 varieties 
not listed in ACSC noting L3 "diagonal break in right frame opposite base of right wattle stem", L5 "heart shaped flaw 
on upper part of kangaroos hip" &  L9 "break in lower right shading line between value tablet & frame opposite 2 of ½". 
A little perf separation but attractive exhibition item. Cat. $270 as MUH singles + premium for block. $90 

1790 ½d bright orange, electro 6 with inverted wmk pair & a single with varieties. Pair with ACSC 66Ba(6)o MUH with a 
small tone spot & single with ACSC 66Ba(6)g MLH. Total cat. value with inverted wmk estimated at $260. $60 

1791 ½d bright orange, electro 6, positional plate block of 6 with inverted wmk. Positions L 10-12/ 16-18 with catalogued     
"2 white flaws on back of king's head" variety. A few short perfs at right but good centring & vibrant colour.           
ACSC 66Ba(6)ea, Cat. $205 plus premium for MUH block. $60 

1792 1916 rough paper varieties with 1d deep scarlet having "thin 1d" ACSC 72A(4)l & 1d deep red with break in top frame 
& 4th pearl at left in crown joins line" ACSC 72B(4)e. Both MLH & reasonably well centred. Total cat. $210 (2) $90 

1793 1d deep red, (G2), single line perf with "Run N of ONE" 8.60 State 2 variety. Good to fine used. Drury Cert. (2020) 
stating "Not listed in Catalogue. Very rare stamp." ACSC 70B(4)va $180 

1794 1d brownish red. Fine used with crisp part Port Hedland 1919 cds. ACSC 71w, Cat. $150 $50 
1795 1d crimson (G23) in block of 4. 1 MUH, 2 MLH & 1 MVLH with good centering & very fresh. Drury Cert. (2019).           

ACSC 71N, Cat. $2500 $500 
1796 1d brownish rose (G23½) in horiz pair perfined "OS". MLH with Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 71Mbb, Cat. $500+ $150 
1797 1d bright brown red (G24) with "flaw under neck" (7.37) variety complete with left selvedge. Superb fresh MUH.         

Drury Cert. (2019) stating "Rare Stamp". ACSC 71O(4)h, Cat. $2000+ $600 
1798 1d carmine rose (G30) pane 1 positional block of 8, 49-52 & 55-58. MUH with slightly aged gum & centered left.              

Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 71V, Cat. $240 + premium for block $50 
1799 1d brown-red (G32) on cover tied by Peak Hill, NSW cds & addressed to Bondi, Sydney. Unfortunately roughly  

opened but stamp not affected. Odd perf stained otherwise sound. Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 71W, Cat. $350 $75 
1800 1d brown-red, (G32) Die I & II left marginal pair with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. Drury Cert. (2020) stating "Very rare 

item". ACSC 71Wa(1)ia, Cat. $5000+ $1,500 



1801 1d carmine aniline (G33). Fresh MUH & well centred. Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 71Z, Cat. $75  $30 
1802 1d carmine-red & carmine rose shades on smooth paper with substitute clichés. (i) Die II with moderate wear F/U, (ii) 

Die III with little wear F/U, (iii) Die I with moderate wear, good used & (iv) Die I very worn with potions missing from the 
top, left & lower frames, good used with "fluffy" perfs. Useful group. Total cat. $600 (4) $200 

1803 1d carmine-red, Die III, with "white flaw on King's beard" variety. Good to fine used. ACSC 75An, Cat. $200 $50 
1804 1d carmine-red, Die III with "white flaw on "S" of Australia" variety. MLH. ACSC 75Am, Cat. $375 $100 
1805 1d carmine rose on rough paper with substitute cliché. Fine used. ACSC 72QKa, Cat. $125 $40 
1806 1d rosine (G68), substituted cliché Die I. Fine used, centered right. Drury Cert. (2020) stating "Rare Stamp".           

ACSC 72I(2)ka $100 
1807 1d rosine on rough paper perfined "OS" in top right marginal selvedge block of 4. MUH, centered high but not as 

apparent due to top margin. A1 exhibition quality. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $3000 + premium for block. $1,000 
1808 1d rosine x 6 (G68) all with light pmks & reasonable centering. Drury Certs (2018) for each. ACSC 72I, Cat. $150 ea. 

($900). Reserve covers the certs alone! (6) $120 
1809 1d rosine, (G68), with light cds, centered low right. Clear strong compartment line down right frame. Drury Cert (2018) 

ACSC 72I, Cat. $150 $30 
1810 1d rosine, (G69), perfined "OS". Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100 $30 
1811 1d deep rosine, (G70). Fine used by attractive part Broome cds. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72J, Cat. $175 $50 
1812 1d damson (G70½), substituted cliché Die II. Fine used. Drury Cert. (2020) stating "Very Rare Stamp". ACSC 72K(2)ja $120 
1813 1d damson, (G70½). Fine used with light cancel. Centered low left. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200 $40 
1814 1d deep bright red, Die III with "8 wattles at left" unlisted variety. Fine used with Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 75C var. $75 
1815 1d deep red, Die III x 2, one with inv wmk. MLH with both centered right. Rich deep red colour on each.               

ACSC 75B, Cat. $325 (2) $90 
1816 1d red Harrison one line imprint gutter pair with "RA joined" variety on left stamp. MUH, folded through gutter & blunt 

corner perf at lower left. ACSC 71(4)j, Cat. $1500 $90 
1817 1d red single line perf 14.2 with "thin 1" variety. MVLH with slightly aged gum & well centred. ACSC 70A(4)l, Cat. $750 $220 
1818 1d red, Die II in single line perf 14.2. Good to fine used. RPSV Cert. (1998) ACSC 70B(2)I, Cat. $2000 $800 
1819 1d red, Die III, with "white flaw under emu's tail" variety. Fine used with cancellation close to flaw but clear.               

ACSC 75Ag, Cat. $200 $40 
1820 1d red, plate 4, lower right marginal single  pos. VIII/60 with "run N" in "One" variety (1st state). MLH & well centred. 

ACSC 71(4)v, Cat. $300 $100 
1821 1d rough paper lilac rose. Fine used. Drury Cert. (2008) ACSC 72KA, Cat. $350 $120 
1822 1d salmon Eosin. Fine used with neat machine cancel. Drury Cert. (1998) ACSC 71S, Cat. $2500 $750 
1823 1d salmon Eosin. Fine used with part Wagga Wagga cds. Drury Cert. (2020) states "This stamp will be known as 

"Wagga Wagga No. 23" & "Stamp dated 20.11.1917". Comes with original ACSSGB Cert from 1965!                        
ACSC 71S, Cat. $2500 $750 

1824 1d scarlet aniline with pre-substitute cliché. Fine used. ACSC 71(2)j, Cat. $750  $120 
1825 1d scarlet aniline with pre-substitute cliché. Very fine used with Selwyn cds. ACSC 71(2)k, Cat. $750 $250 
1826 1d scarlet red with "CNE' variety. Fine used. ACSC 71G(4)q, Cat. $1500 $600 
1827 1d scarlet red, Die II, with inverted wmk. Superb fine used. ACSC 71Ga(1)i, Cat. $325 $100 
1828 1d purple in Harrison imprint block of 8. MLH on selvedge & 1 stamp only. Light tan strip on gum.                                  

ACSC 76D(3)z, Cat. $650 for block of 4 + premium for block of 8. $160 
1829 1d green, plate 4 Mullett two-line imprint block of 8 with "Ferns", IA of Australia joined" & "kangaroos tongue out" 

varieties. MUH but 2 units & selvedge stained on reverse. ACSC77(4)ia, j & u, Cat. $300. $50 
1830 1½d black-brown with "long bar to second "e" of three" variety in horiz pair with inverted wmk. MLH.                        

ACSC 83Aa(3)g, Cat. $150 for inverted wmk + premium for variety. $70 
1831 1½d black-brown electro 3 left pane no's 31-60 with "white flaw on kangaroos body (31) & "Notch in left frame below 

top corner" varieties plus 3 other varieties. MUH/MLH with bottom selvedge reinforced. ACSC 84A(3) i & k, Cat. $1000 $300 
1832 1½d black-brown electro 3 left pane vertical block of 10 comprising 5-6, 11-12, 17-18, 23-24 & 29-30 with "white flaw 

over "C" of Pence" (6) variety. MUH. ACSC 83A(3), Cat. $320 $100 
1833 1½d black-brown electro 4 left pane no's 25-48. Vertical perf sep through centre of pane, MUH. ACSC 83A, Cat. $480 $180 
1834 1½d black-brown electro 4 left pane of 18 no's 34-36, 40-42, 46-48, 52-54, 58-60 with "white flaw in lower left corner" 

(35) & "colour scratch over "T" of Postage" (60) varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 83A(4)f & g, Cat. $400 $100 
1835 1½d black-brown electro 4 right pane of 48 separated into 2 blocks vertically & perf separation in other verticals & 

bottom row. Some minor faults reflected in reserve. ACSC 83(4), Cat. $960 $250 
1836 1½d red-brown, Die I top right marginal corner with inverted wmk from electro 3, clichés 3R/5-6 & 11-12. Cliché 3R5 

with "blurred line on right wattles" variety. MUH (MLH on top selvedge) & well centred. ACSC 85Aa(3)l, Cat. $800 $200 
1837 1½d blue-green on coarse mesh paper. Lightly used by slogan cancel. Rust spot on reverse. Drury Cert. (2020)         

ACSC 88Ca, Cat. $400 $100 
1838 1½d blue-green on coarse mesh paper. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 88Ca, Cat. $1000 $200 
1839 1½d green horizontal pair on plain unaddressed FDC with "Parkville VIC 7 MR 23' cds's being the official First 

Day of Issue. A stunning item of great scarcity in fine cond worthy of exhibiting. ACSC 88y, Cat. $10,000 $5,000 
1840 1½d green with cracked electro above value tablet at right. F/U with 1924 Southport cds. ACSC 88(17)r, Cat. $475 $120 
1841 1½d red block of 4 with "HALE" variety (22L22) & "thin "RAL" variety (22L28). Fresh MLH. Drury Cert. (2020)          

ACSC 89D(22)I & j, Cat. $200+ $120 
1842 1½d red horiz pair perfined "OS" with cracked plate varieties. Fine used with part Adelaide machine cancel. A 

desirable exhibition item as variety "s" is quite an early state. ACSC 89ba(17)r & s, Cat. $800 + premium for F/U pair. $340 
1843 1½d red in two pairs & a block of 4 with varieties. (i) ACSC 89(23)o in MLH pair, (ii) MUH/MLH block of 4 with a variety 

on 2R41 but not on 2R42 where the heavy retouch to the lower right corner occurs ACSC 89(24)n & o, & (iii) Harrison 
imprint pair plate  (?) with bottom line of imprint patchy/fuzzy with the final "r" quite deformed. MH with tone stripe. (3) $60 

1844 1½d red Mullett imprint block of 8 with the imprint 5mm below the stamp. Stamp R55 has a small notch in lower frame 
under left edge of right value shield. MLH with very light tan strip & small tone spot but frontally fresh. ACSC 89(26)z, 
Cat $475 for block of 4. $150 

1845 1½d red printed on the gum side perfined "OS" & with inverted wmk. MUH, lightly hinged in top selvedge only.              
ACSC 89c, Cat. $750  $300 

1846 1½d red with "cracked electro right side of crown" variety. MUH & well centred. ACSC 89(24)f, Cat. $180 $60 
1847 1½d red, plate 23, no imprint block of 4 with "s" - white scratch through left wattles" R49 variety. Fine MLH in selvedge 

only. ACSC 89(23)za, Cat. $400 $120 



1801 1d carmine aniline (G33). Fresh MUH & well centred. Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 71Z, Cat. $75  $30 
1802 1d carmine-red & carmine rose shades on smooth paper with substitute clichés. (i) Die II with moderate wear F/U, (ii) 

Die III with little wear F/U, (iii) Die I with moderate wear, good used & (iv) Die I very worn with potions missing from the 
top, left & lower frames, good used with "fluffy" perfs. Useful group. Total cat. $600 (4) $200 

1803 1d carmine-red, Die III, with "white flaw on King's beard" variety. Good to fine used. ACSC 75An, Cat. $200 $50 
1804 1d carmine-red, Die III with "white flaw on "S" of Australia" variety. MLH. ACSC 75Am, Cat. $375 $100 
1805 1d carmine rose on rough paper with substitute cliché. Fine used. ACSC 72QKa, Cat. $125 $40 
1806 1d rosine (G68), substituted cliché Die I. Fine used, centered right. Drury Cert. (2020) stating "Rare Stamp".           

ACSC 72I(2)ka $100 
1807 1d rosine on rough paper perfined "OS" in top right marginal selvedge block of 4. MUH, centered high but not as 

apparent due to top margin. A1 exhibition quality. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $3000 + premium for block. $1,000 
1808 1d rosine x 6 (G68) all with light pmks & reasonable centering. Drury Certs (2018) for each. ACSC 72I, Cat. $150 ea. 

($900). Reserve covers the certs alone! (6) $120 
1809 1d rosine, (G68), with light cds, centered low right. Clear strong compartment line down right frame. Drury Cert (2018) 

ACSC 72I, Cat. $150 $30 
1810 1d rosine, (G69), perfined "OS". Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100 $30 
1811 1d deep rosine, (G70). Fine used by attractive part Broome cds. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72J, Cat. $175 $50 
1812 1d damson (G70½), substituted cliché Die II. Fine used. Drury Cert. (2020) stating "Very Rare Stamp". ACSC 72K(2)ja $120 
1813 1d damson, (G70½). Fine used with light cancel. Centered low left. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200 $40 
1814 1d deep bright red, Die III with "8 wattles at left" unlisted variety. Fine used with Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 75C var. $75 
1815 1d deep red, Die III x 2, one with inv wmk. MLH with both centered right. Rich deep red colour on each.               

ACSC 75B, Cat. $325 (2) $90 
1816 1d red Harrison one line imprint gutter pair with "RA joined" variety on left stamp. MUH, folded through gutter & blunt 

corner perf at lower left. ACSC 71(4)j, Cat. $1500 $90 
1817 1d red single line perf 14.2 with "thin 1" variety. MVLH with slightly aged gum & well centred. ACSC 70A(4)l, Cat. $750 $220 
1818 1d red, Die II in single line perf 14.2. Good to fine used. RPSV Cert. (1998) ACSC 70B(2)I, Cat. $2000 $800 
1819 1d red, Die III, with "white flaw under emu's tail" variety. Fine used with cancellation close to flaw but clear.               

ACSC 75Ag, Cat. $200 $40 
1820 1d red, plate 4, lower right marginal single  pos. VIII/60 with "run N" in "One" variety (1st state). MLH & well centred. 

ACSC 71(4)v, Cat. $300 $100 
1821 1d rough paper lilac rose. Fine used. Drury Cert. (2008) ACSC 72KA, Cat. $350 $120 
1822 1d salmon Eosin. Fine used with neat machine cancel. Drury Cert. (1998) ACSC 71S, Cat. $2500 $750 
1823 1d salmon Eosin. Fine used with part Wagga Wagga cds. Drury Cert. (2020) states "This stamp will be known as 

"Wagga Wagga No. 23" & "Stamp dated 20.11.1917". Comes with original ACSSGB Cert from 1965!                        
ACSC 71S, Cat. $2500 $750 

1824 1d scarlet aniline with pre-substitute cliché. Fine used. ACSC 71(2)j, Cat. $750  $120 
1825 1d scarlet aniline with pre-substitute cliché. Very fine used with Selwyn cds. ACSC 71(2)k, Cat. $750 $250 
1826 1d scarlet red with "CNE' variety. Fine used. ACSC 71G(4)q, Cat. $1500 $600 
1827 1d scarlet red, Die II, with inverted wmk. Superb fine used. ACSC 71Ga(1)i, Cat. $325 $100 
1828 1d purple in Harrison imprint block of 8. MLH on selvedge & 1 stamp only. Light tan strip on gum.                                  

ACSC 76D(3)z, Cat. $650 for block of 4 + premium for block of 8. $160 
1829 1d green, plate 4 Mullett two-line imprint block of 8 with "Ferns", IA of Australia joined" & "kangaroos tongue out" 

varieties. MUH but 2 units & selvedge stained on reverse. ACSC77(4)ia, j & u, Cat. $300. $50 
1830 1½d black-brown with "long bar to second "e" of three" variety in horiz pair with inverted wmk. MLH.                        

ACSC 83Aa(3)g, Cat. $150 for inverted wmk + premium for variety. $70 
1831 1½d black-brown electro 3 left pane no's 31-60 with "white flaw on kangaroos body (31) & "Notch in left frame below 

top corner" varieties plus 3 other varieties. MUH/MLH with bottom selvedge reinforced. ACSC 84A(3) i & k, Cat. $1000 $300 
1832 1½d black-brown electro 3 left pane vertical block of 10 comprising 5-6, 11-12, 17-18, 23-24 & 29-30 with "white flaw 

over "C" of Pence" (6) variety. MUH. ACSC 83A(3), Cat. $320 $100 
1833 1½d black-brown electro 4 left pane no's 25-48. Vertical perf sep through centre of pane, MUH. ACSC 83A, Cat. $480 $180 
1834 1½d black-brown electro 4 left pane of 18 no's 34-36, 40-42, 46-48, 52-54, 58-60 with "white flaw in lower left corner" 

(35) & "colour scratch over "T" of Postage" (60) varieties. MUH/MLH. ACSC 83A(4)f & g, Cat. $400 $100 
1835 1½d black-brown electro 4 right pane of 48 separated into 2 blocks vertically & perf separation in other verticals & 

bottom row. Some minor faults reflected in reserve. ACSC 83(4), Cat. $960 $250 
1836 1½d red-brown, Die I top right marginal corner with inverted wmk from electro 3, clichés 3R/5-6 & 11-12. Cliché 3R5 

with "blurred line on right wattles" variety. MUH (MLH on top selvedge) & well centred. ACSC 85Aa(3)l, Cat. $800 $200 
1837 1½d blue-green on coarse mesh paper. Lightly used by slogan cancel. Rust spot on reverse. Drury Cert. (2020)         

ACSC 88Ca, Cat. $400 $100 
1838 1½d blue-green on coarse mesh paper. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert. (2020) ACSC 88Ca, Cat. $1000 $200 
1839 1½d green horizontal pair on plain unaddressed FDC with "Parkville VIC 7 MR 23' cds's being the official First 

Day of Issue. A stunning item of great scarcity in fine cond worthy of exhibiting. ACSC 88y, Cat. $10,000 $5,000 
1840 1½d green with cracked electro above value tablet at right. F/U with 1924 Southport cds. ACSC 88(17)r, Cat. $475 $120 
1841 1½d red block of 4 with "HALE" variety (22L22) & "thin "RAL" variety (22L28). Fresh MLH. Drury Cert. (2020)          

ACSC 89D(22)I & j, Cat. $200+ $120 
1842 1½d red horiz pair perfined "OS" with cracked plate varieties. Fine used with part Adelaide machine cancel. A 

desirable exhibition item as variety "s" is quite an early state. ACSC 89ba(17)r & s, Cat. $800 + premium for F/U pair. $340 
1843 1½d red in two pairs & a block of 4 with varieties. (i) ACSC 89(23)o in MLH pair, (ii) MUH/MLH block of 4 with a variety 

on 2R41 but not on 2R42 where the heavy retouch to the lower right corner occurs ACSC 89(24)n & o, & (iii) Harrison 
imprint pair plate  (?) with bottom line of imprint patchy/fuzzy with the final "r" quite deformed. MH with tone stripe. (3) $60 

1844 1½d red Mullett imprint block of 8 with the imprint 5mm below the stamp. Stamp R55 has a small notch in lower frame 
under left edge of right value shield. MLH with very light tan strip & small tone spot but frontally fresh. ACSC 89(26)z, 
Cat $475 for block of 4. $150 

1845 1½d red printed on the gum side perfined "OS" & with inverted wmk. MUH, lightly hinged in top selvedge only.              
ACSC 89c, Cat. $750  $300 

1846 1½d red with "cracked electro right side of crown" variety. MUH & well centred. ACSC 89(24)f, Cat. $180 $60 
1847 1½d red, plate 23, no imprint block of 4 with "s" - white scratch through left wattles" R49 variety. Fine MLH in selvedge 

only. ACSC 89(23)za, Cat. $400 $120 

1848 1½d red, electro 22 positional plate block of 5, positions 14 to 17 & 20 to 23 with inverted wmk. 6 x MUH & 2 x MLH. 
Useful multiple. ACSC 89a(22), Cat. $1250 as single + premium for block. $450 

1849 1½d scarlet top left corner selvedge block of 4, electro 23. Positions L 1 & 2/ 7 & 8 with "dark band through lower right 
design" varieties. Hinged selvedge only & light diagonal crease across lower right stamp. Useful piece as there are 
several similar varieties. ACSC 89A(23)d & e, Cat. $130 plus premium for MUH block of 4. $50 

1850 2d brown-orange perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. MUH, centered high. ACSC 95a,ba, cat. $750 $100 
1851 2d orange with "upper left frame damaged" & 4d orange with  "white spot in upper left border" variety. Both MLH. 

ACSC 95(2)e & 110(1)l, Cat. $120 for each variety. (2) $60 
1852 2d orange with cracked electro stage 1 "white flaw next to 2 in right value tablet" variety. Good to F/U with corner cds. 

Scarce. ACSC 95(9)f, Cat. $600 $100 
1853 2d orange with cracked electro through base of left wattle. Attractive F/U example with part 1921 Jarrahdale cds. 

ACSC 95(3)g, Cat. $500 $120 
1854 2d pale scarlet with “Retouched face” variety. Fine used. ACSC 96(14)e, Cat. $400 $150 
1855 2d red with "white spot top left corner" variety. F/U example with light cds. ACSC 96(12)g, Cat. $150 $30 
1856 2d red, Die I with inverted wmk & perfined "OS". Fine used, ironed our crease. ACSC 96a,b, Cat. $300 $50 
1857 4d buff orange with "retouch in SE corner" variety. Fresh MLH centered low right, small gum crease. Drury Cert. 

(2020) ACSC 110F(2)ub, Cat. $200 $50 
1858 4d lemon yellow, MLH light gum toning & 4d buff orange with white flaw on left "4" MLH. ACSC 110C/F, Cat. $375 (2) $100 
1859 4d lime-yellow fine used with Carnarvon cds dated SP 22 17 (smudged at top).  Drury Cert (2017). ACSC 110D, Cat. 

$600 $150 
1860 4d lime-yellow fine used with part Perth Registered cds. Centered left. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 110D, Cat. $600 $200 
1861 4d orange aniline & 4d buff orange, both with inverted wmks. MLH, latter with sweated gum. ACSC 110Aa/Fa, Cat. 

$400 (2) $120 
1862 4d orange with  "line through Fourpence" variety. MLH, centred left. ACSC 110)2)r, Cat. $700 $250 
1863 4d orange perfined "OS" with "damaged south east corner" variety. Good used & clear of variety. ACSC 110(2)u 

stating "this is rare & only one mint & several used items are recorded". Only found punctured "OS" to which the 
$2500 cat. value refers. $500 

1864 4d orange with "break in upper right frame & white spot over "FO" of "Four"" variety. F/U.                                          
ACSC 110(2)ve variety , Cat. $150 $30 

1865 4d orange with inverted wmk. MUH, centred left. A vibrant shade. ACSC 110Aa, Cat. $225 $60 
1866 4d orange yellow aniline with "line through FOUR PENCE" variety. Fine used. ACSC 110B(2)r, Cat. $300 $100 
1867 4d orange yellow aniline with inverted wmk & "white spot over "F" of four & break top frame right of crown" variety. 

ACSC 110Ba(2)ve, Cat. $150 + premium for fine postally used variety with inverted wmk. $120 
1868 4d yellow-lemon. Fresh MLH. Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 110c, Cat. $250 $100 
1869 4d violet with "horned emu and two…....." variety MLH & 4d deep violet with "white spot in upper left upper border" 

variety also MLH. ACSC 111A(2)t/B(1)l, Cat. $350 (2) $100 
1870 4d violet with "line through FOUR PENCE retouched (thin FOUR PENCE) variety. Lightly used, centred right.              

ACSC 111A(2)ra, Cat. $400 $120 
1871 4d violet x 2 with "OS NSW" perfins. One with "notched top left corner" unlisted variety F/U & second with "PE" of 

"PENCE" joined" variety also F/U. (ACSC A(2)va) (2) $30 
1872 4d ultramarine with "thin "FO" of FOUR retouch" variety. MLH with base perfs lightly trimmed reflected in reserve. 

ACSC 112A(2)eb, Cat. $750 $100 
1873 4d ultramarine with "thin FOUR PENCE retouch" variety in a late state. MH centred right with slightly discoloured  

gum. ACSC 112A(2)rb, Cat. $1100 $180 
1874 4d ultramarine with inverted watermark, MUH centred right. ACSC 113Aaa, Cat. $325 $80 
1875 4d bright ultramarine with inverted wmk. MUH with gum tan line & centred top right. ACSC 113Aaa, Cat. $325 $80 
1876 4d dull ultramarine with inverted wmk & "no shading behind emu's head" variety. MLH, centred right.                     

ACSC 113sBaa(3)I, Cat. $300 + premium for inverted wmk. $150 
1877 4½d violet imprint pair with "Deformed left bottom frame & white flaw from wattle to oval" & a break in left frame 

varieties. MLH with disturbed gum at top. ACSC 118Avea, Cat. $575 for imprint block of 4 $80 
1878 4½d violet with "white flaws in right side of right value tablet" variety. MLH ACSC 118i, Cat. $120 $40 
1879 5d brown with "eight wattles at right" variety. Well centred & F/U with cds clear of variety. ACSC 122d, Cat. $75 $20 
1880 5d chestnut single line perf with "white flaw behind kangaroo's neck" variety. MLH with even toned gum.               

ACSC 122Av, Cat. $225 $50 
1881 5d chestnut single line perf x2  with "break in bottom frame under "n" of PENCE" variety & "shaved lower left corner" 

variety. Both fine used & centred right. ACSC 122Af/t, Cat. $240 (2) $70 
1882 5d chestnut horiz pair with inverted wmk. MUH/MLH with light gum bends on MUH unit. Drury Cert. (2020)                 

ACSC 123Aa, Cat. $3500 $750 
1883 5d chestnut with "retouched N.E. corner, state IV" variety. MVLH. ACSC 123Avec, Cat. $200 $60 
1884 5d yellow brown with "white flaw in King's hair" variety. MLH, centred right. ACSC 123Evd, Cat. $200 $50 
1885 5d bright chestnut on rough paper perfined "OS" Fine used, centred top left. Vibrant colour. ACSC 124, Cat. $250 $60 
1886 5d bright chestnut single line perf on rough paper perfined "OS". Good to F/U. ACSC 124, Cat. $250 $50 
1887 1/4d turquoise blue. MVLH, centred high. Lovely colour. ACSC 128A, Cat. $300 $100 
1888 1/4d greenish blue. MH with light horiz bend & centred left. ACSC 128B, Cat. $300 $50 
1889 1/4d pale turquoise blue with "thick 1 at right" variety. MUH, centred left with minute tone spot on back.                     

ACSC 128m, Cat. $600 + MUH premium. $50 
1890 1/4d pale greenish blue Mullett imprint block of 4. MLH but light staining front & back reflected in reserve.                

ACSC 128Bza, Cat. $4000 $400  
1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark Perf. 14  

1891 ½d bluish-green block of 6 with gutter & bottom selvedge. Electro 5, clichés 5R 43-44, 49-50 & 55-56 with cliché  5R43 
having "Thin fraction at right" variety. 4 MUH, 2 MLH. ACSC 65(5)s. CV $248 $70 

1892 ½d bluish-green with white flaw on emus foot caused by foreign paper splinter on surface at time of printing. F/U, 
Drury Cert. (2019). ACSC 65A var. $80 

1893 ½d dull green with "thin fraction" variety at right. Fine used. ACSC 65(5)s, Cat. $250 $80 
1894 ½d green interpanneau positional block of 16 for L39-42/ L45-48 & R 37-40/ 43-46 with "based on fraction bar" at right 

variety. MUH with light gum toning, lower left with missing cnr. Useful plating piece. ACSC 65(4)u, Cat. $195 as MUH 
single $50 



1895 ½d green interpanneau positional block of 4 from the base of electro 4. Units 4L 54/ 60 & 4R 49/55 with flaws on 2 
units. MLH, fluffy perfs with good centring & colour. ACSC 65(4)p & v, Cat. $200 $50 

1896 ½d green with "thin fraction at right" variety. F/U but missing corner perf. ACSC 65(5)s, Cat. $250 $40 
1897 ½d green with cracked plate variety affecting left wattles & forearm of kangaroo. Fine used but pmk partly conceals 

variety. ACSC 65(5)ka, Cat. $600 $100 
1898 ½d green, electro 4, positional plate block of 6 for 1 & 2/ 7 & 8/ 13 & 14 with inverted wmk & 4 plate varieties. MUH 

with some perf separation at top. Useful exhibition item. ACSC 65Ea(4)d, e, f & g, Cat. val $400 + premium for block of 
6 with inverted wmk MUH. $200 

1899 ½d green, electro 4, right selvedge block of 6 with CA monogram. MH with some reinforcing & small ink mark on 
selvedge at base. Well centred with good colour. ACSC 65(4)zb, Cat. $650 for strip of 3. $150 

1900 ½d green, electro 4, selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram substituted for JBC monogram. MUH/MLH with toned 
gum. Well centred with strong fresh colour. ACSC 65(4)ze Cat. $650 as a single. $150 

1901 ½d green, electro 5 in lower right selvedge block of 4 with JBC monogram. MLH, light toning & monogram selvedge 
with bend. Well centred. ACSC 65(5)zc, Cat. $275 for a single. $75 

1902 ½d green, electro 5, lower selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram. MLH with some reinforcing & light toning. Well 
centred fresh frontal appearance. ACSC 65(5)za, Cat. $275 $75 

1903 ½d green, electro 5, lower selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram. MUH/MLH with gum toning. Well centred with good 
frontal colour. ACSC 65(5)z, Cat. $275 for a single. $75 

1904 ½d green, electro 5, right selvedge block of 6 with JBC monogram. MH with some reinforcing & light toning, centred 
right. Excellent colour. ACSC 65(5)zb, Cat. $650 for strip of 3+ premium for block of 6. $150 

1905 ½d yellow-green pair with inverted wmk on cover from Perth to Guildford WA dated 27 Feb 17. Staining on front & 
closed tear lower right but a rarely seen item. $30 

1906 ½d yellowish-green block of 4 with "thin fraction at right" variety. MLH. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 65E(5)s, Cat.$200+ $50 
1907 ½d yellowish-green, electro 5 positional block of 4 R 43 & 44/ 49 & 50 with "thin fraction at right" variety. MLH, well 

centred with good colour. ACSC 65(5)s, Cat. $175 for single + premium for block. $70 
1908 1d carmine-rose vertical top left selvedge pair with "secret mark & break in top frame" & "4th pearl in crown joining 

line" varieties. Stamps MUH with small thin & hinge mark in selvedge. ACSC 74A(4)d & e, Cat. $650 + premium for 
MUH pair. $220 

1909 1d carmine-rose with "dot before right 1" variety. MVLH with fluffy perfs. ACSC 74A(3)m, Cat. $325 $80 
1910 1d carmine-rose block of 4, plate 3 with part Harrison imprint. Clichés V1/49-50 & 55-56 with cliché V1/55 having 

"white flaw in right frame opposite emu's feet" variety. MUH/MLH. ACSC 74 (3), Cat. $500+ $150 
1911 1d carmine-rose x 2 with "notch in left frame opposite wattles" variety (ACSC 74A(3)e, Cat. $325) MUH, centred left & 

"RA" of "AUSTRALIA" joined" variety (74A(4)j, Cat. $325), MH, centred left. Total cat. $650+ (2) $120 
1912 1d pale carmine rose with "thinned left frame" variety. Fine used & well centered. ACSC 74C(3)n, Cat. $150 $50 
1913 1d carmine aniline with "ferns" variety. Fine used, centred left. ACSC 74D(4)ia, Cat. $150 $40 
1914 1d red selvedge positional block of 6. Plate 3 VI 34-36/ VI 40-42 with "notched NW corner" variety on lower left stamp. 

MUH/MLH/MH. Well centred. ACSC 74(3)p, Cat. $600 $100 
1915 1½d black brown left marginal block of 8 electro 2 with inverted wmk & L22 "retouched right frame" & L27 "TA of 

Postage" joined at top" varieties. MUH, mild horizontal bend. ACSC 84Aa(4)d & e, Cat. $1200+ $350 
1916 1½d black brown, electro 1 with inverted wmk positional plate block of 4 for R 39 & 40/ 45 & 43 with "lower left corner 

missing" variety. MH & rust spot on back. ACSC 84A(1)m,  Cat. $400 as mint single + premium for variety. $40 
1917 1½d black-brown on thin paper, electro 2 positional plate block of 18. L 1-18, top 3 rows of electro 2. 15 stamps MUH 

& 3 with small hinge remainders, 4 creased in top row with approx. half affected by rust spots. Fine frontal appearance 
with good colour & centring. Useful exhibition piece. ACSC 84Aaa, Cat. $2100 $200 

1918 1½d brown, Die1 x 6 singles in various shades with 1 vert pair Plate 8 clichés L54, 60 & cliché L54 with "No top to 
crown" variety.  Also Harrison imprint pair from Electro 4 identified by cliché 4L60 "Diagonal scratch above T of 
Postage" variety. 5 MUH, 1 MLH all with mixed centering. ACSC Cat. $590 (10) $100  

1924 No Watermark  
1919 ½d red, electro 17 top left positional selvedge block of 10. Units 1 to 4/ 7 to 10 with 2 varieties. MUH, hinged selvedge 

only. Mixed centring. ACSC 90A(17)k & l, Cat. $450 as singles. $120 
1920 1d green lower left selvedge positional block of 10 for 7.31 & 32/ 37 & 38/ 43 & 44/ 49 & 50/ 55 & 56 with 3 varieties. 

MUH except for bottom left stamp with part gum. Centered low with minor gum bends. ACSC 79(4)f, g & h, Cat. $320 
as singles. $80 

1921 1d green, plate 3, clichés V/19 - 24, 25-30, 31-36, 37-42, 43-48, 49-54 & 55-60. MUH & well centred with some perf 
separation & odd light bend. ACSC listed varieties on clichés V/30, V/31, V/38 & V/59. ACSC 79(3) g,h,I&k, Cat.$1000 $180 

1922 1d green, plate 4 marginal left pane block of 48 with "secret mark", "run pearl", "wattle line", "nick top left frame", "neck 
flaw" at positions 1, 7, 31-32 & 37. MUH with some perf separation & minor creasing but attractive multiple. ACSC 
79(4)d, e, f, g & h, Cat. $1060 as MUH singles. $250 

1923 1½d red, electro 17 lower left positional selvedge block of 12 units 37 to 39/ 43 to 45/ 49 to 51/ 55 to 57 with 2 
varieties, MUH, except for middle stamp at base otherwise hinged selvedge only. Light diagonal creasing affecting 5 
stamps. Well centred. ACSC 90A(17)h & i, Cat. $600 $120 

1924 1½d red, electro 18 in left selvedge positional block of 8 for L 5 & 6/ 11 & 12/ 17 & 18/ 23 & 24 with "white flaw to the 
right of 3 but without white flaws at the base of left 1" variety.  Top 2 small hinge remainders with others MUH, centred 
right. ACSC 90(18)h State I, Cat. Val $375 as singles. $75 

1925 1½d red, electro 18, irregular right positional plate block of 6 for positions R 53 & 54/ 57-60 incl "white flaw in right 
value shield" variety. MUH, some creasing & perf separation. ACSC 89(18)ua, Cat. $350 as MUH singles plus 
premium for blocks. $50 

1926 1½d red perfined "OS". Fine MLH with right selvedge, centred right. ACSC 90ba, Cat. $225 $60  
1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½x12½  

1927 1d green bottom selvedge pair with double perfs at base. MUH with some reinforcement on selvedge & toned gum. 
Fine frontal appearance. ACSC 81Bb, Cat. $150 $40 

1928 1d green Die I/II pair. MVLH. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 81B(1)ia, Cat. $80 $40 
1929 1d green Die I/II & Die II/I MUH pairs. Cat. $300 $50 
1930 1d green selvedge strip of 4 from pane 2 containing 2 x Die I/II pairs. MUH hinged on selvedge only with light gum tan 

strip from album. ACSC (1)ia, Cat. $300 for 2 pairs + premium for selvedge strip. $100 
1931 1d green strip of 4 in Die I, II, II, I Pane 2 No.43-46 horiz strip. Fresh MUH. Cat. $300 $90 



1895 ½d green interpanneau positional block of 4 from the base of electro 4. Units 4L 54/ 60 & 4R 49/55 with flaws on 2 
units. MLH, fluffy perfs with good centring & colour. ACSC 65(4)p & v, Cat. $200 $50 

1896 ½d green with "thin fraction at right" variety. F/U but missing corner perf. ACSC 65(5)s, Cat. $250 $40 
1897 ½d green with cracked plate variety affecting left wattles & forearm of kangaroo. Fine used but pmk partly conceals 

variety. ACSC 65(5)ka, Cat. $600 $100 
1898 ½d green, electro 4, positional plate block of 6 for 1 & 2/ 7 & 8/ 13 & 14 with inverted wmk & 4 plate varieties. MUH 

with some perf separation at top. Useful exhibition item. ACSC 65Ea(4)d, e, f & g, Cat. val $400 + premium for block of 
6 with inverted wmk MUH. $200 

1899 ½d green, electro 4, right selvedge block of 6 with CA monogram. MH with some reinforcing & small ink mark on 
selvedge at base. Well centred with good colour. ACSC 65(4)zb, Cat. $650 for strip of 3. $150 

1900 ½d green, electro 4, selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram substituted for JBC monogram. MUH/MLH with toned 
gum. Well centred with strong fresh colour. ACSC 65(4)ze Cat. $650 as a single. $150 

1901 ½d green, electro 5 in lower right selvedge block of 4 with JBC monogram. MLH, light toning & monogram selvedge 
with bend. Well centred. ACSC 65(5)zc, Cat. $275 for a single. $75 

1902 ½d green, electro 5, lower selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram. MLH with some reinforcing & light toning. Well 
centred fresh frontal appearance. ACSC 65(5)za, Cat. $275 $75 

1903 ½d green, electro 5, lower selvedge block of 4 with CA monogram. MUH/MLH with gum toning. Well centred with good 
frontal colour. ACSC 65(5)z, Cat. $275 for a single. $75 

1904 ½d green, electro 5, right selvedge block of 6 with JBC monogram. MH with some reinforcing & light toning, centred 
right. Excellent colour. ACSC 65(5)zb, Cat. $650 for strip of 3+ premium for block of 6. $150 

1905 ½d yellow-green pair with inverted wmk on cover from Perth to Guildford WA dated 27 Feb 17. Staining on front & 
closed tear lower right but a rarely seen item. $30 

1906 ½d yellowish-green block of 4 with "thin fraction at right" variety. MLH. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 65E(5)s, Cat.$200+ $50 
1907 ½d yellowish-green, electro 5 positional block of 4 R 43 & 44/ 49 & 50 with "thin fraction at right" variety. MLH, well 

centred with good colour. ACSC 65(5)s, Cat. $175 for single + premium for block. $70 
1908 1d carmine-rose vertical top left selvedge pair with "secret mark & break in top frame" & "4th pearl in crown joining 

line" varieties. Stamps MUH with small thin & hinge mark in selvedge. ACSC 74A(4)d & e, Cat. $650 + premium for 
MUH pair. $220 

1909 1d carmine-rose with "dot before right 1" variety. MVLH with fluffy perfs. ACSC 74A(3)m, Cat. $325 $80 
1910 1d carmine-rose block of 4, plate 3 with part Harrison imprint. Clichés V1/49-50 & 55-56 with cliché V1/55 having 

"white flaw in right frame opposite emu's feet" variety. MUH/MLH. ACSC 74 (3), Cat. $500+ $150 
1911 1d carmine-rose x 2 with "notch in left frame opposite wattles" variety (ACSC 74A(3)e, Cat. $325) MUH, centred left & 

"RA" of "AUSTRALIA" joined" variety (74A(4)j, Cat. $325), MH, centred left. Total cat. $650+ (2) $120 
1912 1d pale carmine rose with "thinned left frame" variety. Fine used & well centered. ACSC 74C(3)n, Cat. $150 $50 
1913 1d carmine aniline with "ferns" variety. Fine used, centred left. ACSC 74D(4)ia, Cat. $150 $40 
1914 1d red selvedge positional block of 6. Plate 3 VI 34-36/ VI 40-42 with "notched NW corner" variety on lower left stamp. 

MUH/MLH/MH. Well centred. ACSC 74(3)p, Cat. $600 $100 
1915 1½d black brown left marginal block of 8 electro 2 with inverted wmk & L22 "retouched right frame" & L27 "TA of 

Postage" joined at top" varieties. MUH, mild horizontal bend. ACSC 84Aa(4)d & e, Cat. $1200+ $350 
1916 1½d black brown, electro 1 with inverted wmk positional plate block of 4 for R 39 & 40/ 45 & 43 with "lower left corner 

missing" variety. MH & rust spot on back. ACSC 84A(1)m,  Cat. $400 as mint single + premium for variety. $40 
1917 1½d black-brown on thin paper, electro 2 positional plate block of 18. L 1-18, top 3 rows of electro 2. 15 stamps MUH 

& 3 with small hinge remainders, 4 creased in top row with approx. half affected by rust spots. Fine frontal appearance 
with good colour & centring. Useful exhibition piece. ACSC 84Aaa, Cat. $2100 $200 

1918 1½d brown, Die1 x 6 singles in various shades with 1 vert pair Plate 8 clichés L54, 60 & cliché L54 with "No top to 
crown" variety.  Also Harrison imprint pair from Electro 4 identified by cliché 4L60 "Diagonal scratch above T of 
Postage" variety. 5 MUH, 1 MLH all with mixed centering. ACSC Cat. $590 (10) $100  

1924 No Watermark  
1919 ½d red, electro 17 top left positional selvedge block of 10. Units 1 to 4/ 7 to 10 with 2 varieties. MUH, hinged selvedge 

only. Mixed centring. ACSC 90A(17)k & l, Cat. $450 as singles. $120 
1920 1d green lower left selvedge positional block of 10 for 7.31 & 32/ 37 & 38/ 43 & 44/ 49 & 50/ 55 & 56 with 3 varieties. 

MUH except for bottom left stamp with part gum. Centered low with minor gum bends. ACSC 79(4)f, g & h, Cat. $320 
as singles. $80 

1921 1d green, plate 3, clichés V/19 - 24, 25-30, 31-36, 37-42, 43-48, 49-54 & 55-60. MUH & well centred with some perf 
separation & odd light bend. ACSC listed varieties on clichés V/30, V/31, V/38 & V/59. ACSC 79(3) g,h,I&k, Cat.$1000 $180 

1922 1d green, plate 4 marginal left pane block of 48 with "secret mark", "run pearl", "wattle line", "nick top left frame", "neck 
flaw" at positions 1, 7, 31-32 & 37. MUH with some perf separation & minor creasing but attractive multiple. ACSC 
79(4)d, e, f, g & h, Cat. $1060 as MUH singles. $250 

1923 1½d red, electro 17 lower left positional selvedge block of 12 units 37 to 39/ 43 to 45/ 49 to 51/ 55 to 57 with 2 
varieties, MUH, except for middle stamp at base otherwise hinged selvedge only. Light diagonal creasing affecting 5 
stamps. Well centred. ACSC 90A(17)h & i, Cat. $600 $120 

1924 1½d red, electro 18 in left selvedge positional block of 8 for L 5 & 6/ 11 & 12/ 17 & 18/ 23 & 24 with "white flaw to the 
right of 3 but without white flaws at the base of left 1" variety.  Top 2 small hinge remainders with others MUH, centred 
right. ACSC 90(18)h State I, Cat. Val $375 as singles. $75 

1925 1½d red, electro 18, irregular right positional plate block of 6 for positions R 53 & 54/ 57-60 incl "white flaw in right 
value shield" variety. MUH, some creasing & perf separation. ACSC 89(18)ua, Cat. $350 as MUH singles plus 
premium for blocks. $50 

1926 1½d red perfined "OS". Fine MLH with right selvedge, centred right. ACSC 90ba, Cat. $225 $60  
1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½x12½  

1927 1d green bottom selvedge pair with double perfs at base. MUH with some reinforcement on selvedge & toned gum. 
Fine frontal appearance. ACSC 81Bb, Cat. $150 $40 

1928 1d green Die I/II pair. MVLH. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 81B(1)ia, Cat. $80 $40 
1929 1d green Die I/II & Die II/I MUH pairs. Cat. $300 $50 
1930 1d green selvedge strip of 4 from pane 2 containing 2 x Die I/II pairs. MUH hinged on selvedge only with light gum tan 

strip from album. ACSC (1)ia, Cat. $300 for 2 pairs + premium for selvedge strip. $100 
1931 1d green strip of 4 in Die I, II, II, I Pane 2 No.43-46 horiz strip. Fresh MUH. Cat. $300 $90 





1932 1d green, plate 4 John Ash 2 line imprint "N over N" in block of 4 with 2 varieties. CTO without gum. Some perf 
separation. ACSC 81(B)zb, Cat. $750 $100 

1933 1½d brown, Die I, John Ash imprint blocks of 4 x 2 with Plate I "N over A" imprint (ACSC 93(1)za, Cat. $125) MLH & 
Plate 3 with "S" of "ASH" damaged (ACSC 93(3)za, Cat. $150) MLH in selvedge only. Nice pair. Total cat. $275. $80 

1934 1½d red, Die II central selvedge strip of 4 from base of sheet with full Mullett imprint. Stamp 2L 5t shows the "5th void 
corner correction". MLH with diagonal crease on left unit. ACSC 92(2)ga, Cat. $325 for block of 8. $75 

1935 1½d red-brown John Ash imprint "N over A" (not "E A" as recorded in ACSC!) perfined "OS". MUH/MLH/MH, centred 
right. Scarce & attractive. ACSC 93b(3)za, Cat. $650 for perf OS stamps as singles + premium for imprint. $200 

1936 2d golden scarlet, Die III, with no wmk. MUH with top selvedge lightly hinged only. Fresh rich colour.                         
ACSC 102Aaa, Cat. $6,000 (see front cover) $2,800 

1937 3d blue lower right corner marginal block of 4 perfined "OS". MUH & very well centred. ACSC 108 Ab, Cat. $360 $120 
1938 3d dull blue, Die Ia block of 15 perfined small "OS" from plate 3, clichés 3R19-2125-27, 31-33, 37-39 & 43-45 with 

"Retouched back of emu's head" (cliché R25) & "Diagonal white line under N of Pence" (R39) varieties. MUH, centred 
left. ACSC 107ba(3)h & 107ba(3,4)q, Cat. $5250 $750 

1939 3d dull blue, Die Ia block of 6 perfined small "OS" from plate 3, 3L32-34, 38-40A. MUH. ACSC 107ba, Cat. $1950 $300 
1940 3d dull blue, Die Ia Type A & B pair perfined small "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 107ca, Cat. $750 $150 
1941 3d dull blue, Die I, positional plate block of 4 with units 4, 5. 10. 11 (BB/AA) having 3 varieties. ACSC 107Ac in two 

vertical A/B pairs with (3, 4) I, (3, 4) o & the distinguishing plate 4 "coloured flaw on bridge of King's nose between the 
white outline of the nose to the blue outline in front of the eye" variety on 4 R 10. MH with even gum toning but frontally 
fine with good centering & perfs. Cat. $580 as single stamps + premium for 2 A/B pairs in block of 4. $300 

1942 3d dull blue, Die I, type A with inverted wmk. MUH with light pencil annotation on back. ACSC 107Aa, Cat. $475 $180 
1943 4d greenish-olive John Ash imprint block of 4,  plate 4 with "Diagonal white line on King's neck" variety (Cliché 4R55). 

Stamps MUH, slightly off centre. ACSC 116(4)z.   CV $425  $120 
1944 4½d violet perfined "OS". MUH, centered high. ACSC 120Ab, Cat. $750 $80 
1945 5d on 4½d plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH with light tan lines on reverse ACSC 125Aza, Cat.$125+MUH premium $40 
1946 5d on 4½d violet with top rh stamp in marginal block of 4 with "narrow last "E" of PENCE in surcharge" variety. 

MUH/MLH with light even gum toning & centred top right but frontally fresh. ACSC 125Ah, Cat. $150 $50 
1947 5d orange-brown, Die II John Ash imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 126z, Cat. $525  $160 
1948 1/4d turquoise blue. MLH. ACSC 131B, Cat. $350 $80 
1949 1/4d turquoise blue. MUH with light tan stripe on gum from old time album. Well centred. ACSC 130A, Cat. $875 $180 

 KGV 1926-30 SM watermark Perf. 14  
1950 ½d to 1/4d set of 9.  MVLH with majority having good to vg centering. ACSC 67,86,92,98,106,115,119 & 129,         

Cat. $845 (9) $250 
1951 ½d yellow-orange x 2 with inverted wmks. MLH example centred left & a fine, well centred CTO with gum.                 

ACSC 67Ca, Cat. $450 (2) $100 
1952 1d green block of 4 with "secret mark" (7.1) & "run 4th Pearl" (7.7) varieties. MLH. Drury Cert. (2019)                        

ACSC 80B(4)d & e, Cat. $120 $50 
1953 1d green horiz pair with the rare "saddle on emu" variety on rh stamp. MLH & most attractive.                                 

ACSC 80(1)e, Cat. $3500 + premium for pair $900 
1954 1d green irregular block of 18 on translucent paper from plate 3, clichés V/31-32, 37-40, 43-46, 49-52 & 55-58. MUH 

with good centering. ACSC listed varieties on clichés V/31 & V/38. Variety on cliché V/49 is not present.  ACSC 80ag 
(3)h& I, Cat. $2,250 $500 

1955 1d green top left corner block 4 with selvedge. Clichés V11/1-2, 7-8,   V11/1 with "Secret Mark" variety & cliché  V11/7 
with "break in top frame and 4th pearl at left in crown joins line" variety. 3 MUH, 1 MLH Slightly off centre.                       
ACSC 80 (4)d & e, Cat. $150    $40 

1956 1d green with "ONC" variety. MLH & well centered. Drury Cert (2019) ACSC 80B var. $40 
1957 1d green, plate 4, positional block of 4 with "wattle line", "nick near top left frame" & "flaw under neck state II" varieties. 

MLH. varieties ACSC 80(4)f, g & hg, Cat. $360 + premium for block. $120 
1958 1½d rose-red, Die II block of 6 with inverted wmk from plate 1, clichés 1L15-16, 21-22 & 27-28. 4 MUH, 2 MVLH. 

ACSC 91Aa, Cat. $680 $170 
1959 1½d golden scarlet vertical plate 4 strip of 3 for 4L47, 4L53, & 4L59. "State II type B re-entry to shading behind 

kangaroo....." variety (ACSC 91G4fa). Position 4L53 is normal & does not show variety broken top of crown. 4L59      
is also normal. Good to fine used with neat machine cancel. An interesting & useful exhibition piece. Cat. $250 +++ $200 

1960 1½d rose red horiz pair with inverted wmk. MUH, centred right. ACSC 91Aa, Cat. $250 $80 
1961 1½d rose red Mullett imprint block with variety identifiers written on gutter. Plate 1a, identified by 13.5mm distance 

between Jubilee Lines. Barest hinge trace in gutter. ACSC 91(1a)za, Cat. $1250 $300 
1962 1½d red on thin paper with Drury (2003) cert. MUH, centred left. ACSC 91aa, Cat. $150 $40 
1963 1½d red, Die II, plate 4 positional block of 4 for R27 & 28/ 33 & 34 with "Type B re-entry compartment line at left" 

variety. Fine MUH. AACSC 91B(4)ia, Cat. $280 $90 
1964 1½d scarlet with the 3 type B re-entries (i) "re-entry shading behind kangaroo", MLH centred left (ACSC 91(4)fa,      

Cat. $250), (ii) "duplication of shading above right wattles", good used (ACSC 91(4)ha, Cat. $1000) & (iii) "re-entry 
compartment line at left", fine used (Cat. $75). Total Cat. £1325 (3) $360 

1965 2d brown in AJ Mullett imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, centred right but fresh appearance. ACSC 98(16)z, Cat. $1000 $200 
1966 2d red-brown Die I, electro 16, clichés 16 L4-5 with "Large white flaw in left value tablet" variety (Cliché  L4). MVLH & 

well centred. ACSC 98A(16)f, Cat. $450 $120 
1967 2d red-brown Mullett imprint pair, Die 1, electro 16. MUH, hinged on selvedge. ACSC 98(12)z, Cat. $500 $150 
1968 2d red-brown, Die I electro 16 with "No top to Crown" variety (Cliché 16R6). MVLH, centred low. Not listed in ACSC $75 
1969 3d blue positional block of 4, type A, B/AA, with "white spot in front of King's head" variety. MUH with light pencil 

notation on back. An attractive block. ACSC 106Ac & (3,4)d, Cat. $525+ $200 
1970 3d blue, Die Ia block of 4 perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. Plate 3, clichés 3R5-6, 11-12 with "broken bottom RH 

corner" variety. MUH, centered high. ACSC 106 aa(3)f, cat. $1000 $250 
1971 4d greenish-olive perfined small "OS". MUH, centred left. ACSC 115b, Cat. $875 $190 
1972 4d olive perfined "OS". MUH, centred right. ACSC 115b, Cat. $850 $280 
1973 4½d violet John Ash imprint pair, Die 1. Cliché 1R55 with "Deformed bottom frame at left and white flaw from LH wattle 

to oval - 2nd state with break in left frame" variety. Stamps MUH off centre and well centred. MVLH on gutter 
selvedge. ACSC 119za, Cat. $300 $90 



1974 6d chestnut with "scratch in Bight" variety ACSC 22(3)g  plus CofA wmk gutter pair with left stamp showing the same 
variety. MLH ACSC 23(3)g. Total cat. $550 $120 

1975 1/4d deep greenish blue. MH & centred right but strong colour. ACSC 129A, Cat. $375 $80 
1976 1/4d greenish-blue with "thick 1 at right" variety. Fine MLH, centred left. ACSC 129An, Cat. $700 $180 
1977 1/4d pale greenish blue. MLH centred left. ACSC 129A, Cat. $375 $120 
1978 1/4d turquoise-blue. Fine used in a well centred pair with crisp Melbourne cds's for 23 AP28. Superb postally used 

item. ACSC 129B, Cat. $300+ $100  
1931-36 CofA  

1979 ½d to 1/4d set of 8 vals with strong colours & good perfs. MUH with mixed centring but no unsightly examples.          
ACSC Cat. $670 (8) $120 

1980 ½d orange to 5d chestnut complete set of 7 ovptd "OS". Fresh MLH with above average centring. SG O125/26 & 
O128/32 Cat. £140 (7) $40 

1981 1d green, plate 4, Ash imprint block of 8 from frame 7/8. Drury Cert. (2019) Two units & selvedge MLH, remainder 
MUH. ACSC 82B(4)z, Cat. $150  $70 

1982 3d blue John Ash imprint block of 4, Die 2, plate 7.  Cliché  7R55 with "white flaw below Kangaroo's paw"  variety. 
Stamps MUH & MVLH on gutter selvedge. ACSC 109z, Cat. $400  $120 

1983 3d blue, Die II, John Ash imprint block of 4, Plate 8. Stamps MUH with lightly hinged gutter selvedge                        
ACSC 109 Aza, Cat. $350 $90 

1984 3d blue, plate 8, positional selvedge plate block of 4 for 8L 31 & 32/ 37 & 38 with "right frame small rounded notch on 
inner side just below point of right border" & "blue spot 0.50mm to right of point of lower frame" (32) varieties. Cat. 
$340 as MUH singles. $75 

1985 3d blue, plate 8, Ash imprint block of 4. MLH with gum tan lines but fine frontal appearance. ACSC 109Aza, Cat. $350 $75 
1986 4d greenish-olive John Ash Imprint block of 4, plate 3. Stamps MUH, MVLH on gutter selvedge. Centered high.      

ACSC 117(3)z, Cat. $400 $120 
1987 4d greenish-olive, plate 3 John Ash "N" over "A" imprint block of 4. Small unlisted flaw noted on stamp 3R 49 (see 

lower right frame). Fresh MUH. ACSC 117(3)z, Cat. $400 plus premium for MUH $150 
1988 4d greenish-olive, plate 4 imprint block with traces of "n" "white line on kings neck" variety still present. Fresh MUH. 

ACCSC 117(4)za, Cat. $450 plus premium for MUH. $120 
1989 5d orange-brown John Ash imprint block of 4 perfined "WA". Plate 3 with "flawed pearl in crown at left" variety. MLH. 

ACSC 127(3)z, Cat. $325 plus adjustment for scarce WA perfin. $100 
1990 5d orange-brown, plate 2 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, folded through gutter. ACSC 127A(2)z, Cat. $350 $120 
1991 5d orange-brown, plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, lightly folded gutter. ACSC 127A(3)oz, Cat. $350 $120 
1992 5d yellow-brown perfined "WA" with "frame missing behind kangaroo - state II" variety. Fine used with upright 

Norseman 26 FEB 34 cds. Centred low right. Vendors notes indicates purchased from Status Auction April 2016 for 
$450. ACSC 127(3)ra, Cat. $1000 $120 

1993 1/4d intensely deep turquoise. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert (2020) ACSC 131D, Cat. $8500 (see front cover) $1,800  
AUSTRALIA PRE-DECIMAL  

1994  "Prancing Horse" essay. ACSC notes "This design is clearly based on the design of the 1d KGV… (but) there is no 
evidence… (it) has any official status… never-the-less example sell for $225 ea." (ACSC 2018, page 4/56). Attractive 
MUH example. $120 

1995 1901 (1st Jan) Federation Certificate "Australian Commonwealth, The Mayor And Councillors of the Town of Brighton 
present this Memento to" Douglas Westwood in m/s, a prominent business identity, "On Inauguration of Australian 
Commonwealth, 1st January 1901". Previously offered by Charles Leski in auction 308, May 2007 for $260 with 
comment "scarce, we haven't seen Brighton before". Attractive. $120 

1996 1903 5d Arms of Australia black essay inscribed "COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA" at top & "SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA" at base with collotype printing on thin card with saw-tooth 14 rouletting. Essay submitted by "Mr Ames". 
Ceremuga Cert (2018). Grossly under-catalogued compared to other essays. Exc cond. A great rarity with only two 
recorded with the Arthur Gray example (with faults) realising US$4250 in 2007. ACSC E23, Cat. $3000 $1,800 

1997 1908 (Aug) 1d red QV "Australians Welcomes Americans" colour Post Card with message regarding the arrival of the 
fleet. Fine used with bold Adelaide AU 27 08 cds. Good cond & scarce. $320 

1998 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 2 showing Queen Mary. Unused in good cond.                                       
ACSC P13 & P15, Cat. $250 (2) $60 

1999 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 3 showing Prince of Wales. Unused in good cond with faults on 1d sepia. 
ACSC P16 type 1, P17 type 1 & P18 type 2, Cat. $375 (3) $60 

2000 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 3 showing KGV. Unused in vg cond. ACSC P6 type 1, P6 type 2 & P9 
type 2. Cat. $375 (3) $80 

2001 1911 1d Post Card with "Gold Diggers, Victoria" scenic views of Victoria. Fine used to England dated 10 APR 12. 
ACSC  P21 (9), Cat. $75 $35 

2002 1911 1d Scenic Views of Victoria Prestamped postcards x 3 with "Swanston Street Melbourne", "Gold mine" & "Gold 
Diggers". Unused in good cond with minor faults.  ACSC P21(7), (9) & (11), Cat. $375 (3) $90 

2003 1911/12 1d black KGV full-face showing "LAKE ST CLAIR TASMANIA" Lettercard. Fine unused. ACSC LC10(67A), 
Cat. $175 $60 

2004 1911/12 1d grey-green KGV full-face Lettercard showing "ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUST." Fine unused. ACSC LC12(1), 
Cat. $175 $60 

2005 1911/12 1d KGV full-face on grey surfaced Lettercard showing "CAIRNS RAILWAY, QUEENSLAND" framed oval in 
red-brown. Fine unused. ACSC LC 10(28A), Cat. $175 $60 

2006 1911/12 1d red-brown KGV full-face Lettercard showing "THE GORGE. LAUNCESTON. TAS." Fine used.                   
ACSC LC10(55C), Cat. $175 $60 

2007 1911/12 1d sepia KGV full-face showing "MOSMAN’S BAY. SYDNEY. N.S.W." Lettercard. Small adhesion to inside 
gummed strip otherwise fine unused. ACSC LC10(728A), Cat. $175 $40 

2008 1913 (17th Jan) 2/- kangaroo booklet complete with 1d x 18 & ½d x 12 1st wmk. Inside covers with red on blue-green 
with the bold headings sans serif typeface. Very good cond & rarely seen complete with original staple & interleaving. 
SG SB1, Cat. £2250 $1,200 

2009 1913 1d KGV engraved with "re-entry down right side" variety single (ACSC 59(4)g) MVLH & "weak entry right of 
emu's head" (ACSC 59(4)o) in pair with normal MLH missing perf top right. Total Cat. $200 (2) $40 

2010 1913 1d greenish-black kangaroo Letter Card Embossed with "The Two Brothers Queensland" large rocks on reverse 
side. No stop after Australia in heading. Unused in good cond. ACSC L16 (135B)d, Cat. $200 $50 



1974 6d chestnut with "scratch in Bight" variety ACSC 22(3)g  plus CofA wmk gutter pair with left stamp showing the same 
variety. MLH ACSC 23(3)g. Total cat. $550 $120 

1975 1/4d deep greenish blue. MH & centred right but strong colour. ACSC 129A, Cat. $375 $80 
1976 1/4d greenish-blue with "thick 1 at right" variety. Fine MLH, centred left. ACSC 129An, Cat. $700 $180 
1977 1/4d pale greenish blue. MLH centred left. ACSC 129A, Cat. $375 $120 
1978 1/4d turquoise-blue. Fine used in a well centred pair with crisp Melbourne cds's for 23 AP28. Superb postally used 

item. ACSC 129B, Cat. $300+ $100  
1931-36 CofA  

1979 ½d to 1/4d set of 8 vals with strong colours & good perfs. MUH with mixed centring but no unsightly examples.          
ACSC Cat. $670 (8) $120 

1980 ½d orange to 5d chestnut complete set of 7 ovptd "OS". Fresh MLH with above average centring. SG O125/26 & 
O128/32 Cat. £140 (7) $40 

1981 1d green, plate 4, Ash imprint block of 8 from frame 7/8. Drury Cert. (2019) Two units & selvedge MLH, remainder 
MUH. ACSC 82B(4)z, Cat. $150  $70 

1982 3d blue John Ash imprint block of 4, Die 2, plate 7.  Cliché  7R55 with "white flaw below Kangaroo's paw"  variety. 
Stamps MUH & MVLH on gutter selvedge. ACSC 109z, Cat. $400  $120 

1983 3d blue, Die II, John Ash imprint block of 4, Plate 8. Stamps MUH with lightly hinged gutter selvedge                        
ACSC 109 Aza, Cat. $350 $90 

1984 3d blue, plate 8, positional selvedge plate block of 4 for 8L 31 & 32/ 37 & 38 with "right frame small rounded notch on 
inner side just below point of right border" & "blue spot 0.50mm to right of point of lower frame" (32) varieties. Cat. 
$340 as MUH singles. $75 

1985 3d blue, plate 8, Ash imprint block of 4. MLH with gum tan lines but fine frontal appearance. ACSC 109Aza, Cat. $350 $75 
1986 4d greenish-olive John Ash Imprint block of 4, plate 3. Stamps MUH, MVLH on gutter selvedge. Centered high.      

ACSC 117(3)z, Cat. $400 $120 
1987 4d greenish-olive, plate 3 John Ash "N" over "A" imprint block of 4. Small unlisted flaw noted on stamp 3R 49 (see 

lower right frame). Fresh MUH. ACSC 117(3)z, Cat. $400 plus premium for MUH $150 
1988 4d greenish-olive, plate 4 imprint block with traces of "n" "white line on kings neck" variety still present. Fresh MUH. 

ACCSC 117(4)za, Cat. $450 plus premium for MUH. $120 
1989 5d orange-brown John Ash imprint block of 4 perfined "WA". Plate 3 with "flawed pearl in crown at left" variety. MLH. 

ACSC 127(3)z, Cat. $325 plus adjustment for scarce WA perfin. $100 
1990 5d orange-brown, plate 2 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, folded through gutter. ACSC 127A(2)z, Cat. $350 $120 
1991 5d orange-brown, plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, lightly folded gutter. ACSC 127A(3)oz, Cat. $350 $120 
1992 5d yellow-brown perfined "WA" with "frame missing behind kangaroo - state II" variety. Fine used with upright 

Norseman 26 FEB 34 cds. Centred low right. Vendors notes indicates purchased from Status Auction April 2016 for 
$450. ACSC 127(3)ra, Cat. $1000 $120 

1993 1/4d intensely deep turquoise. MLH, centered left. Drury Cert (2020) ACSC 131D, Cat. $8500 (see front cover) $1,800  
AUSTRALIA PRE-DECIMAL  

1994  "Prancing Horse" essay. ACSC notes "This design is clearly based on the design of the 1d KGV… (but) there is no 
evidence… (it) has any official status… never-the-less example sell for $225 ea." (ACSC 2018, page 4/56). Attractive 
MUH example. $120 

1995 1901 (1st Jan) Federation Certificate "Australian Commonwealth, The Mayor And Councillors of the Town of Brighton 
present this Memento to" Douglas Westwood in m/s, a prominent business identity, "On Inauguration of Australian 
Commonwealth, 1st January 1901". Previously offered by Charles Leski in auction 308, May 2007 for $260 with 
comment "scarce, we haven't seen Brighton before". Attractive. $120 

1996 1903 5d Arms of Australia black essay inscribed "COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA" at top & "SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA" at base with collotype printing on thin card with saw-tooth 14 rouletting. Essay submitted by "Mr Ames". 
Ceremuga Cert (2018). Grossly under-catalogued compared to other essays. Exc cond. A great rarity with only two 
recorded with the Arthur Gray example (with faults) realising US$4250 in 2007. ACSC E23, Cat. $3000 $1,800 

1997 1908 (Aug) 1d red QV "Australians Welcomes Americans" colour Post Card with message regarding the arrival of the 
fleet. Fine used with bold Adelaide AU 27 08 cds. Good cond & scarce. $320 

1998 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 2 showing Queen Mary. Unused in good cond.                                       
ACSC P13 & P15, Cat. $250 (2) $60 

1999 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 3 showing Prince of Wales. Unused in good cond with faults on 1d sepia. 
ACSC P16 type 1, P17 type 1 & P18 type 2, Cat. $375 (3) $60 

2000 1911 1d Coronation prestamped postcards x 3 showing KGV. Unused in vg cond. ACSC P6 type 1, P6 type 2 & P9 
type 2. Cat. $375 (3) $80 

2001 1911 1d Post Card with "Gold Diggers, Victoria" scenic views of Victoria. Fine used to England dated 10 APR 12. 
ACSC  P21 (9), Cat. $75 $35 

2002 1911 1d Scenic Views of Victoria Prestamped postcards x 3 with "Swanston Street Melbourne", "Gold mine" & "Gold 
Diggers". Unused in good cond with minor faults.  ACSC P21(7), (9) & (11), Cat. $375 (3) $90 

2003 1911/12 1d black KGV full-face showing "LAKE ST CLAIR TASMANIA" Lettercard. Fine unused. ACSC LC10(67A), 
Cat. $175 $60 

2004 1911/12 1d grey-green KGV full-face Lettercard showing "ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUST." Fine unused. ACSC LC12(1), 
Cat. $175 $60 

2005 1911/12 1d KGV full-face on grey surfaced Lettercard showing "CAIRNS RAILWAY, QUEENSLAND" framed oval in 
red-brown. Fine unused. ACSC LC 10(28A), Cat. $175 $60 

2006 1911/12 1d red-brown KGV full-face Lettercard showing "THE GORGE. LAUNCESTON. TAS." Fine used.                   
ACSC LC10(55C), Cat. $175 $60 

2007 1911/12 1d sepia KGV full-face showing "MOSMAN’S BAY. SYDNEY. N.S.W." Lettercard. Small adhesion to inside 
gummed strip otherwise fine unused. ACSC LC10(728A), Cat. $175 $40 

2008 1913 (17th Jan) 2/- kangaroo booklet complete with 1d x 18 & ½d x 12 1st wmk. Inside covers with red on blue-green 
with the bold headings sans serif typeface. Very good cond & rarely seen complete with original staple & interleaving. 
SG SB1, Cat. £2250 $1,200 

2009 1913 1d KGV engraved with "re-entry down right side" variety single (ACSC 59(4)g) MVLH & "weak entry right of 
emu's head" (ACSC 59(4)o) in pair with normal MLH missing perf top right. Total Cat. $200 (2) $40 

2010 1913 1d greenish-black kangaroo Letter Card Embossed with "The Two Brothers Queensland" large rocks on reverse 
side. No stop after Australia in heading. Unused in good cond. ACSC L16 (135B)d, Cat. $200 $50 

2011 1913 1d grey-black kangaroo Letter Card showing "Central Railway Station, Brisbane" on reverse. Shows plate 
damage under left value tablet. Unused in vg cond. ACSC LC 14 (32B), Cat. $150 $40 

2012 1913 (16th Dec) 1d carmine-red (a little oxidised) on commercial cover to tied by Albert Park, Vic cds. ACSC $300 $80 
2013 1914/18 1d deep brown KGV Sideface lettercard showing "CIRCULAR QUAY, SYDNEY." with sky. Fine unused. 

ACSC LC18(34A), Cat. $175 $60 
2014 1914/18 KGV Sideface 1d black  KGV Sideface Lettercard, perf 10 & pink inside. Shows "MARCH through streets of 

MELBOURNE/of A.I.F.’ (cropped). Fine unused. ACSC LC26(M6B), Cat. $175 $60 
2015 1915 1d blue-black KGV Letter Card with "North Terrace Adelaide" on reverse. Unused in vg cond.                              

ACSC LC 17 (93), Cat. $150 $40 
2016 1915 1d, Die I KGV "Troops on board Transport" Military Views prestamped Letter Card. Interestingly the bow of ship 

has had "A140" deleted indicative of the prevailing censorship. Missing bottom left corner & left frame of stamp design. 
Unused in good cond. ACSC LC 27 (M11C), Cat. $400 $150 

2017 1916 1d carmine KGV Military Envelope with "A.I.F., ABROAD" setting II with 27mm lines on buff laid bâtonné paper. 
Album tan lines on reverse otherwise mint cond. ACSC ME4B, Cat. $300 $75 

2018 1916 1d carmine KGV Pre-stamped Military Envelope with "AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE". Mint cond, odd small 
tone spot. ACSC ME1, Cat. $300 $75 

2019 1916 2d violet KGV "Star" Embossed envelope CTO with Melbourne 23 cds & dated 3/7/1916. Note that the whole 
printing of this envelope was CTO for the purpose of distribution to UPU members. Light staining & reverse damage 
from being removed from pres book. ACSC EP 12, Cat. $300 $30 

2020 1918 (2nd Apr) 4d orange Kangaroo pre-printed Registered long envelope uprated with 1d red KGV single wmk tied 
by Brisbane regd cds. Addressed to Maryborough, Queensland. 3d registered fee plus double weight (1d per ½oz) 
letter rate. Vert fold & some spotting. ACSC Re2, Cat. $400 $100 

2021 1918 (4th Apr) cover to USA with "PASSED" h/s bearing 2½d kangaroo (short bottom left corner) showing "scratch 
extending from Cape Leeuwin" variety. Small stuck down red arrow pointing to variety. ACSC 9(2)e, Cat. $120) $20 

2022 1918 (11th May) Prisoner of War Cover from Switzerland to Liverpool, NSW with "COMITE INTERNATIONAL DE LA 
CROIX ROUGE GENEVE AGENCE DES PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE" cachet & "FRANC DE PORT" h/s indicating 
free postage. Geneve roller cancel & Passed by Censor cachet also present. Worn cond but full of character! $50 

2023 1918 (29th June) OHMS long cover with block of 4 x 1d red KGV Die I, single wmk on smooth paper & perfined "OS". 
"UNCLAIMED", "UNKNOWN BY LETTER CARRIER" & DLO cachets. ACSC 71bb, Cat. $50 as single stamp. $50 

2024 1921 (11th Jan) 2d orange KGV Perf 12½ showing "GIBBERABONG CREEK N.S.W.’ Lettercard uprated with 
½dgreen KGV Single Wmk pair paying 2½d letter rate + ½d War Tax from Sydney to USA. Flaps sealed & in good 
cond. ACSC LC46(51), Cat. $300 $120 

2025 1921 (16th Sept) Registered OHMS cover with 1d red KGV single wmk on smooth paper, 2d orange KGV single Wmk 
& 6d pale blue kangaroo 3d Wmk tied by Regd Sydney cds's. All perfined "O.S NSW". Some aging but remains 
attractive. $100 

2026 1922 (6th Oct) 4d blue to dull blue KGV on cover from Queensland to Germany tied by machine cancel. Some staining 
on front otherwise sound. ACSC 112C $30 

2027 1922/23 2d red KGV Letter Card with "Pineapples, Queensland" scene on reverse. Unused in vg cond.                     
ACSC LC49 (102B), Cat. $250 $60 

2028 1922/23 2d red KGV Lettercard showing "CARTING – FAR NORTH". Unused with tiny blemishes.                              
ACSC LC49(29), Cat. $250 $60 

2029 1922/23 2d red KGV Lettercard showing "G.P.O. HOBART". Fine unused. ACSC LC49(58A), Cat. $250 $100 
2030 1923 (30th April) Perth registered long OHMS cover to West Perth with 5d bright chestnut KGV Die 1, single wmk            

on rough paper & perfined "OS".  Incls original Land Titles Department contents. Centered left but scarce usage. 
ACSC 124, Cat. $1500 $280 

2031 1923 1½d red-brown KGV Pre-stamped Post Card ovptd "ONE PENNY". Mint in vg cond. ACSC P58, Cat. $500 $150 
2032 1924 1d violet KGV Prestamped Post Card with "No top to crown" variety & 1½d emerald-green ovptd "ONE       

PENNY". Former with Penrith cds & latter used with Melbourne machine cancellation. Both in good cond.             
ACSC P56f & P59, Cat. $275 (2) $80 

2033 1924 1d green KGV Pre-stamped Post Card Die III with 1 mint & 1 used with Adelaide machine cancellation. Good 
cond. ACSC P61, Cat. $250 $60 

2034 1924 1½d emerald-green KGV Pre-stamped Post Card ovptd "ONE PENNY" with "broken bottom right corner of 
embossed stamp" variety. Mint in vg cond. ACSC P60d, Cat. $500  $150 

2035 1924 3d Airmail, type A set of 1-4 plate blocks of 4. MUH with light tan line on each. ACSC 134za zb,zc&zd, Cat. $700 $100 
2036 1924 THREE HALFPENCE on 1d green KGV Sideface, Die I - Type 1 printed for Victorian Education Department with 

I.342/4.28-4232 imprint on reverse. Fine unused. ACSC PO9A, Cat. $200 $70 
2037 1927 1½d Parl House with double perforation at top. MLH with hinge remainder. ACSC 132bc, Cat. $150 $50 
2038 1927 2/- Opening of Parl House, Canberra booklet with incomplete pane of 6. Cover in good cond. SG SB22 $20 
2039 1927 2/- Opening of Parl House, Canberra booklet unusually with both panes of stamps cancelled at Perth 12 MY 27.  $50 
2040 1928 2/3d green on pale green booklet with 18 x 1½d KGV with inverted wmks. Odd staple rust spot on cover 

otherwise fine. ACSC B39Aa, Cat. $600 $180 
2041 1928 2/3d green on pale green booklet with 3 panes each of 6 x 1½d golden scarlet KGV Die 2, Small Mult wmk perf. 

13½ with inverted wmk. VG Cond. Pfeffer & Crum B39Aa, Cat. $1050 $180 
2042 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fresh MLH with barely noticeable hinge mark. Wide margins from 

bottom right of sheet. SG MS 106a. $100 
2043 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fine & fresh MUH from top of sheet. SG MS 106a $100 
2044 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fresh MUH. SG MS 106a, retails $250. $100 
2045 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition sheetlet in block of 4 CTO with two red & two black Exhibition cancels on each block      

(29 OCT 28). Gum is tanned but undisturbed, frontally striking. SG MS106a x 4 $300 
2046 1929 3d green Airmail, type A, Ash imprint block of 4. MUH with very light album tan line but frontally fresh & well 

centered. ACSC 134z Cat. $125 $30 
2047 1930 2/- blue-green on pale green booklet with 12 x 2d KGV with CofA wmk inverted. Album tan lines on back cover 

otherwise good cond. ACSC B42, Cat. $500 $150 
2048 1930 2/- green on pale green booklet with 12 x 2d KGV with CofA wmk inverted & "Parcel Rates" text on back cover. 

Very good cond. ACSC B43a, Cat. $800 $240 
2049 1930 2/- green on pale green booklet with 12 x 2d KGV with SM wmk inverted & revised text. Album tan line on back 

cover otherwise good cond. ACSC B41Ba, Cat. $675 $180 



2050 1930 3/- "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" black on blue cover with 3 fresh panes of 4 MUH plus 2 panes of air mail 
etiquettes. VG cond with original staple. SG SB24, Cat. £850, ACSC B40, Cat. $1500 $600 

2051 1931 (1st-31st Jan) "Register of Parcels Posted" form bearing 31 very good strikes of the scarce “MAJURA F.C.T.” 
cds for every day of January! $80 

2052 1931 (27th Mar)  OHMS "Commonwealth Bureau of Census & Statistics" Canberra to Perth by Air Mail cover           
with 2d golden scarlet KGV (small mult wmk. Perf 13½) & 6d chestnut kangaroo (small mult Wmk) both perfined "OS".  
ACSC (KGV) 100ba & 22b.  Total Cat. $300    $75 

2053 1931 (26th May) "By Air Mail" Perth to Mundabullangana Station, Port Hedland addressed long cover with Perth 
machine cancel tying 1d green KGV (SM Perf 14) & 2 x 6d Kingsford Smith for surface mail printed matter rate within 
Australia of 1d per 4 oz plus airmail fee 4 x 3d per ½ oz. Good cond. $40 

2054 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". MVLH verging on MUH. Drury Cert. (2020). SG O123/24, ACSC 
141/2(OS), Retail $450 (2) $220 

2055 1931 2d & 3d as above. Fine MLH. Ceremuga Cert (2018) SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Retail $450 (2) $260 
2056 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Airmail ovptd "OS" in John Ash imprint strip of 3. Superb MUH. ACSC 144(OS), Cat. $50 

each + premium for imprint (Cat. $375 for block of 6) $80 
2057 1931 6d Kingsford Smith vert strip of 3 with "extra islands" variety in middle. MUH, fluffy perfs.ACSC143e,Cat. $150 $40 
2058 1931 6d Kingsford Smith with "extra islands" variety. MUH with right selvedge. ACSC143e, Cat. $150 $40 
2059 1931 2/- black on cream booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2d golden scarlet KGV, Die 3. VG cond.                           

Pfeffer & Crum B46c, Cat. $750 $150 
2060 1931 2/- black on green booklet ditto but with "Passbooks" advert IFC. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B48Ba, Cat. $750 $180 
2061 1931 2/- black on green booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2d golden scarlet KGV, Die 3 with inverted wmks. "Accounts" 

advert IFC. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B48Aa, Cat. $750 $180 
2062 1932 2d golden-scarlet KGV postal forgery, perf 11. Fine used with neat machine cancel. ACSC 103cc, Cat. $650 $350 
2063 1932 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge scarlet postal forgery, perf. 11 on unwmkd paper. MLH. ACSC 149c, Cat. $2750 $1,500 
2064 1932/37 1/- lyrebird printer's sample defaced reproduction in bright red with comb perf 13 on unwmkd white wove 

paper. A MLH pristine example. ACSC 145PP(1)A, Cat. $750 $360 
2065 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with light indistinct cds with neighbouring blue crayon mark 

suggesting regd usage. Postally used examples are much scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used 
on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, creases, thins, heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 
CTO stamps, there may be two or three postally used examples. Shortish perfs to left otherwise sound & a lovely 
example of genuine commercially used. SG 143, Cat. $500 for commercially used $120 

2066 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with neat central indistinct cds. Postally used examples are much 
scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, creases, 
thins, heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 CTO stamps, there may be two or three postally used 
examples & a ratio of less than 1:100 for fine used examples with a steel cds. A lovely example of commercially used, 
well centred with excellent perfs. SG 143 Cat. $500 for commercially used $120 

2067 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge fine used & well centered with part cds cancel. Small thin & light staining on reverse 
but frontally most presentable & a useful space filler. SG 143 $50 

2068 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fine used/CTO with gum & well centered. SG 143 $120 
2069 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MLH & well centered, a premium example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $260 
2070 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with odd fluffy perf & centered down. SG 143 $160 
2071 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MVLH & well centered, a premium example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $260 
2072 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge set of 4 to 5/-. A MLH & well centered set. SG 141/44, Cat. £440 $220 
2073 1932 (8th Nov) OHMS cover from Darwin by Airmail to Melbourne with Brisbane & Sydney transit cancels. Franking 

consists of 1d green KGV perfined "OS", 1929 3d Airmail type A x 2. These catalogued $750 as singles on cover. Also 
6d chestnut SMW kangaroo ovptd "OS" Cat. $1250 on cover. The cover is relatively clean but has been folded 4 times 
& the tears on the flap indicate that it was enthusiastically opened. A rare survivor with low reserve reflecting cond. $120 

2074 1933 (28th June) "By Karachi to London Air Mail" annotated large cover. Folded once & slightly crumpled but away 
from adhesives). Franked with 9d, 2/- & 5/- kangaroos plus 6d kookaburra pair & 1d green KGV all tied by Air Mail 
Sydney NSW 28 JE 33 cds's. Flap embossed showing Macnamara & Smith Solicitors Sydney sender. Some spotting 
& wear. Total franking of 8/10d covers the basic airmail charge of 1/6d plus format & weight charges. $50 

2075 1933 (23rd Oct) OHMS small env from Govt Stores Dept with 1d green KGV (CofA wmk) ovptd "OS" tied by Perth 
machine cancel & addressed to Buckland Hill, WA. ACSC Cat. $100 $30 

2076 1934 3d Vic Cent, perf. 10½ John Ash imprint block of 8 (6 MUH, 2 MLH) showing "flag to right of tower" variety on 
lower pair of each block, all MUH plus a single used example. ACSC 152d & za, Cat. $440 $90 

2077 1934 Vic Cent perf. 11½ set of 3. Fresh MUH. SG 147/49a, retail $125 $40 
2078 1934 2d Macarthur Dark Hills in John Ash imprint block of 4. MUH & well centred. ACSC 158z, Cat. $325 $90 
2079 1934 9d Macarthur in John Ash gutter pair. Very well centered & fresh MUH. SG 152 var, retail $140+ $50 
2080 1934 Macarthur set of 4 with both 2d types in MUH blocks of 4. SG 150/52, retail $400 $120 
2081 1934 (17th Nov) "6th AUST PHILATELIC EXHIBTN. MELB. VIC" dedicated regd red h/s on blue provisional R6 label 

on 2d KGV embossed env uprated with 3d Macarthur tied by exhib pmk & addressed to NSW. Scarcer than the 
accompanying printed black provisional label on second env with mixed franking. Both in fine unopened cond. $40 

2082 1934 (28th Nov) Macarthur set of 3 on cover to England tied by Napoli “PAQUEBOT” & cds. Reverse with notation 
“newly out today Nov 1st 1934”. Vertical crease clear of stamps but unusual usage. $90 

2083 1935 (9th July) Commercial Airmail cover from Sydney to Porto Maurilio Italy with 2d & 3d SJ plus 1/6d Hermes x 2 
tied by Sydney Air Mail cds's. Correct total franking 3/5d. Odd faults but attractive usage. $40 

2084 1935 Anzac pair in matching John Ash imprint pairs. Fine MUH. SG 154/55 $90 
2085 1935 1/- Anzac, perforated 13½ x 12½ unwatermarked plate proof. Fresh MUH. A wonderful opportunity to add this 

elusive stamp to your collection. ACSC 165PP(1), Cat. $2750 $1,500 
2086 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee marginal block of 4 with Plate No. 1 at top right. MUH/MLH. ACSC 168za, Cat. $325 $90 
2087 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 in John Ash imprint pairs. MLH with light gum staining on 2/- but frontally fresh. SG 156/58 $30 
2088 1935/37 2/- KGV booklet with 2d red with inverted CofA wmks in 2 panes of 6. VG Cond. Sold in Linke auction Feb 

2004 for $1100. Pfeffer & Crum B48Aa, Cat. $750, SG SB25a, Cat. £425 $350 
2089 1936 (29th Feb) SA Centenary commem illust env with 5d KGV tied by Port Melbourne West cds with neighbouring 

single strike & another across blank (provisional) R6 blue registered label (No. 33). Regd Melbourne, Port Melbourne 
West & Moonee Ponds b/s's. Unusual. $30 



2050 1930 3/- "AIR MAIL SAVES TIME" black on blue cover with 3 fresh panes of 4 MUH plus 2 panes of air mail 
etiquettes. VG cond with original staple. SG SB24, Cat. £850, ACSC B40, Cat. $1500 $600 

2051 1931 (1st-31st Jan) "Register of Parcels Posted" form bearing 31 very good strikes of the scarce “MAJURA F.C.T.” 
cds for every day of January! $80 

2052 1931 (27th Mar)  OHMS "Commonwealth Bureau of Census & Statistics" Canberra to Perth by Air Mail cover           
with 2d golden scarlet KGV (small mult wmk. Perf 13½) & 6d chestnut kangaroo (small mult Wmk) both perfined "OS".  
ACSC (KGV) 100ba & 22b.  Total Cat. $300    $75 

2053 1931 (26th May) "By Air Mail" Perth to Mundabullangana Station, Port Hedland addressed long cover with Perth 
machine cancel tying 1d green KGV (SM Perf 14) & 2 x 6d Kingsford Smith for surface mail printed matter rate within 
Australia of 1d per 4 oz plus airmail fee 4 x 3d per ½ oz. Good cond. $40 

2054 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". MVLH verging on MUH. Drury Cert. (2020). SG O123/24, ACSC 
141/2(OS), Retail $450 (2) $220 

2055 1931 2d & 3d as above. Fine MLH. Ceremuga Cert (2018) SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Retail $450 (2) $260 
2056 1931 6d Kingsford Smith Airmail ovptd "OS" in John Ash imprint strip of 3. Superb MUH. ACSC 144(OS), Cat. $50 

each + premium for imprint (Cat. $375 for block of 6) $80 
2057 1931 6d Kingsford Smith vert strip of 3 with "extra islands" variety in middle. MUH, fluffy perfs.ACSC143e,Cat. $150 $40 
2058 1931 6d Kingsford Smith with "extra islands" variety. MUH with right selvedge. ACSC143e, Cat. $150 $40 
2059 1931 2/- black on cream booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2d golden scarlet KGV, Die 3. VG cond.                           

Pfeffer & Crum B46c, Cat. $750 $150 
2060 1931 2/- black on green booklet ditto but with "Passbooks" advert IFC. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B48Ba, Cat. $750 $180 
2061 1931 2/- black on green booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2d golden scarlet KGV, Die 3 with inverted wmks. "Accounts" 

advert IFC. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B48Aa, Cat. $750 $180 
2062 1932 2d golden-scarlet KGV postal forgery, perf 11. Fine used with neat machine cancel. ACSC 103cc, Cat. $650 $350 
2063 1932 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge scarlet postal forgery, perf. 11 on unwmkd paper. MLH. ACSC 149c, Cat. $2750 $1,500 
2064 1932/37 1/- lyrebird printer's sample defaced reproduction in bright red with comb perf 13 on unwmkd white wove 

paper. A MLH pristine example. ACSC 145PP(1)A, Cat. $750 $360 
2065 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with light indistinct cds with neighbouring blue crayon mark 

suggesting regd usage. Postally used examples are much scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used 
on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, creases, thins, heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 
CTO stamps, there may be two or three postally used examples. Shortish perfs to left otherwise sound & a lovely 
example of genuine commercially used. SG 143, Cat. $500 for commercially used $120 

2066 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with neat central indistinct cds. Postally used examples are much 
scarcer than CTO with most such stamps having been used on interstate or overseas parcels hence tears, creases, 
thins, heavy cancellations, etc. It is thought that for every 100 CTO stamps, there may be two or three postally used 
examples & a ratio of less than 1:100 for fine used examples with a steel cds. A lovely example of commercially used, 
well centred with excellent perfs. SG 143 Cat. $500 for commercially used $120 

2067 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge fine used & well centered with part cds cancel. Small thin & light staining on reverse 
but frontally most presentable & a useful space filler. SG 143 $50 

2068 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fine used/CTO with gum & well centered. SG 143 $120 
2069 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MLH & well centered, a premium example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $260 
2070 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with odd fluffy perf & centered down. SG 143 $160 
2071 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MVLH & well centered, a premium example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $260 
2072 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge set of 4 to 5/-. A MLH & well centered set. SG 141/44, Cat. £440 $220 
2073 1932 (8th Nov) OHMS cover from Darwin by Airmail to Melbourne with Brisbane & Sydney transit cancels. Franking 

consists of 1d green KGV perfined "OS", 1929 3d Airmail type A x 2. These catalogued $750 as singles on cover. Also 
6d chestnut SMW kangaroo ovptd "OS" Cat. $1250 on cover. The cover is relatively clean but has been folded 4 times 
& the tears on the flap indicate that it was enthusiastically opened. A rare survivor with low reserve reflecting cond. $120 

2074 1933 (28th June) "By Karachi to London Air Mail" annotated large cover. Folded once & slightly crumpled but away 
from adhesives). Franked with 9d, 2/- & 5/- kangaroos plus 6d kookaburra pair & 1d green KGV all tied by Air Mail 
Sydney NSW 28 JE 33 cds's. Flap embossed showing Macnamara & Smith Solicitors Sydney sender. Some spotting 
& wear. Total franking of 8/10d covers the basic airmail charge of 1/6d plus format & weight charges. $50 

2075 1933 (23rd Oct) OHMS small env from Govt Stores Dept with 1d green KGV (CofA wmk) ovptd "OS" tied by Perth 
machine cancel & addressed to Buckland Hill, WA. ACSC Cat. $100 $30 

2076 1934 3d Vic Cent, perf. 10½ John Ash imprint block of 8 (6 MUH, 2 MLH) showing "flag to right of tower" variety on 
lower pair of each block, all MUH plus a single used example. ACSC 152d & za, Cat. $440 $90 

2077 1934 Vic Cent perf. 11½ set of 3. Fresh MUH. SG 147/49a, retail $125 $40 
2078 1934 2d Macarthur Dark Hills in John Ash imprint block of 4. MUH & well centred. ACSC 158z, Cat. $325 $90 
2079 1934 9d Macarthur in John Ash gutter pair. Very well centered & fresh MUH. SG 152 var, retail $140+ $50 
2080 1934 Macarthur set of 4 with both 2d types in MUH blocks of 4. SG 150/52, retail $400 $120 
2081 1934 (17th Nov) "6th AUST PHILATELIC EXHIBTN. MELB. VIC" dedicated regd red h/s on blue provisional R6 label 

on 2d KGV embossed env uprated with 3d Macarthur tied by exhib pmk & addressed to NSW. Scarcer than the 
accompanying printed black provisional label on second env with mixed franking. Both in fine unopened cond. $40 

2082 1934 (28th Nov) Macarthur set of 3 on cover to England tied by Napoli “PAQUEBOT” & cds. Reverse with notation 
“newly out today Nov 1st 1934”. Vertical crease clear of stamps but unusual usage. $90 

2083 1935 (9th July) Commercial Airmail cover from Sydney to Porto Maurilio Italy with 2d & 3d SJ plus 1/6d Hermes x 2 
tied by Sydney Air Mail cds's. Correct total franking 3/5d. Odd faults but attractive usage. $40 

2084 1935 Anzac pair in matching John Ash imprint pairs. Fine MUH. SG 154/55 $90 
2085 1935 1/- Anzac, perforated 13½ x 12½ unwatermarked plate proof. Fresh MUH. A wonderful opportunity to add this 

elusive stamp to your collection. ACSC 165PP(1), Cat. $2750 $1,500 
2086 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee marginal block of 4 with Plate No. 1 at top right. MUH/MLH. ACSC 168za, Cat. $325 $90 
2087 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 3 in John Ash imprint pairs. MLH with light gum staining on 2/- but frontally fresh. SG 156/58 $30 
2088 1935/37 2/- KGV booklet with 2d red with inverted CofA wmks in 2 panes of 6. VG Cond. Sold in Linke auction Feb 

2004 for $1100. Pfeffer & Crum B48Aa, Cat. $750, SG SB25a, Cat. £425 $350 
2089 1936 (29th Feb) SA Centenary commem illust env with 5d KGV tied by Port Melbourne West cds with neighbouring 

single strike & another across blank (provisional) R6 blue registered label (No. 33). Regd Melbourne, Port Melbourne 
West & Moonee Ponds b/s's. Unusual. $30 

2090 1936 (20th Mar) 3d Vic Cent pair on illust SA Centenary and 7th Australasian Philatelic Exhibition tied by 
"CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION SA" cds's with provisional R6 blue Registration label No. 8 completed in m/s with 
"Centennial Exhibition Adelaide". Addressed to Vic with Adelaide & Melbourne Regd, Centennial Exhibition & Moonee 
Ponds b/s's. VG cond. $30 

2091 1936 2d SA Cent John Ash imprint block 4 with cliché R37 "Retouched sky below AU of Australia" variety. MUH/MLH. 
ACSC 171zb, Cat. $350 $90 

2092 1936 (13th May) Sydney to Bremen, Germany via Athens Greece private env with 1/4d KGV & 2d & 3d Cable in 
vertical marginal pairs tied by Air Mail Sydney cds's. Aghnai 30 V 26 b/s. Attractive & unusual. $80 

2093 1937 3d blue KGVI Die I "white wattles" in Ash imprint block of 4. Vertical fold through gutter but MUH & scarce.   
ACSC 1902za, Cat. $1750 MLH or $2500 MUH. $500 

2094 1937 3d blue KGVI Die II John Ash imprint pair. MUH, light bend in selvedge.  ACSC 193zb, Cat. $450 for block $100 
2095 1937 2/- black on green booklet with 12 x 2d red KGV, Die III with wmk inv & front & back cover advertisements 

reversed. Exc cond. ACSC B48Ab, Cat. $500 $200 
2096 1937/48 10/- Robes in John Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH & well centred. ACSC 214z, Cat. $225 $75 
2097 1937/48 £1 Robes on thin paper in horizontal pair. MUH & perfectly centred plus single centred slightly low/left.    

ACSC 217, Cat. $150 each (3) $150 
2098 1937/48 £1 Robes in John Ash imprint block of 4 on thick paper. MUH & well centred. ACSC 216z, Cat. $850 $240 
2099 1937/48 Robes set of 3 with 5/- on thin paper & 10/- & £1 on thick. Fresh MUH. SG 176a, 177 & 178, Retail $150 (3) $50 
2100 1937/49 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. Well centred MUH with the 5/- on tinted paper. ACSC 213/17, Cat. $255 (3) $75 
2101 1938 (26th Oct) German addressed cover posted on board "T.S.S. Ascanius" with boxed "PAQUEBOT" cachet & 

KGV/KGVI mixed 8½d franking tied by Adelaide cds's. Correct rate was 1/9d hence "Insufficiently prepaid AIR MAIL" 
cachet applied in mauve & sent surface mail. Good cond. $50 

2102 1938 2d scarlet KGV1 Die 2 gutter block of 8 with top selvedge. Plate number 4 on top selvedge above gutter with 2 
perf pips. Mint no gum. ACSC 188 Azc, Cat. $2000 $390 

2103 1938 2/- black on pale green booklet with two panes each of 6 x 2d scarlet KGVI Die II with inverted wmks. VG cond. 
Pfeffer & Crum B51Ba, Cat. $800 $180 

2104 1938 2/- booklet with black on green cover & 2 panes of 6 KGVI with inv wmks. Toned/stained cover & contents but 
otherwise sound. Useful space filler. SG SB 27, Cat. £500 $75 

2105 1939 (4th Feb) 5d chestnut KGV on cover tied by Norseman, WA cds & addressed to USA with Airmail vignette & 
neighbouring "Insufficiently prepaid AIR MAIL" cachet. GPO Adelaide Air b/s suggesting cachet was applied in 
Adelaide & letter was forwarded by sea. No arrival stamp.  Stamp has lower corner missing but cover in exc cond.         
& an interesting item. $30 

2106 1941 2d mauve KGVI coil pair with inverted wmk.  MUH. ACSC 189Aa, Cat. $275 $75 
2107 1941 2d mauve ditto. MUH. ACSC 189Aa, Cat. $275 $75 
2108 1941 1/- Lyrebird imperforate pair. Mint no gum. ACSC 209, Cat. $800 $200 
2109 1941 1/- lyrebird, perf. 14¾ x 14 perfined "G/NSW" x 10 on large OHMS folded airmail cover to Germany. Second 

stamp with roller flaw over "O" of "One" variety. Some cnr wear & a couple of damaged but a most unusual cover. 
ACSC 209d, Cat. $75++ $50 

2110 1941/42 1d brown KGVI oval embossed with Australian Defence Canteens wording & map logo. Postally used from 
Sydney to Haberfield 19th Aug 1942 with rectangular Military Forces censor handstamp No 675. Good cond. ACSC 
ES77, Cat. $75 $30 

2111 1941/42 1d brown KGVI ditto but in a lighter shade of brown. Postally used with Mil PO Wagga-Wagga cds to Bright, 
Vic with rectangular Censor No. 266 h/s. God cond. ACSC ES77var, Cat. $75 $30 

2112 1942 "United States Armed Forces in Australia" covers for APO 929 & 922 (Townsville QLD) with "U.S.A.F.I.A. Passed 
By Censor" cachets & one with opened by US Censor tape posted 22.7.1942, 16.10.1942 & 1.11.1942 respectively. 
Good cond. (3) $60 

2113 1942 2/6d black on buff booklet with 2 panes each of 6 x 2½d scarlet KGVI with inverted wmks. VG condition.      
Pfeffer & Crum B53Aa, Cat. $185 $50 

2114 1942 2/6d black on fawn booklet with 12 x 2 scarlet KGVI with inverted wmks. Exc cond. ACSC B53Ba, Cat. $150 $75 
2115 1943 (8th Jan) 1d red-brown QM, Die 2 John Ash imprint block of 4 & 1½d KGV1 tied by St Kilda Rail Vic cds's with 

"Opened by Censor" tape tied by "Passed by Censor cachet.  Addressed to USA. Good cond & attractive usage. $30 
2116 1943 (Aug) 5/- brown National Savings Stamp. Fine MUH. $100 
2117 1943 (14th Sept) OHMS Department of the Army env addressed to Melbourne with 2½d KGVI tied by "MIL. 

P.O.MYRTLEFORD Viv AUST" cds. "NO. 5 P.("O" of "OF" clearly missing?)W. CAMP MYRTLEFORD" cachet in 
mauve at bottom left. VG cond. $30 

2118 1943 (12th Oct) "General Post Office Hobart, Tasmania" registered "Morocco Agencies" ovptd Gibraltar printed 
Registered env. Addressed to Burmie to Rosebery with a small triangular violet stamp vendor authorising sale of 
letters at lower left with "stamps only from" in m/s indicating that the sender provided envelope for registration & 
purchased the Aust 3d Airmail & 1½d QM stamps. Interesting usage! $50 

2119 1943 £5 War Savings Certificate Serial No. H 273377 purchased 14 JUL 1943 with National Bank of Australia h/s. 
Reasonable cond.  $80 

2120 1944 (26th Sept) "Service of Prisoners of War" with 1/- Air Mail Fee from "13 POW Group Murchison" (cachet on 
reverse) to Chemnitz, Germany.  Cancelled "Ship Mail Room 4 Melbourne" with "APPROVED FOR TRANSMISSION 
BY CAMP COMMANDANT" & "PASSED BY CENSOR" cachets plus "Opened By Censor" tape tied by German eagle 
cachet in red. Attractive example. $75 

2121 1945 Duke of Gloucester set of 3 imperforate die proofs on white wove paper mounted in composite sunken 
frame in CofA folder title presented to Senator The Honourable W.P.Ashley, Minister for Supply and Shipping, 
in commemoration of his occupancy of the office of Postmaster General in the first and second Curtin 
Governments during the period from 7th October 1941 to 2nd February 1945. This is one of only 6 sets of die 
proofs. ACSC 233/4/5DP(1), Cat. $12,000 $4,000 

2122 1945 (21st Mar) "SERVICE OF PRISONERS OF WAR" &  "APPROVED FOR TRANSMISSION BY CAMP 
COMMANDER" cachets at top of stampless env addressed to Melbourne with "MIL. P.O. MURCHISON VIC AUST" 
cds top right with s/l "MURCHISON P.W. GROUP" cachet below address. Good cond. $30 



2123 1945 (2nd Sept) airmail cover to NSW with 3d KGVI tied by woodcut Tokyo cds with "H.M.A.S. SHROPSHIRE Official 
signing Of Japanese Surrender." cachet & neighbouring "H.M.A. SHIPS" h/s. Very good cond & a rare survivor. 
Commissioned in 1926 Shropshire was originally part of the British Mediterranean Fleet. She was present for the 
Spanish Civil War & supported the evacuation of refugees from Barcelona. At the outbreak of World War II in 
September 1939 the cruiser was re-assigned to the South Atlantic for trade protection. Following the loss of the 
Australian heavy cruiser HMAS Canberra, it was announced that Shropshire would be transferred to the RAN as a gift. 
In March 1944, Shropshire was involved in the Admiralty Islands campaign, in early October Shropshire was re-
assigned to Task Force 77 & participated in the Battle of Surigao Strait on 25 October. The cruiser was involved in the 
Battle of Luzon during January 1945 before returning to the Philippines in time for the Japanese surrender of the 
islands. She then proceeded to Japan & was present at Tokyo Bay on 2 September 1945 for the signing of the 
Japanese Instrument of Surrender. $120 

2124 1945/48 5½d denominated Meter frankings from Box D177 GPO Perth to same addressee in Brisbane x 3. One with 
printed “P.M.G. P.P.1” indicating scarce Permit Mail, another with inscription obliterated & third normal. (3) $30 

2125 1946 (Apr) Food Parcel label. Bassendean WA to London at 1/11d 3lb rate with 1/- Mitchell & 2 x 5½d emu. Rarer 
than better known 3/7d (7lb) & 5/10d (11lb) Food parcel rates probably because the more moderate weight may have 
been considered on the “mean” side! Worn cond consistent with usage. $250 

2126 1946 (Apr) "Medical Attendant's Notice of Actual or Suspected Infectious Disease" postal forms x 2 completed for 2 
children of the same family with Diptheria in Hobart. 1½d QM on outer tied by Hobart 23 APR slogan. Different to the 
usual Richmond types & first we have seen in this style. $50 

2127 1946 2½d Mitchell imperforate horiz pair with inv wmk. Rarely seen. Fresh MUH ACSC 239ba, Cat. $750 $300 
2128 1946 2½d Peace on no watermark paper in block of 4. ACSC notes that this emanates from material stolen from     

The Note Printing Branch during the 1940's & that perhaps as many as half a dozen sheets have reached the market. 
Fine MUH. ACSC 236a, Cat. $800 $200 

2129 1946 2½d, 3½d & 5½d Peace Die Proofs in issued colours in sunken mounts affixed inside blue folders with 
Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & numbered 1C, 1C & 36 respectively. These were presented to Sir 
Giles Chippendall, Assistant Director-General of the P.M.G.'s Department. Fine & very rare with only five sets 
of proofs prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. Ex Williamson. ACSC 236/38DP(1), Cat. $12,000 $6,000 

2130 1946 ½d orange "BCOF JAPAN 1946" ovptd complete sheet of 160 with "By. Authority" imprint left corner & gutter. 
MUH with odd light gum bend. Most attractive.  ACSC J1, Cat. $1230 $280 

2131 1946 1d to 2/- BCOF By Authority imprint MUH blocks (excl ½d). No left selvedge on 3d & 1/-. ACSC Cat. $850 (5 
blocks) $150 

2132 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. All vals fresh MUH with good centering bar 2/-. SG J1/7a, Cat. £190, 
retail $275 $120 

2133 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. Budget set with 2/- stained on reverse & 5/- MLH. Low vals MUH.    
SG J1/7a, 5/- MLH retails $140. $40 

2134 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on both thick & thin papers. All fresh MLH with 5/- on thick paper MUH. Good 
centering on both 5/- & 2/- marginal. SG J1/7, retail $400+ $150 

2135 1946 2/- BCOF block of 4. MUH & well centred. ACSC J6, Cat. $400 $120 
2136 1948 2½d William Farrer Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & 

numbered 26. Presented to D Cameron, Postmaster-General. Only eight proofs prepared one of which is in the Royal 
collection. Exc cond.  ACSC 272DP(1), Cat. $3,000 $1,000 

2137 1948 2½d Von Mueller Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & 
numbered 52. Presented to D Cameron, Postmaster-General. Only eight proofs prepared one of which is in the Royal 
collection. Ex Williamson. Exc cond.  ACSC 273DP(1), Cat. $3,000 $1,250 

2138 1949 4½d "POSTAGE PAID" Army Medal Section Registered Wrapper for delivery of medals to Australian 
servicemen. Fine unused cond. $30 

2139 1951 5/- Arms on thin paper in lower left Authority corner block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 268a, Cat. $700 $250 
2140 1949/50 £2 Arms used block of 4 with lower left stamp showing "roller flaw retouch" variety. Used with roller cancel 

clear of variety.  ACSC 271da, Cat. $425 $80 
2141 1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw". Fine used, ACSC 271d, Cat. $325 $75 
2142 1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety in part imprint positional corner. Fine MUH. ACSC 271da, Cat. $550 $180 
2143 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. MVLH with good centering. SG 224a/d Retails $150 $50 
2144 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. MUH with good centering. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
2145 1949/50 Arms ditto. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
2146 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with good centering. SG 224bs/ds, Retail $220 $120 
2147 1951 2d Queen Mother sunken Die Proof with CBA cachet & numbered "9" on reverse. Presented to Sir D Lindsay of 

the Stamp Advisory Committee. Ex Williamson. Pristine cond. ACSC 248DP(1), Cat. $3500 $1,500 
2148 1951 3d scarlet KGVI complete sheet of booklet panes containing 3 blocks of 48 with small gutters in between. Exc 

MUH cond. ACSC 251ca x 8 Cat. $360+ $50 
2149 1952 6½d brown KGVI right marginal horiz strip of 4 imperforate between end stamp & margin due to jumped perfs. 

Fresh MUH. ACSC 255b, Cat. $1500 $400 
2150 1952/62 2/6d Aborigine no wmk in lower right corner block of 20 on cream paper. Fresh MUH. ACSC 266A, Cat. $300 $60 
2151 1953 3½d QEII Coronation vert top right marginal pair with selvedge perf flaw due to pre-printing & perfing corner fold. 

Unusual. MUH. $40 
2152 1953 3½d se-tenant pair & 2/- Tasmania Sesquicentenary Die Proofs in issued colours in sunken mount with 

Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & numbered 30 & 18 respectively. Presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay of 
the Stamp Advisory Committee. Only eight sets of proofs prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. Ex 
Williamson. Exc cond & incls letter from PMG to Lindsay signed by Chippindall. ACSC 304/6DP(1), Cat. $6,500  $3,000 

2153 1954 (26th Mar) QEII "Visit Perth Special Postmark used by Australian Post Offices during the Royal Visit to Australia 
3rd Feb. - 1st April, 1954" printed souvenir cover with red crown. 3½d Royal Visit tied by GPO Perth cds. Neat typed 
address. Not seen by us before & unsure as to producer. VG cond. $50 

2154 1955/57 4d, 7½d, 10d & 1/7d QEII b&w photos each bearing violet PMG handstamp on reverse stating "Reproduction 
of this photograph should be in black and white at least 1½ times the size of the actual stamp. If actual stamp size, the 
block should be defaced by a line across the face of the design. Actual stanp size is ….." (entered in pencil as 
appropriate). Exc cond. (4) $40 

2155 1956 1/- dull green Lyrebird, no wmk block of 18 with 6 having  "Roller flaw over O of One" variety (R1-6/6). Fine 
MUH. ACSC 210d, Cat. $570 $150 



2123 1945 (2nd Sept) airmail cover to NSW with 3d KGVI tied by woodcut Tokyo cds with "H.M.A.S. SHROPSHIRE Official 
signing Of Japanese Surrender." cachet & neighbouring "H.M.A. SHIPS" h/s. Very good cond & a rare survivor. 
Commissioned in 1926 Shropshire was originally part of the British Mediterranean Fleet. She was present for the 
Spanish Civil War & supported the evacuation of refugees from Barcelona. At the outbreak of World War II in 
September 1939 the cruiser was re-assigned to the South Atlantic for trade protection. Following the loss of the 
Australian heavy cruiser HMAS Canberra, it was announced that Shropshire would be transferred to the RAN as a gift. 
In March 1944, Shropshire was involved in the Admiralty Islands campaign, in early October Shropshire was re-
assigned to Task Force 77 & participated in the Battle of Surigao Strait on 25 October. The cruiser was involved in the 
Battle of Luzon during January 1945 before returning to the Philippines in time for the Japanese surrender of the 
islands. She then proceeded to Japan & was present at Tokyo Bay on 2 September 1945 for the signing of the 
Japanese Instrument of Surrender. $120 

2124 1945/48 5½d denominated Meter frankings from Box D177 GPO Perth to same addressee in Brisbane x 3. One with 
printed “P.M.G. P.P.1” indicating scarce Permit Mail, another with inscription obliterated & third normal. (3) $30 

2125 1946 (Apr) Food Parcel label. Bassendean WA to London at 1/11d 3lb rate with 1/- Mitchell & 2 x 5½d emu. Rarer 
than better known 3/7d (7lb) & 5/10d (11lb) Food parcel rates probably because the more moderate weight may have 
been considered on the “mean” side! Worn cond consistent with usage. $250 

2126 1946 (Apr) "Medical Attendant's Notice of Actual or Suspected Infectious Disease" postal forms x 2 completed for 2 
children of the same family with Diptheria in Hobart. 1½d QM on outer tied by Hobart 23 APR slogan. Different to the 
usual Richmond types & first we have seen in this style. $50 

2127 1946 2½d Mitchell imperforate horiz pair with inv wmk. Rarely seen. Fresh MUH ACSC 239ba, Cat. $750 $300 
2128 1946 2½d Peace on no watermark paper in block of 4. ACSC notes that this emanates from material stolen from     

The Note Printing Branch during the 1940's & that perhaps as many as half a dozen sheets have reached the market. 
Fine MUH. ACSC 236a, Cat. $800 $200 

2129 1946 2½d, 3½d & 5½d Peace Die Proofs in issued colours in sunken mounts affixed inside blue folders with 
Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & numbered 1C, 1C & 36 respectively. These were presented to Sir 
Giles Chippendall, Assistant Director-General of the P.M.G.'s Department. Fine & very rare with only five sets 
of proofs prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. Ex Williamson. ACSC 236/38DP(1), Cat. $12,000 $6,000 

2130 1946 ½d orange "BCOF JAPAN 1946" ovptd complete sheet of 160 with "By. Authority" imprint left corner & gutter. 
MUH with odd light gum bend. Most attractive.  ACSC J1, Cat. $1230 $280 

2131 1946 1d to 2/- BCOF By Authority imprint MUH blocks (excl ½d). No left selvedge on 3d & 1/-. ACSC Cat. $850 (5 
blocks) $150 

2132 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. All vals fresh MUH with good centering bar 2/-. SG J1/7a, Cat. £190, 
retail $275 $120 

2133 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thin paper. Budget set with 2/- stained on reverse & 5/- MLH. Low vals MUH.    
SG J1/7a, 5/- MLH retails $140. $40 

2134 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on both thick & thin papers. All fresh MLH with 5/- on thick paper MUH. Good 
centering on both 5/- & 2/- marginal. SG J1/7, retail $400+ $150 

2135 1946 2/- BCOF block of 4. MUH & well centred. ACSC J6, Cat. $400 $120 
2136 1948 2½d William Farrer Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & 

numbered 26. Presented to D Cameron, Postmaster-General. Only eight proofs prepared one of which is in the Royal 
collection. Exc cond.  ACSC 272DP(1), Cat. $3,000 $1,000 

2137 1948 2½d Von Mueller Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & 
numbered 52. Presented to D Cameron, Postmaster-General. Only eight proofs prepared one of which is in the Royal 
collection. Ex Williamson. Exc cond.  ACSC 273DP(1), Cat. $3,000 $1,250 

2138 1949 4½d "POSTAGE PAID" Army Medal Section Registered Wrapper for delivery of medals to Australian 
servicemen. Fine unused cond. $30 

2139 1951 5/- Arms on thin paper in lower left Authority corner block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 268a, Cat. $700 $250 
2140 1949/50 £2 Arms used block of 4 with lower left stamp showing "roller flaw retouch" variety. Used with roller cancel 

clear of variety.  ACSC 271da, Cat. $425 $80 
2141 1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw". Fine used, ACSC 271d, Cat. $325 $75 
2142 1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety in part imprint positional corner. Fine MUH. ACSC 271da, Cat. $550 $180 
2143 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. MVLH with good centering. SG 224a/d Retails $150 $50 
2144 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. MUH with good centering. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
2145 1949/50 Arms ditto. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
2146 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with good centering. SG 224bs/ds, Retail $220 $120 
2147 1951 2d Queen Mother sunken Die Proof with CBA cachet & numbered "9" on reverse. Presented to Sir D Lindsay of 

the Stamp Advisory Committee. Ex Williamson. Pristine cond. ACSC 248DP(1), Cat. $3500 $1,500 
2148 1951 3d scarlet KGVI complete sheet of booklet panes containing 3 blocks of 48 with small gutters in between. Exc 

MUH cond. ACSC 251ca x 8 Cat. $360+ $50 
2149 1952 6½d brown KGVI right marginal horiz strip of 4 imperforate between end stamp & margin due to jumped perfs. 

Fresh MUH. ACSC 255b, Cat. $1500 $400 
2150 1952/62 2/6d Aborigine no wmk in lower right corner block of 20 on cream paper. Fresh MUH. ACSC 266A, Cat. $300 $60 
2151 1953 3½d QEII Coronation vert top right marginal pair with selvedge perf flaw due to pre-printing & perfing corner fold. 

Unusual. MUH. $40 
2152 1953 3½d se-tenant pair & 2/- Tasmania Sesquicentenary Die Proofs in issued colours in sunken mount with 

Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse & numbered 30 & 18 respectively. Presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay of 
the Stamp Advisory Committee. Only eight sets of proofs prepared, one of which is in the Royal collection. Ex 
Williamson. Exc cond & incls letter from PMG to Lindsay signed by Chippindall. ACSC 304/6DP(1), Cat. $6,500  $3,000 

2153 1954 (26th Mar) QEII "Visit Perth Special Postmark used by Australian Post Offices during the Royal Visit to Australia 
3rd Feb. - 1st April, 1954" printed souvenir cover with red crown. 3½d Royal Visit tied by GPO Perth cds. Neat typed 
address. Not seen by us before & unsure as to producer. VG cond. $50 

2154 1955/57 4d, 7½d, 10d & 1/7d QEII b&w photos each bearing violet PMG handstamp on reverse stating "Reproduction 
of this photograph should be in black and white at least 1½ times the size of the actual stamp. If actual stamp size, the 
block should be defaced by a line across the face of the design. Actual stanp size is ….." (entered in pencil as 
appropriate). Exc cond. (4) $40 

2155 1956 1/- dull green Lyrebird, no wmk block of 18 with 6 having  "Roller flaw over O of One" variety (R1-6/6). Fine 
MUH. ACSC 210d, Cat. $570 $150 

2156 1956 3½d carmine-lake Olympics prepared for use but never issued due to rate change to 4d. Fresh MUH right 
marginal example with Ceremuga Cert. (2008). ACSC 332E(1), Cat. $10,000 $4,800 

2157 1956 4d Koala, no wmk, with misplaced perforations. Mint without gum. ACSC 199Ba, Cat. $500 as MLH. $120 
2158 1956 GPO Olympics set of 4 b&w original enlarged photos of  the stamp issue plus reduced photo of matching 10d 

aerogramme with each bearing violet PMG handstamp on reverse stating "Reproduction of this photograph should be 
in black and white at least 1½ times the size of the actual stamp. If actual stamp size, the block should be defaced by 
a line across the face of the design. Actual stamp size is ..." (entered in pencil as required). Not seen by us before. (5) $50 

2159 1958 (6th Mar) "Commemorating the Visit of Her Majesty the Queen Mother to perth March 6th-7th, 1958" printed 
souvenir cover with crown in gold. Mixed QM & QEII franking tied by GPO Perth cds's. Typed address. Light stain next 
to address but appears unrecorded. $40 

2160 1958 4d Broken Hill, 3½d Christmas & 2¢ Christmas Island b&w photos each bearing violet PMG handstamp on 
reverse stating "Reproduction of this photograph should be in black and white at least 1½ times the size of the actual 
stamp. If actual stamp size, the block should be defaced by a line across the face of the design. Actual stanp size is 
..." (entered in pencil as appropriate). Exc cond. (3) $30 

2161 1959 1d QEII MUH accum of full sheets of 160, panes of 80, blocks of 10, 48 & 70, housed in large display sleeves - a 
total of 1966 stamps plus large blocks of 6d Anteater (pane of 80), 5d blue QEII (80, 48 & 4), 4d claret (122), 2d brown 
(48). 1945 Duke of Gloucester set in blocks of 24, 1947 1d princess (56) & 1950 Stamp Centenary (70). Some edge 
marks from mounting but stamps all fine MUH. $50 

2162 1959 4d Post Office Anniversary Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on 
reverse & numbered 52. Presented to Sir Daryl Lindsay, Stamp Advisory Committee. Only nine proofs prepared, one 
of which is in the Royal collection. Ex Williamson. Superb cond. ACSC 374(DP)1, Cat. $2,500 $1,000 

2163 1959 5d blue QEII lower right selvedge block of 6 MUH with pre-printing paper crease in selvedge resulting in 
additional part selvedge. MUH ACSC 356var. $120 

2164 1960 5d Northern Territory Exploration block of 4 with vert perfs misplaced 3mm to left. MUH. ACSC 378bb, Cat. $600 $150 
2165 1959 5d Dame Nellie Melba Die Proof in issued colour in sunken mount with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse 

& numbered 28. Presented to JRW Purves of the Stamp Advisory Committee. Only ten proofs prepared one of which 
is in the Royal collection. Ex Williamson. Superb cond. ACSC 384(DP)1, Cat. $2,500 $1,000 

2166 1962 British Empire & commonwealth Games set of 26 commem covers each with a different pictorial cachet on 5d 
value incl the difficult Fremantle Harbour North Wharf. Neatly hand addressed. Good cond. Incls original official "Note 
of Welcome" from Perth Lord Mayor. (26+ letter) $40 

2167 1963 5d Royal Visit block 4 of with massively misplaced perfs. MUH. ACSC 392bb, Cat. $600 $150 
2168 1963/64 Navigators set of 6. Fresh MUH. SG 355/60, retail $185 $80 
2169 1963/65 Navigators ditto, also MUH & well centred. SG 355/60 $80 
2170 1963/64 Navigators set of 6. MUH & well centred with the 10/- & £1 on cream paper. SG 355/60, retail $185 (6) $80 
2171 1963/64 Navigators set of 8 in both papers. All fine MUH with good centering. SG 355/60, Retail $290 $140 
2172 1963/64 Navigators set of 8 ditto. SG 355/60, Retail $290 $140 
2173 1963/64 Navigators set of 6 plus both papers of 10/- in both papers with £1 on white paper all in blocks of 4 except           

£2 which is a marginal strip of 4. All MUH, marginal & well-centred. Retail $1300+ (6 blocks, 1 strip) $400 
2174 1964 £1 Bass on white paper. Fresh MUH SG 359a, retail $70 $20 
2175 1964 £2 King. Perfectly centred MUH block of 4. SG 360, retail at $90 each. $150 
2176 1963/65 Birds set of 8 in MUH corner blocks (2/5d cream only block of 4) SG 363/69, retail $80+ $30 
2177 1965 5d & 8d ANZAC in complete sheets of 80. Incls 8d "Missing flap of pocket on Simpson" variety & pip blocks         

on each. Corner missing on 5d sheet selvedge otherwise all fine MUH. ACSC 426/ba & 427/b&d Cat $260+ (2 sheets) $50  
AUSTRALIA - DECIMALS  

2178 1966 4¢ red QEII plate blocks of 20, numbered 16, 17, 20, 21 & 22 (2). ACSC Cat. $250. (6) $75 
2179 1966 7c QEII block of 50 tied by 15 long 62mm "CANCELLED" handstamps in mauve. Most striking! $25 
2180 1966 40c Tasman single stamp with a strong offset clearly evident on reverse. ACSC 460ca, Cat. $250 $120 
2181 1966 50c Dampier Plate 2 right marginal corner positional block of 12 with number clearly visible & inverted with 

dashes indicating from sheet B. MUH Ex Juzwin priced at $475. ACSC 461zb, Cat. $275 for block of 4 $150 
2182 1966 75c Cook top block of 10 with Plate No. "3" in top selvedge. Fine MUH. ACSC 462zf $20 
2183 1973 $1 Flinders perf. 15x14. Fine MUH x 2 & fine used x 2. SG 401c, retail $230 (4) $40 
2184 1966 40c, 75c, $1, $2 & $4 Navigators all with "CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY" h/s's in black with complete wording 

on landscape vals & $4 with selvedge. Not seen before & unlisted in ACSC. Scarce. (5) $100 
2185 1966 4c Dirk Hartog with gold omitted resulting is value & inscription at left missing. MUH. Rarely seen error. SG 408b 

(see front cover) $1,400 
2186 1966 4c QEII & 5c on 4c QEII Surcharged booklet panes sets of 6. MUH. Retail $180 $30 
2187 1966 60c QEII 4c red Booklets with complete set of 6 different slogans. Exc cond. Retail $600+ (6) $180 
2188 1966 Navigators in MUH corner blocks of 4 (75c left marginal) plus a set ovptd "SPECIMEN". All fine MUH.               

SG 398/403 & 400/03s, Retail $250 $60 
2189 1966 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 4 MUH plus $1 Flinders perf 15 x 14 also MUH. Retail $185 (5) $40 
2190 1967 Christmas, 1968 Weather Watch, 1968 Intelsat & 1968 Medical/Soil CofA Post Office publicity cards. Pin holes & 

some aging but rare survivors. (4) $40 
2191 1968 6c red, 10c green & $1 blue "Melbourne Emergency Mailing Service" cinderellas in complete MUH sheetlets of 

20 x 15 of each. Sheet numbers in sequential order. Rarely seen in this format or quantity! (45 sheets) $90 
2192 1968 25c Intelsat complete sheet of 100 containing all 3 listed specialist retouch varieties. Fresh MUH folded down 

gutter. ACSC 482d,e & f, Cat. $300 $50 
2193 1969 5c I.L.O. block of 4 on APO Official Publicity Card. VG cond & increasingly collectable. ACSC 502x, Cat. $150. $90 
2194 1969 15c Primary Industry - Timber with black omitted resulting in Australia & 15c missing. Fresh MUH & a striking 

error. ACSC 504c, Cat. $1750; SG 441a, Cat. £1,700 $950 
2195 1970 5c Dairy Congress block of 4 on APO Official Publicity Card. Most attractive. ACSC 543x, Cat. $150 $90 
2196 1970 Definitives Presentation Pack (PO 7) unopened & in vg cond. Sealed in original packaging. Retails $650 $90 
2197 1970 Definitives ditto. The elusive pack missing from most collections.  $90 
2198 1970 Definitives ditto also in original packaging.  $90 
2199 1971 25c Aboriginal Art - Body Painting in marginal strip of 3 with left unit having black omitted resulting in "25c 

AUSTRALIA" missing.  Other normals illustrating it clearly. MUH. ACSC 565c, Cat. $1500+; SG 495a Cat. £1,300+ $700 
2200 1971 Christmas half sheet of 50 on cream paper with sheet number. Fine MUH. SG 498a/ab, Retail $170 $40 
2201 1971 Christmas panes of 25 in both white & cream papers. Fresh MUH. SG 498ab, retail $195 (2 panes) $40 



2202 1971 Christmas panes of 25 x 9 & blocks of 7 x 7 all on MUH cream paper plus 3 pres packs. Useful for re-sale.          
SG 498a/ab, Retail $1200+ $220 

2203 1972 10c Pioneer Life in vertical strip of 3 with top stamp having black omitted resulting in 15c & inscription missing. 
Adjoining two stamps with partial omission. A scarce error. Fresh MUH. ACSC 608ca, Cat. $3500 $950 

2204 1972 80c Pioneer Life - Commerce strip of 5 with black omitted on central unit with stamps either side faving partial 
black omission. Results in 80c, AUSTRALIA & and inscription missing. A striking error rarely seen in multiple. Fine 
MUH. ACSC 618ca, Cat. $2500   $800 

2205 1972 Accountants 7c block of 4 on APO Official Publicity Card, ACSC 605x, Cat. $150. $90 
2206 1973 1c Fiddler Crab in horiz strip of 4 with yellow completely omitted from right stamp & partly on adjoining unit.        

A lovely progressive error. Fine MUH, ACSC 635cc, Cat. $5000  $1,500 
2207 1973 7¢ agate with black omitted resulting in "7¢" & "Agate" omitted. ACSC 642c: SG 550a, Cat. £95 $40 
2208 1973 8¢ Opal with black omitted resulting in value & the word agate missing. Fresh MUH with normal for comparison. 

Only 40 recorded. Similar sold in Ace Auctions sale 19 for $370+BP. ACSC644c, SG 551a Cat. £425 $200 
2209 1974 10¢ Star Sapphire variety printed on the gummed side. MUH. ACSC 648ci, Cat. $100 $40 
2210 1974 10¢ Star Sapphire ditto but in bottom marginal block of 4. Fresh MUH, ACSC 648ci, Cat. $400+ $150 
2211 1974 $1 Sergeant of Light Horse in 2 complete sheets of 50 plus $4 Shearing the Rams also in complete sheet of 50. 

Fine MUH & folded clear of gutter. FV $300. SG 565 & 566b (150) $200 
2212 1974 7c Newspaper x 4 singles on  APO Official Publicity Card. ACSC 678x, Cat.$150 $90 
2213 1975 10c Lyons printed on gummed side. Fresh MUH. SG 591a, Cat. £140; ACSC 694c, Cat. $250 $80 
2214 1975 18c Wildflower top right marginal block of 8 with paper join. Large 23mm overlap of paper with join evident on 

printed side in 2 pairs of the 8. MUH. ACSC 725ad, Cat. $150 $50 
2215 1975 18c & 45c Wildflowers both with black omitted resulting in the value, Australia & inscription missing from each. 

Fresh MUH with the 45c rarely seen out of the various errors associated with this issue. ACSC 725c & 727cg, Cat. 
$1560 (2) $750 

2216 1976 40c Olympics - Cycling in marginal strip of 5 with the two right stamps having black omitted resulting in 40c & 
Australia missing. Others normal. Fresh MUH & a rarely seen error. ACSC 745ca Cat. $3500; SG 626a, Cat. £3,000 $1,500 

2217 1977 (7th-16th Mar) QEII Silver Jubilee Royal Visit set of 28 diff illust covers each with SJ pair postmarked on route 
incl Albany, Geraldton, Fremantle & Perth. Unaddressed & fine. Difficult to source, retail $100 $30 

2218 1977 18c Silver Jubilee with 2 consistant flaws not recorded in the ACSC. 5 examples of clear circular silver/blue dot 
above QEII hat & 3 positional blocks of 10 showing this flaw plus another with white circle below text. MUH. (13 vars) $20 

2219 1978 18c Hawker in marginal block of 4 with both yellow & black misplaced. MUH & a striking error.                            
ACSC 790c, Cat. $1200 $300 

2220 1978 18c Hinkler horiz pair with yellow misplaced resulting in a doubling of image. Fine MUH. ACSC 791c, Cat. $300 $90 
2221 1978 18c Hinkler with perforations totally misplaced upwards into design removing "AUSTRALIA". MUH & left 

marginal. ACSC 790bd, Cat. $75 $20 
2222 1978 18c Kingsford Smith imperforate left marginal block of 4. MUH ACSC 792b x 2, Cat. $300 $80 
2223 1978 20c Little Grebe with "Yellow (beak & eye) omitted" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 805cb Cat. $250 $80 
2224 1980 22c Stamp Week bottom left corner se-tenant strip of 5 imperforate between stamp & left selvedge. MUH.  ACSC 

874a, Cat. $2000 $750 
2225 1980 22c Wildlife set of 7 Name, Subject, Class & School S/A labels for textbooks issued by Aistralia Post to promote 

the Australian Stamp Bulletin with their address details at the base of each. First we have seen. Fine unused cond. (7) $20 
2226 1980 Stamp Week Miniature Sheet imperforate with blind perforations on lower two stamps but upper unit completely 

imperforate. MUH & one of 10 recorded. ACSC 879bvar (see note 4), Cat. $2,500  $900 
2227 1981 & 1982 National Stamp Week Booklets produced by the ASPC. 1981 Ausipex cover in green stapled right & 

1982 brown stapled left. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum UB9b & UB 10a, Cat. $50 (2) $20 
2228 1981 24c Fungi in left marginal strip of 4 imperforate between stamp & left selvedge. Fresh MUH.                        ACSC 

912b, Cat. $1500 $500 
2229 1982 24c Thylacine in top left corner block of 4 imperforate between stamp & top margin. Fresh MUH. Rarely seen. 

ACSC 903b, Cat. $3,000 $950 
2230 1982 27c Tree Frog block of 4  & single stamp with perf shift leaving no design border at base & cutting into 

"AUSTRALIA" & value. MUH. ACSC 938var. $80 
2231 1982 27c Tree Frog sheet of 100 boldly handstamped in red "CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY". 100 strikes so plenty 

of practice for one PO employee! $30 
2232 1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH            

ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250 $120 
2233 1984 Ausipex Limited edition "Replica Card" in red & another in black showing "The Exhibition Building". Produced by 

Avon Graphics to illustrate different printing techniques. A rarely seen pair in exc cond. (2) $40 
2234 1984 75c Clipper Ships reduced size printers proof block of 20 with less than half-filling a top left, gummed corner 

block of 8 normal size horizontal units with 4 totally blank & the top right pair half printed. First time we have seen such 
a block with origin unknown. $100 

2235 1985 (22nd Oct) 33c, 50c, 90c & $1.00 Kangaroo postcode 6000 Framas on AP FDC's with a progressive omission of 
the bottom bar through to half of "Australia" missing plus a "05.00" $5 cover with same error. Unusual for FDI. (4) $30 

2236 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1994 & 1995 Adelaide F1 Grand Prix illust covers each with diff daily pmk over the 4 days. 
Each feature F1 cars, teams & drivers. Most attractive. (22) $75 

2237 1987 37c Wildlife top block of 20 showing ''MODULE 6'' in top selvedge. Fine MUH. BW1218za Cat. $150 $50 
2238 1987 37c Bionic Ear in top left corner block of 9 with units 2/3 showing large portion of colour missing from 

denomination. MUH. Unusual & unlisted. $120 
2239 1988 Bicentenary Leather boxed set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver & 24 carat gold plated, 

this collection cost from Aust Post $2465! The collection is complete & in the wooden/green felt box with key. No 5034 
of 10,000. Similar sold in Ace Auction No. 15 for $700 $380 

2240 1988 Expo Pavilion Postmark Cover collection in Aust Post pres binder. Not seen often & retailing at $75. Exc cond. 
(63 covers) $20 

2241 1989 41c Cycling in Leigh Mardon imprint booklet pane of 8 totally imperf through centre resulting in 4 imperf pairs. 
Mint without gum. SG 1180a var $220 

2242 1990 Postage Stamp Anniv M/S ovpt Stamp World London '90 in silver & tied by "Alexandra Palace Stamp World 3-13 
May" in red on what appears to be a Wesley cover. Unusual. SG 1253var. $30 



2202 1971 Christmas panes of 25 x 9 & blocks of 7 x 7 all on MUH cream paper plus 3 pres packs. Useful for re-sale.          
SG 498a/ab, Retail $1200+ $220 

2203 1972 10c Pioneer Life in vertical strip of 3 with top stamp having black omitted resulting in 15c & inscription missing. 
Adjoining two stamps with partial omission. A scarce error. Fresh MUH. ACSC 608ca, Cat. $3500 $950 

2204 1972 80c Pioneer Life - Commerce strip of 5 with black omitted on central unit with stamps either side faving partial 
black omission. Results in 80c, AUSTRALIA & and inscription missing. A striking error rarely seen in multiple. Fine 
MUH. ACSC 618ca, Cat. $2500   $800 

2205 1972 Accountants 7c block of 4 on APO Official Publicity Card, ACSC 605x, Cat. $150. $90 
2206 1973 1c Fiddler Crab in horiz strip of 4 with yellow completely omitted from right stamp & partly on adjoining unit.        

A lovely progressive error. Fine MUH, ACSC 635cc, Cat. $5000  $1,500 
2207 1973 7¢ agate with black omitted resulting in "7¢" & "Agate" omitted. ACSC 642c: SG 550a, Cat. £95 $40 
2208 1973 8¢ Opal with black omitted resulting in value & the word agate missing. Fresh MUH with normal for comparison. 

Only 40 recorded. Similar sold in Ace Auctions sale 19 for $370+BP. ACSC644c, SG 551a Cat. £425 $200 
2209 1974 10¢ Star Sapphire variety printed on the gummed side. MUH. ACSC 648ci, Cat. $100 $40 
2210 1974 10¢ Star Sapphire ditto but in bottom marginal block of 4. Fresh MUH, ACSC 648ci, Cat. $400+ $150 
2211 1974 $1 Sergeant of Light Horse in 2 complete sheets of 50 plus $4 Shearing the Rams also in complete sheet of 50. 

Fine MUH & folded clear of gutter. FV $300. SG 565 & 566b (150) $200 
2212 1974 7c Newspaper x 4 singles on  APO Official Publicity Card. ACSC 678x, Cat.$150 $90 
2213 1975 10c Lyons printed on gummed side. Fresh MUH. SG 591a, Cat. £140; ACSC 694c, Cat. $250 $80 
2214 1975 18c Wildflower top right marginal block of 8 with paper join. Large 23mm overlap of paper with join evident on 

printed side in 2 pairs of the 8. MUH. ACSC 725ad, Cat. $150 $50 
2215 1975 18c & 45c Wildflowers both with black omitted resulting in the value, Australia & inscription missing from each. 

Fresh MUH with the 45c rarely seen out of the various errors associated with this issue. ACSC 725c & 727cg, Cat. 
$1560 (2) $750 

2216 1976 40c Olympics - Cycling in marginal strip of 5 with the two right stamps having black omitted resulting in 40c & 
Australia missing. Others normal. Fresh MUH & a rarely seen error. ACSC 745ca Cat. $3500; SG 626a, Cat. £3,000 $1,500 

2217 1977 (7th-16th Mar) QEII Silver Jubilee Royal Visit set of 28 diff illust covers each with SJ pair postmarked on route 
incl Albany, Geraldton, Fremantle & Perth. Unaddressed & fine. Difficult to source, retail $100 $30 

2218 1977 18c Silver Jubilee with 2 consistant flaws not recorded in the ACSC. 5 examples of clear circular silver/blue dot 
above QEII hat & 3 positional blocks of 10 showing this flaw plus another with white circle below text. MUH. (13 vars) $20 

2219 1978 18c Hawker in marginal block of 4 with both yellow & black misplaced. MUH & a striking error.                            
ACSC 790c, Cat. $1200 $300 

2220 1978 18c Hinkler horiz pair with yellow misplaced resulting in a doubling of image. Fine MUH. ACSC 791c, Cat. $300 $90 
2221 1978 18c Hinkler with perforations totally misplaced upwards into design removing "AUSTRALIA". MUH & left 

marginal. ACSC 790bd, Cat. $75 $20 
2222 1978 18c Kingsford Smith imperforate left marginal block of 4. MUH ACSC 792b x 2, Cat. $300 $80 
2223 1978 20c Little Grebe with "Yellow (beak & eye) omitted" variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 805cb Cat. $250 $80 
2224 1980 22c Stamp Week bottom left corner se-tenant strip of 5 imperforate between stamp & left selvedge. MUH.  ACSC 

874a, Cat. $2000 $750 
2225 1980 22c Wildlife set of 7 Name, Subject, Class & School S/A labels for textbooks issued by Aistralia Post to promote 

the Australian Stamp Bulletin with their address details at the base of each. First we have seen. Fine unused cond. (7) $20 
2226 1980 Stamp Week Miniature Sheet imperforate with blind perforations on lower two stamps but upper unit completely 

imperforate. MUH & one of 10 recorded. ACSC 879bvar (see note 4), Cat. $2,500  $900 
2227 1981 & 1982 National Stamp Week Booklets produced by the ASPC. 1981 Ausipex cover in green stapled right & 

1982 brown stapled left. VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum UB9b & UB 10a, Cat. $50 (2) $20 
2228 1981 24c Fungi in left marginal strip of 4 imperforate between stamp & left selvedge. Fresh MUH.                        ACSC 

912b, Cat. $1500 $500 
2229 1982 24c Thylacine in top left corner block of 4 imperforate between stamp & top margin. Fresh MUH. Rarely seen. 

ACSC 903b, Cat. $3,000 $950 
2230 1982 27c Tree Frog block of 4  & single stamp with perf shift leaving no design border at base & cutting into 

"AUSTRALIA" & value. MUH. ACSC 938var. $80 
2231 1982 27c Tree Frog sheet of 100 boldly handstamped in red "CANCELLED SPECIMEN ONLY". 100 strikes so plenty 

of practice for one PO employee! $30 
2232 1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH            

ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250 $120 
2233 1984 Ausipex Limited edition "Replica Card" in red & another in black showing "The Exhibition Building". Produced by 

Avon Graphics to illustrate different printing techniques. A rarely seen pair in exc cond. (2) $40 
2234 1984 75c Clipper Ships reduced size printers proof block of 20 with less than half-filling a top left, gummed corner 

block of 8 normal size horizontal units with 4 totally blank & the top right pair half printed. First time we have seen such 
a block with origin unknown. $100 

2235 1985 (22nd Oct) 33c, 50c, 90c & $1.00 Kangaroo postcode 6000 Framas on AP FDC's with a progressive omission of 
the bottom bar through to half of "Australia" missing plus a "05.00" $5 cover with same error. Unusual for FDI. (4) $30 

2236 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1994 & 1995 Adelaide F1 Grand Prix illust covers each with diff daily pmk over the 4 days. 
Each feature F1 cars, teams & drivers. Most attractive. (22) $75 

2237 1987 37c Wildlife top block of 20 showing ''MODULE 6'' in top selvedge. Fine MUH. BW1218za Cat. $150 $50 
2238 1987 37c Bionic Ear in top left corner block of 9 with units 2/3 showing large portion of colour missing from 

denomination. MUH. Unusual & unlisted. $120 
2239 1988 Bicentenary Leather boxed set of 25 gold stamp reproduction ingots. Struck in solid silver & 24 carat gold plated, 

this collection cost from Aust Post $2465! The collection is complete & in the wooden/green felt box with key. No 5034 
of 10,000. Similar sold in Ace Auction No. 15 for $700 $380 

2240 1988 Expo Pavilion Postmark Cover collection in Aust Post pres binder. Not seen often & retailing at $75. Exc cond. 
(63 covers) $20 

2241 1989 41c Cycling in Leigh Mardon imprint booklet pane of 8 totally imperf through centre resulting in 4 imperf pairs. 
Mint without gum. SG 1180a var $220 

2242 1990 Postage Stamp Anniv M/S ovpt Stamp World London '90 in silver & tied by "Alexandra Palace Stamp World 3-13 
May" in red on what appears to be a Wesley cover. Unusual. SG 1253var. $30 

2243 1990 (Dec) "Postage Paid Australia" Coat of Arms Lettergram Card Envelope (EP 240) with the National Anthem 
printed on the reverse & the Golden Wattle in the stamp area. Incls accompanying letter to Bunbury PO from 
"Electronic Postal Services Group Headquarters" explaining "The main use of the new Card will be for the delivery of 
Lettergrams iniated by DAS (Department of Administrative Services) on behalf of the Prime Minister and other MP's 
and Senators, congratulating constituents on occasions such as 90th and 100th birthdays and 50th and 60th wedding 
anniversaries" & in bold "The availability of the Card will not be publicised in any general promotional material and the 
use of the Card for the delivery of Lettergrams should not be offered to the general public". This is probably why this is 
the first one we have seen! Exc unused cond with this original letter. $50 

2244 1992 $2.25 Threatened Species sheetlet of 5 with the "punch-hole at base" variety. ACSC 1567b, Cat $200 $50 
2245 1993 "Eminent Women" stamp & $10 note pres folder. Stamp Sheetlet of 25 ovptd in black with matching number to 

banknote. Exc cond. Retails $200 $50 
2246 1993 $25.50 CPS red dummy trial label on backing paper with NPC1 imprint plus another of similar "candle & holder" 

design without imprint. Similar sold for $400+BP in Ace Auctions sale no. 20. Scarce. (2) $200 
2247 1993 (1st Mar) 45c Emu Frama with B3 (Burwood NSW) Cliché on inverted paper. Neat commercial usage on env 

with Rushcutters Bay slogan cancel. ACSC 1576A.Jab stating “one cover is recorded”. This is a new find. $80 
2248 1994 "Little Pygmy Possum" CPS without imprint but used as a machine summary label with "NO STAMPS B", "VAL 

STAMPS B", "NO SPOILS" & "VAL SPOILS" imprints followed with numbers printed over design. Not seen before. $50 
2249 1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS varieties x 3 incl 45c kangaroo pair with "NPC" imprint with clear double print resulting 

in blurred & thick numerals, 45c bounding kangaroo with partial imprint for ADEL GPO & koala group with misprint 
showing only "MELB GPO" centered on label & no value. Interesting group. (3) $40 

2250 1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strip of 6 x 45c with "REX" imprint fading from full imprint on 45c koala to no imprint & 
a blank label by the bounding kangaroo. Other vals with partial imprints. Nice example of ribbon fade in complete strip. $40 

2251 1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strips of 6 x $100 vals with imprints for "NPC", "BRIS GPO", "HAYMKT" & "CPH" with 
each hand stamped "VOID" in red. Possible training or test labels but most unusual. Total FV $2,400 with 4 strips of 
FV $600ea before voiding! $200 

2252 1994 Kangaroos & Koalas CPS strips of 6 x $40 vals with imprints for "NPC", "BRIS GPO" & "SINGAPORE 95" plus 
"BRIS GPO" strip of 6 x $20. Exc MUH cond with such high face values rarely seen. Total FV $840 (3 strips of FV 
$240ea & strip of FV $120) $400 

2253 1994 Shane Warne - "Highest Australian Test Wicket Taker. Test Hat Trick vs England December 1994" SES sheets x 
10. Fresh MUH. Retail $400+ (10 sheets) $100 

2254 1994 x 2, 1995, 1996 x 4, 2006 & 2017 x 2 Southpex booklets. 1996 & 2017 with both left & right attached stamps. 
Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum UB14-94a, UB14-96b, UB14-96a/b, UB14-06b & UB14-17a/b, Cat. $120 (10) $40 

2255 1995 45c Medical Sciences in se-tenant gutter block of 10 with error in layout being B+A+B+A+B in both rows. Fresh 
MUH. ACSC 1881ze, Cat. $1,000  $300 

2256 1996 AFL Football set of 16 x 45c S/A sets plus 100 CTO sets of sheet stamps. SG Cat. £2300 Ideal for resale. (3200) $50 
2257 1996 Festival, 1999 Tiwi & 1999 Farewell Frama 20cms strips of blank paper for each design. MUH. (3 strips) $30 
2258 1997 $2.25 Wetlands birds S/A sheetlet of 5 totally imperforate. Some corner wear & marks suggesting printers waste. 

Unlisted in ACSC. SG 1687b var. $100 
2259 1997 Creatures of the Night S/A imperforate pair with "SNP CAMBEC" imprint on reverse. Unlisted in ACSC. MUH. $40 
2260 1998 "The Teapot of Truth" Leunig Prestige Booklets x 8. Exc cond. SG B104, retail $160 & FV $80 (8) $50 
2261 1999 (28th Aug) $2.25 Coastal Flowers S/A sheetlet ovpt "Queensland Stampshow '99 28 & 29 Aug" in gold on 

commem env & Reg’d with similarly ovptd Reg label also in gold. No. 339. One for the Registration label collectors! $20 
2262 1999 Maritime Heritage folder with $20 polymer note numbered "MARITIME HERITAGE 2481" & similarly numbered 

World Stamp Expo sheetlet of 10 additional inscribed "MARITIME HERITAGE MH99 002481" in black. No. 2481 of 
only 3000. Exc cond. Retails $175. $40 

2263 1999 Navigators M/S's pairs both perfined "A99" & imperf plus 2008 $8 Flood Relief S/A sheetlets x 2 Retail $110+ (6) $30 
2264 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the original 

dies in black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival 
Paper. Pristine cond. Cost $125 & retails at $375. $50 

2265 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps ditto but x 2. Cost $125 each & retail at $375 each $100 
2266 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $30 
2267 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends ditto but x 2. One in exc cond. Second with some minor creasing. (2) $40 
2268 2000 (7-16th July) World Stamp Expo 2000 USA SES sheets x 10 showing Sydney Harbour Bridge & Opera House. 

Fine MUH. Retails $400+ (10 sheets) $100 
2269 2000 Australian Legends self adhesive booklet with gold omitted from the two "Alec Campbell" Stamps. One of        

only 16 believed to be purchased in WA. A scarce booklet with similar selling in Ace Auction No. 12 at $1200 plus BP. 
ACSC 2280(1)Dc, Cat. $2000 $750 

2270 2000 (31st Oct) 45c "GPO PERTH" Counter Printed Stamps (CPS's) set of 6 on single commem covers pmkd GPO 
Perth x 2 sets plus 2 covers with full set of 6 on each. Exc unaddressed cond. (14) $40 

2271 2000 Aust Gold Medallists sheetlet of 17 x 45c from Aust Post Yearbook x 27 MUH. Retail $50ea ($1350), FV $205+ $220 
2272 2000 International Post Emergency ovpt on 1999 $1 Greetings Koala stamp in complete SES sheetlet of 20 with tab 

featuring Aust Post employee, Angela Thom plus original 1999 sheet CTO for comparison. SG 2024A, retails $400. $100 
2273 2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs struck 

from the original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms. Incls AAT 1961 5d Mawson. Limited 
Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375 $50 

2274 2003 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Royalty". It contains 32 proofs struck from 
the original dies in rose-red. Incls the 5/- & 10/- Robes & the 1939 2d Duke of Kent as Governor General proposed 
design. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond but no slipcase. Retails at $375 $40 

2275 2003 Farewell Frama issue Postcode Button set of 15 in pack plus additional 2 MUH sets of 15 on Hagners.         
Retail $210 (3 sets) $75 

2276 2004 Swan River Stamp Show SES sheetlets of 10 x 2, one numbered "016 of 101" & the 2005 S/A Personalised 
Stamp sheet of 20 for the same event the following year. Also the "Australasian Challenge 2 Canberra Stamp Show 
2004 13-15 March" SES sheetlet of 20 x 50¢ in 2 designs. All MUH with FV $40. (5 sheets) $50 

2277 2004 Aust Gold Medallists sheetlet of 17 x 50c from Aust Post Yearbook x 17. MUH. Retail $40ea ($680), FV $145 $140 
2278 2005 Pacific Explorer "Snapshot" personalised generic booklet plus 2006 Commonwealth Games similar "Snapshot" 

booklet with Paralympian Don Elgin. Exc cond. Pfeffer & Crum PB78C & PB86A, Cat. $130 (2) $40 
2279 2005 Zodiac set of 12 Prestige Booklets. FV $120. SG SP40/51, Pfeffer & Crum PB42/53, Cat. $330 (12) $100 



2280 2005 (19th & 20th Nov) Defence Force Air Show - Pearce RAAF base, WA SES sheets x 3 (limited to 1000) plus 
covers pmkd both days with F18 pictorial cds. Exc cond. (5 items) $40 

2281 2005 Australian Parrots Sheetlet from the 2005 Aust Post Yearbook x 33. MUH. Retail $48ea ($1580+) FV $80+ $100 
2282 2006 50c Dale Begg-Smith Winter Olympics Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 ovptd " Celebrating the 3rd Campbelltown 

Fishers Ghost Stamp Fair 12th November 2006" in black with Philatelic Society logo. Nos 0144 of 250. MUH. A     
rarely seen ovpt. $20 

2283 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets all neatly CTO. Rarely seen. SG MS2607/23 $70 
2284 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets. Fine MUH. Fine cond. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $70 
2285 2006 Commonwealth Games ditto. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $70 
2286 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Fine. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $75 
2287 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 3 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. 

Retail $55ea (3 packs) $75 
2288 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 6 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. 

Retail $330 (6) $150 
2289 2006 QEII 80th Birthday sheetlet from the 2006 Aust Post Yearbook x 23. MUH. Retail $55ea ($1265) FV $46 (23) $75 
2290 2007 (4th Sept) 50th Anniv SAS stamp & coin folder with $1 PNC pmkd Swanbourne (nearest PO to Campbell 

Barracks), FDC, Maxicard & $5 sheetlet pack in Limited Edition folder No.1605 of 2000 signed by Reg Davies, 
National Secretary. Unusual. $30 

2291 2007 Aust Botanical Gardens sheetlet from the 2007 Aust Post Yearbook x 23. MUH. Retail $45ea ($1035) FV $57+ $80 
2292 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Legal Tender Stamp Coin in presentation folder & box. Limited to 8,000 and quickly sold 

out from AP & Perth Mint. Numbered 2334. Exc cond. Sold for $150+BP In Ace Auctions sale 6 & cost $90. $70 
2293 2009 Songbirds set of 4 with matching gold foil set in pres box & COA numbered 754 of 1000. Exc cond & ex 

Impressions. $40 
2294 2009 "Celebrating 200 Years of Postal Services in Australia" luxury Australia Post collection in binder format with 

slipcase. Incls commem stamp issues, both PNC's & a limited edition Kangaroo & Map sheetlet produced by using 
both offset & intaglio printing methods. Hand numbered "90". Also Perth Mint & RAM produced coloured stamp 
shaped coins x 2 & a $1 & $5 colour illust silver proof round coins encapsulated in folder. Stunning presentation of a 
product that would have had a high unit cost. Exc cond. $300 

2295 2009 (12th Nov) "Melbourne Storm" NRL Premiers for 2009 Medallion cover. Ltd Ed No. 9993 of 10,000. One of the 
scarcer Medallion covers. Retail $120 $30 

2296 2009 Norfolk Is Parrots sheetlet from the 2009 Aust Post Yearbook x 15. MUH. Retail $45ea ($675) FV $33 $50 
2297 2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 

2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 090 of only 250. Sold for $80+BP in Ace Auction 26. Exc cond. $40 
2298 2011 Flood Relief Appeal sheetlet of 5 from the 2011 Aust Post Yearbook x 8. MUH. Retail $42ea ($336) FV $24 (8) $40 
2299 2012 "The Road to London" stamp & ½oz proof silver coin set in pres box. No 6286 of 8000. Cost $100 $50 
2300 2012 "Road Trip Australia" limited edition pres pack containing 2 M/S's both imperforate with second embellished with 

tinted reflective ink. Each numbered 499 of 500 & MUH. $40 
2301 2012 60c Olympic Games - Swimming S/A strip of 3 with "For all your collecting needs…." middle tab & join. Misperfed 

on right 2 stamps resulting in half of "6" & no "0" in postage figure. Striking variety & unusual. SG 3807var. $100 
2302 2012 Bathurst - 50 Years of Racing commem packs x 2 with 50 x 60c tabbed stamps showing winning cars. Most 

attractive & highly collectable. Cost $60+ $40 
2303 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map 6-day Miniature Sheet collection in pres folder with all M/S's printed at the Australia 2013 

Exhib. Each with different finish & embellishment culminating in day 6 with a combination of printing methods from 
previous days. Each page has a MUH example & an exhib postmarked matching M/S. Superb presentation in exc 
cond. Retails at $370. (12) $200 

2304 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map single & M/S in pres pack signed by John White, M/S & pack designer from Australia Post.  $30 
2305 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map Miniature Sheet tied by 3 neat cds's for Ellenbrook, WA. Rarely seen commercially used. 

Retails at $140 $30 
2306 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 x $10 with "Specimen" & "OS" Perfd & ovptd examples in Colonial Heritage 

pack. Scarce as withdrawn early due to validity of ovpts. Retails at $175 $80 
2307 2013 Kangaroo & Map stamp & Perth Mint coin set from the Colonial Heritage series. Cost $90 from Aust Post. $40 
2308 2013 Colonial Heritage Intaglio Collection pres folder with $5 "Empire", $4 "Identity" x 2 with second showing printers 

imprint in margin, $4 "Australia" & $10 Kangaroo & Map M/S's all imperforate plus the highlight, an original engraved 
printing plate for the $2 kangaroo identity stamp. Superb presentation. An Impressions product that sold out at $1000 
each!! Exc cond. $750 

2309 2013 World Stamp Expo "Personalised Stamps" sheetlet from the 2013 Aust Post Yearbook x 25. MUH. Retail $35ea 
($875) $150 

2310 2014, 2016 & 2017 "Third Battle of Ypres", "Troops Depart" & "Battle of Fromelles" medallion covers with matching 
stamps, the first pmkd Albany in red & numbered 1874 of 2000. Opening at less than cost. (3) $60 

2311 2014 Concession Stamp sheetlet from the 2014 Aust Post Yearbook x 24. Fine MUH. Retail $35ea ($840) $150 
2312 2015 (14th Apr) The Gallipoli Collection "Lone Pine" & "The Landing" coloured medallion covers with both in pres 

folders & pmkd Canberra in red. Each numbered 31 of 1915. Most attractive. (2) $30 
2313 2015 Gallipoli 1915 M/S ovptd "16-19 April Sydney Stamp Expo 2015 ANZAC Centenary" in gold with Exhib logo & 

numbered 235 of 250. Exc MUH cond. $20 
2314 2015 (21st April) "Honouring the AE2" commem folder containing 70c Submarine AE2 sheetlet of 6 imperforate with    

3 PSE's, 2 with FDI pmks incl a green Canberra cancel & a repro postcard of the sub. Superb presentation. Limited    
to 120 & retailing at $195. $50 

2315 2015 (2nd Nov) "Our Solar System" Medallion covers x 4. Two with 3 individual colour illust medals, one pmkd in gold 
at Sunshine, Vic & numbered 224 of only 250 plus 2 with a spinning centre medal showing the various planets 
numbered 485 & 1414 of 2000. Exc cond. Opening at less than cost. (4) $120 

2316 2015 (2nd Nov) "The Longest Reigning British Monarch - Queen Elizabeth II" Perth Mint & Aust Post commem folder 
with 1oz silver coin & 70c QEII commem on cover pmkd Elizabeth in metalic blue. No. 118 of 120. Exc cond. Coin 
retails at $99 alone. $50 

2317 2015 Charlotte Elizabeth Diana Royal Birth sheetlet from the 2015 Aust Post Yearbook x 25. MUH. Retail $28ea 
($700) $120 

2318 2016 "Beautiful Butterflies" pres pack with set of 4 in M/S's with 4 stamps in each design. Limited edition with each 
numbered 036 of 250. Ex Impressions catalogue. $40 



2280 2005 (19th & 20th Nov) Defence Force Air Show - Pearce RAAF base, WA SES sheets x 3 (limited to 1000) plus 
covers pmkd both days with F18 pictorial cds. Exc cond. (5 items) $40 

2281 2005 Australian Parrots Sheetlet from the 2005 Aust Post Yearbook x 33. MUH. Retail $48ea ($1580+) FV $80+ $100 
2282 2006 50c Dale Begg-Smith Winter Olympics Gold Medallists sheetlets of 10 ovptd " Celebrating the 3rd Campbelltown 

Fishers Ghost Stamp Fair 12th November 2006" in black with Philatelic Society logo. Nos 0144 of 250. MUH. A     
rarely seen ovpt. $20 

2283 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets all neatly CTO. Rarely seen. SG MS2607/23 $70 
2284 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets. Fine MUH. Fine cond. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $70 
2285 2006 Commonwealth Games ditto. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $70 
2286 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Fine. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $75 
2287 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 3 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. 

Retail $55ea (3 packs) $75 
2288 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider packs x 6 containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. 

Retail $330 (6) $150 
2289 2006 QEII 80th Birthday sheetlet from the 2006 Aust Post Yearbook x 23. MUH. Retail $55ea ($1265) FV $46 (23) $75 
2290 2007 (4th Sept) 50th Anniv SAS stamp & coin folder with $1 PNC pmkd Swanbourne (nearest PO to Campbell 

Barracks), FDC, Maxicard & $5 sheetlet pack in Limited Edition folder No.1605 of 2000 signed by Reg Davies, 
National Secretary. Unusual. $30 

2291 2007 Aust Botanical Gardens sheetlet from the 2007 Aust Post Yearbook x 23. MUH. Retail $45ea ($1035) FV $57+ $80 
2292 2008 Beijing Olympic Games Legal Tender Stamp Coin in presentation folder & box. Limited to 8,000 and quickly sold 

out from AP & Perth Mint. Numbered 2334. Exc cond. Sold for $150+BP In Ace Auctions sale 6 & cost $90. $70 
2293 2009 Songbirds set of 4 with matching gold foil set in pres box & COA numbered 754 of 1000. Exc cond & ex 

Impressions. $40 
2294 2009 "Celebrating 200 Years of Postal Services in Australia" luxury Australia Post collection in binder format with 

slipcase. Incls commem stamp issues, both PNC's & a limited edition Kangaroo & Map sheetlet produced by using 
both offset & intaglio printing methods. Hand numbered "90". Also Perth Mint & RAM produced coloured stamp 
shaped coins x 2 & a $1 & $5 colour illust silver proof round coins encapsulated in folder. Stunning presentation of a 
product that would have had a high unit cost. Exc cond. $300 

2295 2009 (12th Nov) "Melbourne Storm" NRL Premiers for 2009 Medallion cover. Ltd Ed No. 9993 of 10,000. One of the 
scarcer Medallion covers. Retail $120 $30 

2296 2009 Norfolk Is Parrots sheetlet from the 2009 Aust Post Yearbook x 15. MUH. Retail $45ea ($675) FV $33 $50 
2297 2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 

2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 090 of only 250. Sold for $80+BP in Ace Auction 26. Exc cond. $40 
2298 2011 Flood Relief Appeal sheetlet of 5 from the 2011 Aust Post Yearbook x 8. MUH. Retail $42ea ($336) FV $24 (8) $40 
2299 2012 "The Road to London" stamp & ½oz proof silver coin set in pres box. No 6286 of 8000. Cost $100 $50 
2300 2012 "Road Trip Australia" limited edition pres pack containing 2 M/S's both imperforate with second embellished with 

tinted reflective ink. Each numbered 499 of 500 & MUH. $40 
2301 2012 60c Olympic Games - Swimming S/A strip of 3 with "For all your collecting needs…." middle tab & join. Misperfed 

on right 2 stamps resulting in half of "6" & no "0" in postage figure. Striking variety & unusual. SG 3807var. $100 
2302 2012 Bathurst - 50 Years of Racing commem packs x 2 with 50 x 60c tabbed stamps showing winning cars. Most 

attractive & highly collectable. Cost $60+ $40 
2303 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map 6-day Miniature Sheet collection in pres folder with all M/S's printed at the Australia 2013 

Exhib. Each with different finish & embellishment culminating in day 6 with a combination of printing methods from 
previous days. Each page has a MUH example & an exhib postmarked matching M/S. Superb presentation in exc 
cond. Retails at $370. (12) $200 

2304 2013 $10 Kangaroo & Map single & M/S in pres pack signed by John White, M/S & pack designer from Australia Post.  $30 
2305 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map Miniature Sheet tied by 3 neat cds's for Ellenbrook, WA. Rarely seen commercially used. 

Retails at $140 $30 
2306 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 x $10 with "Specimen" & "OS" Perfd & ovptd examples in Colonial Heritage 

pack. Scarce as withdrawn early due to validity of ovpts. Retails at $175 $80 
2307 2013 Kangaroo & Map stamp & Perth Mint coin set from the Colonial Heritage series. Cost $90 from Aust Post. $40 
2308 2013 Colonial Heritage Intaglio Collection pres folder with $5 "Empire", $4 "Identity" x 2 with second showing printers 

imprint in margin, $4 "Australia" & $10 Kangaroo & Map M/S's all imperforate plus the highlight, an original engraved 
printing plate for the $2 kangaroo identity stamp. Superb presentation. An Impressions product that sold out at $1000 
each!! Exc cond. $750 

2309 2013 World Stamp Expo "Personalised Stamps" sheetlet from the 2013 Aust Post Yearbook x 25. MUH. Retail $35ea 
($875) $150 

2310 2014, 2016 & 2017 "Third Battle of Ypres", "Troops Depart" & "Battle of Fromelles" medallion covers with matching 
stamps, the first pmkd Albany in red & numbered 1874 of 2000. Opening at less than cost. (3) $60 

2311 2014 Concession Stamp sheetlet from the 2014 Aust Post Yearbook x 24. Fine MUH. Retail $35ea ($840) $150 
2312 2015 (14th Apr) The Gallipoli Collection "Lone Pine" & "The Landing" coloured medallion covers with both in pres 

folders & pmkd Canberra in red. Each numbered 31 of 1915. Most attractive. (2) $30 
2313 2015 Gallipoli 1915 M/S ovptd "16-19 April Sydney Stamp Expo 2015 ANZAC Centenary" in gold with Exhib logo & 

numbered 235 of 250. Exc MUH cond. $20 
2314 2015 (21st April) "Honouring the AE2" commem folder containing 70c Submarine AE2 sheetlet of 6 imperforate with    

3 PSE's, 2 with FDI pmks incl a green Canberra cancel & a repro postcard of the sub. Superb presentation. Limited    
to 120 & retailing at $195. $50 

2315 2015 (2nd Nov) "Our Solar System" Medallion covers x 4. Two with 3 individual colour illust medals, one pmkd in gold 
at Sunshine, Vic & numbered 224 of only 250 plus 2 with a spinning centre medal showing the various planets 
numbered 485 & 1414 of 2000. Exc cond. Opening at less than cost. (4) $120 

2316 2015 (2nd Nov) "The Longest Reigning British Monarch - Queen Elizabeth II" Perth Mint & Aust Post commem folder 
with 1oz silver coin & 70c QEII commem on cover pmkd Elizabeth in metalic blue. No. 118 of 120. Exc cond. Coin 
retails at $99 alone. $50 

2317 2015 Charlotte Elizabeth Diana Royal Birth sheetlet from the 2015 Aust Post Yearbook x 25. MUH. Retail $28ea 
($700) $120 

2318 2016 "Beautiful Butterflies" pres pack with set of 4 in M/S's with 4 stamps in each design. Limited edition with each 
numbered 036 of 250. Ex Impressions catalogue. $40 

2319 2016 "Holden Workhorses" pres pack with 3 x $16 tabbed sheets with various b&w & colour photos of various 
Holdens. Attractive presentation. Cost $54 with FV of $48. $40

2320 2016 Butterflies M/S set of 6 days with New York ovpts & each with diff design embellishments. MUH. Sold in Ace 
Auctions Sale 20 at $75+BP. (6) $50

2321 2016 Battle of Fromelles medallion covers x 3 postmarked on each day of the "Mandurah 2016" stamp exhibition & 
limited to just 100 sets. Numbered 040, 166 & 251. Exc cond. Set sold in Ace Auctions sale 24 at $260+BP. $150

2322 2016 Olympic Gold Medalists sheetlets of 10 set of 8. MUH & CTO sets. Retail $300+ (16 sheetlets) $150
2323 2016 (2nd Nov) Sooty Owl coloured medallion cover with $1 Owl stamp tied by Nightcliff, NT gold pmk. Numbered 124 

of only 250. Retails $120+ $40
2324 2017 (30th Mar) $4 Pink Diamond M/S with matching Medallion issued for Melbourne show. Limited to 250, this 

numbered 091. Exc cond. $30
2325 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's each with "Perth Stamp & Coin Show" imperf M/S's 

tied by each days respective pmk & numbered plus an extra 2 x closing day. Limited to 100 each day with very few 
sets thought to exist as sold out daily. Set sold in Ace Auctions Sale 26 for $190+ BP. Nos. 059, 199 & 234 with 
additional 2 nos 274 & 276. Exc cond. (5) $150

2326 2017 (8th-11th Sept) $2 Koala set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International 
Collection Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered 187, 445, 543 & 816 of only 1000 for each 
day. Few sets reported as they were only available at the show & limited to one per person per day. Exc cond. Sold in 
Ace Stamp Auction No. 23 for $260+BP. (4) $100

2327 2017 Australian Shipwrecks set of 3 in pres boxes with "Zuytdorp" shipwreck replica large coins x 2. Ex Impressions 
cat with a cost of $79.95ea. Exc cond. (2) $40

2328 2017 China International Collection Expo sets of Dragonflies embellished/partly imperf M/S's for days 1 to 4 x 6 sets. 
Fine MUH. FV $54 & retail $250+ (24) $80

2329 2017 Women in War M/S overprinted "PARTICIPANT 2017 Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show 11 & 12 November 2017" in 
gold & numbered 14 of only 35. Also pmkd in gold with the exhib cancel for 11th November, Remembrance Day. One 
of the scarcest miniature sheets from 2017 as only given to dealers who had a stand at the event. Last sold in Ace 
Auctions Sale 23 for $170+BP. $90

2330 2018 China Asian International Stamp Exhibition sets of Beetles embellished M/S's for Day1 to Day 5 x 3 sets. Fine 
MUH. FV $54 & retail $135 (15) $50

2331 2018 Silos Miniature Sheet set of 3 with Perth Stamp & Coin Show overprint & each pmkd on the 3 respective days of 
the show in green, black & red with matching daily numbers for "0043", "0145" & "0256". Limited to 100 sets. Fine. (3) $40

2332 2018 Silo Art 3D miniature sheet created by Australia Post after extensive research using CAD rendering images & 
sampling different substrates finally using resin. Stunning finished product in pres box with normal M/S numbered 187 
of only 200 issued. Exc cond. Cost $150 $100

2333 2018 (6th-8th July) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 3 Ford 50c PNC covers with green opening day pmk & red 
closing day. Matching numbered set with "055", "055" & "055" respectively. Virtually impossible numbering as limited 
to 100 & sold out each day. (3) $90

2334 2018 (21st-24th Sept) The Great Barrier Reef set of 4 embellished M/S's issued for the Macau International Stamp 
Exhibition. Each postmarked on the respective day & numbered. Only 300 produced each day & sold out. Few 
complete sets thought to exist. Exc cond. Very low numbers with 0021, 0013, 0005 & 0031. Selling on Ebay at $400+. $120

2335 2018 (10-11th Nov) "Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show 2018 PATRON" gold ovpt on "And so it is Peace" M/S. No 091 of 
100. MUH $30

2336 2018 Newcastle Philatelic Society Centenary booklet set of 3. Each numbered 56 of only 150. Incls original 1947 set 
tied by NPS cachet & the Personalised stamp pmkd at Newcastle exhibition. (3) $40

2337 2018 Finches set of 6 embellished M/S's as issued for the Thailand World Stamp Show. MUH & still in original 
packaging. (6) $40

2338 2018 (28th Nov-3rd Dec) Finches embellished set of 6 M/S's issued for the World Stamp Exhibition in Thailand. Each 
numbered & pmkd on respective day. Limited to 300 each day & less than 50 sets thought to exist. Nos. 199, 134, 
237, 090, 024 & 251. Sets selling for $350+ on Ebay. (6) $120

2339 2018 (28th Nov-3rd Dec) Finches set of 6 embellished M/S's as issued for the Thailand World Stamp Show. Each 
numbered & pmkd on respective day & then tied by gold foil pictorial cancel to official covers. Scarce as postmarked 
on the stand. Nos. 146, 171, 170, 170, 135 & 296. Exc cond & scarce with less than 20 sets thought to exist. (6) $120

2340 2019 (26th Feb) "Welcome Stranger" 150th Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western 
Australia 29th - 31st March 2019" in gold & signed by John White, the stamp & cover designer & Walter Bloom, 
President of the NAA & Perth Numismatic Society. No. 100 of 150. Exc cond. $40

2341 2019 (11th-16th June) China World Stamp Exhibition Christmas Is Lunar New Year set of 6 M/S's each postmarked & 
numbered. Only 98 sets possible of which very few exist. This is a matching numbered set being "208" with green 
opening day & red closing day postmarks. Selling on Ebay at $350+ $80

2342 2019 (31st July-4th Aug) Native Wildlife Singpex 36th Asian International Stamp Exhibition embellished set of 5 M/S's 
x 5 sets all CTO. (25) $50

2343 2019 (31st July-4th Aug) Native Wildlife Singpex 36th Asian International Stamp Exhibition embellished set of 5 M/S's. 
Fine MUH. (5) $40

2344 2019 (31st July-4th Aug) Singpex 36th Asian International Stamp Exhibition overprinted & embellished Native Wildlife 
set of numbered M/S's incl Day 5 which is imperf. All cancelled with the exhib pmk in gold. Limited to only 250 per day 
& scarce as limited to one per person per day. Low daily nos. with 035, 008, 059, 029 & 020. Exc cond. (5) $75

2345 2019 $4 Australian Fauna imperforate M/S's overprinted "Singpex 2019 36th Asian International Stamp Exhibition" in 
gold x 400. All fine MUH. FV $1600 & retail of $4000 (400) $1,200

2346 2019 (1st-3rd Nov) Perth Stamp & Coin Show numbered & pmkd $5 Perth skyline set of 3 Miniature sheets. Limited to 
100 per day & unusually numbered "021", "121" & "221". (3) $75

2347 2019 England to Aust First Flight Cent M/S pair each tied by Brisbane Stamp Show "Mansfield 2019 Brisbane Qld 
4122" dated cancels in silver for 9th & 10th November. Nos "057" & "035" of 100 each day. Sold out. (2) $40

2348 2019 "Drought Relief" M/S only available in the annual year book. MUH & CTO examples. (2) $30
2349 1891 5/- dull green, single line, perf. 11. CTO. Fresh example. ACSC ND33w, Cat. $1250 $280
2350 1902 range MLH & used plus on cover comprising "base completed" monocolours (8) incl SG D48 (pale 3d), bicolours 

incl D108 (8d, perf 11) & 4 MLH low vals, plus 1937 unstamped long cover to "The Governor, Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia" with "Tax 8" h/s & bearing 4d pair tied by Delivery Room GPO Sydney cds. Also 1905 incoming stampless 
postcard from New York to Perth WA with "T" circled h/s & 2d monocolour PD affixed plus 1934 incoming postcard 
from GB to Hobart with 1d KGV insufficiently paying 1½d rate, thus 1d PD affixed with m/s cancel. (9 stamps, 2 cards) $50



 AUSTRALIA – POSTAGE DUES  
2351 1902/04 range adapted from NSW plate with filled in base. Perf. 11½, 12 D13 used, D18 F/U, D19 F/U, D20 F/U. Perf 

11½, 12 compound with perf. 11 D22 MLH, D24 F/U, D25 F/U, D25w used & D26w F/U, D27 F/U, D28 F/U, D29 used, 
D30 F/U, D31 F/U & D33 F/U. Perf. 11 D40 F/U & D41 good used. Total SG Cat. £520+ (17) $150 

2352 1906/08 ½ to 1/- wmk crown over single line A, perf. 11½, 12 compound with perf 11. SG D45w MLH, D47w F/U, D48 
3d green MUH (tone spots), D49w F/U, D50 F/U & D58 F/U. Also 1907 perf. 11½x11 wmk crown over double lined A, 
SG D53w MLH. Total cat. £825 (7) $180 

2353 1908/09 10/- monocolour Postage Due with stroke after value, perf. 11 - Forgery. Inkjet dots of colour under 
magnification indicate a recent "litho" production in lieu of the typo. MUH. Forgery of SG D61. $50 

2354 1909 2/- rose-red & green, wmk crown/double-lined A Postage Due vertical pair with JBC monogram in selvedge. Late 
postally used cancelled Poste Restante Perth 29 JAN 1920. Top unit creased but rarely seen. ACSC D89Azc, Cat. 
$750 as MLH. $150 

2355 1909/10 ½d to 5/- Postage Dues wmk Crown's over Double Lined A, perf. 12½. CTO with full gum & hinge remnants 
plus £1 without gum. ACSC D76x/D90w, Cat. $400 plus £1 D92 (Cat. $850 as MLH) $150 

2356 1909/10 ½d to £1 wmk crown over double lined A, perf. 12x12½ (comb) set of 11 plus a couple of extras. Fine MLH. 
SG D63/73, Cat. £950 $400 

2357 1913/23 ½d to 1/- on thin white paper, wmk crown over double lined A. SG D76 MLH, D77a F/U, D79a MH, D80a 
MUH, D81 F/U, D82 F/U, D83h F/U & D85d MUH. Total Cat. £200 (8) $50 

2358 1931/36 ½d to 1/- wmk crown CA, perf. 14 SG D100 & 102 MLH, perf. 11 set of 7 MLH SG D105/111 with SG D110 
6d is MLH & centred low. Total cat. £490 (9) $180 

2359 1931/36 1½d to 6d CofA wmk Perf. 14. SG D93 MLH & F/U, D95 MLH, D96 F/U, D97 MLH & D98 F/U. Cat. £77 (6) $20 
2360 1938 ½d to 1/- CofA wmk, perf. 14½x14 set of 7. MUH. SG D112/18, Cat. £200 $120 
2361 1938 ½d to 1/- ditto. Mixed MUH/MLH. SG D112/18, Cat. £200 $50 
2362 1946/57 ½d to 1/- redrawn design with CofA wmk set of 10 plus a few extras. MUH/MLH. Cat. £70 (18 stamps) $30 
2363 1953 1/- to 5/- CofA wmk set of 3 MUH/MLH. D129/131 & D129a/131a set of 3 F/U or CTO. SG 130a is fine postally 

used. Cat. £160+ (6) $50 
2364 1958/60 ½d to 2/- no wmk SG D132/D141 set of 10 plus a few extras CTO & 5d Die II postally used. Cat. £130+ (14) $40 
2365 1962 issue adapted from NSW plates with no letters at base perfs. 11½ & 12. SG D1 x 2 MH, SG D2w MLH (1 toned), 

SG D4 with inverted wmk MUH, SG D5w wmk upright F/U, SG D6 F/U, SG D5 F/U & SG D9w perf. 11½, 12 
compound with 11 wmk upright, fine postally used. Total Cat. £360+ (8) $100  

AUSTRALIA - POSTAL CARDS  
2366 1911 1d rose-red KGV full face. Fine unused. ACSC P1(2), Cat. $75 $30 
2367 1911 1d rose KGV full face. Fine unused. ACSC P23, Cat. $75 $30 
2368 1914 1d red Kangaroo Die II on buff stock. Fine unused, ACSC P26A, Cat. $100 $40 
2369 1915 1d red KGV Sideface without admonition Die I. Fine unused. ACSC P27, Cat. $150 $50 
2370 1915/16 1d red KGV sideface Die II with admonition - Type 2 with flaws on bottom frame. Kapunda Technical School 

printed on reverse. Fresh unused. ACSC P28da, Cat. $125++ $50 
2371 1923 1½d green KGV Sideface ovptd "ONE PENNY" on buff stock with footnote. Fine unused, ACS P60, Cat. $300 $100 
2372 1923 1½d green KGV Sideface with footnote on off-white stock. Used 1924 (13th Mar) Melbourne to Portland. Fine 

Cond. ACSC P54(2), Cat. $300 $90 
2373 1923 1½d red-brown KGV sideface ovptd "ONE PENNY"  without footnote. Fresh unused. ACSC 58, Cat. $500 $150 
2374 1923/24 1d violet KGV sideface on buff stock showing  "No Top to Crown" variety. Fine unused, ACSC 56(1)f, Cat. 

$200 $65 
2375 1924 1d green KGV OS sideface, Die I - Type 1 printed for the Victorian Education Department with I.342/.8.25-10792 

imprint on reverse. Fresh unused. ACSC PO6A, Cat. $300 $100 
2376 1925 1d green KGV Sideface, Die III. Fine unused. ACSC P62, Cat. $60 $20 
2377 1942 1d + 1d green Queen Mother. Fine unused, ACSC P71, Cat. $100 $30 
2378 1953 3d dark blue-green KGVI overprinted "SPECIMEN" (104 x 16mm) in red. Very fine. ACSC P74wa, Cat. $ 125 $40 
2379 1953 QEII 3d green QEII ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. ACSC P75w, Cat. $125 $40 
2380 1957 4d on 3d green QEII, Die 2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. Fine. ACSC P78w, Cat. $125 $40  

AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS   
Please see lot 1839 for a KGV Single watermark 1½d green horizontal pair on plain unaddressed FDC with "Parkville VIC  
7 MR 23' cds's being the official First Day of Issue. A stunning item of great scarcity in fine cond. ACSC 88y, Cat. $10,000 
 
2381 1929 (28th Sept) 1½d WA Cent on plain env addressed to South Perth but with stunning Fremantle 28 SEP 29 9-AM 

USE THE AIR MAIL roller cancel across the top. Light wear & vert fold but remains most attractive & unusual. $40 
2382 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui Sydney illust covers with all 3 vals x 2. Neat typed Peppermint Grove address with other 

unaddressed. Both in vg cond. (2) $40 
2383 1948 (17th Nov) 10/- Robes on thin paper with bottom selvedge on PMG Dept OHMS Thompson typed address 

FDC with neat GPO Sydney cds. Superb cond & a major rarity as only two recorded. ACSC 215y, Cat. $8000 
(see front cover) $4,500 

2384 1948 Jamboree, 1949 Forrest & Lawson with Melbourne cds's, 1957 Christmas & 7½d QEII cancelled Parliament 
House Canberra ACT on PMG covers all OHMS & addressed to Senator the Honourable W.P. Ashley. Forrest has 
rusty paper clip imprint & Jamboree creased but interesting group. (5) $30 

2385 1949 (11th Apr) 5/- Arms on Cohen illust Lutwyche N3 registered FDC tied by upright bold Lutwyche QLD cds. Very 
fine. ACSC 268y Cat. $60 $40 

2386 1949 (28th Nov) £1 blue Arms on Guthrie kangaroo & map illust cover. Neatly hand addressed with GPO Perth cds's & 
Leederville b/s. VG cond. ACSC 270y, Cat. $750 $280 

2387 1950 (12th Apr) 2½d scarlet KGVI, 1950 (19th June) 1½d green QM pair & 1950 (14th Aug) 8½d Aboriginal Mitchell 
covers with latter having a printed Mitchell insert not seen by us before. Small tear on first otherwise all fine. (4 items) $80 

2388 1952 (20th Feb) 4½d KGVI red on Arthur Bergen "FIRST DAY COVER February 20th 1952 NEW POSTAGE STAMP 
ISSUE Representing the postcard to an address outside the British Empire" printed Australian National Airways DC 4 
Skymaster postcard. Pmkd Allenby Gardens, South Aust. Exc unaddressed cond. $30 

2389 1953 (19th Aug) 1d purple QEII x 3 on 3 separate Boans "Sturt Pea" covers addressed to the Locke children & one to 
the M.O.D. Dept Boans Ltd. Good cond. (3) $30 



 AUSTRALIA – POSTAGE DUES  
2351 1902/04 range adapted from NSW plate with filled in base. Perf. 11½, 12 D13 used, D18 F/U, D19 F/U, D20 F/U. Perf 

11½, 12 compound with perf. 11 D22 MLH, D24 F/U, D25 F/U, D25w used & D26w F/U, D27 F/U, D28 F/U, D29 used, 
D30 F/U, D31 F/U & D33 F/U. Perf. 11 D40 F/U & D41 good used. Total SG Cat. £520+ (17) $150 

2352 1906/08 ½ to 1/- wmk crown over single line A, perf. 11½, 12 compound with perf 11. SG D45w MLH, D47w F/U, D48 
3d green MUH (tone spots), D49w F/U, D50 F/U & D58 F/U. Also 1907 perf. 11½x11 wmk crown over double lined A, 
SG D53w MLH. Total cat. £825 (7) $180 

2353 1908/09 10/- monocolour Postage Due with stroke after value, perf. 11 - Forgery. Inkjet dots of colour under 
magnification indicate a recent "litho" production in lieu of the typo. MUH. Forgery of SG D61. $50 

2354 1909 2/- rose-red & green, wmk crown/double-lined A Postage Due vertical pair with JBC monogram in selvedge. Late 
postally used cancelled Poste Restante Perth 29 JAN 1920. Top unit creased but rarely seen. ACSC D89Azc, Cat. 
$750 as MLH. $150 

2355 1909/10 ½d to 5/- Postage Dues wmk Crown's over Double Lined A, perf. 12½. CTO with full gum & hinge remnants 
plus £1 without gum. ACSC D76x/D90w, Cat. $400 plus £1 D92 (Cat. $850 as MLH) $150 

2356 1909/10 ½d to £1 wmk crown over double lined A, perf. 12x12½ (comb) set of 11 plus a couple of extras. Fine MLH. 
SG D63/73, Cat. £950 $400 

2357 1913/23 ½d to 1/- on thin white paper, wmk crown over double lined A. SG D76 MLH, D77a F/U, D79a MH, D80a 
MUH, D81 F/U, D82 F/U, D83h F/U & D85d MUH. Total Cat. £200 (8) $50 

2358 1931/36 ½d to 1/- wmk crown CA, perf. 14 SG D100 & 102 MLH, perf. 11 set of 7 MLH SG D105/111 with SG D110 
6d is MLH & centred low. Total cat. £490 (9) $180 

2359 1931/36 1½d to 6d CofA wmk Perf. 14. SG D93 MLH & F/U, D95 MLH, D96 F/U, D97 MLH & D98 F/U. Cat. £77 (6) $20 
2360 1938 ½d to 1/- CofA wmk, perf. 14½x14 set of 7. MUH. SG D112/18, Cat. £200 $120 
2361 1938 ½d to 1/- ditto. Mixed MUH/MLH. SG D112/18, Cat. £200 $50 
2362 1946/57 ½d to 1/- redrawn design with CofA wmk set of 10 plus a few extras. MUH/MLH. Cat. £70 (18 stamps) $30 
2363 1953 1/- to 5/- CofA wmk set of 3 MUH/MLH. D129/131 & D129a/131a set of 3 F/U or CTO. SG 130a is fine postally 

used. Cat. £160+ (6) $50 
2364 1958/60 ½d to 2/- no wmk SG D132/D141 set of 10 plus a few extras CTO & 5d Die II postally used. Cat. £130+ (14) $40 
2365 1962 issue adapted from NSW plates with no letters at base perfs. 11½ & 12. SG D1 x 2 MH, SG D2w MLH (1 toned), 

SG D4 with inverted wmk MUH, SG D5w wmk upright F/U, SG D6 F/U, SG D5 F/U & SG D9w perf. 11½, 12 
compound with 11 wmk upright, fine postally used. Total Cat. £360+ (8) $100  

AUSTRALIA - POSTAL CARDS  
2366 1911 1d rose-red KGV full face. Fine unused. ACSC P1(2), Cat. $75 $30 
2367 1911 1d rose KGV full face. Fine unused. ACSC P23, Cat. $75 $30 
2368 1914 1d red Kangaroo Die II on buff stock. Fine unused, ACSC P26A, Cat. $100 $40 
2369 1915 1d red KGV Sideface without admonition Die I. Fine unused. ACSC P27, Cat. $150 $50 
2370 1915/16 1d red KGV sideface Die II with admonition - Type 2 with flaws on bottom frame. Kapunda Technical School 

printed on reverse. Fresh unused. ACSC P28da, Cat. $125++ $50 
2371 1923 1½d green KGV Sideface ovptd "ONE PENNY" on buff stock with footnote. Fine unused, ACS P60, Cat. $300 $100 
2372 1923 1½d green KGV Sideface with footnote on off-white stock. Used 1924 (13th Mar) Melbourne to Portland. Fine 

Cond. ACSC P54(2), Cat. $300 $90 
2373 1923 1½d red-brown KGV sideface ovptd "ONE PENNY"  without footnote. Fresh unused. ACSC 58, Cat. $500 $150 
2374 1923/24 1d violet KGV sideface on buff stock showing  "No Top to Crown" variety. Fine unused, ACSC 56(1)f, Cat. 

$200 $65 
2375 1924 1d green KGV OS sideface, Die I - Type 1 printed for the Victorian Education Department with I.342/.8.25-10792 

imprint on reverse. Fresh unused. ACSC PO6A, Cat. $300 $100 
2376 1925 1d green KGV Sideface, Die III. Fine unused. ACSC P62, Cat. $60 $20 
2377 1942 1d + 1d green Queen Mother. Fine unused, ACSC P71, Cat. $100 $30 
2378 1953 3d dark blue-green KGVI overprinted "SPECIMEN" (104 x 16mm) in red. Very fine. ACSC P74wa, Cat. $ 125 $40 
2379 1953 QEII 3d green QEII ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. ACSC P75w, Cat. $125 $40 
2380 1957 4d on 3d green QEII, Die 2 ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. Fine. ACSC P78w, Cat. $125 $40  

AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS   
Please see lot 1839 for a KGV Single watermark 1½d green horizontal pair on plain unaddressed FDC with "Parkville VIC  
7 MR 23' cds's being the official First Day of Issue. A stunning item of great scarcity in fine cond. ACSC 88y, Cat. $10,000 
 
2381 1929 (28th Sept) 1½d WA Cent on plain env addressed to South Perth but with stunning Fremantle 28 SEP 29 9-AM 

USE THE AIR MAIL roller cancel across the top. Light wear & vert fold but remains most attractive & unusual. $40 
2382 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui Sydney illust covers with all 3 vals x 2. Neat typed Peppermint Grove address with other 

unaddressed. Both in vg cond. (2) $40 
2383 1948 (17th Nov) 10/- Robes on thin paper with bottom selvedge on PMG Dept OHMS Thompson typed address 

FDC with neat GPO Sydney cds. Superb cond & a major rarity as only two recorded. ACSC 215y, Cat. $8000 
(see front cover) $4,500 

2384 1948 Jamboree, 1949 Forrest & Lawson with Melbourne cds's, 1957 Christmas & 7½d QEII cancelled Parliament 
House Canberra ACT on PMG covers all OHMS & addressed to Senator the Honourable W.P. Ashley. Forrest has 
rusty paper clip imprint & Jamboree creased but interesting group. (5) $30 

2385 1949 (11th Apr) 5/- Arms on Cohen illust Lutwyche N3 registered FDC tied by upright bold Lutwyche QLD cds. Very 
fine. ACSC 268y Cat. $60 $40 

2386 1949 (28th Nov) £1 blue Arms on Guthrie kangaroo & map illust cover. Neatly hand addressed with GPO Perth cds's & 
Leederville b/s. VG cond. ACSC 270y, Cat. $750 $280 

2387 1950 (12th Apr) 2½d scarlet KGVI, 1950 (19th June) 1½d green QM pair & 1950 (14th Aug) 8½d Aboriginal Mitchell 
covers with latter having a printed Mitchell insert not seen by us before. Small tear on first otherwise all fine. (4 items) $80 

2388 1952 (20th Feb) 4½d KGVI red on Arthur Bergen "FIRST DAY COVER February 20th 1952 NEW POSTAGE STAMP 
ISSUE Representing the postcard to an address outside the British Empire" printed Australian National Airways DC 4 
Skymaster postcard. Pmkd Allenby Gardens, South Aust. Exc unaddressed cond. $30 

2389 1953 (19th Aug) 1d purple QEII x 3 on 3 separate Boans "Sturt Pea" covers addressed to the Locke children & one to 
the M.O.D. Dept Boans Ltd. Good cond. (3) $30 

2390 1953 (3rd Sept) Young Farmers Boans covers with 2 "Kangaroo Paw" & one "Christmas Tree" design prepared by    
Mr L Locke of the Boans Ltd Stamp Shop with 2  typed addressed to his children & the third to the "Boans Philatelic 
Society, Perth" on their 2nd anniversary! Good cond. (3) $30 

2391 1954 (2nd Feb) 3½d & 7½d Royal Visit on Boans illust cover with typed address & neighbouring GPO Perth cds tying 
the set. Also "West Australian Royal Visit March 26th 1954" circular cachet in mauve. Exc cond. Most attractive. $30 

2392 1954 (2nd Feb) 7½d Royal Visit on Boans illust covers x 2 with typed addressed to the Locke children whose father 
operated the Boans Stamp shop. Most attractive & in excellent cond. (2) $30 

2393 1954 (2nd Feb) Royal Visit set of 3 on individual matching Challis illust covers with typed addresses. 2/- val on Perth 
Regd cover. They have then, 50 years later on 13 Apr 2004, had the 50c Royal Visit commem added & pmkd FDI 
Fremantle. Up to the collector to decide if this has enhanced them? Exc cond. (3) $30 

2394 1955 (21st Sept) Nursing - Florence Nightingale First Day Cards in diff colours each with corner blocks of 4 tied by 
GPO Perth cds's & hand addressed. Not often seen & first "blue" card we have seen. (2) $30 

2395 1959 (4th Nov) 5d Christmas set of 10 Royal illust FDC's all in diff colour schemes. Neatly hand addressed & a rarely 
seen group. (10) $50 

2396 1962 (1st Nov) Commonwealth Games set of 6 Royal illust FDC's all in diff black/brown colour combinations & pmkd 
GPO Perth FDI with neat handwritten addresses. A rarely seen group. (6) $30 

2397 1963 (3rd Dec) 2/3d Cable on set of 6 Royal illust embellished covers all with diff colour combinations of the same 
design. Each with neat cacheted address & cancelled GPO Perth FDI. Exc cond. Unusual. (6) $40 

2398 1963 5d Canberra (4), 5d Red Cross (3) & 5d Blue Mountains (3) Crossing Royal FDC's with all diff colour 
combinations for these designs. Neat handwritten addresses & all pmkd GPO Perth FDI. (10) $30 

2399 1964 (26th Aug) £2 King navigator on illust WCS typed address cover pmkd GPO Perth. VG Cond. Retails $150+ $75 
2400 1966 (13th Feb) range of  "Last Day of Issue 13.2.66" hand annotated plain covers with single issues pmkd GPO 

Perth. Range from 1d QEII vals to 9d zoological to 7/6 Cook. Good cond & unusual (12) $30 
2401 1966 (19th Oct) 4c Christmas on "Christmas Tree" Boans FDC's x 3. Unusual late decimal usage of these covers. 

Neat h/s Wembley, WA address. GPO PERTH FDI pmks. Exc cond. (3) $30 
2402 1970 (7th Oct) 6c Dairy set of 4 diff WCS covers unaddressed & pmkd GPO Perth FDI plus both Official PO covers. 

Exc cond. (6) $20 
2403 1977 (19th Oct) $10 Coming South on Official AP FDC cover but Registered Mildura & addressed to Murrumbeena 

with all relevant b/s's. Unusual. $30 
2404 1980 (21st Apr) 22c QEII Birthday Ernest Crome printed cover with stamp pmkd Newton FDI with neighbouring 6c 

Rotary stamp tied by diff Newtown cds celebrating the Rotary Club of Newtown. Signed by club President & another 
10 members incl Crome. "One of twenty five" in m/s on reverse. Incls a Rotary info sheet re the cover & its connection 
to the club & the Rotary Int anniv. First we have seen.  $30 

2405 1990 (1st May) Stamp Anniversary M/S on FDC postmarked with Perth Swan pictorial cancel with the "ANNIVERARY" 
missing "S" variety. Incls normal for comparison. Rarely seen as majority were machine cancelled & this was the GPO 
handstamp for one day only. (2) $30 

2406 1996 (23rd April) AFL entire booklet panes on set of 16 AP FDC's pmkd FDI Perth with neighbouring sheet stamp for 
each club. Most unusual & first we have seen. (16) $50 

2407 1999 (19th Mar) Navigators M/S's both imperf & "A99" perfined pairs on official AP FDC's pmkd FDI Perth. Exc 
unaddressed cond. Retail $240 (4) $60 

2408 1999 (19th Mar) Navigators M/S's pair imperf on official FDC's pmkd FDI Perth. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail $90 (2) $30 
2409 1999 (19th Mar) Navigators perforated & imperf strips (taken from M/S's) on matching FDC's plus all 12 vals on one 

covers. Most unusual & striking all pmkd FDI Perth. (3) $30 
2410 2004 (16th-30th Aug) Australian Olympic Gold medallist FDCs limited edition with each numbered 0470 & a write up 

on each Olympian at left of cover. (17) $30 
2411 2006 (15th-26th Mar) Commonwealth Games "Australian Champions" set of individual 50c commems each cancelled 

Melbourne on FDI. Set of 84 in 2 Official albums. Also 2006 Queen's Baton Relay set of official covers from 20 
locations around Aust. Exc cond. (104) $50 

2412 2008 (24th July) 50c World Youth Day / Pope set of 5 tied by "WYD Moments" Sydney cancels plus set of 6 covers  
from 15th-20th July with "Papal Arrival", "Final Mass" etc pmks. Rarely seen as not part of standing order. Retail $125 $30 

2413 2008 (Aug) Olympic Gold Medallists complete set of 14 FDC sets of 15 pmkd at National Philatelic Centre, Sydney, 
Fortitude Valley, Sunnybank, Chatswood, Hobart, Adelaide, Canberra, Newcastle, Parramatta, Melbourne, Perth, 
Geelong, Glen Waverley & Brisbane. Exc unaddressed cond. Scarce set retailing at $1000+ if you can find one! (210) $150 

2414 2011 (27th Jan) Premier's Flood Relief Appeal $8 complete S/A sheetlets on large commem covers pmkd GPO 
Brisbane x 2 plus $6 Royal Wedding sheetlet of 10 pmkd GPO Melbourne also on large cover. The first ones we    
have seen. (3)  

 
 
$30 

 AUSTRALIA - PNCs  
2415 1967 (1st May) 1c brown QEII block of 4 pmkd Parramatta with 1c possum coin encapsulated at left. One of the 

earliest Aust PNC's privately produced & rarely seen. $50 
2416 1967 (1st May) 1c brown & 3c green QEII pmkd Parramatta with 2c Frill necked lizard coin encapsulated at left. One of 

the earliest Aust PNC's privately produced & rarely seen. $50 
2417 1992 (1st June) International Space Year "Coin & Collector's Edition" $5 coin & $2.70 M/S pmkd Woomera, SA PNC. 

Limited edition & the first we have seen. $75 
2418 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $30 
2419 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports - Aquatics & Athletics Coin First Day Covers. Contains 2 x $5 coins. Retails $185 $30 
2420 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320 $50 
2421 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 PNC First Day Cover. Numbered 2864 of 8000. Exc 

cond. These retail at $180 but this is conservative considering their scarcity. $30 
2422 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes ditto but numbered 7604. Exc cond. $30 
2423 2010 (9th Mar) Centenary of Powered Flight $1 PNC ovptd "PSWA 2012 100 Centennial Exhibition Claremont WA 

6010 17-20 May 2012" with logo & Supporter's Club" Numbered 001 of 100. Exc cond. $50 
2424 2010 (9th Mar) ditto but numbered 002 of only 100. $40 
2425 2011 (9th Feb) Burke & Wills set of 5 $1 coin & 60c pmkd Parkville" Downies PNC's showing the scenes "Leaving 

Royal Park", "Camp at Cooper's Creek", "Crossing Stoney Desert", "Return to Cooper's Creek" & "Death of Burke". 
Exc cond. Sold for $150 +BP in Ace Sale 23. (5) $80 



2426 2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 
2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 008 of only 250. Sold for $80+BP in Ace Auction 26 & not a low number like 
this cover. $50 

2427 2012 (3rd April) QEII Diamond Jubilee 50c Coin PNC ovptd "2012 PSWA Centennial Exhibition 17-20 May 2012" in 
gold with exhib logo x 2 consecutively numbered 196 & 197 of 250. Also the standard PNC. All in exc cond. (3) $75 

2428 2012 (1st June) QEII Diamond Jubilee with GB £5 coin & Aust m/s. No. 231 of 2500. Exc cond. Retails $95  $30 
2429 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance M/S with $2 coloured poppy coin with "C" mint mark on PNC tied by gold Canberra 

pictorial cds. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
2430 2013 (10th-11th May) ditto but only Opening day in green x 2 numbered 571 & 867 & day 2 in silver,  numbered 1554. 

Useful for those who missed first couple of days! (3) $80 
2431 2013 (10th-15th May) $10 Kangaroo & Map set of 6 Melbourne Stamp Exhibition 50c PNC First Day Covers. Limited 

edition nos. 1031, 1387, 3407, 3906, 5364 & 7114. Exc cond & scarce. Sold in Ace Stamp Auctions Sale 14 for $350. $200 
2432 2013 (18th June) QEII Diamond Jubilee Coronation with GB £5 coin & Aust m/s prestige PNC. No. 1019 of 2500. Exc 

cond. Retails $125 $40 
2433 2013 (18th June) QEII Diamond Jubilee Coronation, 2014 (7th Jan) Royal Christening & 2016 (11th June) QEII 90th 

b'day all with Aust commem M/S's & matching GB £5 illust coins. All Limited editions & numbered. (3) $75 
2434 2014 (20th Jan) "The Urn Returns" Ashes Cricket 20c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond & increasingly difficult to 

source. Limited no. 5241 of 7500. Retails $55 $30 
2435 2014 (22nd Apr) WWI Centenary PNC pair with the RAM & Perth Mint dollar coins & each with 70c commem tied by 

Albany "Poppy" pictorial pmk. Retail $90 (2) $30 
2436 2014 (8th Aug) "The Great War" £2 GB coin on commem PNC with 70c "War Declared" tied by red Albany, WA cancel 

with neighbouring 1st Class GB WWI commem. No 1762 of 2500. Exc cond & rarely seen. Retails at $140. $50 
2437 2014 (8th Aug) "The Great War", 2015 (2nd June) "The Great War-Gallipoli Campaign" & 2016 (28th June) "Arrival on 

the Western Front" PNC's with both GB & Aust commems, pmkd Albany, WA, Liverpool, NSW  & Frenchs Forest, 
NSW respectively each with GB £2 two tone coins x 3 of each. Limited to 2500. Retail at $75ea ($675) (9) $180 

2438 2014 (8th Dec) Hawthorn AFL Premiers $1 PNC pmkd Hawthorn plus 2014 (3rd Nov) Rabbitohs NRL Premiers 
medallion cover. No. 819 of 1500. Exc cond. Retail $120+ (2) $30 

2439 2014-2017 "Remembrance" PNC's with $2 coins, 4 coloured & 2016 in 2 designs with one numbered 501 of 1111 plus 
Aust/GB "The Great War" PNC's x 2 with GB £2 coin & Gallipoli Stamp pmkd Liverpool NSW in red & silver & 
numbered 1356 & 1574 of 2500 respectively. Exc cond. (8) $150 

2440 2015 (2nd June) 70c & £1.33 Magna Carta 800th Anniv stamps & £2 GB coin PNC pmkd Canberra. No.0691 of 2500 - 
sold out first day of release. Exc cond. Retail $120+ $40 

2441 2015 (2nd Nov) "Celebrating the Birth of a Princess" x 4 each with GB £5 matching commem coin. One cover printed 
in silver & pmkd Windsor, NSW & numbered 298 of 500. The other 3 numbered 00602, 0867 & 1872 of 2000. All in 
exc cond & opening at less than cost. (4) $120 

2442 2016 (2nd Nov) "Season's Greetings" Christmas PNC with Tuvalu $1 coloured coin/ Limited to 300, this numbered 
121. Exc cond. Retailing at $250+ $60 

2443 2016 (2nd Nov) QEII 90th B'day 20c x 2 & 50c PNC with $1 M/S pmkd at Elizabeth, SA in green in pres folder. A very 
low number being 0031 of 1926. Limited to one per collector. Retails $120 $40 

2444 2016 (2nd Nov) QEII 90th B'day 3 coin ditto but No. 1222 of 1926. Retails $120 $40 
2445 2016 (3rd-5th Nov) Dirk Hartog PNC's x 3 each pmkd "M2016" for the three days of the Mandurah Nation Stamp Show 

in the customary green, black & red. Limited to only 100 sets, these are 048, 152 & 238 respectively. Exc cond. $120 
2446 2017 (10th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rooster with $1 commem coin ovptd "Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show 

SUPPORTERS" in gold. No 14 of 200. Exc cond. $30 
2447 2017 (7th Mar) AAT Emperor Penguins PNC $1 coloured coin FDC ovptd "2017 Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show" in 

silver with show logo. Numbered 119 of 150. Exc cond. $40 
2448 2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of 

Melbourne Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 402. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc cond. 
Similar cover sold in Ace Auction No. 21 at $80 + BP. $40 

2449 2017 (30th Mar-1st April) ditto but only Days 1 to 3 with 4 x Day 3. First 2 numbered 0821 & 0120 with Day 3's 
numbered 0161 & 0654, 0655 & 0656. Exc cond & also opening at less than cost! (6) $180 

2450 2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) Holden 160 Years 50c coloured coin & tabbed stamp set of 4 pmkd each day of the 
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to 1000 sets, these numbered 0554, 0203, 0150 & 0160 respectively. Exc cond & 
opening at less than cost! (4) $150 

2451 2017 (4th April) "The Sapphire Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen" with $1 QEII b'day tied by Elizabeth, SA pmk with 
GB £5 matching commem coin. Consecutive numbers 702 & 703 of 1000. $50 

2452 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's each with "Perth Stamp & Coin Show" imperf M/S's 
tied by each days respective pmk & numbered. Limited to 100 each day with very few sets thought to exist as sold out 
daily. Set sold in Ace Auctions Sale 26 for $190+ BP (3) $120 

2453 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's ditto but with additional two nos. 274 & 276. Exc cond. $150 
2454 2018 (6th-8th July) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 3 Ford 50c PNC covers with green opening day pmk & red 

closing day. Low numbers with "003", "027" & "003" respectively. Some light excess ink marks at edges. Limited to 
100 & sold out each day. (3) $75 

2455 2018 (1st Nov) "Merry Christmas 2018" $1 with Perth Mint coloured coin. Pmkd Merrylands, NSW in gold. Exc cond. $30 
2456 2018 (1st Nov) & 2019 (5th Feb) "Merry Everything" & "Loved Up" Looney Tunes themed PNC's each with matching 

$1 coloured coins, latter pmkd Valentine, NSW. Exc cond. (2) $50 
2457 2018 (10th & 11th Nov) "Collectors Day Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show" ovpt in green on Invictus Games $1 coloured 

coin PNC & "Remembrance Day" in red for same event on John Monash PNC. Both numbered 74 of 100 produced. 
Sold for $120 +BP in Sale 26. (2) $80 

2458 2019 (8th Jan) Christmas Is $1 & $3 Year of the Pig with Perth Mint coloured dragon coin PNC ovptd "Happy Chinese 
New Year 2019" in red. No. 0963 of 8888. Ex cond. $30 

2459 2019 (26th Feb) "Welcome Stranger" 150th Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western 
Australia 29th - 31st March 2019" in gold & signed by John White, the stamp & cover designer & Walter Bloom, 
President of the NAA & Perth Numismatic Society. No. 150 of 150 - the last one! Exc cond. $50 

2460 2019 (24th May) Queen Victoria 200th Birth Anniv Postage Paid embossed PSE with Perth Mint $1 matching 
commem coin. Possibly first embossed PNC? $30 

2461 2019 (16th July) 50th Anniv Moon Landing $1 PNC overprinted "Bunbury 2019" with the Bunbury, WA Stamp Show 
"lighthouse rocket" logo. No 21 of only 25 issued. Sold out very quickly. $60 



2426 2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 
2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 008 of only 250. Sold for $80+BP in Ace Auction 26 & not a low number like 
this cover. $50 

2427 2012 (3rd April) QEII Diamond Jubilee 50c Coin PNC ovptd "2012 PSWA Centennial Exhibition 17-20 May 2012" in 
gold with exhib logo x 2 consecutively numbered 196 & 197 of 250. Also the standard PNC. All in exc cond. (3) $75 

2428 2012 (1st June) QEII Diamond Jubilee with GB £5 coin & Aust m/s. No. 231 of 2500. Exc cond. Retails $95  $30 
2429 2012 (1st Nov) Remembrance M/S with $2 coloured poppy coin with "C" mint mark on PNC tied by gold Canberra 

pictorial cds. Exc cond. Retails $120 $30 
2430 2013 (10th-11th May) ditto but only Opening day in green x 2 numbered 571 & 867 & day 2 in silver,  numbered 1554. 

Useful for those who missed first couple of days! (3) $80 
2431 2013 (10th-15th May) $10 Kangaroo & Map set of 6 Melbourne Stamp Exhibition 50c PNC First Day Covers. Limited 

edition nos. 1031, 1387, 3407, 3906, 5364 & 7114. Exc cond & scarce. Sold in Ace Stamp Auctions Sale 14 for $350. $200 
2432 2013 (18th June) QEII Diamond Jubilee Coronation with GB £5 coin & Aust m/s prestige PNC. No. 1019 of 2500. Exc 

cond. Retails $125 $40 
2433 2013 (18th June) QEII Diamond Jubilee Coronation, 2014 (7th Jan) Royal Christening & 2016 (11th June) QEII 90th 

b'day all with Aust commem M/S's & matching GB £5 illust coins. All Limited editions & numbered. (3) $75 
2434 2014 (20th Jan) "The Urn Returns" Ashes Cricket 20c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond & increasingly difficult to 

source. Limited no. 5241 of 7500. Retails $55 $30 
2435 2014 (22nd Apr) WWI Centenary PNC pair with the RAM & Perth Mint dollar coins & each with 70c commem tied by 

Albany "Poppy" pictorial pmk. Retail $90 (2) $30 
2436 2014 (8th Aug) "The Great War" £2 GB coin on commem PNC with 70c "War Declared" tied by red Albany, WA cancel 

with neighbouring 1st Class GB WWI commem. No 1762 of 2500. Exc cond & rarely seen. Retails at $140. $50 
2437 2014 (8th Aug) "The Great War", 2015 (2nd June) "The Great War-Gallipoli Campaign" & 2016 (28th June) "Arrival on 

the Western Front" PNC's with both GB & Aust commems, pmkd Albany, WA, Liverpool, NSW  & Frenchs Forest, 
NSW respectively each with GB £2 two tone coins x 3 of each. Limited to 2500. Retail at $75ea ($675) (9) $180 

2438 2014 (8th Dec) Hawthorn AFL Premiers $1 PNC pmkd Hawthorn plus 2014 (3rd Nov) Rabbitohs NRL Premiers 
medallion cover. No. 819 of 1500. Exc cond. Retail $120+ (2) $30 

2439 2014-2017 "Remembrance" PNC's with $2 coins, 4 coloured & 2016 in 2 designs with one numbered 501 of 1111 plus 
Aust/GB "The Great War" PNC's x 2 with GB £2 coin & Gallipoli Stamp pmkd Liverpool NSW in red & silver & 
numbered 1356 & 1574 of 2500 respectively. Exc cond. (8) $150 

2440 2015 (2nd June) 70c & £1.33 Magna Carta 800th Anniv stamps & £2 GB coin PNC pmkd Canberra. No.0691 of 2500 - 
sold out first day of release. Exc cond. Retail $120+ $40 

2441 2015 (2nd Nov) "Celebrating the Birth of a Princess" x 4 each with GB £5 matching commem coin. One cover printed 
in silver & pmkd Windsor, NSW & numbered 298 of 500. The other 3 numbered 00602, 0867 & 1872 of 2000. All in 
exc cond & opening at less than cost. (4) $120 

2442 2016 (2nd Nov) "Season's Greetings" Christmas PNC with Tuvalu $1 coloured coin/ Limited to 300, this numbered 
121. Exc cond. Retailing at $250+ $60 

2443 2016 (2nd Nov) QEII 90th B'day 20c x 2 & 50c PNC with $1 M/S pmkd at Elizabeth, SA in green in pres folder. A very 
low number being 0031 of 1926. Limited to one per collector. Retails $120 $40 

2444 2016 (2nd Nov) QEII 90th B'day 3 coin ditto but No. 1222 of 1926. Retails $120 $40 
2445 2016 (3rd-5th Nov) Dirk Hartog PNC's x 3 each pmkd "M2016" for the three days of the Mandurah Nation Stamp Show 

in the customary green, black & red. Limited to only 100 sets, these are 048, 152 & 238 respectively. Exc cond. $120 
2446 2017 (10th Jan) Christmas Is Year of the Rooster with $1 commem coin ovptd "Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show 

SUPPORTERS" in gold. No 14 of 200. Exc cond. $30 
2447 2017 (7th Mar) AAT Emperor Penguins PNC $1 coloured coin FDC ovptd "2017 Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show" in 

silver with show logo. Numbered 119 of 150. Exc cond. $40 
2448 2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of 

Melbourne Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 402. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc cond. 
Similar cover sold in Ace Auction No. 21 at $80 + BP. $40 

2449 2017 (30th Mar-1st April) ditto but only Days 1 to 3 with 4 x Day 3. First 2 numbered 0821 & 0120 with Day 3's 
numbered 0161 & 0654, 0655 & 0656. Exc cond & also opening at less than cost! (6) $180 

2450 2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) Holden 160 Years 50c coloured coin & tabbed stamp set of 4 pmkd each day of the 
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to 1000 sets, these numbered 0554, 0203, 0150 & 0160 respectively. Exc cond & 
opening at less than cost! (4) $150 

2451 2017 (4th April) "The Sapphire Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen" with $1 QEII b'day tied by Elizabeth, SA pmk with 
GB £5 matching commem coin. Consecutive numbers 702 & 703 of 1000. $50 

2452 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's each with "Perth Stamp & Coin Show" imperf M/S's 
tied by each days respective pmk & numbered. Limited to 100 each day with very few sets thought to exist as sold out 
daily. Set sold in Ace Auctions Sale 26 for $190+ BP (3) $120 

2453 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's ditto but with additional two nos. 274 & 276. Exc cond. $150 
2454 2018 (6th-8th July) Perth Stamp & Coin Show set of 3 Ford 50c PNC covers with green opening day pmk & red 

closing day. Low numbers with "003", "027" & "003" respectively. Some light excess ink marks at edges. Limited to 
100 & sold out each day. (3) $75 

2455 2018 (1st Nov) "Merry Christmas 2018" $1 with Perth Mint coloured coin. Pmkd Merrylands, NSW in gold. Exc cond. $30 
2456 2018 (1st Nov) & 2019 (5th Feb) "Merry Everything" & "Loved Up" Looney Tunes themed PNC's each with matching 

$1 coloured coins, latter pmkd Valentine, NSW. Exc cond. (2) $50 
2457 2018 (10th & 11th Nov) "Collectors Day Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show" ovpt in green on Invictus Games $1 coloured 

coin PNC & "Remembrance Day" in red for same event on John Monash PNC. Both numbered 74 of 100 produced. 
Sold for $120 +BP in Sale 26. (2) $80 

2458 2019 (8th Jan) Christmas Is $1 & $3 Year of the Pig with Perth Mint coloured dragon coin PNC ovptd "Happy Chinese 
New Year 2019" in red. No. 0963 of 8888. Ex cond. $30 

2459 2019 (26th Feb) "Welcome Stranger" 150th Anniv $1 PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western 
Australia 29th - 31st March 2019" in gold & signed by John White, the stamp & cover designer & Walter Bloom, 
President of the NAA & Perth Numismatic Society. No. 150 of 150 - the last one! Exc cond. $50 

2460 2019 (24th May) Queen Victoria 200th Birth Anniv Postage Paid embossed PSE with Perth Mint $1 matching 
commem coin. Possibly first embossed PNC? $30 

2461 2019 (16th July) 50th Anniv Moon Landing $1 PNC overprinted "Bunbury 2019" with the Bunbury, WA Stamp Show 
"lighthouse rocket" logo. No 21 of only 25 issued. Sold out very quickly. $60 

2462 2019 (16th July) 50th Anniv Moon Landing $1 PNC overprinted "St George Philatelic Society Eighty Second 
Anniversary 2019" in gold with club coat of arms. No 12 of only 100. Exc cond. $40 

2463 2019 (17th & 18th Aug) Welcome Stranger PNC's with the ANDA Stamp & Coin Show pictorial pmk in green for the 
opening day & red for closing. Numbered 072 & 190 of 100 issued each day. Exc cond. (2) $100 

2464 2019 (1st Oct) England to Aust First Flight Cent. pair of $1 PNC's with DH9 on one & Vickers" Vimy" on other both 
overprinted with "2019 Brisbane" exhibition logo & numbered "035" of 100. Scarce matching number pair in exc cond. $80 

2465 2019 (1st Nov) Remembrance $2 RAM coloured coin PNC overprinted "Perth Stamp & Coin Show Perth Western 
Australia 1st - 3rd November 2019" in gold with show logo. Sold out prior to show, this No. 150 of 150 - the last one! $50 

2466 2020 (8th Feb) Christmas Is Year of the Rat $1.10 & $3.30 pair with matching $1 coin. No. 062 of 400. Exc cond. $40  
AUSTRALIAN STATES   

New South Wales  
2467 1850 1d vermilion with clouds, plate 2. Fine used with rich colour. SG 7, Cat. £375 $180 
2468 1850 1d dull carmine Sydney view on hard greyish paper. Fine used with 3 clear margins, close to touching at base. 

Small cut at right but rich colour. SG 11, Cat. £325 $40 
2469 1850 1d brownish-red Sydney view on hard greyish paper. Fine used with 2 good margins, right margin close to 

touching & base slightly cut into. Repaired closed tear bottom left & nick in bottom frame under "P" of Penny. Defective 
but an attractive space filler. SG 12, Cat. £350 $40 

2470 1850 2d indigo, plate II early impression with the inner circle intersecting the fan. Fine used four margin example.          
SG 21c, Cat. £600 $300 

2471 1850 2d deep blue Sydney view, plate III. Fine used with one generous margin & 3 variable & close in places.   
Thinned but useful space filler. SG 30, Cat. £225 $40 

2472 1851 2d deep blue, plate IV Sydney view on stout yellowish vertically laid paper. Good used with 3 margins, right 
margin close to touching SG 35, Cat. £275 $40 

2473 1851/54 imperf laureated issues. 11 good to fine used stamps with varying margins. Incls SG 52 F/U with 3 close 
margins, SG 56 with 4 margins used, SG 58 with 4 large margins fine used (thin), SG 64 very good used with 4 good 
margins, SG 69 good used with 3 margins, base cut into, SG 82 F/U with 2 margins, SG 83 F/U with 3 good margins, 
base just touching, SG 85 x 2 both good used & SG 87 F/U with 3 close margins, right side cut into plus another good 
used with 4 margins, 2 very close. Total cat. value £630+ (11) $100 

2474 1854/59 diadem imperforate issue x 10 plus 2 x registered both perfd & imperf. Incls SG 89 F/U with 3 margins,       
SG 90 very good used with 3 margins, SG 91 good used with 3 close margins, SG 94 very good used with 4 close 
margins, SG 95 F/U with 3 margins, SG 96 good used with 3 margins, SG 96a good used & 4 generous margins,     
SG 100 very good used with 4 margins, SG 101 good used with margins close to touching, SG 101 F/U with 3       
large margins, right side cut into, SG 103 F/U, base cut into & SG 125 F/U, centred high. Most could do with a good 
clean! Cat. £760+ $100 

2475 1856/60 small diadem issues incl SG 107 F/U with 3 margins, SG 108 F/U & 4 margins, 3 close, SG 109 4 margins,    
2 touching, SG 111 F/U with 4 margins, SG 112 x 2 both F/U with all margins close, SG 115 with 2 large margins,        
2 cut into & SG 116 F/U with 3 margins, left cut into. Total cat. val £340+ (8) $40 

2476 1859 2d ultramarine QV with light indistinct cancel. 4 clear margins just touching top right. Offered by American 
auction house as SG 118 lithograph transfer Cat. £800 but colour appears wrong for that stamp. Sold "as is". $40 

2477 1860/72 6d violet perf. 12, with spectacular pre-printing paper crease. Used with perfs trimmed at top right & bottom 
right but not detracting from this striking variety. SG 148var $50 

2478 1875 1d QV rose on white pre-printed postcard with "G.N.R.P." Travelling Post Office pmk dated 28th May 1887 with 
"James Lambert Book & Music Seller, Tamworth" oval h/s on reverse & addressed to Sydney. Good cond $75 

2479 1880 (23rd May) "The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney" OHMS cover (flapless) to Dept of Audit Sydney bearing 
SG unlisted “OS” in red ovpt on 2d QV blue tied by Sydney cancels. $100 

2480 1882/97 3d yellow-green QV, perf 11 in marginal horiz pair imperforate vertically. Fine MLH. SG 226da, Cat. £700 $450 
2481 1885 9d on 10d red brown perf. 12 with "albino overprint ". Embossing of ovpt clear on reverse. MLH with gum stains 

but not frontally visible. Not listed in SG. SG 220b var. $150 
2482 1890 5/- mauve perf 11. Fine used with light numeral cancel. SG 263da, Cat. £50 $30 
2483 1890's 6d pink OHMS registered long letter unused with "OS" added in top corners of design & ovptd "SPECIMEN". 

Printed addressed to "The Cashier, Department of Public Instruction Sydney." NSW Coat of Arms in pink on flap. 
Minor damage at top right & at left corner & right side. This formular envelope was sent to Public Schools for "School 
Savings Bank Returns", hence the need for registration. $50 

2484 1896 (16th Mar) Govt House Sydney env used to the English Cricketer, Charles Barclay at Bayford, Hertfordshire, 
England with "Governor New South Wales" Frank stamp in blue with neighbouring Moss Vale NSW cds. Melbourne & 
Hertford 20 AP 96 b/s's. Light wear but strong clear cachet. $30 

2485 1897 2½d (2/6d) Diamond Jubilee Consumptive Homes charity on local cover tied by Newtown cds for JY 3 2.45PM 
97 just 5 days after issue. Cover stained but stamp fine & scarce early usage. Cat. £450 $150 

2486 1897 2½d (2/6d) Diamond Jubilee Hospital Charity fine used with light numeral duplex cancel (SG 281, Cat. £225) 
plus three 1d vals (SG 280) with 1 MLH (thinned) & 2 unused with faults. Also 1884 2d Prussian blue perf 11 x 12 top 
selvedge block of 6 MLH with faults & similar inter-paneau block of 9 ovptd "OS" probably SG O21c but stuck to 
backing. Consignment remainders. $90 

2487 1897 Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes charity pair. MLH/MH, toned gum but fine frontal appearance. SG 280/81, 
Cat. £300 (2) $120 

2488 1897 Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes ditto. MVLH with usual gum bends/cracks on 2/6d plus uneven darkening 
of gum. RPSV (1981) cert "genuine unused". SG 280/81, Cat. £300 $100 

2489 1905/10 1d shield with "double impression" of design. Small tone spot & aged gum but frontally fine. Only one sheet 
printed. SG 334a, Cat. £600 $90 

2490 1920 (1st May) registered cover from Haymarket, NSW to Amaroo with 1½d purple-brown & 4d orange KGV tied       
by Haymarket cds with clear "T.P.O. No1 West" cds on reverse. Cond only fair. Roughly opened & worn but full of 
character. $30 

2491 1951/55 2d Prussian Blue plate I fine used with clear margins plus lightly used 1856/60 1d orange red & 2d blue 
imperfs with close to touching margins. Cat. £85 (3) $30  

Queensland  
2492 1860 1d carmine-rose with 4 full margins. Fine used attractive exhibition quality stamp. SG 1, Cat. £800 $350 
2493 1860 (6d) "Registered" orange yellow. Fine MLH. Lovely rich colour. SG 20, Cat. £120  $30 
2494 1880 2/6d bright scarlet. MLH with fresh colour. A few short perfs. SG 122, Cat. £350 $70 



2495 1880 5/- yellow-ochre MLH, short perfs at base but lovely fresh colour. SG 124, Cat. £550 $150 
2496 1880 10/- bistre-brown. MLH, a few shortish perfs & minor thin. SG 126, Cat. £950 $300 
2497 1886 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- & £1 Chalons on thick paper with large crown/Q wmk. All CTO, 5/- no gum. Excellent colours.     

SG 158/61, Cat. £200+ (4) $90 
2498 1900 1d (6d) claret & 2d (1/-) violet Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund pair with 1d (6d) MLH & 2d (1/-) torn with ironed   

out creases. Frontally presentable & useful spacefillers. SG 263/64, Cat. £490 as MLH $30  
South Australia   

2499 1855 6d deep blue imperf. 3½ margin example. SG 3, Cat. £170 $40 
2500 1856/58 1d, 2d x 2 & 1/- imperfs with SG 6 F/U with 3 margins, base cut into, SG 8 F/U with 4 close margins, SG 9 

F/U 4 with good to close margins & SG 12 with neat FE 16 1859 cds, 2 margins & 2 just touching margins. Total cat. 
£1225 (4) $250 

2501 1858/1869 1d, 2d, 6d & 1/- rouletted issues with SG 13 rouletted 2 margins, SG 15 with little evidence of rouletting,  
SG 17 rouletted 3 margins & SG 18 rouletted 4 margins. All fine used. Cat. £210+ (4) $50 

2502 1800/69 2d, 6d, 10d on 9d x 2 & 1/-  2nd rouletted issues good to fine used. SG 25, 32, 35, 36 & 38, Cat. £130+ (5) $30 
2503 1868/79 "3 PENCE" in black on 4d Prussian blue QV, perf. 11½ -12½. Fine used. RPS London Cert (1965) Ex Napier. 

SG 66, Cat. £850 $600 
2504 1876/1900 1/- chocolate QV, Broad Star wmk, perf 11½-12½ marginal pair imperforate vertically.  Fresh MLH. 

SG130a, Cat. £450 $350  
South Australian Postmarks   

2505 Custon SC complete strike on 2d orange KGV on piece (date not legible) F/used (3R). Very scarce. $40 
2506 Dulwich SC 2 well-centred strike on 1d red KGV dated 25 OC 14. Rare (4R) $75 
2507 Fords SC on 2d red KGV on piece for 30 JY 23. F/U 85% complete. Scarce. (3R) $40 
2508 Hornsdale SC on 1d red KGV with part 1914 date. Scarce. (3R) $40 
2509 Largs Bay C4T-1 on 4d blue KGV for 23 AU 23. Rarely seen. (3R) $40 
2510 Lone Gum on 2d orange KGV on piece dated 21 JA 21. (2R) $20 
2511 Maggea C4 on 2d red KGV for 7 AP 23. Clear 75% strike. (2R) $30 
2512 Mookra C4 on 2½d red KGVI on piece dated 9 SE 46. Nice full but variable strike. (3R) $40 
2513 Muljarra C4 full strike on 2d red KGV on piece for 3 AP 23. Scarce. $40 
2514 Trans Australian Railway Pay Train CM on 2d red KGV on piece 14 OCT 30. 80% strike. (2R) $30 
2515 White's Flat SC on 2d orange KGV 27 Sep 21. An almost complete clear strike. Scarce. (3R) $50 
2516 Wilson C1 on 2d red KGV dated 11 AP 23. A scarce pmk. (3R) $40 
2517 Yardea SC Fine complete strike on 2d orange KGV on piece dated MR 27 22. (2R) $30  

Tasmania  
2518 1853 4d bright red-orange, plate 1 with 4 even margins just touching at right. Lightly used & a bright fresh example. 

SG 5, Cat. £1000 $280 
2519 1853 4d orange, course engraving. Fine used with large margins at top & bottom & just touching at the sides            

SG 10, Cat. £425 $250 
2520 1855 4d deep blue with four close but even clear margins & possible original gum but when angled to light there            

is a suggestion of a cleaned horiz line (i.e. cleaned fiscal mark). Sold "as is" & a good gap filler at this reserve.           
SG 17, Cat. £4250 $90 

2521 1857/67 1d, 2d x 2, 4d x 3, 6d x 4 & 1/-Chalon head imperfs good to fine used & all with at least 2 margins & some 
with 4. A far better than average lot. SG 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 48 & 49, Total cat. £850 (11) $300 

2522 1857/69 1d, 2d, 6d (2 ea.), 4d (3) & 1/- wmkd Chalons all postally used with BN cancels. Most have close or touching 
margins but very collectible. Cat. £400+ (10) $60 

2523 1868 1d carmine serrated perf 19. MH with 50% original gum. Fresh with rich colour frontal appearance.                        
SG 118, Cat. £950 $200 

2524 1880 6d mauve Stamp Duty positional block of 12 on thick gummed paper ovptd "REPRINT" (vertically). Fresh MUH & 
an attractive multiple. SG F28 type with original Cat. £2000. $200 

2525 1892/99 £1 green & yellow QV in left marginal block of 4. Superb fresh MUH. SG 225, Cat. £2,000 for hinged & retail 
$6,000 as MUH singles. $2,500 

2526 1900 £1 green & yellow QV ovptd "REVENUE" on small piece unusually cancelled by Elliott NO 29 00 cds. Fine cond. 
SG F39, Cat. £225 $150 

2527 1921 "Launceston Bank for Savings" paid out Pass Book printed by the Daily Telegraph, Launceston circa 1920 with 
original env marked "Savings Bank Packet Only" posted to Lebrina with 1½d purple-brown single wmk KGV tied by 
Launceston cds. Good cond. $30 

2528 Kanna-Leena Type 3 70% strike on 1d red dated 28 OC 12. (RRR)  $50 
 Tasmanian Postmarks  

2529 Long Island Type 1 with 20 JY 1 date inverted on 2d violet. Lovely bullseye strike. (RRR+) $100 
2530 Lower Beulah Type 2aac. Complete but variable strike on 1d red on piece for 1 AP 1913. (RRR) $75 
2531 Mount Hicks Lower Type 2 with "Lower" added later. 70% strike on 1d red dated 8 MAR 13. "Lower" only just legible. 

(RRR+) $60 
2532 Pearsons Point Type 1b Bullseye strike on 1d red for MY 26 05. Fine. (RRR) $80 
2533 Ridgeway type 1b with asterisk above date removed. 95% strike on 1d red dated MR 16 11. Fine & rare. (RRR+) $90 
2534 Westwood Type 1a without stops at each end of Westwood unlike 1a depicted in the Courier No. 58 Dec 2014 page 

8. Fine complete strike on 1d red for DE 2 04. Rare. (RRR+) $100  
Victoria   

2535 1854 2/- dull bluish-green on pale yellow. Fine used with generous margins. SG 35, Cat. £200 $100 
2536 1855 1d  lilac-rose Queen on Throne half lengths from Campbell & Ferguson printing. Postally used block of 6          

with rare V33 beaded oval postmark rated RRRR. Top right stamp effected by pre-printing paper fold plate position 
stated to be 18, 1 & 2, 24 7 & 8. A rare & most attractive combination worthy of exhibition display. $1,000 

2537 1861 3d bright blue with cracked electro variety through the Queen's head (early state). Fine used with Peter 
Holcombe expertising cert. (1996) SG 90a var. $180 

2538 1884/96 £2 blue Stamp Duty, Typo 2nd V/Crown, perf 12½. Fine MLH. A rare stamp. SG 276a, Cat. £2,250                   $1,250 



2495 1880 5/- yellow-ochre MLH, short perfs at base but lovely fresh colour. SG 124, Cat. £550 $150 
2496 1880 10/- bistre-brown. MLH, a few shortish perfs & minor thin. SG 126, Cat. £950 $300 
2497 1886 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- & £1 Chalons on thick paper with large crown/Q wmk. All CTO, 5/- no gum. Excellent colours.     

SG 158/61, Cat. £200+ (4) $90 
2498 1900 1d (6d) claret & 2d (1/-) violet Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund pair with 1d (6d) MLH & 2d (1/-) torn with ironed   

out creases. Frontally presentable & useful spacefillers. SG 263/64, Cat. £490 as MLH $30  
South Australia   

2499 1855 6d deep blue imperf. 3½ margin example. SG 3, Cat. £170 $40 
2500 1856/58 1d, 2d x 2 & 1/- imperfs with SG 6 F/U with 3 margins, base cut into, SG 8 F/U with 4 close margins, SG 9 

F/U 4 with good to close margins & SG 12 with neat FE 16 1859 cds, 2 margins & 2 just touching margins. Total cat. 
£1225 (4) $250 

2501 1858/1869 1d, 2d, 6d & 1/- rouletted issues with SG 13 rouletted 2 margins, SG 15 with little evidence of rouletting,  
SG 17 rouletted 3 margins & SG 18 rouletted 4 margins. All fine used. Cat. £210+ (4) $50 

2502 1800/69 2d, 6d, 10d on 9d x 2 & 1/-  2nd rouletted issues good to fine used. SG 25, 32, 35, 36 & 38, Cat. £130+ (5) $30 
2503 1868/79 "3 PENCE" in black on 4d Prussian blue QV, perf. 11½ -12½. Fine used. RPS London Cert (1965) Ex Napier. 

SG 66, Cat. £850 $600 
2504 1876/1900 1/- chocolate QV, Broad Star wmk, perf 11½-12½ marginal pair imperforate vertically.  Fresh MLH. 

SG130a, Cat. £450 $350  
South Australian Postmarks   

2505 Custon SC complete strike on 2d orange KGV on piece (date not legible) F/used (3R). Very scarce. $40 
2506 Dulwich SC 2 well-centred strike on 1d red KGV dated 25 OC 14. Rare (4R) $75 
2507 Fords SC on 2d red KGV on piece for 30 JY 23. F/U 85% complete. Scarce. (3R) $40 
2508 Hornsdale SC on 1d red KGV with part 1914 date. Scarce. (3R) $40 
2509 Largs Bay C4T-1 on 4d blue KGV for 23 AU 23. Rarely seen. (3R) $40 
2510 Lone Gum on 2d orange KGV on piece dated 21 JA 21. (2R) $20 
2511 Maggea C4 on 2d red KGV for 7 AP 23. Clear 75% strike. (2R) $30 
2512 Mookra C4 on 2½d red KGVI on piece dated 9 SE 46. Nice full but variable strike. (3R) $40 
2513 Muljarra C4 full strike on 2d red KGV on piece for 3 AP 23. Scarce. $40 
2514 Trans Australian Railway Pay Train CM on 2d red KGV on piece 14 OCT 30. 80% strike. (2R) $30 
2515 White's Flat SC on 2d orange KGV 27 Sep 21. An almost complete clear strike. Scarce. (3R) $50 
2516 Wilson C1 on 2d red KGV dated 11 AP 23. A scarce pmk. (3R) $40 
2517 Yardea SC Fine complete strike on 2d orange KGV on piece dated MR 27 22. (2R) $30  

Tasmania  
2518 1853 4d bright red-orange, plate 1 with 4 even margins just touching at right. Lightly used & a bright fresh example. 

SG 5, Cat. £1000 $280 
2519 1853 4d orange, course engraving. Fine used with large margins at top & bottom & just touching at the sides            

SG 10, Cat. £425 $250 
2520 1855 4d deep blue with four close but even clear margins & possible original gum but when angled to light there            

is a suggestion of a cleaned horiz line (i.e. cleaned fiscal mark). Sold "as is" & a good gap filler at this reserve.           
SG 17, Cat. £4250 $90 

2521 1857/67 1d, 2d x 2, 4d x 3, 6d x 4 & 1/-Chalon head imperfs good to fine used & all with at least 2 margins & some 
with 4. A far better than average lot. SG 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 48 & 49, Total cat. £850 (11) $300 

2522 1857/69 1d, 2d, 6d (2 ea.), 4d (3) & 1/- wmkd Chalons all postally used with BN cancels. Most have close or touching 
margins but very collectible. Cat. £400+ (10) $60 

2523 1868 1d carmine serrated perf 19. MH with 50% original gum. Fresh with rich colour frontal appearance.                        
SG 118, Cat. £950 $200 

2524 1880 6d mauve Stamp Duty positional block of 12 on thick gummed paper ovptd "REPRINT" (vertically). Fresh MUH & 
an attractive multiple. SG F28 type with original Cat. £2000. $200 

2525 1892/99 £1 green & yellow QV in left marginal block of 4. Superb fresh MUH. SG 225, Cat. £2,000 for hinged & retail 
$6,000 as MUH singles. $2,500 

2526 1900 £1 green & yellow QV ovptd "REVENUE" on small piece unusually cancelled by Elliott NO 29 00 cds. Fine cond. 
SG F39, Cat. £225 $150 

2527 1921 "Launceston Bank for Savings" paid out Pass Book printed by the Daily Telegraph, Launceston circa 1920 with 
original env marked "Savings Bank Packet Only" posted to Lebrina with 1½d purple-brown single wmk KGV tied by 
Launceston cds. Good cond. $30 

2528 Kanna-Leena Type 3 70% strike on 1d red dated 28 OC 12. (RRR)  $50 
 Tasmanian Postmarks  

2529 Long Island Type 1 with 20 JY 1 date inverted on 2d violet. Lovely bullseye strike. (RRR+) $100 
2530 Lower Beulah Type 2aac. Complete but variable strike on 1d red on piece for 1 AP 1913. (RRR) $75 
2531 Mount Hicks Lower Type 2 with "Lower" added later. 70% strike on 1d red dated 8 MAR 13. "Lower" only just legible. 

(RRR+) $60 
2532 Pearsons Point Type 1b Bullseye strike on 1d red for MY 26 05. Fine. (RRR) $80 
2533 Ridgeway type 1b with asterisk above date removed. 95% strike on 1d red dated MR 16 11. Fine & rare. (RRR+) $90 
2534 Westwood Type 1a without stops at each end of Westwood unlike 1a depicted in the Courier No. 58 Dec 2014 page 

8. Fine complete strike on 1d red for DE 2 04. Rare. (RRR+) $100  
Victoria   

2535 1854 2/- dull bluish-green on pale yellow. Fine used with generous margins. SG 35, Cat. £200 $100 
2536 1855 1d  lilac-rose Queen on Throne half lengths from Campbell & Ferguson printing. Postally used block of 6          

with rare V33 beaded oval postmark rated RRRR. Top right stamp effected by pre-printing paper fold plate position 
stated to be 18, 1 & 2, 24 7 & 8. A rare & most attractive combination worthy of exhibition display. $1,000 

2537 1861 3d bright blue with cracked electro variety through the Queen's head (early state). Fine used with Peter 
Holcombe expertising cert. (1996) SG 90a var. $180 

2538 1884/96 £2 blue Stamp Duty, Typo 2nd V/Crown, perf 12½. Fine MLH. A rare stamp. SG 276a, Cat. £2,250                   $1,250 

2539 1890 OHMS "Parliamentary Papers" wrapper from Melbourne to Free Library, Maryborough with "The Treasurer          
of Victoria" frank stamp & Melbourne duplex & "Hexham Abbey" colour postcard with 1d QV tied by bold complete 
"Melbourne 22 AM 4.30 18.8.06" cds plus 1907 (15th July) " Registered Melbourne" cds on piece with Victoria            
2d QV x 3 tied by "R" in circle cancels. All in good cond. (3 items) $30 

2540 1890/94 & 1895/96 10d Postage Dues with flaw left of "1" on each. Both with toned 50% o.g but frontally fresh.      
ACSC VD7 & VD17d, Cat. $500 (2) $40 

2541 1890/94 Postage Dues with dull blue & brown lake simplified set to 5/- & later mix of ½d to 5/- (9) with 5d, 10d & 1/- 
having bluish green frame, others yellow green. All MLH with varying degrees of hinging from MVLH to remnant or 
sweated removal. Min total cat. £850+ (19) $180 

2542 1895/96 10d, 2/- & 5/- bicolour Postage Dues with CTO Melbourne strikes. ASC VD17w(Cat. $60), VD19w ($125) & 
VD20w ($200) (3) $50 

2543 1897 Diamond Jubilee & Hospital Charity Fund pair. MH with some uneven gum toning & tone spot on 1d, frontally 
fine. SG 353/54, Cat. £150 (2) $60 

2544 1897 ditto ovptd "Specimen". MLH. SG 353s/4s, Cat. £200 (2) $70 
2545 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund CTO pair with neat Toorak JY 17 00 cds's. 2d with light tone spot at top. Attractive pair 

with central cds's. SG 374/75, Cat. £350 (2) $120 
2546 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund MLH pair. 2d (2/-) val with hinge sweated off but frontally fine. SG 374/75, Cat. £425 $80 
2547 1901 £1 carmine-rose KEVII, perf 12½. CTO with Sismondo certificate. SG 399, Cat. £130 $75  

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  
2548 1949 (29th Mar) "Special Antarctic Mail 1949 Carried by H.M.A.S. Labuan (Formerly HMALST 3501) Lt-Comdr.        

GM Dixon DSC, RANVR and Posted from MACQUARIE ISLAND ANTARCTICA (1,000 Miles SE of Australia) Base    
at the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition" printed Arthur Bergen cover with "AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947", "H.M.A. SHIPS" & "Ships Office 29 MAR 1949 H.M.A. LABUAN 3501" 
cachets in mauve. 1d QEII & ½d kangaroo tied by ANARE Macquarie Is. cds's. Signed by Bergen on reverse. $50 

2549 1973 10c Killer Whale x 200 in 2 complete sheets of 100 with numbered gutters. Fresh MUH. The key stamp from set 
of 12. SG 28, Retail $500+ (200) $50 

2550 1979 (5th Feb) Silk illust cover carried on "Special Antarctic Charter Flight by Qantas Boeing 747B" with 20c AAT tied 
by Perth Airport cds (departure & return airport). Chartered by Garrity & Ford. Exc cond. AAMC 1857b $30 

2551 1981 1c Ships x 2400 & 2c Ships x 1200 plus 1987 2c Summer Afternoon x 800 all in complete MUH sheets of 100 in 
Mint Sheet Files plus odd 1983 Regional Wildlife & 1988 Environment strips. Total FV of $90. $30 

2552 2016 Ice Flowers M/S imperf pair with full colour bar across top & Sprintpak details under each design including the 
print date & time. MUH $30 

2553 2016 Ice Flowers imperforate & progress M/S's all in vertical pairs each with a different printing characteristic complete 
with Australia Post Cert of Authenticity. Limited to 250, this being 77. Fine MUH. Sold out quickly as AAT continues to 
grow in popularity. (8 imperf M/S's) $120 

2554 2018 AAT Crabeater Seal M/S's ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with logo & 2018 auction dates. MUH & CTO. (2) $30  
CHRISTMAS ISLAND  

2555 1963 (28th Aug) Pictorials set of 10 to $1 bird on WCS FDC's plus 1973 (4th June) Ships set of 16 on 4 x WCS FDC's 
& 1968/70 Fish set of 12 also on WCS covers. All with neat typed addresses. Retail $140+ (11) $30 

2556 1990 (6th-9th Dec) Birdpex & NZ 1990 Abbots Booby overprinted M/S FDC's with exhib cancels on Official covers. 
Exc cond. Retail $120 & rarely seen. (2) $30 

2557 1996 $4.50 booklet with Christmas Island 6798 Australia 26 JUN 1996 pmk on cover. Only 400 of these booklets were 
produced & made available on this date containing 10 of the 45¢ Fish defin. They were cancelled on the cover as sold 
over the counter, hence different dates can be found. Retail $250+ & sold Ace Auctions sale 24 for $130+BP. $100 

2558 2009 Year of the Ox & Hong Kong Int Stamp Exhib (No. 4063 of 6300) & 2010 Year of the Tiger & Beijing Stamp & 
Coin Expo (No. 1072 of 8000) SES sheets. Increasingly hard to find. MUH (2) $30 

2559 2010 "Year of the Tiger" Beijing Int Stamp & Coin Expo SES Lunar New Year SES sheets x 5. Rarely seen & a Ltd Ed 
in consecutive numbers. Fresh MUH. Retail $250. (5 sheets) $100 

2560 2016 Year of the Monkey M/S in colour on 24ct gold with raised print plus pair of encapsulated stamps with 
magnesium "signature" stamp foiling dies as used to apply gold. A luxury "Impressions" product limited to 200 & sold 
at $150. $50 

2561 2019 (11th-16th June) China World Stamp Exhibition Christmas Is Lunar New Year set of 6 M/S's each postmarked & 
numbered. Only 98 sets possible of which very few exist & total sell-out at show. This is a matching numbered set 
being "205" with green opening day & red closing day postmarks. Selling on Ebay at $350+ $80  

 
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS  

2562 1902 ⅒,,¼ & ½ rupee bank notes on thin white card each with G Clunies Ross printed signature & values in red. This 
early Cocos currency was the 4th generation of island money. VG cond. (3 notes) $75 

2563 1954 (5th Apr) 10c Singapore KGVI tied by bold "COCOS ISLAND" cds on 1953/54 Royal Visit illust "Three Arrows'' 
printed cover addressed locally. VG cond. $90 

2564 1954 (5th Apr) 50c Singapore KGVI pair tied by a neat upright "COCOS ISLAND" cds on airmail cover to London with 
"EIIR Royal Visit April 1954" cachet in violet at left. Addressed to London. VG cond. $100 

2565 1954 (Nov) plain cover addressed to Perak franked with Terengganu 2c orange pair tied by crisp, bold "COCOS 
ISLAND" cds. Very good cond. $50 

2566 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 all in blocks of 4 on 6 WCS FDC's with Gower address labels & b/s GPO 
Perth. VG cond. Retail $180+ (8) $40 

2567 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 on 2 WCS FDC's with typed addresses & b/s GPO Perth plus 1969 (9th July) 
Defins set of 12 to $1 & 1976 Ships also with neat typed addresses & on WCS covers. Retail $120+ (8) $30 

2568 1966 (14th Feb) 4c QEII red Lettersheet postmarked Cocos (Keeling) Islands cds on FDI & addressed to 
Southampton, England by h/s but sent under cover as unsealed. Exc cond & rarely seen. $30 

2569 1969 1c to $1 defins set of 12 in sealed Japanese Pres packs x 9. Exc cond & increasingly scarce. Retail $450 & 
useful for re-sale. (9 packs) $120 

2570 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation x 5 & NZ 1990 Auckland ovpt in red on 70c x 2. All fresh MUH. SG 228 & 230. 
Retails $440+ (7) $100 

2571 1996 $2 Surgeonfish miscut part sheet with 8 stamps interspersed with 2 traffic light gutters & one with sheet total 
"$100.00" imprint. An unusual Cocos error. MUH SG 343var.  $75 

 NEW GUINEA  



2572 1901 ½d to 1/- Lakatoi on thick paper. Good to fine used. SG 1/7, Cat. £185 (7) $80 
2573 1907 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi ovptd "Papua" in small print. Fine used with reasonable centering. SG 38/44, Cat. £255 (7) $150 
2574 1914/15 1d on 5pf green block of 10 (5x2) from setting 9 with 6mm Overprint Spacing on German New Guinea & "1" 

with straight top serif variety on vertical pair in 3rd row plus last units showing Stop after "R" almost omitted in "GRI". 
Cancelled by Stephansort cds’s, SG 2 &2c, Cat. £1,980++ $1,500 

2575 1919 9d (SG 112) & 5/- (SG 116) NWPI ovpts. MLH with both well centred, 5/- with couple of flat perfs. Cat. £74 (2) $30 
2576 1925 Huts to 10/- unused incl two 6d shades. Gum is weak or appears absent on some vals which is typical for this 

issue. Some short perfs at base of 10/-. SG 125/35, Cat. £200 (13) $40 
2577 1931 "Dated Birds" ovptd "AIR MAIL" to £1. Fresh MLH with 1d, 4d & 9d MUH. SG 163/76, Cat. £340 (14) $150 
2578 1931 "Dated Birds" to 2/- ovptd "OS". Fine MUH with only O40 MLH. SG O31/39 (10) $75 
2579 1931 BOP ovptd "OS" set to 5/-. Superb MUH with 6 being marginal. SG O31/41, Cat. £225 (11) $150 
2580 1932 1d to £1 BOP without dates. Part set from 1d to £1 missing 1½d, 3½d, 6d & 9d. MUH with £1 being bottom 

marginal. SG Cat. £250 (11) $120 
2581 1932/34 ½d to £1 BOP ovptd "AIR MAIL". Set of 16 fine used & well centred. SG 190/203, Cat. £275 (16) $120 
2582 1932/34 Airs ditto with set to £1, excl 10/-. MLH with some disturbed gum on low vals. SG 190/203, Cat. £155 (15) $80 
2583 1935 £2 bright violet Bulolo Goldfields Air. Fine used. SG 204, Cat. £140 $60 
2584 1939 £1 Bulolo Goldfields Air. MUH. SG 224, Cat. £140 + premium $60  

NEW GUINEA - NWPI  
2585 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (Mult. wmk) block of 30. Plate 4 with clichés 4L 1-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24, 25-30 & 4L 1, 

2, 3, 7, 8, 25, 26 & 28 with varieties. 9 MH & 21 MUH on annotated album page. $200 
2586 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (single wmk) vertical strip of 5 ovptd 4th setting. 2 MLH, 3 MUH with slight gum aging.  

4th setting on annotated album page. $40 
2587 1915/16 1d red KGV LMW with forged ovpt plus "One Penny" forged ovpts on 5d KGV & 1/- kangaroo ovptd with 

genuine NWPI types. All used, the 1d red with curved hairline top right, non-constant variety. (3) $30 
2588 1915 1st wmk ovpts on kangaroos for 3d, 6d, 1/- (vertical pair), 10/- & £1. Also 3rd wmk 2d, 3d, 9d & 2/-. All with good 

perfs & free of toning. Cat. £900+ (10) $250 
2589 1915 3d pale olive kangaroo, Die 1, 3rd wmk. MUH with gum tan line but well centered & frontally fresh. $40 
2590 1916 ½d Green KGV (Single wmk) block of 30 from electro 5, clichés 5L30-60. MUH with minor gum aging. Heavily 

inked overprint.  $80 
2591 1917 (14th Mar) 1d red KGV vertical "abc" strip of 3 & Kangaroo 2nd wmk 2d grey type "c" strip of 3 on Registered 

cover to London tied by "Kieta" cds's. "K34a" registration in red m/s with Sydney & arrival b/s's. A scarce franking. $200 
2592 1918 1d on 5d brown KGV with NWPI type “a” ovpt tied to piece by Rabaul cds. SG 100, Cat. £100 $50  

NAURU  
2593 1916 2/6d brown, 5/- bright carmine & 10/- pale blue DLR Seahorses ovptd "NAURU". MVLH wood centering & perfs. 

SG 21/23, Cat. £420 (3) $320 
2594 1924/48 ½d to 10/- set of 14 on rough surfaced greyish paper. Minute thin on 5/- & short perfs on 2/6d otherwise MLH 

with reasonable centering. SG 26A/39A, Cat. £225 $75 
2595 1937/48 ½d to 10/- ships set of 15 on shiny white paper with both ½d perfs. MUH/MLH with good centering. SG 

26B/39B, Cat. £200 (15) $80  
NORFOLK ISLAND  

2596 1947 1½d emerald green By Authority imprint corner block of 4 on green tinted paper with normal for comparison.   
The characteristic light green tinged selvedge confirms this rarity. Fresh MUH/MLH. Similar block sold by Melbourne 
auction house for $2250 with 2 units MLH & thin in 2011. SG 3evar. $450 

2597 1956 ½d to 2d Ball Bay white paper set of 4. ½d & 1d MLH with 1½d & 2d fresh MUH. SG 1a/4a, retail $195 (4) $50 
2598 1960 (29th Aug) 2/8d on 7½d surcharge on unaddressed FDC plus 1962 Fish set of 6 on individual WCS FDC's & 

1977 Butterflies set of 17 also on WCS FDC's with neat typed addresses. Total retail $100+ (12) $30  
PAPUA  

2599 1910 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi. MUH with reasonable centering. Some gum aging. SG 75/82, Cat. £110 (8) $75 
2600 1916 ½d to 10/- Lakatoi fine used set of 13 with reasonable centering. SG 93/105, Cat. £300 (13) $120 
2601 1916/31 3d black & bright blue green Lakatoi part sheet of 35 with selvedge.  Stamps MUH & hinged on selvedge.  SG 

98, Cat. £150+ $40 
2602 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi set of 12 ovptd "OS". MUH & well centred. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $90 
2603 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d ditto with some gum aging. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $50 
2604 1932 £1 Delta house with bottom part imprint selvedge. MVLH. SG 145, Cat. £275 $90 
2605 1932 Defin set of 16 to £1 House. 12 MUH incl £1 & 4 MVLH with majority well centered. Some gum aging.                   

SG. 130/145, Cat £550 (16) $270 
2606 1934 50th Anniv of Declaration of British Protectorate set of 4 in corner blocks of 4 with selvedge. MUH & well 

centered.   SG 146/49, Cat. £64 $30 
2607 1935 (Feb) Inwards flown cover from Great Britain franked with perfined 4d strip of 3 and 1½d KGV pair paying 1/3d 

½oz rate. Sydney 15.3.35 b/s with framed ‘‘WHITTEN BROS LTD SAMARAI 22 MAR 1935/ENTD…" cachet in black 
on front. Unusual. $180  

PAPUA NEW GUINEA  
2608 1973 Interpex booklet with orange & black cover. This was the Port Moresby printing of 1000 to fill standing order 

customer accounts with lower left corner of stamp image on front cover just touching the black of the flag. SG SB5a, 
Cat. £120 $50 

2609 1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued stamps 
are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps were printed 
by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the 
"t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+ $150 

2610 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40, retails $425. (11) $90 
  

  
   
   
 GREAT BRITAIN  

2539 1890 OHMS "Parliamentary Papers" wrapper from Melbourne to Free Library, Maryborough with "The Treasurer          
of Victoria" frank stamp & Melbourne duplex & "Hexham Abbey" colour postcard with 1d QV tied by bold complete 
"Melbourne 22 AM 4.30 18.8.06" cds plus 1907 (15th July) " Registered Melbourne" cds on piece with Victoria            
2d QV x 3 tied by "R" in circle cancels. All in good cond. (3 items) $30 

2540 1890/94 & 1895/96 10d Postage Dues with flaw left of "1" on each. Both with toned 50% o.g but frontally fresh.      
ACSC VD7 & VD17d, Cat. $500 (2) $40 

2541 1890/94 Postage Dues with dull blue & brown lake simplified set to 5/- & later mix of ½d to 5/- (9) with 5d, 10d & 1/- 
having bluish green frame, others yellow green. All MLH with varying degrees of hinging from MVLH to remnant or 
sweated removal. Min total cat. £850+ (19) $180 

2542 1895/96 10d, 2/- & 5/- bicolour Postage Dues with CTO Melbourne strikes. ASC VD17w(Cat. $60), VD19w ($125) & 
VD20w ($200) (3) $50 

2543 1897 Diamond Jubilee & Hospital Charity Fund pair. MH with some uneven gum toning & tone spot on 1d, frontally 
fine. SG 353/54, Cat. £150 (2) $60 

2544 1897 ditto ovptd "Specimen". MLH. SG 353s/4s, Cat. £200 (2) $70 
2545 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund CTO pair with neat Toorak JY 17 00 cds's. 2d with light tone spot at top. Attractive pair 

with central cds's. SG 374/75, Cat. £350 (2) $120 
2546 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund MLH pair. 2d (2/-) val with hinge sweated off but frontally fine. SG 374/75, Cat. £425 $80 
2547 1901 £1 carmine-rose KEVII, perf 12½. CTO with Sismondo certificate. SG 399, Cat. £130 $75  

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  
2548 1949 (29th Mar) "Special Antarctic Mail 1949 Carried by H.M.A.S. Labuan (Formerly HMALST 3501) Lt-Comdr.        

GM Dixon DSC, RANVR and Posted from MACQUARIE ISLAND ANTARCTICA (1,000 Miles SE of Australia) Base    
at the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition" printed Arthur Bergen cover with "AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947", "H.M.A. SHIPS" & "Ships Office 29 MAR 1949 H.M.A. LABUAN 3501" 
cachets in mauve. 1d QEII & ½d kangaroo tied by ANARE Macquarie Is. cds's. Signed by Bergen on reverse. $50 

2549 1973 10c Killer Whale x 200 in 2 complete sheets of 100 with numbered gutters. Fresh MUH. The key stamp from set 
of 12. SG 28, Retail $500+ (200) $50 

2550 1979 (5th Feb) Silk illust cover carried on "Special Antarctic Charter Flight by Qantas Boeing 747B" with 20c AAT tied 
by Perth Airport cds (departure & return airport). Chartered by Garrity & Ford. Exc cond. AAMC 1857b $30 

2551 1981 1c Ships x 2400 & 2c Ships x 1200 plus 1987 2c Summer Afternoon x 800 all in complete MUH sheets of 100 in 
Mint Sheet Files plus odd 1983 Regional Wildlife & 1988 Environment strips. Total FV of $90. $30 

2552 2016 Ice Flowers M/S imperf pair with full colour bar across top & Sprintpak details under each design including the 
print date & time. MUH $30 

2553 2016 Ice Flowers imperforate & progress M/S's all in vertical pairs each with a different printing characteristic complete 
with Australia Post Cert of Authenticity. Limited to 250, this being 77. Fine MUH. Sold out quickly as AAT continues to 
grow in popularity. (8 imperf M/S's) $120 

2554 2018 AAT Crabeater Seal M/S's ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with logo & 2018 auction dates. MUH & CTO. (2) $30  
CHRISTMAS ISLAND  

2555 1963 (28th Aug) Pictorials set of 10 to $1 bird on WCS FDC's plus 1973 (4th June) Ships set of 16 on 4 x WCS FDC's 
& 1968/70 Fish set of 12 also on WCS covers. All with neat typed addresses. Retail $140+ (11) $30 

2556 1990 (6th-9th Dec) Birdpex & NZ 1990 Abbots Booby overprinted M/S FDC's with exhib cancels on Official covers. 
Exc cond. Retail $120 & rarely seen. (2) $30 

2557 1996 $4.50 booklet with Christmas Island 6798 Australia 26 JUN 1996 pmk on cover. Only 400 of these booklets were 
produced & made available on this date containing 10 of the 45¢ Fish defin. They were cancelled on the cover as sold 
over the counter, hence different dates can be found. Retail $250+ & sold Ace Auctions sale 24 for $130+BP. $100 

2558 2009 Year of the Ox & Hong Kong Int Stamp Exhib (No. 4063 of 6300) & 2010 Year of the Tiger & Beijing Stamp & 
Coin Expo (No. 1072 of 8000) SES sheets. Increasingly hard to find. MUH (2) $30 

2559 2010 "Year of the Tiger" Beijing Int Stamp & Coin Expo SES Lunar New Year SES sheets x 5. Rarely seen & a Ltd Ed 
in consecutive numbers. Fresh MUH. Retail $250. (5 sheets) $100 

2560 2016 Year of the Monkey M/S in colour on 24ct gold with raised print plus pair of encapsulated stamps with 
magnesium "signature" stamp foiling dies as used to apply gold. A luxury "Impressions" product limited to 200 & sold 
at $150. $50 

2561 2019 (11th-16th June) China World Stamp Exhibition Christmas Is Lunar New Year set of 6 M/S's each postmarked & 
numbered. Only 98 sets possible of which very few exist & total sell-out at show. This is a matching numbered set 
being "205" with green opening day & red closing day postmarks. Selling on Ebay at $350+ $80  

 
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS  

2562 1902 ⅒,,¼ & ½ rupee bank notes on thin white card each with G Clunies Ross printed signature & values in red. This 
early Cocos currency was the 4th generation of island money. VG cond. (3 notes) $75 

2563 1954 (5th Apr) 10c Singapore KGVI tied by bold "COCOS ISLAND" cds on 1953/54 Royal Visit illust "Three Arrows'' 
printed cover addressed locally. VG cond. $90 

2564 1954 (5th Apr) 50c Singapore KGVI pair tied by a neat upright "COCOS ISLAND" cds on airmail cover to London with 
"EIIR Royal Visit April 1954" cachet in violet at left. Addressed to London. VG cond. $100 

2565 1954 (Nov) plain cover addressed to Perak franked with Terengganu 2c orange pair tied by crisp, bold "COCOS 
ISLAND" cds. Very good cond. $50 

2566 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 all in blocks of 4 on 6 WCS FDC's with Gower address labels & b/s GPO 
Perth. VG cond. Retail $180+ (8) $40 

2567 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 on 2 WCS FDC's with typed addresses & b/s GPO Perth plus 1969 (9th July) 
Defins set of 12 to $1 & 1976 Ships also with neat typed addresses & on WCS covers. Retail $120+ (8) $30 

2568 1966 (14th Feb) 4c QEII red Lettersheet postmarked Cocos (Keeling) Islands cds on FDI & addressed to 
Southampton, England by h/s but sent under cover as unsealed. Exc cond & rarely seen. $30 

2569 1969 1c to $1 defins set of 12 in sealed Japanese Pres packs x 9. Exc cond & increasingly scarce. Retail $450 & 
useful for re-sale. (9 packs) $120 

2570 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation x 5 & NZ 1990 Auckland ovpt in red on 70c x 2. All fresh MUH. SG 228 & 230. 
Retails $440+ (7) $100 

2571 1996 $2 Surgeonfish miscut part sheet with 8 stamps interspersed with 2 traffic light gutters & one with sheet total 
"$100.00" imprint. An unusual Cocos error. MUH SG 343var.  $75 

 NEW GUINEA  



2572 1901 ½d to 1/- Lakatoi on thick paper. Good to fine used. SG 1/7, Cat. £185 (7) $80 
2573 1907 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi ovptd "Papua" in small print. Fine used with reasonable centering. SG 38/44, Cat. £255 (7) $150 
2574 1914/15 1d on 5pf green block of 10 (5x2) from setting 9 with 6mm Overprint Spacing on German New Guinea & "1" 

with straight top serif variety on vertical pair in 3rd row plus last units showing Stop after "R" almost omitted in "GRI". 
Cancelled by Stephansort cds’s, SG 2 &2c, Cat. £1,980++ $1,500 

2575 1919 9d (SG 112) & 5/- (SG 116) NWPI ovpts. MLH with both well centred, 5/- with couple of flat perfs. Cat. £74 (2) $30 
2576 1925 Huts to 10/- unused incl two 6d shades. Gum is weak or appears absent on some vals which is typical for this 

issue. Some short perfs at base of 10/-. SG 125/35, Cat. £200 (13) $40 
2577 1931 "Dated Birds" ovptd "AIR MAIL" to £1. Fresh MLH with 1d, 4d & 9d MUH. SG 163/76, Cat. £340 (14) $150 
2578 1931 "Dated Birds" to 2/- ovptd "OS". Fine MUH with only O40 MLH. SG O31/39 (10) $75 
2579 1931 BOP ovptd "OS" set to 5/-. Superb MUH with 6 being marginal. SG O31/41, Cat. £225 (11) $150 
2580 1932 1d to £1 BOP without dates. Part set from 1d to £1 missing 1½d, 3½d, 6d & 9d. MUH with £1 being bottom 

marginal. SG Cat. £250 (11) $120 
2581 1932/34 ½d to £1 BOP ovptd "AIR MAIL". Set of 16 fine used & well centred. SG 190/203, Cat. £275 (16) $120 
2582 1932/34 Airs ditto with set to £1, excl 10/-. MLH with some disturbed gum on low vals. SG 190/203, Cat. £155 (15) $80 
2583 1935 £2 bright violet Bulolo Goldfields Air. Fine used. SG 204, Cat. £140 $60 
2584 1939 £1 Bulolo Goldfields Air. MUH. SG 224, Cat. £140 + premium $60  

NEW GUINEA - NWPI  
2585 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (Mult. wmk) block of 30. Plate 4 with clichés 4L 1-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24, 25-30 & 4L 1, 

2, 3, 7, 8, 25, 26 & 28 with varieties. 9 MH & 21 MUH on annotated album page. $200 
2586 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (single wmk) vertical strip of 5 ovptd 4th setting. 2 MLH, 3 MUH with slight gum aging.  

4th setting on annotated album page. $40 
2587 1915/16 1d red KGV LMW with forged ovpt plus "One Penny" forged ovpts on 5d KGV & 1/- kangaroo ovptd with 

genuine NWPI types. All used, the 1d red with curved hairline top right, non-constant variety. (3) $30 
2588 1915 1st wmk ovpts on kangaroos for 3d, 6d, 1/- (vertical pair), 10/- & £1. Also 3rd wmk 2d, 3d, 9d & 2/-. All with good 

perfs & free of toning. Cat. £900+ (10) $250 
2589 1915 3d pale olive kangaroo, Die 1, 3rd wmk. MUH with gum tan line but well centered & frontally fresh. $40 
2590 1916 ½d Green KGV (Single wmk) block of 30 from electro 5, clichés 5L30-60. MUH with minor gum aging. Heavily 

inked overprint.  $80 
2591 1917 (14th Mar) 1d red KGV vertical "abc" strip of 3 & Kangaroo 2nd wmk 2d grey type "c" strip of 3 on Registered 

cover to London tied by "Kieta" cds's. "K34a" registration in red m/s with Sydney & arrival b/s's. A scarce franking. $200 
2592 1918 1d on 5d brown KGV with NWPI type “a” ovpt tied to piece by Rabaul cds. SG 100, Cat. £100 $50  

NAURU  
2593 1916 2/6d brown, 5/- bright carmine & 10/- pale blue DLR Seahorses ovptd "NAURU". MVLH wood centering & perfs. 

SG 21/23, Cat. £420 (3) $320 
2594 1924/48 ½d to 10/- set of 14 on rough surfaced greyish paper. Minute thin on 5/- & short perfs on 2/6d otherwise MLH 

with reasonable centering. SG 26A/39A, Cat. £225 $75 
2595 1937/48 ½d to 10/- ships set of 15 on shiny white paper with both ½d perfs. MUH/MLH with good centering. SG 

26B/39B, Cat. £200 (15) $80  
NORFOLK ISLAND  

2596 1947 1½d emerald green By Authority imprint corner block of 4 on green tinted paper with normal for comparison.   
The characteristic light green tinged selvedge confirms this rarity. Fresh MUH/MLH. Similar block sold by Melbourne 
auction house for $2250 with 2 units MLH & thin in 2011. SG 3evar. $450 

2597 1956 ½d to 2d Ball Bay white paper set of 4. ½d & 1d MLH with 1½d & 2d fresh MUH. SG 1a/4a, retail $195 (4) $50 
2598 1960 (29th Aug) 2/8d on 7½d surcharge on unaddressed FDC plus 1962 Fish set of 6 on individual WCS FDC's & 

1977 Butterflies set of 17 also on WCS FDC's with neat typed addresses. Total retail $100+ (12) $30  
PAPUA  

2599 1910 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi. MUH with reasonable centering. Some gum aging. SG 75/82, Cat. £110 (8) $75 
2600 1916 ½d to 10/- Lakatoi fine used set of 13 with reasonable centering. SG 93/105, Cat. £300 (13) $120 
2601 1916/31 3d black & bright blue green Lakatoi part sheet of 35 with selvedge.  Stamps MUH & hinged on selvedge.  SG 

98, Cat. £150+ $40 
2602 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi set of 12 ovptd "OS". MUH & well centred. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $90 
2603 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d ditto with some gum aging. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $50 
2604 1932 £1 Delta house with bottom part imprint selvedge. MVLH. SG 145, Cat. £275 $90 
2605 1932 Defin set of 16 to £1 House. 12 MUH incl £1 & 4 MVLH with majority well centered. Some gum aging.                   

SG. 130/145, Cat £550 (16) $270 
2606 1934 50th Anniv of Declaration of British Protectorate set of 4 in corner blocks of 4 with selvedge. MUH & well 

centered.   SG 146/49, Cat. £64 $30 
2607 1935 (Feb) Inwards flown cover from Great Britain franked with perfined 4d strip of 3 and 1½d KGV pair paying 1/3d 

½oz rate. Sydney 15.3.35 b/s with framed ‘‘WHITTEN BROS LTD SAMARAI 22 MAR 1935/ENTD…" cachet in black 
on front. Unusual. $180  

PAPUA NEW GUINEA  
2608 1973 Interpex booklet with orange & black cover. This was the Port Moresby printing of 1000 to fill standing order 

customer accounts with lower left corner of stamp image on front cover just touching the black of the flag. SG SB5a, 
Cat. £120 $50 

2609 1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued stamps 
are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps were printed 
by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the 
"t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+ $150 

2610 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40, retails $425. (11) $90 
  

  
   
   
 GREAT BRITAIN  

2539 1890 OHMS "Parliamentary Papers" wrapper from Melbourne to Free Library, Maryborough with "The Treasurer          
of Victoria" frank stamp & Melbourne duplex & "Hexham Abbey" colour postcard with 1d QV tied by bold complete 
"Melbourne 22 AM 4.30 18.8.06" cds plus 1907 (15th July) " Registered Melbourne" cds on piece with Victoria            
2d QV x 3 tied by "R" in circle cancels. All in good cond. (3 items) $30 

2540 1890/94 & 1895/96 10d Postage Dues with flaw left of "1" on each. Both with toned 50% o.g but frontally fresh.      
ACSC VD7 & VD17d, Cat. $500 (2) $40 

2541 1890/94 Postage Dues with dull blue & brown lake simplified set to 5/- & later mix of ½d to 5/- (9) with 5d, 10d & 1/- 
having bluish green frame, others yellow green. All MLH with varying degrees of hinging from MVLH to remnant or 
sweated removal. Min total cat. £850+ (19) $180 

2542 1895/96 10d, 2/- & 5/- bicolour Postage Dues with CTO Melbourne strikes. ASC VD17w(Cat. $60), VD19w ($125) & 
VD20w ($200) (3) $50 

2543 1897 Diamond Jubilee & Hospital Charity Fund pair. MH with some uneven gum toning & tone spot on 1d, frontally 
fine. SG 353/54, Cat. £150 (2) $60 

2544 1897 ditto ovptd "Specimen". MLH. SG 353s/4s, Cat. £200 (2) $70 
2545 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund CTO pair with neat Toorak JY 17 00 cds's. 2d with light tone spot at top. Attractive pair 

with central cds's. SG 374/75, Cat. £350 (2) $120 
2546 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund MLH pair. 2d (2/-) val with hinge sweated off but frontally fine. SG 374/75, Cat. £425 $80 
2547 1901 £1 carmine-rose KEVII, perf 12½. CTO with Sismondo certificate. SG 399, Cat. £130 $75  

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  
2548 1949 (29th Mar) "Special Antarctic Mail 1949 Carried by H.M.A.S. Labuan (Formerly HMALST 3501) Lt-Comdr.        

GM Dixon DSC, RANVR and Posted from MACQUARIE ISLAND ANTARCTICA (1,000 Miles SE of Australia) Base    
at the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition" printed Arthur Bergen cover with "AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION 1947", "H.M.A. SHIPS" & "Ships Office 29 MAR 1949 H.M.A. LABUAN 3501" 
cachets in mauve. 1d QEII & ½d kangaroo tied by ANARE Macquarie Is. cds's. Signed by Bergen on reverse. $50 

2549 1973 10c Killer Whale x 200 in 2 complete sheets of 100 with numbered gutters. Fresh MUH. The key stamp from set 
of 12. SG 28, Retail $500+ (200) $50 

2550 1979 (5th Feb) Silk illust cover carried on "Special Antarctic Charter Flight by Qantas Boeing 747B" with 20c AAT tied 
by Perth Airport cds (departure & return airport). Chartered by Garrity & Ford. Exc cond. AAMC 1857b $30 

2551 1981 1c Ships x 2400 & 2c Ships x 1200 plus 1987 2c Summer Afternoon x 800 all in complete MUH sheets of 100 in 
Mint Sheet Files plus odd 1983 Regional Wildlife & 1988 Environment strips. Total FV of $90. $30 

2552 2016 Ice Flowers M/S imperf pair with full colour bar across top & Sprintpak details under each design including the 
print date & time. MUH $30 

2553 2016 Ice Flowers imperforate & progress M/S's all in vertical pairs each with a different printing characteristic complete 
with Australia Post Cert of Authenticity. Limited to 250, this being 77. Fine MUH. Sold out quickly as AAT continues to 
grow in popularity. (8 imperf M/S's) $120 

2554 2018 AAT Crabeater Seal M/S's ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with logo & 2018 auction dates. MUH & CTO. (2) $30  
CHRISTMAS ISLAND  

2555 1963 (28th Aug) Pictorials set of 10 to $1 bird on WCS FDC's plus 1973 (4th June) Ships set of 16 on 4 x WCS FDC's 
& 1968/70 Fish set of 12 also on WCS covers. All with neat typed addresses. Retail $140+ (11) $30 

2556 1990 (6th-9th Dec) Birdpex & NZ 1990 Abbots Booby overprinted M/S FDC's with exhib cancels on Official covers. 
Exc cond. Retail $120 & rarely seen. (2) $30 

2557 1996 $4.50 booklet with Christmas Island 6798 Australia 26 JUN 1996 pmk on cover. Only 400 of these booklets were 
produced & made available on this date containing 10 of the 45¢ Fish defin. They were cancelled on the cover as sold 
over the counter, hence different dates can be found. Retail $250+ & sold Ace Auctions sale 24 for $130+BP. $100 

2558 2009 Year of the Ox & Hong Kong Int Stamp Exhib (No. 4063 of 6300) & 2010 Year of the Tiger & Beijing Stamp & 
Coin Expo (No. 1072 of 8000) SES sheets. Increasingly hard to find. MUH (2) $30 

2559 2010 "Year of the Tiger" Beijing Int Stamp & Coin Expo SES Lunar New Year SES sheets x 5. Rarely seen & a Ltd Ed 
in consecutive numbers. Fresh MUH. Retail $250. (5 sheets) $100 

2560 2016 Year of the Monkey M/S in colour on 24ct gold with raised print plus pair of encapsulated stamps with 
magnesium "signature" stamp foiling dies as used to apply gold. A luxury "Impressions" product limited to 200 & sold 
at $150. $50 

2561 2019 (11th-16th June) China World Stamp Exhibition Christmas Is Lunar New Year set of 6 M/S's each postmarked & 
numbered. Only 98 sets possible of which very few exist & total sell-out at show. This is a matching numbered set 
being "205" with green opening day & red closing day postmarks. Selling on Ebay at $350+ $80  

 
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS  

2562 1902 ⅒,,¼ & ½ rupee bank notes on thin white card each with G Clunies Ross printed signature & values in red. This 
early Cocos currency was the 4th generation of island money. VG cond. (3 notes) $75 

2563 1954 (5th Apr) 10c Singapore KGVI tied by bold "COCOS ISLAND" cds on 1953/54 Royal Visit illust "Three Arrows'' 
printed cover addressed locally. VG cond. $90 

2564 1954 (5th Apr) 50c Singapore KGVI pair tied by a neat upright "COCOS ISLAND" cds on airmail cover to London with 
"EIIR Royal Visit April 1954" cachet in violet at left. Addressed to London. VG cond. $100 

2565 1954 (Nov) plain cover addressed to Perak franked with Terengganu 2c orange pair tied by crisp, bold "COCOS 
ISLAND" cds. Very good cond. $50 

2566 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 all in blocks of 4 on 6 WCS FDC's with Gower address labels & b/s GPO 
Perth. VG cond. Retail $180+ (8) $40 

2567 1963 (11th June) Defins to 2/3d set of 6 on 2 WCS FDC's with typed addresses & b/s GPO Perth plus 1969 (9th July) 
Defins set of 12 to $1 & 1976 Ships also with neat typed addresses & on WCS covers. Retail $120+ (8) $30 

2568 1966 (14th Feb) 4c QEII red Lettersheet postmarked Cocos (Keeling) Islands cds on FDI & addressed to 
Southampton, England by h/s but sent under cover as unsealed. Exc cond & rarely seen. $30 

2569 1969 1c to $1 defins set of 12 in sealed Japanese Pres packs x 9. Exc cond & increasingly scarce. Retail $450 & 
useful for re-sale. (9 packs) $120 

2570 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation x 5 & NZ 1990 Auckland ovpt in red on 70c x 2. All fresh MUH. SG 228 & 230. 
Retails $440+ (7) $100 

2571 1996 $2 Surgeonfish miscut part sheet with 8 stamps interspersed with 2 traffic light gutters & one with sheet total 
"$100.00" imprint. An unusual Cocos error. MUH SG 343var.  $75 

 NEW GUINEA  2611 1758 outers x 2 both similarly addressed to "Mr Thomas Baille writer to his majesty's signet Edinburgh" & "Free I. Duff" 
at lower left. One enclosure details legal matters on paper wmkd L.V. Gerrivink. Notable for the copperplate writing on 
both outers & the enclosure. (2) $50 

2612 1840 1d intense black, plate 1b, with touching to large even margins tied to Ayr addressed entire by smudged red 
Maltese Cross.  Lettered KH with Beith NO 4 1840 transit mark in red on reverse. SG 1, pl. 1b, Cat. £750  $200 

2613 1840 1d black fine used by crisp Maltese Cross in black. Good to large even margins. Lettered EA". SG2, Cat. £525 $120 
2614 1840 1d black used with red Maltese Cross cancel. 3 clear margins, just touching at right. Lettered BJ. Attractive 

example. SG 2, Cat. £375 $100 
2615 1840 1d black with indistinct red Maltese Cross. Jumbo margins on all sides. Slight thinning top right hardly detracts. 

SG2, Cat. £375 $90 
2616 1840 1d black, plate 2, with 4 good to large margins lettered TB tied to entire by bold red Maltese Cross cancel from 

Leamington to Ireland. Neat Leamington SE 7 1840 plus "1E SE 8 40" boxed square cancel in red b/s's. Attractive use. 
SG 2, pl 2, Cat. £750 $200 

2617 1840 1d black, plate 5, with just touching to enormous margins tied to Edinburgh addressed outer by greyish brown 
Maltese Cross.  Clear "PAID P.PANS" (Preston Pans) cancel on reverse & OCT 1840 transit mark. Lettered EL.       
SG 2, pl. 5, Cat. £775  $200 

2618 1840 1d blacks x 5 with a fresh 4 margin example with light red Maltese Cross pmk, a 3 margin with black m/c & 
another with red m/c. Also a no margin example but neat red m/c plus a 4 margin but thinned at base. SG 2, Cat. 
£1875 (5) $180 

2619 1840 1d grey-black with 4 clear margins tied to cover addressed to Camden Town by red Maltese Cross cancel.     
Neat Frome JY 18 1840 b/s plus "PD JY 20 1840 10FN" cancel in red. "Too Late" in m/s top left. Lettered LC. Most 
attractive & excellent example of worn plate. SG 3, Cat. £750 $220 

2620 1840 1d grey-black, plate 6, with just touching on 2 corners to clear margins lightly cancelled by red Maltese Cross 
Kendal addressed wrapper. Lettered LD with Kirby Lonsdale transit FE 4 1841 cds in red on reverse. A clear example 
of the worn plate. SG 3, pl. 6, Cat. £775  $220 

2621 1840 2d blue fine used with bold red Maltese Cross. 4 clear margins, close at top. Lettered EC. SG 5, Cat. £1000 $200 
2622 1840 2d pale blue, plate 6 with 4 margins (close at right). Slightly smudged intense red Maltese Cross cancel. Lettered 

AI. SG 6, Cat. £1000 $75 
2623 1841 2d blue horizontal imperf pair with broad margins except at top right where it has just touched. F/U with lightly 

struck barred numeral in black. Lettered HI/HJ. SG 13, Cat. £200 plus premium for multiple. $75 
2624 1841 2d blue imperf with 4 margins, close at left on piece tied by BN "460" & showing leap year "FE 29 1843" with 

neighbouring Maidstone cds at left overstriking crowned "29 FE 29" in red. SG 14, Cat. £90 (£350 on cover) $40 
2625 1841 2d blue imperf with white lines on entire pmkd 6 June 1846 with four good margins. SG 14, Cat. £350 $90 
2626 1854/57 1d red "stars" QV perfd. Reconstructed sheet with letters "AA" to "TL" (240) complete used mounted on 

leaves. Mostly good to fine used with barred numeral strikes. (240) $50 
2627 1854/57 1d red brown, perf 16, small crown wmk on blued paper. Fine MLH with part o.g. SG 17, Cat. £350 $80 
2628 1854/57 2d blue QV, small crown wmk, perf 16. Paper does not appear blued when viewed from front but has        

blue tinge from back. Fine used with two partial barred numeral strikes in black. SG 19, Cat. £100 (if not blued it is            
SG 36a, Cat. £375) $40 

2629 1847/54 6d purple embossed. Fine used with upright barred numeral "7" cancel. Margins just clear to touching on all 
sides. SG 60, Cat. £1000 $90 

2630 1855/57 4d carmine, small garter wmk in 2 shades SG 62 & 62a plus large garter wmk example (SG 66a) with pulled 
perf at top. All used. Total Cat. £990 (3) $80 

2631 1858/79 1d reds complete plate number used collection mounted on leaves (excl 77). Plate 225 has a blunt corner 
whilst all others are good to fine used in much better condition overall than usually found. Cat. £2100+ (151) $300 

2632 1867 9d straw, plate 4 QV. Superb used with crisp steel cds. Lovely fresh colour, hard to find better.                            
SG 110 Cat. £325 + 75% premium $120 

2633 1869 (5th Jan) Entire with 6d lilac QV tied by superb "498" numeral cancel with Manchester Paid cds in red, "PAID" 
boxed cachet in blue & "AUS ENGLAND PER AACHEN FRANCO" cds in blue. Addressed to Vienna with Wein arrival 
cancel dated 8 1 69 next to London JA 6 69 transit cds in red. A lovely example in very good cond. SG 104 Cat. £200+ $70 

2634 1873 6d grey Pl. 12 fine used with stunning bold, crisp "625" oval numeral cancel. Enhanced by being a wing margin 
example. Fresh colour. SG 125, Cat. £300+ $40 

2635 1872/73 6d buff, plate 11 fine used with Ormskirk cds (Cat. £125+) plus 1873/80 3d plate 11 unused without gum.        
SG 143, Cat. £450 as mint. $75 

2636 1873/80 3d rose, plate 18 wing margin example. MH with paper hinge remnant & small surface thins at top left & perfs 
cut off wing margin. Useful spacefiller at this reserve. SG 144, Cat. £525 $30 

2637 1875 (31st Jan) small mourning cover addressed to "The Prince of Wales, Palais Royal, Bruxelles". The then Prince of 
Wales was Albert, Edward, the first son of QV who later ascended to the throne as King of England (1901-1910). 3d 
rose, plate 16 (SG 144) tied by Lynn duplex No 485 which suggests it may have been sent from Sandringham Castle 
or nearby. However, there is no evidence as to the identity of the sender. A rare survivor of exhibition importance. $1,200 

2638 1880 2½d blue QV, plate 20. Fine used with neat "C" (Constantinople) cancel. Perfectly centered with good colour & 
perfs. SG 142, Cat. £55+ $30 

2639 1883/84 2/6d lilac used (SG 178), 2/6d deep lilac used but trimmed perfs at left (SG179) & 5/- shades (SG 180/81), 
good used. Total Cat. £885 (4) $70 

2640 1883 5/- rose on white paper. Superb used with "socked on the nose" Witham cds of 1900. Stunning.                           
SG 180 Cat. £250 + 50% premium $100 

2641 1883 10/- ultramarine QV fine used but light surface rub at top. SG 183, Cat. £525 $40 
2642 1884 £1 brown lilac, three Imperial Crowns wmk good to fine used with indistinct Registered oval cancel. A couple of 

slightly short perfs but not detracting from good colour with only a single cancel leaving a reasonably clear profile.         
SG 185, Cat. £3000 $700 

2643 1883 6d dull green with good colour as still partially on piece. Part Leamington Spa cds. SG 194, Cat. £240+ $40 
2644 1902 2/6d dull purple used with a couple of shortish perfs at base (SG 262), 5/- fine used with London hooded cancel 

(SG 263) & 10/- ultramarine fine used with registered proving cancel of 1904 (SG 265). Total Cat. £900 (3) $120 
2645 1902 2/6d lilac KEVII, DLR printing. Superb used with full bold Central Telegraph Office MY 12 02 cds. Still on original 

paper hence rich original colour. Most attractive. SG 260, Cat. £150+ $50 
2646 1902/10 £1 dull blue-green KEVII good to fine used by two strikes of "London 5PM NO 21 02" cds's. A couple of split 

perfs at top otherwise fine with strong colour & well centered. SG 266, Cat. £825 $150 

2572 1901 ½d to 1/- Lakatoi on thick paper. Good to fine used. SG 1/7, Cat. £185 (7) $80 
2573 1907 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi ovptd "Papua" in small print. Fine used with reasonable centering. SG 38/44, Cat. £255 (7) $150 
2574 1914/15 1d on 5pf green block of 10 (5x2) from setting 9 with 6mm Overprint Spacing on German New Guinea & "1" 

with straight top serif variety on vertical pair in 3rd row plus last units showing Stop after "R" almost omitted in "GRI". 
Cancelled by Stephansort cds’s, SG 2 &2c, Cat. £1,980++ $1,500 

2575 1919 9d (SG 112) & 5/- (SG 116) NWPI ovpts. MLH with both well centred, 5/- with couple of flat perfs. Cat. £74 (2) $30 
2576 1925 Huts to 10/- unused incl two 6d shades. Gum is weak or appears absent on some vals which is typical for this 

issue. Some short perfs at base of 10/-. SG 125/35, Cat. £200 (13) $40 
2577 1931 "Dated Birds" ovptd "AIR MAIL" to £1. Fresh MLH with 1d, 4d & 9d MUH. SG 163/76, Cat. £340 (14) $150 
2578 1931 "Dated Birds" to 2/- ovptd "OS". Fine MUH with only O40 MLH. SG O31/39 (10) $75 
2579 1931 BOP ovptd "OS" set to 5/-. Superb MUH with 6 being marginal. SG O31/41, Cat. £225 (11) $150 
2580 1932 1d to £1 BOP without dates. Part set from 1d to £1 missing 1½d, 3½d, 6d & 9d. MUH with £1 being bottom 

marginal. SG Cat. £250 (11) $120 
2581 1932/34 ½d to £1 BOP ovptd "AIR MAIL". Set of 16 fine used & well centred. SG 190/203, Cat. £275 (16) $120 
2582 1932/34 Airs ditto with set to £1, excl 10/-. MLH with some disturbed gum on low vals. SG 190/203, Cat. £155 (15) $80 
2583 1935 £2 bright violet Bulolo Goldfields Air. Fine used. SG 204, Cat. £140 $60 
2584 1939 £1 Bulolo Goldfields Air. MUH. SG 224, Cat. £140 + premium $60  

NEW GUINEA - NWPI  
2585 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (Mult. wmk) block of 30. Plate 4 with clichés 4L 1-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-24, 25-30 & 4L 1, 

2, 3, 7, 8, 25, 26 & 28 with varieties. 9 MH & 21 MUH on annotated album page. $200 
2586 1915/16 ½d bluish-green KGV (single wmk) vertical strip of 5 ovptd 4th setting. 2 MLH, 3 MUH with slight gum aging.  

4th setting on annotated album page. $40 
2587 1915/16 1d red KGV LMW with forged ovpt plus "One Penny" forged ovpts on 5d KGV & 1/- kangaroo ovptd with 

genuine NWPI types. All used, the 1d red with curved hairline top right, non-constant variety. (3) $30 
2588 1915 1st wmk ovpts on kangaroos for 3d, 6d, 1/- (vertical pair), 10/- & £1. Also 3rd wmk 2d, 3d, 9d & 2/-. All with good 

perfs & free of toning. Cat. £900+ (10) $250 
2589 1915 3d pale olive kangaroo, Die 1, 3rd wmk. MUH with gum tan line but well centered & frontally fresh. $40 
2590 1916 ½d Green KGV (Single wmk) block of 30 from electro 5, clichés 5L30-60. MUH with minor gum aging. Heavily 

inked overprint.  $80 
2591 1917 (14th Mar) 1d red KGV vertical "abc" strip of 3 & Kangaroo 2nd wmk 2d grey type "c" strip of 3 on Registered 

cover to London tied by "Kieta" cds's. "K34a" registration in red m/s with Sydney & arrival b/s's. A scarce franking. $200 
2592 1918 1d on 5d brown KGV with NWPI type “a” ovpt tied to piece by Rabaul cds. SG 100, Cat. £100 $50  

NAURU  
2593 1916 2/6d brown, 5/- bright carmine & 10/- pale blue DLR Seahorses ovptd "NAURU". MVLH wood centering & perfs. 

SG 21/23, Cat. £420 (3) $320 
2594 1924/48 ½d to 10/- set of 14 on rough surfaced greyish paper. Minute thin on 5/- & short perfs on 2/6d otherwise MLH 

with reasonable centering. SG 26A/39A, Cat. £225 $75 
2595 1937/48 ½d to 10/- ships set of 15 on shiny white paper with both ½d perfs. MUH/MLH with good centering. SG 

26B/39B, Cat. £200 (15) $80  
NORFOLK ISLAND  

2596 1947 1½d emerald green By Authority imprint corner block of 4 on green tinted paper with normal for comparison.   
The characteristic light green tinged selvedge confirms this rarity. Fresh MUH/MLH. Similar block sold by Melbourne 
auction house for $2250 with 2 units MLH & thin in 2011. SG 3evar. $450 

2597 1956 ½d to 2d Ball Bay white paper set of 4. ½d & 1d MLH with 1½d & 2d fresh MUH. SG 1a/4a, retail $195 (4) $50 
2598 1960 (29th Aug) 2/8d on 7½d surcharge on unaddressed FDC plus 1962 Fish set of 6 on individual WCS FDC's & 

1977 Butterflies set of 17 also on WCS FDC's with neat typed addresses. Total retail $100+ (12) $30  
PAPUA  

2599 1910 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi. MUH with reasonable centering. Some gum aging. SG 75/82, Cat. £110 (8) $75 
2600 1916 ½d to 10/- Lakatoi fine used set of 13 with reasonable centering. SG 93/105, Cat. £300 (13) $120 
2601 1916/31 3d black & bright blue green Lakatoi part sheet of 35 with selvedge.  Stamps MUH & hinged on selvedge.  SG 

98, Cat. £150+ $40 
2602 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d Lakatoi set of 12 ovptd "OS". MUH & well centred. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $90 
2603 1931/32 ½d to 2/6d ditto with some gum aging. SG O55/66, Cat. £130 (12) $50 
2604 1932 £1 Delta house with bottom part imprint selvedge. MVLH. SG 145, Cat. £275 $90 
2605 1932 Defin set of 16 to £1 House. 12 MUH incl £1 & 4 MVLH with majority well centered. Some gum aging.                   

SG. 130/145, Cat £550 (16) $270 
2606 1934 50th Anniv of Declaration of British Protectorate set of 4 in corner blocks of 4 with selvedge. MUH & well 

centered.   SG 146/49, Cat. £64 $30 
2607 1935 (Feb) Inwards flown cover from Great Britain franked with perfined 4d strip of 3 and 1½d KGV pair paying 1/3d 

½oz rate. Sydney 15.3.35 b/s with framed ‘‘WHITTEN BROS LTD SAMARAI 22 MAR 1935/ENTD…" cachet in black 
on front. Unusual. $180  

PAPUA NEW GUINEA  
2608 1973 Interpex booklet with orange & black cover. This was the Port Moresby printing of 1000 to fill standing order 

customer accounts with lower left corner of stamp image on front cover just touching the black of the flag. SG SB5a, 
Cat. £120 $50 

2609 1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps in MUH set of 4 with a normal set for comparison. These unissued stamps 
are smaller than the actual issue & were printed by Leigh Marden in Melbourne while the issued stamps were printed 
by the Spanish firm Heraclio Fournier. The issued set had a 15t value while the trial stamp was for 10t & none had the 
"t" after the face value. Further info in SG cat footnote. Retail at $500+ $150 

2610 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40, retails $425. (11) $90 
  

  
   
   
 GREAT BRITAIN  



2647 1911/12 "Downey Heads" MUH/MLH selection on 2 album leaves showing shades, dies & wmk types. Noted crown 
wmk ½d bluish green (this the only used item - Cat. £180) & Die B 1d rose pink SG 331 MUH (Cat. £125). All items 
are correctly identified by SG number with a total cat. value of £650 (½d x 14, 1d x12) $180 

2648 1911/12 "Downey Heads" ½d (13) & 1d (12) all used. Mounted on album pages showing shade, die & wmk types               
in range SG 321/50 plus 1912/24 Mackennals with shades to 1/- all used (90). All collectable examples with good to 
fine used. (115) $50 

2649 1912/24 ½d to 1/- KGV with Royal Cypher wmk.  MVLH/MLH set of 15. SG 351/95, Cat. £250 $40 
2650 1912/24 KGV royal cypher defins to 1/- incl shades. One 9d agate, 9d pale olive & 10d deep turquoise blue are used 

with others MUH/MLH. Noted 5d bistre brown MLH (Cat. £140) but no 6d perf 14. Total cat. £1200+ (47) $250 
2651 1913 2/6d sepia-brown Seahorse Waterlow printing. Marginal example ovptd "CANCELLED" type 24. MH.                    

SG 400 Spec., Cat. £850 $280 
2652 1913 5/- rose-carmine Seahorse Waterlow printing ovptd "CANCELLED" type 24. A few blunt perfs at base. MH.            

SG 401 Spec., Cat. £1800 $250 
2653 1924/26 KGV block cypher wmk MUH/MLH control number singles & multiples on Hagner. Incls 1926 3d (V34), 10d 

(J28) & 1/- (V34) blocks plus 3d, 5d, 6d, 9d (all R32) & 10d (O31) singles plus 1934 ½d, 1d, 1½d (V34) blocks. Also 
1935 Silver Jubilee ½d (W35) strip of 3. 10d MLH, others MUH. Total cat. £795 (7 blocks, strip of 3, 5 singles) $250 

2654 1925 Wembley - British Empire Exhibition 1½d Letter Card & 1d Postcard in unused cond plus UPU 1½d matching 
card tied by Helensburgh Dunbartonshire cds's & a 1924 1d Wembley on cover tied by Empire Exhibition 1924 slogan 
cancel. An attractive group. (4) $30 

2655 1929 ½d, 1d & 1½d UPU matching control K29 blocks of 6 MUH. Cat. £54 as stamps alone plus premium for controls. $30 
2656 1937/47 KGVI "dark colours" MUH/MLH set of 15 (SG 462/75), 1939/48 MLH (10/- dark blue used), 1948 RSW MUH 

& 1951 2/6d to £1 used with 5/- MUH plus Wildings "PO Training Stamps" in mixed wmks with 8 vals MLH. (35) $90 
2657 1939/48 2/6d yellow green & 10/- ultramarine KGVI handstamped "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG 476bs, Cat. £300 & 

478bs, Cat. £425 (2) $200 
2658 1944 KGVI Propaganda Forgeries (German) "Liquidation of Empire Jamaica" ovptd ½d (marginal) to 3d set 

incorporating hammer & sickle & Jewish Star into the design. Very fine used. Michel #9-14IVd, Cat. €800 (6) $250 
2659 1955/58 Castles set of 4 Waterlow printing. Fresh MUH. SG 536/39, Cat. £250 (4) $90 
2660 1955/58 Castles set of 4 DLR printing. Short perf on £1 otherwise fine MUH. SG 536a/39a, Cat. £600 (4) $120 
2661 1959/68 Castles set of 4 from DLR printing with extra 10/-. Fine MUH. SG 595/98, Cat. £250 (5) $90 
2662 1964 1/4d Shakespeare with inverted wmk. MUH. SG 648pWi, Cat. £950 $300 
2663 1977 (17th May-11th Aug) "The Queen's Silver Jubilee Tour 1977" illust cover collection incl Northern Ireland, 

Scotland & Wales. Each with SJ set of 4 & pictorial pmk. Neat typed addresses. Also the matching FDC & packs etc   
in FDC album. (36 items) $30 

2664 1983 15½p Salmon vertical imperforate pair with bottom selvedge. MUH with some light wear/creasing from the usual 
"pocket" transportation from the printers! This appears as a footnote in the SG cat but only for the 26p which is 
catalogued at the same amount. A scarce item. SG 1207a Cat. £4600 $1,000 

2665 1988 £1.90 First Class Questa booklets x 2 both with a pane of 10 blank perforated & gummed labels. These were 
produced as test booklets for Royal Mail engineers & rarely survive. Printed cover as per SG GP4. Exc cond. (2) $60 

2666 1999 & 2000 Millennium Yearbooks with stamps still in original packaging. Nos. 16 & 17. Retail £100 (2) $60 
2667 2002 "The Complete Elvis Movie Collection" 1st Class "LOVE" tabbed personalised (Royal Mail Smilers) set of 4 

sheets. MUH & Rarely seen as only 2500 sets issued. $60 
2668 2013 £1 bistre-brown Machin S/A forgery block of 4 complete with barcode & "P100" imprint. Very realistic considering 

these are the security type with codes in design!! MUH SG U2934 var. $150 
2669 2014 & 2015 The Great War large PNC's with "The Road to War" & "The War at Sea" with £2 commem coins & full set 

of 6 stamps on each. Most attractive in exc cond. (2)  $30 
2670 Great Britain - Guernsey 1941 (6th Jan) 2d Stamp Cent bisect tied to locally addressed cover by "Guernsey (St. 

Peter Port)" cds. Hand addressed to Lloyds Bank. Small tear at base not affecting stamp/cancel. SG 482a $30 
2671 1941 (24th Jan) 2d orange KGVI bisect tied to locally addressed "Printed Paper Rate" card by crisp "Guernsey 

Channel Islands" cds. VG cond. SG 465b $40 
2672 1941 (18th Feb) 2d Stamp Cent bisect used in combination with Guernsey 1d scarlet on FDI of the latter. Env with 

typed local address with both tied by 2 strikes of the "Guernsey Channel Islands" cds's. Some tone spots but lovely 
combination. SG 482 & 2 $30 

2673 Great Britain - Jersey1950 (20th May) Philatadex Co env addressed to St Helier, Jersey & cancelled Bucks without 
stamp thus "More to Pay" cachet completed in pencil with 5d chestnut PD tied by Jersey CI cds 2 days later. Nice 
Channel Islands usage not often seen. Good cond. $30 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN  
2674 Aden - Kathiri State of Seiyun 1942 set of 11 perfd Specimen, fresh MLH. 2½a has blunt lower left corner, IR 

rounded corner top left. G 1s/11s, Cat. £300 $80 
2675 Aden - Qu'aiti State of Shihr & Mukalla 1942 Pictorials set of 11 to 5r perfined "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG 

1s/11s, Cat. £300 $100 
2676 Albania 1931 Tirana-Rome Flight set of 7. Fine MLH. SG 295/301, Cat. £250 (7) $40 
2677 Angola 1951 Birds complete set of 20. MH & subsequent removal has resulted in thins on 2a50, 12a50, 40a & 50a 

vals. Facially attractive & a key set for bird collectors. SG 458/81, Cat. £475 as MUH $30 
2678 Austria 1858/63 used group comprising 1858 (4 margins) & 1861 (3 margins) newspaper stamps in grey lilac               

(Cat. £650), 1863 newspaper (Arms) imperf & fine used (N44, Cat. £20), 1860/61 2k yellow fine used (Cat. £43) & 
1863/64 2k yellow (Arms) perf. 9½ (Cat. £17). Total cat. value £730+ (5) $120 

2679 1950/53 3s, 5s & 10s Airs - birds. Fine MUH. SG 1218/20, Cat. £465 (3) $140 
2680 Bahamas 1942 450th Anniv Landfall of Columbus set of 17 perfined "SPECIMEN". Nibbled perfs at left of 1½d 

otherwise fresh MLH. SG 162s/75s, Cat. £600 $200 
2681 Belgium 1949 50f Jordaens M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS1261, Cat. £225 $60 
2682 Bermuda 1938/52 KGVI pictorials on two Hagners with ½d to 1/- Mult script CA wmk, perf. 12. 24 stamps showing 

shades & comb & line perfs.  Incls two examples of 2d light blue & sepia.  MVLH/MLH & 1 used. SG Cat. £200+ (23) $40 
2683 1938/53 £1 Deep reddish purple & black/ pale red KGVI with "Broken lower right scroll" variety. Fine MLH.                 

SG 120ce, Cat. £1,800 (see front cover) $950 
2684 British Occ of Former Italian Colonies 1942 "M.E.F." ovpt on GB 1/- Postage Due ovptd "SPECIMEN", the sole 

such ovpt in that set. Fine MLH. SG MD5s, Cat. £190 $70 



2647 1911/12 "Downey Heads" MUH/MLH selection on 2 album leaves showing shades, dies & wmk types. Noted crown 
wmk ½d bluish green (this the only used item - Cat. £180) & Die B 1d rose pink SG 331 MUH (Cat. £125). All items 
are correctly identified by SG number with a total cat. value of £650 (½d x 14, 1d x12) $180 

2648 1911/12 "Downey Heads" ½d (13) & 1d (12) all used. Mounted on album pages showing shade, die & wmk types               
in range SG 321/50 plus 1912/24 Mackennals with shades to 1/- all used (90). All collectable examples with good to 
fine used. (115) $50 

2649 1912/24 ½d to 1/- KGV with Royal Cypher wmk.  MVLH/MLH set of 15. SG 351/95, Cat. £250 $40 
2650 1912/24 KGV royal cypher defins to 1/- incl shades. One 9d agate, 9d pale olive & 10d deep turquoise blue are used 

with others MUH/MLH. Noted 5d bistre brown MLH (Cat. £140) but no 6d perf 14. Total cat. £1200+ (47) $250 
2651 1913 2/6d sepia-brown Seahorse Waterlow printing. Marginal example ovptd "CANCELLED" type 24. MH.                    

SG 400 Spec., Cat. £850 $280 
2652 1913 5/- rose-carmine Seahorse Waterlow printing ovptd "CANCELLED" type 24. A few blunt perfs at base. MH.            

SG 401 Spec., Cat. £1800 $250 
2653 1924/26 KGV block cypher wmk MUH/MLH control number singles & multiples on Hagner. Incls 1926 3d (V34), 10d 

(J28) & 1/- (V34) blocks plus 3d, 5d, 6d, 9d (all R32) & 10d (O31) singles plus 1934 ½d, 1d, 1½d (V34) blocks. Also 
1935 Silver Jubilee ½d (W35) strip of 3. 10d MLH, others MUH. Total cat. £795 (7 blocks, strip of 3, 5 singles) $250 

2654 1925 Wembley - British Empire Exhibition 1½d Letter Card & 1d Postcard in unused cond plus UPU 1½d matching 
card tied by Helensburgh Dunbartonshire cds's & a 1924 1d Wembley on cover tied by Empire Exhibition 1924 slogan 
cancel. An attractive group. (4) $30 

2655 1929 ½d, 1d & 1½d UPU matching control K29 blocks of 6 MUH. Cat. £54 as stamps alone plus premium for controls. $30 
2656 1937/47 KGVI "dark colours" MUH/MLH set of 15 (SG 462/75), 1939/48 MLH (10/- dark blue used), 1948 RSW MUH 

& 1951 2/6d to £1 used with 5/- MUH plus Wildings "PO Training Stamps" in mixed wmks with 8 vals MLH. (35) $90 
2657 1939/48 2/6d yellow green & 10/- ultramarine KGVI handstamped "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG 476bs, Cat. £300 & 

478bs, Cat. £425 (2) $200 
2658 1944 KGVI Propaganda Forgeries (German) "Liquidation of Empire Jamaica" ovptd ½d (marginal) to 3d set 

incorporating hammer & sickle & Jewish Star into the design. Very fine used. Michel #9-14IVd, Cat. €800 (6) $250 
2659 1955/58 Castles set of 4 Waterlow printing. Fresh MUH. SG 536/39, Cat. £250 (4) $90 
2660 1955/58 Castles set of 4 DLR printing. Short perf on £1 otherwise fine MUH. SG 536a/39a, Cat. £600 (4) $120 
2661 1959/68 Castles set of 4 from DLR printing with extra 10/-. Fine MUH. SG 595/98, Cat. £250 (5) $90 
2662 1964 1/4d Shakespeare with inverted wmk. MUH. SG 648pWi, Cat. £950 $300 
2663 1977 (17th May-11th Aug) "The Queen's Silver Jubilee Tour 1977" illust cover collection incl Northern Ireland, 

Scotland & Wales. Each with SJ set of 4 & pictorial pmk. Neat typed addresses. Also the matching FDC & packs etc   
in FDC album. (36 items) $30 

2664 1983 15½p Salmon vertical imperforate pair with bottom selvedge. MUH with some light wear/creasing from the usual 
"pocket" transportation from the printers! This appears as a footnote in the SG cat but only for the 26p which is 
catalogued at the same amount. A scarce item. SG 1207a Cat. £4600 $1,000 

2665 1988 £1.90 First Class Questa booklets x 2 both with a pane of 10 blank perforated & gummed labels. These were 
produced as test booklets for Royal Mail engineers & rarely survive. Printed cover as per SG GP4. Exc cond. (2) $60 

2666 1999 & 2000 Millennium Yearbooks with stamps still in original packaging. Nos. 16 & 17. Retail £100 (2) $60 
2667 2002 "The Complete Elvis Movie Collection" 1st Class "LOVE" tabbed personalised (Royal Mail Smilers) set of 4 

sheets. MUH & Rarely seen as only 2500 sets issued. $60 
2668 2013 £1 bistre-brown Machin S/A forgery block of 4 complete with barcode & "P100" imprint. Very realistic considering 

these are the security type with codes in design!! MUH SG U2934 var. $150 
2669 2014 & 2015 The Great War large PNC's with "The Road to War" & "The War at Sea" with £2 commem coins & full set 

of 6 stamps on each. Most attractive in exc cond. (2)  $30 
2670 Great Britain - Guernsey 1941 (6th Jan) 2d Stamp Cent bisect tied to locally addressed cover by "Guernsey (St. 

Peter Port)" cds. Hand addressed to Lloyds Bank. Small tear at base not affecting stamp/cancel. SG 482a $30 
2671 1941 (24th Jan) 2d orange KGVI bisect tied to locally addressed "Printed Paper Rate" card by crisp "Guernsey 

Channel Islands" cds. VG cond. SG 465b $40 
2672 1941 (18th Feb) 2d Stamp Cent bisect used in combination with Guernsey 1d scarlet on FDI of the latter. Env with 

typed local address with both tied by 2 strikes of the "Guernsey Channel Islands" cds's. Some tone spots but lovely 
combination. SG 482 & 2 $30 

2673 Great Britain - Jersey1950 (20th May) Philatadex Co env addressed to St Helier, Jersey & cancelled Bucks without 
stamp thus "More to Pay" cachet completed in pencil with 5d chestnut PD tied by Jersey CI cds 2 days later. Nice 
Channel Islands usage not often seen. Good cond. $30 

 COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN  
2674 Aden - Kathiri State of Seiyun 1942 set of 11 perfd Specimen, fresh MLH. 2½a has blunt lower left corner, IR 

rounded corner top left. G 1s/11s, Cat. £300 $80 
2675 Aden - Qu'aiti State of Shihr & Mukalla 1942 Pictorials set of 11 to 5r perfined "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. SG 

1s/11s, Cat. £300 $100 
2676 Albania 1931 Tirana-Rome Flight set of 7. Fine MLH. SG 295/301, Cat. £250 (7) $40 
2677 Angola 1951 Birds complete set of 20. MH & subsequent removal has resulted in thins on 2a50, 12a50, 40a & 50a 

vals. Facially attractive & a key set for bird collectors. SG 458/81, Cat. £475 as MUH $30 
2678 Austria 1858/63 used group comprising 1858 (4 margins) & 1861 (3 margins) newspaper stamps in grey lilac               

(Cat. £650), 1863 newspaper (Arms) imperf & fine used (N44, Cat. £20), 1860/61 2k yellow fine used (Cat. £43) & 
1863/64 2k yellow (Arms) perf. 9½ (Cat. £17). Total cat. value £730+ (5) $120 

2679 1950/53 3s, 5s & 10s Airs - birds. Fine MUH. SG 1218/20, Cat. £465 (3) $140 
2680 Bahamas 1942 450th Anniv Landfall of Columbus set of 17 perfined "SPECIMEN". Nibbled perfs at left of 1½d 

otherwise fresh MLH. SG 162s/75s, Cat. £600 $200 
2681 Belgium 1949 50f Jordaens M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS1261, Cat. £225 $60 
2682 Bermuda 1938/52 KGVI pictorials on two Hagners with ½d to 1/- Mult script CA wmk, perf. 12. 24 stamps showing 

shades & comb & line perfs.  Incls two examples of 2d light blue & sepia.  MVLH/MLH & 1 used. SG Cat. £200+ (23) $40 
2683 1938/53 £1 Deep reddish purple & black/ pale red KGVI with "Broken lower right scroll" variety. Fine MLH.                 

SG 120ce, Cat. £1,800 (see front cover) $950 
2684 British Occ of Former Italian Colonies 1942 "M.E.F." ovpt on GB 1/- Postage Due ovptd "SPECIMEN", the sole 

such ovpt in that set. Fine MLH. SG MD5s, Cat. £190 $70 

2685 Canada 1930/31 10c olive-green Parliamentary Library imperforate marginal pair. Faintest trace of hinge but very 
fresh. SG 299a, Cat. £1,800 (see front cover) $1,200 

2686 Cape of Good Hope 1863/64 4d steel blue imperforate pair. Fine used with light cancel, one stamp with three margins 
the other touching on two sides. SG 19c, Cat. £550 $220 

2687 Cape Verde 1985 30e on 10e "Steamer" (SG 564, Cat. £22 MUH or used) mounted on card plus same design in 
changed colours on 3 different MUH sheetlets of 4 with the "red" ship structure M/S ovptd "SPECIMEN". Some light 
gum bends but unusual & elusive. SG 565a/c, Cat. £375 $80 

2688 China 1978 Galloping Horses M/S. MLH with 3 hinge marks in selvedge. SG MS 2781, Cat. £700 as MUH. $150 
2689 1941 Thrift Movement without gum as issued. 2 hinge marks at top & minor corner creasing at lower right.                    

SG MS605, Cat. £200 $60 
2690 1950/51 "Gate of Heavenly Peace" redrawn without small white clouds complete set of 10 incl scarce $2000 olive. 

Fine MUH. SG 1481/87 with "a" numbers, Cat. £600 (10) $250 
2691 1951 "Gate of Heavenly Peace" set of 6 with pink mesh background. Well centered & fine MUH.                                        

SG 1493/98, Cat. £5500 (6) $1,800 
2692 1955/56 8f orange red, the elusive perf. 12½ Shanghai printing. SG 1650a, Cat. £500 $200 
2693 1961 World Table Tennis Championships M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS1971a, Cat. £1200 $450 
2694 1962 Mei-Lan-fang set of 8 imperforate. Fresh MUH. SG 2037/44I, Cat. £7000 $3,000 
2695 1962 Mei-Lan-fang M/S MUH with 2008 Ceremuga cert stating "genuine in all respects". SG 2044a, Cat. £18000 $7,000 
2696 1963 Children set of 12 imperforate as per SG footnote. Unused. SG 2092/103, Cat. £425 $200 
2697 1963 Giant Pandas & Snub-nosed Monkeys imperforate sets. Fresh MUH. SG 2116/18 & 2121/23, Cat. £525 (6) $200 
2698 1964 Chinese Peonies M/S. Fresh & fine MUH. SG 2199a, Cat. £4000 $1,400 
2699 1964 15th Anniv People's Republic M/S. MUH with very, very light spotting & couple minor tweezer gum bends for 

accuracy but frontally fine & fresh. SG 2215a, Cat. £5000 $1,500 
2700 1967 8f Thoughts of Mao showing Mao Waving. MVLH. SG 2343, Cat. £500 for MUH. $250 
2701 1967 "Thoughts of Chairman Mao" 1st issue complete set of 11 incl SG 2346a & 2349a strips. Fresh MUH. Cat. £6400 $2,000 
2702 1967 Labour Day excl Mao with 8f "hand raised in greeting" MUH. SG 2354/57, Cat. £690 (4) $200 
2703 1967 "Mao's "Talks on Literature & Art". A few very pale tone spots on 2 vals otherwise MUH & frontally fresh.           

SG 2359/61, Cat. £1425 $400 
2704 1967 46th Anniv of Chinese Communist Party MUH. SG 2362/6, Cat. £475 $200 
2705 1967 "Our Great Teacher". Fresh MUH. SG 2367/69, Cat. £1350 (4) $500 
2706 1967 18th Anniv of People's Republic. MUH pair. SG 2370/71, Cat. £260 $100 
2707 1967 8f Fleet Expansionist's Congress & 1968 "Revolutionary Literature & Art" All fine MUH.                                       

SG 2386 & 2387/92, Cat. £800+ (7) $300 
2708 1967/68 Poems of Mao Tse-Tung set of 14. Fresh MUH. SG 2372/85, Cat. £5400 $1,800 
2709 1968 "Revolutionary Literature & Art" 2nd issue. Set of 3 fresh MUH. SG 2393/95, Cat. £900 $300 
2710 1968 "Mao's Anti-American Declaration". Fine MUH. SG 2396, Cat. £375 $200 
2711 1968 "Directives of Mao Tse-Tung". Superb MUH strip of 5, rarely seen so fine. SG 2397a, Cat. £6500 $2,500 
2712 1968 8f "The Words of Mao Tse-Tung" & "Songs from The Red Lantern" Fine MUH. SG 2406 & 2411/12 Cat. £240 (3) $120 
2713 1968 8f Mao's Youth. MUH but toned on reverse with tweezer gum mark. Useful spacefiller. SG 2403, Cat. £200 $50 
2714 1968 PLA 41st Anniv & "Thoughts of Mao Tse-Tung". Former with a toned perf otherwise both fine MUH.                    

SG 2402 & 2405, Cat. £270 (2) $100 
2715 1968 Completion of Yangtze Bridge MUH. SG 2407/10, Cat. £120 $50 
2716 1969 Agricultural Workers ( a couple of vals with light toned perfs), 1970 Heroic Death & 43rd Anniversary. All MUH. 

SG 2419/22, 2431 & 2434, Cat. £210 (6) $60 
2717 1969 Defence of Chen Pao Tao MUH. SG 2423/27, Cat. £180 $80 
2718 1978 "Flying Fairies" M/S MLH with hinge marks in selvedge. SG 2815, Cat. £500 as MUH. $120 
2719 1978 Galloping Horses set of 10, 20f with a couple of missing perfs otherwise fine MUH. SG 2771/80, Cat. £65 $30 
2720 1978 Galloping Horses set of 10. Fine MUH. SG 2771/80, Cat. £65 $50 
2721 1978 Hsingkiang River Bridge M/S. MLH with 3 light hinge marks in selvedge. SG 2834, Cat. £450 as MUH. $100 
2722 1978 Water Country strip (SG 2835a), 1979 2y "Red Jewellery" M/S (SG MS2922), 1982 Irises (SG M/S 3182) & 1982 

y2 Bodhisattva M/S (SG 3217). All MLH, the 1979 M/S light surface mark & odd slight bend. Total cat as MUH is £425 
(3 M/S's, strip) $100 

2723 1979 Great Wall M/S MLH with hinge marks in selvedge. SG 2865, Cat. £225 as MUH. $50 
2724 1980 Year of the Monkey block of 4. Fine MUH. A superb block. SG 2968, Cat. £6,000 + premium for block.            

(see front cover) $3,000 
2725 1983 Terracotta Warriors Booklet containing the set of 4 extended booklet pane & scarce M/S. SG 3260, Cat. £77+ $40 
2726 1992-2003 "The Lunar Year Stamps of China" presentation folder with each issue attractively encapsulated. Exc cond. $30 
2727 2005 Olympic Games emblem & mascots set of 6 plus "Five Happiness" sheetlets of 10 x 5 with tabbed mascots 

representing diff Olympic sports. Incls matching sticker sheetlet. SH 5043/48 & 5016 var. x 50, Cat. £170 $75 
2728 2008 Olympex, the Olympic Expo large pres pack with circular M/S (SG MS5299) & commem sheetlet. Exc cond & 

most attractive. $30 
2729 Cook Islands 1892 "Federation" set of 4. Fine used with centrally struck "PO" double ring strikes. SG 1/4, Cat. £200 $100 
2730 1892 1d black with paper hinge remnant MH & 1½d mauve & 10d carmine used, the latter centred right. The 1½d is 

well centred with 1910 late use cds with double circle Cook Islands Rarotonga. Cat. £200+ (3) $60 
2731 1893/1900 1d to 10d Queen Makea perf 11 set plus 1899 ½d on 1d. All MLH with small hinge remnants, but free of 

toning. SG 11/19 range incl both shades of 2½d. Cat. £200 (8) $60 
2732 1901 1d brown pair perf. 11 ovptd with crown. MLH & seldom seen in multiples. SG 22, Cat. £180 x 2 $150 
2733 1902/19 Queen Makea/Torea bird MLH range incl 1902 no wmk ½d (2), 1d (3) & 2½d plus wmkd perf. 11 ½d (2) with 

rest of set MLH to 1/- singles (Cat. £170). Also 1913/19 set incl both perfs of 1d & 1½d with all vals MUH & worth 
considerable premium over cat. £180. Total lot cat. value is £470 plus MUH premium for 1913/19 set. (26) $200 

2734 1918/19 10d green perf. 14x15. Well centred fine used block of 4. Scarce in multiples. SG 45, Cat. £400 $150 
2735 1919 2½d, 3d, 4d, 4½d, 6d, 9d & 1/- KGV in vertical pairs. Superb MUH/MLH & scarce thus. SG "b" numbers,          

Cat. £200+ (7 pairs) $120 
2736 1921/23 2/- to £1 Postal Fiscals on DLR paper (NZ QV type). MLH, 2/6d to £1 with small hinge remnant on each.             

SG 76/80, Cat. £275 (5) $100 
2737 1931/32 £5 indigo blue Postal Fiscal (NZ Arms type). MUH with slight even gum toning. SG98b, Cat. £250 plus 

premium for MUH. $90 



2738 1936 2/- & 3/- Admirals & 10/- carmine lake Arms & 1943 5/- Arms all ovptd "COOK ISLANDS" & MLH (Cat. £130+) 
plus Niue KGV 3d "two perfs" vertical pair (SG 296), QV 2/- blue "long type" (SG 33) both mint (Cat. £38), 2/6d Arms 
used (SG 79), 10/- mint (SG 85, Cat. £65) & SG 83/86 set "used" with fake cancels. Total cat. (excl fakes) £240 (12) $60 

2739 1965 Internal Self Government set of 4 in imperforate horiz pairs with BPA certs (1990) stating "proof from the printer's 
archives". MUH & fine. SG 175/78 var. $300 

2740 Croatia 1941 Founding of Croatian Army set of 15 ovpts on Yugoslavia MLH. Minor gum adherence on 3d & 5d.         
SG 25a/o, Cat. £600 $120 

2741 Cyprus 1938/51 1/4pi to £1 KGVI pictorials, missing 45pi. MVLH/MLH.  SG 151/63 (excl 161), Cat. £195 (19) $40 
2742 1955/58 QEII pictorials with all listed shades. MVLH/MLH. SG 173/187, Cat. £220 as MUH $40 
2743 East Africa & Uganda Protectorates 1912/21 1c to 100 rupees KGV ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with light tone spots 

on back of 5R & 10R but all frontally fresh with bright colours. SG 44/62s, Cat. £1875 (19) $200 
2744 Ecuador 1949 3d Cervantes pair violet & brown orange as issued plus the same value with deep blue & brown "error 

of colour" in full sheet of 50. MUH plus reduced size photo & negative of sheet. Sold "as is" $50 
2745 Egypt 1935 Cairo to Frankfurt Airmail cover bearing 46 mils in adhesives (1, 2, 7, 8 x2, 20m Airs) all tied by 

Shepheard's Hotel cds incl 20m on reverse. Also Cairo roller cancel of 10 AP 36 on reverse clear of adhesive. The 
hotel was built in 1845 & of interest is a 1914 4m "Pyramids" with socked on the nose "Shepheard's Hotel/Cairo" cds 
with those details above the central date slug whereas all the strikes on this cover show the detail below the date- slug 
in the cds. The current Shepheard's Hotel is near the side of the original which was burnt down in 1952. $30 

2746 Falkland Islands 1928/50 KGVI pictorials set of 18 to £1.  MLH/MVLH. SG146/163, Cat. £475 (18)  $70 
2747 Falkland Is Dependencies 1944 KGVI red ovpts complete set of 32 perfined "SPECIMEN" plus Falkland Is 1d, 2d & 

3d vals. All MLH on leaves. Each set of 8 cat. £650, total £2600. A rarely seen group. (35) $750 
2748 Fiji 1870 6d, 9d & 1/- "Fiji Times" vertical strip of 3 on white wove paper with vertical surface ribbing, rouletted on 

dotted lines with horizontal lines continuous & vertical line broken. This indicated an 1876 imitation, the first of 3 types 
described in SG. $50 

2749 18711d, 3d & 6d Cakobau Rex (C.R.) set of 3. MLH, the 3d with fluffy perfs. SG 10/12, Cat. £340 (3) $100 
2750 1874 "V.R." (SG type 6) ovpt on 1872 "Six Cents" on 3d green. Centered right, otherwise sound with partial cds.          

SG 20, Cat. £950 $200 
2751 1875 "2d." ovpt in black on 1874 "V.R." type 6 ovpt on "Six Cents" on 3d green MLH. A scarce stamp.                            

SG 25, Cat. £2500 $500 
2752 1878/99 "Four Pence" 14mm surcharge on 2d dull purple perf. 10. Fine used with light cds. Centred to right, vg perfs. 

SG 43, Cat. £140 $50 
2753 1881/99 1/- deep brown perf. 10 MLH (toned), pale brown perf. 11 & perf. 11x10 used & perf. 11¾x11 MLH (Cat. £70) 

plus 1882 5/- used remainder with Dec cds. (5) $50 
2754 1891 2½d (type 14) surcharge on 2d green MLH, 1892 ½d on 1d (small thin) & 5d on 4d (SG 72/73) plus "FIVE 

PENCE" 3mm spaced surcharge on 6d in 2 shades, one with pulled perf. Total cat. £320 (5) $60 
2755 1903 KEVII set to 1/- MLH (1d used), 1904/09 1d MLH & used & 1/- MLH plus 1908/12 ½d to 1/- MLH (1d used).                 

All fine. Total cat. £160 (17) $50 
2756 1912/23 ¼d to 1/- MCA wmk incl all SG cat. listed shades & dies (¼d deep brown only but in marginal pair) MLH.            

1d bright scarlet & deep rose are used. Cat. £70+ (26) $30 
2757 1912/23 2/6d, 5/- & both dies of £1 with MCA wmk. Fresh MLH. SG 135/37a, Cat. £590 (4) $300 
2758 1915/19 "WAR STAMP" ovpts on ½d in 2 shades plus inverted (vert crease & toning) & 1d deep rose & inverted on 

bright scarlet (rounded corner & toning). MLH. Total cat. £1360 (5) $200 
2759 1917 Postage Dues 1/1/17 ½d & 1d with sunburst cancels on piece with neighbouring "T 1½" marking plus 3d black 

vertical pair with similar cancel, 2d with wide margins & imperf at left unused & 21/4/17 ½d narrower setting unused. 
Total cat. £1465 (6) $300 

2760 1922/29 ¼d to 5/- with script wmk. MLH plus a few low vals used. SG 228/41, Cat. £110 MLH plus used extras (20) $50 
2761 1938/55 ½d to £1 KGVI pictorials with various perfs & Dies. MLH/MH with some gum aging.  SG 249/266, Cat. £430+ 

(43) $75 
2762 1938/55 ½d to £1 KGVI pictorials ditto but good to fine used.  SG 249/66, Cat. £220 (34) $40 
2763 1987 Tagimoucia Flower M/S's x 8 all ovptd "CAPEX '87". Fine MUH. SG MS 758, Cat. £100+ (8) $40 
2764 France 1902 incoming mail to Vosges from China. 4 items, one of which bears P&C 1f, handwritten "Corps 

d'Occupation de Chine" at top & "Tresor et Postes aux Armees Chine" cds x 2 (one on stamp) & boxed "R". Other 3 
stampless with markings of "Corps d'Armee Shang-Hai" & "Saigon Central Cochin Chine" with large "11E Regt 
d'Infanterie Coloniale Cochin Chine" h/s in violet & signed across. Interesting group. (4) $60 

2765 1927 (29th Aug) Marseilla to Pappete Tahiti illust Airmail cover with 5fr "Poste Aerienne" ovptd Airmail tied by neat 
"Marseille Aviation" cancel. Neighbouring Guynemer cinderella completes this attractive cover. $180 

2766 French Polynesia 1967 Ancient Art of the Marquesas Islands in 10f, 15f x 2, 20f, 30f & 35f imperf colour trial pairs. 
Fine MUH SG 73/79 var. (6 pairs) $90 

2767 FSAT 1957 (10th Feb) Registered Air Mail cover from Terre Adelie to Parkdale, Victoria. 7 stamp franking tied by 
Terre Adelie cds's. Reg label has inverted h/s. Reverse has "Annee Geophysique Internationale IIEME Expedition 
Antarctique 1957-1958" in blue. Rough side opening not affecting stamps. $100 

2768 1961 (20th Dec) Registered cover from Terre Adelie to Toorak, Victoria with "XI EXPEDITION ANTARCTIQUE 
FRANCAISE EN TERRE ADELIE 1960-1962" cachet in blue. 9 stamp franking neatly cancelled With "Station Dumont 
d'Urville" RTS cachet on reverse. Attractive. $100 

2769 Gambia 1904/06 1d carmine KEVII with "dented frame" variety. Fine used. SG 58a, Cat. £80 $40 
2770 Germany 1924 (15th Sept) Zeppelin cover to USA franked with 1924 100pf Air tied by Friedrichshafen Luftpost cds. 

Illust env with Zeppelin over Statue of Liberty at left. New York & Brooklyn b/s's 2 hours apart. Good cond. $90 
2771 1935 Ostropa M/S mint without gum as washed off to protect paper from the acidic gum originally used. SG MS576a, 

Cat. £1300 $400 
2772 Germany-Berlin 1949 UPU set of 7 fine used. SG B54/B60, Cat. £400 (7) $100 
2773 Germany-West 1949 Relief Fund set of 4 fine used. SG 1039/42, Cat. £200 $40 
2774 1951 St Mary's Church, Lubeck 700th Anniversary pair. Fresh MUH. SG 1065/66, Cat. £270 (2) $60 
2775 1954/60 Pres Heuss set of 20 to 3DM. Fresh MVLH. SG 1103/22, Cat. £350 as MUH. $30 
2776 Gibraltar 1889/76 5c to 5p QV set of 12 in Spanish Currency. MLH but 1p toned & thin on 5p. SG 22/33, Cat. £225 $30 
2777 1912/24 1/- black/green KGV on ordinary paper. Fine MVLH. SG 81a, Cat. £900 $280 
2778 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 perfined "SPECIMEN". MLH, but 2d blunt cnr & 3d & 1/- with odd split perf.                         

SG 1145/75, Cat. £200 $40 



2738 1936 2/- & 3/- Admirals & 10/- carmine lake Arms & 1943 5/- Arms all ovptd "COOK ISLANDS" & MLH (Cat. £130+) 
plus Niue KGV 3d "two perfs" vertical pair (SG 296), QV 2/- blue "long type" (SG 33) both mint (Cat. £38), 2/6d Arms 
used (SG 79), 10/- mint (SG 85, Cat. £65) & SG 83/86 set "used" with fake cancels. Total cat. (excl fakes) £240 (12) $60 

2739 1965 Internal Self Government set of 4 in imperforate horiz pairs with BPA certs (1990) stating "proof from the printer's 
archives". MUH & fine. SG 175/78 var. $300 

2740 Croatia 1941 Founding of Croatian Army set of 15 ovpts on Yugoslavia MLH. Minor gum adherence on 3d & 5d.         
SG 25a/o, Cat. £600 $120 

2741 Cyprus 1938/51 1/4pi to £1 KGVI pictorials, missing 45pi. MVLH/MLH.  SG 151/63 (excl 161), Cat. £195 (19) $40 
2742 1955/58 QEII pictorials with all listed shades. MVLH/MLH. SG 173/187, Cat. £220 as MUH $40 
2743 East Africa & Uganda Protectorates 1912/21 1c to 100 rupees KGV ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with light tone spots 

on back of 5R & 10R but all frontally fresh with bright colours. SG 44/62s, Cat. £1875 (19) $200 
2744 Ecuador 1949 3d Cervantes pair violet & brown orange as issued plus the same value with deep blue & brown "error 

of colour" in full sheet of 50. MUH plus reduced size photo & negative of sheet. Sold "as is" $50 
2745 Egypt 1935 Cairo to Frankfurt Airmail cover bearing 46 mils in adhesives (1, 2, 7, 8 x2, 20m Airs) all tied by 

Shepheard's Hotel cds incl 20m on reverse. Also Cairo roller cancel of 10 AP 36 on reverse clear of adhesive. The 
hotel was built in 1845 & of interest is a 1914 4m "Pyramids" with socked on the nose "Shepheard's Hotel/Cairo" cds 
with those details above the central date slug whereas all the strikes on this cover show the detail below the date- slug 
in the cds. The current Shepheard's Hotel is near the side of the original which was burnt down in 1952. $30 

2746 Falkland Islands 1928/50 KGVI pictorials set of 18 to £1.  MLH/MVLH. SG146/163, Cat. £475 (18)  $70 
2747 Falkland Is Dependencies 1944 KGVI red ovpts complete set of 32 perfined "SPECIMEN" plus Falkland Is 1d, 2d & 

3d vals. All MLH on leaves. Each set of 8 cat. £650, total £2600. A rarely seen group. (35) $750 
2748 Fiji 1870 6d, 9d & 1/- "Fiji Times" vertical strip of 3 on white wove paper with vertical surface ribbing, rouletted on 

dotted lines with horizontal lines continuous & vertical line broken. This indicated an 1876 imitation, the first of 3 types 
described in SG. $50 

2749 18711d, 3d & 6d Cakobau Rex (C.R.) set of 3. MLH, the 3d with fluffy perfs. SG 10/12, Cat. £340 (3) $100 
2750 1874 "V.R." (SG type 6) ovpt on 1872 "Six Cents" on 3d green. Centered right, otherwise sound with partial cds.          

SG 20, Cat. £950 $200 
2751 1875 "2d." ovpt in black on 1874 "V.R." type 6 ovpt on "Six Cents" on 3d green MLH. A scarce stamp.                            

SG 25, Cat. £2500 $500 
2752 1878/99 "Four Pence" 14mm surcharge on 2d dull purple perf. 10. Fine used with light cds. Centred to right, vg perfs. 

SG 43, Cat. £140 $50 
2753 1881/99 1/- deep brown perf. 10 MLH (toned), pale brown perf. 11 & perf. 11x10 used & perf. 11¾x11 MLH (Cat. £70) 

plus 1882 5/- used remainder with Dec cds. (5) $50 
2754 1891 2½d (type 14) surcharge on 2d green MLH, 1892 ½d on 1d (small thin) & 5d on 4d (SG 72/73) plus "FIVE 

PENCE" 3mm spaced surcharge on 6d in 2 shades, one with pulled perf. Total cat. £320 (5) $60 
2755 1903 KEVII set to 1/- MLH (1d used), 1904/09 1d MLH & used & 1/- MLH plus 1908/12 ½d to 1/- MLH (1d used).                 

All fine. Total cat. £160 (17) $50 
2756 1912/23 ¼d to 1/- MCA wmk incl all SG cat. listed shades & dies (¼d deep brown only but in marginal pair) MLH.            

1d bright scarlet & deep rose are used. Cat. £70+ (26) $30 
2757 1912/23 2/6d, 5/- & both dies of £1 with MCA wmk. Fresh MLH. SG 135/37a, Cat. £590 (4) $300 
2758 1915/19 "WAR STAMP" ovpts on ½d in 2 shades plus inverted (vert crease & toning) & 1d deep rose & inverted on 

bright scarlet (rounded corner & toning). MLH. Total cat. £1360 (5) $200 
2759 1917 Postage Dues 1/1/17 ½d & 1d with sunburst cancels on piece with neighbouring "T 1½" marking plus 3d black 

vertical pair with similar cancel, 2d with wide margins & imperf at left unused & 21/4/17 ½d narrower setting unused. 
Total cat. £1465 (6) $300 

2760 1922/29 ¼d to 5/- with script wmk. MLH plus a few low vals used. SG 228/41, Cat. £110 MLH plus used extras (20) $50 
2761 1938/55 ½d to £1 KGVI pictorials with various perfs & Dies. MLH/MH with some gum aging.  SG 249/266, Cat. £430+ 

(43) $75 
2762 1938/55 ½d to £1 KGVI pictorials ditto but good to fine used.  SG 249/66, Cat. £220 (34) $40 
2763 1987 Tagimoucia Flower M/S's x 8 all ovptd "CAPEX '87". Fine MUH. SG MS 758, Cat. £100+ (8) $40 
2764 France 1902 incoming mail to Vosges from China. 4 items, one of which bears P&C 1f, handwritten "Corps 

d'Occupation de Chine" at top & "Tresor et Postes aux Armees Chine" cds x 2 (one on stamp) & boxed "R". Other 3 
stampless with markings of "Corps d'Armee Shang-Hai" & "Saigon Central Cochin Chine" with large "11E Regt 
d'Infanterie Coloniale Cochin Chine" h/s in violet & signed across. Interesting group. (4) $60 

2765 1927 (29th Aug) Marseilla to Pappete Tahiti illust Airmail cover with 5fr "Poste Aerienne" ovptd Airmail tied by neat 
"Marseille Aviation" cancel. Neighbouring Guynemer cinderella completes this attractive cover. $180 

2766 French Polynesia 1967 Ancient Art of the Marquesas Islands in 10f, 15f x 2, 20f, 30f & 35f imperf colour trial pairs. 
Fine MUH SG 73/79 var. (6 pairs) $90 

2767 FSAT 1957 (10th Feb) Registered Air Mail cover from Terre Adelie to Parkdale, Victoria. 7 stamp franking tied by 
Terre Adelie cds's. Reg label has inverted h/s. Reverse has "Annee Geophysique Internationale IIEME Expedition 
Antarctique 1957-1958" in blue. Rough side opening not affecting stamps. $100 

2768 1961 (20th Dec) Registered cover from Terre Adelie to Toorak, Victoria with "XI EXPEDITION ANTARCTIQUE 
FRANCAISE EN TERRE ADELIE 1960-1962" cachet in blue. 9 stamp franking neatly cancelled With "Station Dumont 
d'Urville" RTS cachet on reverse. Attractive. $100 

2769 Gambia 1904/06 1d carmine KEVII with "dented frame" variety. Fine used. SG 58a, Cat. £80 $40 
2770 Germany 1924 (15th Sept) Zeppelin cover to USA franked with 1924 100pf Air tied by Friedrichshafen Luftpost cds. 

Illust env with Zeppelin over Statue of Liberty at left. New York & Brooklyn b/s's 2 hours apart. Good cond. $90 
2771 1935 Ostropa M/S mint without gum as washed off to protect paper from the acidic gum originally used. SG MS576a, 

Cat. £1300 $400 
2772 Germany-Berlin 1949 UPU set of 7 fine used. SG B54/B60, Cat. £400 (7) $100 
2773 Germany-West 1949 Relief Fund set of 4 fine used. SG 1039/42, Cat. £200 $40 
2774 1951 St Mary's Church, Lubeck 700th Anniversary pair. Fresh MUH. SG 1065/66, Cat. £270 (2) $60 
2775 1954/60 Pres Heuss set of 20 to 3DM. Fresh MVLH. SG 1103/22, Cat. £350 as MUH. $30 
2776 Gibraltar 1889/76 5c to 5p QV set of 12 in Spanish Currency. MLH but 1p toned & thin on 5p. SG 22/33, Cat. £225 $30 
2777 1912/24 1/- black/green KGV on ordinary paper. Fine MVLH. SG 81a, Cat. £900 $280 
2778 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 perfined "SPECIMEN". MLH, but 2d blunt cnr & 3d & 1/- with odd split perf.                         

SG 1145/75, Cat. £200 $40 

2779 1938 (11th Feb) Registered airmail cover from Gibraltar to Nedlands, WA bearing 1/- & 2/- KGV for 1/3d per half oz. 
airmail x 2 + 3d internal airmail surcharge + 3d registration. Perth & Nedlands b/s's. Scarce origin/destination for a  
pre-war airmail. $90 

2780 1938/51 1½d carmine KGVI, perf. 13½. MLH with slight gum discolouration. SG 123a, Cat. £275 $40 
2781 Gilbert & Ellice Is1939/51 KGVI defins set of 12 to 5/- perfined "SPECIMEN". MLH with even gum toning.                  

SG 53s/64s, Cat. £600 (12) $150 
2782 1940 Postage Dues set of 8 to 1/6d. Fresh MUH. SG D1/D8, Cat. £180 (8) $100 
2783 1940 Postage Dues perfined "SPECIMEN". MUH SG D1/D8, Cat. £250 (8) $120 
2784 Greenland 1945 Pictorials set of 9 fine used & well centered (2k MLH). SG 8/16, Cat. £350 (9) $70 
2785 1945 Pictorials set of 9. MLH with minor remnants. Well centered. SG 8/16, Cat. £300 (9) $40 
2786 Heligoland 1882 10pf b/w hand-designed postcard with Heligoland JA 27 1882 cds & addressed to England with 

Reading b/s. Some marginal tears/creasing but scarce postal use. $50 
2787 Hong Kong 1962/73 $1.30, $2, $5 & $10 QEII defins all with the "ochre (sash) omitted" variety. Superb MUH.            

SG 206da, 207b, 208a & 209a, Cat. £350 (4) $220 
2788 1987/89 10c to $50 QEII Defin pres pack. Fine MUH. Cat. £50 (19) $30 
2789 Hong Kong - China 1997-2006 (bar 1999) Annual Lunar New Year pres packs containing stamps, sheetlets & M/S's. 

Exc cond. Cat. £125+ (9 packs) $90 
2790 2006 Prestige Annual Yearbook incl the Swarovski crystals M/S & gold & silver foiled sheetlet plus imperf Year of the 

dog M/S. Exc cond. SG Cat. £250+ $120 
2791 Hungary 1950 Children's Fund 60f Pioneer scout 1st printing, inscribed "UTANPOTLASUNK" in top inscription. Top 

marginal MUH pair MUH, lower unit with light horiz bend. Scarce in multiples & cat. £1600 ea. (SG 1117). Stamps with 
this inscription were quickly withdrawn & replaced with new inscription "Szabad..." at top. Recent sales of singles at 
auction have been realising $550+ $800 

2792 Iceland 1930 Parl Millenary set of 5 MLH with print adherences on gum from album page but frontally fine & well 
centered. SG 174/8, Cat. £190 $30 

2793 India WWI Field PO postcards with "Lucknow" cds's to local addresses. Some items are plain envelopes & some 
formular YMCA or other cards all unstamped & most written in pencil. One 1919 censored stampless cover is 
addressed to USA, with FPO backstamp. Cond varies, but nearly all are good. (10) $30 

2794 1924 (6th Aug) Mount Everest Expedition led by General CG Bruce. A pictorial postcard showing Mt Everest from the 
base camp in the Rongbuk Valley, Tibet with "Dispatched by Postal Runner to India" printed above message. 
Addressed to an SE Barrett in Staines, Middlesex, it is signed "Best Wishes JBL Noel Captain Mt Everest Expedition" 
who was the photographer & movie camera operator for the accent. The postcard has the blue mountain cinderella 
cancelled by Rongbuk Glacier Base Camp cachet in red with India ½a & 1a KGV stamps pmkd Darjeeling 3 SEP 24. 
Odd light tone spot otherwise fine. It was an ill-fated attempt with the two man team of Mallory & Irvine disappearing 
into the mist only a couple of hundred feet short of the summit. The body of Mallory was found in 1999 but Irvine is yet 
to be were found. Even today there is debate as to whether they were the first to reach the summit. Also a "Mt Everest 
Expedition, 1924 Leader - Gen Hon CG Bruce, CBE Explorers Films Ltd Controlling the Photographic Section headed 
original note paper signed "With best wishes from Francis Helps". He was the official artist to the expedition. Scarce 
items full of history with a personal touch by Noel who filmed the tragedy. $250 

2795 1937 (12th May) "Coronation Rocketgram" Indian Rocket Mail card with 9p KGV tied by Park Street Calcutta cds & 
"Rocket Despatch" vignette. Reverse signed by Stephen H. Smith & dated. Only 100 flown with cachet. Fine cond. $60 

2796 1945 (8th Dec) "Circus Calcutta" registered cover addressed to Young NSW with 24 JA 46 arrival b/s & re-addressed 
to Minnie St, Harbor Rd NSW. Adhesives on flapside with 1a x 2 & 1½a x3. Good cond. $30 

2797 1951 Punalur pmkd cover to Swansea, Wales with Punalur Due A5, 1d I.E.S. & T/CTS/7 cachets with GB 1d red PD 
applied & cancelled Swansea, Glam. Unusual origin & nice Welsh PD treatment. $30 

2798 1957 3np & 6np unused Post Cards with former marked "Local". Also 15np Tiger Reply Card with both sections still 
joined. All ovptd "SPECIMEN" in red. (3 items) $60 

2799 Indonesia 1989 Orang Utang WWF M/S pair. Fine MUH. SG MS1924a/b, Cat. £275 $80 
2800 Iran 1911 (9th July) cover addressed in Farsi with 6ch defin tied by Ramadan departure & (on flap) Teheran arrival. $30 
2801 1942 Pictorials vals incl SG 870 (Cat. £75), 872 (Cat. £140), 874 (Cat. £38), 876 (Cat. £375), 878 (Cat. £900), 880 

(Cat. £110) & 12 lesser vals. Total cat. £1600+ but all partially or fully stuck down on album page so most will need to 
be soaked off hence low reserve. (18) $100 

2802 Iraq 1941/47 defins to 1d set of 18 ovptd "SPECIMEN". SG 208s/13s, 215s, 217s, 219s, 221s/29s, mint, Cat. £450 $150 
2803 1941/47 defins to 1d ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 18 as above but Officials. Fine MLH with 20m trimmed perfs at left. SG 

O230s/O235s, O237s, O239s, O241s, O244s, O246s, O248s/O254s MLH, Cat. £450 (18) $150 
2804 Ireland 1934 5/- bright rose re-engraved Seahorse. MUH. SG 101, Cat. £90 $50 
2805 1935 Seahorses with "Dublin Castle" ovpt on re-engraved set of 3 with extra 5/- shade plus ink stripping variety on 

2/6d with "I" of "eireann" almost entirely missing. MLH, toned gum. SG 99/101 (2/6d, 5/- x2 ea., 10/-), Cat. £570+ (5) $180 
2806 1945 (24th Nov) "First Commercial Overseas Flight Washington-London American Airlines System FAM 24 November 

1945" illust cover. Addressed to Washington with 1/- & 3d defins correctly paying the airmail rate. Gaelic slogan cancel 
of Luimneach (Shannon Airport) "Labair Saedirse". Flown by "Flagship Washington". $30 

2807 Israel 1952 1000pr Menorah. MUH top right corner block of 4. SG 64a, Cat. £110+ $20 
2808 Japan 1871 200mm vermilion, plate 1, on horizontally laid native paper. 4 clear margins & lightly used. Sold "as is". 

SG 5 Cat. £325 $30 
2809 1871 imperf set of 4 forgeries appearing to be on wove paper plus shades of the blue, vermilion & green. All too-good-

to-be-true outstanding 4 margin examples fine used. Scott Cat. US$3200 as cheapest types if genuine. (7) $60 
2810 1871 imperf set of 4 Wada forgeries allegedly on "Native Laid Paper". FU with broad margins all round & most 

attractive as an alternative to the Scott US$1595 catalogued set. $50 
2811 1872 perf. 9 to 12½ used set of 4 Wada forgeries complete with extra shades of brown x 2 (one thinned) & blue (very 

rough perfs). All allegedly on "Native Laid Paper". Min Scott cat. value if genuine would be US$2100+ (7) $40 
2812 1875 bird forgeries used on wove paper with syllabics comprising 12s (syll. 1 & 2), 15s (1), 45s (1 & 3 x2). 15s & 45s 

(syll. 1) have Japanese character for "imitation" in design with others appearing genuine with cork cancels but unlikely 
thus sold "as is". Also 1919 Peace set of 4 MLH x 2 sets (Cat. US$30 ea.). (14) $40 

2813 1949 Children's Exhibition Inuyama imperf sheetlet of 10. MUH with some diagonal bends, hence low reserve. MS 
532, Cat. £400 $50 

2814 Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 1941 Ovpts on South Africa bilingual pairs further handstamped "SPECIMEN". MLH. 
SG 151s/4s pairs, at. £650 $200 



2815 Kiribati 1980 Moths set of 4 trial proof on ungummed paper. Imperf & with the face values. MUH. A popular thematic. 
With normal for comparison. SG 117/20var. $30

2816 1981 50¢ butterfly Official with OKGS ovpt double. MUH BPA cert (1988). SG 22Ba, Cat. £40 $30
2817 1983 Battle of Tarawa 40th Anniv set of 4 in complete sheets of 40 MUH. Four sheets of each value with Format 

gutters. Useful for re-sale. SG 210/14 Cat. £190 (160 sets) $30
2818 Labuan 1904 "LABUAN 4 cents" overprint on 50c Arms with double overprint. Fine MUH & 1 of only 50 from the 

affected sheet. Ceremuga Cert. (2007) SG 136a, Cat. £375 Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale No. 20 for $130+BP. $75
2819 Macau 1949 32a UPU. MUH but dull gum from removal of tropical tissue interleaving. SG 424, Cat. £225 $40
2820 Malaya 1945 Military Administration with 11 different denomination of Straits Settlements stamps ovptd "BMA 

MALAYA". Each individually on piece with "Christmas Island 29 OCT 48" central upright cds in bluish black.    
SG 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 13-16 & 18. (11) $75

2821 Malaya - FMS1904/11 $1 grey-green & green Elephant, Mult Crown CA wmk. Fine MLH. SG 48, Cat. £120 $70
2822 Malaya-Johore 1949/55 1c to $5 Sultan Sir Ibrahim.  MLH set of 21.  SG 133/147, Cat. £160. $40
2823 Malaya-Kedah 1950/55 1c to $5 Sultan Badlishah. MLH/MH, stain on 25c & 40c. Incls 5c bright mauve used. 

SG 76/90, Cat. £160 (22) $30
2824 Malaya-Kelantan 1937/40 1c to $1 Sultan Ismail set of 13. MLH & well centred. Small thin on 50c. 

SG 40/52, Cat. £225 $30
2825 Malaya-Negri Sembilan 1898/1900 "Four Cents" on 8¢ with surcharge in green (SG 19) & in black (SG 20).     

Both without gum & having hinge remnant. Cat. value for MLH is £1500. Also a stained used example of Cyprus 
SG 75a with "broken bottom left triangle" used (Cat. £75 if fine). (3) $180

2826 Malaya-Strait Settlements 1906/07 25c Labuan Crown, perf 14½-15 with "STRAITS SETTLEMENTS" ovpt in red. 
Fresh MLH.  SG 149a, Cat. £110 $50

2827 Malaysian States - Perak 1891 "One CENT" on 6c violet on locally addressed Taiping printed cover.
SG 43, Cat. £35 x 6 on cover. $60

2828 1891 "Two CENTS" on 24c green type #37 Surcharge. Fine MLH. SG 52, Cat. £120 $70
2829 1895/99 5c dull purple & olive-yellow Tiger in control "1" positional blocks of 12 from top & bottom of sheet. 

Odd marginal bend otherwise superb MUH. SG 70, Cat. £280 $120
2830 Malta 1956/58 ¼d to £1 QEII pictorials. Fresh MLH.  SG 277/82, Cat. £130 as MUH (17) $40
2831 Muscat & Oman 1970 ¼r Nizwa Fort, ½r Matrah Fort & 1r Mirani Fort. Fresh MUH. SG 119/21, Cat. £200+ (3) $120
2832 Netherlands 1956 Europa pair. MUH. Cat. £75 $30
2833 Netherlands Antilles - Curacao 1941 Prince Bernhard Fund set of 8. MLH. SG 175/82, Cat. £325 $120
2834 1942/43 Airs set of 15 to 10g. Fresh MLH. SG 201/15, Cat. £200 $50
2835 Netherlands Indies 1941 25g orange. Fresh MLH. SG 444, Cat. £475 $150
2836 New Zealand 1855 2d dull blue on blued paper with large star wmk. Lightly used with 3½ margins. Vendor paid $230 

+ buyer's commission in 2013 auction. SG 2, Cat. £650 $150
2837 1855 1/- pale yellow green on blued paper with large star wmk. Fine used with light BN "9" cancel. 3½ margins, 

touching at lower right.  A lovely stamp that vendor paid $2250 + buyer's commission at an Eastern States 2013 
auction. SG 3, Cat. £5500 (see front cover) $1,500

2838 1855/58 2d blue no wmk on blued paper with neat BN cancel. 4 clear margins. SG 5, Cat. £300 $90
2839 1855/73 used group with imperf Chalons 1d dull orange no wmk, 2d blue, 6d black brown, 6d red brown & 1/- emerald 

all wmk large star with margins close or touching, 1d brown with perfs removed, perfd (12) 1d to 1/- incl 4d deep rose 
(Cat. £250) & yellow (Cat. £120) plus 1873 ½d newspaper MLH & used. Also 1874/78 QV first sidefaces simplified to 
1/- plus 5/- all used. Generally good to fine. Cat. £2000+ (27) $400

2840 1857/63 1d dull orange no wmk. Fine used with Lyttleton cds of 1863. 4 close margins. Bought in 2013 Eastern States 
auction for $260 + commission. SG 8, Cat. £750 $150

2841 1862/64 2d milky blue with large star wmk. Miscut imperf showing portions of adjacent stamps at top & left. F/U with 
light BN cancel. SG 37a, Cat. £225 + premium for spectacular miscut. $180

2842 1862/63 2d pale ultramarine imperf on pelure paper with 3½ margins touching at centre left. Fine used by light BN "7" 
cancel. Vendor paid $300 + buyer's commission at 2013 Eastern States auction. SG 83, Cat. £800 $150

2843 1862/63 6d black brown imperf on pelure paper. Lightly used with 4 clear margins. SG 85, Cat. £250 $70
2844 1862/64 1/- green imperf with large star wmk in the three SG catalogued shades. Close margins to clear all round 

examples. All lightly used with BN strikes. Vendor paid $380 + buyer's commission at 2013 Eastern States auction. 
SG 44/46, Cat. £1050 (3) $250

2845 1874/78 QV First Sideface set of 6 to 1/- MLH.  6d & 1/- with mild gum thins. Perf. 12x11½ except 3d which is perf. 
12½. SG 168, 180/84, Cat. £1000+ (6) $200

2846 1878 2/- deep rose (MLH, centred to right) & 5/- grey (centred to left, part gum with evidence of hinge having been 
sweated off). Frontally attractive. SG 185/86, Cat. £750 (2) $250

2847 1882/1900 2nd sideface set perf. 12x11½. MLH mainly lightly hinged, 5d with hinge remnant but well centred. 
Cat. £725 (10) $250

2848 1891 Govt Life Insurance set of 6. Good to fine used with usual mixed centring. SG L1/6, Cat. £250 $100
2849 1891/98 3d brown & 6d green Govt Life. MLH with moderate hinge remnants & average centring. SG L4 & L5,

Cat. £700 (2) $100
2850 1891/98 Govt Life Insurance set of 6 to 1/-. A couple of very light stained perfs on 6d & 1/- otherwise fine MLH & fault 

free. Increasingly difficult to find. SG L1/L6, Cat. £1500 (6) $450
2851 1898 6d green kiwi perf. 12-16 (SG 254) & 1899/1903 deep green & yellow green, perf. 11 (SG 264/a) & 1/- dull 

brown-red pair. All fine MUH & reasonably centred. Cat. £375, plus premium for MUH. $180
2852 1898 Pictorials perf. 12-16 (2½d "Wakatipu" is perf 11). Variable centering but 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- & 5/- are excellent & all 

superb MUH. Cat. £850 plus substantial premium as MUH. $750
2853 1898 pictorials similar to the above lot but 5d & 2/- are perf 11. 9d with a couple of toned perfs but again the 5/- has 

perfect centring. (14) $650
2854 1899/1903 6d deep green & 8d Prussian blue pairs. Probably re-gummed as no hinge marks or tone spots. 

Reasonably well centred. SG 264 & 266a, Cat. £250 for MLH. $50
2855 1902 2/- blue green & 5/- deep red perf. 14. 2/- with light thin otherwise both fresh MLH. S 328a/29a, Cat. £375 (2) $90
2856 1905/06 2d brown red Govt Life Insurance perf. 11 used with "VR" omitted. Part triple circle cds & under-catalogued. 

SG L21, Cat. £130 $60
2857 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set of 4 used with the ½d having small Kaipardro thimble cds of 1912. 1d with part 

Exhibition cds, 3d CTO & 6d "Registered" 31 MY 12 cds. SG 370/73, Cat. £375 $150



2815 Kiribati 1980 Moths set of 4 trial proof on ungummed paper. Imperf & with the face values. MUH. A popular thematic. 
With normal for comparison. SG 117/20var. $30

2816 1981 50¢ butterfly Official with OKGS ovpt double. MUH BPA cert (1988). SG 22Ba, Cat. £40 $30
2817 1983 Battle of Tarawa 40th Anniv set of 4 in complete sheets of 40 MUH. Four sheets of each value with Format 

gutters. Useful for re-sale. SG 210/14 Cat. £190 (160 sets) $30
2818 Labuan 1904 "LABUAN 4 cents" overprint on 50c Arms with double overprint. Fine MUH & 1 of only 50 from the 

affected sheet. Ceremuga Cert. (2007) SG 136a, Cat. £375 Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale No. 20 for $130+BP. $75
2819 Macau 1949 32a UPU. MUH but dull gum from removal of tropical tissue interleaving. SG 424, Cat. £225 $40
2820 Malaya 1945 Military Administration with 11 different denomination of Straits Settlements stamps ovptd "BMA 

MALAYA". Each individually on piece with "Christmas Island 29 OCT 48" central upright cds in bluish black.    
SG 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 13-16 & 18. (11) $75

2821 Malaya - FMS1904/11 $1 grey-green & green Elephant, Mult Crown CA wmk. Fine MLH. SG 48, Cat. £120 $70
2822 Malaya-Johore 1949/55 1c to $5 Sultan Sir Ibrahim.  MLH set of 21.  SG 133/147, Cat. £160. $40
2823 Malaya-Kedah 1950/55 1c to $5 Sultan Badlishah. MLH/MH, stain on 25c & 40c. Incls 5c bright mauve used. 

SG 76/90, Cat. £160 (22) $30
2824 Malaya-Kelantan 1937/40 1c to $1 Sultan Ismail set of 13. MLH & well centred. Small thin on 50c. 

SG 40/52, Cat. £225 $30
2825 Malaya-Negri Sembilan 1898/1900 "Four Cents" on 8¢ with surcharge in green (SG 19) & in black (SG 20).     

Both without gum & having hinge remnant. Cat. value for MLH is £1500. Also a stained used example of Cyprus 
SG 75a with "broken bottom left triangle" used (Cat. £75 if fine). (3) $180

2826 Malaya-Strait Settlements 1906/07 25c Labuan Crown, perf 14½-15 with "STRAITS SETTLEMENTS" ovpt in red. 
Fresh MLH.  SG 149a, Cat. £110 $50

2827 Malaysian States - Perak 1891 "One CENT" on 6c violet on locally addressed Taiping printed cover.
SG 43, Cat. £35 x 6 on cover. $60

2828 1891 "Two CENTS" on 24c green type #37 Surcharge. Fine MLH. SG 52, Cat. £120 $70
2829 1895/99 5c dull purple & olive-yellow Tiger in control "1" positional blocks of 12 from top & bottom of sheet. 

Odd marginal bend otherwise superb MUH. SG 70, Cat. £280 $120
2830 Malta 1956/58 ¼d to £1 QEII pictorials. Fresh MLH.  SG 277/82, Cat. £130 as MUH (17) $40
2831 Muscat & Oman 1970 ¼r Nizwa Fort, ½r Matrah Fort & 1r Mirani Fort. Fresh MUH. SG 119/21, Cat. £200+ (3) $120
2832 Netherlands 1956 Europa pair. MUH. Cat. £75 $30
2833 Netherlands Antilles - Curacao 1941 Prince Bernhard Fund set of 8. MLH. SG 175/82, Cat. £325 $120
2834 1942/43 Airs set of 15 to 10g. Fresh MLH. SG 201/15, Cat. £200 $50
2835 Netherlands Indies 1941 25g orange. Fresh MLH. SG 444, Cat. £475 $150
2836 New Zealand 1855 2d dull blue on blued paper with large star wmk. Lightly used with 3½ margins. Vendor paid $230 

+ buyer's commission in 2013 auction. SG 2, Cat. £650 $150
2837 1855 1/- pale yellow green on blued paper with large star wmk. Fine used with light BN "9" cancel. 3½ margins, 

touching at lower right.  A lovely stamp that vendor paid $2250 + buyer's commission at an Eastern States 2013 
auction. SG 3, Cat. £5500 (see front cover) $1,500

2838 1855/58 2d blue no wmk on blued paper with neat BN cancel. 4 clear margins. SG 5, Cat. £300 $90
2839 1855/73 used group with imperf Chalons 1d dull orange no wmk, 2d blue, 6d black brown, 6d red brown & 1/- emerald 

all wmk large star with margins close or touching, 1d brown with perfs removed, perfd (12) 1d to 1/- incl 4d deep rose 
(Cat. £250) & yellow (Cat. £120) plus 1873 ½d newspaper MLH & used. Also 1874/78 QV first sidefaces simplified to 
1/- plus 5/- all used. Generally good to fine. Cat. £2000+ (27) $400

2840 1857/63 1d dull orange no wmk. Fine used with Lyttleton cds of 1863. 4 close margins. Bought in 2013 Eastern States 
auction for $260 + commission. SG 8, Cat. £750 $150

2841 1862/64 2d milky blue with large star wmk. Miscut imperf showing portions of adjacent stamps at top & left. F/U with 
light BN cancel. SG 37a, Cat. £225 + premium for spectacular miscut. $180

2842 1862/63 2d pale ultramarine imperf on pelure paper with 3½ margins touching at centre left. Fine used by light BN "7" 
cancel. Vendor paid $300 + buyer's commission at 2013 Eastern States auction. SG 83, Cat. £800 $150

2843 1862/63 6d black brown imperf on pelure paper. Lightly used with 4 clear margins. SG 85, Cat. £250 $70
2844 1862/64 1/- green imperf with large star wmk in the three SG catalogued shades. Close margins to clear all round 

examples. All lightly used with BN strikes. Vendor paid $380 + buyer's commission at 2013 Eastern States auction. 
SG 44/46, Cat. £1050 (3) $250

2845 1874/78 QV First Sideface set of 6 to 1/- MLH.  6d & 1/- with mild gum thins. Perf. 12x11½ except 3d which is perf. 
12½. SG 168, 180/84, Cat. £1000+ (6) $200

2846 1878 2/- deep rose (MLH, centred to right) & 5/- grey (centred to left, part gum with evidence of hinge having been 
sweated off). Frontally attractive. SG 185/86, Cat. £750 (2) $250

2847 1882/1900 2nd sideface set perf. 12x11½. MLH mainly lightly hinged, 5d with hinge remnant but well centred. 
Cat. £725 (10) $250

2848 1891 Govt Life Insurance set of 6. Good to fine used with usual mixed centring. SG L1/6, Cat. £250 $100
2849 1891/98 3d brown & 6d green Govt Life. MLH with moderate hinge remnants & average centring. SG L4 & L5,

Cat. £700 (2) $100
2850 1891/98 Govt Life Insurance set of 6 to 1/-. A couple of very light stained perfs on 6d & 1/- otherwise fine MLH & fault 

free. Increasingly difficult to find. SG L1/L6, Cat. £1500 (6) $450
2851 1898 6d green kiwi perf. 12-16 (SG 254) & 1899/1903 deep green & yellow green, perf. 11 (SG 264/a) & 1/- dull 

brown-red pair. All fine MUH & reasonably centred. Cat. £375, plus premium for MUH. $180
2852 1898 Pictorials perf. 12-16 (2½d "Wakatipu" is perf 11). Variable centering but 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- & 5/- are excellent & all 

superb MUH. Cat. £850 plus substantial premium as MUH. $750
2853 1898 pictorials similar to the above lot but 5d & 2/- are perf 11. 9d with a couple of toned perfs but again the 5/- has 

perfect centring. (14) $650
2854 1899/1903 6d deep green & 8d Prussian blue pairs. Probably re-gummed as no hinge marks or tone spots. 

Reasonably well centred. SG 264 & 266a, Cat. £250 for MLH. $50
2855 1902 2/- blue green & 5/- deep red perf. 14. 2/- with light thin otherwise both fresh MLH. S 328a/29a, Cat. £375 (2) $90
2856 1905/06 2d brown red Govt Life Insurance perf. 11 used with "VR" omitted. Part triple circle cds & under-catalogued. 

SG L21, Cat. £130 $60
2857 1906 Christchurch Exhibition set of 4 used with the ½d having small Kaipardro thimble cds of 1912. 1d with part 

Exhibition cds, 3d CTO & 6d "Registered" 31 MY 12 cds. SG 370/73, Cat. £375 $150

2858 1906 Christchurch Exhibition unused set of 4. ½d & 1d without gum, the 3d & 6d MLH. SG 370/73, Cat. £275 $100 
2859 1907 5/- Mt Cook ovptd "OFFICIAL" with wmk sideways. F/U with portion of cds showing 1910 cancel. Ceremuga 

Cert. (2000) cert. SG O67, Cat. £190 $90 
2860 1907 Christchurch Int Exhib set of 4. MLH, the 3d with hinge remnants, others MLH but 6d with corner crease & 

centered high. Frontally fine & useful "budget" set. SG 370/73, Cat. £275 $90 
2861 1907 Christchurch Int Exhib illustrated letter card featuring portraits of patron, president & general manager of The 

Exhibition with 1d adhesive tied by "Exhibition JA.07 Christchurch" cds overstruck with Auckland machine cancel as 
original address was altered on arrival at first destination. Illustrated front of card with message on reverse. $50 

2862 1907/08 3d, 6d & 1/- "reduced size" perf. 14x15. 6d & 1/- MUH with 3d MVLH. SG 383/85, Cat. £210 + MUH premium. $75 
2863 1907/11 2/- Milford Sound ovptd "OFFICIAL". MUH with fluffy perfs as usual. Very well centred. SG O66, Cat. £85 + 

premium for MUH. $60 
2864 1907/11 Officials simplified set of 8 MLH plus 1908/09 1d & 6d (perf. 14x13) MLH. The  5/- is particularly fine.        

Total cat. £970 (10) $280 
2865 1907-08 3d  "reduced size" perf. 13½ & p13½x14 MLH & 6d perf. 14x15 pair plus line perf 14 single all MUH.          SG 

378/a, 384 (pair) & 376. Total cat. £255 + premium for MUH (5) $80 
2866 1909 ½d KEVII part booklet pane of 3 + label in position 6. MUH/MLH with selvedges intact left & right. SG 387c,    

Cat. £750 as pane of 5 + label. $180 
2867 1909 KEVII basic set of 9. MLH, the 4d yellow & 1/- values fine MLH, others with central hinge remnants, 8d also    

with adherences. Cat. £160 (9) $30 
2868 1913 "AUCKLAND EXHIBITION 1913" ovptd set of 4. Fresh MLH & reasonably centred. SG 412/15, Cat. £300 $160 
2869 1913 "Auckland Exhibition 1913" set of 4 MLH. 3d centred to right with others well centred. SG 412/15, Cat. £300 (4) $150 
2870 1913 "Auckland Exhibition 1913" set of 4 used/CTO. 3d centred to right with others well centred. SG 412/15,Cat. £600 $180 
2871 1913 "Auckland Exhibition 1913" set of 4 fine used as above but all well centred. SG 412/15, Cat. £600 (4) $200 
2872 1913/25 £1 QV Official. Fine MUH right selvedge example. SG O82, Cat. £650+ $350 
2873 1913/25 2/-, 5/-, £1 QV Officials. MLH, £1 marginal with hinge on selvedge only. SG O82/84, Cat. £750 + £1 MUH $350 
2874 1913/25 2/- & 5/- QV Postal Fiscals ovptd "OFFICIAL". Both fine used, the 2/- with fluffy perfs. SG O85/86, Cat. £190 $75 
2875 1913/25 5/- QV Postal Fiscal ovptd "OFFICIAL". Marginal upper selvedge example with feint hinge mark on selvedge 

only. Superb. SG O86, Cat. £90 + premium. $60 
2876 1915/27 KGV engraved simplified set of 6  ovptd "OFFICIAL". MLH. SG O100/05, Cat. £120 $80 
2877 1920 Victory set of 6. 3d with thin otherwise MUH. SG 453/8, Cat. £55+ $30 
2878 1920 Victory set of 6 plus 1922 surcharge all fine MUH. SG 453/59, Cat. £60 + premium for MUH. (7) $80 
2879 1926/61 1d kiwi "Official" perf. 13½x14 block of 4. A couple of minute tone spots otherwise MUH/MLH & a scarce 

multiple. SG O115a, Cat. £140 x 4 + premium for lower pair MUH. $150 
2880 1925 Dunedin Exhib set of 3. Fine MUH. SG 463/65, Cat. £32 + premium for MUH. $40 
2881 1926/34 2/- Admiral on Jones paper (inverted wmk) & 3/- plus 2/- on Cowan paper. All MUH with 3/- marginal.            

SG 466a, 467 & 469, Cat. £250 + premium for MUH. (3) $150 
2882 1926/34 2/- deep blue & 3/- mauve Admirals on Jones paper. Fine MLH. SG 466/67, Cat. £190 (2) $90 
2883 1927/33 5/- Arms "OFFICIAL" with vertical ovpt. Very fresh MVLH. SG O113, Cat. £325 $150 
2884 1931 30/-, £2/10/-, £3/10/- & £4/10/- Arms plus £6 to £200 (excl £9) Arms types with value ovptd in figures all with 

fiscal Stamp Duty Dept cds's. Total Barefoot cat. £230 (18) $100 
2885 1931 2d blue "Smiling Boys" Health Stamp. MH & well centred.  SG 547 $40 
2886 1931 Health "Smiling Boys" pair fresh MUH & well centered. SG 546/47, Retail $800 $250 
2887 1931 Health "Smiling Boys" pair. Small hinge remnant on each & light tone spot on 2d but frontally fresh.                   

SG 546/47, Cat. £150 $50 
2888 1931 Health "Smiling Boys". Fine used pair with cds cancels. SG 546/47, Cat. £135 $75 
2889 1931/40 1/3d lemon Arms marginal MUH & 9/- MUH plus 1940/58 Mult wmk Arms group of 1/3d to 5/- incl 2/-          

with both upright & inverted wmks & 1/3d black words & blue (error). All MUH. Cat. £190+ (10) $80 
2890 1931/40 12/6d deep plum Arms. MVLH. SG F156, Cat. £170 $75 
2891 1931/40 £3/10/- rose Arms. Fine MLH. A scarce stamp rarely seen so fine. SG F165, Cat. £2250 $950 
2892 1933 5/- Arms ovptd "OFFICIAL" vertically. MUH with Ceremuga Cert. (2000) SG O113, Cat. £325 + MUH premium. $300 
2893 1934 1d "Crusade for Health" stamp with wmk sideways inverted. MUH. CP T6az, Cat. NZ$125 $40 
2894 1935/86 2½d chocolate & slate perf. 13-14x13½ in top left marginal block of 23 MUH. SG 560, Cat. £14 x 22 + 

premium for MUH. $150 
2895 1936/61 1½d red-brown single wmk, ovptd "Official" perf. 13½ x 14 in lower right selvedge block of 35. Fresh MUH 

with one stamp MLH. A scarce multiple. SG O116, Cat. £45 x 35 + premium for MUH. $700 
2896 1936/61 2d Whare "Official" perf 14 (line) marginal block of 9 MUH with odd minor bend & a couple of light tone spots. 

SG O123c, Cat. £65 x 9 + premium for MUH. $250 
2897 1936/61 9d scarlet & black ovptd "Official" in lower left marginal block of 8. Fresh MUH. SG O130, Cat. £160 $60 
2898 1939 35/- on 35/- Arms MLH. SG F186, Cat. £800 $250 
2899 1939/40 Arms surcharges with 35/- single wmk & lower vals 3/6d (SG F212) to 22/- in mult wmk. All MUH with 3/6d & 

35/- marginal. Cat. £1400+ (5) $700 
2900 1940 Centennial ovptd "Official" set of 8 in pairs. "ff" joined variety in each pair with normal. All MUH with top  

selvedge with 2½d selvedge at left in strip of 3, as the joined "ff" appears on 3rd stamp on this value only. Cat. £600 + 
for se-tenant pairs (8 units) $250 

2901 1940 Centennial set of 11 with "Official" ovpts. ½d with 3 toned perfs otherwise all MLH & fine.                                      
SG O141/51, Cat. £190 (11) $40 

2902 1940/58 £2 bright purple Arms. MUH. SG F206, Cat. £190 $80 
2903 1940/58 £2/10/- red Arms. MUH. SG F207, Cat. £450 $200 
2904 1940/58 £3 green Arms with wmk inverted MUH. SG F208w, Cat. £250 $120 
2905 1940/58 £3 green Arms. MVLH SG F208, Cat. £275 $80 
2906 1940/58 £4 light blue Arms. Fresh MLH. SG F210, Cat. £325 $100 
2907 1940/58 £4 light blue ditto. SG F210, Cat. £325 $100 
2908 1940/58 £4 light blue Arms. MUH. SG F210, Cat. £325 $140 
2909 1940/58 £5 indigo blue Arms. MUH. SG F211, Cat. £650 $280 
2910 1940/58 £5 indigo blue Arms with wmk inverted. Fine MLH. SG F211a, Cat. £375 $120 
2911 1940/58 3/6d (seriffed) to 22/- set of 4 Arms surcharges. Fine MLH. SG F212, F214/16, Cat. £660 (4) $160 
2912 1940/58 11/- on 1/- & 22/- MLH, latter with inverted wmk. SG F215 & F216aw, Cat. £575 (2) $150 



2913 1940/58 7/-, 7/6d, 8/-, 10/- & 1958 £1 pink Arms with mult wmks. All MUH. Total cat. £335 (5) $140 
2914 1940-58 25/- greenish blue Arms. MUH. SG F204, Cat. £750 $400 
2915 1940/58 30/- brown Arms. MUH. SG F205, Cat. £450 $180 
2916 1940/58 Arms 1/3d lemon (horiz mesh), orange, bicoloured & all other vertical mesh to £2 simplified missing 12/6d, 

25/- & 30/-. Some hinge remnants on vals to £1 but otherwise fresh & attractive. SG F145, F191/206 (excl 204/05), 
total cat. £800 (as MUH) $200 

2917 1940/58 Arms to £1 used excl 12/6d but with £2, £3 & £5 vals. S/l machine cancels on most lower values incl 7/6d.         
Total cat. £360 (17) $100 

2918 1953 (6th Aug) Salvation Army, ACF & YMCA env addressed to South Aust with 2 x ½d orange kangaroo tied by        
2 crisp "N.Z.A.P.O. 444 F.P.O. 2" cds's. $30 

2919 1955/59 4d blue QEII "large figures" in MUH imperforate proof pair. SG 749var. $80 
2920 1958 (27th Aug) 6d 30th Anniv of Kingsford Smith's First Tasman Flight hand painted preliminary artwork in 

watercolour shades of blue highlighted with China white showing Kingsford Smith, a modern airliner & the 
"Southern Cross" in flight drawn by JE Lyle. Not overly dis-similar to the final design being in the same 
shades of blue. Still mounted to original design "Fashion Plate" board & lettered "B" being the second 
drawing by Lyle. Framed by simulated perforations measuring 23cms x 15cms & labelled "Comprehensive 
"Rough" for Finished Line Original". Richard Breckon has confirmed that there is no preliminary artwork for 
the Joint Issue in the Australia Post Archives. However, several die proofs inscribed New Zealand are held by 
Australia Post. This confirms preliminary designs can properly be treated & exhibited as Australian material 
also. Most attractive & a wonderful introduction piece to a New Zealand or Australian/NZ Airmail exhibit. Ex JE 
Lyle & depicted in PSNZ Vol. IV on page 258. $1,800 

2921 1958 1/- black & carmine red QEII, Die II. Left marginal MUH. SG 732b, Cat. £170 $75 
2922 1958 2d on 1½d "stars" error of surcharge. BPA Cert (1981). SG 763b, Cat. £130 $80 
2923 1967 3¢ Puarangi horizontal pair MUH imperf at right to selvedge. CP OD5a(z) (1996 ed.), Cat. NZ$350 $120 
2924 1985 18¢ & 50¢ Christmas with the "CRISTMAS" error.  Marginal & MUH. These were sent for destruction prior to 

issue. SG states that NZPO regards such stamps as having been "removed unlawfully during destruction process". $50 
2925 2002 Lord of the Rings - The Two Towers S/A blocks of 6 x 17. FV NZ$117+ ($112). SG 2556a Retail $28ea ($476) $100 
2926 2005 Rotary, Lions & YMCA M/S sets of 3 x 8 with commem central gutters. SG MS2770 FV NZ$140+ ($135)          

(24 M/S's) $100 
2927 2006 $1.50 Gandalf sheetlet ovptd "National Stamp Exhibition Christchurch 2006 KIWIPEX 2-5 November in silver 

with kiwi logo plus stamp also ovptd with "SPECIMEN". MUH. Unlisted & first we have seen. $30 
2928 2010 $12 "All Blacks - Show Your Support" NZ Rugby Union SES commem sheetlets with tabs showing photos of 

players in action x 7. Retail at $75ea ($525) (7 sheets) $100 
2929 2011 $11.40 "All Blacks - Rugby World Cup 2011 Champions" SES sheetlets with 6 x $1.90 commems & group photo 

x 4. Retail at $65ea ($260) $40 
2930 2011 $12 Rugby World Cup SES commem sheetlet with country Rugby emblems in tabs x 6. Retail $75ea ($450) (6) $100 
2931 New Zealand-Niue 1902 1d Universal with "Niue" h/s. Fine used with violet 31 MAR double outer line cds. Ceremuga 

cert stating "genuine in all respects" noting also "only 1200 printed" (2001). SG 1, Cat. £300 $180 
2932 Northern Rhodesia 1963 ½d violet Arms with value omitted error. Fresh MUH & the scarcest of the "pence missing" 

values. SG 75ab, Cat. £1200 $750 
2933 1963 3d yellow Arms with value omitted MUH. SG 78a, Cat. £120 $75 
2934 1963 3d yellow Arms with "value & orange (eagle) omitted" error. Fine MUH. SG 78b, Cat. £250 $200 
2935 1963 6d light olive-green Arms with "value omitted" error. Fresh MUH. SG 80a, Cat. £850 $600 
2936 1963 9d yellow-brown Arms with both "value & orange (eagle) omitted" error. Fine MUH. SG 81b, Cat. £600 $400 
2937 Norway 1925 Amundsen Polar Flight Airmail set of 7 on registered cover with Oslo 25.X.25 cancels & addressed to 

Perth WA with 23 NOV 26 b/s. Stamps alone cat. £120 plus significant premium for reg cover. $50 
2938 Pitcairn Is 2010 Prince William & Kate Wedding complete sheet of 24 with tabs & commem gutter and imprinted 

selvedge with printer & designer text. Fresh MUH & Rarely seen. SG 829/30, Cat. £100+ $50 
2939 Portugal 1940 Centenaries M/S. MUH with minor dent & crinkle but frontally fine. SG 919a, Cat. £325+MUH premium $180 
2940 Russia 1922 Rostov-on-Don Famine Relief set with cds postmarks but date very light & illegible. Small thin on 6T from 

hinge. Sold "as is". SG 261/64, Cat. £1800 $200 
2941 1977 Olympic Sports set of 5 to 20k+10k Weightlifting in complete sheets of 30 plus matching sheetlets of 20 so 50 

sets in total. Also 1976 Moscow Olympics emblems set of 3 in sheets of 36. All fine MUH & a useful thematic for re-
sale. SG 4604/06 & 4642/46, Cat. £360+ $40 

2942 Samoa 1881 2d rose in the unissued value & shade. Gum disturbed & surface soiling at top. Given the condition this 
is believed to have emanated from the remainders found at the Apia P.O. when it closed in 1881 & not the reprints 
made after the originals were withdrawn from sale. Sold "as is". $50 

2943 1914 50pf German Colonial issue overprinted "GRI" in block of 12 & vertical strip 3. Overprint was applied                        
in vertical rows one at a time. MUH/MLH 6d block folded & perf reinforced with 5 units toned. Strip MUH.                   
SG 108, Cat. £65 x 15 = £975 $180 

2944 San Marino 1931 Airs complete set of 10. 1 lire damaged at top otherwise set is fine MLH. SG 164/73, Cat. £650 (10) $100 
2945 Sarawak 1955 QEII defins to $5. Fresh MUH. SG 188/02, Cat. £100 $60 
2946 Saudi Arabia 1925 ⅛pi to 5pi with 16mm Long Overprints on Caliphate in blue. 5pi has minor thin otherwise fine MLH. 

SG 136/42, Cat. £1835 (7) $200 
2947 1925 16mm Long Overprints on Arms. MLH errors comprising in blue on ½pi (inverted & double), 2pi inverted, double 

& double with one inverted & 3pi inverted. A clean & scarce group. SG 106a, b, 109a, b, 109c, 110a & in black on 
1½pi inverted (SG 118a MUH), Cat. £945 (7) $200 

2948 1925 20pa red Postage Due with 14mm horizontal ovpt in blue MLH (SG D93a, Cat. £425) & 1923 2pi orange              
(SG D49A, Cat. £7 MLH). (2) $80 

2949 1925 Long overprints in black on Caliphate issue. ⅛pi chestnut & 1½pi lilac, both with ovpt inverted (1/8pi Filatco & 
1½pi Sismondo certs), 3pi brown upright & 5pi x2 with one inverted (thinned). All MLH. SG 143a, 145a, 146, 147 & 
147a, total cat. £1620 (5) $300 

2950 1925 Postage Dues with small three-line handstamp as per SG D18 overprinted on 1922/24 types. All MLH with 3pi 
brown red having perf fault at top. SG D154/62, Cat. £785 (9) Est $200 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $120 

2951 1946 ½g magenta "map" Obligatory Tax perf. 11½ & corner copy of perf. 11. Scarce with original inscription & 
unpriced by SG. Perf. 11½ Cat. £110, SG 256a unpriced. Est $350 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $200 

2952 1950 10p Capture of Riyadh pair. Fresh MUH with right marginal stamp showing Arabic "guerches" plural. SG 369/a, 
Cat. £910 plus premium as se-tenant. Est $350 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $200 



2913 1940/58 7/-, 7/6d, 8/-, 10/- & 1958 £1 pink Arms with mult wmks. All MUH. Total cat. £335 (5) $140 
2914 1940-58 25/- greenish blue Arms. MUH. SG F204, Cat. £750 $400 
2915 1940/58 30/- brown Arms. MUH. SG F205, Cat. £450 $180 
2916 1940/58 Arms 1/3d lemon (horiz mesh), orange, bicoloured & all other vertical mesh to £2 simplified missing 12/6d, 

25/- & 30/-. Some hinge remnants on vals to £1 but otherwise fresh & attractive. SG F145, F191/206 (excl 204/05), 
total cat. £800 (as MUH) $200 

2917 1940/58 Arms to £1 used excl 12/6d but with £2, £3 & £5 vals. S/l machine cancels on most lower values incl 7/6d.         
Total cat. £360 (17) $100 

2918 1953 (6th Aug) Salvation Army, ACF & YMCA env addressed to South Aust with 2 x ½d orange kangaroo tied by        
2 crisp "N.Z.A.P.O. 444 F.P.O. 2" cds's. $30 

2919 1955/59 4d blue QEII "large figures" in MUH imperforate proof pair. SG 749var. $80 
2920 1958 (27th Aug) 6d 30th Anniv of Kingsford Smith's First Tasman Flight hand painted preliminary artwork in 

watercolour shades of blue highlighted with China white showing Kingsford Smith, a modern airliner & the 
"Southern Cross" in flight drawn by JE Lyle. Not overly dis-similar to the final design being in the same 
shades of blue. Still mounted to original design "Fashion Plate" board & lettered "B" being the second 
drawing by Lyle. Framed by simulated perforations measuring 23cms x 15cms & labelled "Comprehensive 
"Rough" for Finished Line Original". Richard Breckon has confirmed that there is no preliminary artwork for 
the Joint Issue in the Australia Post Archives. However, several die proofs inscribed New Zealand are held by 
Australia Post. This confirms preliminary designs can properly be treated & exhibited as Australian material 
also. Most attractive & a wonderful introduction piece to a New Zealand or Australian/NZ Airmail exhibit. Ex JE 
Lyle & depicted in PSNZ Vol. IV on page 258. $1,800 

2921 1958 1/- black & carmine red QEII, Die II. Left marginal MUH. SG 732b, Cat. £170 $75 
2922 1958 2d on 1½d "stars" error of surcharge. BPA Cert (1981). SG 763b, Cat. £130 $80 
2923 1967 3¢ Puarangi horizontal pair MUH imperf at right to selvedge. CP OD5a(z) (1996 ed.), Cat. NZ$350 $120 
2924 1985 18¢ & 50¢ Christmas with the "CRISTMAS" error.  Marginal & MUH. These were sent for destruction prior to 

issue. SG states that NZPO regards such stamps as having been "removed unlawfully during destruction process". $50 
2925 2002 Lord of the Rings - The Two Towers S/A blocks of 6 x 17. FV NZ$117+ ($112). SG 2556a Retail $28ea ($476) $100 
2926 2005 Rotary, Lions & YMCA M/S sets of 3 x 8 with commem central gutters. SG MS2770 FV NZ$140+ ($135)          

(24 M/S's) $100 
2927 2006 $1.50 Gandalf sheetlet ovptd "National Stamp Exhibition Christchurch 2006 KIWIPEX 2-5 November in silver 

with kiwi logo plus stamp also ovptd with "SPECIMEN". MUH. Unlisted & first we have seen. $30 
2928 2010 $12 "All Blacks - Show Your Support" NZ Rugby Union SES commem sheetlets with tabs showing photos of 

players in action x 7. Retail at $75ea ($525) (7 sheets) $100 
2929 2011 $11.40 "All Blacks - Rugby World Cup 2011 Champions" SES sheetlets with 6 x $1.90 commems & group photo 

x 4. Retail at $65ea ($260) $40 
2930 2011 $12 Rugby World Cup SES commem sheetlet with country Rugby emblems in tabs x 6. Retail $75ea ($450) (6) $100 
2931 New Zealand-Niue 1902 1d Universal with "Niue" h/s. Fine used with violet 31 MAR double outer line cds. Ceremuga 

cert stating "genuine in all respects" noting also "only 1200 printed" (2001). SG 1, Cat. £300 $180 
2932 Northern Rhodesia 1963 ½d violet Arms with value omitted error. Fresh MUH & the scarcest of the "pence missing" 

values. SG 75ab, Cat. £1200 $750 
2933 1963 3d yellow Arms with value omitted MUH. SG 78a, Cat. £120 $75 
2934 1963 3d yellow Arms with "value & orange (eagle) omitted" error. Fine MUH. SG 78b, Cat. £250 $200 
2935 1963 6d light olive-green Arms with "value omitted" error. Fresh MUH. SG 80a, Cat. £850 $600 
2936 1963 9d yellow-brown Arms with both "value & orange (eagle) omitted" error. Fine MUH. SG 81b, Cat. £600 $400 
2937 Norway 1925 Amundsen Polar Flight Airmail set of 7 on registered cover with Oslo 25.X.25 cancels & addressed to 

Perth WA with 23 NOV 26 b/s. Stamps alone cat. £120 plus significant premium for reg cover. $50 
2938 Pitcairn Is 2010 Prince William & Kate Wedding complete sheet of 24 with tabs & commem gutter and imprinted 

selvedge with printer & designer text. Fresh MUH & Rarely seen. SG 829/30, Cat. £100+ $50 
2939 Portugal 1940 Centenaries M/S. MUH with minor dent & crinkle but frontally fine. SG 919a, Cat. £325+MUH premium $180 
2940 Russia 1922 Rostov-on-Don Famine Relief set with cds postmarks but date very light & illegible. Small thin on 6T from 

hinge. Sold "as is". SG 261/64, Cat. £1800 $200 
2941 1977 Olympic Sports set of 5 to 20k+10k Weightlifting in complete sheets of 30 plus matching sheetlets of 20 so 50 

sets in total. Also 1976 Moscow Olympics emblems set of 3 in sheets of 36. All fine MUH & a useful thematic for re-
sale. SG 4604/06 & 4642/46, Cat. £360+ $40 

2942 Samoa 1881 2d rose in the unissued value & shade. Gum disturbed & surface soiling at top. Given the condition this 
is believed to have emanated from the remainders found at the Apia P.O. when it closed in 1881 & not the reprints 
made after the originals were withdrawn from sale. Sold "as is". $50 

2943 1914 50pf German Colonial issue overprinted "GRI" in block of 12 & vertical strip 3. Overprint was applied                        
in vertical rows one at a time. MUH/MLH 6d block folded & perf reinforced with 5 units toned. Strip MUH.                   
SG 108, Cat. £65 x 15 = £975 $180 

2944 San Marino 1931 Airs complete set of 10. 1 lire damaged at top otherwise set is fine MLH. SG 164/73, Cat. £650 (10) $100 
2945 Sarawak 1955 QEII defins to $5. Fresh MUH. SG 188/02, Cat. £100 $60 
2946 Saudi Arabia 1925 ⅛pi to 5pi with 16mm Long Overprints on Caliphate in blue. 5pi has minor thin otherwise fine MLH. 

SG 136/42, Cat. £1835 (7) $200 
2947 1925 16mm Long Overprints on Arms. MLH errors comprising in blue on ½pi (inverted & double), 2pi inverted, double 

& double with one inverted & 3pi inverted. A clean & scarce group. SG 106a, b, 109a, b, 109c, 110a & in black on 
1½pi inverted (SG 118a MUH), Cat. £945 (7) $200 

2948 1925 20pa red Postage Due with 14mm horizontal ovpt in blue MLH (SG D93a, Cat. £425) & 1923 2pi orange              
(SG D49A, Cat. £7 MLH). (2) $80 

2949 1925 Long overprints in black on Caliphate issue. ⅛pi chestnut & 1½pi lilac, both with ovpt inverted (1/8pi Filatco & 
1½pi Sismondo certs), 3pi brown upright & 5pi x2 with one inverted (thinned). All MLH. SG 143a, 145a, 146, 147 & 
147a, total cat. £1620 (5) $300 

2950 1925 Postage Dues with small three-line handstamp as per SG D18 overprinted on 1922/24 types. All MLH with 3pi 
brown red having perf fault at top. SG D154/62, Cat. £785 (9) Est $200 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $120 

2951 1946 ½g magenta "map" Obligatory Tax perf. 11½ & corner copy of perf. 11. Scarce with original inscription & 
unpriced by SG. Perf. 11½ Cat. £110, SG 256a unpriced. Est $350 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $200 

2952 1950 10p Capture of Riyadh pair. Fresh MUH with right marginal stamp showing Arabic "guerches" plural. SG 369/a, 
Cat. £910 plus premium as se-tenant. Est $350 in 2015 Eastern States auction. $200 

2953 Saudi Arabia-Hejaz 1925 ovpts with ovpt date at left & inverted at right. Most vals ovptd in black, blue, red or grey-
black. 82 MLH with majority fresh & 9 used. SG 177A/185C range with dupl, Cat. c£300 $60 

2954 Singapore 2002, 2003 & 2004 Singapore Post Annual Yearbooks complete with MUH issues. Exc cond with many 
useful thematics. SG Cat. £240+ $90 

2955 Somaliland Protectorate 1942 KGVI defins set of 12 to 5r perfined "SPECIMEN". 12a is torn at top otherwise all fine 
MLH. SG 105s/16s, Cat. £300 $70 

2956 South Africa 1902 (15th Jan) stampless mourning front form Bloemfontein to Kimberley with censor tape reading 
"OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LWA". "Passed by Censor W. Elton Major Kimberley" cachet & addressed to Mrs R.v.d. 
Merwe, Van Emmaus, Refugee Camp, Kimberley. Minor soiling. $30 

2957 South Africa-Boer War "2nd Anglo-Boer War, October 1899 to May 1900" group of 6 modern picture postcards taken 
from illustrations from a published diary by Major F D Baillie (retired) a reporter with the Daily Graphic, who was on 
location in Mafeking during the siege. The graphics incl "Topographical sketch of Mafeking", "The crew of HMS 
"Firefly", "Firing from an Armoured Train", "Wrecking the Armoured Train at Kraaipan", "Fitzclarence's Bayonet 
Charge" & "Peaceful Talk Between Boers & British". Exc cond with writeups. $30 

2958 1900 (27th Jan) Censored cover from Pretoria to Ireland with Durban & London transits & Belfast 18MR 00 arrival. 
"PASSED PRESS CENSOR" triangular h/s on front. Impressive "OPIER GEVANGENIS PRETORIA Z.A.R." double 
ringed oval rubber stamp on front. Heavily worn but remains an attractive survivor. $80 

2959 1900 (4th Apr) Australian Boer War Patriotic postcard with Victoria 1d tied by Melbourne cds & addressed to Sydney. 
Good cond. $60 

2960 1900 (25th June) "On Active Service in South Africa" endorsed cover from South Africa to Victoria with GB 1d lilac    
QV tied by British Army, South Africa Field Post Office cds. Melbourne 1.8.00 b/s. Good cond. $100 

2961 1900 (13th Oct) "One Active Service in South Africa" env to Victoria with GB 1d lilac QV tied by "ARMY PO 55 S 
AFRICA" cds. Melbourne 19 11 00 b/s before readdressed with Sale, Victoria NO 19 00 arrival. Good cond. A cover 
with a similar cds was offered in the Prestige "The World at War" auction March 2011 with an estimate of $400. $150 

2962 1900 3d deep blue/blue Mafeking Siege General Baden-Powell fine used with 1900 CGH cds. V/F/used. Centred left 
but fresh. SG 20, Cat. £425 with Mafeking. $120 

2963 1902 (16th Jan) "On Active Service in South Africa" endorsed in m/s cover from Lindley, Orange Free State to Victoria 
with Sale 17 FE 02 arrival b/s. 'No stamps available" in m/s with "Army Post Office JA 16 02" cds. Victorian 1d 
Postage Due applied & dated 17/2/02 in m/s with neighbouring oval "T1D." Clean with crease fold & opened on 3 
sides. Accompanying notes suggest it was purchased from George Vaivarins, a Brisbane dealer for $625 in 2007. $300 

2964 South Africa - Natal 1902 (26th Feb) 1d rose QV postcard tied by Glencoe Junction Natal cds & addressed to 
Switzerland with Basel receival 23.III.02. Picture side shows 3 b/w miniatures of "Tugela Falls Above Colenso", 
"Railway Bridge, Colenso March 1900" & "Bridge Built by Boers over Tugela above Colenso". Message penned 
alongside. Free of tears or staining. $30 

2965 South Africa-Transvaal 1900 £5 monocolour greenish slate bank note repaired at lower left & some ageing at top  
but a rare survivor signed at base by Auditor General & Manager & dated 28.5.1900. $30 

2966 Spain 1950 Gen Franco's Canary Island Visit 10¢ on 50 ¢ & 10¢ on 1pta both MUH plus 10¢ on 1pta F/U. CEM     
Cert (Spain) 2004 re the MUH. Also 1950 Stamp Cent 1p & 2p50 imperfs V/F/used. Edifil 1083A/B, SG 1149B/50B, 
Cat. £275 (5) $80 

2967 St Vincent 1938 env addressed to St Lucia with 1½d brown KGV tied by boxed "PAQUEBOT" cachet with 
neighbouring Castries  St Lucia 5 MR 38 crisp cds. Fine "LADY NELSON POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS Canadian 
National Steamships" circular cachet in mauve. Closed tears at top from rough opening & light staining but remains 
highly collectable. $60 

2968 Sudan 1941 Tuti Palms defins to 20pi complete set of 15. Fresh MLH. SG 81/95, Cat. £325 $90 
2969 Suriname 1941 5g & 10g Airs. Fresh MLH. SG 282/83, Cat. £585 (2) $180 
2970 Switzerland 1854 (Jan) Russwil, Lucerne to Munster, Germany, bearing 10 Rappen "unframed cross" yellow, red & 

black imperf neatly cut, with "Russwil" s/line & neighbouring Wohlhausen 12 JAN 54 cds. VG cond for its age! $75 
2971 1857 1f grey-lilac (black thread) with clear margins all round & neat lozenge obliterator. SG 38, Cat. £1100 $180 
2972 1862 2r grey with clear margins all round & near complete 1862 Neuchatel cds. SG 46, Cat. £650 $120 
2973 1862 1f gold on plain wove paper. Ink smudged back & indistinct cancel otherwise sound example. SG 60a, Cat. £600 $50 
2974 1881 15¢ lemon-yellow on granite paper. Superb used with crisp Schenkon cds of 12.I.82. SG 108, Cat. £600 $150 
2975 1882 2c, 5c, 10c, 12c & 15c set of 5 on plain wove paper sound used with bold cds's. SG 121/25, Cat. £1000 (5) $150 
2976 1919 30¢ Air ovpt in red. Probable forgery as cancel is unclear & appears to be under the overprint. Good "as is" 

spacefiller of SG 302, Cat. £1900. $50 
2977 1934 National Stamp Exhibition M/S. Fine used on registered front with 7.X.34 cds. SG MS357, Cat. £1000 $250 
2978 1936 Pro Patria National Defence Fund M/S fine used with 31.X.36 cds. Minor wrinkles top & bottom from drying 

process. SG MS367, Cat. £325 $70 
2979 1937 Pro Juventute M/S used with FDI 20.XI.37 cds (Cat. £85) plus 1945 War Relief Fund M/S fine used with FDI 

20.II.45 cds (Cat. £325). Both fine. (2) $100 
2980 1941 ProJuventute Children's Fund M/S MLH (one hinge mark) plus 1948 Centenary with both sheets MUH, the larger 

with vertical crease. Fresh & attractive. SG MSJ99a, Cat. £140, 430a, Cat. £75 & 430b, Cat. £70 + MUH premium (3) $80 
2981 1942 National Fete M/S CTO with 23.XI.42 Schweizpostmuzeum cds. Full gum. SG MS 429a, Cat. £375 $90 
2982 1943 Swiss Cantonal Stamp Cent 70x75mm m/s fine used with 20.III.43 cds (Cat. £90) & GEPH (Geneva Centenary 

Exhib) M/S with 12.IX.43 cancel in red (SG 433a, Cat. £65). (2) $40 
2983 1945 Cent of Basel Cantonal Stamp M/S fine used with FDI 14 APRIL 1945 cds in red (SG MS 446b, Cat. £150) plus 

1951 Lunaba M/S with FDI 29.IX.51 Exhibition cds (SG 531a, Cat. £275), the latter with gum. (2) $120 
2984 1948 National Philatelic Exhibition (IMABA) M/S with FDI 21.VIII.48 cds (SG MS498a, Cat. £100) & 1955 Lausanne 

Exhib M/S with smudged Pontresin 10.III.56 cds (SG 561a, Cat. £130). (2) $50 
2985 Thailand 2013 Thailand World Stamp Exhibition commem stamp book with Red Cross, Thai Postal Services, Queen 

Sirikit, Heritage Conservation, Book Capital & Packnam sheetlets & M/S's in both perf & imperf formats. High cat 
value. Exc cond. (12) $40 

2986 Tibet 1914 4t & 8t imperfs in dull ink on very thin paper. Both unused with 4 clear margins & believed genuine but sold 
"as is". Ex Derek Pocock. SG 7A (Cat. £2250) & 8Ab (Cat. £180) $150 

2987 Tonga 1893 "G.F.B." Official ovptd set of 5. Unused without gum as typically found. SG O1/O5, Cat. £275 (5) $80 
2988 1896 2d pale blue "King George 1" typewritten "Half-Penny" on 7 ½d on 2d with Tongan words "VAEUA OE BENI" 

reading downwards.  Stops instead of hyphens after both words. Mint no gum with small repaired tear at left & typical 
perfs for issue. Ceremuga Cert. (2008) Rare with only several recorded. SG 37Ad, Cat. £1100 $350 



2989 1942/49 Pictorials set of 9 to 5/- & 1944 Silver Jubilee all perfined "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH.                                      
SG 74s/82s, Cat. £250 & 83s/87s, Cat. £130 (14) $100 

2990 USA1888 A much-travelled envelope to US Consulate London & returned to sender in Massachusetts. Amongst the 
crossing out/redirection & cds's of Boston, Charlestown, Newcastle & London is a violet handstamp "Insufficiently 
Prepaid Boston" overstruck with blue asterisk. The reverse side is equally filled with handstamps & cds's! One stamp 
has been removed at top right. Perhaps this created the short pay! $50 

2991 1915 2¢ pale carmine red, perf 11 (Scott 461) with Weiss cert of 2010 stating "is sound & genuine, but the purple 
cancel may not be contemporary". Cat. $US375 if cancel is contemporary. Vendor paid $75 for this item.  $40 

2992 1927 10¢ Lindbergh Airmail in Plate No. F 19008 block of 6. Fine MUH. Scott C10, Cat. US$120 $20 
2993 1928 "US Naval Training Station San Diego, California" registered cover to Chief of Bureau of Navigation Navy 

Department Washington, numbered 131475 & bearing 15¢ & 3¢ defins tied by Training Station cds in purple. 
Washington Reg. Sec. b/s. Fine cond. $50 

2994 1929 "Kans" & "Nebr" ovpts complete MLH with hingeing varying from light to remnant. 6¢ orange vals are both 
sulphuretted but set is otherwise free of toning or decolourisation. SG 655/76, Cat. £600 (22) $200 

2995 1937 (19th Apr) First Round the World airmail flight cover initiating in New York with 20¢ & 50¢ Clipper tied by New 
York duplex before added franking of Straits Settlements 25¢ & 50¢ 6.5.37, Brazil 11, 100 reis 20.5.37 & Netherlands 
1½g & 75¢ Airs, 12½ & 15¢ ordinary all tied by Amsterdam 15.5.37 Central Station cds. Boxed Transit marks "By 
KLM" & "Via Panair" plus "Reforwarded by KLM Received at Penang 5.5.37 & reforwarded 6.5.37." h/s. Transit marks 
on reverse incl San Francisco, Hong Kong & Amsterdam. Good cond. $40 

2996 1937 (8th May) "Anglo-American Goodwill Coronation Flight New York to London" blue cachet on long Airmail env   
with 6c Airmail tied by NY cds & return with "GR" cachet in red with 1½d KGVI tied by London cds's. Fine cond.  $20 

2997 1940 Famous Americans sets of 35 in blocks of 4 & 2 single sets. All fresh MUH SG 856/90 Cat. £210+ $30 
2998 1981 20c Fire Pumper horiz coil pair misperforated resulting in part vehicle on each unit. Unused. SG 1879 var. $20 
2999 1996, 1999 & 2000 USPS Annual yearbooks complete with MUH issues. SG Cat. £400+ $100 
3000 1998/2000 "Celebrate the Century" set of 10 post office sheetlets each with 15 commem stamps. Fine MUH.           

Cat. £150, FV US$50 ($75) (10 sheetlets) $40 
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